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ADVERTISEMENT.

In publishing, at this late period, the Journal of the

travels I performed in the United States, with General La

fayette, in 1824 and 1825, I think I ought to give an account

of the circumstances which so long retarded its appearance .

The duties of private secretary which I performed for

General Lafayette, were prolonged for more than three

years after our return . During all that time I thought that

the intimate relations I sustained with regard to him, bound

me in delicacy, not to send out from his closet a narrative

in which he must necessarily be the principal object.

Governed by this sentiment, I resisted all the urgency of

my friends, and awaited the period when I should be able

to publish my journal, after becoming entirely independent,

by engaging in an active employment , without exposing any

other person to responsibility for opinions or facts it con

tains. That period has now arrived, and I no longer per.

ceive any obstacle to my laying before the public, the details

to which they are not entirely strangers ; but which are no

where to be found so complete as in this journal : which,

besides, offers a character of authenticity which it would be

difficult to deny it ; for, besides that I could call the testi

mony of several millions of witnesses, I can still say, That

( what I relate, I have also seen .

There is no need of my saying, that in offering to my

friends and the public the details ofa triumph , which honours

as well the nation which bestowed it , as the man who was

the object of it, and the recital of which will at some fu .

Icre time, I hope, be the greatest encouragement that
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iv ADVERTISEMENT .

can be offered to those who are sincere friends of rational

liberty. I have been less careful to beautify my narrative ,

than to preserve that character oftruth which will constitute

its greatest, perhaps its only merit.

Drawn along, during fourteen months, in the midst of a

whirl of popular fetes, which followed, without inter .

ruption , the steps of Lafayette in the twenty -four states of

the Union, it was only during the short hours of night, and

so to speak in presence of the very events of the day, that

I was able to write my journal. It must necessarily betray

that extreme agitation ; yet I have not thought it necessary

to subject it to any other attention , than that of a division

into a certain number of Chapters, each of which contains

a series of facts more particularly relating to one period or

one locality. This division appeared to me the more con

venient, because it permitted me to suppress all the dates

which embarrassed the narrative ; and a crowd of details,

which could have possessed interest only for a small num.

ber of individuals.
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LAFAYETTE IN AMERICA ..

CHAPTER 1.

Invitation of the Congress of the United States to General Lafayette - Departure

from Havre -- Passage - Arrival at Staten Island - Entrance into New York

Review of the Militia - Fetes given to Lafayette - Statistics of New York - Its

Constitution, & c.

NEARLY half a century had passed, since Lafayette, in

spired by the love of glory and liberty, had torn himself

from the fond embraces of his family, and the dangerous

seductions of the court, to go and offer the aid of an illus

trious name and a powerful fortune to a nation gloriously

combatting, it is true , for independence , but whose weakness

seemed to threaten complete ruin in a contest apparently so

unequal. After his return to France, Lafayette, although

entirely occupied with the French Revolution, for the suc

cess of which he sacrificed both fortune and repose, and

sometimes exposed his life and popularity, often extended

his recollections to America, the theatre of his first exploits ;

and in the chains of Olmutz, as under the imperial des- .

potism, he consoledhimself withthe thought that there, at

least, the tree of liberty which he had assisted to plant,

yielded fruits both rich and abundant; and thata people, both

happy and worthy to be so , preserved towards him a lively

sentiment of gratitude. But, detained by motives of differ.

ent descriptions, he could only cherish the desire of seeing

America again, without being able to foresee that he should

ever be able to revisit it. The confidence of his fellow citi.

zens, which , after the events of 1815, recalled him to the

political scene, seemed another reason to detain him in

France : however, in 1824 , the intrigues of a minority , no

less corrupt than corrupting, having removed him from the

national representation, he found himself at liberty at the

time, whenthe President of the United States addressed him

the following letter .

* 1
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“ Washington City, 7th Feb. 1824..

“ MY DEAR GENERAL.- I wrote you, about a fortnight

ago, a letter which I entrusted to Mr. Brown, in which

Iexpressed to you the desire of sending you , to any port
in rance you might choose, a frigate to bring you, if it

should be convenient and agreeable to you , at the present

time, to visit the United States. Congress have sincepassed

a resolution on the subject, in which they express to you

the sincere attachmentof the whole nation, who ardently

desire to see you again amongthem . The period for com

plying with this invitation, is left entirely at your choice ;

but be convinced , that whatever may be your decision, it

will be enough if you will have the goodness to inform me ,

so that I may immediately give orders for a public shipto

go for you to the port you may wish , and bring you to the

adopted country of your youth , which has ever preserved

the most grateful remembrance of your important services.

I send you herewith the resolution of Congress ; and add

the assurance of my high consideration , and sentiments of

attachment.

JAMES MONROE."

Lafayette could not reject an invitation so honourable

and so pressing ; and his departure was fixed for the month

of July . He had refused the offers of Congress, who

wished to send hima publicship, to transport him with more

safety and convenience. He was also obliged to repulse a

multitude of questions from his fellow citizens, who imagi

ning perhaps , that there was another expedition in favour

of liberty, desired to partake of both the danger and the

glory with him ; and, with no other companions than his

son and the author of this journal, he left Paris on the 11th

of July, and on the 12th arrived at Havre, where he had

been waited for during several weeks by the Cadmus, an
American merchant vessel.

The patriotism of the citizens of Havre had prepared for

him a reception in that town , a reception well calculated to

touch his heart: but the ridiculously foreboding character

of the authorities, interrupted the fete, and would have

changed it into a scene of disorder, perhaps of blood, if the

inhabitants had been less considerate. Agents of thepolice,

gendarmes and Swiss soldiers, rivalled each other in zeal
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to suppress the noble sentiments of the citizens during the

short time that General Lafayette remained among them .

However, it was in thepresence of the whole population,

and amidst the most lively demonstrations of public feeling,

that he embarked at noon on the 13th .

The sky and the sea being perfectly calm , allowed us to

pass with facility on board our ship, which was in the road .

All the crew, ranged on deck, awaited the arrival of the

General, with anexpression of joy mingled with manly

pride. At the moment when he passed under that Ameri

can flag , which owed to him so large a share of its glory and

independence, the sailors gave three cheers, to which all the

ships in the harbour replied, and the crowd that remained

on the shore . Several private friends of the General who

had accompanied him on board the Cadmus, received his

last farewell . Almost at the same instant, a fresh breeze,

filling our sails, took us off to sea, and removed from our

sight that beloved country, in which, whatever is said or

donę, virtue and patriotism will ever find brave defenders.

In a good vessel so skilfully commanded and manquvred

as the Cadmus, we could not but make a pleasant voyage.

The gale of wind which struck us on the following morning,

and carried away two top masts, served only to give us oc

casion to admire the calmness of our excellent captain Al

lyn in the command, and the vigour of his crew in the

performance of their duty .

On the 1st of August, the wind suddenly fell ; the sea

became motionless, and our progress was suspended. As

sembled on deck, around the General, with four young

American passengers, we were contemplating with pleasure

the uniform surface of the sea, which was agitated by no

wind ; when on a sudden we perceived a black spot near

the horizon, which seemed to approach us. During more

than half an hour we lost ourselves in forming conjectures

of what that object could be, which was evidently coming

nearer to us with considerable rapidity. In a short time,

the motion of oars proved it to be a boat, and the sound of

a bugle led us to suppose it contained soldiers. We were

not deceived : within a few minutes, a light skiff bringing

seven men dressed in uniform , two of whom were armed

with muskets, came up near our vessel . The chief of this

adventurousparty , measuring the height of ourdeck with a

bold eye , asked for the rope-ladder that he might come on

board . It was thrown to him , and immediately he and his
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companions were on our deck. In rather a cavalier tone

they announced that they were British officers ; that a

transport vessel , which they pointed out to us on the hori.

zon, and which, like our own, was detained by the calm ,

was conducting them to Halifax, (Nova Scotia ,) where

they were to go into garrison ; and finally, that the beauty

of the sea, ennui, and curiosity , had determined them to

come and pay us a visit. Our captain received them with

cold politeness ; our sailors turned aside a little from their

occupations : but their aspect, as well as their accent,

seemed to remind our younger American passengers of the

burning of the Capitol. In spite of this rather discouraging

reception , the English officers immediately began to multi

ply questions, when Captain Allyn, to answer all at once,

pointed out and named to them General Lafayette. - i At

this name, so unexpected , their manners became entirely

changed. They took offtheir hats,and grasped with respect,

the hand which he cordially offered them . They were

then invited to descend into the dining cabin, where refresh .

ments were presented to them . Conversation began : but

often as it proceeded they cast theireyes about, now upon

the General, now on the admirable furniture of the vessel

and the people ; and the examination seemed to give them

displeasure. What recollections, indeed , must not the

sight of these Americans have awakened in them : yester

daytheir tributaries, to -day redoubtable rivals, conducting

to the midst of them the man who had so powerfully

seconded them , in their just and courageous contest for

liberty against oppression .

After an interview of half an hour, as the sun had begun

to sink , they left us, accepting, with very good grace, a few

bottles of Bordeaux wine, which the captain had ordered

to be placed in their boat.

We continued our route, without any important occur.

rence, until the 14th day, when we, at length, discovered
the land . On the 15th, at day break , the pilot was on

board ; and half an hour later we could easily perceive

the fresh verdure with which Staten Island is adorned, and

the delightful little white houses that enliven it, with the

movements of its inhabitants, whom the expectation of a

great event brought down in great haste to the shore.

The waterwas now covered with a crowd of boats , long,

short, and light, directed by vigorous and active boatmen,

whose cleanness of dress and decency of language made a
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singular contrast with the ideas generally produced in Eu.

rope by the sight of mere sailors. As soon as one of these

boats came near our ship , it stopped its course ; and the

rowers , casting an anxious look at our deck, inquired of our

seamen if they had Lafayette on board. When they were

answered in the affirmative, joy brightened in all their fea .

tures ; they threw themselves over each other, clasping

their hands, felicitating themselves on the happiness they

were to enjoy, and then returning towards the ship , they

asked a thousand questions about the health of the General,

howhe had borne the voyage, & c . but without cries, with .

out disorder, without impatience. We heard them rejoicing

among themselves because . Lafayette's voyage had been

so short and pleasant, that his health had not been impaired ,

and that, in short, the wishes of their countrymen were to

be gratified :-- all seemed like what would have occurred

in a family ,rejoicing at thereturn of a beloved father, who

had been longexpected. While I contemplated thisscene ,

so interesting and so new to me, the sound of cannon drew

my attention another way. It was the artillery of Fort La

fayette, which announced to the city of New York the arri .

val of the Cadmus. At the same moment a steamboat

came alongside ; and we received on board a deputation,

at the headof which was young Tompkins, son ofthe Vice

President of the United States . He came to announce to

the General that, as it was the Sabbath, the city of New

York, which was desirous of giving him a brilliant recep.

tion , but would not violate the Lord's day, and where

besides some preparations were yet to be made, desired

him to postpone his entrance until the next day ; and in

the mean time the Vice President invited him to visit him

on Staten Island. The General accepted the invitation ,

and in a few moments we were upon the shore, where we

found the second magistrate of a great republic, on foot, in

a cap and common dress, cordially receiving his old friend

-the man who on the following day was to commence

among twelve millions of freemen, the most pure and bril

liant triumph . Mr. Tompkins led us up to his house,

where we were affectionately received by Mrs. Tompkins

and her daughters. But the report of the arrival of La .

fayette hadbeen promptly circulated in the vast city of

New York, and the baywas already covered with vessels,

bringing crowds of inhabitants, who hastened towards

Staten Island, to address him the first salute : that
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welcome which was afterwards repeated with such enthu

siasm by the whole nation .

On the following day , the 16th , early in the morning,

the preparations in New York were completed for the re.

ception of the General; and at the same time he received

a deputation from the city, at Staten Island ; several mem .

bers of the municipal body, and the commanding General

in Chief of the Militia, who came to announce to him the

arrival of the steamboat Chancellor Livingston, which was

to conduct him to New York. At one o'clock the cannon

of Fort Lafayette gave the signal for his departure. We

immediately went down to the shore , where we found

several steamboats, all resembling floating palaces. On

board the Chancellor Livingston which received us, were

the different deputations from the city, generals and offi.

cers of the Militia , the Army, and the Navy, a detachment

of infantry , and more than two hundred citizens of New

York, among whom the General recognized several of his

old companions in arms, who came to embrace him, re

joicing to see him again , after so many years and dangers

past. During these touching scenes of recognition and

pleasure , a fine band played the French air : “ Ou peut on

etre mieux qu'au sein de sa famille ;” and the flotilla began
to proceed. It is impossible to describe the majesty of this

procession towards the city. The water was covered with

vessels of all descriptions, elegantly decorated, and filled

with an innumerable multitude . These vessels, all whose

movements are inconceivably light and quick, seemed to

fly around us. The Cadmus, which followed in our train ,

seemed rather to be borne in triumph than towed by the

two steamboats which accompanied her. In proportion as

we advanced , the forts that protect the harbour, and after

wards the houses that line the wharves, presented them.

selves more distinctly to our eyes. At length we could

perceive the crowds which everywhere covered the shore,

discover their agitation , and hear their shouts of joy. Fi.

nally , at two o'clock, the General landed at the Battery,

among the acclamations of two hundred thousand voices,

whichwelcomed and blessed his arrival. The Lafayette

Guards, dressed in an uniform at once elegant and simple,

and bearing the General's portrait on theirbreasts,received

him amongthem, and accompanied him in front of a long

battle line formed by the militia that awaited him. He

passed along the front, attended by a numerous and
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brilliant staff. As he proceeded, each corps inclined be.

fore him their arms and standard, all decorated with rib.

bons, imprinted with his portrait and this legend— “ Wel

come Lafayette.” These words were written everywhere,

and repeated by every mouth. During this review, the

cannon sounded from the shore, in the forts, and in all the

ships of war. “ Ah ! that these welcome-guns might be

echoed in Europe !” said to me a young American officer,

who accompanied us, “ May they inspire the powers who

govern you withthe love of virtue, and the nations with the

love of liberty ! ”—These wishes, which were also those of

my own heart, made my thoughts recur to my country, and

I could not restrain a sigh .

At the extremity of the line of battle were elegant

coaches awaiting us. The General was placed on a car

drawn by four white horses ; and in the midst of the crowd

that pressed upon us on all sides, we proceeded to the City

Hall. On the passage , all the streets were decorated

with flags and pictures ; and at intervals flowers and

crowns were thrown upon him . When we reached the

City Hall , he was received by the Municipal Corps, at the

head of which was the Mayor, who addressed him the fol

lowing speech.

ADDRESS OF THE MAYOR.

“ GENERAL

“ In the name of the municipal authority of the city, I

bid you a sincere welcome to the shores of country , of

whose freedom and happiness, you will ever be considered

one of the most honoured and beloved founders.

“ Your old co -temporaries in arms, of whom, indeed,

but few remain , have not forgot, and their posterity will

never forget, the young and gallant Frenchman, who con

secrated his youth, his talents,his fortune, and his exertions,

to their cause -- who exposed his life - whoshed his blood,

that they might become free and happy. They will recol .

lect with profound emotion, so long as they remain worthy

of the liberties they enjoy, and of the exertions you made

to obtain them, that you came to them in the darkest period

of their struggle, that you linked your fortune with theirs

when it seemed almost hopeless - that you shared in the

dangers, privations, and sufferings of that bitter struggle,

nor quitted them for a moment, till it was consummatedon

the glorious field of Yorktown. Half a century has passed
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since that great event, and in that time your name has be.

come as dear to the friends, as inseparably connected with

the cause, of Freedom in the old , as in the new world .

“ The people of theUnited States look up to you as one

of the irmosthonoured Parents, the country cherishes you as

one of the most beloved of her sons. I hope and trust, sir,

that not only the present, but futureconduct ofmy country.

men, tothe latest period of time, will, among other slanders,

refute the unjust imputation, that republics are always un

grateful totheir benefactors. In behalf of my fellow citizens

of New York, and speaking the warm and useful sentiment

of the whole people of the United States, I repeat their

welcome to our common country.

“Permit me to add, that the moment of my life, to which

I shall look back with the greatest pleasure and pride, will

be that in which it fell to my lot, to be an organ for
express

ing, however feebly, a nation's gratitude .

After the General had expressed his sentimentsof grati

tude for the honourable reception he had just received, and

for the wonderful displays he had witnessed, we were con

ducted to the peristyle of the City Hall, to see the same

army of militia defile which we had found in line of battle

at the Battery. We were able at our leisure to observe its

materials and condition. Its composition was that of

which every truly national army must be formed : that is to

say, of all the young citizens, strong, and capable of bearing

arms and sustaining fatigue, without distinction of property

or birth . The firm march of the divisions and the martial

forms of the men, appeared to me a proof of the care with

which each one keeps himself in readiness tobecome, at

need, a firm defender of his country . The artillery , which

defiled after the infantry, is formidable for numbers, but I

suspect it is far from possessing all the necessary requisites

to make good light artillery. The variety of calibre is

necessarily a great embarrassment in providing munitions

in a campaign. This inconvenience howeverwill speedily

be removed, it is said, because the government have un .
dertaken to furnish cannon to every new company of ar

tillery that is organized, and they have adopted but a very
small number of calibres.

After the army had defiled, we entered a large chamber

of the City Hall, decorated with portraits of many men

who, by their talents or their courage, have rendered ser

vices to their country. Among them was a portrait of

General Lafayette.
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related to the general, was requested to report with as

little delay as possible. Other committees were appointed

to arrange the ceremonial of the general's public reception

by congress ; and, on the 8th of December the joint com

mittee reported by Mr. Barbour to the house of representa

tives, that, in order to avoid difficulties, each house of con

gress should separately receive the nation's guest. The

senate then determined upon the manner in which General

Lafayette should be received, and the committee was au

thorized to act as intermediary to the senate and him.

On the 9th Mr. Mitchell , in the name of the committees ,

proposed resolutions, which were unanimously adopted ,

that General Lafayette should be publicly gratulated by

the house of representatives on account of his accepting

the invitation ofcongress, and assured ofthe profound re

spect felt for his eminent services during the revolution , as

well as of the pleasure caused by his return, after so long

an absence, to the theatre of his exploits.

As soon as these resolutions were made known, the

troops wished to parade,to give the reception of the na

tion's guest by congress all the brilliance of military pomp ;

but General Lafayette, having learned their intention, re

quested them to relinquish it,as he considered it inconsis

tent, both with his character and situation, to appear before

the national representatives surrounded by the pomp of

arms ; the troops, always delighted to do what was most

agreeable to him, immediately laid aside their project. At

half past twelve we went in carriages with the committee

of the senate to the capitol ; at ten o'clock precisely the

doors of the senate were thrown open , and General La

fayette was led into the midst of the assembly by Mr.

Barbour, president of the committee. On arriving at the

centre of the hall , Mr. Barbour said , in a loud voice, “ We

introduce General Lafayette to the senate of the United

States. ” The senators standing uncovered received this

annunciation with the most profound silence. The com

mittee thenconducted the general to a seat on the right

of Mr. Gailliard , president of the senate ; a motion to ad

journ wasmade immediately after, that each senator might

individually pay his respects to the general. This motion
being carried, the senators successively left their seats, and

2*
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approached him for that purpose . Thus terminated the

business of the day.

The next morning, the general was again conducted to

the capitol , by a deputation of twenty -four members of

the house of representatives. The procession consisted of

merely twelve coaches, but withoutescort, pomp , or deco

rations ; our progress through the city was slow and silent.

At the sight of the first coach , which contained the general ,

the citizens halted, removed their hats, but uttered no

exclamation . This silence, this simplicity ,was really im

pressive. We were conducted into the committee room

until the session commenced ; the public galleries were

crowded from early in the morning ; the seats were occu

pied by foreign diplomatists and most distinguished persons

of the city. That part of the hall which is not occupied

by the representatives, was , on this occasion , alone filled

by ladies.

When the members had taken their seats; Mr. Condict

proposed that the senate should be invited to attend , and

the motion was carried by a large majority. The speaker

then requested the members to pass to the right, in order

to give place to the senators. The senate then entered

and took their seats ; a few minutes after, two members

came for Mr. George Lafayette and myself, and conducted

us into the hall , to a seat occupied by the public officers.

A signal being then given , the doors were thrown open,

and General Lafayette entered between Messrs. Mitchell

and Livingston, followed by the rest of the deputation :

the whole assembly arose and stood uncovered in silence.

When the general reached the centre of the hall , the

speaker, Mr. Clay, thus addressed him :

“ General — The house of representatives of the United

States, impelled alike by its own feelings, and by those of

the whole American people , could not have assigned to me

a more gratifying duty , than that of presenting to you cor

dial congratulations upon the occasion of your recent

arrival in the United States, in compliancewith the wishes

of congress, and to assure you of the very high satisfaction

which your presence affords on this early theatre of your

glory and renown. Although but few of the memberswho

compose this bodyshared with you in the war of our revo

lution , all have, from impartial history or from faithful
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tradition, a knowledge of the perils, the sufferings, and the

sacrifices which you voluntarily encountered, and the signal

services, in America and in Europe, which you performed

for an infant, a distant, and an alien people; and all feel

and own the very great extent of the obligations under
which you have placed our country. But the relations in

which you have ever stood to the United States , interest

ing and important as they have been , do not constitute the

only motive of the respect and admiration which the house

of representatives entertain for you . Your consistency of

character, your uniform devotion to regulated liberty, in all

the vicissitudes of a long and arduous life, also commands

its admiration . During all the recent convulsions of

Europe, amidst, as after the dispersion of, every political

storm , the people of the United States have beheld you,

true to your old principles, firm and erect , cheering and

animating, with your well known voice , the votaries of

liberty, its faithful and fearless champion , ready to shed

the last drop of that blood which here you so freely and

nobly spilt , in the same holy cause.

“ ' The vain wish has been sometimes indulged, that Pro

vidence would allow the patriot , after death, to return to

bis country , and to contemplate the intermediate changes

which had taken place to view the forests felled , the

cities built, the mountains levelled , the canals cut, the

highways constructed , the progress of the arts , the advance

ment of learning, and the increase of population-General ,
your present visit to the United States is a realization of

the consoling object of that wish. You are in the midst

of posterity . Every where, you must have been struck

with the great changes, physical and moral, which have

occurred since you left us. Even this very city , bearing

a venerated name, alike endeared to you and to us, has

since emergedfrom the forest which then covered its site.

In one respect, you behold us unaltered , and this is in the

sentiment of continued devotion to liberty, and of ardent

affection and.profound gratitude to your departed friend,

the father of his country, and to you , and to your illustrious

associates in the field and in the cabinet,for the multiplied

blessings which surround us , and for the very privilege
of addressing you, which I now exercise. This senti

ment, now fondly cherished by more than ten millions of
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people, will be transmitted, with unabated vigour, down

the tide of time, through the countless millions who are

destined to inhabit this continent, to the latest posterity.”

The profound emotion experienced by the speaker,

which had visibly agitated him throughout his address ,

rapidly extended to the hearts of the auditors, each of

whom waited , with benevolent anxiety , for the answer

they expected the general would have ready in writing,

forso solemn an occasion. But every one was agreeably

surprised, to see him advance a few steps towards the

speaker, cast upon the assembly looks of feeling and grati

tude, and , after a few instants of recollection, deliver , in a

sonorous voice, distinctly audible throughout the house,

the following extempore reply:

“ Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Representa

tives-While the people of theUnited States, and their

honourable representatives in congress , have deigned

make choice of me , one of theAmerican veterans, to sig.

nify, in his person , their estcem for our joint services, and

their attachment to the principles for which we have had

the honour to fight andbleed, I am proud and happy to

share those extraordinary favours with my dear revolu

tionary companions ; yet it would be,on mypart, uncandid

and ungrateful, not to acknowledge my personal share in

those testimonies of kindness , as they excite in my breast

emotions which no words are adequate to express.

“ My obligations to the United States , sir, far exceed

any merit I might claim ; they date from the time when I

have had the happiness to be adopted as a young soldier,

a favoured son of America ; they have been continued to

me during almost a half a century of constant affection and

confidence; and now, sir, thanks to your most gratifying

invitation, I find myself greeted by a series of welcomes,

one hourof which would more than compensate for the

public exertions and sufferings of a whole life.

“ The approbation of the American people, and their

representatives, for my conduct , during the vicissitudes of

the European revolution, is the highest reward 1 could
receive . Well

may I stand firm and erect, when , in their

names, and by you , Mr. Speaker, I am declared to have, in

every instance, been faithful to those American principles

of liberty, equality, and true social order, the devotion to
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The doors of this chamber were left open to the public,

who crowded into them ; and during more than two hours,

the General was, so to speak, givenup to the gratitude of

the people. Mothers of families surrounded him,presenting

him their children, for whom they requested his benediction ;

and after having obtained it, they carried them away, em

bracing them with renewed tenderness. Old and feeble

men seemed to become reanimated, while conversing with

him of the numerous battles they had fought with him for

the conquest of liberty. Coloured men recalled with

feeling his philanthropic efforts, made at different periods,

to restore them to the rank from which they are still re

pelled , in some countries, by inhuman prejudices. Young

men, whose hard and blackened hands announced their

devotion to labour, stood before him, and said with pride :

“ We also, we are of the number of the ten millions, who

owe you happiness and liberty .” Many others also wished

to speak with him , but were prevented by tears of feeling.

Those who could not approach him, endeavoured to make

amends by addressing George Lafayette, whom they took

pleasure in taking by the hand, speaking of their admira

tion of his father . Finally, at 5 o'clock ,the General with

difficulty withdrew fromtheembraces ofhisnumerous friends,

and was conducted to the City Hotel, whichhad beenmagnifi.

cently prepared for his reception . TheNational flag ,sus.

pended above the door, showed from afar the habitation of

the Nation's Guest : thathonourable and affecting title by which

he was saluted with acclamations on his entrance. A splen.

did dinner, at which all the civil and military authorities

were present,with a great numberof citizens, terminated

this day, which alone might have been considered a rich

recompense for the greatest sacrifices, but which was only

the prelude of the unparalleled triumph reserved for La .

fayette.

During the four following days, the General had great

difficulty in dividing his time in such a manner as to gratify

the wishes of the public. He appropriated two hours of

every day to the public, in the chamber of the City Hall,

where the crowd pressed upon him as on the firstday, and

where he received the numerous deputations from the neigh .

bouring towns, and from different states, which expressed the

desire and the hope of receiving him . The restof the time

was consumed in fetes given him by the literary associations
of the city .

Vol. I, 2
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The Historical society, assembledinextraordinary meeting

under the presidency of Dr. Hosack , received the General

and his son as honorary members of the society. The bar,

the society of the Cincinnati, the French residents in New

York, complimented him . These last, assembled to the

number of more than two hundred, under the presidency of

M. Monneron, expressed to him with feeling, the sentiments

produced in them by the triumph of their countryman .

General,” said they to him, “it is in the name of the

Frenchmen established in this city, that we have come to

felicitate you on your arrival on this hospitable soil, in this

land, the sight of whichmust have excited in you the most

agreeable sentiments ; where you cannottake a step without

some recollection dear to yourself. Fora heart like yours,

there is not a purer pleasure than that of seeing the princi.

ples which you havedefended, in the field of honour, and in

the tribune ,consecrated by the happiness of a whole nation.

The free and spontaneous homage of this generous and

enlightened people, is a striking lesson forthepowers of the
earth : it teaches them , that if a nation forgets its oppressors,

or remembers them only with indignation, it bequeaths as

an inheritance to the gratitude of its posterity, the names of

a Washington and aLafayette. We will not attempt to

express the emotion we feel in seeing the guest of America.

We cannot, however, avoid forming a wish worthy of you :

it is, that fair France, our common country, which also has

laid the foundation of liberal institutions, may ever be a

stranger to the intrigues and passions of despotism .” At

the conclusion of this speech ,a little girl, brought by her

father, came to embrace the General, and to place a crown

of everlasting flowers upon his head. " It is a great happi
ness for me," he replied, “ on my arrival in this land of

liberty, to receive the felicitations of my countrymen . At

the moment of my departure from France, the kind expres

sions of the good city of Havre, had already left agreeable

subjects of recollection in my heart. I love to participate

with you the emotions that I experience in this happy

American country, to which I am bound by

We also, patriotsof '89, we also have wished to establish

the dignity, the prosperity, the happiness of our fair France,

on the sacred basis of liberty and equality ; and in spite of

our miscalculations and misfortunes, the contemporaries of

that epoch , and among them your respectable president,

will tell you, that the revolution of '89 hasgreatly meliorated

the condition of the immense majority of the people ."

many ties.
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. Atthis recurrence to the best days of our revolution, every

one felt affected, and all came up to grasp the General's

hand, saying to him" Yes, the condition of the immense

majority of the people is meliorated . May France ever

carefully preservewhat remains of public liberties obtained

by the revolution !"

On the 18th , the national marine were also desirous of

giving their fete to the guest of the nation . He crossed

the East River in a steamboat, to go to Brooklyn, where are

the Navy Yard and the Marine Arsenal. During that short

passage, the Generalwas saluted by the artillery of several

frigates and ships of the line which were in the harbour ,

This excursion, which the officers of the navy knew how

to render at once agreeable and interesting,afforded usan

opportunity to visit the fine steam frigate . That formidable

machine resembles a floating fortress. Her sides, supported

by a strong construction , are cannon -proof; her motion , ne.

cessarily very slow, does not permit her to manæuvre in the

open sea , but renders her not less fit for the defence of

coasts, whose points she can go to protect at will, when me.

naced by an enemy, placing herself under the cover of land

batteries. The government, it is said, have the intention of

completing their system of maritime defence, by the con.

struction of several such frigates.

From Brooklyn we could contemplate the appearance of

New York at our leisure, her port and her immense bay.

It is difficult, I think, to find any thing more picturesque,

and at the same time more imposing . The Hudson and

the East River, which is only an arm of the sea, running

between Long Island and the continent, wash two sides of

the great triangle in which the city is inclosed, and mingle

their waterin front of the Battery, inthe deep bay formed

by Long Island and Staten Island. From the wide quais

which line these two rivers, a forest of masts is seen at all

seasons of the year, which show to the admiring eye the

flags of all nations. The city, which in 1615 was only a
little fort, built by the Hollanders, is now the most populous,

large, rich, and powerful city of the New World . With

the exception of the City Hall, there is not a single public
edifice in New York that deserves the attention of an

artist ; but, on the other hand, the breadth of the streets ,

the beauty of the sidewalks, the cleanliness of the houses,

in a word, every thing is designed for the health and con

venience of the inhabitants. Its extent and population
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increase in a remarkable degree every year. In 1820it

contained 128,916 inhabitants : they now amount to 1170,

000. In this number is comprehended the population of

Brooklyn, which ought to be regarded as a suburb of New

York . In spite of the great advantages of its situation,

trade, and power, New York is, however, 'not the seat of

government of the state of that name. In this happycoun.

try, where every thing is much more calculated for the ad .

vantage and comfort of the citizens, than for the gratification

of rulers, the first requisite for a city to be selected for a

capital is, that it be the nearest possible centre of the state ;

and New York is at one of the extremities. In other re .

spects this city unites sufficient advantages without this.

The security of her harbour, the immense extent of the

bay, which would be able to contain all the fleets in the

world, the facility of internal communication by thenavi.

gation of the Hudson, and above all, by that of the Grand

Canal which connects the waters of Lake Erie with those

of the ocean, will always render it one of the most impor-,

tant places of commerce . More than eighty steamboats,

ever ready to brave contrary winds, carry in alldirections

the productions, not only of the state of New York , but also

of the neighbouring states. In 1820 the exports from the

port of New Yorkwere thirty millions, one hundred and

sixty -two thousand dollars : ofwhich, seven millions, eight

hundred and ninety thousand dollars, were the productsof
the state . Thesedetails, which were given me by a naval

officer while I walked on the heights of Brooklyn, with my

eyes fixed on the imposing scene around me, excited my

curiosity, and made me determine to seize the first favoura .

ble opportunity to obtain more ample information concerning

a cityand a state which presented themselvesto me all on

a sudden, in such grandeur and prosperity. This opportu

nity I had not long to wait for : that very evening, after a

dinner animated by the presenceofa great number of the

distinguished inhabitants of New York, I found myself seated

by the side of M. M- an old gentleman, who, in conver

sation , always interesting and instructive, informed me, that

after havingdevoted hisyouth tothe conquest of the indea

pendence of his country, he had never ceased to occupy

himself in the means of increasing the happiness of his

fellow -citizens. In spite of the circumspection which I

guarded in my first questions, he soon saw my wishes, and

having made me take a seat in a corner of the hall, “ I

>
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hope," said he, “ that although our country is still very new,

and although it has not yet received, like Europe, the bene.

fits of having been long civilized , you will not take the less

pleasure in visiting it . You will not find here , as in France,

the arts and sciences carried to that excellence which as .

tonishes all nations ; but you will find everywhere, peace ,

plenty and liberty ; everywhere, you will see a numerous

and active population , easily procuring what is necessary,

by that industry which government has never a right to

shackle : andthis picture is so rare in Europe, I imagine, that

it will attract your attention here . But without entering into

details, which it is better that you should collect in your

excursions, I wish, by a brief delineation of the history and

statistics of this state, to show you those results in which

you will probably be forced to recognize the influence of

our institutions, which we have never the vanity to regard

as perfect, but which we believe to be superior to those of

all the nations that have preceded us in the great career of

civilization . Our origin is not lost , like yours, in the night

of time; and the gods did not take the trouble to express
by prodigies, the interest they took in our first establish

ments. The science of history therefore, is not the mo.

nopoly of a few chosen ones . It is a national domain , the

limits of which, still very near us, may easily be explored

and ascertained by every body. It was in 1609, that the

Hudson was discovered by the navigator whose name it

bears. As early as 1610, a few Hollanders had built their

cabin beside the hut of the Indian ; but it was not until 1614,

that the settlements began to be of any importance ; soon

afterwards, the Englishcame to dispute with the Dutch the

land which belonged to neither of them ; and the soil be
came dyed with blood and covered with fortresses. At

length a treaty, made in 1674, and in which the legitimate

proprietors were certainly not consulted, assured the tran .

quil possession of it to the English. In 1683, the colonies

assembled for the first time a representative chamber, to

regulate their interests; but three years afterwards, James

III. of England became alarmed at the representative

system andthe publications from the press, and proscribed

them both. Queen Mary, who mounted the throne in 1689,

allowed the colonies more liberty, and they again assem

bled their representatives in 1699. The population was

considerably increased by emigrants from Germany, who

came in great numbers to settlein the province. The first
*2
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newspaper ever printed in the colony, was published in

1733 ; but after the following year, thepress was restrained ,

and the colonists were borne down again by arbitrary

power. Notwithstanding the despotism which , during the

twenty following years, weighed upon the colony, the people

were no less strongly attached to England, and took a very

active part in thewar carried on by that power against

France in 1754. Finally, in 1765, the patience of the peo.

ple was tried to its utmost. They burnt the law establish

ing a stamp duty, forbade importations from England, and

ardently engaged in the revolutionary war. The state of

New York was a theatre of operations, during the whole pe- 5

riod it continued, and the city was almost all the time in a
the power of the enemy; but the ardour of the people was

not exhausted. I shall not lead you intoany of the details

of that glorious campaign which resulted in our independ.

Placed as you are, near the man who partook of the

labours of our immortal Washington, you have doubtless

had opportunity often to collect, from his mouth, more exact

andinteresting recitals than I should be able to give you .

I will therefore revert to our present condition.

“ Since the peace of 1783, our state has made surpri

sing progress in every thing ; our territory has been con

siderably enlarged , and our boundaries have been settled by
treaties with neighbouring states. We are now bounded on

the North by Lower Canada, on the East by Vermont,

Massachusetts and Connecticut, onthe South by New Jer.

sey and Pennsylvania, and on the West and Northwest by

Upper Canada ; from which we are separated by Lake Erie,

Lake Ontario, the Niagara and the St. Lawrence. Thus

marked out, our territory has a surface of 46,200 miles;

800,000 souls, at the extent, covered this immense extent at

the commencementof our revolution ; in spite of the revo.

lutionary war, which lasted nearly eight years, the number

of inhabitants increased, and at the peace of 1783, it was

about 200,000 ; only a little greater than the population of

the city at the present time. Since that period, the popu

lation has increased in a progression which alone, I think,

would be sufficient to prove the superiority of our institu

tions over the colonial system of which we have disencum

bered ourselves. In 1790, the general censusshowed usa

population of 345,120 souls ; in 1800 , 586,050 souls ; in

1810 , 959,040 souls ; and in 1820, 1,372,812 ; and finally,
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at the present time , we count a population of 1,616,000

souls .

“ Our agriculture, ourmanufactures, and our commerce ,

have developed themselves in proportion to the increase of

our population. Grain is the principal production of the

southern part of the state ; and in thewest, we raise hemp

in great quantities. Two hundred and eighty thousand per.

sons, at least, are occupied in agriculture, and hold 7,160,000

acres of good land infee simple. We might easily collect

in the state, 1,513,421 horned cattle ; 3,496,628 horses ;

and 1,476,143 hogs. Almost every county has its agricul.

tural society, formed of the most enlightened men , and em

ployed with success in the improvement of agriculture and

even of the arts and sciences .

“ A capital of more than 15 millions of dollars, and about

70,000 persons are employed in our manufactures of all

kinds, whichare chiefly situated near New York on the

banks of the Hudson ; , near Utica, and in the fertile regions

of the west. A late census informs us, that we have

170 forges, 125 oil mills, 2000 manufactories of pot and

pearl ashes, 250 manufactories of wool and cotton, 1,222

fulling mills, 1129 distilleries, 1584 carding machines,

2264flour mills, 5195 saw mills.-- “ But I see , ” said my

complaisant Cicerone, interrupting himself, “ how much I

astonish you by all these details. You think,perhaps, that

I exaggerate, or that my memory, enfeebled by age, pre

sents only imaginary numbers. Well, you can easily satisfy

yourself of the exactness of my calculations : take the ex

cellent work of Melish , entitled, “ Geographical Description

of the United States ," a book compiled with care, and from
authentic documents ; and you will find many other tables,

which for the moment, escape my memory, and which will

further increase your astonishment. “ If you know ourin

stitutions, ” he added, with more animation, "you would the

better understand how every thing, turning to the advantage

ofthe community, necessarily increases, everyday, its pros .

perity and happiness. Our government, simple and econo .

mical, does not require , as with you, to take advantage of

the necessities of the citizens, to defray expenseswhich no

one has the power or the courage to controul. What each

of us gains by his labour in a year, remains with him , and

augments his means of industry for the year following;

and hence proceeds that rapid increase of riches which

much surprises you.
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“ It now remains for me to speak to you of the formof our

government. I shall be very short, for it is late, and I think

it must be necessary for you to refresh , with a few hours of

sleep, the strength you will require to endure the fatigue of

the entertainments which we know have been long prepared

on the route which General Lafayette is to take.

“ The Constitution of New York was adopted in 1777 ;

was amended in 1801 ; and again amended in 1821,

The authors of our first Constitution thought with reason, I

believe, that a people ought always to have the right of

modifying its laws according as changes occur in its situa

tion and wants . We have thus already twice profited by

this right, as I have just remarked ; and it is to be presu

med, that our children , benefited by our experience and

their own intelligence, will still further improve this work
of their ancestors . This Constitution thus received, greatly

resembles those of the other states of the union, and es.

tablishes three powers in the state . These three powers,

emanating from the people, are the legislative, the execu

tive , and the judiciary. The legislative power is entrusted

to the senate and the assembly of representatives. The

senate is composed of thirty-two members, elected for four

years ; one quarter ofwhom are renewed annually. To be a

senator, a man must be thirty years old , and a freeholder.

The chamber of representatives, is composed of one hun.

dred and twenty -eight members, chosen every year by the

different counties, in proportion to their population. The

executive power is entrusted to a Governor and Lieutenant

Governor, elected by the people every two years. The

Governor has the right of nominating to all public employ.

ments ; but his choice must be approved by the senate.

“ The judiciary power resides in a court of appeal , com

posed of the senate, the chancellor and judges of the su .

preme court. The judges of this supreme court, like those

of the district courts, cannot be removed ; but are incapa

ble ofexercising their duties after the age of sixty years. '

“ What !” I exclaimed, " at sixty years is a judge pronoun .

ced incapable ! Do you believe then that the faculties of

man have such narrow limits ; or rather is such a prema

ture incapacity owing to the influence of your climate ?"

“ Neither one nor the other,” he replied : “ it is in fact a

great fault committed by the authors of our code : it is

to be hoped, it may be corrected on the first revision of our

constitution. It is in fact absurd , to turn away a judge,
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just when time and experience have enlightened his witand

ripened his judgment. It is cruel also to turn him off at

an agewhenhehas neither time nor strength to open for

himself a new career, and consequently to expose him to

end in misery, that which he had so honourably begun, by

serving his country.

“ Every white man, who has reached the age oftwenty-one

years, resided six months in the state, and paid any tax du

ring the electoral year, has the right of suffrage. Every

coloured mantwenty -one years of age, who has enjoyed the

rights of a citizen for three years, who is a freeholder, and

pays a tax of 250 dollars, has also the right of suffrage. This

distinction between white and coloured men may well sur

prize you. I will not undertake to justify it : I will content

myself with requesting you to wait,before you condemn it,

until you shall have passed through all the Union,and judged

ofthe respective situation of the two classes of people.

“This government, which completely satisfies all our wants ,

does not cost us very dear. For the government and its

principal officers we do not expend 300,000 francs a year.

The revenue from our salt -works in the west, alone amounts

to more than this sum. So that the money received from

our national lands, our funds placed in the banks, qur

reserves for public or private establishments , is laid by in

reserve for the expenses of the state ; and for occasions

when we have to incur extraordinary expenses, such as the

purchase ofarms, military equipages, the building of arse .

nals, the filling of our magazines ,&c. &c. We are not

obliged to increase our imposts, which have not varied since

the year 1800, and are so small, that they do not exceed a

thousandth part of the value of property.

“ Thanks to its economy and good administration, the

government has found means to apply a fund of 1,730,000

dollars to public instruction . This year alone the treasury

has disbursed 200,000 dollars for the schools, which have

also received from private subscriptions, more than 850,000,

000 dollars : so that at this time , 7,645 public schools, es

tablished in the different districts, furnish instruction to 403,

000children and young persons ; that is to say, one quarter

of the population .'

The clock had struck for midnight : every body, had de.

serted the hall and I continued tocollect, with avidity, and

withoutdreaming of repose , the precious details given me

by Mr. M, when we were suddenly interrupted by a gre
at
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tumult of voices, with which was almost immediately added

the sound of bells and the thundering voice of fire engines,

rolling rapidly along the pavement. “ Here is an opportuni.

ty which you must not lose,” cried Mr. M-, “fire has

broken out in a part of the city : go to it , and what you see

will teach you more of our habits of order and police,that all

I could tell you in the remainder of the night.” This advice

was almost superfluous ; for, as soon as I had been able to

ascertain the cause of the tumult, my first motion had been

to press for the door. On the staircase I met Mr. George

Lafayette, who was going with as much haste as myself.

When we had reached the street, we had only to suffer our.

selves to be borne along by the tide of people, to arrive with

promptitude at the place we sought. After a pretty long

walk , we reached the extremity of a street looking towards

the wharves ofthe East River, where the flames had broken

out. The fire had first taken in a shop filled with provisions,

and had easily been communicated to some contiguous
wooden houses. As it rose with violence it enabled us dis .

tinctly to see theneighborhood andthe crowd with which it

was covered. Five or six thousand persons, ranged along

the wharves, or mounted on the masts and yards of the ves

selş lying at them, stood motionless and almost silent, as if

they had been spectators at a theatre. The silence was in

terrupted only by the dreadful crashing of beams, which

were every moment falling among the flames, the monoto

nous sound of the engines,and the commands of the chiefs
of the firemen . In order to reach the houses that were on

fire , it was necessary to pass through a great part of the

crowd that surrounded them ; and that was a difficult under

taking. By the light of the flames, however, we were re

cognized by several persons who happened to be near us,

and who pronounced the name of Lafayette. That name,

repeated byevery mouth in our progress, was the fortunate

talisman which brought us to the point we wished to reach .

There, in a wide space left free by the crowd, were more

than thirty engines , only a few of which played upon the fire :

the otherssupplyed them with long pipes of communication .

Each of these engines bore on a sort of platform , its chief,

armed with a speakingtrumpet and commanding about twenty

men, arranged tomaneuvre it. Whenthe men belongingto

one engine were fatigued, they were instantly replaced by

others who came out of the crowd at the command of the

chief, who, in a loud voice, cried out : so many men, from
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such a company, advance.” Immediately the number of

men called upon sprung towards the engine where the as

sistance was required, and the weary ones retired among

the crowd, where they took their places as peaceable specta

tors. In front of the crowd were several police officers,

who were known by the long white staves with which they

preserved order, by placing it horizontally before the more

impatient ones, allowing none to pass butthose called forby

the chiefs of the engines. Wethen discovered that this

crowd, so calm and obedient, was only composed of the

young men enrolled in the fire companies. One of the

police officers, who had dined with us the evening before,

recognized us, and addressed us a few kind expressions.

“ We are very sorry for the misfortune which requires your

presence here," said George Lafayette to him ; “ and we

should feel happy if our feeble exertions could be of any
service to you. ' “ We thank you,” replied he, " you see

that they are hardly necessary ; but if you wish to go a

little nearer, to judge of the effects of our efforts, you may
follow me. He conducted us to the midst of the firemen ,

and there we saw with what courage and dexteritythe young

volunteers exposed themselves to the greatestdangers, to

preserve the We stopped

a moment at the engine that was nearest the burning

buildings, and offered them the assistance of ourarms,which

was accepted, but in a manner which showed that it was

done onlyfrom politeness. In about five minutes the young

men who had given us their places, came to resumethem ,

after having in a friendly manner shaken hands with us.

The fire, in spite ofits violence, had been forced to yield to

the efforts ofso many engines, so dexterously directed, and

we soon learned thatthe danger was entirely over. When

about to retire, we could not avoid expressing to the police

officer our admiration , at the order and quietness which had

prevailed the whole time among this crowd, which a few

magistrates had been sufficient to restrain and direct, with

but the aid of a single bayonette or an uniform ; and we

agreed , on ourreturnto the CityHotel, that the sightofsuch a

scenewassufficient to prove to what point the habit of order

exercises empire over a people who make its own laws.

property
of their fellow.citizens.
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CHAPTER II.

Departure from New - York - Route from New-York to Boston - Entrance into

Boston - Visit to the University of Cambridge Visit to Charlestown and

Dunker's Hill.

On the 20th of August, in the morning, we left New

York to travel to Boston, in the State of Massachusetts.

At daylight several corps of militia were drawn up in line

before the door of the hotel, waiting for the General to

accompany him out of the city, where the farewell salute

was given him by a battery of six cannon, two of which

had been taken from the English at the seige of Yorktown,

in 1781. A great number of citizens on horseback and in

earriages accompanied him to New Rochelle, where we

stopped a few minutes, to allow him time to receive some

of his old companions in arms, who, having been unable to

go to New York, had assembled on his way, to receive
him and take his hand.

At Saw Pits we met an escort of cavalry that joined

the escort from New York, which was desirous of con.

tinuing its services to Putnam's Hill, where a triumphal

arch had been erected by the attention of the young ladies

of the surrounding villages. They had ornamentedit with

all possible care , and placed upon it an inscription that ex.

pressed their gratitude to Lafayette and recalled the auda.

cious escape of Putnam . At the foot of the arch was

pointed out the very steep declivity by which that intrepid

man precipitated himself with his horse, to escape the Eng.

lishmen who were very nearmaking him a prisoner, and

were afraid to follow by a path so frightful and dangerous.

Putnam , before he made his appearance on therevolu

tionary scene, where he performed a glorious part, had but

just emerged from the obscurity to which the life of a far.

mer seemed to have condemned him . When he hadscacely

arrived at the age of a young man , he had acquired among

his youthful companions a high character for strength and in

trepidity, by attacking a she-wolf which had been for several

years the terror of the region in which he lived, in the very

Cavern to which she had retreated. In 1755 , at the age
of

thirty -seven years, he left the plough for the sword ,and

took the command of a company ina provincial regiment.

In the war which broke out between France and England,
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he excited the admiration and astonishment of his com

panions in arms, as a partizan chief. Only a single man

was known who could be compared with him , and that

was a Frenchman, named Molang. In an encounter be .

tween these two chiefs, Putnam wasconqueredand taken :

he owed even his life to Molang, who rescued him from

the hands of the Indians, as they were preparing to bum

him . But neither his honour nor his character suffered

from this check ; for he had vigorously disputed for victory

with Molang, by prodigies of valour and skill.

The news of the battle of Lexington took him again

from the field , to which he had long before returned . His

former reputationsoon rallied under his orders a great

number of his fellow - citizens, at the head of whom he

appeared at Bunker's Hill. From that day till the end of

thecampaign of 1779, an epoch when a paralytic attack

obliged him to leave the army, he let no opportunity pass

toprove that he had devoted his life to the cause of liberty.

His probity became proverbial ; and the following anecdote

will give an idea of the temper of his mind. Inthe spring
of 1777, he had the command of a particular corps in the

state of New York . A man named Palmer, lieutenant

among the newly raised tory corps, was found in his camp ;
the English governor, Tryon, demanded him as an officer

in the service of the king, and threatened Putnam with his

wrath if he did not send him back immediately. Putnam

replied with this note :

“ SIR - Nathan Palmer, a lieutenant in the service of

your king, has been taken in mycamp as a spy, tried as a

spy , condemned as a spy, and will be hanged as a spy.

( P. S. He has beenhanged.”

By the attention of the corporation of New York , three

members of which had been appointed to accompany us

until our return , numerous and excellent changes of horses

had been placed along our route . In spite of these wise

precautions our progress was very slow, for we could not

pass a hamlet without being detained some minutes by as.

semblages of people, who hadcome from more than twenty

miles round. Every village had raised its triumphal arch ,

on which were almost always seen united, the names of

Washington and Lafayette, or the dates of the battles of the

Brandywine and Yorktown. Everywhere announced by

the report of cannon , everywhere received and compli

VOL. I. 3
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mentedby the magistrates of the people, everywhere con

strained to descend to the ground, to receive expressions of

affection from the whole population,it was not until after

five days and almost five nights that the General arrived at

Boston, which is only about200 miles from New York . I

say almost five nights, and with reason : for we regularly

travelled till nearly midnight, and were again on the road

by five in the morning. However, in the midst of the

touching and sublime scenes produced by the gratitude of

a whole people, we could not dream of fatigue :our travels

in the very night possessed a charm whichmade us forget

it. The long line of coaches escorted by horsemen armed

with flambeaux ; the fires kindled at intervals on the sum

mits of the hills, and around which familes had assembled

who had been kept awake by their wish to see their guest ;

the somewhat rude sound of the trumpet of ourescort, re

peated at different intervals by the echoes of the vallies ;

the sight ofthe sea, which was occasionally seen on our

right ; the distant and dying sounds of the bells which had

announced our passage : all, in one word, formed around

us a delightful and striking picture, worthy of the pen of

Cowper . In this manner we passed through Fairfield,

New Haven , and New London, in Connecticut; Provi.

dence, in Rhode Island ; and finally, along the road from

Rhode Island to Boston .

“ New Haven is the largest city in Connecticut: it is,

alternately with Hartford , the seat of Government. Its

population is more than 7000 ; its situation agreeable, on a

small bay formed by the East River. The short stay we

made permitted usto pay only a hasty visit to the College,

which enjoys a high reputation , not only in the state of

Connecticut, but even through the whole Union. It was

founded in 1801, with the name of Yale College, in honour

of Elihu Yale, Esq. of London , its principal benefactor,

then governor of the East India Company. The favour

which it has constantly received from the people, has made

it a large institution ; it now contains above 400 students,

and hasa president, 4 professors, 6 tutors, and a treasurer.

This college is under the direction of a corporation com .

posed of the governor, deputy governor, six old members

of the council, and ten others, all members of the clergy.

The business is managed by a committeeof three or four

members, who meet four times a year. The studies per.

sued are, 1st. Theology, of which the President is Pro.
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of

fessor ; 2d . Mathematics and Natural History ; 3d . Che.

mistry and Mineralogy ; 4th . Languages and Ecclesiasti.

cal History ; 5th . Laws.

To enter the first class, the candidate must be able to

translate the Testament in ancient Greek, Virgiland Cice.

ro, and to write Latin according to the rules of Clarke ; he

must also have acquired Arithmetic . The expence of

living is about two dollars a week.

The Library contains more than 6000 volumes, and a

fund that yields 200 dollars a year is appropriated to it,

The greater part of the classicalbooks, which are great

value, were derived from the gifts of the celebrated Berke.

ley, Bishop of Cloyne, in Ireland, amounting to about 1000

volumes, estimated at 400 pounds sterling.

The Chemical Laboratory is remarkable for the number

and selection of the aparatus. The mineralogical Cabinet,

which originally contained 2500specimens, has beencon .

siderably enriched by GeneralGibbs, who loaned it 24,000

for the use of the students. These 24,000 specimens are

valued at 20,000 dollars.

There is also in Yale College a Medical College, in

which the instructions include the following subjects : 1st.

The Theory and Practice of Medicine ; 2d . Surgery and

Midwifery ; 3d. Anatomy; 4th. Chemistry, Pharmacy,

and Mineralogy.

The President ofthe College, the Professors, and the

attendants, conducted usto all parts of the establishment,

and gave information with a politeness and precision that

merits all our thanks.

We were informed that there was also at New Haven a

fine manufactory of arms; but the short time which was at

the General's disposal did not allow us to visit it .

As in the state of New York, and perhaps in a still great

er degree, public instruction in the state of Connecticut is

an object of the most constant care of the people and the

government. It would indeed be difficult to find, in this

state , a child twelve years
ofage , who does not know how

to read and write . The law of the state requiresthatevery

township have a grammar school ; and there are every ..

where a great number of colleges where the different

branches of human knowledge aretaught at small expence.

The city of New Haven , besides the great Yale College,

has sixteen public schools and eight private ones .

The funds appropriated to schools amount to one million ,
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five hundred thousand dollars, the interest of which, with

12000 dollars received from public taxes, are annually de

voted to the expences of education. Every town receives

in proportion to the amount of its taxes ; and the schools

are divided and watched over by a committee appointed by

the inhabitants, who would not allow so important a thing

as public education, one of the greatest safeguards of

liberty, to become the monopoly of a religious sect or an

university.

The people of Connecticut rigidly observe religious prac .

tices; but they have long been free of that spirit of perse.

cution which animated the founders of the colony, whose

first ecclesiastical ordinance, in taking possession of the

soil in 1637 , denied the rights of citizenship to all those

who would not entirely and without reserve, submit to the

forms of the established religion . At the present time,

when religious liberty is sanctioned by law, reciprocal

tolerance of different communions has established a sort of

fraternity among them. We had a striking evidence of it

during the Sabbath we spent in New London. On arriving

in that city, General Lafayette, that he might not inany

thing offend'the habits of that excellent people, fromwhom

he was receiving such touching expressions of affection,

had expressed a desire to be present at divine worship.

Immediately the Congregationalists and the Episcopalians,

who compose the principal communions of the place,offered

him places in their churches. It was difficult to accept

the offer of one without disobliging the other; and the

General sent them word that he would cheerfully attend

both. This reply spread great joy in the city. We first

went to the Congregational church, and afterwards to the

Episcopal : we found them both surrounded and filled with

a crowd without distinction of sects ; in both, the sermons

included morality , without the discussion of peculiar doc ,

trines, and ended with eulogiums on him whom God had so

many times conducted through the dangers of the ocean , to

secure the happiness and liberty of America. These ser

mons were listened to with equal attention by all. On

leaving church the two ministers cordially shook hands

with each other, felicitating themselves at the pleasure of

having had theguest of thenation among them .
The state ofConnecticut contains within itself all the

elements of prosperity : her fertile soil offers at once rich

products of the vegetable and mineral kingdoms. Iron,
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lead, copper, marcasite, antimony, marble, porcelain earth ,

and pit coal, are found in great quantities in some parts.

To give an idea of the number, variety, and activity of the

manufactories, it will be sufficient to remark , that in a popu.

lation of nearly 280,000 souls, they constantly occupymore

than 18,000 persons. Manufacturing owes to Connecticut

many useful machines : among others, Chittenden's machine

for making card teeth , invented in 1784, and since greatly

improved. This machineis set in motion by a shafi,twelve

inches long and one inch in diameter, at each turn of which

a tooth is made : 36,000 are made in an hour. Miller &

Whitney's machine for separating cotton from the seed :

before this invention was made, the operation was performed

by hand, and so slowly, that one person could clean only a

pound in a day : by the new process, more than a thousand

pounds are cleaned. The right to the machine has been

purchased for 50,000 dollars bythe government of this
state , The machine of William Humphreys to spin wool

by means of water power :-12 spindles, in this machine,

do as much work as 40 common ones. The rightto manu

facture them may be bought for one dollar a spindle. Cul

ver's machine to clear out harbours and remove sand bars

formed at the mouths of rivers :-by means of this, the

channel of the Thames* has been considerably deepened.

On entering the state of Rhode Island , Lafayette felt a

lively regret at not being able, for a short time, to pause in

his triumphal journey ; he would have taken pleasure in

revisitingthe places that recalled so many recollections of

his youth .

In 1778 Lafayette had been detached by Washington

with two brigades, to support Sullivan, in an attempt to

capture Rhode Island, which the English had occupied ever
since 1776. The better to secure the success of their ope .

rations, they awaited the arrival of Count d'Estaing, who

was coming with a French squadron , bringing land troops,

which offered the double advantageof cutting off the retreat

of the English by sea, and of reinforcing the attacks medi

tated by Sullivan against Newport. But, unfortunately, a

misunderstanding occurred between the Count d'Estaing

and Sullivan ; the French troops were not landed ; and

while Lafayette endeavoured, by his mediation , to restore

harmony between the two chiefs, the arrival of the English,

* A small river in Connecticut.

*3
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squadron, commanded by Lord Howe, was announced by

signal. Immediately, the Count d'Estaing, taking advan

tage of a favourable wind, went out to fight Lord Howe.

Two days were employed by the Admiralsin manœuvring,

to get theweather-guage : finally, at the moment when they

were coming to action , a terrible storm separated,and so

much damaged the squadrons, that the one was obligedto

return to New York, and the other hastened to re -enter the

roads of Newport. After the return of the French fleet,

Sullivan hoped to resume his operations ; but the Count

d'Estaing declared to him , that after having taken the

advice of his officers, he had determined to sail for

Boston ; and that his instructions bore, that in case his

squadron should suffer any damage, or should be threatened

by superior British forces, he must endeavour to return into

port.

The injuries which he had experienced from the storm ,

and the news of the appearance of a very numerous English

fleet on the coast, justified his return to Boston : but this

retreat threw Sullivan into despair. Without the assistance

of the French squadron, it was impossible to calculate on

success : it removed with it , all hopes that had been enter.

tained. Generals Green, and Lafayette, were sent to the

Count d'Estaing to oppose this unhappy resolution. They

spoke to him with warmth of the glorious advantages which

the French and American armswould derive from their

co -operation against the English garrison of Rhode Island,

which could not escape them ; and the lamentable effects

which would be produced on the spirits of the American

army by the abandonment of an ally, whose presence had

at first caused so much joy : they represented to him also,

the dangers of his retreat across Nantucket shoals, with his

ships in a bad condition ; and the advantages which New.

port offered him above those of Boston , as well for repairing

his vessels, as for resisting the enterprises ofan enemy em .

boldened by the superiority of his forces ; finally, they ended

by beseeching him not to sacrifice to petty quarrels, the glory

and interest of two nations, united in the defence of a noble

How weighty soever these considerations may have

been, however, the Count d'Estaing not the less persisted

in his resolution, and immediately set sail. Thus abandoned

by the fleet, Sullivan assembled his general officers to ask

their advice on the two courses which remained to be cho .

sen : to endeavour to take the place by main force, or to

cause .
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evacuate the island and carry away all the magazines.

The discouragement of the army , who were enraged at the

departure of the fleet, renderedthe former measure difficult

to execute : the latter would fill with despair, men who had

seen themselves so near to success . Sullivan's council took

a middle course, and separated with a resolution to give up

the siege, retire to the northern extremity of the island, and

retrench themselves to await the event. This was executed

in the following night, with equal success and skill . Sulli.

van then fixedhis hopes on the French fleet, and wished to

make a last effort with the Count d'Estaing . Full of con.

fidence in the great influence exercised byLafayette on all

with whom he had acquaintance, he entrusted him with the

delicate mission . It was accepted ; and Lafayette set out

for Boston , though not withouttestifying how much it cost

him to separatehimself from his companions in arms, at the

moment when there could be no doubt that the enemy would

soon attack them . In fact, during his absence, the English

made several attempts on the position of the Americans, but

without success ; and these different engagements contri

buted to restore confidence to Sullivan's troops. The nego

tiation of Lafayette, resulted in procuring a promise of the

return of the squadron, after all damage should have

been repaired ; and every thing, in short, seemed to promise
Sullivan with the recompense due tohis perseverence, when

the news of a reinforcement of 4000 men, brought to the

English byGeneral Clinton himself, placed him in the sad

necessity of evacuating the island as soon as possible, that

he might not be blocked up in his turn . He arranged his

retreat with the greatest skill. The movement was about

to commence, when, to the great astonishment of Sullivan,

who supposed Lafayettestill in Boston, he presented him.

self, to take command of the rear guard. He had travelled

over the distance between Boston and RhodeIsland, which

is about thirty leagues, in eight hours . The zeal he had

shown powerfully affected Sullivan, whogave up to him the

conduct of the rear guard ; and every thing was executed

with so much wisdom , that at 2 o'clock in the morning, the

movement was entirely effected, and the American troops

were placed in safety on the main land, from Providence to
Tiverton .

This retreat procured to Sullivan thanks from the Con.

gress, and likewiseto Lafayette, “ as well for the sacrifices

of personal gratification he had made in consenting to
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leave the army to serve the interests of the United States,

at the moment of battle, as for the vigorous manner in

which he had led off the rear guard ."

From the warm expressions of joy which surrounded us

from all sides, on our entrance into Providence, it was easy

to perceive that the people of that country had not lost the

recóllection of the conduct of Lafayette in that period of

glorious reverses. It appeared to me that the expression

of gratitude by Congress was no less remembered ; for I

heard it repeated by every mouth, I believed it to be written

on every heart. In spite of the persuasion of the people

and the magistrates, the General could stop no longer than

the time necessary to take some refreshments ; and we

hastened to reach the frontier of Massachusetts, where two

aids-de-camp of the governor of that state awaited Lafay

ette, with new coaches and a new escort. We joined them

at sun -set. Colonel Harris, first aid -de-camp of the Gover.

nor, hastened our journey to such a degree, that at 11

o'clock, we were at Dedham , and at two hours after mid.

night, we entered Roxbury, by the light of torches ; a'very

pleasant village, two miles from Boston, where is the man

sion of Governor Eustis, who awaited the General with

great impatience. Notwithstanding the advanced hour of

the night, every body was up in the house , the windows of

which, the garden, and avenues, were illuminated. The

reception given by the Governor to the General , was frank,

simple, and friendly ; such as ought to be that of an old

companion in arms, whose toils he had shared . Two hours

of sleep made us forget the fatigues of the day, and pre

pared us for making our entranoe into Boston on the fol.

lowing day. At day -break we were awakened by the sound

of martial music, which was made by the light infantry,

that had alreadybegun to present their manœuvres under

our windows. The sight of the uniform of this band pro

duced a strong effect on the heart of the General : he could

not turn his eyes away from it, and cried outevery moment :

• My brave lightinfantry, it was dressed very much in that

manner ! What courage! What patience ! How much

I loved them !” At that moment, an aid -de-camp of the

Governor, brought into the chamber, and introduced to him ,

a young man with a melancholy countenance, who carried

in his hand a sword , which he presented to the General :

5. Do you know that sword ? " said he . “ I see," replied he,

" at least, that it resembles those I had brought from France,
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me .

to arm the subalterns of my light infantry.” “ It is, in

fact, one of them ,” said he " my father received it from

your hands; he used it gloriously for the conquest of our

independence ; he carefully preserved it in memory of his

General; and he would have rejoiced to present it to you

himself : day before yesterday he still hoped to do it, and

this hope comforted his last moments : but the day before

yesterday he died. He was poor, and left me no wealth :

but he has left me this sword,which will be the most pre

cious possession to me, if you sanction the gift he has made

While he spoke, the General had taken the sword

from his hands, and examined it with interest : he returned

it to him saying— “ Take it, keep it carefully, that it may

serve in your hands to preserve the rights, to the acquisition

of which, it so valiantly contributed in the hands of your

father .' The American received the sword with transport ,

and departed, pronouncing with tenderness, the names of

his father, and Lafayette.

A few moments afterwards, the procession arrived which

was to attend the General ; the cannon gave the signal of

departure, and we took up our march. The concourse of

people who had come from the city was so great, that the

road was obstructed by them, and it took us two hours to go
two miles. The whole route was lined with militia on foot

and on horseback ; the cartmen of Boston, dressed in frocks

of remarkable whiteness, formed a numerous corps of caval

ry , extremely well mounted . About sixty little boys twelve

orfourteen yearsofage, organized as a company of artillery,

with two pieces ofcannon, whose calibre was proportioned to .

their strength, movedatthe head of our possession,and occa

sionally stopped to salute it with a fire from this battery ; and

set off again with speed to take a new position and give

another salute . At noon we were in the suburbs of Boston .

At the gate of the city, under a triumphal arch , we met the

municipal corps. The Mayor, alone in an uncovered car

riage, stopped beside that of the Generals which was also

uncovered ; both rose and saluted, and the Mayor address

ing him said : “ You see this people, for whom you have

fought; they are happy beyond all hope ; their liberty is

secured, it now rests on its own strength ,withoutfear aswell

as without reproach. You have shed your blood for three

millions of men ; and now twelve millions approach you , led

by their gratitude. This movement is not that of a turbu

tent populace, excited by the view of new laurels freshly
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wonby a young conqueror : it is that ofa great people yielde

ing to a powerful impulse, moral and intellectual.” The

calm and modest mein of the General during this address,
the fine physiognomy of Mr. Quincy, who became animated

as he spoke, the triumphal arch erected above us, the atti

tude and religious silence ofthe several thousands ofcitizens,

offered at that moment to my gratified view the agreeable

idea of a popular festival, a republican triumph. After the

General's reply, we crossed the city, to reach the State

House . During the passage the testimonies of affection

which the inhabitants of Boston profusely bestowed on the

General, were so affecting that we could not restrain tears

of feeling. In front of the State House, on an immense

lawn, from which is seen at a distance the sea scattered with

little islands, was a long double line of little girls and boys

from the public schools, all decorated with the Lafayette

ribbon, and raising their hands towards the sky with cries

ofjoy. One of the little girls came forward to offer a com

pliment to Lafayette. She was raised near the General's

Carriage, placed a crown of evergreen on his head , and em

braced him, calling him father. At length we entered the

Senate Chamber, where all the public functionaries were

assembled, with the members of the Cincinnati Society, the

literary societies, and as many of the citizens as the hall

could contain . At the moment when the General appeared

before Governor Eustis, who received him at the door, the

national flag was displayed on the cupola of the State House,

and all themilitary fired a volley. After the speech at the

reception, pronounced in the name of the government, and

in the presence of the citizens of the state of Massachusetts,

the scene at the City Hall in New York was renewed ; that

is to say, the General was detained for more than two hours

by the expressions of friendship he received from all those

who were able to approach him. We were then conducted

to the entrance of Park Street, into a hotel which had been

prepared to receive us , the Mayor himself showing us our

apartments, which were richly furnished . 6 You are at

home here , " said he ; “ you will find, I hope , every thing

necessary for you ; if you find nothing superfluous, remem
ber that you are among republicans. These words of Mr.

Quincy were no doubtvery kind: but, I declare, they gave
us reason to think a great deal about what is necessary to

the republicans of Boston, especially when we learned that

very fine coaches and excellent horses had been placed at

our disposal for the whole time of our stay in that city .
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In the evening we met at the Exchange Coffee House, to

dine with the Governor, his staff, the municipal corps and

all the other constituted corps of the city. The hall was de

corated and embellished with devices which recalled the

deeds of Lafayette, and the gratitude entertained by the

Americans for the assistance lent by France, at a time when

fortune, still undetermined, held her balance even between

Liberty and Oppression. The French and American flags

hung in union above the head of the President, of the en

tertainment; and Mr. Parker, the Chief Justice , gave a toast

to the memory of Louis 16th , adding,that all those who had

favoured liberty ought not to be forgotten even if they had

worn a crown.

On the 25th, at noon, we went to the University of Cam

bridge, to witness the distribution of prizes, which was per

formed with a degree of splendour, greatly increased by the

presence of many ladies attracted by a desire to see Lafay

ette who, it was known, was to be present.

Cambridge isoneofthe most beautiful and wealthy of the
villages ofNew England. It is situated at about the distance

ofa league from Boston, and contains more than 3000 in

habitants. The University, known by the name of Har

ward College, in honourofits founder, has furnished a great

number of men distinguished in literature and the sciences.

The citizens of Massachusetts, proud of its success , support

it therefore with a liberality, which proves how much the

advantages of instruction are favoured in that state. Beside

the professorships of theology, anatomy and surgery, me

dical science and chemistry , theoretical and experimental

physics, mathematics and natural phylosophy, logic and

metaphysics, the Latin, Greek and Oriental languages,

which have long been inexistence, six new professorships

and three faculties have been founded within twelve years ;

as follows. *

Ist . A professorship of natural history , founded by a pri.

vate subscription for the establishment of a botanic garden
under the care of a professor.

2d. A professorship of rhetoric and eloquence, founded

by a donation fromWard Nicholas Boylston.

3d . A professorship of Greek literature, founded in 1814,

by a donation from an unknown benefactor of Boston.

* Description Statistique, historique et politique des Etats, Unis
par Warden,
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4th . A professorship of the Spanish and French langua

ges, founded by a rich merchant of Boston , who for this

purpose, bequeathed a sum of 30,000 dollars.

5th, A professorship founded in 1816, by Count Rumford,

which has for its object the application of the physical and

mathematical sciences to the useful arts. The capital of

the foundation amounts to 40,000 dollars.

6th . A professorship , established in 1817, of natural the.

ology andmoral philosophy.

The three faculties, which complete the means of instruc

tion , are 1st. A medical school ; 2d. A theological school,

in which provision is madeby the aid of a subscription , for

the necessities and the wholeinstruction of students . This

subscription is scrupulously filled by persons animated with

a love of the public good ; 3d. A law school or those who are

destined for the bar.

The library, which contains nearly twenty thousand

volumes of choice works, is encreased every year by private

contributions.

In short, the University , by its revenues , the riches of its

library and cabinets, the merits of its professors, and the

means it furnishes for acquiring all sorts of instruction , has

no equal, not only in the rest ofthe Union, but perhaps in all

Europe.

General Lafayette was received at the door of the chapel,

wherethe distribution ofprizes was going on, by the Presi.

dent, Mr. Kirkland, whoaddressed himwith an eloquence

that had its source in a heart strongly affected. When the

General appeared in the hall, the acclamations and trans

ports of the whole assembly, and particularly of the ladies,

were such that for a long time itwas impossible to begin

the exercise. It was truly a delightful picture : that large

hall filled with ladies crowned with flowers, waving their

handkerchiefs above their heads, to salute him theycalled

their father, their friend, their defender, the companion of

their great Washington. In vain the Presidentrepeatedly

called for silence, without which it was impossible for him

to be heard : his voice was every time drowned by plaudits

and cries of “ Welcome Lafayette .” At length, in about

half an hour, quiet was restored , and they were ableto

begin the exercises, which were frequently interrupted by

theardour with which all the allusionsmade in the addresses

pronounced before the assembly were received.

On the following day, we returned to the University of
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6. Our popu .

Cambridge, to attend a meeting of the Greek Society, in

in the same hall, and in the presence of the same assembly,

animated by the same spirit. The introductory speech was

delivered by Mr. Everett, a young professor, whose forward

talents and eloquence, promise tothe national tribune a very

distinguished orator. If my pen were more experienced, I

would attempt to repeat thatspeech, which, in spite of its

length, was heard to the end with a lively interest by the

audience, and was often interrupted with well merited

applause.

The orator proposed to inquire into the particular causes

which most contribute to the development of intelligence in

the United States. He easily proved to us that they are to

be found in the democracy of the institutions.

lar institutions,” said he, “ are favourable to the develop.

ment of intelligence, because they are based upon the laws

of nature ; they do not condemn the social band to inaction

and degradation ; they attach to every member of society

that vital nerve by which every great and general im

pression reacts with electrical rapidity on the whole.

They extend the benefits of education to all, they press for

ward unknown and timid talents into the happy career of

emulation ; by a thousand different means they prepare au

ditories for lips which nature has endowed with the art of

persuasion ; they place the lyre in the hands of genius ;

they grant, to all who seekor merit it, the only patronage wor.

thy of envy, the patronage of services rendered to society ."

After having at length , but ably, proved the superiority of

the republican governmentas it is understood and practised

in the United States, over the monarchical system , which

having divided a part of the nation into nobles, privileged

priests, ever armed soldiers and inquisitorial police, makes

of the rest a class of politicalparias ; theorator concluded

by paying to Lafayette his tribute of gratitude.

“ This year,” said he, “ will complete the first half cen.

tury of the most important era of human history : the era

of the revolution. Since that epoch, time has seen the chief

part of the great men to whom we owe our national exist.

ence, sink into that dust they had watered with their

blood. Few of them still enjoy among us the rich fruits of

their toils and their sacrifices : but there is one, who yield .

ing to the voice of the people, comes, at the close of his

career, to receive the thanks of a nation to which he devo .

ted his youth . American history has not forgotten , that

4Voz. youth.
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when this friend of our country addressed himself to our

commissioners sent to Paris in 1775, to ask of them the

means to go to America, they were obliged to reply, that

they, (só poor and unfortunate was our dear country at that

time,) that they had neither the means nor the credit for

equipping a single ship in the ports of France : “ Well !”

cried the young hero, “ I will equip one myself.” And it

is a fact literally true : that although America was too poor

to be able to transport him to her shores, he hesitated not, at

a still tender age, to leave family, happiness, wealth and dig

nities, to engage in the bloody and doubtful contest of our

revolution .

“ Hail ! friend of our fathers : welcome to our shores !

Happy are our eyes to see your venerable features ! En

joy a triumph, which is reserved neither for conquerors nor

monarchs : the assurance that there is not here, in all

America, a heart that does not beat with joy and gratitude

at the sound of your name. You have already received,

or you will soon receive, the salute of that little band of

ardent patriots, sage counsellors, and intrepid warriors, with

whom you wereassociated for the acquisition ofour liberty :

but you would look around you in vain for all those who

would have preferred to years of life a day like this, spent

with their old companion in arms. Lincoln, Greene, Knox,

Hamilton, are dead : the heroesof Saratoga and Yorktown,

have fallen before the only enemy who was able to fight

them ; and the greatest of all, the first of heroes and of

men, the friend of your youth, the saviour of the country,

reposes in the bosom of that land which he freed. On the

shores of the Potomac he rests in peace and in glory. You

will visit again the hospitable mansion of Mount Vernon ;

but he whom you would venerate, will no more stand

at the door to receive you : his voice, thatconsolingvoice

which penetrated even the dungeons of Austria, will not

again break silence to invite you to his fire -side : but the
children of America will receive you in his name, crying,

welcome Lafayette ! thrice welcome to our shores, friend

of our fathers and of our country !"

On the 27th ,early inthe morning, coaches, an escort of

cavalry, the civil and military authorities, and a great num .

ber of citizens, came to take the General and conduct him

to the marine establishment at Charlestown, which is sepa .

rated from Boston only by an arm of the sea, which is

crossed on a very fine bridge, more than a mile in length .
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Wee were received at the marine Arsenal by Commodore

Bainbridge, whose name recals a glorious battle against the

English marine. After having visited the works, we as .

cended Bunker's Hill.

Bunker's Hill is one of those glorious monuments unhap

pily still too rare on the surface of the earth , which will re.

mind the latest posterity of the noble efforts of liberty

against tyranny and oppression. It was at Bunker's Hill

that the Americans dared, for the first time, to brave the

arms of their oppressors in a regular combat : it was there

that men , almostwithout arms or discipline, and much infe,

rior in numbers to their enemies, but encouraged by the pre

sence of their wives, their children and their fellow -citizens,

who, from the heights of Boston , made them hear the ma .

gical words : Independence, Posterity - with a courage wor

thy of heroic times, sustained three successive attacks made

by numerous battalions, which , it would have seemed, must

have been led, by their experience and science in war, to

an easy victory. The Americans, forced at length to yield

to numbers, retired, but in good order, leaving behind them

bloody proofs of their courage and of their vigorous resist.

ance . It was at a moment before the retreat, which re .

vealed to the friends of liberty, their strength and their

hopes of this retreat which availed as a victory --that the

young and interesting General Warren fell. Respecting

bis courage , death had not dared to strike him in the face

during the battle ; but on re- entering the entrenchments he

had left, to pursue the English, who had failed the third

time in their attack , he received a ball in his reins.He now

reposes under a simple pyramid, raised exactly in the place

where his blood stained the earth. It was at the base of

this simple pyramid, that General Lafayette was received

by some old soldiers, glorious relics of that war of Inde ,

pendence. In their presence, Dr. A. M. Thompson ad .

dressed the General, in a speech of felicitation , in the name

of the inhabitants of Charlestown. “In the midst of the

joy caused by your visit,” said he, " we cannot deny our.

selves a personal emotion on receiving you upon the me,

morable heights of Bunker's Hill . On this sacred ground,

immortalized by the death of the heroes of our revolution,

andconsecrated to their generous manes, liberty formerly

appeared in blood,and bathed in tears ; her carwas borne

onwheels of fire : to day, she shows herselfbetween peace

and glory, led by the soft affections of a happy people, to
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offer the civic crown to her favourite son, who consecrated

his first efforts to her defence .

“ Permit me, well-beloved General, yet to express our

ardent wishes, that your precious life may be prolonged be .

yond the limits usually granted to humanity, that this land,

which you enriched by the sacrifice of your early youth ,

may be devoted to you as an asylum for your
later years ;

that the country, which now takes delightin mingling your

glory with Washington's, may see you, during theremainder

of your long life , enjoying the care and attentions of a na

tion which has ever maintained for you , a feeling so full of
gratitude and admiration."

General Lafayette was greatly affected by this discourse,

and his feelings were communicated to those around him .

“ It is with deep respect," replied he, “that I tread this

sacred ground, where the bloodofthe American patriots, the

blood of Warren and his companions, gloriously shed, ex

cited the energy of three millions of people, secured the

happiness of ten millions now . alive, and of so many mil.

lions yet to be born . His blood has called the two Ameri.

can continents, to liberty, to republican independence ; and

has awakened the nations of Europe, to the necessity, and

secured, I hope, for the future, the exercise of their rights.

Such have been the effects of this resistance to oppression ,

which some of the pretended sages of that period pronoun .

ced imprudence, although it was a duty and a virtue, and has

been the signal of the emancipation of the human race.

Thisreply was received with applause bythe assembly,

and salutes from the artillery . Immediately afterwards,

several battalions of young militia, led by Governor Eustis

and Generals Brooks and Dearborn, defiled before the Ge

neral, to the sound of cannon and martial music, which

made to resound that march dear to the French patriots,

and which will ever remind them, that they also have had

their Warren, whose generous blood watered the tree of

liberty , under the shadow of which, we might now. have

gloriously reposed, if it had not been lopped away by

anarchy,and struck to the heart by the sacrilegious stab of
an audacious soldier.

A frugal repast, served under a tent, followed this cere .

mony ; after which, we returned to the city, to visit the

depot of the arms of the militia : the old state house, from

which the assembly of people once separated to go to the

harbour, to destroy the cargoes of tea sent by the English

>>
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East India Company, and in which is the hall where was

signed the Declaration of Independence by Massachusetts.

During the course of our visits , I collectedthe details of the

history and condition of that state, which I have thought

worthy to be given in the following chapter.

ve
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CHAPTER III .

First settlements in Massachusetts - Notice of the events of the Revolution in that

Province - Its present condition.

3 The first settlements formed in this part of NorthAme.

rica , called Massachusetts, owe their origin to thereligious

persecutions in England under the reigns of Elizabeth,

James I. and Charles I. The history of the earliest emi.

grants, who came to seek, among the savages of the New

World, that liberty of conscience which was refused them

by the European Philosophy of the 17th century, presents

only a sad picture of their continual contests against the

climate, disease and famine. It was not before 1630, that

an expedition more numerous and better directed, came to

reinforce and assist them to found the towns of Salem ,

Charlestown and Boston . Cromwell, Hampden and many

others of those who exercised so terrible aninfluence in the

revolution of 1640, were to have belonged to this expedi

tion. They had already embarked and weighed anchor, to

seek in the New World, aliment for theirardent disposi.

tions, which perhaps might have been less developed there,

than in the presence of tyranny, when Charles I. as if

pushed on by a fatality , had them seized and sent back to

land .

A fact worthy o remark is, that the principal part of the

emigrants who at that time left their country, their friends

andfamilies, only to avoid persecution, andwho therefore ,

must have borne in their hearts, the hatred of their perse .

cutors, still continued attached to the British government, in

spite of the distance to which they had removed, and perpe.

tuated the names of their kings in the land of their exile,

by giving them to the rivers they discovered, the cities they

built, and the monuments they erected. Was this from

respect to royalty, which in spite of its evils still appeared
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to them as sacred, under the influence which habit exercises

over the human mind ? Or was it only for the purpose of

hiding and protectingthe weakness of their settlements, by

the name of a powerful authority, and at the same time to

pay a kind of tribute to the English government, which had

constituted itself proprietor of those vast countries by the

right of discovery, and which would not have allowed the

colonists to remain in quiet, if they had at first shown a

disposition to break all bonds, and all attachments, between

themselves and the mother country ? This latter reason

appears to me the more probable, and is sufficiently strength .

ened by the following piece, drawn up and signed by the

emigrants who landed at Plymouth in 1620.

[ Here is copied the well-known declaration made by the

New England forefathers, while at Cape Cod, November

11th , 1620, which it is not necessary to republish. ]

This act, as it is to be seen, while it in appearance re.

cognized the authority of England, yet gave to the colonists

the direct administration of their affairs, and laid the foun.

dation of that spirit of independence, which, more than a

century afterwards, threw off the yoke of the mother-coun

try , when she made an attempt to return to the exercise of

a despotism which she claimed a right to enforce .

In 1692, under the reign of William and Mary, the En.

glish government, to secure its right of sovereignty over

Massachusetts, usurped the nomination of the governor of

that province : but failed in a great measureof their object,

by leaving to the provincial legislature, the right of regulating

and paying,the officers appointed bythat governor, who by

that means became powerless and without influence. The

English soon discovered their error, and were desirous to

correct it ; and from that time began that misunderstanding

between the mother country andthe colony, during which

the latter increased its resistance in proportion as the former

became more grasping.

The attributes of the different authorities soon became

entirely confounded : the governor was invested by the

crown, with the right of organizing the courts, and naming

the judges ; and these privileges were actively contested by

the people, who reclaimed them as a part of the preroga

tives of the legislature. Notwithstanding the multiplicity

of the attempts of the crown, the colony, all the while

she was thrusting it from power, continued not the less

attached to the mother country, and did not hesitate to se .
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cond it in the colonial war, which it had to sustain in 1754,

against France. After that war, which during sixteen years,

had been suspended and resumed with different success, and

which terminated, at length , in 1760, by the ruin of the

French colonies ; the colonists hoped that the gratitude of

the mother country, for the services they had rendered her,

would for ever insure to them the enjoyment of their liberty

and their rights, acquired by so many sacrifices of all kinds.

But two years had hardly passed away after the conclusion

of peace , when they were forced to give up their hopes.

England was then triumphant by land and sea. Her

commercial preponderance was felt in all points of the

globe, and excited the envy of all the nations of Europe :

but this glory, by which she had become intoxicated, she

had acquired only by draining her treasury, and contracting

immense debts. To pay those debts, to re -establish those

finances, it was necessary to create other revenues' ; and

her attention was turned towards her colonies..

By their commerce with the West Indies, the colonies had

enjoyed an immense benefit ; and by the aid of a good

administration, had found means of getting a treasure in

reserve, which would enable them to pay their debts, and

gradually to increase their importations of English manu.

factures. It was this prosperity which tempted the cupidity

of the crown ; and from that moment all the arts of the

ministry were employed in contriving various means for

wresting money from the colonists. The commanders on

the coast, were afterwards converted into Custom House

officers , charged with repressing illicit commerce, and pre

venting contraband trade ; and , assured of impunity, because

the only appeal lay in the courts of Great Britain, were not

afraid of making frequent illegal seizures for their own pro .

fit. The duties on the importation of English goods were

so niuch increased, that they were almost equivalent to a

prohibition. It was also ordered, that those duties should

be paid only in silver or gold, and the paper put in circula

tion by the colonies was rendered of no value . Atlength

the whole new system introduced by the English ministry,

became as tyrannical as ruinous ; for, while they de

manded enormous imposts, they removed the means for

furnishing them . Hardened bythelong endurance of the

colonists, the English government did not know where to

stop ; and in the year 1765, produced that fatal law called

the Stamp Act, which required, for the future , that all con
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tracts, wills, civil acts, &c. should be made on stamped

paper, under penalty of being considered void ; and imposing

onthat paper a tax, designed to defray the expensesof the

last warin America. That law excited general indignation

as soon as it was known. It became the subject of every

conversation and discussion , in private societies, as well as

public meetings; every one recurred to the past, and com

mented with bitterness on the outrages hehad suffered from

England; and from thatmoment, it may be said , the fire of

the revolution was kindled. From petitions and remon

strances, to which they had until that time restricted them .

selves, the colonists passed to threats. The people of

Massachusetts particularly, forcibly expressed their resent

ment; and it was at their instigation that a congress, formed

of deputies from the different provinces, assembled at New

York, on the 7th of October. That congress, composed of

men respectable for their character and intelligence, and

which afterward served as a model to that whichconducted

the war of the revolution with so much glory, published at

the time an energetic declaration of the rights of the colo

nies, a list of the offences committed by England, a petition

to the king, and a memoir to parliament. The acts of the

congress, produced in the English parliament an effect

which was still further increased by the writings and pre

sence of Benjamin Franklin , who was at that time in Lon

don, and who was called before the House of Commons to

examine the claims of his fellow -citizens. He presented

himself with the modesty which characterized him ; and a

republican simplicity, which singularly contrasted with the

insolent luxury of the supporters of power, collected in a

crowd at that session, with the base hope of seeing one

humiliated whom they regarded as a rebel, because he

dared to talk,of the rights of men, in the presence of roy

alty. The calmness of his replies, the depth of his argu.

ments, produced a strong impression upon the assembly,
turned the hearts of the friends of the Stamp Act, and

made them renounce that monument of their tyranny and

ignorance.

According to the degree to which the indignation of the

Americans had arisen when that law was passed, was the

joy expressed at its repeal. The English government,

however, did not profit by this return of the public feeling

to a milder tone : they not only allowed all the odious re

strictions which they had imposed upon the trade of the
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colonies, to continue in force, but soon followed the Stamp

Act with a tax not less intolerable, upon paper, paints, glass,

and tea, which the colonies received from England. But

what irritated the colonists above all, was, that the preamble

of those acts announced, that the product of those taxes,

would be placed at the disposition of parliament, to defray

the expense of the administration of the colonies, and par

ticularly to pay the governors and judges, who by this mea

sure, found themselves withdrawn from the authority of the

provincial legislature, and made dependant on the ministry.

To receive this impost, a permanent administration was

created, and established at Boston by an act of parliament.

The people of Massachusetts could not be deceived with

regard to the views of the ministry . Long accustomed to

discuss and administer their own affairs, they resolved not

to submit voluntarily to the disgrace of being governed by

an illegal authority , established at the distance of more than

1000 leagues. They therefore appealed to their chamber

of representatives, which being assembled, protested against

the taxes, and the appropriation which was to be made of

their proceeds, and addressedto the other provincial assem

blies a circular, in which , after recapitulating their rights,

and setting forth the encroachments of England, they con.

cluded by requesting their co -operation, in resisting that

tyranny which was every day pressing more heavily upon

the colonies. This proceeding of the assembly was re

garded as infamous and rebellious by the servants of the

crown, who redoubled their activity in vexing them. Two

English regiments arrived in the port, and on the refusal

by the council to prepare accommodations for them in the

town, they landed under the protection of their ships, with

fixed bayonets, and established a guard house, with two

pieces of cannon before the assembly house, which was

thus converted into barracks. From that moment the town

was in the power of the soldiers, who ran about the streets,

insultingthe citizens, depriving them of rest and their busi

ness, and disturbing them even in the exercise of their re

ligious practices, by the uninterrupted noise of instruments
of war .

In these circumstances the Chamber was convoked at

Boston, but they were not disposed to meet there, declaring

that they did not consider themselves free in the presence

of an armed force. The session was consequently opened

at Cambridge, where the Governor had the impudence to
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present himself, and demand funds for the payment of the

soldiers. This demand having been refused him, the Cham

ber was dissolved.

A change in the English administration, however, had

made the Parliament determine to suppress all the duties,

except that imposed upen tea : but a merely apparent re

turn to a moderate system did not in any degree soften the

resentment of the citizens of Massachusetts, who saw , in this

measure, nothing but a capricious turn , or new means re

storted to by Parliament to establish its claim of right in the

affairs of the Colonies, and took a firm resolution not to

abandon this point of dispute.

An event soon occurred in Boston , which threatened im.

portant results . The English soldiers were accustomed to

regard the citizens as rebels, and treat them with rudeness.

The latter irritated by the injuries they continually received,

nourished in their hearts a violent hatred against the former,

and rarely allowed an occasion for expressing it to escape.

At length , on the 5th of March, 1770, a dotachment under

the orders of Captain Preston was insulted by some young

persons who, it is said , threw snow balls at them , accom

panied with harsh words. In their blind resentment the

soldiers replied by firing uponthe crowd, among which five
persons were wounded severely, others slightly, and three

killed on the spot. On the following day the troops were

withdrawn from the city, at the demand of the inhahitants;

and Captain Preston and his soldiers were brought to trial ;

but such were the sentiments of justice whichever animated

the citizens of Boston , that becoming convinced that the
soldiers had suffered provocation, they abandoned the prose

cution brought against them.

The event completely convinced the popular party that a

contest was now irresistable, and that it was necessary to

prepare for it . Committees ofcorrespondence were conse

quently every where organized in secret, in order to regu

late the plans which itmight be necessary to form . The

utility of this organization, then called the League, was

speedily evident.

When the tax was laid upon tea, the inhabitants of Bos.

ton determined that they would not use it, at least not re

ceive it from the English, and from that time the East India

Company had received no more orders. Regretting, how

ever, the loss of the market, they determinedto send a few

cargoes to their agents in Boston , who were to pay the tax
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themselves, and thus avoid the difficulty . But the arrival

of these cargoes was no sooner known, than the feelings of

the people were thrown into great agitation . On the follow

ing morning the following notice was extensively circulated

through the town .

“ Friends, brethren , companions.'

The cursed tea sent to our port by the East India Com

pany has arrived. The hour of destruction or ofa vigorous

resistance to the machinations of tyranny has come. All

who love the country, are jealous of their own honor and

wish to merit the thanksof posterity,are desired to assemble

at Faneuil Hall this evening at 9 o'clock (the bells will ring

at that hour) to concert an effectual resistance to this infa

mous and destructive measure of the administration .

Boston , November 29th 1773."

The citizens appeared with readiness at this patriotic ap

peal . The crowd wasso great that the hall could not contain

it all, and it was necessary to choose a more spacious place .

The deliberations which were opened and continued at this

first meeting, prevented any determinations from being made

at that time. They adjourned until the next day ; and

twenty -men were appointed, under the command of Captain

Proctor, to see that the tea was not landed during the night.

The meeting of the 30th was more numerous still ; and the

ardourof those who were present was increased by the pro

clamation of the Governor, which urged them to renounce

their project ofresistance to the law , and to disperse, if they

did not wish to increase the risk of their lives. These in

junctions of the Governor, were unanimously rejected with

disdain ; and the assembly afterwards proceeded calmly to

the preparation of a number of resolutions, which were

adopted. It was decided that such as had immediately re

ceived tea from England since the tax was imposed, should

be censured ; and that those who should thereafter receive

it should be declared enemies of the country . The mem

bers of the assembly bound themselves by an oath , to carry

into effect their resolutions, at the peril of their lives and

property ; after which they voted thanks to their friends in

the vicinity of Boston, for the readiness with which they

had joined them , and to Mr. Jonah Williams, for the man .

ner in which he had performed the duties of moderator.

The assembly dispersed, after having appointed a com

mittee, to take care that the vessels which were in port

laden with tea should sail as soon as possible. A few days
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were then occupied in communications between this com .

mittee and the authorities, without obtaining the departure

of the vessels. Finally, on the 15th of September, ameet

ingof citizens was held , still more numerous than the pre

ceding ; more then twothousand personswere present from

the country. Samuel Philips Savage of Weston, was nomi.

nated moderator, and Mr. Rotch, owner of one of the vès

sels, was ordered before the meeting, to account for its

presence in the harbor. He declared that the Collector of

the Custom House had refused, up to that time, to clear her.

He was commanded to hold her in readiness to depart that

day, at his risk and peril; to protest immediately against

the Custom House ; and to address himself directly to the

Governor to obtain permission for her to sail ; and the meet.

ing adjourned at three o'clok in the afternoon. Having as

sembled again at three, they patiently waited till five, with .

out seeing Mr. Rotch return . They then were going to

break up, to meet again the next day ; but Mr. Josiah

Quincy,junior, a manof influence with the popular party,

and possessing great energy , stopped his fellow - citizens, by

reminding them of the resolution they had taken in the eve

ning : “ to carry into effect all their resolutions at the peril of

their lives and property.” At a quarter before six o'clock,

Mr. Rotch reappeared . The reply of the Governor, was :

“ that for the honour of the laws and respect to the King,

he would not allow the vessels to depart, until all the for

malities at the Custom House should have been freely and

legally performed." The reply excited a great agitation in

the assembly, immediately a man in the galleries, dressed

after the manner of the Mohawk Indians, gave the war.

whoop. About thirty persons standing ready at the door,

replied to this cry in a similar manner, andthe meeting was

dissolved as by enchantment. The crowd rushed towards

the harbour ; the men dressed like Indians sprang on board

the vessels loaded with tea ; and in less than two hours all

the boxes containing it were broken and thrown into the

sea ; but every thing else wasrespected that was found on

board . Afterthis expedition the multitude retired in order

and silence . This scene took place in the presence of

several vessels of war ; and, so to speak, underthe cannon

and the eyes of the garrison in the fort, without the authori

ties daring to attempt the least resistance, so great, so impos

ing is the anger ofa people which throwsoff the yoke of

tyranny .
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The names of the citizens who were disguised as Indians

were never made public. Several of them are still alive, it

is said, and enjoy in humility that happiness for which

they struck the first blows that lopped away royal authority

on the American continent.

The national pride of Great Britain was enraged at this

new act of resistance, which was there called an outrage

on Royal Majesty ! Rulers and subjects all raised the

same cry : vengeance ! war with the rebellious colonies !

And this cry was followed by a host of laws of the most

tyrannical nature, by the aid of which they expected to

overwhelm and reduce the province of Massachusetts.

The port of Boston was interdicted for an unlimited time ;

the provincial charter was destroyed; the citizens were re
moved from their natural jurisdiction ; the appointment of

magistrates was left at the good pleasure of the crown,

which arrogated also the right of quartering soldiers in the
houses of the inhabitants . A new assembly of the people

was called at Boston, in which an appeal was made to God

and the world against the injustice and tyranny of England.

An exhortationwas sent to the other colonies, to combine

with Massachusetts, for the maintenance and defence of

their common liberties : the other colonies were not deaf

to this prayer; most of the legislatures declared that

the 11th of June, the day from which the interdict on the

port of Boston was to go into operation, should be consi.

dered among the number of unlucky days; and on the 1st

of June all the bells were rung, muffled, the people assem .

bled in crowds in the churches, to beseech God's protec .

tion against those who meditated civil war and the destruc
tion of their liberty .

The assembly of Massachusetts had adjourned to Salem ,

butGovernor Gage forbade them to meet. The members

of that assembly then joined themselvesin a private society,

under the name ofthe League, in which they engaged re

ciprocally, and in the presenceof God, to suspend all rela

tions with Great Britain , until all the unjust laws should be

repealed. This league was declared by the governor

criminal and contrary to the rights of the king;and this

declaration was treated in its turn as tyrannical , because it:

was opposed to the people occupying themselves about

their own interests ; and the indignant people, after having

compelled the magistrates appointed by the crown to re

nounce their functions, swore never to obey any other au .
Vol. I. 5
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thorities than those which should be created bythemselves,

and to recognize no laws butthe ancientlaws of the colony.

The cessation of all commerce in Boston soonplunged

the inhabitants into the deepest distress . Every day their

wants multiplied andwere more sensibly felt ; yet nobody

dreamt of compounding with tyranny. The citizens of

Marblehead and Salem , in despite of the injunctions of the
English authority , exerted themselves to relieve ther breth.

ren in Boston. They sent them provisions and money, and

offered them the free use of their harbours, wharves, and

stores, that they might resume the commerce they could no
longer pursue at home, and without which it was almost im

possible for them to subsist. Encouraged by such proofs
of the approbation of their countrymen , the Bostonians be

came more and more firm in the resolution they had taken ,

to sustain the justice of their cause by force of arms.

This they prepared to dowithout delay . Companiesof

minute -menwere organized in the town , and throughout the

province. At the first sound of the tocsin, at the first cal}

from the league, or the first report of any new act of vio.

lence by Englishmen , those minute-men were to take arms,

and fall on the aggressors wherever they might meet them.

Magazines of arms and munitions were alsocollected with

skill and activity . For several months about thirty young

labourers had voluntarily organized themselves in a compa

py, with the intention of watching the movements of the

English , and giving their fellow - citizens information . To

wards the spring of 1775, they redoubled their activity, and

every night made frequent patrols through the streets, two

by two. On the 15th of April, near midnight, they ob

served that all the transport boats were afloat, and ready,

inthe rear of the ships of war, and the grenadiers and light
infantry. were making preparations. They gave notice to
Dr. W.Varren, who immediately sent a messenger to carry

the news to John Hancock and Samuel Adams, who had

left the city, to escape the governor, he, it was said, having

given orders to have them arrested . On the 18th , new in

dications were perceived of an intended movement. The

light infantry and grenadiers were collected on the com

mon ; and at ten o'clock inthe evening eight hundred men,
under the orders of Colonel Smith, embarked, and went to

land at Lechmere's Point, near Cambridge, whence, after

taking provisions for one day, they took up their march at

midnight. The object of this movementwas to destroy the
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magazines formed by the League at Concord. The se .

cret kept in the camp, the silence observed on the march ,

left the English to suppose that no one in Boston suspected

their departure. By the light of the moon they hastened

their march, and arrived , without noise, at Lexington,

six miles from Concord, by day -break. But there the

tranquility which had reigned around them until that time,

was interrupted by the noise of drums, which sounded in

the country, and seemed to call the citizens to arms ; and

a company of about sixty armed Americans suddenly ap

peared before them . The English immediately stopped,

closed their ranks, and loaded their arms. The Lexington

company did the same, and received the command of their

leader not to leave the ground without orders, and not to

fire first. Thesearrangements had hardly been made on

both sides, when Major Pitcairn , commander of the Eng

Jish · advance-guard , moved towards the Americans, and

with an insulting tone called out : “ Down with your arms!

you rebels ! Disperse ! you rascals !” This insolent sum

mons received no answer ; and Pitcairn turned towards

his men , and ordered them to fire . They readily obeyed ;

and eight hundred Englishmen were not ashamed to raise

shouts of joy on beginning so unequal a combat - a combat

in which sixty citizens devotedly exposed their lives a sa

crifice to thesacred cause of liberty.

The Americans received the first fire with firmness.

One of them , seeing a friend fall by his side , cried out :

" You shall be revenged ! discharged his musket at the

Englishmen, and the war of independence was begun.

The Americans could not long hold out againstso dis

proportionate a force ; and abandoned the ground , leaving

eight dead, and several wounded, about whom the English

proudly defiled, insulting them with cries of victory .

After having rested for some time after this terrible bat

tle, the proud defenders of the crown took up their march

for Concord, where they arrived at 9 o'clock . They there

found the inhabitants in great agitation , but still ignorant of

the assassination of their brothers at Lexington . The

bridge was guarded by a company of citizens. On this

occasion theEnglish made their attack without summoning.

The citizens of Concord vigorously returned their fire, and

killed several of the king's soldiers and officers : after

which, being too feeble to sustain a contest, they dispersed,

and left the magazines to the English, so that they were de

stroyed in a few hours.
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The alarm was soon general through the country : the

tocsin called to arms all who were able to bear them ; and

in a short time the English were so surrounded, that they

began to think their retreat would be more difficult than

their two victories. From Concord to Lexington their

march was but a disordered flight. The fire of the rebels,

well directed and well supported, from their ambushments

all along the road, in barns, in gardens, behind trees, in

ditches, did not allow them to stop for a momeut to defend

themselves. On arriving at Lexington, they found Lord

Percy, who, at the head of sixteen companies of infantry,

a corps of marines and two pieces of artillery, had come

to save them from entire destruction, though not from dis.

grace . In spite of thisreinforcement they had still much

difficulty in getting to Charlestown, where they passed the

night under the protection of the cannon oftheirships ;

and on the following day they re -entered Boston, after ha.

ving lost, in this unfortunate enterprize, nearly two hundred

men, in killed and wounded.

It would be difficult to describe the astonishment and hu.

miliation of the English, when they saw themselves thus

beaten by the rebels, and shut up in their entrenchments

by an undisciplined multitude .

The royal army was ,however, soon reinforced by 12,000

mèn, who arrived from England, under the orders of Gene.

rals Burgoyne, Clinton and Howe. General Gage, to wipe

off the disgrace of the rout at Lexington, determined to

strike a great blow against the revolutionary spirit. He

began with a proclamation, which announced that martial

law was in force, and promised pardon to all who would lay

down their arms. John Hancock and Samuel Adams had

the honour to be excepted in the general amnesty. Their

ardent love of liberty , their intelligence , their patriotic vir

tues, and the immense influencethey exercised over the

feelings of the people , in truth deserved this distinction .

The proclamation was received by the citizens of Massa

chusetts, as the threats and promises of despotism , begin .

ning to tremble for its own existence, ought always to be :

that is to say , they took no notice of it, and closed their
ranks.

The English army was now shut up in Boston, and on

the tongue of land which connects the city with the conti.

nent. Thirty thousand Americans kept it closely besieged.

Their right was opposite the Dedhamcauseway, their cen
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tre at Cambridge, and their left wing, chiefly composed of

the militia of Massachusetts, rested on Charlestown, a vil .

lage separated from Boston by a narrow stream of water,

crossed by a bridge. It was by this way that the English

general determined to escape from his unfavourable posi.

tion : but the Americans sounded his intentions, and exerted

themselves to oppose its accomplishment. During the

night, 1000 men , under the command of Colonel Prescott,

established and intrenched themselves on Breed's Hill : a

small eminence which commands the city of Boston and

the Charlestown bridge. When the English discovered , at

day break, the little redoubt, which had been thrown up with

such diligence by the smallcorps of Colonel Prescott, they

attempted, but in vain, to destroy it. General Gage thought

it would be of great importance to the safety of his army

to dislodge the Americans from this formidable position, and

he consequently made his arrangements. Major General

Howe, at the head of ten companies of grenadiers, ten

companies of light infantry, and several pieces of field ar.

tillery, wentto land at Morton's Point, and formed his troops

in order of battle ; but perceiving that the Americans were

not intimidated by that hostile movement, he thought proper

to await the arrival of a reinforcement, which was senton

demand from Boston . This delay gave the Americans time

toobtain more troops, which were broughtthem by Gene.

ral Warren, and to complete their system of defence. The

English commenced their attack by burning Charlestown.

In a few moments, that village, which contained more

than seven hundred houses built of wood, was devoured by

the flames .

The inhabitants of Boston, and the reserve of the Eng

lish army, were assembled as in an amphitheatre, on the

heights of the town , beholding with equal anxiety the ter

rible combat, on the result of which their destinies were

alike dependant. It was on the 17th of June, 1775, at one
o'clock in the afternoon .

The English line formed, and marched on gaily to the

engagement, with shouldered arms, and that calmness

which is theresult of long familiarity with military disci.

pline. TheAmericans awaited them with a firm foot, cool

blood, and that resolution always inspired by the love of

liberty. The English had already got within thirty paces

of the entrenchments of their adversaries ; and yet the

sound of a musket had not broken the portentous silence

5*
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which had presided over their movements ; when on a sud

den they received a volley of musketry, so skilfully aimed,

that their ranks were cut down and broken , and they fled in

disorder to the shore, leaving behind them a great number

of their officers killed and wounded . A second attack had

the same result, and the English soldierswere at that time

struck with so much terror, that many of them sought for

safety in their boats. Their officers were able to stop and

rally them ,only by resorting to the most energetic means of

military discipline. Finally, a third attack , supportedby se.

veral pieces of artillery,and the fire of a number of ships

and men of war and two floating batteries, was completely

successful. The Americans, charged in their entrench

ments, still defended themselves a long time, fighting man

to man, and returning blows with the butts of their muskets,

for thrusts of the enemies' bayonets. Their retreat was

more calm and orderly than could have been expected from

inexperienced militia-men. In this last attack the royal

troops exhibited great intrepidity, and a courage worthy of
a better cause . They lost nearly 1100 men, killed and

wounded ; among whom were included more than ninety

officers . The patriot army, which had long fought under

cover, did not lose 510 men ; but had to lament the death

of one of their most valued chiefs : that of the brave Ge.

neral Warren .

The English had paid too dearly for this victory , to think

of pursuing their advantages on that day. They contented

themselves with the possession of the bloody field of
battle .

The unnecessary burning of Charlestown, which pre

ceded the combat, appeared to all the Americans as an act

of the most disgraceful barbarity ; and excited a general

feeling of horror and indignation. It was at Charlestown

that the English after their defeat at Lexington, had found

assistance for their wounded men, and all the attentions of

themost generous hospitality for those who fled ..

The loss of the position of Bunker's Hill didnot prevent

the Americans from keeping the royalarmy still closely be

sieged in Boston. Every day the besiegers found their for.

cesincreasing, and Washington came totake the command

on the 2dof June,inthe name of the Congress assembled

at Philadelphia. Nothing of importance, however, was un

dertaken against the place during all the restof that year.
The following winter rendered the situation of the besieged
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dreadful; the cold was intense , fuel was scarce, and the

English were supplied with it only at the expence of the in .

habitants, whose houses they demolished to obtain wood.

The situation of the latter greatly affected Washington ,

who was desirous of taking advantage of several days of

severe cold, which would have allowed him to cross on the

ice the water whichseparated him from the town, andmake

a general attack : but his council of war unanimously op

posed it.

Having received some reinforcements towards the end of

April 1776, he determined to obtain possession of the height

of Dorchester, from which he could annoy the vessels

which were in the harbor, and even the garrison of the town .

Beside this, he hoped that such an attempt, by forcing the

enemy into some active measure , would afford an opportu

nity for a general engagement ; and he made skilful ar

rangements to make as much of it as possible. The occu

pation of Dorchester Heights was conducted with so much

diligence, during the night of March 2d, that the return of

dayshowed to the English the beseigers perfectly establish

ed, and capable of sustaining an attack in their new po

sition .

GeneralHowe perceived immediately, that his situation

was critical, in consequence of this daring movement by the

Americans ; and after several unsuccessful attempts to dis.

lodge them , he formed the determination to leave Boston ,

while the sea remained open to him . It was on the 17th of

March that he set sail, with his whole army ; and his rear

guard must have heard the cries of joy with which Wash

ington was welcomed, at his entrance into the town .

From that day, Boston, which has a good rightto claim

the glorious title of the “ Cradle of the Revolution ," ceased

to be a theatre of the events of the war . The town and

the province were forever delivered from the presence of

the enemies of liberty. But the citizens of Massachusetts

did not on that account show themselves less ardent in the

achievement ofthe great work ofenfranchising the colonies;

their contingents for the continental army,were always

punctually furnished with exactness, and their militia sus.

tained to the end of the war their high reputation for cou

rage and patriotism .

The news of peace arrived at Boston on the 23d of

April, 1783, and diffused among the people an intoxicating

joy. The entire abolition of the slavery of the blacks was
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proclaimed ; commerce and manufactures were resumed on

a greater scale than before , under the protection of liberty.

Massachusetts had already established a state constitu

tion that secured the rights and interests of the people.

Five years afterwards they accepted , after a long debate,

the federal constitution . This acceptance was published

on the 6th Feb. 1788, and was welcomed with transports by

the people, who celebrated the eventby brilliant rejoicings,

and crowded to the house of each of the representatives to

express their gratitude.

The state of Massachusetts since that period, has not ,

ceased to increase in riches and happiness ; it has regula.

ted and fixed its boundaries on amicable terms with its neigh

bours ; at present, it isbounded on the north by the states

of Vermont and New Hampshire , on the eastby the ocean ,

on the south by the states of Rhode Island and Connecticut,

and on the west by the state of New York . The aspect of

its soil is endlessly varied, and its shores are rich in com .

modious bays, ornamented with beautiful little islands. The

shores of the sea are generally arid; but the land in the

interior is very productive, and so well cultivated, that the

whole country appears like a beautiful garden . Elegant

country houses, handsome villages, and great cities , attest

at every step, that the population' is numerous. In fact,

about 530,000 souls cover a surface of 7,800 square miles

(2,700 leagues . ) In 1790 the population amounted to only

370,787 souls. The increase has no doubt been very ra.

pid ; but we find it still more astonishing in the neighbouring
states .

Sixty - five thousand persons are employed in agriculture;

36,000 in the various manufactures of cotton, wool, linen ,

glass ware, paper, soap, the foundries, &c. , and about

14,000 in commerce. The number of those who are em

ployed in the fisheries is also very great ; but I was not able

to procure exact information on the subject. This sketch,

will , I think, serve to show how far useful labour is carried

in that state ; for if we were to extend it to those who are

employed inthe different offices of the government, public

instruction, and the exercise of particular trades, such as

masons, carpenters, tailors, &c . and then to subtract from

the total amount of population, the children too young to

labour, and those whose age or infirmities do not permit

them, it would be still farther seen how small is the number

of idle hands in that state . From this industrious activity,
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results a general easy condition in families, which strikes an

European with astonishment, who visits this region for the

first time.

This universal happy condition of the people, contributes

to increase among all classes of the society, that equality

which the constitution establishes between individuals in the

eye of the law. On Sundays, at church, or in public as.

semblies, it is impossible to distinguish by appearance, and

I might almost say by their manners, an artizan from one

they call in society “ a gentleman ;" the great number of

schools, and the right which each man possesses of enga .

ging in public affairs, extend among that class of artizans, a

knowledge and rectitude of judgment that would be sought

for in vain amongthe middling classes in France. In Bos.

ton , what is called the highersociety, that is to say , that of

men of letters, rich merchants, officers of government, and

persons employed in the liberal professsons, the astonishing

contrast is presented of uncommon education with a great

simplicity of manners . The extreme severity of character

which distinguished the first inhabitants of New England,

has been gradually effaced by contact with other nations,

and aboveall by the introduction of toleration in religious

opinions. The rigour of the puritans has given place to an

agreeable harmony between the numerous sects which di.

vide among themselves not only New England, but the whole

Union. It is not however to be concluded that zeal has

given way to indifference. Religious practices are obser

ved with scrupulousexactness. It would be difficult to find

in Boston a party devoted to amusement on the Sabbath .

The chains which were formerly stretched before the

churches during the celebration of solemn services, have by

degrees disappeared. The government is not permitted to

interfere in any manner in religious concerns ; the pastors

of the different churches are paid by their parishioners. If

in public particular respect is shown for those who frequent

the churches,no one ever pretends to persecute those who

never make their appearance in them . Finally, there re.

mains not more than a singletrace of the religious tyranny

of the first colonists ; and this trace is unfortunately found

in the constitution . The first' article of the sixth chapter,

excludes from the offices of thegovernment, every candi

date who does not belong to the Christian religion, and who

does not swear that he is convinced of its truth . “ 1, A. B.

do declare, that I believe the Christian Religion, and have a

firm persuasion of its truth ."
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It is difficult to understand how, in a society so enlight,

ened, so free, where every day the improvements in know

ledge are marked by new advances, they still deny to the
state the services of a virtuous and learned man, because

that man is a Jew or a Mahometan .

CHAPTER IV .

Camp of Savin Hill - Visit to John Adams - Militia Review - Regulations concern

ing the Militia of Massachusetts .

August 28th . — Generał Lafayette was invited by the

Governor to visit the Camp at Savin Hill, a few miles from

Boston. He accepted ; and we reached there, at noon.

Savin Hill is a very picturesque situation, on the sea-shore.

It is there that the volunteer companies of Boston, in the

pleasant season of the year, go by turns, to employ them.

selves in military exercises. The camp was at that time

occupied by a company of the New England Guards. At

our arrival we found them under arms. Their young com.

mander came forward to receive the General ; and after a

short speech returned to the head of his band, which he

inanæuvred with much precision . After different move.

ments by the infantry, the artillery began to practise in

firing. Most of the shots were ected with great preci.

sion at a floating target placed at a considerable distance.

The artillerists invited the General to aim one of the pieces

himself: he did so, and the shot broke the target. This

successful experiment, which no one expected from a man

of his age , excited the applause of all the young militiamen,

and the ladies, whousually go to the camp to visittheir bro

thers and husbands : and who on that day had gone in

greater numbers to see Lafayette.

The materiel of the artillery which was before our eyes,

had attracted my attention from the first moment of our

arrival in the camp. After the manæuvres were finished,

I approached to examine it more particularly ; and was not

a little surprized to recognize our French models perfectly

imitated. These were the first I had seen in the hands of

militiamen . The officers who remarkedthe interest I took

in the examination, informed me that they owed this im .
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provement to General Lallemand, whom the proscriptions of

1815 compelled to seek a refuge among the Americans, and

who died a few years after at New York, regretting that he

could not turn his last looks upon his country. During his

abode in the United States, where his talents and character

had conciliated the public esteem , he devoted himself with

ardour to his desire of being useful to the nation which ex

tended to him such generous hospitality. The militia of

Massachusetts owe to him great improvements in their ar.

tillery ; and he has lefi a treatise on that arm , in two

volumes, in which he has, it is true , repeated the regulations

already known and practised in France; but which he has
perfectly adapted to the wants of those for whom he labour

ed. He married, in Philadelphia, the niece of a French

man who had lived more than forty years in that city,

where he has amassed one of the greatest estates in Penn .

sylvania , by his skill in commerce . This marriage did not,

however, improve the condition of General Lallemand, who

died poor. His widow remains in Philadelphia under the
care of her uncle .

After the visit to the camp at Savin Hill , the Governor

took us to dine at his country house ; and we returned to

the city, to attend a very brilliant ball, which Mr. Lloyd, a

Senator of the United States, gave to General Lafayette.

John Adams, whose name is so gloriously connected with

all the epochs of the American revolution , and whohad the

honour to succeed Washington in the direction of the chief

magistracy of the republic , was at that time confined to his

residence by the weight of eighty -nine years. General

Lafayette who had formerly been acquainted with him , and

had even been united with ḥim by a close friendship, was

unwilling to depart without having paid him a visit. A

sentiment of delicacy, easy to be comprehended, made him

desire that the visit mightbe made without any of that tri

umphal train which usually surrounded him, even in his

most unimportantmovements. In a carriage, therefore, with

out an escort, accompanied only bytwo conspicuous per

sonagesof the city, and followed by his son and the author

of this journal, he arrived at Quincy, about two o'clock .

Our coaches stopped at the gate of a small and very plain

house, built of brick and wood, and having but a single

story. I was a little surprized to learn that it was the resi.

dence of the old President of the United States. We found

the venerable John Adams in the midst of his faimily . He
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received and embraced us with affecting kindness. The

sight of his old friend gave him a gratification and an ex.

citement that seemed to reinvigorate. During all dinner .

time, he entered freely into conversation, with a degree of

ease and freshness of memory which made us forget his

eighty -nine years.

The long life of John Adams has been entirely devoted

to theservice of his country and liberty, which he passion

ately loved from his early youth.

He was born at Quincy , on the 19th of October, 1735 ;

and studied at Cambridge, whence he went in 1755, to

give lessons in grammarin the school at Worcester, where

he pursued for some time the study of law , under James

Putnam . In 1758 he was admitted to the bar. In 1770

he was chosen asa representative of the city of Boston, in

the assembly of Massachusetts. When the quarrels be.

tween the citizens of Boston and the English soldiers pro

ceeded to bloodshed, he exhibited the force of his charac.

ter by presenting himself with Josiah Quincy, jun'r. and S.

Blowers, to defend Captain Preston and his soldiers, who had

fired upon the people. He did not wish that the love of

liberty should prevail over the love of justice ; and his elo .

quence procured the deliverance of the unfortunate men,

who were but the blind and ignorant instruments of English

tyranny

In 1774 he was elected a member of the council of Mas .

sachusetts : but his political opinions, which he had already

loudly and energetically expressed, on different occasions,

caused his rejection by Governor Gage. A few months af

terwards, he was sent to the continental congress, where

he proved himself one of the most skillful defenders of

liberty .

In 1776 he and Jefferson were each charged with pro

ducing a draft of a declaration of independence. That of

Jefferson was preferred to his by congress, it is true ; but he

was not theless regarded , in regard to his eloquence and

patriotism , as the soul and lightof that immortal assembly.

A short time afterwards he was entrusted, conjointly with

Dr. Franklin and Edward Ruttledge, to treat on the pacifi

cation of the colonies, with Lord Howe.

In 1777 he was appointed commissioner to the court of

France, in the place of Silas Dean.

In the month of April, 1779, when the congress censured

all their commissioners in Europe, an honourable excep
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tion was made in favour of John Adams. In 1779, on his

return from Europe, he was chosen a member of the con.

vention assembled to draw up a constitution for Massachu.

setts. In the month of August of the same year, he was

sent to Europe, with powers to treat for a general peace.

In December, 1780, the congress voted him public thanks

for the services he had rendered in Europe . In 1781 he

concluded with the Dutch provinces a treaty very advanta

geous to his country.

In 1785, he was sent, as minister plenipotentiary , to the

British Government. It was during that honourable mis.

sion that he published at London, in 1787, his learned sum

mary of all ancient and modern constitutions, under the

title of “ Defence of the American Constitutions.” This

profoundly erudite work seems to show, in more than one

passage, a predilection in the author for the English institu

tions ; and drew upon him vigorous attacks from a great

number of patriotic writers, and particularly from Philip Li .

vingston ,* then governor of New Jersey, who opposed him

with talent in an excellentwork which he published, under

the title of “Examination of the English Constitution ."

Being recalled from England at his own request , he was

received in his country with the thanks of his fellow.citizens

and congress.

In 1789, after the adoption of the new constitution , John

Adams was chosen president of the Republic, in the place

of Washington, who had refused a third election . The cir

cumstances of the country, at that time , were very difficult.

The French Revolution, which had at first met with gene.

ral approbation in the United States, had then become,

through the intrigues of royalists and foreigners, an object

of horror, even to those who had been its warmest parti

zans . The French question agitated every mind , and had

become a subject of lively discussion and sometimes of vio

lent attacks to the two parties, Federalists and Democrats.

The unskillful, and often dishonest, proceedings of our di

plomatic agents, in the United States, in attempting to take

advantage of those divisions, alarmed the president, John

Adams, and induced him to propose to congress, as a re

straining measure , the suspension of the Habeas Corpus.

* William Livingston was Governor of New Jersey ; and it is not

known that he ever wrote such a work as is here mentioned .

[ Trans.)
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This proposition was in too direct opposition to the senti

ments of liberty entertained by the American people , not to

be rejected with resolution , I may say with indignation.

The House of Representatives would not even deliberate on

the bill ; and the popularity ofJohn Adams, at that time, re

ceived such a check , that at the expiration of the fourth

year of his administration he was not re-elected.

In 1801 he retired to his residence at Quincy. His fel.

low-citizens soon forgot the cause of his retirement, and

preserved only a recollection of the great and numerous

services he had rendered during his long career. They

did not delay in offering him the office of Governor of Mas

sachusetts , and they afterwardsinvited him to preside in

the committee appointed to revise the constitution of their

state . But he began to feel the want of repose : and he

thanked them , saying, that he besought theologians, philo

sophers, and politicians to let him die in peace. Notwith

standing this refusal, he had not become insensible to the

great interests of his country ; and when, in 1811 , it was

threatend with the odious vexations of England, his patrio.

tic voice was raised, in the shades of his retreat, declaring

that the national honour could be satisfied only by war.

His eloquence revived, in a letter he wrote to arouse to this

feeling those who were most estranged from it by the spirit

of party . Finally, he made so general a sacrifice of his

private opinions to the dangers ofthat period , that his most

ardent adversaries could not refuse him the expression of

their esteem and gratitude.

Now , although it is impossible for him to leave his cham .

ber, though he can hardly rise from his arm-chair, and his

hands refuse to carry his food to his mouth without the fi.

lial assistance of his children or grand -children, his heart

and head have no less warmth in regard to every thing

good ; and the concerns of his country, above all , furnish

his favourite occupation. He could not help repeating, how

much joy it gave him, that his countrymen expressedgrati.

tude toLafayette.We left him deeply effected with admiration,

at the fortitude with which he supports the pains and infirm .

ities, which acentury, nearly accomplished, had accumula
ted

upon
his frame.

A great review had been ordered and prepared for the

30th . From the morning, the militia from the environs of

Boston had been coming in, under the orders of General

Appleton. Those of the city bad pitched their tents on the
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Common at dawn, in front of the State -house ; and when

we rose our eyeswere struck withthe sight of an unexpected

encampment. At noon, about 8,000 men were drawn up in

line of battle on that vast square. A large collection of la

dies graced all the streets that look upon it, and filled the

neighbouringcross streets. A few moments after General La

fayette made his appearance, accompanied by the Governor

and his staff, before the line, where he was received by the

acclamations of the militia, to which the sound ofmartial in .

struments replied, and the shouts of numerous spectators.

After having passed along the ranks of those young citizen

soldiers, whose excellent discipline and fine appearance

under arms might have charmed even eyes accustomed

to the regularity of the hired troops of Europe, the General

was conducted to the most elevated part of the square , that

he might, with more facility, observe the military move.
ments which were to be exhibited to him. We didnot find,

in their management of their arms, that minute precision to

which European officers attach so much importance, and

which can be acquired only by subjecting the poor soldier

to the miserable life of a puppet, for at least four hours of

the day: but we were compelled to admire the promptitude

of the charges, the mingling and the liveliness of the firing .

Line movements no doubt require more calmness and pre

cision ; but, on the other hand, I think it is impossible that

the movements of light troops should be conducted with

more rapidity or intelligence. This kind of service seems

to be well adapted to the American character ; it is very

appropriate also to the militia , called out more particularly

for local defence, where all the resources are known, and

which are singularly favourable to a war of detail . This

sort of petty warfare, which was performed under our eyes ,

lasted nearly three hours, and greatly interested us. When

it was terminated we entered an immense tent, where the

principal citizens were assembled, at a table of two hundred

covers, to take leave of Lafayette, who was to leave the

city the next day. In the centre ofthe table, opposite the

places we occupied, was a large silver basin , filled with

arms , shot, military buttons, &c. collected on Bunker's -hill,

a long time after the memorable battle of the 17th of June.

The Governor had the goodness to offer some of those relics ;

and I accepted , with thanks, a button with which he pre
sented me. In spite of the rust which covered it, the num

ber 12, was still easily to be seen . It is known the English
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regiment which bore this number was one of those which

suffered most in the attack on the American entrenchments.

The care with which the Americans preserve and regard

all the monuments of their revolution is very remarkable,

Every thing that recalls that glorious epoch, is a precious

relic to them , which they honour, so to speak, with religious

regard . This sort of devotion is of a worthy kind : because

it contributes to feed the sacred fire with which they are

animated by the love of liberty. I think it is worth quite as

much as that profound veneration we feel in Europe for the

decorations conferred by royalty.

During thegrand review , I had remarked with surprize,

the variety of uniforms among the numerouscorps which

defiled before us ; having hardly been able to find two com.

panies much alike. Some were dressedwith a degree of

needless expense ,perhaps little appropriate to the profes.

sion of arms ; while those from the country , were of so

contrary a character, that they had hardly any thing of the

military about them , except the cartridge box and musket.

The difference was explained tome by an account of what

they call Volunteer Companies. These Companies are com

posed ofyoung men, collected by neighbourhood or friend.

ship, under the authority of the Governor, in a private as

sociation . They choose the colour and form of their dress,

elect their officers, and select some name by which their

Companymay be designated. Thus organized and consti.

tuted, they still remain subject to the general regulations,

which govern all the militia ; but theyassemble more fre.

quently for military exercise ; and as many ofthe young

men belong to the affluent classes, they are able to go to

some expense for the beauty of their dress, and the variety

which I noticed . If from this species of rivalry in luxury

among the volunteer companies, there results emulation in

the service, as the officers supposed who had the goodness

to give me some details on this subject, it is undoubtedly

well. But is it not to be feared, that this benefit will be fol.

lowed by weighty evils ? Will not the embroidery and

bunches of feathers, which now serve only to distinguish

one company from another, hereafter serve to distinguish the

son of the wealthy merchant from the son of the humble

artizan ; and will not this distinction between the rich mi.

litia-man and the poor militia -man open a door to the aris.

tocracy of wealth - no less inimical to equality than the

aristocracy of parchments ? I know that American man
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ners, and above all American institutions greatly diminish

the danger : but, because a danger is still at a distance, ought

it to be entirely despised ? I do not believe it .

The costume, the organization, the duties and the bases

of the discipline of the militia of the Union , are determined

by general laws emanating from Congress. As the differ

ences in situation and manners however, which distinguish

the aspect of the different states which compose the great

confederation, require modifications in the application of

those laws, each state has arranged, on itsownaccount, the

formation of militia corps, their interior discipline ,
the

ар .

pointment of officers, & c. &c . taking care not to trans

gress the great principles laid down by Congress.

As all these particular regulations of thestates, differ a

little from each other, and it would besides require too much

time to present them all in detail, I think I shall sufficiently

satisfy the curiosity of the reader, by giving here only an

extract from the ordinances concerning the militia of the

state of Massachusetts.

The law of the Congress of the United States calls into

the ranks of the militia,all citizens capable ofbearing arms,

between the ages of eighteen and forty - five years, inclu

sively .

[Here follows an extract from the militia laws of Massa

chusetts, which it has been thought expedient to omit in this

translation .]

On these very same principles, was created and organi

zed the worthy National Guard of Paris , whose conduct

was so honourable during the storms of our revolution ; and

which so often made the anarchists to recoil, and the coun.

ter-revolutionists to turn pale . It will also be remarked,

that there is an endless number of points of resemblance

between the formation of the American militia, and that of

the French National Guard, organized by the law of Sep

tember 29th , 1791. The fate of that wise institution , pro

tectress of the freedom whose daughter it was, has been

very different in America and France. On one side of the

Atlantic it has been upheld and fortified under the protec.

tion of popular institutions, which leave to man all his dig

nity and secure all his rights ; there, first perverted by

anarchy, it has disappeared underthe despotism which has

deprived us of all our liberties.

2

* 6
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CHAPTER V.

Route from Boston to Portsmouth - Stay at Portsmouth - History , Constitution and

Statistics of New Hampshire - Route from Portsmouth to New York-Descrip

tion of Long Island.

The state of New Hampshire had sent a deputation to

General Lafayette to invite him to go to Portsmouth, and

visit the marine establishment. We set out on the 31st of

August, to go thither, pursuing the course through Lexing

ton , Concord, Salem, Marblehead and Newburyport. We

stopped at Lexington only a few minutes ; but we left there

much impressed by the affecting scenes which we wit .

nessed, and the historical recollections that were brought

to mind . It will be remembered, that in 1775, a numberof

peasants were assassinated on the spot in Lexington, by an

English battalion : it was on that very place that General

Lafayette was received by the happy population, who as.

sembled there to receive him with festivity. After passing

two handsome lines of militia , we arrived at the foot of the

pyramid which shows the place where the first martyrs of

liberty fell, and now repose. There, two old men related to

us, the first scene in the great revolutionary drama. They

had been actors in it, and this circumstance gave their re

cital a powerful charm , which captivated our attention .

They took pleasure in recalling the smallest particulars of

that action ; they repeated with warm indignation, the in

sulting and threatening words with which the ferocious

Major Pitcairn addressed them, in calling on them to dis

perse ; and a smile of pity and disdain moved their lips,

when they showed us how the English fired on a few pea.

sants. They then named to us, with emotion, those of their

companions and friends who were killed at their side, and

in mentioning them, their eyes filled with tears, were turned

to the rising ground where we stood ; and ours also invol

untarily moved to that last asylum of those citizen heroes,

and paid them a tribute of gratitude and admiration . After

a silence of a few minutes, one of the old men exclaimed :

“ We still weep for our brothers, but we do not complain :

they died for their country and liberty ." At these words,

" country and liberty, " the crowd, greatly affected, replied

with shouts of “ Huzza for Lafayette !" and for a long time,

it was difficult to moderate that expression of public joy.

All the militia of the county ( Canton ) were assembled on
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the square in Lexington . They defiled before the pyramid

and Lafayette, waving towards those two monuments of the

revolution, their standards on which was represented the

murder of their fathers, whose memory perpetuates among

theseyoung citizen soldiers, the hatred of despotism , and of

English domination .

At the moment when we were about to remove from the

pyramid, to regain our carriages, a young man appeared

before us, carrying a long gun of a heavy mould and cover

ed with ſust. He presented it to the General, with a de

gree of solemnity which made us presume that the instru.

ment of death had acquired, by some peculiar circumstance,

claims to the veneration of him who possessed it. In truth

we learned that the musket was the one which had first re

plied to the fire of the English on the Lexington Square.

“My father carried it on the 19th of April , 1775 ," said the

young man ; “ in his hands it began the undertaking which

you and Washington so gloriously finished . I am happy to

have it make your acquaintance." The General took it

and examined it with pleasure : each of us also had a desire

to touch it . In returning it to him the General advised him

to have the date of April 19th inscribed on the lock, with

the name of the brave citizen who had made such good

use of it, and then to place it in a case, that it might be pre

served from injury by time. He was affected by this coun

cil and promised to obey it.

Although the distance from Lexington to Concord is very

short, wewere obliged tostop again at the latter town. The

people had assembled from the environs in the public

square, where had beenerected a tent of leaves and flowers,

under which a party of young ladies, brilliantly beautiful,

offered refreshments to the Nation's Guest, whowas invited

to take a seat at the centre of a table, elegantlyfurnished,

where only ladies had been admitted . Young ladies,crown .

ed with flowers, moved about the table, and did the honours

of it , with remarkable ease and grace : but they directed

their attentions chiefly to the General, and their kindest

care . Every thing was gay and graceful in this picture of

happiness and joy which wasspread before our eyes ; but

at the same moment our attention was attracted bya singu.

lar contrast, Opposite the tent, on the other side of the

green , we observed a collection of funereal monuments

on a hill which bounded it ; and were informed that it was

the spot consecrated to the last repose . Among these
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monuments there were a number already blackened by

time ; but others were still conspicuous from their white.

Near one of the latter were prostrated a woman and

two children , dressed in black , whose mournful attitude

seemed to tell us, that festivals are not days of rest for the

dead : but not one of the company appeared attentive to

this suggestion, all being too happy to reflect on the narrow

space that separates every one from dissolution.

At Marblehead I was awakened from a deep reverie, into

which the scenes at Concord had plungedme, by the sound

of cannon and the cries of the people, who were running

together to meet General Lafayette. Splendid preparations
had been made to receive him in that town, where it was

well known however, that he could stop only long enough

for breakfast. On ascending Washington Hill, he met the

pupils of eleven public schools, and twenty private ones,

under the direction of their teachers and a president of the

Council of instruction . They were nine hundred in all ,

girls and boys . A deputation, consisting of a representa

tive from each school, approached his carriage, and pre

sented him with an address, in which was expressed the

gratitude of the children, for the services their fathers had
received from him.

Salem is only fourteen miles from Boston ; but we did not

arrive there until afternoon ; for at every step General La

fayette was obliged to stop, to receive expressions of attach
ment from all those he met on the road . At the entrance

of the town he was received by the magistrates, and a nu.

merous cavalcade of citizens. Several militia corps were

drawn up in line on his way, and his entrance was announ

ced by salutes of artillery and the ringing of bells. In spite

of the rain , which fell in torrents, the streets were entirely

filled by the crowd, who forced themselves upon his route,

and loaded him with blessings. We rapidly traversed the

whole town, that we might pass under a number of triumph

al arches , decorated with emblems and inscriptions. On

one of them was read : “ Honour to Lafayette, Honour to

him who fought and shed his blood for the peace and happi

ness we enjoy !" on another : “ Lafayette the friend and

defender of liberty ,welcome to the land of your choice !"
and on another . “ In the day of our adversity you helped

us ; in our prosperity we will remember your services with
gratitude The dinner hall, and the dinner itself had been

decorated by the hands of the ladies of the city . Opposite

F
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the seat which the General occupied at the table, in the

midst of garlands of flowers and trophies, was this inscrip

tion .

“ Lafayetie in America. Où pêut ou être mieux quv au

sein de sa famille ?"

Old companions in arms, placed on both sides, claimed

the right of serving him ; gaily reminding him that they had
acquired this right at Yorktown, where he had not refused

their services. The dinner was ended by a great number

of toasts . We drank : “ France, the friend of liberty in

America : may she never become the friend of oppression

in Europe. ” And we left Salem to go and sleep at New

buryport. Although the weathercontinued dreadful, the

General could not prevail upon the escort of militia from Sa

lem to leave him . They gallopped by the side of his coach

for almost three leagues, sword in hand at the risk of being

thrown twenty times, the roads were in so bad a state .

In spite ofall the diligence we could use, it wasnot until

the night was well advanced that we arrived at Newbury.

port. The brightness of the illuminations and bonfires

lighted in the streets and public squares, the unintermitted

sound of cannon and bells, the cries of the citizens, and the

sight of a multitude of armed soldiers advancing rapidly,

to the music of drums, might have made us suppose we were

entering a city taken by assault and given to the flames ; if

the words “ Liberty, Country , Washington, Lafayette, "

which continually struck upon our ears, had not aroused

us to the recollection that we were beholding a national and

truly popular festival. Notwithstanding the advanced hour

of the night, the General was obliged to devote a pretty long

time to receiving the inhabitants, who pressed in crowds to

the door, to express their good wishes. We had stopped

at Tracy's inn, which had been prepared for our reception

by thetown. It was there that Washington alighted in 1789 ;

the chamher he occupied had been kept with the greatest

care since that period , the furniture not having been

changed ; and General Lafayette had the pleasure of re

posing in the samebed, where, thirty five years before had

restedhis paternal friend. By the joywhichbrigthened in the

eyes of our host ; it was easy to perceive the feelings that

animated him, and how difficult it would now be to make

him part with furniture that had served both Washington

and Lafayette.

We left Newburyport early in the morning ; and about
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the middle of the day we reached Portsmouth. Numerous

corps of infantry, and nearly the whole population, with

their magistrates at their head, had come out of the town

to receive General Lafayette. A thousand children from

the different schools were ranged in a double line along his

way, and although those poor little ones had no head - dress

but crowns of flowers, and the rain fell abundantly, not

one would leave his post . The procession which was

formed to accompany the General at his entrance into the

town, was more than two miles long. After it had passed

through the principal streets , it stopped in Congress-street,

where we were led into Franklin Hall . There, the presi.

dent of the town council pronounced the following speech

before the citizens assembled.

“ GENERAL — The magistrates of Portsmouth are instruct

ed by their fellow.citizens, to express the gratitude and

joy caused by your arrival.

Enjoying, as we do, the happiness produced by a free

government, our gratitude naturally reverts to those whose

courage obtained it for us . Those intrepid men among us

who in a moment of danger undertook the defence ofour

rights, have, without doubt, claims to our veneration. It is

evident however that in fighting for the liberty of their

country, they laboured to ensure their own happiness and

the destiny of their children . The feelings of private in.

terest which animated them do not in any thing diminish
the value of their services ; but admirably exhibit your

disinterested zeal which brought you from a foreign land to

aid the inhabitants of this . With us the love of liberty was

only a sentimentof patriotism : with you it was the result
of a still nobler feeling, the love of the human race .

“ After an absence of forty years spent at a distance

from our country, in the midst of so much trouble and agita

tion , you are restored to us as you left us, a firm and con.

stant friend of liberal principles. Our hearts have fol

lowed you through the numerous events of your life . In

whatever situation you were, whether åt the head of the
national guard, or in the prison of Olmutz, or among the

representatives ofthe nation, you have always shown your.
self the firmest friend of America, ever worthy of our

esteem. Permit us then to receive you as the guest of the

nation and to pay you all the honours in our power. These

are the voluntary tribute of hearts warmed with gratitude .
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We wish our children to learn that virtue alone has a right

to such homage, and that among a free people merit never
fails of its reward.

“ We beg you to receive our sincere wishes for your.

health and happiness. We daily address our prayers to

heaven that your noble example may encourage the wise

men of all nations and support them in the contest which

they are carrying on for the liberty of the world . ”

In his reply General Lafayette expressed his joy at

again seeing America happy after so long an absence, and

his thanks for the reception they had given him .

In concluding hesaid, “ I thank you citizens for having

thought of me while I was among scenes of which you

have desired to preserve the memory . The approbation

of a free, virtuous, and enlightened people, is the best re .

compense which he can receive who values nothing but

true glory . This reward is still more welcome when it is

offered to an adopted son .”

Numerous plaudits and unanimous acclamations in .

terrupted him, and attested that he was adopted by all their
hearts.

The General was afterwards presented to the governor

of the state of New Hampshire ,Mr. Morill, who had come

express from his residence to receive him, which he did in

the name of the state . After he had been presented to the

governor, he was surrounded by a great number of his

companions in arms, among whom herecognized General

Smith, who had served three years under his command as

captain of light infantry. While they were felicitating

each other very cordially on meeting again, they were in.

terrupted by another revolutionary soldier, whowith tears

of affection, told aloud, how, during the war, the Marquis

had rendered him many personal services. The General

had great difficulty in interrupting this recital which greatly

embarrassed him, yet excited alively interest among the

spectators.

On going to take possession of our lodgings, which had

been prepared in the house of the late governor of New

Hampshire, Mr. Langdon, we met several Indians in the

streets. They were the first I had seen ; and excited my

curiosity so much that I could not conceal it. Some of the

members of the committee who accompanied us went out ;

and I owed it to their politeness that I saw a dozen of those
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savageinhabitant
s of the forests of Canada enter our lodg

ings almost as soon as ourselves . I heard that they had

come from the great lakes to exchange skins for gew -gaws

and liquor. I confess I found in them little that correspond

ed with the idea I had formed of these children of nature .

There clothes presented only an aspect of wretchedness ;

crosses and chaplets had replaced their beautiful head .

dresses of feathers, their furs and arms; their copper-co

loured countenances, had no longer that expression of noble

pride which is said so remarkably to distinguish man in a

savage state ; and their manners appeared at first affected ,

but soon betrayed servility or self- interest. They talked

to us of baptism and confession , as their fathers spoke, no

doubt, of Manitous. In a word, it seemed to me as if these

poor wretches had only changed superstitions, and that ci.

vilization had communicated to them only its vices, without

counteracting them with its benefits. I was in fact assured

that the greater part of them had become indolent, drunk .

ards, and thieves, without losing any of their ignorance.

An old man, who seemed to be their chief, and who spoke a

little French , informed us that his tribe was settled inCana.

da . To the question we asked, whether he was pleased

to live near the English ,he replied , that he liked the French

very much. They then told him we were French ; when

he and his companions immediately shook hands with us

very cordially. There were several women with them,

some of whom had nursing infants . They appeared very

miserable, and none of them good -looking ..

While we were conversing with our civilized Indians, a

new procession was preparing, to conduct General Lafay.

ette to the marine establishment. He proceeded thither a few

minutes after, but his son and myself could not accompany

him . Thedesire of taking advantage of a certain and di.
rect opportunity to send news toour friends in France,

made us determine to remain atour lodgings, and write our

letters . We however regretted that we were not ableto
see the marine establishment, which we were told was

very fine and quite extensive .

The remainder of theday was occupied by a public din

ner, at which all the authorities and a great number of citi.

zens were present, as well as Mr. Salazar, Chargé d'af.

faires from the republic of Colombia, for the United States. *

* Mr. Salazar, whose conversation proved him to be a man deeply
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After dinner we attended a ball, where more than 400 la.

dies were introduced to General Lafayette. We left the

ball at midnight, only to enter our coaches to return to

Boston, where the companions of our journey from New

York awaited us ; but, before I give an account of our

route, I must devote a few pages to the history, constitu.

tion, and present condition of the State of New Hampshire,

of which, Portsmouth is the most considerable town in re.

gard to its population, which is more than 700 souls, and

its commerce ,which is very extensive.

Thestate of New Hampshire is situated between 420 4r ,

and 45 ° 14' of north latitude,and between 4 ° 29' and 6 ° 10

of longitude east of Washington. Its surface is about 9280

square miles ; its form is thatof a trapezium , whose base is

towards the south ; it is bounded on the north by Lower Ca.

nada, on the south by Massachusetts, east by Maine, and

the ocean , and west by Connecticut river, which separates

it from Vermont. The coast is only about 18 miles in extent,

and is generally sandy and slightly undulated . In the in

terior are found elevations of considerable altitude : the

loftiest are the White mountains. The largest lakes and

streams are lakes Unbagog and Winnipiseogee, and Con

necticut, Merrimac, and Piscataqua rivers. It may be said

that all the soil ofNew Hampshire is of primitive forma.

tion . It is generally fertile ; but the most productive parts

are on the borders of the streams, which , in their inunda .

tions, deposit a very rich loam. On the sea shore great

quantities of an herb, called salt-grass, are collected, which

is very good for cattle. The most productive mines are

those of iron, in the neighbourhood of Franconia , and at

Enfield . Native silver is also said to be found, in small fi.

bres, among the mountains in the west, but in very small

quantities, and obtained only at great expence. Black lead

is quite abundant in the neighbourhood of Sutton , and near

Monadnock mountain .

The hot weather in summer is short, but excessive.

With regard to the cold it must besevere, as Winnipiseo

gee lake, whichis 24 miles long, is frozen three months, of

the year , so hard as to bear heavy carriages. The climate is

instructed in republican institutions, and entirely devoted to them ,

completely gained our hearts, by giving a toast to Mr. Destutt de

Tracy, andby proclaiming the happy influence produced by his wri

tingsin both hemispheres.

VOL. I. 7
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rare .

however very healthful, and examples of longevity are not

Persons of above one hundred years of age are

often seen.

New Hampshire was discovered in 1614 , by Captain

Smith ; and the first settlements, composed of fishermen

and farmers, were made on the Piscataqua, in 1623. They

collected under Massachusetts in 1641. Questions con

cerning titles to the land bought of the Indians led to the

separation of those two provinces in 1692. In 1727, New

Hampshire adopted her first constitution, and fixed her

boundary between her and Massachusetts. In 1765, the

people opposed with energy the stamp-act ; and subse .

quently engaged in the revolutionary war, in which they

conducted, with perseverance and vigour, to its termination.

The state of New Hampshire was the ninth in voting for

the adoption of the new federal constitution of the United

States, through the channel of her legislature , in which it

was carried by a majority of 11 : the number of voters

being 300. The new constitution was adopted in 1792.

It was preceded by a declaration of rights, and recognized

three powers : the legislative, the executive, and the judi

ciary .

The legislative power resides in a senate and a house of

representatives, which together compose the general court

or assembly ; and each branch possesses a negative on the

other. Bills for the payment of money originate in the

house of representatives, but may be amended by the se.

nate ; who try impeachments.

The senate consists of thirteen senators, elected every

year by such citizens as pay taxes. The qualifications ne.

cessary for a candidate are : first - To be thirty years of

age ; secondly -- To possessin the state property to the

amount of £ 200 ; thirdly - To have lived in the state for

seven years preceding the election, and to reside in the dis .
trict.

The house of Representatives is composed of deputies

from the different towns, the number of which is propor

tioned to the population , at the rate of one representative

to every one hundred and fifty taxable inhabitants, at least

twenty -one years of age ; and two for every four hundred

and fifty, thus increasing three hundred for each additional

representative. The election is made by ballot ; and no

one is qualified to be chosen, who does not possess property

of the value of one hundred pounds within his district, half
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of which must be personal. He is also required to be an

inhabitant of the district at the time of his election, and to

have lived in the state two years. Every male inhabitant

twenty -one years of age, excepting paupers or persons ex

empted from taxes at their own request, has a right to vote

forsenators and representatives .

The Executive power is confided to the Governor and

five Counsellors. The Governor is chosen for one year,

by all the citizens twenty -one years of age, who pay taxes ;

and if two persons have an equal number of votes, the choice

is determined in the two Chambers by ballot. To be

elected Governor, a man must be thirty years old, have been

a resident of the state for seven years before the election,

possess property worth five hundred pounds, half of which

must be real estate and situated in the state . The Go.

vernor is commander in chief of the land and sea forces ;

he appoints the Attorney General and other officers of jus.

tice, with the consent of the council of state, which he calls

together at his pleasure. He hasthe power of pardoning

convicts, excepting such as have been condemned by the

senate on an impeachmentby the Chamber. He signs all

commissions, which are afterwards countersigned by his

secretary .

The counsellors are also chosen by all the taxable in.

habitants above twenty-one years of age ; and the same

qualifications are required of them as for Governor ; with

this difference, however, that at least three hundred pounds

of the property must be in real estate . The secretary, the

treasurer and comptroller general, are chosen by ballot by

the senate and representatives. The treasurer of the county,

and the register of deeds, are appointed by the inhabitants

of the district.

The representatives in Congress are chosen by the inha.

bitants, assembled in the towns ; and their votes are sentto

the secretary , who opens them before the General Court.

The candidates for the Presidency and Vice -Presidency are

chosen in the same manner . The two senators in Con.

gress are elected by the General Court.

The judiciary power is composed of a superior courtof

four judges; who make two circuits annually through the

counties; an inferior court, with the same number ofjudges,

in each county, which sits four times a year ; a court of

general sessions ; judges of the peace who sit at the same

time; a court for the verification of acts, composed of a
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single judge, which sits every month in each county ; a jas.

tices ' court. The judges are appointed by the Governor

and Council, and continue in office to the age of seventy

years. If accused of state crimes, they may be prosecuted,

at the demand of the legislature.

The jury, composed of twelve freeholders, whose unani

mous opinion determines in all affairs, is chosen by the mu.

nicipal council from among the inhabitants possessing pro

perty of fifty pounds. The names of one third of these

members are put into a box, and those of two thirds into

another ; from the former are drawn the juries for the in

terior court, whichis held bythe register of the town in a

public assembly. The general court is authorized to reform

the judiciary system , as it judges fit or proper for the pub

lic good ; to give to justices of the peace jurisdiction in ci

vil causes notinvolving real estate , and in which the dama.

ges do not exceed four pounds; with the right of appeal to

another court and a jury .

The Chief Justice receives 1500 dollars a year. The

judges receive 1200 dollars each. The sheriffs, like the

judges, cannot remainin office after seventy years of age,

nor act nor receive titles as lawyers or counsel of aparty,

or make civil prosecution, while in the exercise of their

functions.

All civil and military officers take the following oath :

“ I do solemnly and sincerely swear and affirm , that I will

faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all the du

ties incumbent on me as according to the best of

my abilities, agreeably to the rules and regulations of the

constitution and the laws of the state of New Hampshire.

So help me God.”

If the officer be a Quaker, he adds to his oath , “ This I

do under the pains and penalties of perjury ."

The financialorganization is no less economical norlibe.

ral. Every town names one or more receivers, to whom

are sent the different tax lists, with full powers to seize, in

case of necessity, the property and persons of delinquents.

If any one refuses to make known the condition of his tax

able property, the municipal authority is authorized to fix

the sum to be paid the state ,according to theirjudgment.

County taxes are apportioned by the judges ofthecourt,

whichmeet four times a year, and the proportion to be paid

by each town is specified inthe order of the county trea

surer . In the month of April of each year, a new census
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is made of the taxable property ; all this property is taxed

atsix per cent, on the value of the income, excepting untill

ed land, and houses, which pay only a half per cent. on

their real value. Mills and boats are taxed a twelfth of

their annual revenue ; the funds invested in commerce ac .

cording to their real value ; and money at interest, at three

fourths per cent.

The debt the state contracted in 1814, which amounted

with interest, to more than 30,000 dollars, has been paid ;

and there are now considerable funds in the bank of the

United States.

The wisdom and economy of the administration, and the

uprightness of the government, have produced these effects.

The happy condition of New Hampshire, is not to be doubt

ed : it is attested by the diffusion of intelligence, by the

wealth of commerce, the prosperity of agriculture, and the

rapid increase of the population. This increase, in spite of

the constant emigration of men from the North to the new

countries in the South and West, is still more remarkable .

In 1755, the population was about 34,000 souls ; in 1790,

it was 141,885 ; in 1800, it was 183,851 ; in 1810, it was

214,460 ; and it now amounts to 244,161 . Among this

number, there about eight hundred persons of colour : as

for slaves, I do not enumerate them . Although there is no

special law against slavery, the philanthropic spirit of the

inhabitants, and their interest well understood, have operated

with justice against that monstrous system ; and it may be

said , that there are no slaves in New Hampshire at the

present day ; indeed, we might say, that there are no slaves

in the states which form what was formerly denominated

New England. This population of 244,161 souls, furnishes

52,384 pair ofhands for agriculture ; 8,699 for manufac

tures, and 1,068 to commerce .

The state of New Hampshire can place nearly 25,000

men under arms,by taking them only from the class of ci.

tizens between sixteen and forty -five years of age. This

armed force may be considerably increased, in case of

need, by men not on the alarm list. That list is formed of

men betweenforty -five and sixty years of age, and all who

are exempt from ordinary service, by the regulations rela.

ting to the formation of the militia . The exemptions are

thesame as in Massachusetts.

Ihave remarked that in the state of New Hampshire the

diffusion of knowledge is extensive. This advantage of a

7 *
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good system of general education is due to the care of the

government, and the foresight of the constitution, which

prescribes to legislators and magistrates always to consider

it a sacred duty to watch over the interests of learning and

science, and the public schools ; to encourage private in .

stitutions , to grant rewards and privileges for the promotion

of agriculture, the arts, sciences, commerce, manufactures,

and the natural history of the country.

As in all the rest of the Union, absolute liberty in mat.

ters of religion is declared by the constitution a natural

and inalienable right, no person can be disturbed or troubled

on account of his religious opinions, and the law recog
nizes no dominant sect. All the ministers of the different

communions have an equal right to the protection of the

government, and receive their salaries from their parishion .

ers, whose esteem they are obliged to seek ; and that can .

not be enjoyed without setting a virtuous example ; man

ners are therefore naturally pure, marriages common, and

celibacy not much esteemed . It is a rare thing in a town

to find a bachelor more than thirtyyears of age. The fe

males generally marry young ; and it is not uncommon to

see a mother and daughter with young infants at the same

time : while the grandfather, the son and the grandson may

sometimes befound working together in the field .

It appeared to me that there still remained many things

for me to learn concerning the state of New Hampshire :

but the General having promised to make a second visit

there in the following spring, I shall take advantage of it to

collect such information as I have not been able to obtain

during so short a stay.

September 2d . - On leaving the ball-room , we entered our
coaches to return to Boston,where the companions of our

journey from New York expected us. Having reached

there at two o'clock, we set off again at four, by theway

of Lexington, Lancaster, Worcester, Tolland and Hart

ford . In each of those places the General received from

the inhabitants expressions of the affections with which

they warmly regarded him , but to which he had hardly time

to reply , we travelled at so'rapid a rate. We slept the

first night at the delightful country house of Mr. Wilder,

whose friendly hospitality will never be erased from our

memory. On the second night we slept at Stafford , after

witnessing brilliant fetes at Worcester ; and on the fourth,

at ten in the morning, arrived at Hartford, a handsome
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commercial town, situated on the western branch of Con

necticut river, forty miles from its source. Its population

is 4,726 souls, and it divides with New Haven the advan

tages of seat of government of Connecticut.

General Lafayette made his entrance into Hartford, pre

ceded by a numerous escort of militia, and welcomed by

the whole population, with themost lively expressions of

veneration and tenderness. The municipal corpswent to

meet him , and the mayor made him a speech. Wewere

then conducted, with great pomp, to the State House,

where he was received by Governor Wolcot, who, in wel.

coming him in the name of the state , said :

“ DEAR GENERAL - I am very happy again to salute you in

this happy capital of Connecticut, where a virtuous and

enlightened people have long enjoyed the republican insti.

tutions they have founded, under the mild adininistration of

magistrates elected, every year, by their suffrages. The

principles for which you have plead in council, and con

tested in the field of battle , are here triumphant; and we

hope, with the assistance of Heaven, to transmit them , in

all their purity, to our latest posterity.

“ These principles are now diffused and adopted through .

out all that part of our continent which extends from the

ocean to the elevated plains of the Missouri, and from the

Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico : over those vast regions our

sons and daughters, the sources of an immense population,

are already giving a rapid progress to science, religion,

manufactures, and all the arts that perpetuate and embel

lish powerful nations. Learning and commerce are every

day adding to our strength andour resources. We have

formed an alliance with all those superior spirits, who have

come hither, from all countries of the civilized world, to

enjoy that freedom of thought and action, to which we are
so much habituated that weshould be unable to live without

them. Wherever you go, you will be received by patriots

who shared your glorious labours,or by their children who

appreciate your benefits. You will also meet many brave

Frenchmen, whom revocations and proscriptions have sent

hither to seek that liberty they were denied in their country.

All unite in recognizing in you the benefactor ofthe United

States and humanity, and spontaneously join in blessing

you , and praying heaven that, after a long life, it will grant

you a glorious immortality .”

* This should be forty miles from its mouth . - Translator.
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After this speech , to which the General returned a feeling

reply, numerous presentations took place, of all the per

sons who were able to enter the hall. The assembly were

hardly able to restrain their emotion, when they saw ap

proaching the aged General Wadsworth, having on his

shoulders the epaulettes that General Lafayette wore at the

battle of the Brandywine, where he was wounded, and the

sash in which he was removed from the field . The sash

still bore some marks of his blood. These articles had

been given to General Swift after the peace, and his family

has religiously preserved them, in memory of him who

once had borne them, and of the cause which he had de.

fended .

At the moment of our leaving the State House, General

Lafayette found himself in the midst of eight hundred chil.

drenfrom the public schools, who presented him a golden

medal , on which was written : “ The children of Hartford ,

to Lafayette. September fourth , 1824."

After hạving passed through several streets strewed with

flowers, we reached the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.

About sixty unfortunate young persons ranged in a line ,

awaited, in the profound and eternal silence to which they

had been condemned by a terrible natural calamity, the ar

rival of General Lafayette. When they saw him , they

pointed with a gesture of the hand towards their hearts,

where was a legend bearing these words : “What the na

tion express, we feel.” Attheir head was their instructor,

Mr. Clerc, a pupil of the Abbé Sicard, and rival of Mas.

sieu. General Lafayette experienced a lively pleasure in

seeing that young Frenchman, whom the love of liberty

and of humanity has led to that country , where he is ren

dering the most important services.

When General Lafayette had reviewed the militia, who

were assembled under the command of Colonel Johnson,

and taken leave of the magistrates and inhabitants of Hart

ford , he was conducted on board the steamboat Oliver

Ellsworth, by a detachment of 100 veterans of the revolution

preceded by the music of the militia . After receiving the

last farewell ofhis old companions in arms, the boat pushed

off, and we began to descend the Connecticut. That river,
which takes its rise between Lower Canada and New

Hampshire, a little above the 45th parallel of latitude,

serves as a boundary between that state and Vermont, and

passes through the states of Massachusetts and Connecticut
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from north to south: its length is about three hundred miles.

Although in many places scattered with rocks, it is navigable

for boats almost to its source, and large vessels easily go

up nearly fifty miles. It receives, in its course, a great

number of small tributaries, and empties into Long Island

Sound, about thirty miles east of New Haven . The banks

are said to be beautiful and fertile, but we had hardly any

opportunity to see them. A little after we left Hartford,

our vessel stopped opposite Middletown, a pretty little town,

where a great deal ofmanufacturing is carried on, situated

on the right bank. The sound of cannon, and the acclama

tions of numerous people who covered the shore, warned

Lafayette of the impatience with which he was awaited by

the inhabitants of Middletown. He went on shore to express

to them his thanks ; and he was not able to return on board

the Oliver Ellsworth until near 9 o'clock : so that we were

soon enveloped in darkness, which concealed from our

view the handsome houses which ornament the whole course

of the Connecticut. We were able however to judge of

their number, by that of the lights which appeared on our

right and left like a multitude of stars shiring in the ob

scurity .

When day appearedwe hadleft the river, and we passed

through the strait of Long Island , commonly called East

River. We had Long Island on our left, and the state of

New York on our right. Wherever we turned our eyes

they rested pleasantly upon elegant country houses, or on

farms whoseaspect announced happiness and plenty. Al

though the sun was still very near the horizon , when I went

upondeck, I found a great number of ladies already sitting

at the windows of their houses, waiting the passage of the

vessel which they knew was to bring General Lafayette to

New York. As soon as our flag was known, it was saluted

by the most affecting acclamations, and by signals of the

most amiable affection .

While I was breathing the fresh air of the morning with

pleasure, which is always a little sharp on the borders of the

sea, and my eyes were contemplating with delight that

delicious harmony ofnature in its beauty, and rich and free

industry , I was accosted by one ofour travelling companions,

an old revolutionary soldier, who had come with us from

Hartford, and who ,as he said, had not been able to close

his eyes all night, so much had he been agitated by the

happiness of seeing his old General again. I requested of
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him some information concerning the most remarkable

dwellings that presented themselves to my view, and he

replied with much politeness, and in such a manneras

convinced me that the navigation of that strait was familiar

to him. To the question I put to him, of whether he had

ever visited Long Island , he replied, “ O certainly ! but it

isnow a long while. It wasin 1776 ; and but forthe skill

of our worthy General Washington , it is probable that first

visit to Long Island would also have been the last, and that

my bones would now have been resting there in peace.

That would have been a pity however, for I should not have

enjoyed the pleasure I have this day , of shaking hands with

him who has done so much for the independence of my

country,” - and I saw a tear of tenderness and gratitude

roll from the eyelashes of the old patriot. After a few

moments of silence , encouraged by his frank and heart-felt

manners , I inquired of him how that first visit occurred, to

which he appeared to attach so many recollections.

was thus,” said he , taking me by the arm , and making me

turn towards Long Island which appeared as if rapidly

passing from before our eyes like a moving panorama. “ In

1776 I was not achild, as you may well suppose on seeing

my bald forehead and my grey hairs. I served in the con
tinental army, and my regiment formed a part of the forces

sent to defend Long Island. * On the 17th of August, the

English and Hessians, to the number of about 24,000 , pro
tected by the artillery of their ships, landed on the island .

We were hardly 10,000 fighting men ; and so situated that

the greater part had no share in the engagement The

action was however warm , and our resistance resolute ;

although the enemy had all the advantages of discipline and

experience. The attack of the English was conducted

with science and bravery ; but I will venture to say, that if

we were less skilful, our courage obtained us the respect of

our enemies. We were soon surrounded : some were taken

and the rest retired, leaving in their hands the victory and

our two generals, Sullivan and Sterling. We lost from 1000

to 1200 men, and the English perhaps more .

After this unfortunate engagement, we went to intrench

ourselves in our lines at Brooklyn, where we were not in
safety. Fatigued and discouraged by our defeat, having in

front of us anarmy superior in force and emboldened by

* Thatcher's Journal,
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success, knowing that a numerous squadronwas preparing

to cut off our retreat by entering the East River, we per

ceived that we could not escape complete destruction,

unless by the care of Providence and the sagacity of our

general.' Washington determined to withdraw us from this

dangerous position. Taking advantage of the darkness of

night, he crossed the East River in person, on the 29th of

August, and visited us in our lines. His presence reanima

tedour hopes and our courage ; we gaveourselvesup to his

direction, and our retreat was conducted with a degree of

skill alone sufficient to rank him among the first of generals.

It is true, that in this circumstance Providence gave us a

remarkable evidence of his protection . A thick mist

enveloped Long Island during the whole night, so that our

motions were entirely concealed from the enemy, although

the atmosphere towards New York was clear and bright.

We passed so nearthe enemy that we distinctly heard the

noiseof their workmenpreparingfor an attack on the next

morning. Before break ofday, the report was spread that

9000 men, with their baggage, magazines, horses, and

and munitions of war, had passed the river at a place where

it is more than a mile wide, without the loss of a single man .

One hour after we had entered New York the mist was

dissipated as if by enchantment, and showed us the English

entering our lines with caution , where they were surprised

to find no one."

During the recital of the old soldier, almost all his travel

ling companions had come upon deck, and had collected

around us. The conversation soon became general .

Much was said of Long-Island, the elegance and richness

of its country seats, where the inhabitants of New York

are fond of resorting, to enjoy retirement, and the fresh
sea air, during the oppressive heat ofthe summer. I learn

ed that that Island, formerly called by the Indians " Matta

wack,” (Warden ,vol.2d . ) is one hundred and forty miles in

length , and of a breadth varying from one to fifteen miles.

It is the largest island between Florida and Cape Sable.

That side which is washed by the ocean is flat, sandy, and

encroached upon by a number ofbays. The greater part

of the surface is level ; and the soil is composed of a

blackish , spongy earth , with a foundation of sand, which

absorbs the rain, and is not favorable to vegetation. Dr.

Mitchell, the translator of Cuvier's Work on the theory of

the earth , has remarked, that a bed of sea -sand extends the
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whole length of the island, at the depth of from thirty to

fifty feet, in which oyster and clam shells have been found,

as well as pieces of wood, in digging wells. A line of hills

which crosses the island, from New.Utrecht, on the west

end, to Southold on the east, rises, at Harbourgh Hill to

more than three hundred and nineteen feet above the level

of the sea . Notwithstanding the bad quality of the soil, it

contains perhaps the finest nursery of fruit trees in the

United States. It is cultivated by Mr. Prince, a skilful hor

ticulturist and nursery man, whose intelligent zeal renders

just services to his country, and will, I doubt not, be very

useful in Europe, where many learned men now seek his

correspondence.

It was about noon when we arrived in the port of New

York . General Lafayette expected to enter the city with

out parade : but the flags and pendants borne by the Oliver

Ellsworth, betrayed his approach ; and the Franklin , ship

of the line, which lay on the route, saluted him with thirteen

guns. This was a signal for the citizens of New York ;

and when we approached Fulton wharf, we found the whole

population, who received him as on the day of his arrival,

and accompanied him, with acclamations, to the City Hotel,

where we found our lodgings as we had left them.

CHAPTER VI.

Festival given by the Cincinnati Society -- Origin and Laws of that Society -- Visit

to the Public Institutions - Sword presented by a Regiment of Militia - Dinner

given by the French in New York - Fete at Castle Garden .

On returning to NewYork General Lafayette had learn.

ed, that the members the Cincinnati. Society designed, on

the following day, to celebrate the sixth of September, the

anniversary of their formation ; and he received an invita

tion to dine with them, which he accepted. About four

o'clock in the afternoon , we saw a long file of old men

arrive, marching to and fro, holding each other by the arm ,

to lend a mutual assistance rendered necessaryby a weight

of years. They were preceded by a military band, which

made vain efforts to regulate the cadence of their tottering

steps. We descended immediately among them, and they
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war .

received us among their ranks, attached to the button hole

of Lafayette, a decoration of the order of Cincinnatus

which had formerly been borne by Washington, and we

took up our march for the hotel where dinner had been

prepared. It was truly an affecting sight which was pre .

sented by those aged soldiers, glorious reliques of the war

of independence, having among them the companion of

Washington , the adopted son of America. Thecrowd of

people that filled the streets we passed, expressed by their
serious and silent attitudes, the respect inspired bythe sight

of the procession . . The hall prepared for the feast was

decorated with trophies of arms, bearing the names of the

chief heroes.who died for liberty during the revolutionary

The dinner was animated by the frank and cordial

joy of those old soldiers, who took delight in recalling the

dangers in which they had participated . I had the pleasure

of being seated by the side of Colonel Fish , who command.

ed, at Yorktown,a battalion of those intrepid militiamen

who, under the orders of General Lafayette, entered the

English entrenchments with arms in hand. He had the

kindness to recount to me the details of that glorious action,

and even of those of the whole campaign. The liveliness

of his recital made me forget his seventy years ; and the

interesting traits of patriotism with which he interspersed

his narrative highly pleased me. “ I know very well,”

he said to me in closing, “ that that campaign cannot be

compared with your campaigns in Germany andItaly, any

more than ourfatigues andprivations with your disasters at

Moscow . " “ Neither,” said I, “ can your results to ours :

you have gained by conquest happiness and liberty ; and

we, we have rivetted our own chains, and those of all Eu

rope.” This painful reflection embittered, for an instant,

the happiness I enjoyed at that repast of gratitude and pa.

triotism .

Nearly at the close of the dinner, a curtain, suddenly
raised, exhibited, at the bottom of the hall, a large transpa

rent painting of Washington and Lafayette, with hands

united before the altar of liberty, receiving a civic crown

from the hands of America. This sight produced among

the company new feelings of joy, theexpression of which

was suspended by the powerful voiceof Colonel Swartwout,

who abrubtly began to readthe order of the day, at York

town, of October 17th , 1781. “ Honour to the French

Division of Baron Viomesnil ! They yesterday carried a

8
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redoubt ! Honour to the American Division of General La

fayette ! At the same moment they carried another redoubt,

and to -morrow will first commence the assault !" These

words were received by prolonged huzzas ; and the hall

re-echoed with three cheers. But the assembly was now

reduced to sentiments of a different nature, by the enfeebled

voice of General Lamb, who read a ballad composed in

1792, during the captivity of Lafayette, in the dungeons of

Austria, and which wasat that time very popular in Ame .

rica.

TUNE - Belisarius .

And beside his cheerful fire,

' Midst his happy family,

Sat a venerable sire,

Tears were starting in his eye

Selfish blessings were forgot,

While he thought on Fayette's lot :

Once so happy on our plains,

Now in poverty and chains.

Fayette ! cried he, honour'd name ;

Dear to these far distant shores,

Fayette, fir'd by freedom's flame,

Bled to make that freedom ours.

What, alas ! for thee remains ;

What but poverty and chains ?

Soldiers ! in the field of death

Was not Fayette foremost there ?

Cold and shivering on the heath ,

Did ye not his bounty share ?

What for this your friend remains

What but poverty and chains !

Born to honour, ease and wealth ,

See him sacrifice them all ;

Sacrificing even health

At our country's glorious call ;

What reward for this remains ;

What but poverty and chains ?

Thus with laurels on his brow,

Belisarius begged his bread ;

Thus from Carthage forc'd to go.
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Hannibal an exile fled .

Fayette now at once sustains

Exile, poverty, and chains.

Courage, child of Washington,

Though thy fate disastrous seems :

We have seen the setting sun

Rise and burn with brighter beams.

Thy country soon shall break thy chain
And take thee to her arms again.

The advanced hour of the night, and the necessity of put

ing an end to the fatigue necessarily produced by emotions

sodeep as those which we had experienced during this
family festival, obliged us to separate. After returning to

the City Hall I recollected that I had often , in Europe, heard

the order of Cincinnatus spoken of. I even remembered
that I had heard it violently attacked by some persons, as

tending to destroy republican equality, by creating privile

ges, and cited by others to justify the existence of orders of

chivalry, or those privileged ones which are established by

the European monarchies. What I had seen, however,and

heard of the Cincinnati society since my arrival in the Uni.

ted States, had not proved to me the existence of an order

created or tolerated by the laws, and destructive of equality :

but in order to dissipate all my doubts on the subject, I on

the following day enquired ofone of the party of the pre .

ceding evening, who came to visit Lafayette . He replied

by presenting me with a littlepamphlet containing the origin

and rules of the “ Society of Cincinnatus." The reading

of that little print proved to me that either ignorance or

falsehood had misrepresented in Europe, the character of

this society, which is no more a privileged society in the

United States, than is, in Paris , a benevolent association,

or the Bible Society in England. The Cincinnati Society

is nothing more than a free association of old officers of the

Revolutionary army, who united for the twofold object of

perpetuating the memory of their patriotic labours, and to

administer to the assistance of those whose age, infirmities

or want demand it. As to the ribbon and medaladopted by

the society, they are to be regarded only as an ornament

worn bythe members at their meetings, and not as decora

tions authorized or sanctioned by thegovernment. Further,

in order to enlighten those who seriously seek for truth on

this subject, I shall bere insert the statutes and regulations
of the society
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They were proposed to the officers of the army in 1783,

The different regiments assembled or met to take them into

consideration, and appointed a council to examine and dis
cuss them anew. On the 13th of May of that year, ap

peared the declaration, dated at the Cantonments of the

American army on the banks of the Hudson .

[Here follow several pages, devoted to this subject which

are omitted, as not possessing novelty enough in the United

States, to excuse their insertion in this place.]

The Society of Cincinnatus, as is seen in its laws, pre

sents nothing alarming to equal rights, as it lays claim to

no privilege. From every part of the Union , however,

accusations were raised against it, reproaching the founders

of the society with having desired, under the pretence of

beneficence and patriotic recollections, to sow the seeds of

hereditary nobility. It is difficult at present to determine

whether the founders, or at least some of them, had or had

not apprehended that some after thought might arise out

of thisproposition : but it is certain that the article in the

regulations which renders the son successor to his father,

was such a thing as might give umbrage to republicans,

so jealous of their liberties as the Americans. Every one

zealously attacked the absurd principle of hereditary des

cent, which found enemies on all sides. Among the

writings which at that time appeared on the subject, was a

letter of Franklin's which was read with the greatest atten

tion , and soon became public, although it was addressed to

his daughter, who had sent to him in France, papers an

nouncing the formation of the Society of Cincinnatus. This

letter, which displays all the tierceness and the originality

of its author, contains arguments at once so conclusive and

so witty against the hereditary rights of a nobility, that I

cannotdenymyself thepleasure of inserting it.- (omitted .)

The opinion of Franklin and that ofthe public did not

prevent the formation of the Society of Cincinnatus, but re

duced it to its proper standard : that is to say, every one

regarded it as a benevolent society, and with pleasurepaid

a tribute of respect to the members, who had acquired the

right of belonging to it by their former services, and thei

personal characters. But the principle of hereditary no

bility was condemned to such discredit, that very few of

the children of revolutionary officers dare to succeed their

fathers: and in some states they are not premitted.

The days succeeding our return were partly devoted to
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visiting the public institutions, and the forts which protect

the port and roads of New York . The most remarkable

among the latter is Fort Lafayette, whichis situated at the

entrance of the road, near the point of Long Island, and

which easily makes a cross fire with the opposite fort, erec .
ted on Staten Island. The officers of the garrison, com

posed of a detachment of the regular armyof the United

States, gave the General a cordial reception, showed us all

the interesting details of the fort, which has the immense ad

vantage of having bomb proofs, without being exposed

to the inconvenience of the smoke of the guns, that passes

outfreely by the galleries, which are openupon the interior
and the coast. The rain which fell in abundance, did not

allow us to examine the other forts with so much attention .

Among all the public schools visited by General Lafay.

ette, that which excited the most lively interest was the

“ Free School of Young Africans," founded and directed

by the society for the emancipation of the blacks. The

General was accompanied to theschool, as he had been at

the others, by a great number of ladies, who all bestowed

assiduous care onthose institutions. There it was announ.

ced to him, that he had been elected a member of the society

at the same time with Mr. Grenville Sharp and Mr. Thomas

Clarkson . The appointment too well corresponded with

his character and known opinions relating tothe slavery

of the blacks, not to give him a deep feeling. Immedi.

ately afterwards, a young black child approached, and ad

dressed him with spirit in the following manner : “ You see,

General, several hundreds of poor children of the African

race , now beforeyou. They participate here in the benefits

of education with the whites, and they like them learn to

cherish the memory of the services you have rendered to

America . They also revere in you an ardent friend of the

emancipation of our race, and a worthy member of the

societyto which we owe so much gratitude.'

It would require much time, and would be very difficult

for me, to give precise details concerning the benevolent

establishmens of New York . They are very numerous ;

and as every one of them is the production of a society or

of a private exertion, it would be necessary , if one wished

to make them well known, to give the historyof each. It

may be said, in general terms, of them all ,that they are

under the protection, and not under the influence of the

government. The greater part of the administration em

*8
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1

ployments are preformed without appointments or honours,

by men who regard their nomination to these employments

as honourable testimonies of public esteem , and who fill

then with corresponding zeal and probity . There is gener

ally no salary paid, unless to persons in an inferior employ.

ment, or in details which require the sacrifice of the whole

time of the person employed. The greater part ofthese es

tablishments are founded either by societies or by legacies ;

they are supported by public subscriptions, or by assistance

from the government. Thus, for example, in looking

through the register of the House or Asylum for orphans,

which was founded in 1806 , we perceive thatthis establish

ment received, in the course of the year 1822, five hundred

dollars from the Legislature of the state ; two hundred and

eighty seven dollars as its part of the funds allowed to pub:.

lic chools throughout the state , and 1430 dollars from

private subscriptions : five hundred dollars in interest on a

legacy from Mr. Jacob Sherred ; twenty five dollars in

intereston a legacy made byMrs. Maria Williams : three

hundred and ninety dollars in anonymous subscriptions ;

one hundred and seventeen dollars given by the Magdalen

Society ; nineteen dollars in workdone by the children,

& c., & c., besides a great number ofindividual presents, such

as books, cloths,buttons, clothes, fruit, combs, &c. What

ever be the nature or value of the gifts, they are received

by the directors, who scrupulously register them , with the

names of the donors. By the aid of those contributions,

wisely employed, this Asylum, between 1806 and 1822,

received and educated four hundred and forty children ,

two hundred and forty three of whomare now placed in

situations, useful both to themselves and to society.

In the Poor House there are more than 1000 individuals

ofboth sexes and all ages.

The Great Hospital of New York may contain nearly

2000 sick . Foreigners, although under the same treatment,

are placed in a separate wing of the building.

In all those establishmentswe were struck with the clean

liness of the wards, the whiteness of the linen, the good

quality of the food, and above all, with the mild and affec

tionate conduct of those employed in them, towards the

persons intrusted to their care. It was easily to be seen,

that the directors were animated by something more valua

ble than salaries ; the esteem of the public.

The pepsons who accompanied us, and who seemed well
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informed assured us that there are in the city of New York

more than forty charitable and philanthropic societies,

whose commonzeal greatly contributes to the support of

the institutions we had visited , and the assistance of private

sufferers .

After having visited the Academy of Arts, where among

a great number of casts, engravings, and paiņtings, there is

hardly any thing remarkable except the collection of pic .

tures by Trumbull, and the collection of engravings sentto

the Academy by Napoleon. We went to the Public Li .

brary ; it contains more than 20,000 volumes, the choice of

which has been directed by taste, and every thing appeared

to us in very good order. The public are admitted every

day except Sundays ; but no one is allowed to take books

home, except the subscribers, who are five hundred in

number.

During this secondvisit to New York, wealso went seve
ral timesto the two theatres : but it would be very

difficult

for me to express an opinion of them, as every time that

General Lafayette appeared, he becametheobject of atten

tion to such a degree , and the tumult raised by the expres

sions of joy by the spectators was so great, that it was im.

possible forthe actors to continuetheirperformance. They

were not allowed to be heard afterwards, except in singing

verses in honour of the “ Companion of Washington, the
Captive of Olmutz, or the Guest of the Nation . ” Persons

of taste of whom I made inquiries, have informed me, that

the representations at those theatres commonly consist of
English pieces, and that individuals of distinction are

generally to be found amongthe performers. Those two
theatres are evidently too small for a numerous population ,

and their construction does not correspond with the wealth

or beauty of the city of New York . The citizens very

reasonably remark , that they ought to provide for necessity

before they can think of luxury or pleasure : it has been

necessary for them to attend to useful things,and they would

have been much mortified if strangers were not more struck

with the commodiousness and beauty of their buildings for

public utility, than the elegance of their theatres . *

On the 9th, we were present at a religious concert, given

in St. Paul's Church , where the General heard, on his en

* Since that time, they have built a new theatre, which is said to be

convenient and elegant.
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trance, the piece of music known by the name of the Mar.

seilles Hymn, which was composed, as is well known, for

the army of the Rhine, by a nephew of Bailley. The

audience assembled, was remarkable for the number and

beauty of the ladies. The different pieces we heard per.

formed , were executed with a whole effect which I had

never heard, till that time, in the choirs or orchestras of

the United States ; for, it must be acknowledged, music is

there as yet in its infancy. On the one hand, the English

language is far from musical ; and on the other, the Ameri.

cans, up to the present time, have had little time to devote

to the cultivation of the elegant arts. They have as yet,

no schools for music : they have indeed some foreign

artists, who exert themselves to diffuse a taste for the art ;

but they generally obtain access only to very wealthy fami

lies, which have given up lucrative occupations; and such are

almost as rare as the professors themselves. On leaving St.

Paul's church, we went to the Park, in frontof the City Hall,

where the firemen had ranged themselves with their engines.

The General passed them in review ; after which, that militia

of a new kind, though not less useful than those which are

called to the defence of the soil, defiled with as much order

as would have been shown by a division of artillery . We

saw forty -six engines pass before us, each drawn and es.

corted by a company of about thirty men, commanded by a

chief, armed with a speaking -trumpet. On every engine

was placed a flag, with the colours and emblems of the

company. Many of the standards displayed portraits of

menwhose names are dear to the people: above all was

remarked an equestrian statue of Washington, and one of

Lafayette. After all the engines were passed, we ascended

to the balcony of the City Hall, where the General was

addressed by the chief engineer in a speech ; and from

which we witnessed the manæuvring of the engines. They

were all collected in a circle, in the middle of which had

been formed a high pyramid of the fire -hooks and ladders .

On the pyramid was placed a small building filled with com

bustible materials, which was set on fire ,and, at a signal

given, all the engines played at the same time, and struck

upon it with such exactness, that it was extinguished in less

than two minutes. On meeting at one point, all the streams

of water formed a liquid dome, beautified with the colours

of the rain -bow , which produced a most splendid effect.

On the 10th, we had engaged to dine with Colonel Fish .
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We were going to his house at 4 o'clock, when, on stepping

out of the hotel, we found the 9th regiment of artillery

drawn up in aline, to escort General Lafayette to the resi.

dence of his friend. At the moment of our departure, Colo.

nel Muir, the commander of the regiment, approached, and

in the name of his comrades offered him a sword , richly

wrought,and all the parts of which had been manufactured

in New York. In returning his thanks to him , General

Lafayette said :- " It is with pleasure and gratitude I re .

ceive this valuable present from a corps of citizen soldiers,

each of whom knows, that steel was given to man to defend

liberty where it exists, or to obtain it by conquest, where it

has been destroyed by crowned , and privileged usurpers."

This reply was received with applause ; and the General

was escorted by the regiment, and a numerous crowd of

citizens, to the house ofColonel Fish . The daywas con.

cluded by a beautiful display of fireworks, given in honour

of Lafayette, in a public garden .

On the following day the General was present , with his

son, at a Masonic celebration of the Knights Templars, who

escorted him to their lodge, and conferred upon him the

highest dignities, of whichthey vffered them richly wrought

insignia. In the evening we dined with the French resize

dents of New York, who wished to celebrate with their

countrymen the47th aniversary of the Battle of the Bran .

dywine. The dinner was given at Washington Hall; and

that patriotic and family fête, was marked with a character

at once happy and original. Many Americans who were

present, were struck with astonishment : the table, which

was extremely wide, presented aplan in reliefof the Grand

Canal which traversing the state ofNew York , connects lake

Erie with the ocean. That ' map, of a new species, occu

pied a length of seventy feet on the table, where it was cut

into the thickness of the wood, and lined with lead. The

canal was filled with very limpid water, bordered with the

brightest verdure, representing meadows, from the midst of

which appeared miniature houses, trees, and animals .

Bridges, elegantly thrown across from side to side, masses

of rock, under which flowed the canal, forests, in which

serpentine paths lost themselves, all together formedan

original representation of that topographical master-piece.
Above the centre of the table was an immense sun, in a

state of constant rotation . Allegorical pictures, trophies,

formed of French and American flags, completed this as
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semblage of beautiful decorations. Mr. Monneron presided

at the dinner. After the repast, which was animated with

frank and heart-felt enjoyment, a great number of toasts

were drank , all characterized by that firm patriotism which

characterizes every thing said and done, in a countrytruly

free. I cannot deny myself the pleasure of publishing a

few of them here ,

By the Dinner Committee . 6. The United States : their

national happiness is imperishable ; it is founded on reli

gion, industry and liberty . "

By the President.-- " General Lafayette. We are proud

thathe is a Frenchman .” “Gentlemen ! In the 14th century,

the Lafayettes improved the condition of those who were

then denominated vassals. In the 15th century , Marshal

Lafayette drove the enemy from the French territory .-- In

the 16th century, Madmoiselle Lafayette was theimage

ofbeauty, virtue and charity .-- In the 17th century , Madame

Lafayette composed works which will be handed down to

the latest posterity. In the 18th century, General Lafay.

ette was born . He was born the enemy of tyranny , and

the devoted friend of liberty.

“ During his youth, he contributed to support and defend

the cradle of liberty in the United States ; at a more ad .

vanced age, he appeared at the public tribune : he has spo

ken of liberty in Europe, as he has fought for it in America.

From the tribune, he entered the ranks of his country's

defenders. I saw him among the dangers of the revolu .

tion ; his genius and self-possession never forsook him .

Prompt inconceiving, ardent in executing, he ever fought

for true liberty . I am an ocular and a faithful historian .

Look at these trophies,these flags, these standards; on all

of them is written , “ Liberty, Victory, Lafayette .”

To this toast, the General replied, by the following :

6. The memory of the Frenchmen who have died for true

liberty , since 1789. Their manes require of us that so

many sacrifices shall not be lost to their country .”
By Mr. Dias . 66 The memory of Riego, and of other

martyrs for freedom ."

“ Le crime fait la honte, et non pas l’echaufaud ."

By Mr. Chevrolat.~ " France as I wish her to be with

out factious conspiracies ; without corrupting ministers ;

without mercenary accusers ; without that slow oppression

which silently undermines her energy and vigour.

Some stanzas to Lafayette, fine,harmonious and patri.
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otic, composed by Mr. Pillet, and read by Mr. Chegary ,

terminated the entertainment, by raising the enthusiasm of

the company, who separated with cheers for Liberty and

Lafayette.

The city of New York had been for several weeks oc.

cupied with preparations for a magnificent fete, designed to

surpass in taste and splendour, every thing that had yet

been done for Lafayette. The place of assembly selected,

was a circular fort, about six hundred feet in circumfe .

rence, called Castle Garden , formerly built for the defence

of New York , on a mole in advance of the Battery, and

now appropriated to public festivals. A bridge, three hun

dred feet in length , connects this fort with the Battery.

We were to leave New York on the 14th , to make a voyage

on the Hudson ; and the Fete of Castle Garden took place

on the 13th . We went there in the evening, lighted by illu

minations. We found the bridge covered with rich carpets

from one end to the other, and lined with a row ofbeautiful

evergreen trees. From the middle of the bridge was

raised a pyramid seventy -five feet high, illuminated with

coloured lamps, and surmounted by a brilliantstar, in the

middle of which was read the name of Lafayette. In spite

of all the magnificenceof the approach , our astonishment

and admiration were still further increased when we enter

ed the fort. The hall which is about six hundred feet

round, and abount which was formed a vast amphitheatre,

contained nearly six thousand persons. The vaulted roof,

supported by a column sixty feet in height, was formed of

the flags ofall nations, mingled with symmetry and elegance.

At the principal entrance wasa triumphal arch of leavesand

flowers, ornamented by a colossal statue of Washington,

resting on pieces of cannon . In the middle stood the

Genius of America, bearing a shield with these words :

To the Nation's Guest.” Opposite the gate, on an al.

cove, was raised a pavillion richly decorated, ornamented

with a bust of Hamilton ; and before it were two pieces of

cannon taken at Yorktown. That pavillion was intended

for Lafayette. Around the hall thirteen columns bore the

arms of the thirteen first states of the Confederation . The

whole was lighted with more than one thousand lamps, the

brilliancy ofwhich was reflected by numerous coats ofarms.

As soonas the General appeared, Lafayette's march was

played ; and a burst of admirationand respect attended him

to his seat. At the same instant, the curtains which formed
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the sides of the hall, were rolled up like sails, and removed

as suddenly as the scenes of a theatre, and the interior be.

came visible to the crowd who had come round the mole in

vessels and waited for the opportunity. The pure and bril

liant moon lighted the bay, on whicha thousand vessels and

steamboats were moving. A few moments after the Gene.

ral had taken his place on the rich pavilion prepared for

him , a large transparency was suddenly discovered opposite ,

which presented to him an exact picture of his seat at La

Grange, with its wide ditches and fine Gothic towers, and

the following inscription beneath : “ His Home.” Gene.

ral Lafayettewas greatly affected by this delicate idea of

his friends, who wished by presentingthat picture, to give

the entertainment the character of a family fete. Several

times, during the evening, attempts were made to form a

dance; but whenever the General made a motion to ap

proach, the quadrilles werebroken up in that direction , and

were formed about him . The time appeared to us short in

the midst of this delightful assembly ; and we were very

much surprised whenwe heard the signal for our departure
at two o'clock. The steamboat which was to take us to

Albany, was brought up to the mole to receive us on our

leaving the ball. We embarked with the committee ap

pointed to accompany the General, and a great number of

ladies and citizens who were unwilling to be separated from

him ; and as many were received as the vessel was able to

contain, Captain Allyn, who was to sail the next day for

France, received our farewell on board, with our letters to

our friends, and notwithstanding the darkness of the night,

which had succeeded the light of the moon , we weighed

anchor. We speedily lost sight of Castle Garden ; and in

place of the joyful sounds ofmusic, we heard only the mo
notonous and regular noise of our steam engine, labouring

against the rapid tide of the Hudson.

CHAPTER VII.

Navigation of the Hudson - Arnold's treachery - Military School of West Point
Newburgh - Poughkeepsie - Clermont - Catskill - Hudson- Albany - Troy - Re

turn to New York.

The steam boat James Kent, in which we embarked, had

been prepared for this voyage with the greatest care, by the
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committee appointed by the City of New York , to accom

pany General Lafayette ; but it had not been foreseen, that

so great a number of ladies would be of the party , and it

happened that most of the gentlemen were obliged to sleep

onthe deck, although the James Kent contains above one

hundred beds. For ourselves, we sought for repose in vain ,

in a very handsome cabin whichwe occupied in company

with General Lewis and Colonel Fish . The sound of can .

non , whichevery moment announced our passing by some

village, and thecries of the crew in endeavouringto get

us off an oyster bank on which we had grounded in the

dark, prevented us from sleeping ; and the first light of

day invited us upon the deck to enjoy the majestic scenes

on the Hudson. In truth, nothing can be more imposing

than the aspect of those high mountains, rising one after

another, covered with rocks and trees, which line the river

almost every where along its course . On entering the

Highlands," for the first time, one is almost disposed to

admit the superstitious fears of the Indians ; and is able to

understand how phantoms and their ill boding sounds

long exercised their influence even over the first Europeans

who inhabited those places, where nature exhibits herself

only under fantastic forms and sombre hues. To the man

who delights in the revolutions or the robberies of the middle

ages, and loves to contemplate the ruins of old donjons, the

ancient refuge of savage Feudalism , nothing is certainly to

be compared to the banks of the Rhine; but, for one who

prefers wild and virgin Nature, nothing is so beautiful as the

borders of the Hudson. That river has its source in the

most elevated land, between LakesOntario and Champlain ,

and divides the state of New York, from north to south,

through a length of two hundred and fifty miles. It is na

vigable for vessels of eighty tons toAlbany, one hundred

and sixty miles from its mouth ; and ships of the linemay

go up as high as Hudson, a distance of one hundred and

thirtymiles from New York. Itwould be difficultI imagine,

to estimate the numberof vessels great and small, engaged

in the trade between New York and Albany. The river is

continually covered with them, and it is seldom that you

proceed for a quarter of an hour without meeting a great

number in succession . The tide rises several miles above

Albany, where it is twelve hours later than at New York .

The water is salt fifty miles above the latter city . At Po

lypus Island, north of the Highlands, it rises about four feet ;
VOL. I 9
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and at Kinderhook, which is situated 22 south of Albany's

three feet. - Warden's Statistics.

Notwithstanding the current and the contrary motion of

the waves, we went six miles an hour. A group of revolu .

tionary soldiers collected on the dock aboutGeneral Lafay

ette, each of whom took delight in recalling to him particu .

lars of events awakened in their memory by every point of

the shores.. We passed Tarrytown; and at the sight

of that humble village the old citizen soldiershad pronoun

ced with respect the names of the three militiamen, John

Paulding, David Williams, and Isaac Van Wart, who immor

talized themselves as much by their noble disinterestedness

as by the service they rendered to their country, and to li

berty, by arresting Major Andre. Stony Point and Fort

Lafayette, which, by the judicious choice of a good posi

tion , had been able to break the communications of theEn.

glish army, were far behind us, and our captain announced

to us we were soon to see West Point, and I remarked that

the eyes of my companions were suddenly directed, with a

look of melancholy, towards a lonely house which ap

peared not far from the bank , towards which a mountain

ascended with an easy declivity ; and I soon heard the

name of Traitor pronounced, and then that of Arnold .

That house whichappeared to excite the indignation of

the travellers was, in fact, the one in which the infa

mous Arnold bartered for the blood of his companions

in arms, and the humiliation of his country. The histo
ry of Arnold's treachery embraces a great lesson. It

adds another evidence to prove how important it is, in

a well organized state, to entrust offices only to men of

acknowledged morality . In a captain , as in a magis

trate , courage and talent, without honesty, are only dan

gerous qualities, which cannot be brought into operation

without great risks.

Arnold was born in the state of Connecticut; but na

ture appeared to have denied him the virtues which so

strongly characterize the inhabitants of that state . He
however embraced with ardour the sacred cause of his

country from the first ; military talents, his bravery in

battle, his fortitude and patience amidst fatigues and

privations ; and, above all, his brilliant services in the

expedition against Canada, had acquired for him great

reputation in the army ; and the confidence of Congress,

who thought they were not prodigal in their rewards when
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they elevated him to the grade of Major General. He

had been wounded before Quebec, and was not entirely

cured of his wounds when , in 1778, Philadelphia having

been evacuated by the enemy, the command of that ci.

ty was entrusted to him .

Unfortunately, to the courage which he had shown

against the enemy, Arnold did not add that firmness of

principles, and rectitude of judgement, which alone might

have secured him against the numerous seductions which

necessarily surrounded him in the brilliant station where

he was placed. Pressed on by pride, and a foolish va.

nity, forgetting that he possessed not the resources of a

large fortune, he gave himself up to all the useless ex

pences of a sumptuous table , and a costly train . He

was not long in contracting debts much greater than his

income; with the hope of discharging them he entered

into speculations fromwhich his duties should have with

holden him, and which had disastrous results upon him .

self ; pressed by the demands of his creditors, he endea

voured to derive resources by a vicious administration, but

congress discovered a considerable deficit. Many citizens

of Philadelphia complained of his numerous exactions ;

the government of Pennsylvania accused him of acts stili

more serious ; finally , in June, 1778, congress had him ar.

Tested and tried by a court -martial, which found him guilty ,

and sentenced him to be reprimanded by the General-in.

Chief; and this sentence, approved by Congress, received

its execution in the beginning of the year 1779. Enraged

at seeing himself thus attacked at once by law , and bypub.

lic opinion, Arnold broke out in bitter complaints against

what he called the ingratitude of his countrymen, and swore

to be revenged.

Great importance was at that time attached to the fort

ress of West Point, for the preservation of which the Ame.

rican army had long been manœuvring, and had often

fought. That fortress was considered the key of commu

nication between the eastern and southern states ; in fact,

its situation on the top of one of the highest mountains on

the right bank of the Hudson, and its double range of bat.

teries and redoubts, traced by skilful engineers ,made it an

excellent defensive post, the occupation of which exercised

great influence over the whole state of New York . Arnold

well knew this ; and on that important point he fixed his

eyes, to prepare to execute his revenge. By means of in .
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trigues and importunities, he obtained the command of West

Point, at the moment whenhe had just written toColonel

Robinson, that he abjured his revolutionary principles, and

greatly desired to regain the esteem of his king by some

great deed of repentance. This letter opened an active

correspondence between him and Sir Henry Clinton, which

was conducted with great secrecy. To proceed in their

intrigues with greater security , the English General chose

one of his aid - de-camps, Major Andre, a young man as

much distinguished by his amiable qualities, as by his

military talents, who had already established a highrepu.

tation among his companions in arms. A sloop of war,

called the Vulture, took him up the Hudson to Dobb's Fer

ry, about twelve miles below West Point. From that place

his communication with Arnold became more frequent and

easy ; but that they might have a better understanding

with each other, an interview was indispensable, and the

latter earnestly pressed it. Andre at first refused, whether

because he felt a secret repugnance at coming into contact

with a traitor, or becauseit seemed unworthy of a loyal

officer to pass the lines of an enemyunder a name and

dress which did not belong to him : however, urged by

a desire to fulfil the trust reposed in him by his Gene.

ral, he at length accepted the rendezvous which had

been offered him for the night in the house of a man

named Smith, who had the reputation of being a parti.

zan of the English. Smith himself went to Andre on

the night of the21st. of September, and brought him to

the shore, under cover of night, in a boat, the rowers

of which were his own servants . Andre was received

by Arnold on the bank, and conducted to Smith's house,

where he remained concealed until the following night.

The conference having terminated , and the plans having

been definitively arranged. Andre wished to take advan .

tage of the darkness to return : but when he got to the

shore he found that the Vulture had been obliged to re

move to a distance, to avoid the fire of a battery which

threatened her ; the rowers who had brought him to the

land refused to accompany him to the sloop , and it was

necessary for him to decide on returning to New York

by land. To hasten his march Smith furnished him

with a horse ; and, to ensure it, Arnold gave him a pass

port, under the name ofJames Anderson , amanemployed

in the public service . This passport enabled him to pass
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the lines of American posts in safety, and to reach Cram .

pound, where Smith , who had accompanied him, left him,

after giving him instructions to continue his route . He

was approaching the English lines, near Tarrytown, when

suddenly a militiaman, who was patrolling between the two

armies, with two of his comrades, sprung from behind a

bush , and seized his horse by the bridle. At this sudden

arrest the major lost his accustomed presence of mind ;

and, in place of offering his passport, asked the militiaman :

“ To what party do you belong ?” “ To the party below ,"

replied he. ( Thus the English party which occupied New

York was designated .) “Šo do I," imprudently added Ma

jor Andre ; but he had hardly communicated this fatal fact,

when the arrival of the two other militiamen revealed to

him his error and danger . He thought to remedy the one,

and avoid the other, by offering his captors a purse - full of

goldand his watch, which was very costly, besides promis

ing them , if they would let him go, the protection of the
British government and great riches. The more brilliant

his promises became, the more the militiamen were con

vinced that his arrest would be useful to the cause of inde .

pendence ; and they rejected his offers with disdain , declar

ing to him that although they were poor, all the gold inthe

world would not make them violate their duty ; and they

immediately proceeded to a strict examination ofthe clothes

of the unfortunate prisoner, to see whether they dould not

find somepapers that would give them information. Exact

plans of the approaches and defences of West Point, which

they found in his boots, and different details in the hand

writing of Arnold, confirmed their suspicions; and they

conducted him to Lieutenant Jamieson, who commanded

the advance posts. Andre, for the purpose no doubt of in

timating to Arnold that he must think ofhis own safety, re .

quested that they would immediately inform him of the ar

rest ofhis officer Anderson, on the road to New York . · At

the reception of this news, the traitor took to flight, and

went to seek among the ranks of the British army, the re

ward of his infamy.

As soon as Andre had reason to presume that Arnold

was safe, he declared himself an English officer. The

almost immediate return of General Washington hastened

the summoning of a court martial under General Greene,

in which Lafayette and Baron Steuben had seats. Andre ap

peared at the tribunal under the terrible accusation of being

* 9
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a spy. His judges treated him with great deference and

mildness, and declared tohim, from the opening of the de

bates, that hemight consider himself as exonerated by them

from answering any question that might wound his con

science ; but the unfortunate young man,more jealous of

his honour than of his life, frankly avowed his projects, and

exposed his conduct without disguise, taking care to excul.

pate those who had seconded him in the enterprize. His

judges were touched by his candour and courage, and could

not entirely conceal their emotion in signing his condemna .

tion . For himself, he awaited it with resignation . His

last moments were worthy of his noble character .

[Here follows an extract from Thatcher's Journal, which

has been often republished in the United States, and there .

fore need not be inserted here .]

Some time after Arnold had left West Point, and when ,

he had signalized himself by the fury with which he tore

the bosom of his country by all the horrors of war , an

American grenadier was brought to him , who had just been

made prisoner in an engagement. He recognized him as

one who had served under his orders at West Point; and

interrogated him concerning the impression that waspro.

duced on the garrison by his flight. The proud republican

grenadier replied with freedom , and made no attempt to

disguise the general indignation . “ Well !” said he , "and

what would you have done with me if you had taken me ?"

“ We should have respected your leg that was broken at

Quebec,” replied he , “and hung your body on a gibbet.”

While the several groups that stood upon our deck were

execrating the memory of Arnold, and expressing their re .

gret for the unfortunate Andre, the noise of cannon, a thou

sand times repeated by the numerous echoes of the Hud.

son , announced to us that we had reached West Point.

Our boats, dropped into the water, bore us rapidly to the

shore . General Lafayette was received by Major Thayer,

commander of the establishment, and GeneralsBrownand

Scott, accompanied by their staffs. He was taken in an

open carriage, and the widow of General Hamilton placed

at his side; and then, followed by a long procession formed

by the ladies who had accompanied him , and a numerous

collection of people,who had assembled to receive him , he

slowly surmounted the steep road which leads to the mili
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tary school. During the march, two pieces of cannon ,

placed on the top ofthe rock that rose above our heads,

roared without ceasing. When we reached the plain on

which are erected the buildings of the establishment, we

found the Cadets drawn up in line. The General immedi

ately reviewed them , and they afterwards manæuyred be

fore us . After the review , they rendered him, with ex.

pressions of the deepest feeling, the honours of the enter

tainmentwhich they had prepared for him .

The situation of West Point appeared to me very well

chosen for a military school ; it isa very beautiful flat, ele .

vated above the right bank of the Hudson, and crowned

with other high mountains, on the top of which are still

seen the ruins of old Fort Putnam. The distance from all

large cities, the silence of the forests, the aspect of nature

at once imposing and beautiful; all seem, in that place , to

invite to meditation and study .

The pupils are about two hundred in number. The va.

cant places are at the disposition of the President of the

United States. To be admitted, one must be at least four

teen years of age, and not above twenty-one ; he must

know how to read and write and understand arithmetic ; he

must, with his parents or guardians, sign an engagement to

serve for fiveyears, unless he be permitted to withdraw be

fore the expiration of that period. They teach experi

mental and natural philosophy, mathematics, chemistry and

mineralogy , drawing and fortification, the theory of war ,

fencing and the French language. All the expenses of

the Academy are paid by the national treasury. Every

pupil, or cadet, receives sixteen dollars a month, and two

rations a day. Being formed in a company, they perform

all the services of soldiers or subalterns, and every year

spend three months in their tents, to accustom themselves

to the labours of a camp. At the conclusion of their

course , they are commissioned for different corps of the

army, whenever there are vacant offices ; but many of

them obtain permission to go into civil life . The govern

ment rarelyrefuses this privilege to those who claim it,be

causeits object is less to have a nursery of soldiersin that

establishment, than to render citizens capable of filling, at

need, the first offices in the militia , which will thus become

annually enriched with a good number of young educated

officers .

We had the pleasure of finding among the professors
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three of our countrymen , Messrs. Berard, Du Commun ,

and Gimbrede, who took great pains to answer our quess.

tions, and who appeared to enjoy much esteem among the

heads of the establishment and the pupils.

At six o'clock, we descended again to the shore to re .

embark. A great number of our travelling companions,

and particularly the ladies, perceiving that they could no

longer endure the crowd on board the James Kent, gave it

up, and entered another steamboat, which was returning to

New York, while we continued our route , with the good

and amiable members of the New York Committee, ap

pointed to accompany the General.

At 7 o'clock we reached Newburgh. We were to have
landed there at three o'clock ; but our accident at the oys

ter bed had retarded us ; and 30,000 persons were awaiting

the arrival of the Nation's Guest, with the most lively im .

patience. The tables , as they informed us, had been ar .

ranged ever since the morning ; and indeed it was easy to

perceive it : for the reception there was more tumultuous

than I had seen any where else . But even that ferment of

feeling gave us a new opportunity to judge of the control of

the magistrates over the people, who, even in times of ex

citement, never lose that respect which citizens owe to the

laws which they have freely approved. After a rapid pas .

sage through the streets of Newburgh by the light of

torches, we were conducted, in an open carriage, to the

Orange Hotel, where the principal inhabitants offered us a

repast. While we were at table, the report was circulated

through the town, that the General was to depart immedi

ately . At this news the whole population assembled in a

tumultuous manner under the windows of the hotel, and a

thousand confused voices were raised , to declare that it was

cruel to tear away from the inhabitants of Newburgh, the

friend they had so long and so ardently desired ; that the

darkness which had enveloped him on his arrival had per

mitted no one to see him ; that they would be greatly disap

pointed if unable to do him honourby the arrangements

they had made for his reception ; and finally that they would

not allow him to depart before the sun should have shone

upon him in their town, and he had bestowed his blessing

on the children of Newburgh This noise was soon in .

creased by a conflict that took place between the militia

men who kept the door of the hotel, and the crowd that

wished to get in and greet General Lafayette. For a few
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moments the
mayor of the town, who was at table with us,

seemed to pay little attention to what was passing in the

street , but some one coming in to inform him thatthe dis

order seemed likely to become serious, the militia and po

lice officers beginning to be weary of resisting the multi

tude, he rose, took General Lafayette by the hand, and pre

ceded by two lights, conducted him to abalcony thatlooked

out upon the street. At the sight of General Lafayette,

shouts and plaudits were raised on all sides ; but a signal

from the mayor restored silence, while he addressedthe

people as follows : “ Gentlemen !!! ( for there all magis.

trates use polished phrases in addressing the people,)

6 Gentlemen ! Do you wish to give offence to the Guest of

the Nation ?” “ No, no, no !" “ Do you wish that La

fayette should be deprived of his liberty, in the land that

owes him its emancipation ?" “ No, no !" 6 Well then ,

listen to what am going to say, and do not oblige me to

resort to the law to reduce you to order.” There was then

a profound silence . “ Your friend is expected at Albany.

He has promised to be there to -morrow before night. He

has already been delayed by an unforeseen accident, by
which he lost three hours on his route. If

you
should

keep him here until tomorrow , you deprive him of the

pleasure of visiting all the other towns, where also he is

looked for, and make him break all his engagements. Do

you wish to cause him such chagrin ?" No, no, no !"

And the air resounded with cries of applause andhuzzas.

General Lafayette then addressed to the crowd a few

words of thanks, which were received with great enthusi

The people, however, who were now silent, still re .

mained crowding the street, but without pressing at the

door of the hotel. When the General went down, a few of

the citizens advanced, and said that it lay with him to con.

tent the inhabitants of Newburgh entirely, and that it

would not cost him a quarter of an hour. « Our wives and

children are assembled here ,” said they, “ in a hall which

was prepared for your reception. Come a moment to show

yourselves to them , and we shall be happy.” It was im

possible to resist such a request. We entered a hall filled

with ladies dressed for a ball. They had by that time de

spaired of seeing him, and his presence produced a very

agreeable surprize. In the expression of their joy, they all

rushed towards him, and takingoff their crowns of flowers

with which they were decorated, threw them all over him.

asm.
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On leaving the hall we found all the men ranged in a dou

ble line on the way leading to the shore , and the General

could not getto the James Kent but through the midst of

the most tender and respectfulexpressionsof those gene
rous people, who, in spite of his assurances, still feared

they had caused him some inconvenience . The authorities

of Newburgh took leave of him on board ; and at a signal

given by the Captain we again began our navigation, not

withstanding the darkness that surrounded us.

When the sun rose it found us as high up as Poughkeep

sie, where it was impossible for the General not to stop . The

wharves and the shore were covered with militia ; the citi .

zens, and even a great number of ladies, who had been ex

pecting his arrival the whole night.

Poughkeepsie, like all the other towns bordering on the

Hudson, is at once a place of manufactures and trade, so
that its population is on a rapid increase . It contained 3400

inhabitants in 1820 ; and now nearly 5000. It was at

Poughkeepsie, in the house of George Clinton , that Wash

ington, Hamilton, Chancellor Livingston, and Mr.Jay were

accustomed to meet, to discuss the constitution which was

adopted by the United States . This circumstance was elo

quently recalled to General Lafayette by Col. Livingston ,

who was appointed by the citizens to address him.

In proceeding on our course , we visited the family of

Governor Lewis, who live in a very handsome house on the

left bank of the river ; and at 4 o'clock we arrived at Cler.

mont, where welanded infront of the elegant residence of

Mr. Robert Livingston . The celebrations which had been

prepared, in that delightful place, by the citizens who had

assembled from the surrounding towns, and by the Living

ston family ,detained us until the following morning.

We had hardly left Clermont, when we saw the fine moun.

tains ofCatskill, which, rising a few miles from the river,

beautifully form the western horizon with their brown bulk,

exhibiting an amphitheatre, in the centre of which is the

Pine Orchard House, situated 2500 feet above the level of

the Hudson . That building is an object of curiosity for the

traveller ; and of pleasure excursions to the inhabitants

of the vicinity. The masses of citizens and militiamen

which covered the pier at the end of a long point, running

into the river, apprised the General by theiracclamations,

that they also expected a visit from the guest of the nation.

We remained among them only a few minutes, during which
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the General had the satisfaction of conversing with several

of his old revolutionary companions, among whomhe recog .

nized one named James Foster, who had been particularly

attached to his service, when he was wounded at the battle

of the Brandywine.

To approach the small city of Hudson, we had, so to

speak, only to cross the river a little obliquely . At the port,

which is a very commercial one, General Lafayette was

received by the authorities and the whole population, at the

head ofwhom appeared a detachment of about eighty soldiers

of the revolution . One came out of their ranks, and showed

him a sword which he had received from him in Rhode Isl

and. “After my death ,” said he, “ it will change hands ;

but it will not change its object ; it will always serve for the
defence of liberty .'

Triumphal arches had been raised ; a public dinner pre

pared ; and the ladies were preparing for a ball ; but we
were obliged to leave all these entertainments, in order that

we might reach Albany the same day, where the General

wasawaited with impatience. The inhabitants of Hudson

perfectly understood his situation, and had the goodness to

detain him only a very short time.

The wealth of Hudson is daily increasing, by its com .

merce and manufactures. The population ,which in 1820

was not quite 3000, now exceeds 5000. The city is regu

larly andwell built,rising in an amphitheatre about 200 feet

above the level of the river. The largest merchant vessels

can easily go up to the wharves; and the neighbouring coun .

try has bold declivities, with an agreeable aspect, and is well

cultivated . Hudson was founded in 1784, and still includes

many descendants of the Hollanders, who came to the

country in 1636 .

Notwithstanding the power of our steam machine, which

took us up the river at the rate ofmore than six miles an hour,

we did not reach the Overslaugh (a small placeon the left

bank, a very short distance from Albany,) until 5 o'clock in

the evening. There we were obliged to leave the boat, be .

cause it drew too much water . We therefore landed, and

in an instant found ourselves in elegant carriages, surround

ed by an escort of dragoons, commanded byGeneral Van

Rensselaer and Colonel Cooper; and we soon arrived at

Greenbush , another village, in the centre of which we found

a triumphalarch, where refreshments were offered us, while

the town officers made a speech to the General, who replied
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to them with that readiness, spirit, and propriety , which four

or five times a day, filled those who heard him with astonish .

ment and admiration.

It was not until night that we got opposite Albany, on the

borders of the river, which was to be crossed before we

could enter the city, which stands upon the right bank. A

large flying bridge called a horseboat, received both our car

riages at once, although drawn by four horses each, with

about 30 of our mounted escort, and more than 150 pedes

trians, and carried us with ease to the other shore, which

echoed with the acclamations of a multitude, and the unin

terrupted sound of artillery. The situation to which we

thus found ourselves introduced, was grand and imposing ;

and the darkness of the night rendered it still more so.

Every cannon, by its noise and light, struck with terror

the fiery horses which surrounded us, and had no ob

stacle before them but a slender chain, which could

not have prevented them from falling into the river,

if they had not been restrained by strong men. George

Lafayette, in his tender solicitude for his father, had left

the carriage, being unwilling to entrust with any other per.

son the care of the horses that drew the General. At the

moment of our landing, the cries of joy from the multitude

were redoubled , the escort and the carriages sprung to the

shore like lightning, in the midst of a crowd so thick, that it

was difficult to imagine, how among so many people as had

been pressed by the enthusiasm of gratitude under the

wheels of Lafayette's carriage, there should have been

none wounded. At the entrance of the suburbs, the as .

semblage formed with order ; a band of musicians led the

march , and we proceeded to the Capitol, passing through

all the streets, which were lighted by innumerable illumina .

tions, and with high wooden pyramids. At the entrance of

the street which leads to the Capitol, was raised a trium.

phal arch, surmounted by a living eagle, which at the moment

when the General passed, clapped his wings, as if to pay

him homage.

We entered the capitol, and the senate chamber. The

seats were filledwith a great number of ladies and the mu

nicipal body. The General was received and addressed by

the Mayor, whoeloquently expressed to him the gratitude

felt by the United States, and particularly by the citizens of

Albany :- " Those who have partaken of the laboursof our

revolution , ” said he, “ and who are still living, receive you
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every mouth ."

as a friend and a brother ; the generation which has risen

since you left our shores, are animated with the same senti .

ments ; and those who shall be born in future ages will

celebrate your name as that of the benefactor of America,

and the hero of liberty . In every heart that beats around

you, you have the place of friendship ; and your praise is in

In his reply General Lafayette could not refrain from

expressing the astonishment it gave him, to see the nume

rous changes that had occurredin every thing that met his

eyes. “ It is not yet half a century,,” said he, “ since this

city, then it is true already old, but yet very small, was my

head quarters on the borders of a vastdesert. I here re
ceived, as commander of the Northern Department, renun

ciations of the royal authority, and the recognition of the

more legitimate authority of the United States. I now find

Albany a rich and powerful city, the central seat of the

government of the state of New York ; and the deserts

which surrounded it converted into fertile and well cultiva

ted fields. The present generation , already rendered illus .

trious by two glorious wars, and more still by its sincere

attachment to institutions whose excellence ensures an in

contestable superiority over the supercilious power, which

wished to arrogate theright of controling it ."

: From the senate chamber we went into the apartments of

Governor Yates, who, surrounded by his staff received the

General with much cordiality, and addressed him a speech
in the name of the state .

On leaving the Governor's room the General was taken to

the principal balcony, to be presented to the assembled

people. At the moment when he advanced between the

columns, an eagle came down, and placed a crown of lau

rels and evergreens upon his head. This scenewas loud .

ly applauded by the numerous spectators.

Before going to the hotel which had been prepared for us,

the General wished to pay a visit to his old companion in

arms, Mr. Matthew Gregory, who had mounted one of the

first inthe assault at Yorktown, with himself and Ham

ilton . Wefound there a numerousassembly, composed of

Judges of the Supreme Court, the Bar, and the principal

officers of the state .

That day, in which we had gone through so many emo

tions and so much fatigue, and which would have entirely

overcome a man less robust than the General, was conclu.
Vol. 1 . 10
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uneven.

ded by a supper, where they drank to the Guest of the Na.

tion ," and " the liberty and sovereignty of the People ; "

anda splendid ball, which we left at midnight,to take a little

repose .

Albany was founded in 1612, by a Dutch colony ; and

is, after Jamestown in Virginia, the oldest settlement in the

United States. Situated on the right bank of the Hudson,

one hundred and fifty miles from New York, this city does

not present an agreeable appearance; the ground being too

The streets are indeed wide, and strait ; but the

architecture of the houses is in bad taste, and reminds one

very much of the old cities of Germany. With the excep

tion of the capitol, there is nothing that looks like a public

building. That produces a pretty good effect, by its situa

tion on an eminence which terminates a very fine street, call

ed State - street. That edifice, which serves at once for the

Senate, the House of Representives, the Courts, the

Society of Arts, that of Agriculture, &c. &c. and includes

the Library, is built of granite taken from the shores
of Hudson river : and the columns, as well as the

exterior ornaments, are of beautiful white marble, brought

from the quarries of Massachusetts . The principal front

is of the Ionic order ; most of the halls are ornamented

and furnished with luxury at first admired, but which after .

ward we cannot help blaming , when we learn that it has

involved the municipality in debts, which must necessarily

becharged upon their constituents.

The City Hall, the Academy, the Lancasterian School,

the Arsenal, the Prison, and some edifices ofpublic utility,

are properly and commodiously constructed of brick .

The city is governed by a municipality composed of a

Mayor, a Recorder, ten Aldermen ,and ten Assistant-Alder

men, all appointed by the people. To simplify the admin

istration , and to facilitate theoperations ofthe Police, it is

divided into five sections, or wards. Night-watches are

especially charged to guard against fires, and an excellently

arranged fire department affords assistance in case of such

danger. Those precautions are particularly rendered ne

cessary, by the existence of numerous stores of oil and

spirits, imprudently established in the midst ofthe city.

The police regulations are executed with a degree of

strictness which does not permit any class of citizens to

offend with impunity . Among a thousand proofs of this

which have been cited is the following .--- The laws express .
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ly forbid horsemen to gallop in the streets. A little time

since, themayor was at hiscountry -house, near the city ;

when suddenly the sound of bells, and, soon after, the sight

of flames, apprised him that a fire had broken out. He

sprung onhorse -back , set off, passed through the city on a

gallop, and reached the spot. He dismounted , placed him.

self at the head of the firemen , and in a few minutes his ex

ample and his judicious advice having contributed to re .

move the danger, he quietly returned home. On the fol.

lowing day he received a summonsto appear before a jus.

tice ofthe peace, who fined him for having violated the

law whichforbids gallopping in the streets. The mayor

did not attempt, in any manner, to justify himself on ac.

count of the motive which had led him to commit the of

fence, and submitted, without murmuring, to the sentence,

which he himself acknowledged to be right. This submis

sion to the law was a good example ; and, at his departure

from the tribunal, he was addressed by a numerous deputa

tion ofthe citizens, who thanked him for the eminent ser

vices he had rendered the evening before, - by coura.

geously exposing himself for the preservation of their pro

perty.

The expenses of the city annually amount to about

45,000 dollars. The revenues, this year ( 1824 ) are estima.

ted at above 49,000 dollars : but the debt is 250,000 dollars.

This debt, which necessarily depreciates the value of real

estate in Albany, was contracted by the prodigality of

former administrations. It is not doubted that it will be

speedily liquidated by a sinking fund of above 100,000 dol .

lars, and especially by the resources daily offered by the

continually increasing prosperity ofcommerce.

As a commercial place, Albany is one of the most consi.

derable cities in the union . Ever since its settlement it

has been the place of deposit for all merchandize brought

from the West. At present the facility of communica

tion lately opened with lake Erie, by the construc

tion of a great navigable canal, is still further extending its

commercial preponderance.

Nearly eighty steamboats constantly navigate between

Albany and New York ; and the number of sloops which

perform the trade between the two cities, is much greater.

În 1820, the population of Albany was 12,630 souls . It is

now 16,000 .

On the following day, September 18th , at one o'clock in
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the morning, Mr. Clinton, with a great number of the citi

zens, was in General Lafayette's apartments, to offer him ,

in the name of the Literary and Philosophical Society of

New York, a diploma, which constituted him a member.

On that occasion Mr. Clinton pronounced an eloquent

speech, which affectedtheGeneralthe more, because he saw

in the orator the son and nephew of two very distinguished

men , with whom he had been intimately connectedduring

the war of independence. While this brief ceremony was

proceeding, a numerous procession wasformed before our

hotel; and at nine o'clock we had embarked, to the sound

ofcannon , on the canal, which leads to Troy. Five hand

some boats, from among the number of those which habi.

tually navigate the canal, had been prepared for our voy .

age. In the first was a band ofmusicians. In the second

was placed General Lafayette, with Governor Yates, the

ex.governors Clinton and Lewis, the mayor ånd munici

palcouncil, and some of the principal citizens of Alba .

ny. In the three last followed the escort, commanded by

Major Coles, and a company of artillery, and three com

panies of infantry. We stopped a few moments in our way

to visit the arsenal at Gibbonsville , which belongs to the

government of the United States. That arsenal which is

one of the largest and best provided in the union , was esta

blished in 1813, under the direction of colonel Bomford,

ofthe artillery, now attached to the war department, and

completed by major Dalliba, of the same arm , who has in

troduced into it a system of administration , remarkable for

its order and economy. On entering the court of the arse .

nal, the General was received by the officers employed at

the post, and saluted by the discharge of three pieces of

cannon taken at York town. We had pointed to us, in the

park of artillery, several French pieces, given to the United

States by France, during the revolutionary war, and all the

camp equipage taken at Saratoga with General Burgoyne.

We visitedallthe rooms in which arms are deposited .They

are kept with remarkable care and elegance; and we

found there more than thirty thousand muskets, made after

the best European models, as well as a great number of

pistols and sabres, very well manufactured. The powder

magazine also contains very large supplies.

It was not noon when we arrived atthe place where the

canal communicates with the Hudson, opposite Troy. At

the sight ofthat city, whichnow contains more than eight
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thousand inhabitants, and which, in commercial importance,

occupies the next rank to Albany, in the state of New York ,

General Lafayette was struck with astonishment. “ What!"

he exclaimed, “ has this city risen from the earth by en

chantment ?"- " No, " replied one near him, with a smile ;

s but it has been created and peopled, in a few years, by

industry, under the protection of liberty . " The General

then recounted to us, how, in 1778, when he crossed the

Hudson at that place, with a corps of troops which he com

manded, there were only two orthree little cottages, in one

of which he with difficulty obtained a cup of milk , and a

morsel of Indian bread. While he was giving us these

interesting details, our boat was let downintothe river ,

across which it was towed by twelve barks, decorated

with flags.

On landing, in the midst of a numerous collection of

people which lined the shore, the General was received

by a committee appointed to express to him the senti.

ments of gratitude and attachment of the citizens .

“ Your indefatigable devotion to the cause of civil and

religious liberty,” said the speaker, “ has rendered your

name illustrious, wherever the rights of men are respect .

ed and honoured. The freedom of this country was an

act worthy of the patriots, by whose councils and arms

it was consummated . Their labours, privations, and sa

crifices, but more particularly your generous exertions,

have engraved on the hearts of the citizens of these

states, a profound sentiment of gratitude, which is daily

increasing by the development of unexampled prosperi

ty , and the benefits of the most wise institutions .

“ May you long enjoyamong us the fruits of your glo.

rious labours ! Those fruits you will enjoy in our form

government, which secures to us order and liberty ; in

our system of jurisprudence, which insures at once public
peace and private rights ; in our public schools, which

lavish , upon thepoor as well as the rich, the benefits of a

wise legislation ; in the metamorphosis of our immense

deserts into fertile fields ; in the formation, increase, and

multiplication of our cities and villages ; in the creation of

numerous means of communication , to facilitate our com .

mercial relations; in the variety and harmony of our dif.

ferent modes of religious worship ; finally, you will farther

enjoy those fruits of your labours, and those of our revolu .

fionary patriots, in the spirit of enterprize and industry of a

of

*10
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frugal people, contented with their condition , submissive to

their laws, in peace with themselves and the whole world ;

raising thevoice of gratitude , first to Heaven , and then to

their benefactors, at the head of whom your virtues and

generous services have placed you."

This speech was received with unanimous expressions of

applause, and cries, a thousand times repeated, of “Wel.

come, welcome Lafayette !" In an instant he was taken,

as it were, in the arms of the spectators, and placed in an

open carriage, accompanied by the aged Colonel Lane,

who fought with him in the battles ofBrandywine, Mon

mouth, and Yorktown. The procession, led by the mem

bers of the Masonic Lodge, and followed by a numerous

body of militia, passed through all the streets of the town,

amidst the cries of joy of the free and grateful inhabitants.

While we were takingbreakfast in the house, from the

balcony of which we had seen all the militia of the place

and the neighbouring towns march by, the General received

a message from the ladies of Troy, inviting him to visit the

Female Boarding School, wherethey had all assembled to

receive him ; and he set out with pleasure. The avenues

to that establishment, which is conducted by Mrs. Willard ,

were decorated with green branches and flowers, and termi.

nated near the house at a triumphal arch, under which he

was received by a committee of ladies, at the head of whom

was Mrs. Paulding, who, in few words, expressed to him the

patriotic sentiments of the ladies of Troy, and their grati
tude to the illustrious benefactor of their beloved country .

He was then conducted by that committee into the establish

ment, where none of the other gentlemen accompanied him ;

and wesoon afterheard the pure and angelic voices of a

choir of young ladies singing.

The General soon after reappeared on the threshold, his

features expressing a deep feeling, his eyes filled with tears.

He slowly descended the steps, supported and surrounded

by the principal ladies of the academy. Two hundred

young ladies, dressed in white, followed him , harmoniously

raising the voice of gratitude to Heaven . They conducted

him to the outer gate, where they took an affecting

leave, in the presence of several thousand spectators, whoni

the scene had reduced to a solemn silence .

General Lafayette wished not to leave Troy, without

making a few private visits to different persons of his inti
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mate acquaintance, and particularly Mrs. Taylor, with

whose family he became attached during the revolutionary

war. Mrs. Taylor is a young lady much distinguished by

her wit, and by the acquisitionsshe hasmade in the boarding

school we had just visited. We found in her housea hand

some cabinet of minerals, remarkable for its order and

value. She presented the General, as a memorial of Troy,

a hortus-siccus, including more than two hundred of the

most remarkable plants of that vicinity, collected, arranged ,

and described by herself.

After paying our visits, we slowly proceeded out of the

city, amidst the people who crowded the way we had to take

to reach the banks of the Hudson. Every one pressed to

wards the General's carriage, and was anxious to shake

hands with him. At every step, were seen fathers raising

their children above the crowd, that they might better see

Lafayette , and ask him for his benediction . While we were

crossing the river, three cheers and a salute of artillery

expressed the farewell and the last good wishes of the in

habitants of that rich and happy town.

The city of Troy is situated on the left bank ofthe Hud

son , six miles from Albany, a little above the point where

the tide is perceptible, and on a plain of considerable ex

tent, formed of alluvion, and very fertile . The river is

there more than eight hundred feet wide . Sixty sloops,

owned by the citizens of the place, are continually em

ployed in the trade, but without preventing other vessels

from finding business. The exports in grain are also very

considerable .

On all the streams which fall into the river, and on the

river itself, are a greatnumber ofmills in active operation.

They are chiefly for grinding, sawing, and casting iron and

lead. The largest establishment is that known under the

name of Adamsville. The main body of the building,

in which is the nail-shop, contains twenty -four machines,

capable of cutting and making nails with the heads. They

are set in motion by an enormous wheel, turned by astream

of water. It is said that 1000 tons of iron are worked up

there in a year. About two miles from Adamsville is a

beautifulmanufactory of cotton, which keeps 1700 spindles

continually in operation, and thirty looms moved by water .

Close beside it isa bleaching establishment,where cotton

goods are bleached by a chemical process, at the expense of

ä сent or two a yard .
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Tanneries, potteries, paper mills, soap manufactories,

and ship yards, surround this city, which had no existence

in 1787, was only a little village in 1801, received

the name of a city as late as 1816, and in 1820 was ravaged

by a conflagration, which destroyed an amount of property

exceeding 360,000 dollars ! During the first sixty days

after this catastrophe, the insurance company faithfully

executed all itsengagements, which embraced the sum of

ten thousand dollars ; and in a short time the buildings rose

more elegant, more commodious, and more firmly con

structed than before. The city is now increasing on a re

gular plan ; all the streets are wide , straight, and supplied

with fine side -walks.

The inhabitants of Troy are no less remarkable for their

love of literature and science , than for their manufacturing

activity and intelligence. They have three newspapers in .

their city, four printing offices, five large libraries, and

many schools.

CHAPTER VIII .

New York .

On our return from our journey on the Hudson, General

Lafayette expressed the desire to return to the calmness of

private life, that he mightbe enabled to devote a little time

to the agreeable society of a great number of his old friends.

Consequently, public celebrations were suspended ; the

citizens returned to their customary occupations, and I was

enabled more attentively to examine the habits and charac

ter of the people of that great city, which , till the present

time, Ihad only seen in its festival dress .“

My first sally naturally was to see the whole length of

Broadway, which is called the Bazaar of American indus

try; andwhich is also that of the productions of the whole

world . Its length , which is about three miles, the breadth

of its side-walks, substantially and neatly laid , the elegance

of the houses, the neatness and variety of its shops, and the

ever active crowd which enlivens them, render that beauti .

ful street one of the most interesting promenades for the

traveller, who has time to observe it. A single object ap
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source .

peared to me a deformity : that was the immense burial

ground which lies on one side of the street, and from which

the passengers are only separated by an iron fence . This

sight presents a melancholy contrast with the childish joy

of the groups of young ladies who are every moment

passing, with a light step, before that sad asylum of the

dead. I am astonished that the wisdom of the corporation

of New York , who have done so much for the embellish

ment and health of that city, has never yet led them to re

move this source of putrid exhalations, which, at certain

seasonsof the year, might become so fatal to the whole

body of the population . The greater part of the other

streets, which enter Broadway,are also very clean and

very regular ; but those which are situated near the wharves,

ever present a disagreeable aspect. There are seen a great

number of wooden houses, very ill built, which serve as

a refuge of debaucheryand drunkenness. This latter vice

here makes extensive ravages : it annually plunges a great

number of its victims into prisons and hospitals ; while the

greater part of the crimes and diseases there find their

Thelow price of spirituous liquors, on which there

is no dutypaid, and perhaps, also, the excessive heat of the

climate, are the principal causes of that fatal vice . We

were assured that there were more than 3000 taverns and

drinking shops in the city of New York, in which at least

$ 30,000 are annually expended for wines and spirituous

liquors. This appeared to me to be a terrible evil to the

inhabitants .

Prostitution is less common here than would be supposed

in a commercial city, continually filled with seamen and

foreigners; there are hardly 3000 abandoned women :

which is hardly a sixtieth part of the population . This

proportion would be very small for Paris, and much more

so for London , where that class ordinarily form a twentieth

part of the population . If the causes for this great differ

ence are sought for, a principal one is found in the nume.

rous and early marriages of the inhabitants of New York .

Ordinarily men are married at between twenty and twenty

five years of age, and the women between sixteen and

twenty. Besides, the age is not fixed by law , and there is

also no law authorizing the parents to oppose the marriage

of their children. A religious act alone constitutes a mar

riage, and a difference of communion does not prohibit a

minister from pronouncing a nuptial benediction , on those
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who come to ask it. Always certain of finding the means

of subsistence for his family and himself, the young Ameri

can never hesitates on any considerations of fortune, before

he determines in his choice, which is always one of the

heart. Hence there are fewer unmarried persons in soci.

ety, and consequently fewer sources of corruption.

A third calamity,more terrible than either,also produces

its ravages in the city of New York ,and every day makes

wide attacks on the public morals : I refer to those bottom

less gulphs, which swallow up, without distinction, both the

gains of the rich merchant, and the savings of the poor

labourer ; which are the wreck of so many good characters,

long approved, and which in exchange for the money in .

trusted to them , give in return nothingbut shame and mise.

ry : I speak of the lottery offices.

The laws of the state of New York , forbid the establish

ment of new lotteries; but they consider themselves bound

to support those still existing, because they were formed in

virtue of privileges ulterior to the formation of the consti.

tution.

Is not this respect for an evil established by time a culpa .

ble weakness ? Some persons with whom I conversed,

replied, that the lotteries of New York, were not as immoral

as our own, because their profits, instead of going into the

public treasury , were employed for the support ofhospitals,

and that the danger to the working classes is not so great,

because the price of the ticketsdoes not prevent any but

the rich from purchasing them . These arguments appear.

ed to be very weak, and did not reconcile me to lotteries.

Of all the cities in the United States, New York ought

certainly to be that whose society should have lost mostof
* its national character.

The great number of strangers who are continually flow

ing in, might be expected continually to wear it away .

There are however to be found all the prominent traits

which preserve in its aspect, its national character. One of

those traits is its hospitality : a single letterofrecommenda .

tion is sufficient to introduce strangers to all the leading

societies ; and if their conduct and character correspond

with the good will which all are disposed to show them , it

will be easy forthem, in a short time, to derive gratificatioît

andadvantage from their intercourse with it.

Unfortunately, many prove themselves unworthy of so

friendly a reception , and I can hardly understand how ,
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after so much unfortunate experience, the inhabitants of

New York expose themselves to have their generous hospi.

tality repaid by fraud, treachery and calumny.

It is not uncommon to meet here with Europeans, who,

on being interrogated in regard to the character of the

Americans, have the effrontery to reply that they are

egotists, corrupt and hypocrites.

If one afterwards applies himself to an attentive exam

ination of the conduct of those men who make such bitter

accusations, he is surprised to learn that one is afraid to

make his appearancein the presence ofsuch a person ,

because he has been for a long time an insolvent and frayd

ulent debtor ; that another, who was received at first with

confidence, into the bosom of such a family, has been ex

pelled from it for attempting the basest misconduct; that

another has now become an object of scorn to that public

opinion , which he had at first conciliated under the mask of

virtues that he has not been capable of exercising.

It would be easy for me, in justification for what I have

said, to name several of such men : but it would be much

more agreeable tome, if I did notfear to wound their mo

desty, to name Messrs. P. B. M. G. &c. who, by their

intelligence, claim an honourable exception , and for the

nobleness of their character, vindicate the French name

against the injuries to which so many adventurers have

exposed it.

Among so many calumnies circulated by ignorant, or ill

designing travellers, there are however some unhappy truths,

which cannot be passed over in silence . Ought I not also

to pass over the numerous bankrupts, who, in New York ,

as in all the great commercial cities of the United States,

have induced no less dangerous effects on public morals,

and on that confidence and security so necessary to com

merce as an indispensable basis of its prosperity. The man

of bad character is not stopped in his commercial transac

tion by any precautionarylaw . However, within a few

years , the better and honest part of the merchants of New

York, ( and that is an immense majority ,) have raised their

voice with energy, to demand from Congress a law to en

sure the creditors of a merchant, who has failed, an equal

dividend of the property which he abandons ; and to

prevent a merchant who finds himself embarrassed in his

affairs, from assigning, beforehand, all he possesses to a

few confidential friends, who have lenthim theirnames and
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money to create factitious credits by the aid of which they

have betrayed the confidence of the public .

Congress have not been deaf to the chamber of Com

merce of New York, and many other cities ; they have

already carefully examined, whether it be possible to make

a law which shall suppress those abuses, without restricting

that absolute libert which is necessary to com erce .

The difficulties appeared great to the Legislature ; but not

insurmountable. Much is expected from their conscientious

and enlightened zeal.

The women here adopt the French fashion in dress,

but yet are entirely.American in their manners : that is to

say, they devote almost their whole life to the management

of their household , and the education of their children .

They generally live in a veryretiredmanner ; and although

the greater part of them might exhibit the resources of an

agreeable and intelligent conversation, they occupy but a

small place at public parties, where the young ladies seem

to have a sole right to reign. The latter, it is true, receive

from nature and education the power of pleasing. The

unrestrained liberty which they enjoy, and never abuse,

gives their manners a modest grace , freedom and careless

ness, which we do not always meet in our own society,

where, under the name of reserve, our young ladies are re .

duced to a kind of non - existence.

If the American ladies are remarkable for their strict

fidelity to conjugal faith, young ladies are not less so for

the constancy of their engagements. I have often been

shewn at balls, a number of young persons between eigh.

teen and nineteen years of age, who had beenengaged for

twoor three years, and whose future husbands were, one

in Europe, engaged in studying the arts or sciences ; ano

ther in China, on commercial business ; and another occu

pied in the dangerous whale fishery, in the most distant

seas .

Young ladies thus engaged occupy a middle place in

society, between their young companions, still free, and

the married ladies . They have already lost a little of

the childish gaiety of the former, and received a slight

tinge of the gravity of the latter. The numerous aspirants,

(here designated by the name of beaux, ) who at first sur.

rounded them in crowds, and whom they at first received

before they had made their choice, have still delicate atten .

tions to pay them , but more restrained ; and if one of
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them , who has been ill informed , or urged on by hope ,

to persist in offering his addresses and his heart,the reply :

* I am engaged , ” made with a pleasing frankness and in .

dulgent sigh , soon destroys all his illusions, without wound .

ing his pride. This sort of engagements which precede

marriage, are very common, not only in New York, but

also inall the other states of the Union, and it is extremely

rare that they are not fulfilled with religious fidelity. Pub.

lic opinion, very severe on this point, would not spare either

of the two parties which would break the engagement with
out the consent of the other .

Those who believe that republican principles are incom

patible with the enjoymentsproduced by riches, would con

sider the luxury of New York as excessive ; and would

suppose that a people who tread under their feet the rich

carpets of England, that pour out in plentiful streams

the most delicious wines of France, in gold and cut-glass,

and who move in elegant-coaches, cannot long preserve

their independence. Such persons would have reason

for apprehension, if luxury were here, as with Prin

ces and Courtiers, born in oppression, and supported

by the labours of the people. But let them recall with

pleasure, that it is but the product of industry, the rich and

fruitful offspring of liberty,

Although New York is a cityof a great extent, enclosing

a numerous population, and annually receiving at least

30,000 strangers, great disturbances are unknown in it , and

lighter offences rarely escape the watchfulness of a police,

which is no less astonishing for its activity , than for the

quietness with which it proceeds. From the perfect order

which prevails, day and night, it seems to be every where,

and yet it is no where to be discovered . The security

which it offers to strangers, as well as to citizens, is not, as

in Paris, the result of an odious combination of Gendarme

assassins, with base and disgusting spies . The traveller is

not obliged , on entering an inn, to declare his name, quality

and plans, to obtain that protection which is due toall ; and

. after having madesome stay in New York, one is forced to

confess, that its administration, like a good genius, makes

its benign influence to be every where felt, without showing

itself any where .

Europeans who have for a long time been accustomed to

permit one man, or several men, under the name of govern .

ment, to usurp at their pleasure the natural rights of other
VOL. 1 . 11
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men under their control, are unable to conceive how a

nation can exist, where all individuals, without exception ,

are permitted to travel, to come, and togo, in every sense of

the word ; to pass over the greatest distances, to enter all

cities, to sleep peacefully at any inn ; without the necessity

of having that tyrannical and ridiculous permission of the

government, written on a paper, called a passport. This

unrestricted liberty of motion in every sense of the word,

astonishes them, and renders them almost incredulous.

The following anecdote, which I warrant to be correct, is

an agreeableillustration .

General who was proscribed in 1815 , on the

restoration, had been obliged precipitately to leave Paris ;

and had sought an asylum with a friend at Havre, whence

he hoped to be able to proceed, without danger, to a land

less inimical to himself than his own. An opportunity was

soon presented . The Captain of an American vessel, af

fected at his unhappy situation , kindly took him on board,

and brought him to the United States. The joy experienced

by General on being delivered from the danger

which threatened him , absorbed his thoughts : he forgot,

that he was flying perhaps forever from his country , his
family and his friends. The wide ocean , and the interval

of thirty days which separated him fromNew York, offered

him a security which was not disturbed untilhe saw that

newland whither he was going to ask hospitality ; he then
recollected, with dismay, that in the haste in which he had

left Paris he had not been able to bring with him any ofhis

papers. Without authentic credentials, without a passport,

what would become of him ? He, however, landed ; and the

Custom House officer, who inquired of him, with politeness,

concerning the contents ofhis portmanteau, excited in him

a sentiment of fear, which he had not before experienced,

since the Emperor Napolean, his master, had regarded him

with a look ofdiscontent. In a few moments, however, the

officer allowed him to go , without asking for his passport,

which, he had no doubt, had arisen from forgetfulness.

He determined to take advantage of it immediately ; and

our general officer, moreactive by half than before, hastily

placed his baggage on the shoulders of a porter, and made

him conduct him to one of the Hotels in Broadway. There

a servant received and introduced him into a chamber,

where four or five beds were seen, on several of which

articles were placed, which showed that they were already
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taken possession of. He enquired, with anxiety, if it were

not possible to procure a private chamber ? There was yet

one with two beds, which they gave him, promising that he

should not have a companion. There he remained alone,

and began to breathe freely, thanking his good stars which

had brought him safely through so many dangers. The

next packet from Havre, was to bring him letters of credit ;

and he then would be able to claim and obtain protection.

He had nothing to do to avoid being arrested as an adventu

rer, a vagabond, or suspicious person, but to pass a fortnight

in the retreat which was then offered him. He had passed

three long days in his solitary confinement, when , on the

morning of the fourth, the master of the Hotel presented him .

self ; and with an air of politeness without intrusiveness ;

interest, without curiosity ; said to him : “ Sir , I am natural.

ly not an indiscreet man, and am not accustomed to torment

my guests with impertinent questions, but I fear that this

severe restraint, to which it appears you have condemned

yourself, since your entrance into my house, may have been

caused by some chagrin or unhappy embarassment, and I

have come to offer my services with frankness, which I

hope you will in the same manner accept." The honest

and candid tone in which these words were uttered, en .

couraged the poor recluse . “ Youappear to me a good

man ,, "he replied to ķis host : “ and I will place confidence

in you.” My situation is unfortunate as you suppose . Then

casting an anxious glancearound his chamber, and lower

ing his voice, " I am a French officer. "

Compelled, in consequence of the great events which are

no doubt well known to yourself, to leave my country , I

have come to seek an asylum against proscription. The

Americans and their government are hospitable I know

but here, as every where else , the police who are entrusted

with the care of the citizens, no doubt require that strangers

should make themselves known : and how can I do it when

I have not even a passport ? on what grounds can I request

permission to reside in this city, or go to any other ? You

offer to assist me: do you stand my security with the police,

make themallow me tostay, and to go about the city with

out being disturbed, and I shall be under the greatest obli

gations to you ." From this speech , and the agitation which

accompanied it, the American imagined the French officer

was intoxicated ; and he would have persisted in that

opinion , if the latter had not explained how necessary and

66
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important a passport is to the European traveller. He

hastened to relieve him from his anxiety, by saying : 6 The

authority which governs us emanates from ourselves; and

we have not been foolish enough absurdly to allow it to

exercise the right to paralyze our most natural faculties;

as that of going fromthis to that direction , as far as we

please . Strangerswho land upon our soil , as well as our

selves, are admitted to the enjoyment of every liberty which

does not interfere with the rights of other men. Go then ,

if you wish, from Labrador to the Gulf of Mexico- from

the Atlantic to Lake Huron-or remain peaceably an inha

bitant of New York ; and I promise you the most perfect

security, and the most absolute liberty.” General

could hardly believe this assertion; but experience soon

convinced him : and in the first journies which he made,

he was less affected by the beauties of nature , and the

aspect of the country, though entirely new to him , than at

the happiness of not being obliged, at the entrance of every

city, or at every change of horses, to show his passport to a

gendarme.

The business done in the port of New York, presents one

of the most animated and varied pictures which can be

imagined. It is uncommon for half an hour to pass without

bringing a vessel to or from the wharves, which are co

vered with numerous groups of travellers, who are either

arriving or departing ; the variety of whose costumes and

languages proves that there are few parts of the world with

which the United States have not connection. In the midst

of this crowd, animated by the different feelings of surprise

and regret, it is easy to recognize the Americans, in the

calmness, I had almost said indifference, with which they

leave or return to their native country , and the friends who

accompany them to the vessel or receive them on shore .

Accustomed from his infancy to compare with each other

the prodigious distances which separate the points of the

country which he inhabits, the American is less affected at

the moment of embarking ona voyage from New York to

China, than an inhabitant of Paris who sets out to view the

sea at Dieppe. An idea may be formed of the facility with

which the American travels, by casting a glance at the

records which annually present the number of passengers

embarking in different ports of the Union : itwill be seen

that the citizens of the different ports of the United States

figure there in an immense proportion , compared with their

population.
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The following table , which presents the number of pas.

sengers who embarked from the port of New York alone,

between the 1st March, 1818, and the 11th September, 1819,

will enable one to form an approximate judgment of the

proportion in which every nation furnishes travellers in the

United States.

Americans 16,628 Germans 499 Portuguese 54

English 7,629 Swiss 372 Prussians 48

Irish 6,067 Spanish 217 Swedes 28

Scotch 1,495 Dutch 155 Africans 5

French 930 Italians 103 Sardinians 3

Belgians 590 Danes 97 Norwegians 3

CHAPTER IX.

Departure from New York - Route from New York to Trenton - Battles of Treni

ton and Princeton - Visit to Joseph Buonaparte - State of New York .

On the 23d of September we left New York for the third

time. The profound silence which prevailed among the

crowd that filled the streets, the melancholy impressed

on every countenance, sufficiently indicated that the third

absence of Lafayette was to be of long duration.
What a

contrast this departure presented to our first arrival! On

this day not a cry of joy, not an acclamation ; but how

much expression was there in the very silence of the peo

ple and the militia , who formed a double line from our hotel

to the shore, where the vessel awaited us . The General

preferred to go on foot the long distance which he had to

pass, and sent away the carriage which had been prepared

But when he reached the threshold of thedoor, he

was so surrounded and pressed upon, by those who wished

to see him once more, that it was impossible for us to dis

engage him, and clear a passage by whichhe might proceed.

At every step his progress was retarded by the most af

fecting farewells. At every step men rushed before him,

took his hand, and pressed it with tenderness, then hastily

left him, and turned away to conceal their tears, which they

no longer had power to restrain .

Accompanied by a numerous deputation from the city ,

we went on board the steamboat Chancellor Kent, which

for us .

11*
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was to carry us to the territory of New Jersey, from which

we were separated only by the North River,in that place

of prodigious breadth. At the moment when we were get:

ting under way, a cannon sounded ; but how mournful did

it seem ! It appeared in harmony with the crowd, who

were mournfully standing on the shore. We partook of

these melancholy feelings, and perhaps should have given

ourselves up to our grief, but suddenly a striking contrast

appeared, to changethe nature of our sensations. On the

left bank we had left a sorrowful family mourning the de.

parture of a father. On the right, we heard the cries of

joy from freemen who came to hail their deliverer . We

were soon among them ; and their frank and cordial recep

tion somewhat mitigated the grief of separation .

Mr. Williamson, Governor of New Jersey, had collected

at Powles Hook, where we landed, his whole staff, and a

detachment of militia, with which he escorted the General

through his whole route across the state of New Jersey.

Our route lay through Bergen, Rahway, New Brunswick ,

Princeton and Trenton . In each of those towns, and all

the villages between them, General Lafayette was received

amidst the most brilliant displays, prepared in the same spi

rit of enthusiasm and gratitude which had been expressed

in every part of New England. At Bergen, a deputation

of the town presented him, in the name of the inhabitants,

a cane made of the branch of an apple tree, under which

he had breakfasted with Washington , when he passed that

place with him during the war of the revolution. That ap

ple tree was overturned by a terrible tempest in 1821.
These different circumstances were engraved on the golden

head of the cane .

At Newark, a pretty town situated on the banks of the

Passaic, the Guest of the Nation was saluted by the pa

triotic
songs of numerous choirs of youngboys and girls.

He slept at Elizabethtown ; and on the following morning

entered New Brunswick with the sound of bells and can

On the 25th he stopped a few moments at Princeton ,

where the president, at the head of the professors, pre

sented himwith a diploma, as a member of the society,

which had been conferred upon him with unanimity under

the presidency of Dr. Witherspoon ; and on the same eve

ning he reached Trenton, where a large concourse of peo .

ple awaited him , at the head of whomthe magistrates es .

non.
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pressed to him sentiments of affection and gratitude, with

which every citizen was animated.

The whole country through which we passed inthose

two days, is commonly called the garden of the United

States. That name in fact is remarkably applicable to that

portion of New Jersey, which is watered by the most beau.

tiful streams, and decorated with the finest farms imagina

ble. If, in that march of two days, our eyes were conti.

nually refreshed by these charming aspects of nature, our

imagination was no less gratified byhistorical recollections,

which at every step were awakened by the ground which

we trod . It was by the same route that Washington ef

fected his admirable retreat in 1776, after having suffered

some checks on the North river. It was at Trenton and

Princeton that he resumed the offensive against his pre .

sumptuous adversaries, by which confidence was inspired

into his drooping troops, and which led them to other victo .

ries under his standards.

The details of those glorious days could not but interest

me greatly ; and I listened to them with avidity, as they

were recounted by some of the old members of the Cincin.

natiSociety, with whom we dined on the day of our arrival

at Trenton . They reported the facts of which they had

been witness in the following manner :

Washington having learned that a body of 12 or 1500

Hessians and British dragoons, under the order of Colonel

Rhal, had taken possession of Trenton, formed a plan for

surprising and taking it if possible. To effect his project,

he chose the night of Christmas, well presuming thatdis .

cipline and watehfulness would be a little relaxed on that

festival. He had at that time under his order notmore

than 3000 men, of whom he took 2500, divided them into

two divisions, one under the command of General Greene,

the other under General Sullivan ; and at their head passed

the Delaware by the aid of boats , at midnight, on the 25th

December, in the midst of a terrible storm of rain and

Having landed on the Jersey shore, he directed

one of his columns to the left, to gain the great road to

Maidenhead, and the other directly to Trenton, following

the course of the river. The march was so rapid and

secret, that the columns arrived at 7 o'clock in the morning

at the advanced posts, which were completely surprised.

When the first musket shots were heard, the Brigade ran

to arms; and a few men attempted to draw out the artillery,

snow .
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which was parked in the church , but were prevented by

the activity in which the American advanced guard came

among them. The Hessians and English, seeing them .

selves surrounded on all sides,gave up the defensive. Colo.

nel Rhal and several other officers, having been danger.

ously wounded in the commencement of the encounter, the

troops surrendered at discretion . This action , which gave

the conquerors six pieces of cannon, three standards, one

hundredsmall arms, twelve hundred prisoners, and much

baggage, hardly cost him ten men. General Washington

determined to send the Hessians into the interior of Penn.

sylvania with all their baggage. This generous treatment,

which they by nomeansexpected, inspired them with a

great veneration of the American general, whom they de

clared tobe a very good and amiable rebel.

After this success, Washington retired behind the Dela.

ware ; whence, after having received considerable rein ,

forcements from the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania,

he returned anew into New Jersey, and encamped at Tren .

ton . On receiving this news, Lord Cornwallis perceived

that he had deceived himself when he thought the war was

drawing nigh its termination. He perceived his adversary

was not a man at all likely to abandon his cause, so long

as it was possible for him to fire a shot ; and he therefore

resolved to proceed with vigour. In spite ofthe rigour ofthe

season , he assembled all his troops from their winter quar

ters, and marched against him in considerable force. On

his approach, Washington retired behind the Assumpsick, so

that the city of Trenton lay between the two armies, which

during the first evening , exchanged a few cannon shot ;

after which they remained some time observing each other.

Cornwallis, however, received reinforcementsevery day ;

and waited only for the arrival of two brigades from Bruns

wick , to attempt the passage of the brook, and make an

attack. The situation of Washington was then very criti

cal, his provisions began to fail, and all communication with

the Jerseys and the Western States had been cut off; but he

did not despair of that sacred cause which he defended.

On the second of January, at 1 o'clock in the morning, he

ordered the fires to be well supplied, and to leave a few

soldiers to attend them , while the army, marching to the

right and afterwards wheeling to the left,passed in the rear

of the British army, and penetrated into the interior of New

Jersey. The movementwas a dangerous one, if it could
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not be made secretly : for it was necessary to proceed a

considerable distance on the right, in order to pass the

Assumpsick at its source with more facility, and then to

fall on Princeton . It was executed with remarkable suc .

cess. At about a mile from Kingston, Washington's van

guard, on entering the great road,met the British regiment

under Colonel Maywood, who, in the greatest security,

without any precaution, was advancing towards Trenton.
An engagement immediately commenced. The American

vanguard was at first repulsed by the energy of the English

fire . General Mercer, who commanded it, wished to re

new the attack with the bayonet ; but in leaping over a

ditch he fell in the midst of the English , who killed him

without mercy, when in the act of presenting his sword as

a prisoner. The Americans, discouraged by the loss of

their chief, retired into the woods, to await the main body

of the army, which soon arrived. The English corps con
tinued their route towards Maidenhead, so that Washington,

on his arrival at the scene of action , found only the 48th

British regiment, which at the report of the first fire, had

proceeded on the great road . Heattacked them with much

spirit, routed them , and made many prisoners.

During that time, General Sullivan was rapidly advancing ,

leaving on the left the Princeton road, withthe intention of

turning that place, and cutting off all hope of retreat to

Brunswick, from the troops who held it in possession. A

wood through which he had to pass, was occupied by two

hundred British troops, whom he dislodged in an instant ;
and he continued his pursuit to the great College at Prince .

ton , in which they would have been able to make a strong

defence, but they did not think of occupying it , and were

obliged to surrender at discretion. Washington, after having

at the head of his principal corps, effectually dispersed or

taken every thing opposed to him , collected his forces and

marched rapidly on towards Middlebrook . He would gladly

have pushed on to Brunswick , which at the first moment,

he could have captured without much difficulty . But he

had marched thirty miles in one day, and his troops were

harassed with fatigue, so that it was necessary for him to

halt. It would be difficult to paint the astonishment of

Cornwallis, when he heard, twelve miles in his rear, the

bold attack of an enemy whom he considered in his pre .

sence . The fires were still burning on the shores of the

Assumpsick. He precipitately retired on Brunswick ; and
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from that moment, the Jerseys remained free from the

enemy, and Pennsylvania was secured .

We arrived at Trenton on the 25th of September. On

the following day, (Sunday ,) after divine service, which we

attended at the Presbyterian Church, we seated ourselves

in a coach, with the governor and his aids, without escort

and without parade, and rode to Bordentown, the residence

of Joseph Buonaparte. The ex-king appeared sensibly

affected with this visit of the General, and received him

with an expression of feeling and cordiality, which proved

to General Lafayette, that time could not diminish the sen

timents of affection which he had formerly shown him .

He detained us to dine , and to introduce us to his family,

which at that moment only consisted of his daughter and

son - in -law , Prince Canino, son of Lucien Buonaparte.

Before dinner, Joseph Buonaparte took General Lafayette

into his cabinet, and detained him much more than an hour.

We spent that time in conversing with prince Canino,

whose manners are very affable, and whose mind appeared

to be quite cultivated. The study of the sciences, and par.

ticularly that of natural history, occupied, it was said , much
of his time. He has continued, with remarkable talent,

the great work of Wilson, the ornithologist; and is not in

ferior to him. After dinner, at which Madame Canino did

the honours with much grace, we found the gardens and

courts filled with the inhabitants of the village andvicinity ,

who brought their children to share in the benediction of

the patriarch of Liberty. Joseph himself, immediately

ordered that all the doors should be opened ; and in a mo.

ment all the apartments were thronged . It was indeed å

striking picture which was presented by those American

peasants under the rich ceilings of Bordentown. Although

their eyes are not accustomed to the splendour of royal

furniture, they did not stop at any of those beautiful pictures

of the Italian or French schools, nor at those exquisite

bronzes and marbles with which the apartments of Joseph

are ornamented in such a rich profusion. It was only La

fayette they wished to see, and having gratified theirwish ,

they went out satisfied, and apparently incapable of attend

ing to any thing which might lead away their thoughts from

what they had eujoyed. When the crowd had become

satisfied , and had leftthe house, General Lafayette hastened

to excuse himself with his host for having drawnuponhim

so great a concourse of visiters ; to which Joseph replied,
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with much kindness, that he considered himself happy that

his neighbours had been disposed to join him in expressions

of respect; "and besides,” he added , “ I have long been

accustomed to see as many of them in my house, for every

year, on the 4th of July, we celebrate together the aniver

sary of American independence.'

The time had rapidly passed during this visit; and the

governor of New Jersey had to remind the General, that

we had only time enough to return to Trenton before night.

Wę immediately set out. Joseph and his family being de

sirous to accompany the general a partof the way, we

shared among us the carriage which had been prepared,

and we passed at a slow pace, through his extensive and

beautiful estate, the peaceable possession of which, ap

peared to me preferable to the precarious government of

the Kingdom of Spain. When we had again entered upon

the great road, affectionately addressing General Lafayette,

"permit me, ” said he, " to stop on my frontiers, and return

you to the affection of the Americans, who claim the pleas
ing right of paying you the honours of their country .” He

tenderly embraced the General, shook us by the hand , and

hastily returned to his family.

During that visit, Joseph Buonaparte showed himself to

be an intelligent and amiable man . The friendship which

he showed us, the generosity with which he receives stran .

gers, particularly unfortunate Frenchmen, and finally , the

excellence of his character, have gained him the hearts of
all. His fortune is large, his family cherish him ; but yet

he has not the air of a happy man. That arises, I imagine,

from the recollection of the misfortune he has once endured

of being & king.

On our return toTrenton, we spent the evening with the

Governor, his family , and several of the principal citizens
of the state . Conversation turned on many of the events

of the revolution, in which General Lafayette bore a con

spicuous part ; and the recollection of thevarious sacrifices

made at that glorious period, naturally drew the conversa

tion to the immense benefits which they conferred on every

part of the Union . One of the officers of the government,

a man of cultivated mind, and remarkable address, gave us

a rapid sketch of the manner in which the state of New

Jersey had become so prosperous, since the period when

they were rescued from theridiculous and absurd colonial

system . This province, the first settlement of which was
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made in 1628 , by a company of Swedes , and which , after

having passed successively into the hands of the Dutch and

English, changed masters at least ten times within seventy.

two years , hardly .contained 2500 inhabitants a century

after its establishment; and at most 100,000 at the time it

began to enjoy the benefits of independence ; now contains

at least 280,000 .

Although the state of New Jersey was continually the

theatre ofthe revolutionary war, and its losses consequently
were very great, its present prosperity is equal to that of the

mostflourishing states. Protected by forty years of peace

and liberty, its industry has created a fruitful source of

wealth .

The Constitution of the state of New Jersey was discussed

and adopted by the Continental Congress, held at Burling
ton, on the 2d July, 1776. That constitution was introdu .

ced by a declaration, in which the following principle was

proclaimed:

“ Whereas all the constitutional authority ever possessed

by thekings of Great Britain over these colonies, or their

other dominions, was, by compact, derived from the people,

and held of them , for the common interest of the whole

society ; allegiance and protection are , in the nature of

things, reciprocal ties, each equally depending upon the

other, and liable to be dissolved by the others being refu .

sed or withdrawn : And whereas George the Third , king of

Great Britain, has refused protection to the good people of

these colonies ; and by assenting to sundry acts of the

British parliament, attempted to subject them to the abso .

lute dominion of that body ; and has also made war upon

them, in the most cruel and unnatural manner, for no other

cause , than asserting their just rights- all civil authority

under him is necessarily at an end , and a dissolution of
government in each colony has consequently taken place."

The Constitution of New Jersey establishes three powers :

the Legislative, Executive, and Judiciary ; but with this pe.

culiarity, that the governor of this state is alway& amember of

the Legislative Assembly, and Chancellor of the state . He

is elected every year,by the Council and General Assembly .

He has the right of granting pardon to criminals, even in

cases of treason . He is Commander-in-chief of the mili.

tary forces, butyet possesses noinfluence in the appointment

of captains and subaltern officers, who are chosen by the

companies in every county. Only the generals and officers
of the staff are chosen by the Council and the Assembly ,
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arms.

The military forces amount to about 40,000 men, of all

The regulations of the militia are nearly the same

as those in the state of Massachusetts.

CHAPTER X.

Entrance of Philadelphia - Historyand Constitution of the State of Pennsylvania

Commerce, Agriculture, &c .-City of Philadelphia - Public Buildings, Prisons,

Establishments, & c .

On Monday the 27th of September, we crossed the De .

laware, over a bridge about nine hundred feet in length,

and entirely sheltered, to protect travellers from bad wea.

ther . Foot passengers cross it on a fine sidewalk. The

middle path is divided into two ; and carriages are obliged

to take one side in going, and the other in returning, to
avoid accidents. It is built after the design of Mr. Burr,

who laid the first stone in 1804. It was completed in 1812.

On touching the soil of Pennsylvania, General Lafayette

was received by the Governor of the state , at the head of

his staff, and in the presence of the troops and citizens of

Morristown, who had assembled in great numbers . From

Morristown we went to lodge at theArsenal at Frankfort,

passing the charming town of Bristol.

We resumed our march on the following morning, with

a more numerous escort than the previous evening,and in

proportion as we approached Philadelphia, foot passengers,

horsemen and carriages increased the procession in snch a

degree, that it was with difficulty we could proceed . At a

little distance from the city, in a plain, wereabout6000 mi.

litia under arms, in fine condition and discipline, forming a

square, in the centre of which General Lafayette was re
ceived , with the discharge of cannon, by the civil and mili

tary authorities. After he had passed on foot the ranksof

the militia, and when they had deployed before him under

command of General Cadwallader, we took up our march

with them to enter the city . It could never have been said

with greater truth that the whole population came out to

meet General Lafayette. None of the inhabitants re .

mained in their houses except those labouring under
infirmity. Steps had been raised on each side of the
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age or
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streets , high as the roofs, to afford places for the spectators.

In the principal street of that part of the suburbs which

we entered, all the mechanic societies were drawn up in

line . At the head of each corps was a workshop contain

ing a number of workmen, employed in the labours of their

various professions. Beside each of these shops was seen

a banner, bearing the portraits of Washington and La.

fayette, and this inscription : “ To their wisdom and cou

rage we owe the free exercise of our industry .” Among

those corps of artizans, we particularly marked that of the

printers : above their press, which was placed in the middle

of the street, was placed this inscription : " The liberty of

the press -- the surest guarantee of the rights of man.

From this press proceeded in great numbers, odes to La.

fayette and patriotic songs ,which were thrown into our car.

riages as we passed, and distributed to the people who fol .

lowed . After the artizans came the public schools, mas .

ters and scholars, all decorated with ribbons, bearing the

inscription— " Welcome Lafayette.” At the head of the

procession marched a detachment of cavalry. The Guest

of the Nation was in an elegant calash , drawn by six

horses. By his side was placed the venerable Judge Pe.

ters, who was the secretary and the soul of the War De.

partment during the whole period of the revolution . Then

camethe governor, mayor, municipal council and judges,

in different coaches; and finally G. W. Lafayette, with

the secretary of his father, in a calash resembling

that of the General, while behind us heavily moved four

large waggons, resembling tents in their form , each con

taining forty old revolutionary soldiers. It was impossible

to look upon those veterans of liberty, without being af.

fected . I'heir eyes, although half closed by age, still

found tears to express the unexpected joy and happiness

which they feltatonce more beholding their oldcompanion

Their voices, feeble and trembling, became re .

animated with the sounds of the warlike instruments which

accompanied them ; and were again invigorated while they

repeated theirold war songs, blessed the namesof Wash

ington and Lafayette, and joined in the shouts of freedom .

A long column of infantry closed the march. The pro .

cession ,after having passed through the principal streets,

and under thirty triumphal arches, stopped before the City

Hotel, where we alighted. While we took a few moments

of repose, the deputies and senators of Pennsylvania, and

in arms.
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the municipal council, the corps of judges, and military au .

thorities, assembled in the principal hall. A few moments

after, at a signal given bythirty guns, we were introduced

into that hall : and the General, having been led to the

base of the statue of Washington, was addressed by the

mayor in the following words :

" Forty years ago, in this city, and in this very hall ,

which may justly claim the name of the cradle of inde .

pendence, an assembly of men, such as the world seldom

sees, eminent in virtue, talents and patriotism , declared, in

the face of the world, their determination to govern them

selves, and take a rank, for themselves and their children,

among the nations. Very few men then alive survive at

the present day ; but in that number history will find, and

we are proud to place, General Lafayette, whose whole life

has been devoted to the support of liberty, and the defence

of the imprescribable rights of men.

“General !-Many of your countrymen who came with

you to our assistance, are no more : but this nation remem .

bers them, and future ages will preserve their story. Let

us endeavour for a moment to forget those glorious shades,

to welcome the living hero. '

While listening to this discourse, and recollecting this

hall in which was signed the declaration of indepen

dence of the United States -- this hall at the door of which

he awaited with so much anxietyin 1777, for permission to

draw his sword and devote his fortune in a cause then al.

most desperate -- General Lafayette experienced an emo.

tion which he had difficulty in repressing, and which seve.

ral times betrayed itself in his reply.

“ My entrance into this great and superb city , ” said he,

“ the solemn and touching recollections which have been

awakened, and the affectionate reception which has been

offered me, awakens in my heart the remembrance of all

those feelings which I experienced fifty years ago. It is

here, in this hall, consecrated by the councils of sages,

where the independence of the United States was boldly

proclaimed. In anticipation of the independence of all

America, here commenced a new era for the civilized

world , the era of social order, founded on the rights of

mankind — the advantages of which are everyday exem

plified in the peace and happiness of your republic. Here,

Sir, was formed our brave and virtuous revolutionary army :

here was inspired, by providence, the happy idea of in
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trusting the command to the much loved Washington, that

faultless soldier. But these recollections, with a crowd of

others, are mingled with deep regret at the loss of the

great and good men whom we have to lament. To their

services, Sir, to your respect for their memory , to the

friendship which united me with them , I must refer the great

part of the honours which I have here and elsewhere re.

ceived : honours far above my own merit. It is also un

der the auspices of their venerated names, as well as by

the impulses of my own feelings, that I beg you, sir

mayor, and you, members of the two councils, and the in

habitants of Philadelphia, to receive a tribute of my re

spect, my affection , and my profound gratitude. "

All the people were then admitted, to pass before the

Guest of the Nation, and to take his hand . This ceremony

continued for several hours, and presented the most perfect

picture of equality which it is possible to conceive. Be.

fore generals came artizans, with blackened hands, muscu

lar arms, and stooping shoulders. By the side of a magis.

trate walked a farmer, in his humble dress ; the priest and

the artist came hand in hand ; and children, encouraged at

finding their rights and weakness respected, stepped boldly

up, before soldiers and sailors. Such a variety of cos

tume, singularly contrasted with the uniform expression of

their countenances, in all of which was seen the same sen.

timent of emotion and pleasure.

Afterthis reception, the General wasconducted to Wash

ington Hall, inthemidst of a constantly increasingcrowd,

where a splendid dinner was prepared. All the authorities

were present, and numerous toasts were drank . One was

proposed to “ regenerated Greece,” to which they wished

a Washington for a chief, and a Lafayette for a friend."

In the evening a population of 120,000 souls, increased by

40,000 strangers, from every part of the Union, walked the

streets by the light of the illuminations and fireworks, sing

ing the exploits of the champion of liberty : and these po.

pular rejoicings, which in Europe, under the care of the

police, would have been attended with murders, robberies,

andaccidents, of every description , passed here without the

slightest disorder. On the following morning, the mayor

paid a visit to General Lafayette, holding in his hands the

report he had just received from the police office, which he
exhibited to us. “ See, ” said he, with an expression of

much satisfaction , “ how freemen conduct. More than
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40,000 strangers have come to mingle in the celebrations

of our citizens,but I have not found it necessary to increase

the strength of the watch . It therefore consists of only

one hundred and sixteen unarmed men ; and yet they have

not had a single disorder to repress during this nightof po

pular excitement. Here is the report ; not a complaint

not the slightest difficulty ! " and joy brightened in the eyes

of that most virtuous magistrate, whose only happiness is

founded on the wisdom of his fellow.citizens. I thought

the mayor of Philadelphia would be a bad prefect of the
police in Paris .

On the following days the General received, in the Hall

of Independence,addresses from the different corporations,

or regularly constituted bodies : such as the clergy, the

philosophical society,the university , the chamber of com

merce,the bar, the children of the schools, the Washington

light infantry, the Lafayette benevolent association, the re.

volutionary soldiers, the French residents in Philadelphia,

& c . &c.

To each of the addresses General Lafayette replied , in

an easy and elegant extemporaneous speech , so appropri

ate to the various circumstances which they recalled to

him, that the astonishment and admiration of the public

continually increased .

The deputation of the clergy presented a very interest

ing picture, and one well worthy to interest an European.

Ledby Bishop White, who was chaplain to congress du

ring the revolutionary war, it contained nearly eighty

pastors, almost all of different sects, but all animated by

the same spirit of tolerance and charity .
The orator

speaking in the name of the ministers of all denomina

tions, and as a faithful organ of their unanimous sen.

timents, addressed him as follows :

“ We all congratulate ourselves that we owe, in part

to your efforts, the happiness of living under a govern

ment which offers equal protection to all religious sects,

of whatever denomination, imposing upon them no other

obligation than that of respecting the peace, and legal

order of civil life . ”

The general replied : - The unanimous expression of

affection and esteem with which I am honoured, by the

respectable pastors of the different religious communities

of Philadelphia, and its environs, affects my heart with

sentiments of deepest gratitude, and afford me
a new

12*
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proof of the holy nature of that fraternity, which, in this

happy country , unites the ministers of the gospel in li.

berty and equality. Republican principles, in truth, can

never find a more powerful support than that which is af.

forded them by pastors, who, to eminent personal services,

unite the inestimable advantages of being chosen by their

own congregations."

“ I pray you, gentlemen, to receive mykind and respect.

ful thanks for your address, which is so much more affect.

ing to me, because it is presented by an old and respected

friend, the friend of Washington, whose patriotic prayers

and benedictions were so often, in this hall of Congress,

connected with the great events of the revolution . ”

The speech of Bishop White, and the reply of General

Lafayette, awakened in me, I acknowledge, many new

ideas ; I began to understand how, under a good govern .

ment, religion and liberty , far from being incompatible,

lend each other mutual support: and how , for the esta .

blishment of this happy alliance, unknown in Europe, no,

thing else is necessary, but that the government, renoun.

cing the system of makingreligion an instrument or prop for

itself, should leave the citizens the right of choosing and

paying the men to whom they wish to entrust the direction

of their consciences.

I have before said, that the French residents in Philadel.

phia came to express to General Lafayette their feelings

of personal attachment, and the pleasure they experienced

in beholding one of their countrymen enjoy so splendid a

triumph. They assembled with Mr. Duponceau at their

head , whom they appointed to be their organ ; and that

trust heperformed with a feeling eloquence which springs

from religion and the law of liberty.

Mr. Duponceau, whom wehad thepleasure again to hear
address Lafayette, at the head of a philosophical society , of

which he is a member, and of the bar of Philadelphia, of

which he is one of the principal ornaments, has resided in

the United States ever since the war of independence, in

which he distinguishedhimself as an aid -de -camp toBaron
Steuben . As a sound and well- read lawyer, Mr. Dupon .

ceau has acquired, in his adopted country, a high reputa

tion, which is greatly increased by the practice of every

virtue. During our visit to Philadelphia , we counted

among our happiest moments those we passed in his ever

amiable, and ever instructive society.
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We also found at Philadelphia another countryman,

whom we had the pleasure of embracing. I speak of Ge.

neral Bernard : the modest and learned man, whose talents

and distinguished patriotism were not recognized by the

French Government in 1815. General Bernard, who, it is

well known, passed with credit through the imperial court

ofNapoleon, without losing any thingof his republicanism :

( which may truly be regarded as a phenomenon ,) has here

found those who can appreciate his merit. Being intrust

ed by the American government to furnish the country with

a complete system of fortification, and serve the prosperity

of their commerce by the construction of canals and roads

on animmense scale, he will give us the satisfaction of see

ing a French nameassociatedwith the great enterprises of

a great nation. It is impossible to be acquainted with Ge.

neral Bernard, without feeling for him sincere esteem , ad.

miration , and friendship .

All the time General Lafayette was able to devote to his

friends, and the people of Philadelphia, was occupied in vi.

siting the institutions of benevolence and public utility,

which are very numerous in that great city. But, before I

attempt to designate or describe them, I wish to cast a

hastyglance at the settlement and history of Pennsylvania.

In 1627 , a party of Swedes and Finlanders landed on the

shores of the Delaware, and laid the first foundations of

this colony, which afterwards so rapidly increased, under

the mild and humane institutions of William Penn. The

wisdom and moderation of the Swedes, and their excellent

administration , might have ensured to them the peaceable

possession of the soil which they had acquired ofthe natu

ral proprietors, the Indians. But thirty years had hardly

elapsed, when they found themselves dispossessed by the

Dutch, who also suffered in the same manner by the En.

glish, not less avaricious and cunning than themselves. In

1681, Charles II. king ofEngland, wishing to pay the ser

vices which Admiral Penn had rendered to* the crown ,

granted to his son, William Penn , 200,000 acres of land on

the banks of the Delaware.

[Here is inserted a passage from the Charter of Pennsyl.

vania, which it it unnecessary to publish .]

On the 11th June, of that year on which the Charter was

granted , the proprietor, and those who were to emigrate
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with him , agreed that, before they distributed the land to

the purchasers, sufficient should be reserved for the making

of roadsthat all affairs with the Indians should be treated in

the market place— that all differences arising between the

emigrants and the natives, should be decided by six emi.

grants, and six Indians — that out of every five acres, one

should be left uncleared, in order to preserve the oaks, and

the white mulberrry trees for the construction of vessels

that no one should leave the province without giving notice

in the public market place, three weeks previously .

At the close of the same year the colonists arrived in

Pennsylvania, and laid the foundation of this settlement.

Penn himself arrived at the beginning of the following year,

and purchased from Lord Berkley, and the heirs of George

de Carteret, for the sum of £ 4000 sterling, certain parts of

New Jersey, which he added to his estate, and thus found

himself possessed of the whole country, included between

the 40th and 43d degrees of Latitude. He also purchased,

from the Indians, certain tracts which he paid for with the

greatest punctuality ; not considering that the title of an

European gave him a right to deprive asavage nation of

their legitimate and natural country. His spirit of justice

and moderation soon conciliated the attachment of the In.

dians, who from being hostile as formerly to all the settle .

ments of the whites, soon became his friendly and faithful

allies. His reputation soon spread in Europe a desire

among many unfortunate men in those countries, to seek

peace and liberty with him. The first colonists who had

arrived with him imitated his virtues ; and the settlement

prospered . In the year 1692, William Penn convoked a

general assembly of the inhabitants, and entrusted them

with the draft of a constitution, the execution of which was

to be submitted to a Governor, assisted by a Provincial

Council, and theinhabitants convened in a general assema

bly. The council was to be composed of seventy members,

chosen by the inhabitants, over whom the Governor, or his

representives, should preside. This council was to be an

nually renewed, one third at a time. On that occasion

William Penn pronounced a speech, in which he established

this proposition , too little acknowledged by the nations and

governments of Europe, that whatever be the form of the

government, the people are always free, when they are

only governed bylaws, and have a hand in making them ;

and that, aside from these conditions, oligarchy and confu
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sion , must ensue ; that the great object of every govern .

ment is, to make their power respected by the people, and

to secure the people from abuse of power ; also that the

people are free in obeying -- the magistrates honoured and

respected, through the justice of their administration and

submission to the laws.

Troubles however succeeded , which were causedby the

protests of the Governor of Maryland, Lord Baltimore ;

and William Penn was obliged to return to England to de.

fend his rights. During his absence, he entrusted his

government to five Commissioners, who caused great dis.

content by their abuse of authority. In these circum

stances, King James having abdicated, his successor took

possession of the government of Pennsylvania. But three

years afterwards, in 1696, he had returned it to its owner.

In 1699, Penn returned to Pennsylvania, and resumed

the management of affairs. He then proposed a

constitution , which was adopted, and was preserved un

til the epoch of the revolution. New reverses soon re

called him to England, where he suddenly died under an

attack of apoplexy, in 1718. His death was a greatmis

fortune, no doubt, to the colony which he had founded.

But the Society of Friends, of which he was chief, proved

themselves worthy inheritors of his virtues, and continued,

by their liberal policy, to attract among them all men

whom the religious persecutions and despotism had dis

gusted in Europe. In 1739 and 1754, the colony received

35,517 emigrants ; the greater part of whom were Irish

and Germans. From the midst of this new population,

arose all those various doctrines, which are found among

various persons of differentcreeds, and divided the colony

among Quakers, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Catholics,

Lutherans, Calvinists, Moravians, Covenanters, Methodists,

Universalists, &c. Some of these sects unfortunately gave

themselves up to that spirit of proselyteism and intolerance,

of which they had themselves been victims in Europe ;

and they were sometimes found persecuting Indians to

• make them accept of their religion. It was their fanaticism ,

which in 1763, under the execrable pretext of ridding the

land of Pagans, caused the inhuman massacre of the Co

nestogas, who wereliving in peace and confidence under

their treaty with William Penn . This act of barbarity de

stroyed the harmony which had reigned for almost sixty

years between the Indians and the colonists, which did
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not end until the year 1769, by the almost entire destruc.

tion of the former, whose miserable remains were collected

on the borders of the Niagara.

From the death of Penn until 1763, the good understand.

ing between the colony and the mother country appeared

not to be interrupted , but the Stamp-act found the same

spirit of opposition in Philadelphia, as in NewEngland ; and

in 1768 , the Provincial Assembly protested with energy

against the right claimed by the Parliament of England to
tax the colonies.

In 1773, the tea imported by the English into the port of

Philadelphia was destroyed as it had been in Boston ; and

all Pennsylvania replied with an unanimous shout of ap .

probation, to the cry of insurrection in Massachusetts.

Finally, it was in Philadelphia in 1776 , that fifty -four depu.

ties from thirteen states, asssembled under the presidency

of John Hancock, and signed the Declaration of the Inde.

pendence of the United States. Towards the close of the

same year, the Convention of Pennsylvania , assembled at

Philadelphia, adopted and proclaimed a new Constitution .

[Here follows,inthe original work , the declaration and

preamble of the Constitution of Pennsylvania.]

The Constitution which was adopted after this declara

tion of rights, was revised in 1790. Like all those of the

other states it established three powers : the Legistative,

Executive, and Judicial.

The Legislative power resides in the house of represen .

tatives and the senate. The representatives are annually

chosen by the citizens. Their number varies in proportion

to the population, and can never be less than sixty or above
one hundred . The qualifications for a representative are,

that he shall be twenty-one years of age , have been a

citizen for three years, and three years a resident of the

state before the election, and one year of the town or dis.

trict, excepting cases of absence on public business.

The senators are chosen every four years, one quarter of

their number annually go out of office, who arereplaced

by other elections. The total number of senators cannot

be less than a quarter, nor above two-thirds of the represen .

tatives. To be a senator, a candidate must have attained

the
age of twenty -five years, be a citizen and an inhabitant

of the state four years, and an inhabitant of the electoral

county the year preceding the election. Every free per.
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son , twenty -one years of age, who has been an inhabitant

of the state two years before the election, and paid some

tax during the same period, is an elector. The elections

are made by ballot in every county : the members of the

electoral committee on receiving the ballots record the

name and occupation of each elector, so that no one can

vote twice, or without the right.

The executive power is entrusted to a Governor, who is

elected by the citizens every three years. He must be thirty

years of age, have been an inhabitant of the state, seven

years before his election, and cannot continue in the exer.

cise of his functions more than nine years in twelve. He

commands all the armed forces of the state, so long as they

are not called into the general service of the Union. He

can convoke the General Assembly in extraordinary cir

cumstances. He has the right of objecting to a law sub

mitted to his approbation ; but it may still be sanctioned, if

it is afterwards adopted by two-thirds of the houses.

The Judicial power is exercised by different courts, the

judges of which, being appointed by the Governor, cannot

be removed but at the demand of two -thirds of the chambers

of the two houses. These are the Supreme Court, com .

posed of the Chief Justice and four Judges; a court of

Oyer and Terminer, entrusted with civil and criminal cases ;

a court of Common Pleas ; a court of Errors and Appeal;
and finally, a court of Four Sessions in each county . This

last court isentrusted only with cases of petty larceny and

frauds. This jurisdiction in the city, belongs to the Mayor's

Court, consisting of the Mayor, Recorder, & c ., and an Al

derman. Every public officer, on entering upon his

functions, is obliged to make oath to the Constitution ; but

no religious test is required.

Since the Constitution wasadopted, Pennsylvania has not

ceased toincrease in population, wealth andhappiness. In

1790, it did not contain 450,000 souls. It nowembraces a

population of 1500,000 ; of which , 141,000 are continually

occupied in agriculture. The state of which, may be com

pared with that which is found in the most productive de.

partments of finance . It is especially since property has

become more divided, by the increase of population, that

agriculture has made such rapid progress. The ancient

estates of 1000 , or 1200 acres in extent, are now for the

most part, divided into farms of eighty or 100 acres : on

each of which, is erected a convenient habitation ; buildings
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well arranged, and rich orchards, which continually supply
the markets with the finest fruits.

Since gypsum has begun to be employed for enriching

the land,its value hasgreatly increased ; and I think it

would now be difficult to find land worth less than one hun .

dred dollars per acre , in the vicinity of the great towns, or

lower than sixty dollars per acre in the most thinly settled

parts of the state.

The greater part of the farmers are not only cultivators,

but merchants and manufacturers ; and they make their own

woollen cloths, and sell a great deal of brandy, which they

make from peaches ; as well as Indian corn, buckwheat

and maple sugar. They also make a great deal of cider,

and some wine, for their own consumption, from currants,

cherries and raspberries ; but very little from grapes . The

war of 1812, byparalyzing the foreign commerce of Penn .

sylvania, greatly contributed to the increase of its manu

factures. They are already very numerous and various ;

and according to the latest estimate,itappeared they em

ploy a capital of more than 4,000,000 dollars ; and employ

60,000 hands. Since the last war, commerce has resumed

its former activity ; the exports , however, are not in pro .

portion to the industry of the state . They principally con

sist of wheat, flour, cattle, horses, lumber, linseed, iron

utensils, soap and candles. In 1820, they were less than

8000 dollars in value. The coasting trade is considerable ;

and about thirty vessels are employed in the trade to India,

China, and the North West coast. Thecoasting and for.

eign trade, employ about 7000 persons. Commerce, manu

factures and agriculture, meeting with no obstacle to their

extension , and having no important burthen to support, can

not fail to become more prosperous year by year. The

taxes are light ; as none of them can ever exceed one per

cent. on the value of the property.

They are proportioned and collected in the followingman

ner ; every three years, at the time of the general election,

the people chooseassessors, who, after having estimated in

money, the value of the taxable property , send to the com

missioners of the county, the names of two respectable

proprietors of the district, one ofwhom is called a Receiver.

The latter makes known to the citizen, the amount of their

taxes, and the day when their objections will be heard by

their Commissioner. The payments then are made, and

the money is given to the County Treasurer, who is chosen
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for three years by the County Commissioners, and who re .

ceives for his services one per cent. on the money which

passes through his hands. The taxes are levied on lands,

houses, mills, manufactories, funded property, domestic

animals above four years ofage , lucrative employments ,

Commercial, and in general all offices with the exception of

those of school-masters and ministers ofthe gospel : finally,

tavern licenses, and those persons who follow no profession.

The excellent financialorganization of the state, and the

rigid economy carried into all the expenses of the govern

ment, never require extraordinary taxes ; and still admit

administrators to apply large funds unappropriated, to the se .

venth article of the constitution , which directs the legisla

tive power to employ the proper means for establishments

for public instruction, to secure elementary education for

the poor, without expense ; and to contribute to the rapid

diffusion of the arts and sciences. The primary school

for the poor, and the academy for the study of literature and

the sciences, are encouraged not only by the care of the

legislature, but still more by the constant sacrifices and ef.

forts of all the citizens, who rival each other, in attempts

to establish new ones,where their want is in any manner felt,

The civil laws of England, are for the most part, still in

operation in greater partof the state of Pensylvania. Their

preservationis one of the conditions stipulated in the patent,

which Charles II . granted to William Penn. Theywould

have been entirely changed at the time of the revolution,

as at that period, the connexion with England was broken

off ; but, time and habit had rendered them so much res.

pected , that they were preserved entire ; and evenat the

present day, they have undergone but very few and slight
alterations. The same could not be the fact, in regardto

the criminal laws. It was impossible, that the English pe.

nal code, often sosanguinary, should correspond with the

views ofthe philanthropic society offriends; so that itbecame

from the earliest history of the colony, the object of the

attacks ofPenn, who sought to substitute for it, acode more

conformed to the spirit ofthe sect which was strongly oppo

sed to the punishment of death ; or, at least, desired that it

should not be so easily and carefully applied. But parlia

ment was deaf to this cry of humanity, and refused both the

code of Penn and the tolerantdecreeof Calvert, which pre

ceded it by nearly half a century.

After the revolution, the disciples of Penn , ever animated

VOL. I. 13
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by his philanthropic spirit, again raised their voice against

the barbarity of the penal code of England. That voice

was re-echoed by the profound and enlightened writings of

Franklin , William Bradford , Caleb Lownds and Dr. Rush .

The penalty of death was soon confined to premeditated

murder. Imprisonment and labour in proportion to the

strength of the criminal, substituted corporeal punishment,

and disgraceful mutilation which completed the corruption

of the mind by consigning the body to everlasting contempt.

These changes were effected in 1793 ; since that time, nu

merous and effectual attempts have been made in Philadel

phia, for the improvement of prison discipline, the con

dition of prisons , and particularly the philanthropic system

for the moral reformation of culprits, which were soon imi

tated through the union. Not only the state governments

and the corporate cities have taken measures on the sub

ject, but also a great number of benevolent associations,

among which the society of Friends hold the first rank,

have devoted themselves to this great and good work.

Among all the testimonies which might be cited, I willre.

strict myself to that of the most respectable and efficient

philanthropist in Europe, the Duke de La Rochfoucault Li

ancourt, who in a large and very instructive work , his tra.

vels in the United States, during the years 1795, ’96 and

'97, speaks with enthusiasm of the reforming prisons of the

United States, and particularly of the State Prison of Phi

ladelphia; chiefly directed by the members of the society

of Friends. This word State Prison, has a different con.

struction in Europe ; but here, it signifies a prison con.

structed by a state legislature , for culprits condemned in

courts of justice. Whenever in England, France and other

countries in Europe, the improvement of prisons has been

desired, those of the United States, and particularly those

of Philadelphia, have been taken as models.

The moral means of reformation , however, so well de

tailed in the work of the Duke de La Rochefoucault Lian

court , and by some other travellers, have not entirely satis

fied the wishes for improvement which influenced the di .

rectors of those establishments. On the one hand, it is

probable that the prisons of Philadelphia, by receiving a

great number of convicts, and among them many emigrants

from Europe, and a still greater proportion of men less

susceptibleof reformation, have produced results less satis :

2
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factory , than at the time when the Duke de La Rochefou

cault Liancourt wrote .

It has been desired that more might be accomplished ;

and many of those respected friends of humanity have

thought, that solitary confinement, by leaving the convict

to his own reflections, and to such as may be suggested to

him, and by separating him from other convicts, would offer

more chance for his improvement. Consequently, as no

expense deters the Americans, when they have once be.

come penetrated with a great subject of public utility, an

immense building has been constructed , at a great expense,

near Philadelphia, with court yards and cells, where each

convict may be imprisoned by himself. By the plan of the

edifice, a general oversight may be easily , and continually
exercised .

This superb establishment was building when General

Lafayette,accompanied by the committee appointed to do

the honours of the city, went to visit it . He was politely

received by the respectable directors and managers, who

explained to him the improvements they had introduced.

One must be bold to dare to contradict men so virtuous,so

experienced, and so just in their intention, in the execution

of their benevolent labours. The frankness, and conviction

of the General overcame his repugnance : and with all

possible respect, and with the deference which was due

them, and which his personal situation rendered still more

necessary, he represented to them , that solitary confinement

was a punishment which could not be known, until it had

been experienced that the virtuous and enlightened Males

herbes, who, during his ministry, under the old regime, had

meliorated the condition of the state prisons, considered

solitary confinement as producing idiocy . The General

remarked, that during the five years of his captivity, he

spent one entire year in this manner ; and during part of

that time, without seeing a companion for more than one

hour : and he added, smiling, that he had proved that it was

not the way to produce reformation ; for he had been placed

there because he wished to re lutionize nations against

despotism and aristocracy, that he passed his solitude in

reflecting upon it, and came out incorrigible. General

Lafayette also made several observations on too close a su.

perintendence ; such, for example, as that to which he had

been subjected during the first years of his imprisonment,

when hewas continually guarded by a sentinel, who was
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relieved day and night every two hours. Mr. Adams, at

that time Secretary of State, appeared to be struck with

these observations . They have since become a topic of

controversy in the public Newspapers and Journals, in which

persons of different opinions, with equal claims to respect

for their sentiments and intentions, supported different sides.

“ I see, " said General Lafayette, “that in those states

where prisons are least encumbered, in New Hampshire,

for example, or in Vermont- the directors, which in New

Hampshire are the state Senators, the Legislature, and the

public, still approve of the method, and effect the re

formation of the convicts, which you complain you cannot

effect in Pennsylvania, and in the most populous states.

Why should not your fine establishments be divided into

several parts, each of which should not contain more pris.

oners than the prisons of New Hampshire, or Vermont,

which would in fact afford the means of distributing pris.

oners according to their crimes, or of exciting emulation

among those who conduct well ; and, since in your great

and philanthropic generosity, you have been at the expense

of constructing a cell for every prisoner, shut them up

separately during the night, instead of congregating them

inthose large sleeping rooms, where, it is true, the convicts

corrupt each other much more than during the day, when

they are at work, and are watched by their keepers. This

discussion of opinions, equally sincere, and in which, it is

to be confessed,directors and managers have the advantage

of experience , is not confined toPennsylvania, nor yet to

America. Various European philanthropists, who supposed

they saw in the prisons of Pennsylvania, a principle of per

fection, have taken the alarm , and regarded this acknow .

ledgment of failure, this necessity of change, as discouraging

the exertions of the friends of humanity in Europe. One

of the first men in England, the celebrated Mr. Roscoe,

had already written against certain opinions, in his view

erroneous, which had been expressed in reports on prisons,

laid before the Legislature of New York. It was replied,

that this manner of viewing the subject, or rather of repre

senting it, was that of thereport, and not of the Legisla .

ture, or the public . Mr. Roscoe soon afterwards entered

into a discussion relative to the Philadelphia prisons. He

has published pamphlets on this subject, which do equal
honour to his head and heart. Such is the present state of

the question, to which that visit directed my attention.
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A numerous, enlightened, and experienced, portion of the

citizens of Pennsylvania, particularly at Philadelphia, seem

disposed to make experiments in solitary confinement; not

as an exception , but as a basis to the penitentiary system.

Many othermen of excellent character, whom I have seen

and conversed with, on both sides of the Atlantic, are of

the opposite opinion. But still it is fortunate for a country,

that so much interest is excited in those who attend to such

subjects; and there can be no doubt that experiments will

be made by persons of excellent intentions, disposed to

modify their system, should they meet with obstacles .

After having established improvements so judicious, and

so extensive, the philanthropy of the Pennsylvanians, al .

ways actively employed in every thing which may contribute

to remove or to diminish the sufferings of humanity ; the

administration , and the citizens, rival each other in zeal, as

we have seen in all state matters. Hospitals and charita

ble establishments are multiplying without end.

In the year 1774, the society devoted to the abolition

of the slave trade , and the benefit of the free blacks ille.

gally detained in bondage, was instituted , and Franklin was

their president.

The society for the restoration of drowned persons, was

established in 1780. This society has considerably extend

ed the use of apparatus necessary to restore the drowned,

and has bestowed prizes on those who have contributed

by any means, towards saving the lives of their fellow men

in this mode. Four Female Benevolent Societies, having

for their object the comfort of widows and orphans,were

founded during the year 1793, 1802, 9 and 11. The Penn .

sylvania Washington Benevolent Society, formed in 1812,

deserves also to be mentioned.

It is composed of more than 300members, each of whom

pays into the Treasury two dollars upon admission ; and

the same sum annually afterwards. The funds are devoted

to the assistance of members of the Society, or their fami

lies.

Nearly thirty mutual benevolent associations are found

among the working classes, designated by the names of

Master Masons', the Carpenters' Society — the Stone

Cutters' Society -- the TypographicalSociety — the Society

of Master Workmen - Physicians, &c. Similar associa.

tions exist among foreigners, and their descendants ; among

which is included the societyfor the relief of Frenchmen ,

1

13*
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when in distress ; which was founded in 1805 ; and that of

the Germans, founded in 1801. There isone thing worthy

of remark : among the four great benevolent institutions in

Philadelphia, there is not one that is not founded and sup.

ported by private subscriptions, and directed by citizens,

who devote to them their time and labour without compen .

sation . These four establishments are the Pennsylvania

Hospital — the Hospital of Christ's Church - the Philadel.

phia Dispensary - and the Lunatic Asylum .

Most travellers who visit Philadelphia agree on this

point, that the rigid manners, and grave characters of

the Quakers, who are very numerous in this city, produce

an unfortunate influence in society in general, by giving it

an air of coldness and monotony, intolerable to strangers.

I can neither contradict those travellers, nor agree with

them ; for how can I reasonably form an opinion of a po

pulation , which I saw only during an excess of enthusiasm ,

and gratitude, which drew every heart, and the greatest of

men, even the quakers themselves, around him to whom

they were expressed ? It is however difficult to believe the

society devoid of charms and resources, in a city where

the arts and sciences are cultivated with so much ardour,

and success . Well informed men who belong to the Phi

losophical Society, the Medical Society, the Linnean So.

ciety,the Academy ofNatural Science, the different Socie

ties of Agriculture, &c . &c. the extensive Public Libra

ries, the rich Museums, the numerous journals of all de .

scriptions, &c. must present in this city, sufficient food

for the most active mind ; and might, in my opinion,

greatly compensate for the absolute want of all those frivo .

lities, to which we unfortunately attach so much value in

Europe.

It may be affirmed that Philadelphia is the most regular

ly built city in America, perhaps in the whole world . Its

fine streets, all of which cross at right angle, its wide side

walks, always clean, its fine houses built with brick , and

ornamented with handsome white marble, the richness

and good taste of its public buildings, present at the first

viewan attractive appearance , but may atlength fatigue

the eye by their excessive regularity. Its plan, which was

drawn by Penn himself, extends from the right bank of the

Delaware, to the left bank of the Schuylkill. This dis

tance is about two miles ; and the breadth of the city is more

than one . Only two thirds of its length are covered with
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buildings. But now houses are every day rising ; and I

presume a few years will be sufficient to fill the remaining

spacebetween the Schuylkill and the city.

Among the monuments of public utility, which adorn this

beautiful city, the old bank of the United States cannot be

passed by without particular notice . It was the first edifice

erected in Philadelphia with columns and a portico. Its

principal front, which is entirely built of white marble,

much resembles that of the Dublin Exchange, which is said

to have been its model. This building is now the banking

house of the rich banker, Stephen Girard .

The new bank of the United States, a work ofthe Ameri.

can Architect Strickland, is generally regarded as the finest

specimen of architecture in the Union . It presents on a

small scale, almost an exact model ofthe Temple of Minerva,

at Athens. It is entirely constructed of handsome mar

ble , taken from the Quarries in the county of Montgomery

in the State of Pennsylvania .

Perhaps before concluding this chapter, I ought to under

take a deseription of the brilliant and varied exhibitions,

which the inhabitants of Philadelphia presented to General

Lafayette, during the eight days he remained in their city.

But the simple enumeration of them would oblige me far to

exceed the limits to which I wish to confine myself, inthe

recital of this journey or triumph . And notwithstanding

all the pleasure it would give me to speak of the Masonic

Dinner - the City Ball General Lafayette's visit to theMa

rine Arsenal - General Cadwallader's soiree ; I am obliged

to leave Philadelphia for Baltimore, where the guest of

the nation will be received with the same transports of gra

titude and affection .

CHAPTER XI.

Journey from Philadelphia to Baltimore - American Aristocracy - Fort McHenry

Entrance to Baltimore - Description of Baltimore - Defence of the City in 1814 .

On the 5th of October, General Lafayette receivedthe

affecting farewell ofthe inhabitants of Philadelphia. We

embarked on the Delaware at eight o'clock in the evening,

for Chester. We were accompanied by the Governor, the
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Committee of Arrangements, a battalion of Volunteers, and

a great number of the officers of the staff. We reached

Chester at eleven o'clock in the evening, and entered it by

the light of illuminations . The hall in which the General

was received and addressed , reminded him of a very memora .

ble period of his life. It was in that same hall, where after

receiving his wound at the battle of the Brandywine, he had

the first bandage applied to it . Before he dismounted, he

still possessed sufficient spirit, and presence of mind, to

rallya part of the troops who were retreating, and to sta

tion them at the end of a bridge, to check the enemy in

case they should conceive the idea of following up their
first success . These different circumstances were recalled

in a very touching manner by the person appointed to re

ceive the General in the name of the inhabitants of that city.

After having madean excellent supper, which had been

prepared by the ladies of Chester themselves, we went to

pass the remainder of the night at Colonel Anderson's, an

old companion in arms with General Lafayette.

On the following day we pursued our route ; and at an

early hour reached the frontiers of the state of Delaware,

having to cross that point of it which stretches between the

states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland.

There we took leave of our Philadelphia companions,

who would not leave us, until they had consigned us to the

hands of the Delaware committee ; at the head of which ,

General Lafayette recognized, with much pleasure, Colonel
M' Lane, who had commanded, with great intrepidity , a

companyof partizans under his orders, during the campaign

in Virginia, and who now , in spite of his eightyyears , came

to present himself on horseback ,wearing on his head a re
volutionary cap and feather. We reached Wilmington at

dinner time. It is a pretty town, regularlybuilt, situated

between the Brandywine and Christiana, and the largest in

the state of Delaware.

Although its population is less than 6000 souls, it is still

the centre of considerable trade ; which is facilitated by

means of the navigation it commands. The vicinity of

Philadelphia and Baltimore give great facilties to its manu

factures . Notwithstanding the solicitations ofits inhabitants ,

the General was compelled to continue his route, that he

might arrive on the same day at Frenchtown, where we ex.

pected a steamboat to take us to Baltimore. We were a

little retarded in our march by a short stay at Newcastle ,
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where we witnessed the marriage of the son of Mons. Du

pont to Miss Van Dyke. The nuptial ceremony, which
was performed according to the rites ofthe reformed church,

interested us greatly, by its affecting simplicity . It took

place in a saloon , in presence ofthe two families, and a few

invited friends. The minister ofthe gospel, before he uni.

ted the young persons , addressed them in a short speech,

in which he clearly, and without mystery, explained to them

the duties now imposed by their new situations in society ;

and spoke of the virtues which alone might contribute to

their happiness as a married man, and the father of a family,

to whomthe practice of them had long been familiar. At

length, having united them, he offered up an affecting prayer

in the English language, in which every heart appeared to

join , because every one was able to understand it. In spite

of the absence of costumes, and decorations, this ceremony

appeared to me quite as proper, and quite as imposing, as

the Catholic marriages. The night was far advanced when

we arrived at Frenchtown, where the steamboat United

States, designed to take us to Baltimore, had been a long

time waiting for us. A little before arriving at French

town, on the borders of Maryland, General Lafayette met

a numerous deputation, and the Aid -de-Camps of the Govern

or of that state, who informed him they were sent to ac

company him to fort M'c Henry, where the Governor him.

self had established his head quarters to receive him.

Among this deputation, the General recognized, with much

pleasure, several of his old friends, particularly two French

men,Colonel Bentalou, once an officer in Pulasky's legion ,

and Mr. Dubois Martin, an old man of eighty three years,

who had been formerly appointed to prepare the vessel in

which General Lafayette escaped fromBordeaux, to come to

the United States. At the moment when we were embark .

ing, we were informed that Mr. John Q. Adams, the Secre ,

tary of State, had just arrived at Frenchtown, on his return

to Washington ; and that he had joyfully accepted the in.

vitation he had received to join the cavalcade of General

Lafayette, to whom this was an additional pleasure , because

Mr. Adams was also an old and esteemedacquaintance.

Many travellers who have visited the United States, and

pretend to be well acquainted with the manners ofthe

Country, have affirmed that the Americans, notwithstanding

their republican institutions, are essentially aristocrats in their

habits. The following fact I think will furnish a triumph
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ant reply to this accusation ; and it is not a solitary fact,

nor an exception, for I have many similar ones, which I

could recount.

On board of the steamboat which carried us across the

Chesapeake, a cabin had been prepared for Lafayette ;

and as the committee of arrangements had the goodness to

resolve that those who had partaken of his fatigues, should

also share in his repose, two other beds were placed in it,

one for his son , and the other for his Secretary.

We were ignorant how our travelling companions, who

were very numerous, had made arrangements for passing

the night, until Mr. George Lafayette, on going to takethe

air on the deck, discovered that the hall, in which we had

just dined, had been suddenly transformed into a vast dor.

mitory, the floor of which was covered with beds, which

were occupied by the crowd without distinction . Among

those who were preparing to stretch themselves on the

humble mattresses, he discovered with astonishment the

Secretary ofState, John Quincy Adams.

He ran to him , and urged him to changebeds with him .

But he refused, declaring he was very well provided for,

and that he would on noaccount separate the father and
the son .

I came up during this conversation, and added my en

treaties to those ofMr. George Lafayette-I assured Mr.

Adams he had not the same objections to urge againstmy

offer; and added, that I hoped he would not give me the

pain of being obliged to lie on a good bed, when I knew

that a man of his character was sleeping on one so hard .

He replied by a few kind words ; which however con

tained a formal refusal. At length, pressed by our united

solicitations, and by the name of General Lafayette, he

declared to us that even were he disposed to accept of our

offer, he should still be obliged to refuse, because hewas

bound above all things to respect the arrangements of the

committee , who had decided that none should be admitted

into the General's room , except his two travelling compa

nions. Mr. George Lafayette immediately applied to a

member of the committée, and requested in the name of his

father, that Mr. Adams might be admitted into General
Lafayette's cabin in place of one of us. This last clause

did not appear to the committee to be admissible ; andthey,

after a short deliberation, decided that a fourth bed should

be prepared in General Lafayette's cabin , and that Mr.
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Adams should occupy it,-not because he was Secretary of

State, but because General Lafayette wished to have him

near him as an old friend. Mr. Adams did not determine

to leave the crowd and join us, until he had received a formal

invitation from the committee.

If there is any aristocracy in American manners, it must .

be acknowledged at least that the great officers of govern

ment do not enjoy its prerogative.

During the whole night, we had been proceeding in a very

bad storm ; but in the morning, when we enteredthe beau

tiful river Patapsco, on the shores of which stands the rich

city of Baltimore, the sun dispersed the clouds, and its first

rays, gilding the widely extended horizon which was pre

sented to us, enabled our eyes to distinguish the steeples of

the city, the forest of ships' masts which always crowd the

port, and the bastions of Fort M'c Henry which protects

the entrance . At 9 o'clock four steamboats, the Maryland ,

Virginia, Philadelphia, and Eagle , covered with flags and

streamers, and containing a multitude of citizens who came

to receive their guest, and who saluted him with three

cheers, the grateful sound of which made the air resound,

came out of the port to form themselves into a line behind

the United States, which majestically continued her ap

proach to the shore. When we were at a short distance,

several boats presented themselves to assist in our landing.

The first which returned to the shore, carried General

Lafayette, the Secretary of State, Mr. Adams, General

Smith, Mr. Dubois Martin, and Mr. Morris, President of the

Committee. It was commanded by Captain Gardner, and

managed by twelve of the most skilful boatmen of Baltimore.

We took our places in the other boat, and landed at Fort

M'c Henry ..

The national flag had been suspended on the principal

bastion of the fort, which floated there during the last war,

and in which a thousand shot-holes still attest the fruitless

efforts of the English artillerists. At the gate of the fort,

General Lafayette was surrounded by a body of men dressed

as citizens, most of whom had beenwounded. They were

the remains of that corps which, in 1814, so efficiently

proved to the English how far superior are men who fight

for liberty , their country andfamilies, to mercenary soldiers

hired bykings to gratify their passions.

FortM'e Henry, defended by a few citizen heroes, saw

before its feeble walls the pride, efforts and ruin of an
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English fleet, which was shamefully obliged to retreat after

a bombardment of forty - eight hours . The moment General

Lafayette enteredthe fort, the cannon announced the fact to

the citizens of Baltimore, who at the same moment set out

to meet him, and covered that long peninsula, which runs

from the city to Fort M'c Henry, between the two bays that

form the river Patapsco. On the platform of the fort were

assembled a great number of old revolutionary officers,

soldiers, &c. and a detachment of infantry ; which by

opening its ranks, showed in the rear of it the tent of

Washington. If at this sight General Lafayette was af.

fected by various different sentiments, his son was not less

moved on meeting the person who had conceived the noble

and interesting idea of bringing it to that place, to increase

the solemnity of the day.-Mr. Custis, the author of this

delicate mark of attention, is the adopted grandson of Wash

ington. It was with him that George W. Lafayette passed

two years of his youth under the hospitable roof of Mount

Vernon, during the captivity of his father in the dungeons

of Olmutz . The recollection of their old attachment, and

the melancholy loss of him who had been their father,

produced in them a mixture of pleasure and grief, which

they could only express by silence, tears and embraces.

General Lafayette, after having sought to calm his first

emotions, approached the tent of Washington, when he was

received by General Stevens, who addressed him in the fol.

lowing manner:

“ General,-In receiving and felicitating you, in the name

of the inhabitants of the state of Maryland, I perform a

task very agreeable to my heart ; but I fear I shall but im

perfectly impress the sentiments of the people, whom I am

happy and proud on this occasion to represent.

“Under this tent, which we regard with so much respect,

you have often pressed the hand of our illustrious Washing.

ton. It has also often seen you aiding with your counsels

his wise determinations, and sharing with him the labours

and the frugality of a soldier. · But it would be useless to

recal here the circumstances of your connection with that

great man : they are ever present to our memory , and fill

the hearts of all with the most lively gratitude towards the
generous companion of our fathers,the brave and disinte

rested soldier of liberty .

“May this sentiment of gratitude to the author of the

blessings we enjoy , never be diminished inthe hearts of my
fellow.citizens !
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* Ten years have scarcely passed since , on this very

ground, our courageous fellow -citizens proved that they

knewhow to defend the precious liberty obtained by you :

ten centuries may pass without effacing the memory of the

glorious example you have given them .

“ You are about to enter the city of Baltimore, which

you once knew at another period. Its increase and embel.

lishments will offer youa symbol of our prosperity under

popular institutions, and a government really representative.

The monuments which ornament it, will prove to you the

feelings which animate its inhabitants.

“ The column we have raised to the memory of Wash .

ington, is a proof of our affection and gratitude for the

heroes of the revolution : and on another column, of a more

recent date, you will find expressions of our gratitude

towards those who devoted themselves to the cause of

liberty .

« Welcome, thrice welcome, General, on the soil of

Maryland ! Nothing we can offer will express, wit

quate force, the sentiments we cherish for your person and

principles, nor the pleasure we feel on receiving in you a

fatherwho, after a long absence, returns to the affections.

of his family ."

After this address, to which General Lafayette replied

with all the feeling of a grateful heart, we all entered into

the tent, where we met the aged Colonel Howard , who

distinguished himself in the war of independence, and

cro ned his old age with laurels which he obtained in 1814

in the defence of Baltimore , and which filled the two pe.

riods of his life , by a devotion of it all to the cause of

liberty. That venerable patriot, at the head of the members

of the Cincinnati Society, wished to make a speech to the

General to express the sentiments of his aged companions

in arms, who could no longer contain their joy , and who

threw themselves into the arms of their old chief, who,

as they presented themselves in turn , recognized almost all

of them , and rapidly recalled the periods and places where

they partook of thesame dangersand fatigues.

We at length left Fort M'cHenry, and a procession was

formed to proceed to Baltimore. General Lafayette led

the march in a calash drawn by four horses : the wide extent

ofthe plain we were to crosslay on cur left, onwhich was

drawn up a line of militia, mounted and on foot, which

formed in columns behind us as we proceeded through

Vol. I 14
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them ; on our right were the people who had come out

from Baltimore in crowds. Thus we arrived at the entrance

of the town, where a triumphal arch was raised on four

beautiful Ionic columns, under which twenty -four young

ladies, dressed in white, crowned with myrtle, and armed

with lances, on each of which was written the name of one

ofthe states of the Union, received the Guest of the Nation,

surrounded him with garlands, and crowned him with laurels.

At the instant, the sound of cannon mingled with the loud

acclamations of the multitude ; and the procession conti

nuing its route , after passing under thirteen triumphal

arches and through all the principal streets, stoppedbefore

the City Hall, where the General was addressed by the

Mayor, in the principal apartment, as follows :

“ Here is no throne except that of the august monarch

of the universe, the only one before whom the citizens of

this republic bow ; and never will we lay before the foot.

'stool ofthe Almighty our humble thanks forthe benefitshe

has poured on this happy country , without beseeching his

benediction for you, whom he made the instrument by which

he overthrew the tyranny that oppressed our country. Our

city, General, although occupying but a limited space , may

be considered an emblem of the vast country we inhabit.

It was hardly more than a village when you saw it forty

years ago ; and now you are received in it by 60,000 per

sons who inhabit its precincts such , General,are the fruits

of the tree of liberty .

“ If it is agreeable, in the evening of your days, to re

member that this tree was watered with your blood ; it is

no less so to us on this happy occasion , to say to you, that we

will never forget it . "

In his reply, General Lafayette proved that he had not

forgotten the zeal of the inhabitants of Baltimore for the

cause of liberty .”

“ Under the patriotism of the Baltimoreans," said he,

“ withthe generosity of the merchants, and the exertions of

the ladies of this city, it was, at a period, when not a day was

to belost, that I began, in 1781, the campaign whose fortu.

nate issue cast so much splendour on the services rendered
to our cause. "

“ Mr. Mayor, I greatly admire your improvements, your

prosperity, your national guard and your monuments ; and

there is nothing left for me to desire : for this morning,

under the tent of our paternal and venerated chief, I have
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taken the hands of some of those brave volunteer dragoons

of Baltimore, who made the Virginia campaign with me."

After this reply, and when allthe members of the munici.

pality had been introduced to him , we went to the principal

street of the city, in the middle of which a covered stage

had been raised, and ornamented with rich carpets, to re.

ceive General Lafayette and those who accompanied him .

From that place wesaw the Maryland militia deploy, whose

martial figures betray the warlike character of the men of

that state . The troops all marched by, to the sound of a

band which played Lafayette's March ! Among the nume,

rous corps which passed under our eyes, one was pointed

out to the General, which marched with its standard in

mourning. It was the corps of riflemen of Forsyth, and the

flag was that under which Pulasky died , before Savannah .

Pulasky, after having long and without success fought for

the liberty of Poland, his native country , left it, only when

the cause of independence had become desperate, to seek

a land where he might yet shed his blood for the principles

he had till that timedefended. Virginia and Maryland had

been entirely devasted by war, when in 1778, he organized

a legion in Baltimore. The arts were not cultivated, and

all the activity of the citizens was directed to war.

difficult to procure a brilliant standard for the new legion ;

and one of a simple kind was to be obtained. A piece of silk

was with difficulty obtained, and embroidered by the Moravi.

an nuns of Bethlehem ,in Pennsylvania. On one side were

the letters " U. S.” (United States,) and the words - Unita,

virtus fortior ;" and on the other, a sky with thirteen stars,

and this legend : Non alius neget.” Such was Pulasky's

banner, which ever led in the path of glory, the warriors

whom it rallied . In 1778, the Lieutenant Colonel of the

legion fell under English bayonets, at Egg Harbour, in

New Jersey : and in 1779, the Colonel, who once command.

ed a regiment of hussars in the armies of the great Frede.

rick , was cut to pieces with the sabre before Charleston .

On the 9th of October in the same year, General Pulasky,

who had given his name to the legion, was mortally wound

ed with a shot, at the attack on Savannah. In 1780 the

Major was sabred at Mark's corner ; and Colonel Bentalou

was then the oldest surviving officer . He took the com

mand ofthe legion, and at the close of the war, inherited

thestandard, which he had carefully preserved. He had

not unfolded it since the Revolution ; but he thought that

It was
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the arrival of Lafayette was an occasion glorious enough to

bring it to light. After the ceremony, he deposited it in

the Museum , to which he presented it ; and where it was re

ceived by the hands of the ladies of Baltimore.

After the review, we were conducted to our Head Quarters,

which had been established in the eleganthotelkept by Mr.

Barney, brother to the intrepid Commodore Barney, who

died gloriously at the head of his Marines, at the battle of

Bladensburgh, in 1814. In the evening the Municipal au

thorities, Senators and Members of the Legislative Assem .

bly of Maryland, the Governor and his Staff, went to dine

with the General. At the close of the repast, numerous

toasts were exchanged, which generally conveyed an expres .

sion ofattachment to the person and principles of Lafayette ,

or, according to the American custom , the feelings of their

political party . Mr. Adams, still affected by the scenes he

had witnessed in the morning at fort Mc Henry , gave the

following, which was received with unanimous applause.

“ Tears of glory , gratitude and joy, shed in the tent of

Washington .”

Every moment of our visit in Baltimore was occupied

with exhibitions the most brilliant, and attentions the

most delicate. It is difficult to conceive a just idea of the

manners ofthe inhabitants of that city, where is found the

amiable union of American frankness with French ease .

The ball given by the city was a specimen of perfection in

its way, having been prepared with inimitable taste , in

the theatre . All the boxes were filled with ladies, and the

pit was unoccupied. We were introduced upon the stage,

accompanied by several members of the committee ; and

at the moment when the General appeared, an invisible

band announced him by playing Lafayette's March, and the

gas, being abundantly poured throughthe numerous pipes,

and flooding the house with dazzling light,discovered toour

astonished eyes the most delightful scene I ever witnessed.

The brilliancy of a parterre covered with the most beauti.

ful flowers, would have been eclipsed at the side of that

where those ladies shone, waving their handkerchiefs, throw

ing flowers, and expressing, even by their tears, the happi

ness they experienced in seeing the Guest of the Nation.
They instantly left their seats, crowded to the middle ofthe

floor, and surrounded the General, who stood a few minutes

overcome, without the power of expressing his feelings.

At length the dancing began ; and gave usoccasion to ad ,
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mire , more in detail, the gracefulness and beauty of the la

dies of Maryland.

We remained only five days in Baltimore ; but General

Lafayette's time was so wisely divided, that he was able to

accept all the invitations he received. He attended succes.

sively the masonic celebration , that of the Cincinnati, &c.

&c. We daily received deputations from a great number

of towns, which earnestly asked visits from him ; he went

to the various public institutions of Baltimore, and attended

worship on the Sabbath , where the Bishop officiated . The

music mass was delightfully sung by Baltimore ladies, un

der the direction of Mr. Gilles, an accomplished professor,

who has diffused a taste for music in the city for several

years, and has instructed numerous distinguished pupils .

On the same day, the corps of militia officers was introdu

ced by GeneralHarper, who pronounced a speech on the

occasion , the following passage in which struck me

very remarkable :

“ This free tribute of our hearts, devoid of flattery and

ambition, is the more dear to you , because you wellknow

it is the testimony of a nation , in favour of those principles

of Governmentfor which you have shed your blood in this

hemisphere and suffered so much in the other. This testi.

mony perhaps may not be entirely useless to the sacred

cause you have embraced. Ata time when Europe is di

vided into two parties, one of which exerts itselfto perpetu

ate absolute powers and the other fights courageously for

equal rights , and the establishment of constitutional govern

ment, it may be, we hope, a great encouragement to the

friends of the good cause to learn, that here are no' di

visions, and that the American people are unanimous in

their sentiments of attachment to liberty ."

General Lafayette replied to the speaker, by assuring

him , that he shared their opinions, wishes, and hopes.

The expressions of esteem , both public and private, with

which the citizens of Baltimore loaded their guest, were too

numerous for me to undertake the mention of them all ; but

I cannot avoid referring to the following occurrence .

Near the time of our departure we spent an evening at

General Smith's , and on our return home on foot, were ac .

companied by two or three persons. In spite of the bril .

Jiancy of the illuminations , which lighted our way along

the sidewalks of the principal street,we hoped to be able to

pass unknownthrough the crowd,which was very numerous ;

14*
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but the figure of Lafayette, and his gait, betrayed usi He

was recognized by several passengers ; and his name, fly

ing from mouth to mouth, immediately attracted the crowd

around us. We however had nearly reached our lodgings,

and were felicitating ourselves that we had not been re

tarded , when George Lafayette feeling himself pulled by

the coat, turned, and saw a most beautifulyoung lady, witi

clasped hands, exclaiming in the most affecting tone : “ I

beg you, only allow metouch his clothes, and I shall be

happy.” General Lafayette heard her, went towards her,

and offered her his hand, which she seized and kissed with

emotion, after which she disappeared, hiding her tears and

blushes in her handkerchief. Such a fact, when it is sup

ported by others, speaks more than can be said by the most

accomplished historian .

In the succeeding dayswe visited almost every thing in

the city of Baltimore, which appeared to me one of the

most beautiful cities in the Union . Although the streets

are all very wide and regular, it has not the monotony of

Philadelphia . The ground has so varied a surface, that

every part of the city presents a different aspect from va

rious parts .

From several elevated points in the city, the eye . em.

braces, not only the mass ofbuildings, but also a partofthe

harbour, the bright waters of the Chesapeake, and the dark

forests which extend afar, and seem placed to increase, by

their relief, the effect of themagical picture of a city con

taining 60,000 souls, created within a period of less than

half acentury . The inhabitants of Baltimore, appear in
general to possess a decided taste for the fine arts. I have

already remarked that they owe to a Frenchman their evident

superiority in music, above all the other cities in the union :

it is alsoto a Frenchman that they are indebted for the

beauty of their architecture. Most of the public monuments

were built after the plans of M. Godfrey who has long re

sided among them . The Unitarian church is a master

piece for simplicity and elegance. The monument erected

to the memory of the citizens who died in defence of Bal

timore during the lastwar, is in a severe style, and of beau

tiful execution. That raised in honourof Washington, also

resembles, both in height and figure, our column in the

Place Vendome, in Paris. It is built of beautiful white

marble ; and its situation , on a small eminence, makes it

conspicuous from all parts of the city, and even from a

great distance on the bay.
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The harbour is safe and convenient. It however some .

times happens, that in severe winters, it is obstructed with

ice . Although situated nearly two hundred miles from the

sea, it is very much frequented. The great number of

rivers which fall into the Chesapeake, render Baltimore

a place of active internal trade ; yet a very sensible re.

duction is remarked in the commerce of the port within a
few years,the first causes of which are differently accounted

for. It is thought that the difficulties will soon be removed,

or at least, that they will partially cease to operate, when

the noble plan of a railway shall be executed, which will

open and facilitate new communications with the Ohio .

Baltimore appeared to me one of the cities most agreeable

for a residence . The inhabitants, although ardently devo

ted to all sorts of business, are not ignorant of thosestudies

whichform the taste , and extend the resources ofthe mind .
There are several learned societies : one of which , the

Newtonian Society of Maryland, founded in 1818, affords

much encouragement to the study of Natural History. The

Economical Society was founded in 1819, for the encou .
ragement ofmanufactures and domestic economy. The

Agricultural Society is no l'ess remarkable than the others,

for the services it renders, and the merits of its members.

Before our departure, we allhad the honour of becoming

honorarymembers of this society. The Anatomical Cabi.

nets of Messrs. Chiappi and Gibson, the museum of Natu.

ral History, and Gallery ofPictures of Mr. Peale ,and the

Minerological Cabinet of Mr. Gilmore, are beautiful ama

teur collections. The City Library contains about 14,000

volumes, and is entirely free to the public . What adds a

great charm to the advantages which Baltimore possesses

within itself, is the vicinity of Washington, the seat of the

the central government, which , during the sessions of Con

gress, presents great attractions to persons who wish to

attend the political debates. However,at Baltimore, as in

all New England, Sunday is rather dull, and the religious

practices austere : yet the tolerance enjoyed is absolute..

Twelve sects, at least, are found in the city ; the most nume.

rous of which is the Catholic. Yet, although they have the

numerical force, they are as gentle, tolerant, and charitable

as the others ; because they know that they could find no

support from the laws, if they were disposed to intrigue and

govern , as in some parts of Europe.
This city, so fine, and so interesting, only fifty years
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since,wasbut an assemblage of a few ill -constructed houses.

In 1790 its population suddenly rose to 13,503 inhabitants ;

and later census show 26,514 in 1800 ; 35,583 in 1810 ,

65,738 in 1820 . At the present time ( 1824) it is estimated

at more than 65,000, of whom , at least 50,000 belongto

the white population, and 11,000 to the free coloured. The

remaining 4,000 have still the misfortune to be slaves.

Happily the number of the last is daily diminishing. The

progress of philanthropy, and the true interest of the city,

well understood, although slow, is , however constant ; and

the friends of humanityhave a right to hope, that the ina

habitants of Baltimore, before manyyears, will finish by

ridding themselves of the scourge of slavery, which may be

called a shameful one, if it were not known what obstacles

they had to surmount up to the present time, to renounce

the abominable inheritance which England bequeathed to

the United states, as if to punish them for breaking the

colonial chain.

Luxury and the arts, in being introduced amongthe popu

lation of Baltimore, have not brought with them the effemi

nacy and corruption which some pretend are their insepa.

rable companions. The defence of Baltimore in the last

war, is enough to prove that its inhabitants are still, as in

the days of their glorious revolution , passionately attached

to liberty ,and the courageous defenders of their indepen!

dence. Their campaign of 1814 did them so much honour,

and pleads so victoriously in favour of the militia system , in

defensive war, that I shall retrace it here, borrowing the

details from Mr. Brackenbridge's accomplished history of
the last war.

[ This extract from Brackenbridge's history , it is thought

proper to omit in the translation .

CHAPTER XII.

Farewell ofthe inhabitants of Baltimore - Route from Baltimore to Washington .

Entrance into the city - Visit to the President - Description of Washington

Jesuits.

Our departure from Baltimore had all the brilliancy of

4:!ir entrance ; but it was not animated in the same manner
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by the lively acclamations of public joy. All the troops

were assembled, between the city and FortMcHenry , to

execute grand maneuvres in the presence of the General,

after which we partook of a farewell dinner, under a spa.

cious tent, from which we could see almost all the places

distinguished by American valour, during the war of1814.

In the course of the repast, at which were present, Gene.

rals Smith , Harper, and Stricker - Colonels Howard , Car.

rol and Bentalou, and several other veterans of liberty, nu

merous patriotic toasts were drank , among which was one

to General Smith, in which was paid a tribute of praise and

gratitude to him , for his good conduct as Commander-in
Chief of the Maryland troops, during the last war . The

modesty with which that old veteran receivedthis expres

sion of esteem from his fellow -citizens, proved to us how

much freedom and good institutions inspire thosewho enjoy

them with generous sentiments. He rose with spirit ;

and, in a few remarks, filled with the warmth of his heart,

he reproved his fellow -citizens, for concentrating their gra

titude on him alone, while there were so many brave men

who had greater claims to it than himself. “ My plans and

my commands would have been without effect," said he,

if I had not had freemen for soldiers, and if I had not been

so skilfully seconded by my worthy friend, General Strick
O my fellow.citizens ! cease , cease to praise me

alone ! You cannot think that a republican should go off

with the honour of a victory which is common to all !" .

At about the close of the repast, a young officer asked

permission to sing a few verses of his own composition .

They abounded in those generous sentiments, which are

naturally produced among the Americans, bythe mention

of the magical names of Washington and Lafayette. He

sung them with an interesting expression ; but when he

came to the close, and tried to pronounce the name of him

who was the subject of his song, his emotion betrayedhis

voice : he could not end it, and seizing the hand of Lafay

ette , covered it with tears, and madehis escape, to avoid

the praises his heart and genius well deserved.

The sun, approaching the horizon, informed us that we

had no time to lose, if we intended to profit by his light

to begin our journey. We therefore immediately left the

table to take our carriages that awaited us at a little dis

tance on the plain ; but the crowd which surrounded them

was so numerous that we were soon separated, all three of

er.
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us, notwithstanding the care of those who conducted us.

The General and his son were, so to speak, borne in tri .

umph in the arms of the people, and it was long before

was able to rejoin them .

I have before said that the day was far advanced when

we separated from the citizens of Baltimore. Night sur

prized us on the road , and rendered our ride very
trouble .

some to our escort, who had been on foot ever since the

morning. This consideration, joined with the desire that

the entrance of Lafayette into Washington might be by

day, induced the committee of arrangements topropose to

him to stop and sleep on the way. The General accepted ,

and we soon arrived at an inn , into which we were invited

to enter. But just as we were about to alight , we heard a

great tumult of voices, angrily pronouncing the name of

6 Waterloo ." At the same instant an officer of the escort

presented himself at the coach window, and informed the

General that the inn before which he had stopped was called

the “ Waterloo," and inquired whether he would like tolodge

there . The General replied, that he would ' willingly go

further, if he were not afraid ofcausing too much fatigue to

the horsemen ; but the latter declared that they would ra .

ther founder their horses than permit him to remain in a

house, the very name of which would recall recollections

painful to a Frenchman ; and we immediately proceeded

Our militiamen , enraged at the inn-keeper,

were disposed to compel himto takedown his sign, which

they would have effected, had not their commander pre

vented it, by reminding them of the sacred right of proper .

ty. We lodged two or three miles further on, in a very

good inn, where we were told how an old Tory, an inhabi

tant of that neighbourhood, and who was still quite devoted

in his attachment to the English, had let that house to a

poor inn-keeper, on condition that he should call it the

66 Waterloo ." “ But, ” added the narrator,

dicules him ; and nobody will enter his house ; so that the

owner is obliged to indemnify the tennant. But he is rich

and is able to bear it."

On the next morning, the 12th of October, Captain

Spring was at the head of his fine company of volunteer ca.

valry, drawn up in line, and ready to escort General La

fayette to Washington. Captain Spring was, a short time

ago, Governor of Maryland, and held the office several

years, in such a manner as to conciliate the esteem and

on our way .

66

every body ri.

!

1
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affection of all his fellow -citizens. On leaving the govern .

ment to retire to private life, he thought he had still duties

to perform for hiscountry . He organized, almost entirely

at his own expence, a company ofvolunteer cavalry , gave

them a brave Polish officer, Colonel Leymanousky, for an

instructor, (who fought for twenty years in the ranks of the

French army,) and forgetting his former elevation , he did

not consider it derogating from his dignity as an Ex.Go

vernor, to put on the modest uniform of a captain .

One cannot avoid feeling a sentiment of great respect

on seeing this patriot soldier, surrounded by his horsemen,

almost all of whom are cultivators in the county he resides

in , constantly employinghimself in their military instruc .

tions, the improvement of their organization, and, above all,

the cultivation of their patriotic sentiments, which his con

versation and example daily encourage. Captain Spring is

also a tender father, and an active and enlightened cultiva.

tor of the soil ; and similar characters are met in this coun.

try at every step .

We soon met the municipality of Washington city, with

the militia and people, who had come to meet General La.

fayette. We left our carriages to seat ourselvesin open

calashes;and, afew minutes afterwards, entered the capi

tal of the United States .

We had been within the boundaries of the city half an

hour, before we saw a single habitation . Being laid out on

an enormous scale , it will require at least a century to com.

plete the plan of Washington. No part of it is inhabited,

except the interval between the Capitol and the President's

house ; where is now seen a town of moderate size. Our

march from the entrance of the city to the Capitol was

marked by the discharge of cannon , and often retarded by

the crowd which pressed around the procession . After

passing under a triumphal arch, we entered the Capitol,

where General Lafayette was awaited by all the adminis.

trative authorities of the city. He was conducted to an

exterior gallery, where the mayor, in the presence of all

the people assembled in the square, addressed him in the

name of the city. On leaving the capitol, the procession

resumed its march , and conducted us slowly through the

city, to the President's house . The road was lined with

the children of the schools, and numerous corps of militia.

On the way we passed the residences of some of the am

bassadors of the Holy Alliance, to whom , no doubt, a tri
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umphal march so pure and simple, was a phenomenon they

could not explain .

We arrived before the President's house : it is a very

plain edifice, but in very good taste, built of a very hard

white stone, and has buttwo stories, terminating in a plat

form in the Italian fashion , The lower floor is a little ele

vated above the level of the ground , and is reached by an

elegant peristyle. The court yard before the house is en

closed with a handsome iron railing, with three gates, the

entrance of which is not forbidden by guards, porters, nor

insolent valets. The crowd that accompanied the proces

sion stopped before the fence, and we entered the palace

accompanied only by the municipality . A solitary servant

opened the door to us, and wewere immediately introduced

into the reception hall, which is large, of an elliptical form ,

decorated and carpeted witha richness and simplicity of

taste quite remarkable. The President was seated at

the further extremity of theroom, in a chair not distin .

guished in form or elevation from the other seats, with his

secretaries of states near him. On his right and left were

ranged in a half- circle, the general officersof the Army and

Navy, several Senators, and all the heads of the departments

of the government. . All were dressed, like the President,

in plain blue coats, without lace, embroidery, decorations,

or any of those puerile ornaments, at which so many sim .

pletons bend the knee in the ante chambers of the Euro .

pean palaces. When Lafayette entered, all the assembly

arose ; and the President hastening to meet him , embraced

him with all the tenderness of a brother ; then approaching

us, took us by the hand with kindness, and presented us all

three, individually, to each person in the hall , beginning

with the ministers. After this official presentation, the cir.

cle was broken, groups were formed, and conversation be.

gan on different subjects. During this time, the President,

having collected us three near him , addressed himself to

the General as follows :

“ You know, from my last letter, how much I wished to

have you in my house, with your two travelling companions,

during your stay in this city ; but I am obliged todeny my

self that pleasure. The people of Washington claim you ;

they say you are the guest of the nation, and thattheyonly

have a right to entertain you . I am obliged to yield to their

wishes, and the municipality have prepared a hotel for you ,
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have placed a coach at your service, and, in short, provided

for all your wants . · You must accept it all : but I hope it

will notprevent you from regarding my house as your own .

Plates will always be laid for you at mytable ; and I desire

that whenever you are not engaged with the citizens, you

will dine with me. The municipality, I know, this evening

expect you to attend a public entertainment; and to-mor

row you will partake, with them , of a dinner I am to give

to the 'principal officers of the government ; ' but when
these ceremonies are passed, I shalldo all in my power to

have you as often as possible, in my family.”

This invitation was so cordial and pressing, that General

Lafayette did not hesitate to accept it, and joined our thanks
with his own.

The next day we therefore dined with the President,

where we found assembled the ministers, municipal, judi

cial, and military authorities. Before we seated ourselves

at table, Mr. Monroe introduced us to his wife, his two

daughters, and his son -in -law . We found, in all that family,

the same cordiality, and the same simplicity, as in the su .

preme magistrate of the nation . Mrs. Monroe, although

past sixty years, may still be called remarkably beautiful ;

her amiable disposition and her wit, scarcely permit the

slightinfluence that time has exercised on her face to be seen .

On taking our places at the table, I remarked that a sin.

gle seat had beenreserved : it was that for General La.

fayette, whom the President placed athis right. The other

guests took their seats at hazard, but all with remarkable

modesty : each appearing to wish to forget the elevation of

his rank. I was, by accident, seated between Mr. Southard,

the Secretary of the Navy, and Mr. M'Comb, Major Gene.
ral of Engineers. The latter speaks French with great

facility ; and had the goodness, during the dinner, to reply

to allmy questions, although they were not few , for every

thing I sawappeared very strange, or at least very different

from what is found in Europe. “ You see here ,” said he,

“ all the great chiefs of our government : that is to say,
the first servants of the people. They are few , and there .

fore easily watched . The people are not the less well

served, and it costs them but little ; for, among all their

servants, there is not one who can dream of enriching him

self. Their salaries are generally too small to excite cu.

pidity ; and it may even be said of most of them , that,

Vol. I. 15
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being obliged to neglect their private business for public

affairs, they will leave their offices poorer than they en.

tered them ; and but one simple reward awaits them on

their return to private life : the esteem and gratitude of

their fellow -citizens, if they have faithfully performed their
duties .

I should have wished to receive some information con

cerning most of those men whom here the people call their

servants ; but the conversation became general, and we

were soon obliged to relinquish our private gratification.

“ On yourreturn from Yorktown , ” said General M'Comb,

“ you probably will spend some time here; and you will

be able to study at your leisure the public character and

domestic habits of our statesmen . This study may per

haps prove very interesting to an European ; and if I am

able to render it more easy by such explanations as you

may require, I will furnish them with pleasure .” I accept

ed this offer of General M'Comb with joy, and hoped to

profit much by his advice .

The three following days, which we passed in Washington,

were devoted by the General to visiting the city of George

town, which is divided from the Capital of the United

States only by a small brook , and where he received a

brilliant welcome; in receiving daily a great number of

citizens ; and in passing a few moments with the family

of his paternal friend, Washington. For myself, I took

advantage of those three days tovisit the city , and its pub.

lic buildings, and to make a few notes on the District of

Columbia .

A short time after liberty, commerce and industry had

effaced the marks of the Revolutionary War, and restored

calmness to the great family of the United States, Con

gress rationally thought, that each state having need of

entire independence, none of them could longer afford a

seat for the central government, which also required a

situation where it would be out of the reach of local in.

fluence. They consequently made the acquisition of a

small tract of land, on the boundary of Maryland and

Virginia , and there established themselves in 1800. This

tract of land, which is ten miles quare, and is divided by

the Potomac river, received the name of the District of Co.

lumbia, and was placed under the immediate government of

Congress. The two largest cities in the District are

Georgetown and Alexandria : both much older than the
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District itself. The former is very pleasantly situated on the

descent of a hill, between the Potomac and Rock creek, and

contains a population of about 7000 souls. It has a can.

non -foundery, (of which I shall speak hereafter ; ) and its

commerce, although very active, is much less considerable

than that of Alexandria, a city situated seven miles lower

down, on the right bank of the Potomac. The population

of that place is 8000 ; and the exports which principally

consist of four, annually amount to nearly $ 900,000. As

for the city of Washington, it is as I have already said, laid

out on so large a scale, that 13,000 inhabitants do not give

it the aspect of a city. But for its public edifices, it would

be taken fora young colony , contesting with the difficulties

of an unsettled country. In some of the quarters, it re .

quires more than twenty minutes to go from one house to

another ; and on the way it is not uncommon to meet a

cart moving with difficulty along a path, which probably,

for half a century to come, many bear harvests in the

place of buildings. The projected streets are all wide ,

strait and parallel to each other ; but one of the greatest

mistakes made in laying them out was the preserving a

row of trees on both sides, which would have marked them

well , and have offered a shade against the heat of the

The finest edifice in Washington City, is doubtless

the Capitol. It contains two spacious hails, very well

arranged for the sessions of the two Houses of Repre

sentatives and Senate ; another for the use of the Su

preme Court of the United States ; and a National Li

brary. The Capitol was burnt in 1814, by theEnglish,
who behaved like Vandals when they took Washington ;

but it has risen greater and more splendid from its ashes.

When I visited it work was still going on. The Marine

Arsenal, which is situated a short distance from the Ca

pitol , is one of the finest and most valuable establish

ments of that kind . All the work in wood and iron is

performed by steam machinery. I saw several frigates

building; and the armory appeared to me very well sup

plied. I was shown some muskets designed for the de .

fence of entrenchments, which consistedof several bar.

rels bound together, on one level , which are capable of

firing fifty shots without re -loading. CommodoreTingey,

who commands in the Arsenal, and did the honours of it

with a kindness which I could not speak of too highly, pro

mised to let me make trial of one of his muskets ; but not

sun .
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having time enough, I could not judge of their usefulness,

which is much boasted of by many American officers. In

the middle of the principal yard stands a rostral column,

which was raised in honour of the American seamen who

died before Algiers, constructed of white marble, and co

vered with allegorical figures ; it was executed with great

skill ; but in 1814, the English, basely jealous of all foreign

glory , endeavoured to destroy it ; and it still bears marksof

sabre cuts, with which it was struck in their brutal fury .

The Americans have not erased any of them , and have

hardly raised their voices against this act of Vandalism ;

but have engraved on the monument, in large letters, these

severe words : “ Mutilated by Britons in 1814."

Next to the Capitol, the most remarkable edifice is the

President's house. The large buildings which surround it,

and are used as the offices of the four Secretaries, are spa

cious , commodious, and built with solidity ; but have no.

thing remarkable in their architecture. The City hall is

not yet completed ; indeed it has been raised to so small a de

gree, that it isas yet impossible to form an opinion of its effect

as a public building. As for the Theatre, it is a little shed, in

which three orfour hundred spectators cannot assemble,

without the danger of suffocation.

The college of Columbia, founded some time ago, as yet

contains only a very small number of students. The choice

of the directors and professors promises something brilliant

hereafter ; but the college at Georgetown is a powerful

rival. That establishment which we visited the day after

our arrival at Washington, and inwhich General Lafayette

was received with every testimony of gratitude and patri.

otism, is under the direction of the Jesuits. When I saw

the Reverends in the costume of their order, I could not at

first suppress a painful sentiment. All the misdeeds of

which they have been guilty in Europe, crowded up in my

imagination ; and I lamented the blindness of the Ameri

cans who trust the education of their children to a sect so

inimical to liberty. On my return to Washington , I could

not forbear communicating my fears to Mr. Cambreleng, a

young representative from New York, in whose company I

spent the evening. He at first listened with a smile ; but

when he heard me express a wish, that all Jesuits were ri.

gorously excluded from giving public education, he shook
his head in disapprobation. " That measure, said he,

“ will never be adopted among us ; at least, I hope not. In
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my opinion, it would be contrary to that spirit of liberty

which animates us ; it would be unjust towards the Jesuits,

of whom we neverhad any ground for complaint ; and be.

sides, I know no power inour country which possesses au

thority to take such a measure.” " It is possible," replied

I, “ that you may have no ground for complaint against the

Jesuits, because they are as yet very few among you, and

have not arrived at power; but have a little patience, think

what has happened in Europe, and tremble .” " What has

happened in Europe," replied he, can never happen

among us, because we are wise enough not to change our

institutions : while we have neither king, nor state religion ;

nor monopoly, we never can have to feareither the intrigues
or the influence of any association . With whom could the

Jesuits intrigue here ! -- the Government ? With us the go
verment is the people . I can easily conceive how in Eu.

rope the Jesuitsmay gain the ear of the king by means of

intrigues, and by filling his mind with religious fears ; by

means of which, they draw from him wealth , honour, pow .

er, &c. But can you believe sincerely, that, with all their

intrigue and address you suppose them to possess, your Je.

suits can ever succeed in persuading a whole nation, en.

lightened and free, to spoil themselves, and deliver them.

selves up, bound hand and foot ? Never! besides, by what

means would they persuade them ? ” “ By means ofpublic in.

struction," replied I. “ But,” returned he, “ before public

instruction could become the effectual means of operation

to them, it must be monopolized by them ; Now ! thanks to

our wise institutions, we have no monopolies of any kind .

Wedo not groan like you, under the leaden weight of a

privileged University. Among us, every father of a family

is the only judge of the manner in which it is proper to

educate and instruct his children ; and hence arises a con

currence between those who devote themselves to public

instruction : a concurrence which sustains itself only by a
sincere attachment to our institutions, a profound respect

for the laws we have made for ourselves , and the practice

of all virtues which compose the character of good citizens .

The Jesuits themselves are obliged to fulfil these conditions,

in order to obtain the confidence of the public ; and they

thus obtain it , so long as they merit it. I do not see by

what authority they can be deprived of the exercise of a

right which is common to us all; and if they should ever

show themselves unworthy, the public would do them jus
* 15
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tice. “ Ah ! indeed ,” replied I, “ among us also, public

opinion would do them justice ; but public opinion can

not expel them from the University, nor from the king's

council, nor from the wealthy establishments they have

founded, nor from the offices they have obtained.”

well," coolly replied my young representative ; get rid of all

these things, and your Jesuitswill then be no more danger ..

ous than our own. "

Very

CHAPTER XIII.

Departure for Yorktown - Tomb of Washington - Celebration of the Anniversary

of the taking of Yorktown - Particulars of the siege of that City in 1781 .

The militia of Virginia had long since expressed a de

sire to General Lafayette, to celebrate with him the anni.

versary of the capture of Yorktown, on the very spotwhere

he had seen the great event accomplished ; which, by ter

minating the revolutionary war, forever secured the inde.

pendence of the United States. To comply with this ho-.

nourable invitation, the General left Washington on the 1st

October ; crossing the Potomac on a bridge more than a

mile in length , and was received on the Virginia side, by a

corps of troops, under the command of General Jones.

His march to Alexandria, and his entrance into that city,

were marked by the continual noise of artillery, placed on

the route ; andby the acclamations of the people who ac

companied him. We dined and lodged at Alexandria. It
was at the moment when we were about to take our seats at

table, with all the magistrates, and a great number of citi.

zens, that the Secretary of State, Mr.Adams, informed us

of the death of Louis XVIII. king of France.

On the 17th, we embarked on board of the steamboat

Petersburg, having on board the Minister of War, Mr. Cal.

houn , Generals M'Comb and Jones, and a great number of

other officers, as well as many citizens. After two hours

sailing, the cannon of Fort Washington, announced to us

that we wereapproaching the last asylum of the elder son

of American liberty. At this mournful signal, to which the
band that accompanied us, replied in plaintive tones. We

mounted to the deck , and the lands of Mount Vernon pre
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sented themselves to our view. At that sight, an involuntary

and spontaneous movement, inclined us to bend our knees.

Our landing was facilitated by boats ; and we soon trod the

soil which had so often been trod by Washington. A coach

received General Lafayette and the other travellers, which

silently ascended the steep path that led to the solitary habi.

tation of Mount Vernon . On recrossing that hospitable

threshold, which had offered him a refuge, when the crimes

of others had violently torn him fromhis country and his

family, George Washington Lafayette felt his heart affected,

in no longer finding there, him whose paternal care had

comforted him in misfortune - bim whose examples and wise

instructions, had inspired his youthful mind with those ge

nerous sentiments, which at the present day, render him

an example to good citizens - a model for fathers and hus.

bands, a most devoted son , and most faithful friend ; and his

father looked about with tenderness for every thing that

might recal the companion o his glorious labours.

Three nephews of Washington came to receive the

General, his son, and myself, to conduct us to the tomb of

their uncle. Our numerous travelling companions entered

the house, and a few moments afterwards, the cannon of

the fort, thundering anew, announced to the surrounding

country that Lafayette was paying respect to the ashes of

Washington . Simple and modestas he was during his life,

so he appears in his last repose. The tomb of the citizen .

hero is hardly perceptible through the black cypresses

which surround it. A little rising ground covered with

turf, a wooden door without an inscription, a few faded gar

lands, and others still green, show to the traveller who visits

this place, the spot where he reposes in peace , whose

powerful arm broke the chains of his country.

On our approach the door was opened. General Lafay

ette first descended into the tomb, and a few moments after

wards returned to the threshold, his face wet with tears.

He took his son and myself by the hand, and made us enter

with him,and showed us by asign the coffin of his paternal

friend . He reposes by the side of her who was his com

panion during life, and whom death has now united with

him forever. We prostrated ourselves together before that

coffin , which we respectfully touched with our lips. On

rising, we threw ourselves into the arms of General La

fayette, and mingled our tears and our regrets with his.

On leaving the tomb, we found the three nephews of

1
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Washington ardently praying for their uncle , and mingling

in their prayers the name of Lafayette . One of them, Mr.

Custis, offered the General a gold ring, containing some of

the hair of the greatman ; and we returned by the path to the

house, where our travelling companions were awaiting us .

An hour was devoted to visiting the houseand gardens,

which are now the property ofa nephew of Washington,

bearing his name ; and occupying one of the first offices in

the American magistracy. He has determined to make no

change in the estate left him by his uncle, to whose memory

he pays the most respectful and most tender regard . Mr.

George W. Lafayette assured me, that every thing in the

house was still much in the same state in which hehad left

it twenty-eight years ago. He found in the place where

Washington had put it, the principal key of the Bastille,

which Lafayette sent him after the destruction of thatmonu

ment of despotism . The note which accompanied it is still

carefully preserved along with the key.

The situation of Mount Vernon, on the right bank of the

Potomac, is very picturesque, and overlooksfor a great dis

tance the course of that majestic river. The house, small

and very simple , is surrounded with beautiful trees. The

tomb is two hundred feet distant from the house.

After a few moments of repose we again took the path

which leads down to the shore . Our march was a silent

Each of us bore in his hand a branch of cypress, cut

fromover the tomb of Washington . We might have seemed

an afflicted family, returning from committing to the earth

a father dearly beloved , who had been removed by death.

We were already on board, and had proceeded far over the

rapid waves, before any person broke the silence of medi.

tation. At length Mount Vernon disappeared behind the

winding and elevated banks of the river,when all assembled

in the stern of the vessel, and listened attentively until eve

ning, whileGeneral Lafayette spoke of Washington.

A short time after our departure from Mount Vernon , we

met the steamboat Potomac, with a company of volunteers

from Fredericksburgh on board, commanded by Captain

Crutchfield , and a great number of passengers, who came

to meet the General. The two vessels, after having ex

changed salutes, proceeded on together during the whole
night,and arrived on the following day at the mouth of York

River, where they found five other vessels, in which they

proceeded up the river to Yorktown. We stopped a mo .

one.
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ment opposite the point intended for our landing place, and

at the signal given by the artillery on the bank, welanded

with the assistance ofboats commanded by the brave Captain

Elliott, the officer who so powerfully contributed to the des.

truction of the British Squadron, on Lake Erie, on the 10th

of September 1813. The General was received on shore

by a committee from Yorktown, by the Governor of Virginia

and his Council, the Chief Justice of the United States,

Mr. John Marshall, and a great number of the officers of

the Army. The upper banks of the riverwere covered with

a crowd of ladies, who had come from a great distance ; and

its waters presented a scene truly picturesque in the number,

variety, and arrangement of the vessels, with which they

were covered. After having replied to speeches from Mr.

Leigh, President of the committee, and the Governor of the

state of Virginia, General Lafayette was conducted amidst

the acclamations of the people, to the head quarters which

had been prepared for him. He found them established in

the very house which Cornwallis had occupied during the

seige of the town , forty three years before.

Yorktown which has never recovered from the disasters

of the Revolutionary war, because its unhealthy situation

offered no inducements to new inhabitants, appeared to us

in its present condition, very appropriate to the celebration

which we were to witness on the following day. Ruinous

houses, blackened by fire , ormarked by cannon shot ; the

ground covered with the remains ofarms, and fragments of

shells ; tents grouped or disposed according to the nature

of the surface; small bands of soldiers placed at different

points: every thing, in a word , presented us the picture

of a camp, hastily pitched around a town, taken and occupi

ed after a close contest : the manner in which we were ac

commodated, added still further to the illusion of the scene .

A solitary bed had been prepared, which was offered to

General Lafayette, and all those who accompanied him .

Officers, Generals, the Governor, even the minister him .

self, took their places on straw mattresses, in rooms with

out furniture, and only half covered . During the whole

night, sixty officers formed into a volunteer company, kept

guard at headquarters, around which they bivouacked.

On the 19thas soon as day light appeared, the cannon

thundering in the plain awakened us, and brought all the

troops around us under arms. General Lafayette accompa

nied by the committee of arrangements, paid a visit to the
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tent of Washington, which had been brought alongwith us,

and which had been pitched at head quarters. There he

was received by different corps of officers,belonging to the

regiments which surrounded us, and during their introduction,

we witnessed the most affecting scenes. Two old soldiers

of the Revolution fainted and fell on taking the hand of their

former General . But what above all attracted the attention

of the spectators, was the appearance of Colonel Lewis,

who presented himself in the dress of a Virginia mountaineer,

and requested permission to address Lafayette in the name

of the citizens of his country .

“ General,” said he , “ the children of the mountains unite

their hearts with their brethren of the plain , to celebrate

your return to this country . They rejoice that you have

been able to judge, after an absence of forty years, of the

happy results of self government, founded on the natural

rights of man ;-rights to secure the recognition of which

you have so nobly contributed . When, during your youth,

you came voluntarily across the foaming mountains of the

deep ocean , to fight and pour out your blood for the inde

pendence of America, you were no doubt far from anticipa

ting such happy results. We, at that time, appeared in the

eyes of the world , only a feeble people , in regard to our

military resources ; but the sacred love of liberty was

already burning in our hearts ; we dared to fight, and,

thanks to Lafayette and his generous nation, we con .

quered :-and now behold we are ten millions. We have

cut down those immense forests which contained in their

shades savagemen and ferocious beasts,and in their place

we cultivate fertile fields, and erect villages, which will

soon be changed into wealthy cities. Our commercial flag

waves on all seas, and our Navy, now triumphant, sails over
the vast ocean . Such is the influence of a free government,

founded on wise and humane laws, and executed in good

faith . - However, a melancholy thought intrudes to disturb

the happiness we enjoy in seeing you again . We fear

your return to Europe. The despots of that hemisphere

are jealous of your increasing glory, which is supported by

virtues they are incapable of practising, andtheirsuspicious

policy might again condemnyou to the walls of their duna

geons. Remain with us then, Lafayette ! remain with us !

in each of our houses you will find a domestic hearth , in

each of our hearts you will find a friend ; our filial affection

will sooth your closing years ; and when it shall please the
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will appearGod of Nature to call you to his bosom, you

crowned with the benedictions of a free and powerful peo

ple : we will respectfully place your remains by the side of

your adopted father, and we will sprinkle your tomb with

the tearsof gratitude.

“ What I have spoken, is in the name of the sons of the

mountains.”

As soon as Colonel Lewis had ended this speech, which

was loudly applauded by the hearers, the General affec .

vionately took his hands in his own, kindly thanked him ,

and begged him to express all his gratitude to the sons of

the mountains of Virginia, whose good and numerous ser

vices rendered during the Revolution , he rapidly recounted.

At 11 o'clock all the troops approached Head Quarters,

near which they formed in columns, and in a few moments

afterwards, they took up their line of march to conduct

General Lafayette to a triumphal arch which had been

erected on the very site of the English redoubt which he

had formerly carried at the head of the American troops

which he commanded during the seige of Yorktown. His
approach took place through a double row of ladies, whose

lively joy and elegance of dress , singularly contrasted with

the martial display which surrounded them.

Under the triumphal arch he was received by General

Taylor, who, after the different corps had occupied the

places assigned them , and when silence had been establish

ed among the surrounding crowd, began an address ; and

eloquently and rapidly explained the motives which excited

the enthusiasm and gratitude of the American people to .
wards Lafayette. " Here, around us,” said he, “every

thing speaks to us of the past, and awakens our recollections.

These plains from which the plough has not yet effaced the

traces of military works, these ramparts half thrown down,

that village in ruins, in the midst of which are still seen

roofs that have been shattered by bomb shells, remind us

howlong, cruel, and doubtful was that contest, on the issue

of which depended the emancipation of our country .

“ There, on yonder little eminence, the last scene of this

bloody drama was terminated, by the capture of an entire

army,-- and our liberty was secured forever. Among such

memorials, how can we repress the expressions of our

gratitude tothe hero whose courage has secured to us the

blessings of liberty.

The soil on which we tread was then a redoubt occupied
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by the enemy, and our active imagination also recalls the

young chief whose valour gave uspossession of it. Can

we then stand here without recalling also that man , supe.

rior to the prejudices which then controlled other minds,

even the most generous, who knew how to distinguish in the

first resistance offered by a quiet and obscure colony, the

movement of that moral power which was destined to give

a new direction, and a new character, to political insti.

tutions, and to improve the condition of the human race ?

Can we forget, that deaf to the seductions of power;

and the loveof pleasure, he then came to offer us, with

noble prodigality, his sword, his fortune, and the influence

of his generous example ?

Andwhile in the aged warrior who presents himself to .

day before us, we recognize that youthful chief, with what

liveliness does our memory retrace allthe events of his life !

With what happiness do we consider that his whole life

has realized thepromises of his youth ! In political assem

blies, as in camps; in the palaces of kings, as in their

dungeons; we find him ever anminated with the same

spirit, and the same courage ; sometimes repressing the

licentiousness of the popular spirit , sometimes exposingthe

extravagant demands of power ; but always proceeding

with a firm step towards the object to which the efforts of

his whole life had been directed - the moral and political

improvement of the whole world .

General- In the best periods ofancient times, it was nei.

ther by the display of wealth, nor by the loveof power, that

men were incited to generous enterprises. A simple branch

of oak , or of laurel, was the reward of true merit, or of the

greatest services ; to deserve which the statesman devoted

himself with ardour to meditation , the warrior was profuse

with his blood , and eloquence pronounced her most sublime

expressions. This reward was an object of ambition to

all; but virtue alone obtained it. It was, however, some

times to be feared, that it was too lightly regarded by the

enthusiasm of the citizens. Here we have no such incon .

venience to apprehend. Time, which sometimes tarnishes

the brightness of an ordinary virtue, has rendered yours

more brilliant. After the lapse of half a century , your

triumph is proclaimed by the sons of those who witnessed

your exploits. Deign then, General, to accept this simple,

but expressive offering of their gratitude, and their admira

tion. Allow one of their chiefs to place on your head the
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only crown which you would not despise to wear ; the emblem

of civic virtues, and of martial valour. You will not be

offended, General, if we have entwined in this crown a few

branches of cypress. They are an expression of our grati

tude,and of our sorrow, for those courageous men who had

the glory to partake of your dangers, but who should have

had the honour of witnessing your triumph . Your heart

would have felt indignation , if on an occasion so solemn,

and in the midst of acclamations of joy, excited by your

presence, we had forgotten them ."

Here the orator approached General Lafayette, placed
a crown upon his head, and said aloud, sô that he could be

heard by the whole assembly : “ In the presence of the citi.

zens, the defenders of Virginia, and on this redoubt, the

theatre of their valour, I offer to General Lafayette, this

erown , entwined for a double triumph . In battle he was

a hero, and in civil life the benefactor of the world . ”

General Lafayette was deeply affected ; and his emotion

was further increased by the enthusiasm with which these

words of the orator were received by the multitude. Al.

ways influenced, however, by that modesty which so strongly

characterizes him, he hastened to remove the crownfrom

his head, and turning to Colonel Fish, one of the officers

who had valiantly seconded him in his attack on the re .

doubt, said, “ Take this crown, it also belongs to you ; keep

it as a deposit of which we are to render an account to all

our comrades," and then addressing General Taylor, he

returned him his thanks.

“ I am happy,” said he, “ to receive such honourable testi

mony of the friendship of my old companions in arms, in

this place, where the American and French arms so glori

ously united in a holy alliance in favour of the indepen .

dence of America, and the sacred principles of the sove.

reignty of the people. I am happy also at being received

in this manner, at the very placewhere my dear comrades

of the Light Infantry acquired one of their most honourable

claims to the love and esteem of their fellow citizens. " He

concluded by paying a tribute of gratitude to the officers
who had led the attack on the redoubt ; and among them

named Hamilton , Dumas, Laurens, and Fish ; and said

that it was in their names, and in the name of the Light In

fantry, and only in common with them, that he accepted the

crown they had just offered him .

After this ceremony, all the troops defiled before him ;
VOL. 1 . 16
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and we returned to the city, where we spent the rest of the

day, in the midst of enjoyments of various kinds. A cir.

cumstance quite affecting, still further added to the interest

of this patriotic and military festival. I have already said,

that General Lafayette on his arrival at Yorktown, had es.

tablished his head quarters in the house in which Cornwallis

had held his own forty -three years before. Some of the

servants in examining the cellar to find convenient places in

which to stow the refreshments and provisions, discovered

a large box in an obscure corner, whose weight and appear.

ance of antiquity excited their curiosity. They opened it,

and to their great astonishment found it filled with matches,

blackened by time. The inscription which they read on

the lid of the box, informed them that it had contained part

of the stores of Cornwallis during the seige ; and they im

mediately made known this discovery in the house ; from

which it rapidly spread to the camp. A few moments af.

terwards, all the matches were taken up, lighted, and placed

in a circle in the middle of the camp, where the ladies

danced the whole evening with the soldiers. A ball at York

town in 1824 , by the light of Cornwallis' matches, seemed

so amusing an event to all the old revolutionary soldiers,

that in spite of their great age and the fatigues of the day ,

most of them would not retire until the matches were wholly

burnt out.

Although more than half the night had passed away since

we had been permitted to take any rest, yet the desire to

pass over and examine with attention the ground on which

the independence of America was securedby a signal vic .

tory, did notpermit me long to remain in the arms of sleep .

When I awoke, day had just begun to appear ; and when I

reached the ruins of the old town, the first rays of the sun

which was near the horizon, showed me the temporary camp

of the militiamen already abandoned. I saw a part of the

troops, who were embarked on board several vessels, which

were hastening from the shore ; while the dying sound of

the drum behind the forest, which extends almost to the

town, intimated to me the route taken by the detachments

which were returning to their homes. Although every thing

around me presentedan exactand striking picture of ascene

of war, myattention wasnot long diverted from my princi

pal object; and I soon began to examine the site of the

town, the exterior works, and the positions of the two ar.

mies, whose holy alliance had rendered ttiumphant, on the
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American continent, the independence of a young nation ,

and the rights of man . Notwithstanding the formation of a

number of gardens, and the useless efforts of the plough to

fertilize a few spots of the soil which almost everywhere

presents a sterile appearance , I was easily able to trace out

the form of the town, and describe an arc the chord of

which was formed by York River, which at that place is

very wide, and navigable even for frigates ; but I had much

difficulty in discovering the exterior works. However, with

the aid of a plan of the siege , I continued my researches,

when I observeda man sitting at the foot of a small pyra.

mid apparently plunged in deep meditation. Onthat pyra.

mid were engraved in large letters, the names of Rocham .

beau, Viomesnil, Lauzun, St. Simon, and Dumas ; and in

fact all the principal French officers, who fought and con

quered at Yorktown. While I was reading withsatisfaction,

over and over again, those glorious names, which will recall

to the latest posterity the honourable part taken by France,

in the contest of American liberty against British tyranny,

the old man arose, and I saluted him ; and we soon entered

into conversation concerning the objects around us, which

appeared to be equally interesting to us both . He informed

me that he had performed the campaign of Virginia, and

the siege of Yorktown, under the command of Lafayette ;

and having retired forty years ago to a small farm , at only

a few miles distant, he had never passed an anniversary of

the capture of York without coming here to pay histribute

of grief to his old comrades, and ofgratitude to the French

nation . Since you appear, said he; to take so lively an in.

terest in the circumstances of that event, in which I had the

honour of taking an active part, let us mount together to

that point of the bastion which still remains, in themidst of

so manyruins : we shall be able to see from thence the plan

of operations witha glimpse of the eye ; and I can more

easily make myself intelligible. After the old soldier had

turned his eyes around, as if to revive his recollections, he

made me sit beside him. We turned our backs to the town ;

and the plain which had been occupied by the besieging

army lay spread before us . You know said he how Corn .

wallis, after a campaign of six months, was driven by the

young Lafayette frompost to post, across Virginia, to shut

himself
up in Yorktown, whence he could not depart with .

out the surrender of his arms, I will begin my recital

therefore, at the time when Lafayette, by taking a position
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at Williamsburg, placed Cornwallis in a situation where he

could not escape him.

“ In the early part ofSeptember, Cornwallis had attempt.

ed to reconnoitre the position ; but judging it would be im.

possible to force it, and knowing that all retreat by sea was

cut off by the French fleet, commanded by Mons. De

Grasse, he determined to incur the chances of a siege,and

began to fortify himself as well as he could. Each of us

supposed, thattaking advantage of theenthusiasm excited

in our ranks by our late successes, Lafayette would not

give his adversary time to reconnoitre, but would lead us to

a concluding victory. But the young general gaveevidence

on this occasion, of a degree of moderation , perhaps still

more admirable than his courage and talents. Neither

the petitions of his officers, who pressed him not to ne.

glect the opportunity to gather new laurels, by giving a

last blow to the English army, nor the offers of Admiral

De Grasse, who proffered to him , through Mons. St. Si.

mon, the support of the marines, and even a part of

the seamen from his thirty-eight ships, to second his ef.

forts , could induce him to undertake any thing , before

the arrival of the allied army, commanded by Washing

ton and Rochambeau . 66 When a decision is to be made

on so important a subject,” said he to them , “ I should

never prefer the gratification of my pride , to the cer.

tainty of success, to be shared with others .” And he

waited till its accomplishment with a degree of patience

which would have been astonishing even to an old com

mander.

“ On the 13th, Washington and Rochambeau arrived at

our camp ; and, on the 17th, went on board the Ville

de Paris, to concert with Admiral De Grasse a plan to

bring the French fleet into co -operation for the success

of the enterprise. All the 'combined forces were Uni

ted on the 26th. On the 28th we marched on York .

town to invest it ; which was done without the loss of a

single man. The French corps, commanded by Rocham

beau, occupied the space between the heights on the

river, and amarsh which is almost opposite us, but which

we cannot see, because it is masked bysome woods and ra.

vines, under the shade of which an enemy might be ap.

proachedwithin pistol shot ofhis works. The grenadiers,

and the chasseurs of the advanced guard ofthisarmy, were

commanded by De Viomesnil. On the following day, the
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American army passed that marsh, and established its left,

and was about establishing its right, below York river.

The investment of the placethus became complete, and as

closely drawn as possible. The legion of Lauzun, a corps

of cavalry and half a brigade of American militia, went to

take position on the other side of the river at Gloucester,

where they were not able to establish themselves until they

had dislodged Tarleton, who was there with 400 horse, and

200 infantry.

During the night of the 29th and 30th, the enemy, fear .

ing to be insulted by a coup -de-main, in the very extended

position which they had fortified, formed the resolution to

leave their camp at Pigeon Hill, which you see yonder be.

fore us ; and to preserve only two redoubts in advance of

the body of the place. The 30th was employed in lodging

themselves amongst the abandoned works of the enemy,

which enabled us to shut him up in a circle of limited ex.

tent, and gave us the most important advantages. From

that moment, we began our entrenchments, and a noble

emulation commenced between our allies and ourselves.

Although very young as soldiers, and without experience

in the operations of a siege, we had the satisfaction of

meriting the praises of the French ; who agreed that, by

our zeal and intelligence, we were worthy to be associated

with veteran troops.

“ Mons. Duportail and De Querenet conducted the works

at the head of the Engineers. Mons. D'Aboville com.

manded the French artillery ; and General Knox the Amer.

ican artillery. In spite of the enemies fire, the works ra.

pidly advanced ; and on the 9th, three batteries were al.

ready prepared to play upon the place . General Washing.

ton fired the first gun himself; and at the signal, we began

a furious cannonade, to which the enemy replied with the

greatest vigour. On the 10th, the red hot shot which were

thrown from a French battery, and aimed at a small En.

glish squadron stationed in the river, set fire to a ship of

forty -four guns , and two smaller ones. The conflagration,

which began in the evening, and lasteda great part of the

night, presented a terrible and magnificent scene, to the

eyes of the besiegers. The devouring flames, which rose

in columns along the masts, spread a gloomylight on all

the batteries, andseemed to lend us their splendour, only to

facilitate our means of destruction . The battle, that night,

16*
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did not cease, until the fire, failing to find further support,

left us in darkness.

“ On the 14th , the British possessed no outworks but two

large redoubts ; one on the spot where Lafayette yesterday

received the civic crown, was, as you perceive, situated

here on our left, near the flat by the river ; the other was

much further to the right, preciselyon the spot where that

pyramid is erected, at the foot of which we met each other.

Washington then resolved to obtain possession of them ;

and the whole day of the 14th and part of the 15th was

employed in cannonading, to destroythe abattis which de

fended the approaches, and to facilitate the attack by as

sault. During the whole time the cannonade proceeded ,

Washington and Rochambeau, on foot, surrounded by their

Staff Officers, remained as near as possible to theenemies'

entrenchments, the better to judge of the effect of our bat

teries, and were admired bythe whole army for their cool

intrepidity.

“ Rochambeau,to calm the impatient ardour of De Viom

esnil, who pretended that they were uselessly wasting pow .

der, and that the moment was now favourablefor the assault,

descended alone into the ravine which separated him from

the enemy, tranquilly mounted the opposite ascent, entered

the abattis within pistol shot of the English batteries, and

then returned coolly, assuring De Viomesnil, that the ab.

batis were not yet sufficiently broken, and that he must

wait, at least, until the parapet was a little more reduced,

that the grenadiers might be exposed only for a shorter

time. The enemies ' fire at length began to slacken , and

Washington thought it a favourable time to make the as .

sault. Lafayette , at the head of the American Light In

fantry, was entrusted with the attack of the redoubton the

left of the besieged, and De Viomesnil at the head of the
French Grenadiers, with that on the right. Lafayette

•thought with reason, that to carry, with young troops, en.

trenchments defended by experienced soldiers, nothing

could be depended upon but the boldness andsuddenness

of the attack. Consequently he ordered all the arms of

his division to be discharged, drew it up in columns, and

led it himself, sword in hand, with quick step, over the

abattis, and in despite of the enemy's fire, penetrated the

redoubt, of which he made himself master in a few minutes.

This brilliant success cost him but a few men . He imme

mediately sent his aid-de-camp, Barber, to De Viomesnil
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to inform him that he was in his redoubt, and to inquire

where he was. The aid -de-camp found the French Gene.

ral at the head of his Grenadiers,waiting patiently, sword

in hand, and under a terrible fire from the enemy, until his

sappers should have regularly cleared the way to the

abattis . Tell Lafayette said Viomesnil, that I am not yet in

mine, but that I shall be there in five minutes ; and in fact,

his troops entered five minutes after, with drums beating,

and in as good order as at a parade . This action exhibited

the discipline, coolness, and courage of the French Grena.

diers, in the highest colours, but cost them a considerable

number in killed and wounded. As soon as we were mas.

ters of the two redoubts, we established ourselves well

along the second parallel, and new batteries were also

constructed, which completed the investment of Cornwallis'

army, and brought all the interior of the place under a

cross fire, from a distance which could not but be highly

injurious.

. During the night of the 15th and 16th , the enemy made

a sortie with six hundred chosen men, under the command

of Abercrombie. He found resistance at all our redoubts ;

but he succeeded in deceiving the French posts of the se .

cond parallel, by presenting himself as an American , and

by the aid of that artifice,arrived at the second battery,

and spiked four guns ; when the Chevalier de Chastelleux

arrived with his reserve, and forced the British to make a

precipitate retreat.

Thanks to the care of General D’Aboville, commander

of the French Artillery, the four pieces, which had been

badly spiked, were in a condition to re -open their fire six

hours afterwards. It seemed that this sortie had for its

principal object, to conceal the retreat of Cornwallis and

his army. In fact, we learned in a short time after, that

the English General had determined to leave his sick and

baggage in the place, to pass the river during the night, and

to fall unexpectedly on the troops occupying Gloucester;

and after having overwhelmned them , to pursue his way by

land to New York . The project was bold , and worthy of a

man like Cornwallis. His boats were already prepared, a

party of his troops were already landed on the opposite

shore, when a violent storm suddenly rising, put it out of

his power to continue his movement. He considered him.

self happy in being able to bring back his troops, before

dawn of day should betray his secret. From that time he
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imitable pace .

was convinced that there was no hope for him ; and on the

17th he proposed to treat .

Negociations were continued until the 19th . Theywere

conducted by the American Colonel Laurens, whose father

was a prisoner in England, and by the Viscount De Noailles.

The terms of capitulation were, that Cornwallis and his

army should be prisoners of war. That the troops should

march out with their arms shouldered, colours flying, drums

beating an English or German march; and thatthey should

lay down their arms on the glacis, in the presence of the

allied armies. This capitulation was ratified by the General

in chief; and at noon, detachments from the allied troops

took possession of the principal posts. When the English

marched out of the town to defile before us, we were ranged

in two lines, the Americans on the right of the road , the

French on the left. At the extremity of the two lines

were all the general officers, in the midst of whom our be.

loved Washington was easily distinguished by his tall

stature, and his fiery war horse, which he managed with in .

The moment when the head of the English

column appeared all eyes were turned to seek Cornwallis,

but being detained by indisposition , he was represented by

General O'Hara . The latter, whether by accident or de

sign, offered his sword to General Rochambeau, who by

asign directed him to General Washington, saying that the

French army being only an auxiliary, hemust receive his

orders from the American General. O'Hara appeared pi.

qued, and advanced towards Washington, who received him

with noble generosity. It was evident to us that the English ,

in their misfortune, were above all enraged in being obliged

to lay down their arms before the Americans ; for both

officers and soldiers affected to turn their heads towards the

French line. Lafayette perceived it, and avenged himself

in a very happy manner. He ordered the band attached to

his light infantry to play “ Yankee Doodle ! ” an air which

the English had applied to a song they composed in ridicule

of us, at the commencement of the war, and which they

ver failed to sing to us when we becametheir prisoners.

They so sensibly felt this jest, that many of them broke their

arms in rage, when they laid them onthe glacis before us .

Cornwallishimself shared with the soldiers that weakness,

which made them blush at being conquered by those whom

they always chose to consider rather as rebels, then as

citizens, armed in defence of their rights. On the day fol,
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lowing the capitulation, when he was amongst the allied

Generals, whocame to visit him , he affected in speaking of

Lafayette, always to distinguish between his character and

that of the Americans. “I decided with more willingness

to surrender," said he, addressing our young General, “ be

cause I knew that at the side of the Americans were the

French, whose character assured me of the humane and

honourable treatment of my urmy. And what, hastily re

plied Lafayette, has your lordship so soon forgot that we,

Americans, also know how to be humane towards capitula.

tive enemies ;" this reply which contained an allusion to the

taking of the army of Burgoyne by the Americ.ins, some.

time before, prevented Cornwallis from again reverting to

the subject.

You see said the old soldier, whom I had not once dared

to interrupt during his recital, so great was the interest with

which I listened to it , you see that Lafayette, was on every

occasion a good and ardent friend to us. He did not con

tent himself only by aiding our cause with his council , and

with his sword in battle, but he also defended our character

and our reputation when they were unjustly attacked, by

identifying himself with us , and rendering himself, if I may

use the expression ,responsible for all our actions. Besides,

the English who affected somuch disdain for us, would have

done well not to have talked so much of humanity, they who

every day outraged that virtue by the most horrible conduct.

We have never forgotten, that during that campaign in

Virginia, so glorious to our arms, and so fortunate for our

independence, conflagration, robbery and murder accompa

nied them through our towns and villages, they often massa.

cred in cold blood their prisoners after a battle , and finally

during the seige of Yorktown, despairing to conquer usby

force of arms, they attempted to poison us by sending

amongst us more than a hundred unfortunate negroes in .

fected with the small pox, whom we out of compassion, re.

moved from the foot of their ramparts. But why should I

dwell so long on the crimes of tyranny which wehave des.

troyed, and which half a century of happiness and liberty

ought to efface from our memory. Have I not a more

agreeable task to fulfil, in speaking to you of the claims

which the French army, and their virtuous chief, have ac .

quired to the gratitude of Americans, by their courage and

generosity. He then recountedto me, with interest, a great

number of circumstances, which prove that no armywas
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ever better disciplined , nor better understood the duties of

an ally, than did the French army ; and I ought to add, that

this testimony of an old American soldier, speaking to me

in the presence as it were, of the factsto which he referred,

is not the only one that I received during our long journey ;

for every where, even in the smallest cottages which were

formerly occupied by the French army, I heard praises por

nounced on their severe discipline, theirprofound respect

for private property, their patience under fatigue, their

courage in battle, their moderation in victory ; and I con .

fess this eulogium of the noble conduct ofmy fellow citizens,

every time affected my heart with an agreeable emotion .

Why then should not the French restoration in 1815, which

in order to identify its colours with past glorious deeds, and

to obliterate the war-like achievementsof the tri- coloured

cockade, continually claims the standard of Henry IV,

which was distinguished only in the civil wars, or those of

Louis XIV, which witnessed only victories, often dearly

purchased, and ruinous retreats, why may it not claim as a

legitimate inheritance a part of the glory obtained in the

war of American Independence. Was it not under the

“ Drapeau Blanc," that the grenadiers of Rochambeau

marched to the capture of Yorktown ? Was it not under the

flag of legitimacy, that our marine immortalized itself in

securing the freedom of a young nation , by the dispersion

of the English fleets, or is that glory to be despised, because

it was notaccquired by the sacrifice of liberty ? I know not.

But it is certain, that whilst we were celebrating the capture

of Yorktown, commanded by Admiral who was at

that time in Hampton Roads, and who could distinguish the

acclamations raised by Americans, grateful for the benefits

they had received from France, coldly remained a stranger

to a fete, which he ought to have regarded as a family fete,

common to both nations. We know that that indifference,

or that inexplicable repugnance, was not shared by the

crews, nor by a majority of the officers. Several of the

latter succeeded in secretly leaving their vessels, and con .

cealed in the dress of citizens, were present, without being

recognised, at that patriotic scene, where the Americans

would have gladly placed them in the first rank, had they

been permitted to appear in their appropriate dress, and

undertheir national colours.

When I returned to head quarters, I found my travelling

companions much engaged on this subject, and several of
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them declared, that the French Admiral would not have

conducted himself in that manner, without instructions from

a superior authority.

CHAPTER XIV.

Route from Yorktown to Richmond, by Williamsburg and Norfolk - History of

Virginia - Considerations on the Slavery of the Blacks.

The acclamations of gratitude, and the tumult of arms,

which had temporarily disturbed the customary calmness of

Yorktown, hadnow ceased to be heard, when on the 20th

in the morning, we took up our march to return to Williams.

burg, the formercapital of the State ofVirginia ; but which

is now a town of moderate size, preserving nothing of its

ancient importance. The College, which was established

under the reign ofWilliam and Mary, and still bears their

name, and which half a century since was celebrated as a

place of learning, appears to have shared the misfortunes

of the city to which it belongs. Williamsburg is situated

in a plain between York andJames rivers. Two creeks,

which fall into the great streams, approach each other a

little before the town , forming a narrow causeway, on which

GeneralLafayette had established that excellentpost, which

Cornwallis attempted to carry without success, when he

endeavoured to escape from the snare into which he had been

driven by his young adversary. Although the population

of Williamsburg scarcely exceeds 14 or 1500 souls, the

General was received with great affection , and had the

pleasure of embracing a great number of old friends, with

whom he passed the day.

Two days after we went to Jamestown to embark for

Norfolk. Our navigation on James River was very inter

esting to General Lafayette, and to several ofhisaged fellow

travellers, who saw a new page in the history of their glori.

ous campaign on every point of the shore .

It was near 5 o'clock when we reached the spacious

roads of Hampton. The sun, then on the horizon, threw

its rays obliquely upon Old Point Comfort, which appeared

to us fromadistance, as if resting on the smooth surface of

the sea. Beyond, on the waters of the Chesapeake, we

1
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perceived several ships of the line, whose lofty sides rose

like walls. They were the ships of the French squadron ,

and several discharges of cannon which we heard towards

the south, with the columns of smoke we saw rising in that

direction , indicated to us the situation of Norfolk ; which

being situatedon a flat marshy plain, at the mouth of Eli.

zabeth river, did not appear above the surface of the water

until very near. Our vessel soon touched the wharves of

the city ; and on landing, General Lafayette was saluted

by the discharge of artillery from the two forts which de.

fend the entrance of the river, and from the ships of war in

the harbour. I will not attempt to describe the fetes pre .

pared by the inhabitants of Norfolk , for the reception of the

Nation's Guest." They were , like the preceding ones,

strongly impressed with the patriotic and grateful charac.

ter of the people. A young Lady who represented the

Genius of Norfolk, received General Lafayette under a

triumphal arch , and expressed to him the sentiments of the

citizens, merits, however, particular remembrance. Her

beauty, her eloquence, and the modest self possession, with

which she performed her mission , produced upon the spec,.

tators an impression, which time will certainly not be able

to remove .

Of all the cities which we have visited to this time, Nor.

forlk presents an aspect the least agreeable. The houses

are generally badly built, and the streets are narrow and

crooked. On account of the marshes which surround it,

the air is unwholesome, and ases are common during

the autumn . Its population does not amount to 4000 souls.

Commerce is, however, very active, with the northern

states, with Europe, and above all, with the West Indies.

The port, which is spacious and deep enough to admit the

largest ships of war, and large enough to contain at least

three hundred , is the only good port in Virginia and North

Carolina, and consequently through it pass all the imports

and exports of those two states. The exports consist prin

cipally of wheat, flour, Indian corn , various kind of lum.

ber, salt meat, fish , iron, lead, tobacco, tar, and turpentine.

At Norfolk are found a considerable number ofFrench

families, who emigrated from St. Domingo. Those fami.

lies at first made choice of this asylum, on account of its

proximity ; and afterwards determined to remain there, on

account of the slavery of the blacks, which enabled them to

keep and to employ the unfortunate negroes they had been
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enabled to bring away in their flight. It is a painful and

revolting spectacle, which is still presented at the present

day by some of our refugee colonists, who, finding no other

way to avoid poverty, than by devoting their unfortunate

slaves to severe labour, that they may enjoy its products.

Many of the Negroes who work at the port, are slaves thus

hired to merchants who feed them , and who pay them

seventy -five cents per day, for which they faithfully account

every day to their indolent masters.

On the following morning we visited Portsmouth , a very

small town, which is situated exactly opposite , on the left

bank of James river, and which includes abeautiful national

navy yard, in which we saw a superb ship of seventy -four

guns, called the North Carolina, which had been launched

but a few days. On returning to Norfolk , we were re

ceived with great parade by the Free Masons, who had

the goodness to receive us all three as honorary members

of their lodge . In the evening there was a very splen

did ball, at which the citizens of Norfolk expected the at.

tendance of the officers of the French squadron . But it

seems that the same motives, which prevented them from

appearing at the fete of Yorktown, also deprived them of

the pleasure of coming to dance with the ladies ofNorfolk ;

for we did not see one of them , at least not in uniform .

On leaving the ball about 11 o'clock, we returned to our

steamboat,which immediatelyproceeded up Elizabeth river,

on our way to Richmond, the capital of Virginia, from

which we were still distant about one hundred miles. The

“ Guest of the Nation” was expected with the greatest im .

patience, because that city contains, in proportion to its

population, a greater number of witnesses than any other,

of his efforts in favour of American Independence. It was

in Richmond, in fact, and around its walls, that those nu

merous movements took place between Lafayette and the

traitor Arnold , supported by General Phillips .

All business was suspended to receive Lafayette, and de.

spite of a very unpleasant rain which fell in abundance, and

which indeed detained us several hours on board, the im.

patient crowd had gone to meet him at Osborne, where he

was to land. The solemn entree could not take place until

the following morning. Forty soldiers who had been in

the war of the revolution, were however presented to him

immediately after his arrival ; and amongstthem were se

veral who had served under his orders in Virginia. They

VOL. I. 17
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met their old General with affection, and he, full of emo,

tion, astonished them by recognizing, and calling by name,

those who had more particularly shared in his labours and

dangers.

The next day the bad weather having ceased, the cele ,

brations were renewed with increased brilliancy. In the

Capital, which was built after the model of the “ Maison

carree ,, " of Nismes, situated in the most elevated party of

the city, the General was received and addressed by Chief

Justice Marshall, in presence of the civil and military au .

thorities, and a large concourse ofcitizens ; amongst whom

we had the pleasure to find several Frenchmen , and parti

cularly Mon. Chevalie, who for more thirty years hasbeen

an inhabitant of Virginia , and has ever enjoyed the friend.

ship and esteem of his adopted fellow.citizens. Notwith .

standing the numerous fetes by which we were engrossed

during our stay at Richmond, we were however able to

spenda few moments in the private society of the most dis

tinguished men of the city , and from their ever instructive

conversation , I collected such details as I wished to obtain

of the history, constitution, and manners of Virginia, which
I shall here present.

This part of the American continent called Virginia ,

which was one of the oldest English colonies in the west.

ern hemisphere, and now forms one of the largest states

in the great republican family of the Union, was first dis

covered, according to the English, by John Cabot, or

as the French say, by Verrazano, who took pessession
of it in the name of Francis I. But whoever may have

been the fortunate navigator who first landed on its fertile

shores, it is certain that the first settlements date no further

back than 1587, the period at which Sir Walter Raleigh

took possession of it,in the name ofa company of English

merchants. That feeble colony hardly constituted five hun

dred individuals in 1605 ; and was soon after reduced to

about sixty persons , by different privations, and by reitera .

ted attacks of the Indians. It is probable that the feeble

remains of them.would have soon been destroyed, if a new

expedition of three ships, commanded by Captain New

port, had not arrived, bringing new supplies ofmen, arms,

and provisions. It was then that Jamestown was founded,

and its feeble ramparts afforded the colonists a shelter

against the arrowsof the Savages : but newtrials awaited

them . To war and famine, was soon added discord ; and
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thie colony would no doubt have been totally destroyed, if

the influence of a single man capable of saving them had

not prevailed. Captain Smith, by his courage and skill

soon became the head of the colony. He carried on the

war with success against several tribes of Indians, who re .

fused to treat, and contracted friendly alliances with seve

ral others, which soon securcd the prosperity ofthe colony.

Its condition was already flourishing ; and its former mis

fortunes had begun to be forgotten, when Captain Smith

was made prisoner by Indian enemies, who would certain

ly have put him to death , if young Pocahontas, daughter of

Powhatan, chief of the tribe , had not by her prayers and

tears obtained his pardon, at the moment when the faggots

were about tobe lighted for his destruction. Havingbeen

restored to liberty, in a short time he hastened back to

Jamestown, where he found the colony again reduced to

the most distressing condition. Only thirty-eight indivi.

duals survived, who were preparing to adventure in a

frail bark , the existence they had exposed by their short

sightedness and presumption . Captain Smith had still

sufficient influence over them to detain them. His activity

opened to them new resources ; and another reinforcement

was broughtthem by Newport. The colony again began

to prosper ; but a new occurrence soon plunged them again

in want, and was on the point of destroying them forever.

They expected to find gold in a brook flowing from a bank

of sand above the town ; and the foolish desire of amass

ing it, induced them to abandon the only labours from which

they could derive a subsistence . Famine again began to
decimate the colonists, who were again obliged to have

recourse to him whose prudence had so often been their

salvation . Smith taking advantage of the terror with

which he had inspired some of the savage tribes, and

through the friendliness of others, obtained from them

such supplies as filled Jamestown with plenty. He then

undertook to reconnoitre the interior of the country to a

great distance, to ascertain its resources .

pose
he embarked in a light boat and explored amidst many

dangers, the principal part of the large streams which

empty into the Chesapeake, and collected details concern

ing them and the whole territory, now composing Virginia;

so exact, that they still serve as a basis for thebestGeo.

graphers. Finally, the genius of Smith preserved the colony,

and continued to extend its limits until 1610 ;-a period ,

For this pur
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at which an unfortunate accident prevented him from pursu

ing further advantages. Whilst returning from an expedi

tion, his powder flask exploded, and severely wounded

him. His friends urged his return to England . He yield

ed to their entreaties, and six months afterwards the five

hundred colonists whom he had left well armed, well sup

plied, and beginning to enjoy the fruits from their flocks and

harvests, were now reduced to the number of sixty indivi.

duals, resembling rather spectres than men. The colony

would have been entirely destroyed but for the arrival of

three vessels, and a great number of emigrants brought by

Lord Delaware.

That unexpected reinforcement restored courage to the

colonists ; and the wise administration of Sir Thomas Dale

soongave the settlement a new development . It was then

that Mr. Rolfe, one of the colonists, married the Princess

Pocahontas, who had saved the life of Smith. That alliance

produced the greatest advantages to the colony ; for Pow .

hatan engaged, with all the tribes under his control, to

support the English, and also to furnish them with provi.

sions.

How much it is to be regretted that the example of Mr.

Rolfe was not followed by his companions. It would have

been easy for them to have secured their prosperity by

similar alliances ; and they would have spared to humanity

much blood and many tears.

After this marriage, the colonists devoted themselves in

peace to the culture of tobacco, which yielded them much

profit, and lived almost at the expense of their Indian allies ;

who proved themselves faithful observers of the treaty ,

although it was very burdensome to them. Sir Thomas

Dale took advantage of this state of tranquility, to complete

the system of administration. But unfortunately he had

for his successor, in 1617, Captain Argal, whose proud and

tyrannical disposition had nearly provoked the greatest

disorders, and the colony suffered some new vicissitudes.

Being recalled by the company, he was replaced by George

Hardly ; who, to ascertain the best means for repairing the

faults of his predecessor, convoked a general assembly of

the inhabitants of Virginia. From that period is dated the

introduction of the representative system into that colony ,

which soon produced happy results. The London company

gave its assent to this simple form of government, and set.

tled the principles of it by a charter, which it granted on

the 24th July , 1621.
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This charter declared, that there should be for the future ,

in Virginia, a legislative body, to be called the General

Assembly, consisting of a governor, twelve counsellors, and

representatives from the people ; -that the counsellors and

representatives shall make the laws, and the governor have

the power to approve or reject them , -that the laws should

not go into effect until they had been ratified by the com .

pany, and that as soon asthe government of the colonies

should be formed and well established, the orders of the

Company should haveno longer any effect in the colony,

without the consent of the General Assembly. The com

pany however reserved to themselves the right of appointing

and removing the governor and counsellors at pleasure.

Notwithstanding this reservation, the Constitution of Vir .

ginia thus became settled ; and the inhabitants suddenly

found themselves transformed from servants of a company,

into freemen and citizens . At the same period, the co

pany sent to Virginia one hundred and sixty young women,

poor, but of irreproachable characters. They were re

ceived with joy, and married to the young colonists, who

paid the expenses of their passage at the rate of 120 pounds

of tobacco each .

The rights of the London company, already enfeebled

by the concessions made to the colonists, were soon denied

by James I.; and three years afterwards, Virginia passed

under the immediate domination of the English government.

However, the population of Virginia, at first confined to

the environs of Jamestown, had now gradually extended

itself over an extensive region, along theroutes of the great

rivers which fall into the Chesapeake. But the colonists,

perceiving their strength increase, daily became less cau

tious in their intercourse with the natives of the country,

whom they ill treated in every possible manner.

Powhatan was dead ; and the tribes he governed had

chosen in his place a warrior of great reputation, who had

come from the shores of the Gulf of Mexico. Opeekan.

canough, as the new king was called, entertained a bitter

enmity towards the Europeans, because he foresaw how

fatal must be their influence to his nation . He had no

difficulty in communicating his hatred and his fears to his

countrymen, and engaged them in an extensive conspiracy

against the commonenemy. The secret was scrupulously

kept during four years ; and was revealed only at the

moment of execution, byan Indian who had been baptized
17*
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!

by the English . Notwithstanding this treachery, the plot
was partially successful, and four hundred colonists fell

under the tomahawks of the savages. Cruel reprisals

were made ; and they were only suspended by a treaty

which concealed a most atrocious design. The Indians,

full of confidence in the promises of their enemies, gave

themselv up without distrust to the labours of the harvest,

when the English fell upon them unexpectedly , and made

a terrible slaughter; and the feeble remains of the tribes

which escaped massacre, soon perished with want in the

forests, and disappeared forever. The colonists, thus ren .

dered sole masters of that extensive country , could now

extend their settlements at pleasure. But this advantage

also failed to produce any benefit; and they must infallibly

have sunk amidst the horrors of famine, if a new reinforce.

ment had not been sent them, of colonists and provisions, to

replace those destroyed by the Indians, The assistance,

on this occasion ,' was not rendered by the company, it

having been dissolved by king James. This violence on

the part of the crown, against a company which had ex.

pended more than three millions for the establishment of

the colony, and which, notwithstanding its faults, merited
the character of possessing astonishing perseverance,

greatly afflicted the colonists, but in the end resulted to

their benefit. They knew how to defend themselves

against the encroachments of the Royal government, and

obtained a confirmation of all the rights which they had

acquired before the extinction of the company.

Until 1651 , the Colony was peaceful and prosperous, the

troubles which had arisen in England, from the violent death

of Charles I. produced but little agitation here, and had

for their result a treaty , in which Cromwell agreed by a

special article, that Virginia should be exempt from taxes,
duties, and imposts ofevery description ; and that no charge

should be laid upon her without the consent of the General

Assembly,to build forts orcastles, or even to support troops .

But in 1652, the Colonists began to suffer from the narrow

views adopted by the Republic of England, during the ten

years of Cromwells administration. Their discontent greatly

increased, so that whenGovernor Matthews, appointed by

the Usurper, died , and the inhabitants, taking advantage of

this interregnum , overthrew the republican authorities , and

proclaimed Charles II. an exile in Holland, who thus be .

came King of Virginia, before he became certain of reas .
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cending the throne of England. The death of Cromwell,

which took place in the same year, 1660, saved the Colony

from the danger to which it would have been infallibly ex

posed, by its imprudent attachment to the cause of the

Stuarts.

The Virginians soon repented oftheir devotion to the new

king, whose ingratitude proved more injurious to them , than

the tyranny of Cromwell. Charles II .far from abolishing

the restrictions which already depressed the commerce of

Virginia, aggravated and rendered them perpetual by the

Navigation Act. The re -establishment of the French church

in all its intolerance, the passionate revocation of all acts

which might have perpetuated the memory of the French

Revolution the spoliation of private property to pay the

instruments of the restoration -- the continual fall in the

value of tobacco - in short every thing concurred to embit

ter the Colonists, and to dispose them to general insurrec .

tion. An opportunity of exciting it was not long in present

ing itself, and a civil war broke out in the Colony. A

squadron, sent by Charles II . for the assistance of Gover.

nor Berkley, arrived at the moment when Bacon the leader

of the insurgents, who had already made themselves mas.

ters of Jamestown had died. But as no one thought him .

self possessed of the talents necessary to achieve what that

bold and skilful chief had undertaken, the insurgents accept

ed the amnesty offered them by Berkley. But this attempt

ed insurrection only enragedCharles II. whose despotism

knew no bounds. At thisperiod he forbade them by a law ,

either to complain or speak evil of the administration of the

Governor, under penalty of the most severe punishment;

and various seditions were repressed by force . However,

in spite ofthe violence and injustice of the mother country,

commerce returned with considerable activity, and the

population , finding daily new resources in their industry,

very rapidly increased . In 1688, it exceeded more than

40000 souls. But whilst the Colonists perceived their strength

increasing they alsofelt agrowinghatred against royal autho

rity ; and when the first shouts for independence wereraised

bythe New England Colonies, Virginia replied by raising the

standard of insurrection . In the month of June, 1776, the

representatives of the people assembled to the number of

200 in Williamsburg, drew up and signed a declaration ,

which broke forever the tyrannical cords, which untilthat

time had bound the Colony to the mother country. This
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declaration, by establishing in a clear and precise manner ,

the rights of each member of the social body, fixed the prin

ciple of the sovereignty of the people , and repelled as mon

strous the principleofhereditary succession, and the exer

cise of power. It was soon followed by the publication of

the Constitution ; the triumph of which was established by

the revolutionary war. In 1785, the Assembly passed an

act for revising the laws, and the establishmentof Religious

liberty ; and finally in 1788, Virginia completed her revo

lution, and confirmed her independence by adopting the

Federal Constitution of the United States.

The state of Virginia, on account of its early foundation

and extent, the fertility of its soil , and the mildness of its

climate, ought now to be tbe richest and most populous state

in the American confederation . It however contains only

1,600,000 inhabitants, scattered over a surface of 40,960,000

acres. That isto say, in proportion to its extent, it has only

half the population of the state of New York, its contempo-

rary ; and hardly more than the state of Ohio , whose exist

ence as a state with its Constitution , dates no farther back
than about twenty years.

This difference, which is revealed to the attentive travel.

ler at every step, by the great distances between the towns,

--the small size of the villages, -the concentration oflarge

private estates, and the inferior system of agriculture,

will never disappear, until Virginia , better understanding

her true interests, and placing them in harmony with the

principles of liberty and equality, so clearly established in

their Declaration of Rights, and so vigorously defended by

her arms, shall have finally abolished the slavery of the
blacks.

When the truly great and liberal institutions of the Uni.

ted States are examined with attention,when the opere.ion

is well understood and their happy influence admired , the

heart is suddenly frozen, and the feelings startled, on learn .

ing that in some parts of that vast republic, the dreadful

principle of slavery still reigns, with all its sad and mon

strous consequences. One then inquires with astonishment

-whence arises this contradiction between such sublime

theories, and a practice so disgracefulto humanity ? This

question, which has long been a subject of animated dis

cussion to the philanthropists and politicians of the two

hemispheres, but not always with sincerity, willsoon be de.

termined, it is to be hoped, by the interests of those who
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are most immediately concerned,when they are well un

derstood. In the mean time, I will hazard here a few ob

servations, not in expectation of terminating the discussion,

but with the hope of establishing in their true light, some

facts which have been misrepresented, either by ignorance

or passion, or by the falsehood of certain writers.

Happily we are not now called upon in any part of the

civilized world, to decide upon the justice or injustice of

the principle of the slaveryof the blacks. At the present

day , every man of sound mind, acknowledges it to be a

great evil; and it would be very wrong to presume, that

thereare in the United States, more than elsewhere, indi
viduals mad enough to wish to defend it either by writing

or public speeches. For myself,who have passed through
twenty - four states of the Union, and in the course of more

than a year, have daily had opportunity to hear very long
and animated discussions on this subject, I declare that

I have met but one individual, who has defended its

principles; and he was a young man, whose ideas were ill

arranged, confused, and extremely ridiculous concerning
Roman History, and who was ignorant of that of his own

country , “ The greatness of the Romans,” said he to me,

in reply to an expression of chagrin at seeing slavery sadly

yoked to American liberty , " the greatness of the Romans
was produced by slavery . If, as among those ancient mas .

tersof the world, we wish to preserve that austere dignity
of character, which led them to virtue , we must not devote

ourselves to those employments which are only calculated
to repress the spirit. How can we fathom the science of

government, for example, if we are obliged to devote our

time to the care of our property, the culture of our lands,

and the direction of our manufactories ? How can we pre

serye a noble pride in our intercourse with our equals, if we

do not first acquire the habit of command, by making our

slaves obey us ?” This long tirade delivered with emphasis,

seemed tome perfectly ridiculous ; but I thought proper to

make no reply. In many similar cases, however, certain
writers have thought proper to declare , that the Americans

of the United States, are the obstinate partisans of slavery.

For every unprejudiced man , I will here present what I

regard as the most essential points in the discussion of the

question of slavery, in the United States. 1st. Did the

Americans voluntarily introduce slavery ? 2d . Since they

obtained their independence, have they shown by their acts
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an aversion to slavery ? 3d . Do they now fully understand

the danger of the situation in which slavery has placed

them, and are they making conscientious exertions to era.

dicate the evil ? 4th . What would be the most efficacious

means, the soonest to effect the liberation of the blacks ?

If these four questions were impartially examined , it is

probable that those violent declarations would be renounced,

which offend without instructing, and present to those

against whom they are directed no means of repairing the

abuses of which they are accused . I will not enter into à

learned examinationof those questions which would require

more space than I can allow them here . I will only glance

at them ; but every time during my journey when an oppor

tunity shall present itself, I will carefully record the facts

which I may witness, and which I hope will better serve

than any discussion, to make known the condition of the

slaves, and the progress which appears to be daily making

in the feelings of the public with regard to this subject.

That crime by which a man, abusing his strength and his

knowledge, subjects to his caprices or the supply of his

wants another man, less enlightened than himself, and re .

duces him to the state of slavery, was committed in Virgi

nia in 1620. It arose from the wretchedness of the colo .

nists, whose few and weary hands, were not sufficient to

cultivate the soil, and the avarice of the Dutch, who brought

the unfortunate negroes like beasts of burden, whom they

had stolen from the shores of Africa, to make merchandise

of them .

The English, less avaricious than the Dutch, soon per.

ceived in this abuse of power, which was favourable to in.

dolence, a source of wealth, which they hastened to convert

to their own advantage ; and from thatmoment, ships annu.

ally vomited out upon the American continent thousands of

slaves. Those sentiments of humanity, which had been

for a time smothered by famine in the hearts of the Virginia

colonists, rekindled on the return of happiness and plenty.

The General Assembly of Virginia, about the year 1680,

demanded of the mother country that an end should be put

to that infamous trade in human flesh ; which was also use .

less, because the populationwas sufficiently numerous and

active to cultivatea soil, which requires only a little labour

to yield a rich return . Other colonists repeated this just

and philanthropic demand; but the mother country turned

only a deaf ear, and replied by this inhuman decision of

ܪ
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zens.

Parliament, That the importation of slaves into America

is too lucrative for the colonies, to require its renunciation

by England. " And this reply was accompanied by threats,

to which they were obliged to yield, because theywere not

in a condition to resist them . The General Assembly, how.

ever, renewed its demands several times, which produced

no other effect than to obtain , in 1699, an act, by which the

importation of slaves into Virginia, was loaded with a heavy

tax. This was not a remedy for the evil, but it was at least

a palliative.

This state of things continued so long as the colonies

were under the yoke of England ; for when they had bro

ken it, and secured their independence, the different gov

ernments turned their eyes towards slavery, and soughtthe

means to remove it . But this terrible evil had struck its

roots so deep, that it had affected the manners of the citi.

From that time the remedy was difficult, and could

not produce immediate effects. Those, however, who had

engaged to accomplish it, did not lose courage. Their wri

tings and speeches excited the minds of all ; and Virginia

had again the honour of showing a great example, by first

proscribing the importation of slaves into its territory. This

example was speedily followed by almost all the other states ;

and some of them went farther. Several of them , as that

of Pennsylvania, declared free all coloured children , who

should be born after the promulgation of the law ; while

others, like the state of New York , declared that after a cer

tain period, no one should be able to hold slaves ; and Con

gress following the general excitement, did , what no Euro

pean power would have dared to do, proscribed the slave

trade, which it assimilated to piracy, by annexing to it the

penalty of death. Finally, of the thirteen original states,

eight proclaimed the liberty of the blacks by particular acts

of their legislatures : only the more southern states re .

maining behind, where the black population had increased

with such rapidity, that in some places it was quadruple that

of the white population , amongwhich it excited apprehen

sions .

The confederation now consists of twenty- four states ;

thirteen of which have abolished slavery by law . Eleven

others have checked it . Among these last, five are old

states ; and the others have been formed by the dismember.

ment ofthe first, or from portions of the territory of Loui.

siana, after it was purchased from France . In this newest
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portion of the United States, the prejudices against the

blacks still hold, it must be acknowledged, a bandage over

the eyes of a great number of slave holders. Accustomed

as they have been, from their earliest infancy, to see in the

African race only an inferior species of men, incapable of

ever acquiring the qualities which become a free citizen,

they do not attempt to give their slaves that instruction,

without which it is indeed true that liberty, in their hands,

would be only a weapon injuriousto society, and themselves ;

and they think they have done enough for humanity, by soft

ening the horrors of slavery , by kind treatment. But in

their blindness, they forget that in a social state, the rights

of a citizen cannotbe refused to any class of men, without

placing them in a manner at war with those who enjoy them ;

and that, if the oppressed are in sufficient number to call

them to an account, it is to be presumed that they will not

always quietly suffer such an injustice, at least if they are

not crushed under the weight of tyranny. This alarming

truth,often repeated inevery part of the unionby the voice

of philanthropy and religion, which, although less powerful

at the south than the north, still exercises there a very

great influence. However, to convince the minds of men

in the slave states, every day witnesses the increase of the

number of those, who desire and seek for the means of re

lieving their country of this terrible scourge. Of all those

which have yet been offered , none has produced an effica

cious result. It is true that all would be attended with great

difficulty in their execution ; for although it is said by cer .

tain European philosophers, who perhaps might themselves

be greatly embarrassed, if they occupied the place of a

Carolina or Georgia planter, the instantaneous enfranchise.

ment of the slaves cannot be thought of, without exposing to

the greatest misfortunes not only the whites, but also the

blacks, who on account of their extreme ignorance , are as

yet able to see nothing in liberty, but the power of doing

nothing, and indulging in every excess . I will venture to

affirm that to at least four fifths of the slaves of the United

States, immediate freedom would only be a sentence of

death by famine, after laying waste every thing around
them.

I believe, therefore, in such circumstances, not immedi.

ately to give up to men the exercise of their rights, is not a

violation of their rights ; nor is it giving protection to the
violators of them ; it is only to adopt necessary prudence
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in the manner of destroying the evil, that he justice which

is to be rendered to them, may be the sur means of their

happiness. In this case, prudence requires that the libera.

tion should be gradual. Stop then and examine whether

in the United States, owners of slaves are doing rightly :

what ought to be done for the sure and speedy consumma.

tion of this gradual enfranchisement.

- Among those who wish to deliver their country from the

approbrium and degradation of slavery, all have not the

same opinions with regard to the measures which ought to

be taken, in relation to slaves . Some persons at first pro

posed to indemnify the masters for the loss of theirslaves,

by selling them to the colonies in the French and English

West India Islands . But this inhuman idea was rejected

with horror by most of the Planters ; who declared that

they would never consentto send to perish under the cruel

lash of the colonists of Guadaloupe and Martinique, men

whom they had habituated to a system of mildness. Others

had the idea of devoting a portion of the vast territory,

which extends to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, to the

establishment of a colony, to which all the young negroes

of twenty years, and the negresses of eighteen, might be

sent, after having given them , at the public expense, an

education of the first order, and having furnished them with

all articles necessary for their settlement. This colony

might afterwards establish its own government, and become

a powerful ally of the United States. But whenthis pro
position was made, the prosperity of the United States was

not sufficiently great to furnish funds necessary for such an

enterprise ; and we must confess, that public sentiment

was , perhaps, not sufficiently ripe, to perceive its impor

tance.

Within a few years this plan has been resumed, modified ,

and at length put in execution, by a society formed in 1818,

of which judge Washington is president.

This society, which now includes among its members all

the most distinguished men in the different states of the

Union, and of which General Lafayette has been lately ap

pointed Vice President for life, has succeeded in founding,

under the protection of the American governnient, a colony

on the coast of Africa, which will probably soon attain the

double object of an asylum for the blacks of the United

States, as fast as they receive their liberty, and be at the

VOL I. 18th
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same timea point from which learning and industry shall

hereafter diffuse civilization to that partof the world.

However, whatever may be the success of the Coloniza

tion Society for the coloured men of the United States, it

cannot bereasonablyhoped that it can alone effect the abo.

lition of slavery . If the owners of slaves do not hasten to

have children of their blacks educated, to prepare them

for liberty, if the Legislatures of the southern states do not

fix a period, more or less distant, at which those states can

no longer possess slaves, that part of the Union may

ere long, be exposed to the merited reproach of out

raging the sacred principle contained in the first article of

the Declaration of Independence, “ that all men are born

equally free and independent." But every thing leads to the

belief, that the time has arrived when the abolition of slavery

must proceed with considerable rapidity . The sentiment

of personal interests well understood, at present better com

prehended by the southern planters, begins to make them

perceive, that within a few years, their productions will

with difficulty be able to sustain a competition with those of

Mexico and South America, unless they speedily renounce

their ruinous system of culture ; and many of them already

attack without fear the unhappy prejudices of their fellow .

citizens, by declaring that they would be much happier and

richer, if the black populationwere so small as to permit the

employment of black labour by the day, without danger,

and thus, by the emulation excited among free labourers, to

remove that mass of children and old people whom they

are now obliged to support in idleness.

Thus then in the opinion of men best disposed towards

the abolition of slavery, the greatest obstacle to it, whether

general or gradual, is found in the excessive numbers of

the blacks. The first object then, should be to reduce that

population ; and the system of colonization has therefore

been wisely conceived, as it has for its object to offer a

drain to the superabundance of their coloured population.

The emancipation of the republic of Hayti, still increases

the facilitiesfor drawing off this population offered by the

African colony of Liberia, but to avoid exposing the secu .

rity and prosperity of that colony, and of the republic of

Hayti, there should be sent to neither of these points emi.

grants whose habits and intelligence will not contribute to

the happiness of the new establishments. But it is unfortu .

nately too true, that almost all the blacks of the United
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States are too much debased by ignorance and servitude, to

furnish good citizens for a new colony. All the efforts of

the friends of humanity, and of that true liberty, which de

nies the ridiculous distinction which is founded on a differ,

ence in the colour of the skin , ought to be directed to en.

lighten and form the character of the African race. This

noble object cannot be obtained otherwise than by esta

blishing, multiplying, and encouraging free schools every

where, for coloured children of both sexes. It is in vain

that certain men, blinded by their prejudices, would exclaim ,

that the hope of improving the African race is to be re.

nounced, and that this race is onlyintermediate in the scale

of beings between men and brutes. Numerous facts al.

ready reply to this absurd assertion ; and might wenot in

quire of these men, so proud of the whiteness of their skin ,

and who judge of negroes only from what they are , and

not from what they might be ; might we not demand of

them , if they can tell precisely, what their descendants

would become after a few generations, if slavery were sud

denly transferred from the blacks to the whites ? But why

should we fear this opposition from prejudices which are

every day diminishing, and the near extinction of which

is intimated by the moderation with which the American

planters, in general, now consider themselves obliged to

treat their slaves.

Some traits, which I may have occasion to mention, will

I hope, complete the evidence, that in relation to slavery,

public opinion in the United States has already taken a

good direction ; that there is nothing required but courage,

and a little good advice, as to the means to be employed,

would provemuch more useful than attacks which are too

violent, and often unjust. I will conclude these remarks

by mentioning, that the state of Virginia, out of a population

of 1,065,366 inhabitants, contains 462,281 persons of co.

lour ; of whom , 37,113 only are free . This last number

never appears greatly to increase, becauseit chiefly sup

plies emigrants to the Colonization Society for Liberia and

Hayti ; and because the irregular lives of the free negroes

in large towns, unfavourable to the increase of their

numbers.
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CHAPTER XV.

Masonic Fete Journey to Petersburg - Visit to Mr. Jefferson - His house - His

mode of cultivation-His slaves - Montpellier - Mr. Madison - Religious liberty

Return to Washington , by Orange Court House-Fredericksburg.

AMONG the brilliant fetes which the citizens offered the

Nation's Guest, and the description of which I must omit,

there is one which I cannot persuade myself to pass by

without notice, because it is calculated to give an idea of

that institution existing in the United States, in persecution

of which, the Inquisition has so many times lighted its fag

gots both in Spain and Italy, and which certain goverments

of Europe tolerate unwillingly. I speak of the institution

of Freemasonry .

On Saturday the 30th of October, after having been in
troduced with the accustomed ceremonies into the Masonic

Temple, where were assembled all the members of the dif:

ferent Lodges in Richmond, we proceeded in grand proces

sion to partake of the fraternal banquet, which had been

prepared for us in a hotel , at the other end of the city . The

procession which consisted of more than three hundred

persons, was thus formed .

At the head, a detachment of brethren , armed with

swords, opened themarch. After them , a band of music ;

musicians playing American and French national airs,

amongst which was the Marseilles Hymn. Following the

music, two long files of brethren of inferior grades ; be

tween which, were allthe grand dignitaries of the Society,

bearing in the midst of them a Bible laid upon a rich cushion

of velvet, embroidered with gold, and surrounded by ma

sonic symbols. Amongst these great dignitaries appeared

in the leading ranks, the Chief Justice of the United States,

and many officers of the state . All the brethren bore in

signia of their grades ; the variety of which, presented a

picture truly original. All the streets through which we

passed, were filled by a great crowd of spectators, who,by

their attitude and silence, expressed the respect with which

they were inspired by the ceremony. Before taking our

places at table, which wasspread ina hall richly decorated,

a Protestant minister belonging to the Masonic Order, ad

dressed us a discourse, in which he reminded us that true

masonry was founded in Truth , Equality, and Charity ;
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that to fulfil the duties of masonry, was nothing else than
to fulfil those which we owe to God and man . He termina .

ted his discourse by pronouncing a blessing on our repast,

of which we began to partake with much gravity, but which

terminated with those burstsof joy which particularly dis

tinguish the inhabitants of Virginia.

Before retiring, a great number of toasts were drank by

the assembly. That given by General Lafayette, was re
ceived with enthusiasm . Itwas in the following words :

“ Liberty, Equality , and Philanthropy, the true symbolsof

Masonry ; may the practice of these principles, ever claim

for us, the esteem of our friends, and the opposition of the
enemies of the human race . ” We then proceeded from

the Temple with the same ceremony, and in the order in

which we repaired to it,and went to conclude the evening

at a large party, which had assembled at our lodgings. I

there found amongst the crowd who filled the apartments, a

great number of our brethren , and our conversation natu

rally referred to the ceremonies of that day. One of them

having inquired of me what I thought of them , I could not

forbear replying, that I thought such a ceremony would ap

pear very extrordinary in France ; and I greatly doubted

whether a masonic procession could pass through the streets

of Paris, without exciting the mirth and jests of the people.

“ But you have processionsin France,” said he , “for I re

collect to have seen several during a journey I made in your

country, two or three years since ; and I did not observe,

that they were ridiculed by the people .!' " O ! said I, but

that was a very different thing . The processions which

you saw in France, were those of the Catholic church. They

have a different end, as well as different forms from our

masonic processions. “ They are very different, you say,"

gravely replied my brother, whom I then recollected to have

seen in procession, decorated with insignia of the highest

grade ; “ let us see in what that difference consists. For

myself, I declare, begging your pardon, I see nothing but

points of resemblance. If it be the aprons and decorations

of our brothers which would be thought too ridiculous to

be exhibited in public, I must tell you that I consider the

caps and the vestmentsof your priests, no less strange. If

we carry relics at the head of our processions, do not the

Catholic priests also carry them ? And do you believe that

the Bible, which contains the word of God, less deserving

of being carried at the head of a procession , than a cross

18*
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of silver, or even of gold ? Our processions, like those of

the Catholics, move to the sound of instruments, andthe

songs of the initiated ; and here I think the advantage of the

comparison is on our side . First, because our music with

out being less solemn , is less monotonous ; and our songs,

being in the language of the people, can be comprehended

by all. “ Finally ,my brother," added he, pressing myhands,

« if I pass from the comparison ofthese exterior forms, to a

comparison of the moral ends, I am happy to think we

should still find no difference. We propose, as you well

know, in our association, to improve the condition of the

human race, by enlightening them , and comforting the un.

happy by giving them alms. What nobler object can the

Catholics hope to obtain by the repetition of their religious

ceremonies ? And if we co -operate with them for this com .

mon object, why should we appear more ridiculous in the

eyes of the multitude ? ” As a stranger, and a Freemason,

it becamenot meto press this discussion further, and Ikept

silence ; from whichmy companion probably concluded that

I had adopted his opinion .

A few moments afterwards, he resumed the conversation

on the same subject, and informed me why Freemasonry

enjoyed so much favour in the United States. “ My coun .

trymen,” said he, “ are as you know, great travellers, es

pecially by sea. They consequently, are often exposed to

the risk of falling into the hands of the pirates who infest

the waters of the WestIndies, which we often visit. These

pirates who rob and hang all without distinction of religion,

have a particular respectfor Freemasons, whomthey almost

always treat like brothers. I could showyou, without going

out of Richmond, a great number of individuals, who owe

the safety of their lives and property, to a masonic sign

timely made, under the scimeter of the robbers of the sea.

I then understood the veneration and zeal felt by Americans

for Freemasonry.

General Lafayette designed leaving Richmond to pay a

visit to his good and old friend the ex-president Jef.

ferson ; but a pressing invitation which he received from

the citizens of Petersburg, caused a little change in his

plan. He determined immediately to accept this invita

tion, and then return to Richmond and take the route to

Monticello. We were nearly six hours in passing over the

wooded and sandy road from Richmond to Petersburg, a

distance of only about twenty - five miles. On our way, the

92
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horsemen of the escort, showed us by the light of the moon ,

an old wooden church, which served General Lafayette as

head quarters, when during the war in Virginia , he was

maneuvring on this ground to prevent a junction between

Cornwallis and General Phillips. As we approached near

the city, General Lafayette recognised the position from

which we had cannonaded and burnt Petersburg, to dislodge

the English, who had entered it by so rapid a march, that
he had been unable to intercept them . The details of this

part of the campaign of Virginia, so interesting in strata

gems, and on account of its manœuvres, are briefly but

clearly recounted in that excellent work , Judge Marshall's

“ Life of Washington . ”

The twenty -four hours spent by Gen. Lafayette amongst

the citizens of Petersburg,were marked by amusements of

all descriptions. In passing through the streets, the inha

bitants made him remark with much gaiety how much the

town had increased since it was burnt in 1784. See, said

they, at that period we should have been able to receive

you only in miserable wooden houses ; now they are large,

and well built of brick, and we can offer you all the con.

veniences of life .

Petersburg presentsan agreeable aspect, which discovers

the affluence of its inhabitants. It is a pretty little town

of about 7000 inhabitants, situated on the south east shore

of the Appomatox river, which is navigable from this place

to its mouth in James river, for vessels of sixty tons.

the productions of the south part of Virginia, and most of

those of North Carolina, may be said to have no other

outlet than Petersburg ; so that the commerce of this place
is particularly great in tobacco and four ; the last of which

is chiefly manufactured in numerous mills, situated near

the city, below the falls of the Appomatox.

After having returned to Richmond to enjoy forty -eight

hours of repose , we set out for Monticello, which is about

eighty miles distant. The Volunteer Horsemen, and a de

putation from the Committee of Arrangements of Rich

mond, accompanied us. We slept the first night at Milton,

a small village about half way, where a great number

ofplanters of the neighbourhoodwere assembled, to afford a

patriotic repast to Gen. Lafayette. On the following morn

ing, just as we were seating ourselves in the carriage, I was

seized with a violent vomiting, so that I could not leave my

room. It was believed,'and I myself supposed for an instant ,

All
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He re

that I was threatened with bilious fever, a very common

disease in Virginia at this season of the year, and which is

often fatal. A cup of tea , however, and two hours of sleep,

sufficiently restored my strength, to permit me to take my

place in the coach, and continue the route. Notwithstand.

ing my wishes Mr. G. Lafayette had left the company of

his father, to remain with me. This proof of friendship

and the tender care he bestowed on me,, was a service to

me which I can never forget, and greatly contributed, I

believe, to my restoration . We travelled rapidly that we

might not arrive at Monticello after the General. We

found Mr. Jefferson still affected with the pleasure he had

experienced in receiving his old friend to his arms.

ceived us amongst his numerous family with polished man.

ners, which instantly dissipated the timidity of which I

could not at first divest myself, on approaching one who has

done so much for his fellow men.

When it is recollected how much the life of Jefferson has

been devoted to mankind, and how useful it has been, one

feels penetrated with a kind of veneration for him . But

this sentiment is soon combined with that of confidence and

friendship, after being a few hours in his company. It is

difficult I think to find a man , whose conversation is at once

more agreeable and instructive. Endowed with amemory

which easily recurs to anyevent of his life, familiar with

almost all the arts and all the sciences, his conversation

easily satisfies all the wishes of a mind desirous of instruc .

tion.

Born at Shadwell, in the county of Albermarle, in the

state of Virginia, on the 2d. day of April, 1743, Thomas

Jefferson was educated at the College of Williamsburg,

and devoted the first years of his youth to the study of the

law . The advantageous situation in which he was placed

by a considerable fortune, left him by his father Peter Jef.

ferson , one of the oldest colonists, and still more, the superi

ority of his mind and character, caused him soon to be

called to the Legislature of Virginia , whence he was sent

in 1774 to the Continental Congress. He soon acquired a

great reputation in that august assemblage ; which in 1776,

adopted his draft of a Declaration of Independence ; a

composition no less remarkable for its depth ofthought, than

for the clearness, dignity, and energy ofits style, and which

would of itself have been sufficient to render its author illus.

trious forever. But Jefferson could not stop after so glo
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rious a commencement in the career of politics, he deter.

mined topursue it in the same spirit, and whilst he pursued

it, to seek also the means to pay tribute to the sciences and

arts, which he never neglected.

Being in turn a Legislator, Governor, Representative in

Congress , Minister Plenipotentiary, Secretary of State,
and Vice -President of the United States, he passed, during

nearly a quarter of a century, through all the highest public

officers to the Chief Magistracy of the Republic. His

appointment which took place in 1801, in opposition to John

Adams, was regarded as the triumph of the Democratic

party over the Federal party. Then, as at all times , the

vanqished party expressed its despair by loud cries, by un

reasonable agitation, and by incendiary pamphlets ; the

journals which were its organs declaimed without measure

against this new president, and against all those who had

assisted him in suppressing useless fices, to introduce the

most rigid economy into all the branches of government, to

reduce the army and finally to give the constitution that

free action so appropriate to the simplicity of its conception .

But Jefferson despised these vain clamours and did not less

proceed in the work of reformation and improvement which

he had undertaken . Some of his friends in their mistaken

zeal in vain advised him to recur to a law to repress abuses

of the press ; he replied to their dangerous counsels, ' I am

very happy, to have this censorship exercised by the journals

opposed to my administration, for amongst all this violence

dictated by passion some truth may be brought to light and

I shall profit by it .' Besides, ' added he, all whose acts are

done openly, whose members live among their fellow -citi.

zens to whom all their words are addressed, and under

whose eyes all their measures are executed, have nothing
to fear unless from bad conduct. ' A sublime and severe

jesson which European governments well might profit by .
So much wisdom and firmness could not remain unre.

warded in a nation of just views . Jefferson was elected

President almost unanimously , in 1801. Among the re

markable facts which signalized his administration the ac

cession of Louisana, in 1803, was not one of the least ad.

vantage to the United States,

Finally, in 1809, he returned to private life in his retreat

at Monticello . There, on the top of a hill , which far over.

looks a smiling and fertile valley , under a simple roof raised

with good taste under his direction, and, so to speak, by

6
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his own hands, amidst his children andgrand children, by

whom he is idolized, he still devotes all his time and powers

to the improvement and happiness of his fellow men. By

his care Charlottesville has seen an university established,

which is now richly endowed and already containing a

great number of pupils. In a few years this institution

will be to the southern states what Cambridge is to the

northern , a source of knowledge to which the students will

resort to acquire that information , and those principles

which form good citizens.

Mr. Jefferson'sretreat enjoys a high reputation for hospi

tality throughout Virginia. Indeed , I remarked that it was

always open, not only to a great number of visitants from

its environs, but also to all foreign travellers, who are at,

tracted by curiosity or by the very natural desire ofseeing

the sage of Monticello. I have already said that he was

the architect, and as it were, the builder of his house. It is

in the form of an irregular octagon, with porticos on the

east and west, and peristyles on the north and south . Its

extent including peristyles and porticos is one hundred feet

by ninety. The exterior, which is of the Doric order, is

surrounded with balustrades ; and the interior of the house

is ornamented with different orders of architecture , The

vestibule is Ionic , the dining room Doric, the saloon Co.

rinthian , and the dome Attic. The apartments are orna .

mented in different modes with these orders in their accu

rate proportions after Palladio . Every where in that de.

lightful abode I found proofs of the goodtaste of the owner,

and his refined love of the arts. His saloon is ornamented

with a collection of pictures; among which I remarked

with pleasure an Ascension, by Poussin ; an Holy Family,

by Raphael ; the Scourging, by Rubens ; and the Cruci .

fixion , by Guido. In the dining room were four beautiful

busts ; of Washington, Franklin , Lafayette, and Paul Jones.

There are also several other beautiful specimens of sculp .

ture in different parts of the house. The library, without

being large, is excellently chosen. But that which excites

the curiosity of visiters, is the rich museum, which is placed

at the entrance of the house . It contains offensive and

defensive arms, clothes, ornaments, and utensils of the dif

ferent savage tribes of North America ; the most varied

and complete collection that has ever been made. Mr.

Trist, son - in - law of Mrs. Randolph, a young man both

amiable and well informed , had the politeness to shew
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tomesome of the arms belonging to Tecumseh. They

had nothing remarkable in their forms or materials ; but

one cannot help regarding them with interest, when the

history of the extraordinary man to whom they belonged

is known . It is well known that Tecumseh , whowas born

among the Chippewa Indians, on the frontiers of Canada,

was chief of his nation, and by his courage and genius ac

quired great influence with all the neighbouring tribes.

This child of nature'was formed for greatness. His form ,

which was of the most perfect symmetry, with a commanding

countenance , was animated with the soul of a hero ; and it

may be affirmed, that if he had been born among the im

provements of civilization , his great powers of mind would

have assigned him a place among the first men of the age.

He had long secretly cherished the hope of opposing an

insurmountable barrier to the encroaching power of the

whites. For thispurpose he had for severalyears travelled

among almost all the Indian tribes, to engage them in a

league that he wished to form . His persuasive and seduc.

tive eloquence secured to him numerous partizans; and he

already began to anticipate the approachof a period when

he might raise the tomahawk against the whites for the

benefit of his brethren, when war broke out between the

United States and Great Britian . Tecumseh regarded this

event with joy, for he presumed it would be favourable to

his plans, by hastening the destruction of his enemies by

their own hands . He at first determined to remain a spec.

tator of the contest ; but he soon changed his mind . It

seemed to him the wisest policy, first to assist in the de .

struction of the stronger that he might afterwards have only

to contend with the weaker ; he therefore accepted of the

proposals of the English, who solicited his alliance with all

his power. He was then forty years old ; he had ever

since his childhood taken part in every engagement against

the whites ; but no one could ever reproach him with any

of those cruelties so common among his countrymen in the

intoxication of victory. He abhorred blood -shed after bat

tle , and he was often seen furiously defending prisoners
against his ownwarriors. With so noble a character he
must soon have blushed at the atrocities of his allies, who

basely excited the Indians whom they intoxicated, to
massacre their wounded prisoners. He expressed to them

all the disdain which he felt when he refused, with a noble

pride, both the rank of Brigadier General, and the silken
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sash which General Proctor offered him in the name of the

King of England, as a reward for his courage in the battles

ofBrownstown and Mayagua. But being still devoted to his

vast projects, he thought proper to persist in his alliance

with the English, until the Americans, whom he regarded

as his most dangerous enemies, should be destroyed. At

his formidable voice, new tribes came to array themselves

under his orders, and with his chosen warriors he for the

last time lent the support of his arms to his allies in a battle

fought with General Harrison, on the banks of the river

Thames. In the commencement of the action Tecumseh

had rushed with fury among the battalions that opposed him,

and at first put them in confusion by the boldness of his

attack ; but these battalions soon returned to order and the

battle became furious. The Indians, incited by the exam

ple of their valiant chief, continually renewed their attacks,

which the Americans repulsed with equal intrepidity. In

the midst of the engagement Colonel Johnson advanced

alone among a group of Indians who were rallying around

Tecumseh. The splendour of his dress, and the whiteness

of his horse made him remarkable, and he became the ob.

ject of every shot. He in an instant fell pierced through

with wounds. Tecumseh at that moment came up, and

raised his tomahawk to give him his death blow ; but,

struck with the intrepidity, or the painful situation of his

enemy, he hesitated for an instant, and that instant was

his death . Colonel Johnson, collecting his remaining

strength, and realizing all his danger, drew a pistol from

his belt, and fired it almost touching the the breast of Te.

cumseh, who fell dead by his side. Thus perished that

extraordinary man, in whom were placed the hopes of so

many nations, which are nowdaily diminishing, and of
whose existence civilization will soon have destroyed all

traces. The body of Tecumseh was found among the

dead after the battle. The Americans recognized him

by his commanding countenance ; and to pay respect to

his courage whichthey had so often proved , buried him

with military honours.

The grounds which surround the house of Mr. Jefferson,

and form his estate, are several thousand acres in extent ;

but only twelve or fourteen acres are cleared, the rest still

remain covered with forests . The principal productions

are grain and tobacco . The cultivation appeared to be

wellmanaged ; but , if I may judge from some things I
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heard , it must be very expensive, and consequently can

yield very little benefit to the proprietor. Like all the

planters of Virginia, Mr. Jefferson works his land with

slaves : that is to say , if he requires for its management fifty

negroes, he must feed, lodge, and clothe one hundred ; for

if from one hundred slavesare subtracted the old, young,

and women, the feeble or sick, it will be found that

scarce fifty remain able to work . Besides, it is to be re

membered, that these fifty able bodied slaves will not per

form the work of thirty free men well paid . And this is

easily accounted for : the free labourer, paid by the day,

knows that unless he works with diligence, his employ

ment must cease , and his employer will seek a more labo

rious one, so that he will be reduced to poverty. The

slave, on the other hand knows, that whether he labours

much or little the result will be the same to himself. He

knows that his master, to preserve his property in him, will

be obliged to feed , lodge, and clothe him — to take care of

his health , and protect him. Thus without anxiety, as well

as without hope for the future, the slave cannot and ought

not to have any other wish than that of repose . What, in

fact, is it to himwhether his master's property increases or

diminishes ? Will not the effect be the same to him, must

he not still remain in slavery ? From these considerations

it may be confidently concluded that thirty free workmen,

paid by the day, will do the work of onehundred slaves,

whom the planter is obliged to provide for during the whole

year, that he may have fifty labourers. I suppose the

support of each slave costs the master not less than a franc

a day, and the wages of a free labourer three francs ;

there would then bea difference of ten per cent. per day,

in favour of culture by free hands.
This does not appear

great at first sight ; but if we take into the consideration,

the enormous capital of at least 50,000 francs, which must

be expended in the purchase of slaves, if we also consider

the fifty -two sabbaths, and the holidays when free labourers

are not paid, and during which slaves eat, although they do

not work, it will be seenhow the difference becomes greater

still ; and it will be difficult to comprehend, how an owner

and cultivator of the land, (aside from motives ofhumanity,

and regarding only his personal interest ,) should not make

greater efforts to substitute free labour for that of slaves.

The good condition and gaiety of the negroes at Monti

cello, would attest all that could be desired of the humani.

VOL . I. 19
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ty of their master, if so noble a character needed attesta .

tion . All with whom I conversed assured me they were

perfectly happy, that they were subject to no ill-treatment,

that their tasks were very easy, and that they cultivated

the lands of Monticello with the greater pleasure, because

they were almost sure of not being torn away from them,

tobe transported elsewhere, so long as Mr. Jefferson lived .

This conversation proved to me, that, whatever the slave.

holders may say, there is an infallible means of exciting a

love of labour among the blacks, andof gaining their affec

tions : that is, to attach them to the soil , to habituate them to

consider themselves as forming an unalienable part of the

estate to which they belong, and finally, to give them an as

surance of enjoying the improvements and embellishments

which they produce by the sweat of their brows. When

they once knew that the ground where they were born was

to feed them all their lives, they would become attached to

it, and take pleasure in rendering it more productive. The

masters themselves would better love beings whom they

would no longer be accustomed to regard as beasts of bur

then, to be got rid of at pleasure. If obliged to keep them

they would take more care in training them morally and

physically. Then those horrible markets would be at an

end, which, breaking without mercy the bonds of nature

and affection, tear the child from its mother, separate

husband and wife, brother and sister, and the wretched

from the friends who were united with him -- at least by

the same chain !

The objections to general and immediate emancipation

are unanswerable ; those against gradual emancipation are

worthy of discussion ; but those against the change from

slavery to servitude, as I have just described it, appear to

me very easy of refutation. The government of theUnited

States have given a great lesson to the whole world, by

branding and punishing the slave-trade as a capital crime.

Virginia has acquired great claims to the gratitude of the

friends of humanity, by opposing, from its infancy, so to

speak , the importationof slaves into her territory ; that ma

ny palms still remain for her to gather, in this just and phi.

lanthropic career ; the first, it appears to me, will be due

to the state which shall earliest convert its slaves into

Cerfs.

Before we left Mr. Jefferson's residence, we accompa

nied him to see the university of Charlottesville . He took
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us thither in an elegant calash, constructed by his negroes

on his estate : it appeared to me very well made; and I

found in this fact a powerful argument against those who

pretend that the intelligence of the negroes can never be

elevated to the mechanical arts .

At Charlottesville every thing had been carefully pre.

pared, by the citizens and the students of the college, to
receive General Lafayette in a becoming manner. The

sight of the guest of the nation, seated at a patriotic dinner,

between Jefferson and Madison, excited among the com

pany an enthusiasm which was expressed by flashing sallies
of wit . Mr. Madison , who had arrived on that day, to at.

tend the meeting, distinguished himself among all by his

originality, and the delicacy of his allusions. Before he

left the table he offered as a toast : - " Liberty : she has

virtue for a guest, and gratitude for an offering . ” His mean .

ing was readily comprehended, and applauded with enthy

siasm .

After the entertainment we visited the institution. It

consists of two parallel ranges of small buildings, presente

ing in their construction, allthe different orders of architec.

ture . Between those two lines, and at one extremity of

them, stands another edifice built on the plan of the Parthe.

non at Athens, reduced to a fifth of its primitive propor

tions, containing the library and a large circular hall design

ed for general meetings. All the buildings were built un-.
der the direction of Mr. Jefferson, who delights in spending

several hours , every day, partly among the workmen, part

ly among the professors and students , who equally profit by

his advice.

Before we took leave of the youths of Charlottesville, and

their respectable professors, Mr. Spotswood conducted us

into a small apartment, where he showed us a rattlesnake

freely moving about upon the floor. He had been taken a

few days before in a wood , to be presented to Mr. George

Lafayette, who had expressed a wish to obtain one .

looked upon that dangerous reptile with pleasure, whose

piercing look, easy movements, livid body marked with

broad black bands, and rattling tail, would doubtless have

inspired us with a different feeling if we had not known that

his rage had been rendered powerless, by removing the

channelled tooth, by the aid of which, this animalso subtily

introduces death into the veins of the victims it is able to

reach . The poison distilled by the rattlesnake is said to be

We
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an .

case :

so virulent, that it often produces death in less than halfan

hour. It had long been doubted whether any effectual

tidote could be obtained for the bite of this reptile ; perhaps

some may doubt it still ; but Dr.Thatcher positively affirms

in his excellent Military Journal of 1776, that the use of

olive - oil and mercury perfectly succeeded in the following

“ On arriving at Ticonderoga, an American soldier had

the imprudence to wish to take a rattlesnake, by seizing it

by the tail. The serpent turned and bit his hand. In less

than half an hour, the arm and shoulder swelled to more

than double the natural size, and the skin assumed the co

lour of an orange . The whole side of the body soon un

derwent the same change, and a strong disposition to vomit

was expressed. Several hours however passed, and death

did not ensue ; when Dr. Thatcherand two medical friends

determined to administer a great quantity of olive -oil, in

frequent doses, and to rub the part affected with mercurial

ointment. At the end of two hours the remedy operated

effectually ; the alarming symptoms disappeared ; the swell .

ing subsided, and in forty -eight hours health was completely

restored . ”

The Indians pretend to be in possession of a specific

against the bite ofthe rattlesnake. They state, that when they

immediately apply to the wound the bruised pulp of a root

resemblinga potato, they completely neutralize the poison

in its effect, and prevent all ill consequences. I here give

only a popular opinion, which may deserve careful exami.

nation , but I had no opportunity to attend to it during our

short and rapid journey.

Notwithstanding the happiness which General Lafayette

enjoyed with his old friend, Mr. Jefferson, it was necessary

to leave him : for other affections and engagements called

him to many other parts of that great republic, only a small

portion of which we had yet visited, although we had been

constantly travelling since we landed at the rate of nearly

forty miles a day. On leaving Monticello,wewent to

Montpellier : the delightful residence of the Ex -President

of the United States, Mr. Madison . There we found, with

slightshades ofdifference, the same habits, the same virtues
as at Monticello.

Mr. Madison's career has borne a surprising resemblance

with that of Mr. Jefferson , with whomhe was ever united

by the most intimate friendship. Like his illustrious friend,

1
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Mr. Madison early devoted himself to the study of the law ,

and while quite young, was called by his fellow -citizens, to

defend their important interests in the legislative assemblies.

Like him, he shone by his oratorical talents, and the bold

ness of his conceptions, in that assembly which immortali.

zed itself by declaring the country independent. Like him ,

he was twice elected to the Presidency by the people , and

during a part of his administration had to support a foreign

war, which terminated gloriously. Like him , finally, on

leaving the palace of the President of the United States,

went into retirement, to cultivate his farm and to devote

himself to literature, with which he had never broken off all

intercourse, even among the numerous political employ .

ments of his life.

Mr. Madison is now seventy -four years of age ; but his

body, which has been but little impaired , contains a mind

still young, and filled with a kind sensibility, which he

showed in its full extent, when he expressed to General La

fayette the pleasure he felt in having him in his house .

Although the habits of reflection and labour have made his

countenance assume an expression of great severity, still

all the feelings of his heart rapidly communicate themselves

to his features, and his conversation is generally animated

with an agreeable gaiety . Mrs. Madison also greatly con .

tributes,by the accomplishments of her mind, and the ele.

gance of her manners, to render doubly delightful the unaf.

fected hospitality with which strangers are received at

Montpellier.

I will not enter into particulars concerning the manage

ment of Mr. Madison's plantation : it is exactly what might

be expected from a man distinguished by good taste and

love of method, but unable to employ other labourers than

slaves ; who, whatever may be their gratitude for the good

treatment of their master, must always prefer their ownpre.

sent ease to the increase of his wealth .

The four days we spent at Mr. Madison's, were agreea

bly divided between walks about his fine estate, and the still

more engaging conversations that we enjoyed in the eve.

nings, on the great interests of America, which are known

to be so dear to Lafayette. The society which at that

time customarily assembled at Montpellier, was almost ex

clusively composed of neighbouring planters, who appeared
to me, in general, at least as intimately acquainted with the

great political questions of their country, as those of agri
19*
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culture . General Lafayette, who, while he well appreciates

the unfortunate position of slave -holders in the United

States, and cannot overlook the greater part of the obstacles

which oppose an immediate emancipation of the blacks, still

never fails to take advantage of an opportunity todefend

the right which all men, without exception , have to liberty,

introduced the question of slaveryamong the friends of Mr.

Madison. It was approached and discussed by themwith

frankness, and in such a manner as to confirmthe opinion

I had before formed of the noble sentiments of the greater

part of the Virginians, on that deplorable subject. Itseems

to me that slavery cannot subsist much longer in Virginia :

for the principle is condemned by all enlightened men ; and

when public opinion condemns a principle, its consequences

cannot long continue.

After the question ofcorporeal slavery in the United States,

they referred to the no less important question of the mental

slavery, to which some of the nations of Europe, are con

demned by the prevailing religions: the religions of the

state . The friends of Mr. Madison congratulated them

selves that at leastthis species of slavery is unknown in the

United States ; and they entered into certain particulars,

from which I learned that they were not the kind ofmen to

be easily contented with what we always speak of in Europe

as a benefit : I mean religious tolerance . “ Tolerance , "

said one of them, “ is doubtless perferable to persecution ;

but it would be insupportable in a free country, because it

is marked by an insulting pride . Before the right of tolera

ting is conceded to any sect or religion, and before theothers

are reduced to suffer the shame of being tolerated, it must

first be proved that only one is good , and the others bad.

But how is this proof to be obtained, while every body

believes his own to be the best ? The word tolerance is

therefore an insult, and can be reasonably substituted only

by the word liberty. Religious liberty weposses in the full

extent of its meaning ; and may assert, that there is not one

out of all our twenty four states in which it is not better

understood than in any part ofEurope. We, however, have

had our periods of tolerance,I willeven say of intolerance.

Before our glorious revolution, for example, we groaned

under the laws by which, for certain degrees of heresy, a

father might forfeit the right ofeducating his children, and

his claim to the protectionof certain laws, and even be

burnt. Now, how great is the difference ! Thanks to our
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new laws, worthy of the immortal legislators who were en

trusted with framing them, no individual can be compelled

to practice any religious worship, nor to frequent any place ,

nor to support any minister, of any religionwhatever; nor

constrained, restrained, disturbed or oppressed in his person

or property ; and finally, none can be persecuted in any

manner on account of religious opinions : but all men have

liberty to profess, and sustain by argument, their opinions

in matters of religion, and those opinions cannot diminish,

increase or produce any thing in respect to their civil

rights."

I had lent an attentive ear, as may well be supposed, to

this interesting conversation ; and one of those who had

taken part in the conversation, and had observed it, took

measide , while Mrs. Madison was preparing tea, and said :

“ Since you feel so lively an interest in all that relates to

our excellent institutions, I will communicate to you fact,

to whichmy friend has not referred , doubtless through fear

of offending the modesty of the master of the house . You

may perhaps know, that , before the revolution , the English

church was dominant in this state ; and its ministers, dis

contentedwith the equality in different sects established by

the law of 1776, and still more by the law of 1779, which

deprived them of the appointments they had received from

the government, declared that they should not be content

with voluntary contributions for their support, and laid a

petition before the General Assembly, during the sessions

of 1784 and 1785, for securing the support of ministers of

the gospel by the government. That petition, although

supported by the most popular talents in the house, seemed

likely to receive a majority of votes, when, to prevent its

success, several members requested and obtained its post

ponement to the succeeding session, and had it printed,that

it might be submitted to the public opinion. During that

time,Colonel G. Mason and Colonel G. Nicholas requested

Mr. Madison to draw up an argument against the petition,

which was extensively distributed among the people, and

with such success, that it soon received a prodigious number

of signatures from men of all sects and communions, and in

the following session, the petition was rejected with decision.

You would, I have no doubt, be gratified with a perusal of that

document, which, in my opinion, contains the wisest and

strongest arguments that can be used in favour of religious

liberty ; and I can send you one to -morrow , as I still possess

several copies.
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us.

“ Since the declaration of religious liberty which stood

its ground against that petition, there has not been any

national religion in the United States. The expenses of

public worship are defrayed by voluntary contributions.

This state of things singularly contrasts with the policy of

European nations; and yetreligion is not neglected among

It is true thatthe people in the country have not many

places where they can perform religious worship ; but it is

to be remembered that they are scattered in small numbers,

over a new territory ; and that Europe owes the magnifi

cence of her churches, not to the religious zeal of an en

lightened period, but to the superstition and bigotry of an

ignorant age . Besides, it will be remarked, that in the great

cities of Europe, where the excess of population does not

correspond with the ancient funds of thechurch, the edifices

for religious worship are still more disproportionate to the

numbers of the people than in the United States. In 1817,

Boston, with a population of 40,000, contained twenty three

churches ; New York, whose inhabitants amounted to

120,000, contained fifty three; and Philadelphia , with 100,000

inhabitants, had forty -eight ; Cincinnati, inthe state of Ohio,

containing 8000 inhabitants, although at that time it had

been founded scarcely seven years, contained five churches,

and two others were building. A comparison can be drawn

only between the great cities ; and if the support of churches

be regarded as a decisive proof of zeal for religion, we are
to remark that new churches are bu in Europe by taxes,

while in the United States they are raised by means of
voluntary contributions."

On the following morning, before we left Montpellier, I

accordingly received the document alluded to, which I pe

rused with interest, and found it deserving of the eulogium

which had been bestowed upon it . The principles it incul.

cates are so simple and so eloquently maintained and de.

fended, that it seems to me difficult to add any thing new

on the subject. As I think the publicatiou of such a com

position can produce only good effects at all times and in

all places, I have thought it proper here to give a transla

tion of it, as faithfully as the genius of the two languages

will permit.

[ The Memoir and Remonstrances, addressed to the Le

gislature of Virginia in 1785 , which are here referred to ,

are omitted , as they contain no novelty for an American

reader. ]
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We lelt Montpellier on the 19th of November for Frede .

ricksburgh, by way of Orange Court -house. A numerous

escort, under the command of Captain Mason , had arrived

in the morning, to attend General Lafayette and Mr.

Madison and insisted on accompanying him . On reaching

Orange Court-house, we found all the inhabitants rangedin

two lines, between which the General passed, to reach the

house of Colonel Barbour, ex -governor of the state of Vir

ginia, who had been appointed by the citizens tomake a

speech to the Guest of the nation. While passing between

the lines,the General received expressions of regret from

several old revolutionary soldiers who had been prevented

by age or distance, from being present at the celebration

at Yorktown ; who now consoled themselves with his ex

pressions of friendship and remembrance by which they

seemed greatly affected. After Col. Barbour's speech ,

Miss Derby presented him in the name of her young com

panions, anosegay of flowers, which she accompanied with

an interesting address. After this, we remained at that

place only long enough to partake of a dinner, at which Col.

Barbour presided, and at which, according to custom , he
gave thirteen official toasts during the dessert. These

were succeeded by a great number of private toasts, all

which expressed the sentiments of patriotism and gratitude

excited by the occasion. After the repast, we separated

from Mr. Madison, who, notwithstanding his seventy -four

years, mounted his horse with activity , and returnedto his

peaceful home alone, through the woods. We continued

our route in the midst of the escort which had accompa

nied General Lafayette in the morning, and was conside

rablyincreased by a great number of citizens who wished ,

by following it, to prolong the pleasure they enjoyed in be

ing with him.

After proceeding a short distance,we met a large collec.

tion of people on the route, assembled around a triumphal

arch, erected at the intersection of the road by a narrow

path, which was scarcely distinguishable through the thick

wood. We soon learned that this path which young ladies

were scattering with flowers, and which the crowd entered

with much interest, was the road opened by Lafayette on

the 15th of June 1781 , to effect a rapid march from the

banks of the Rapidanto Michunk creek, where Cornwallis

was greatly surprised to find him in order of battle, at a

moment when he had thought he should be able to gain
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possession of the magazines of the southern states at Albe

marle, without resistance. This new proofof the flattering

recollection preserved by the Americans, of all his actions,
highly gratified Lafayette ; and he was affected almost to

tearswhen he saw himself covered with flowers by the young

ladies, and when on alighting,he was surrounded and affec.

tionately approached by allthe citizens who had awaited

him at the triumphal arch. He conversed with them a long

time : and told the young people how much the surround
ing places reminded him of the obligations he felt to their
fathers. “ It was exactly here, ” said he, “and at themo

ment when I effected by this passage a movement which

might have proved very injurious to me if it had not been

well performed, that they left their harvests to join my little

army ; and during that whole campaign, the separation

from their families, fatigues of all sorts, the ruinous neglect

of their crops, and the difficulty of obtaining provisions, did

not prevent them from remaining with the army, even be

yond the time that could have been lawfully required of
them .” But what General Lafayette did not allude to, as

his modesty prevented it, was the address with which he

encouraged the most disheartened on that same occasion,

and succeeded in retaining with him those who were most
inclined to leave him . The militia having been kept much

over their time, by the delay of those who were to replace

them, and becoming more dissatisfied daily , the General
became convinced that their discontent was reasonable, ex.

pressed to them how sensible he felt of the injury they would

suffer from remaining so long at a distance from their

homes , and especially from the unexpected delay which was

not foreseen before their departure, adding, that he could

not imagine the cause of it . He excused himself to them

for having detained them beyond their time ; declared that

he had not the courage to keep them any longer ; and con
cluded by granting them all permission to go, adding, that

he could not himself thinkof abandoning the post entrusted
to him, and that he should remain with the few regular

troops he had. He was well acquainted with the charac

ter of those he commanded ; and by these means accom .

plished the object he desired : for, after this speech, he

would have found it very difficult to force a man to leave

him, unless he had given him a certificate to show that he

had compelled him to go. “ Who could be bad enough,” said

they to each other, - to leave the Marquis !” Thus La

1
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fayette' was distinguished by the Americans during the

whole war. So habitual too was this appellation , that it was

still used in the United States, when we arrived at New

York . For several days, the newspapers, in giving accounts

of his movements and the rejoicings made on the occasion,

continually employed it in speaking of him : and they did

not renounce it until it was known that the General had

uniformly refused to receive that title, since he renounced

it in the National Assembly . His contemporaries, however,

found great difficulty in divesting themselves of an old cus

tom, which had charms for them , because it transported

them back to their youth. I recollect, that inPhiladelphia,

an old lady who had been acquainted with him during the

Revolution, andwho probably still fancied him such as she

then had seen him, pressed by him in a crowd, saying :

“ Let me come and see the young Marquis again .'

We did not reach the environs of Fredericksburgh until

sun-set on the 20th November, where the General was

received by the children, drawn up in a battalion under the

nameof “ Lafayette Guards." The night was dark, and

the city brilliant with an illumination, when we reached the

square, where the mayor addressed Lafayette in a speech .

A splendid dinner, and aball graced by all the ladies of

Fredericksburgh, concluded that day. On the following,

which was Sunday, weattended divine service in the epis.

copal church with the Freemasons, who conducted us thither

with great ceremony. Theofficiating minister was a mem

ber of the lodge . On monday, we spent the day with the

family of Captain Lewis, nephew of General Washington ;

and in the evening, set out for Washington City, accompa.

nied for several miles by the people of Fredericksburgh.

At the line of the county of Stafford, only a corner of which

we crossed, the militia assembled to meet the General and

to escort him to the Potomac, where we were awaited by a

vessel, which landed us at Washington, after a favourable

passage performed during the night.

END OF VOLUME I.
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CHAPTER I.

Maryland Cattle Show- Indian Deputation introduced to Gen. Lafay .

ette - President's Message- Extraordinary honours paid to the Na

tion's Guest Nationalrecompense presented by Congress.

On arriving at Washington, we went to dine with the

president; and after reposing for twenty -four hours, we set

out for Baltimore, where we were invited as members of

the Agricultural Society to the annual meeting of the farm

ers of Maryland. The object of this society is the distribu

tion of rewards and encouragements to all, who in the
course of the year have made improvements in agriculture,

or the arts of domestic utility. The different products are

exhibited , without the names of their owners, and examin

ed by a committee, upon whose report the society awards

the prizes. The show appeared to be rich in products of

every description . A great number of horses, cows, and

sheep, remarkable for their beauty of form , proved how

careful the Maryland farmers are in improving their stock.

Models of agricultural implements, linen , cotton, canvass

and woollen cloths, winesand grain , so arranged, as to be

open to public examination, attested the spirit of investi

gation and improvement which pervades the industrious

class of this rich state. General Harper opened the meet

ing by a very instructive discourseupon the progress and

actual condition of agriculture in Maryland, and General

Lafayette was charged with the distribution of the pre

miums. After thesewere delivered , the farmers were ar

ranged in two lines, and General Lafayette passed between

them , shaking hands with every one. We then gaily seat

ed ourselves at table , where numerous toasts were drank,

" to the nation's guest," " the farmer of La Grange,” &c.

To these tributes ofrespect, the general replied by the

following toast: “ The seed ofAmericanliberty transplant.

edto other shores, smothered bitherto , but not destroyed

VOL. II.-- 2
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by European weeds; may it germinate and grow afresh ,

more pure and vigorous, and cover the soil of both hemie

spheres."

Before leaving Baltimore we visited several farms in the

vicinity , at each of which General Lafayette took accurate

notes of various improvements, whose application he

thought would prove useful on his farm at LaGrange. He

especially admired a fine steam boiler, * at General Har

per's farm , by which numerous flocks could be more abun

dantly and economicallyfed . Mr. Patterson presented him

a young bull and two heifers of rare elegance of form , said

to be of the English Devonshire breed. We also received

from several other agriculturists , wild turkeys for the im

provement of the European breed , pigs of singular size,

figure, &c.; in short, every one wished to present some of

his produce to the farmer of La Grange, who accepted

them the more gratefully, because he saw in each of these

presents means of rendering service to French agriculture.

On returning to Washington , we found the city much

more animated than before our departure. Thenumber

of strangers and citizens from all parts of the Union, which

usually assemble at the opening of congress , were collected

this season in much greater crowds, attracted by the wish

of being there at the same time with the nation's guest,

and to witness the inauguration of the recently elected

president. The European ambassadors and ministers of

the new states of South America, had returned to their

posts , which they left during the fine season ; Indian depu
tations had also arrived from the most distant forests, to

make known the wants of their brethren to the American

government. These deputations came to visit General

Lafayette the morning after our return ; they were intro

duced by Major Pitchlynn, their interpreter; at their head
were two chiefs whom we had previously seen at Mr.

Jefferson's table during our visit to Monticello . I recog

nised them by their ears cut into long straps and garnished

with long plates of lead . One of them, named Mushula

tubbee , made an address to General Lafayette in the Indian

language; after he had concluded , Pushalamata, the first of

* Since our return to France, the general has received a similar boil

er from Mr. Morris of Baltimore, which is now in use at La Grange.
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their chiefs, also addressed the general, congratulating him

on his return to the land for whichhe had fought and bled

in his youth , &c . This chief expired a few days after

wards: feeling the approach of death , he called his com

panions around him , requested them to dress him in his

best ornaments and givehim his arms , that he might die
like a man. He expressed a desire that the Americans

would bury him with the honours of war, and fire a salute

over his grave, which was promised. He then conversed

with his friends until he gently expired. He was very old

and of the Choctaw tribe, as well as part of those who

came to see GeneralLafayette ; the rest were Chickasaws.

On his return to Washington, the general found mes

sages from all the southern and western states , expressing

the desire and hope of the people of those parts of the Union

that he would visit them : the representatives of the differ

ent states who had come to sit in congress, daily came to see

him, and spoke with enthusiasm of the preparations which

their fellow citizens were already making to receive the

nation's guest.

He felt that it would be difficult, not to say impossible ,

to refuse invitations so feelingly and honourably expressed,

and determined to accept them all ; but on account of the

advanced state of the season he could not re-commence

his journey till the end of the winter ; during part of which

he would remain at Washington , where he could attend to

the debates in congress. As these debates would not begin

for some days, he determined to profit by the intervening time

to visit all the members of General Washington's family,

residing in the vicinity of the capital. We first went to

the house of one of his nieces , Mrs. Lewis, at Wood Lawn;

this lady was brought up at Mount Vernon with Mr.

George Lafayette, and time had not destroyed the fraternal

friendship existing between them . She received us with

great kindness, as did her husband and family. We re

mained four days at Wood Lawn, receiving the most deli

cate attentions,and departed charged with little presents,

of great value to us , because they were almost all objects

which had belonged to the hero of liberty, the immortal
Washington.

As Wood Lawn is but a division of the ancient property of

Mount Vernon , we had but a short walk to Judge Bushrod
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Washington's. We then revisited Arlington , the residence

of Mr. Custis , of whom I have heretofore had occasion to

speak . Hishouse, built according to reduced plans of the

temple of Theseus, stands upon one of the most beautiful

situations imaginable ; from the portico the eye takes in , at

one view, the majestic course of the Potomac, the com

mercial movements of Georgetown, the rising city of

Washington, and far beyond the vast horizon, beneath

which lie the fertile plains of Maryland. If Mr. Custis, in

stead of the great number of indolent slaves , who devour

his produce, and leave his roads in a bad condition , would

employ a dozen well paid free labourers, I am sure that he

would soon triple his revenues ,and have one of the most

delightful properties, not only of the District of Columbia,

butof all Virginia.

While General Lafayette wasvisiting his friends, con

gress commenced its session on the 6th of December, ac

cording to custom . The president's message was received

by both houses on the 7th at noon ; and, on our return to

Washington on the 8th,we read this politicalpaper, always

so important in the United States, but still moreinteresting

this year, because it was thelast great administrative act

of an honest man ; and its influence, perhaps, saved the re

publics of South America, I do not say from the intrigues,

but at least from the attacks of Europe. Those whowish

to learn how, in a legitimate government, the chief magis

trate elected by the people renders an account of the sa

cred trust they have confided to him, should read Mr.

Monroe's message of the 6th December, 1824. They will

there see withwhat candour this wise magistrate informs

congress of all the acts of his administration, with what

simplicity he speaks of his treaties with all the kings of

Europe ; with whatfrankness he exposes the wants, the re

sources, the situation of the state ; but also with what

courage and dignity he declares to the whole world that

the republic, faithful to its engagements, will regard as a

personal offence all attacks directed against its allies, and

will always repel, with its whole power, the unjust princi
ple of foreign interference in the affairs of the nation.

After the reading of the message committees were im

mediately appointed by both houses upon the various arti

cles it contained. The committee charged with what
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which , as it has been from my earliest youth, so it shall

continue to be to my latest breath.

“ You have been pleased, Mr. Speaker, to allude to the

peculiar felicity of my situation , when, after so long an

absence, I am called to witness the immense improve

ments, the admirable communications, the prodigious crea

tions , of which we find an example in this city, whose

name itself is a venerated palladium ; in a word, all the

grandeur and prosperity of those happy United States,

who, at the same time they nobly secure the complete

assertion of American independence, reflect, on every part

of the world , the light of a far superior political civiliza
tion.

“ What better pledge can be given, of a persevering,
national love of liberty, when these blessings are evidently

the result of a virtuous resistance to oppression , and insti

tutions founded on the rights of man , and the republican

principle of self-government?

No, Mr. Speaker, posterity has not begun for me,

since, in the sons of my companions and friends, I find the

same public feelings; and, permit me to add, the same

feelings in my behalf,which I have had the happiness to
experience intheir fathers.

6. Sir, I have been allowed, forty years ago, before a com

mittee of a congress of thirteen states, to express the fond

wishes of an American heart ; on this day, I have the

honour and enjoy the delight, to congratulate the represen

tatives of the Union , so vastly enlarged, on the realization

of those wishes, even beyond every human expectation,

and upon the almost infinite prospects we can with cer

tainty anticipate ; permit me, Mr. Speaker and gentlemen

of the house of representatives, to join to the expression of

those sentiments, a tribute of my lively gratitude, affec

tionate devotion , and profound respect.

I will not attempt to depict the deep impression pro

duced by the replyof the general, and by this simple yet

majestic scene onthe spectators. 1 fear that it wouldbe

understood but by few . As regards my own feelings, 1

frankly avow , that I could not avoid drawing a comparison

between this touching picture ofnational gratitude crown

ing the civic virtues, with those pompous ceremonies, in

the midst of which the monarchs of Europe deign to show
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themselves , surrounded with the glitter of arms and the

splendour of dress: the latter appeared to meonly similar

to some brilliant theatrical representation, which it would

be gratifying to behold, if we could forget that they but

add to the misery of the people.

After these testimonies of devotion and feeling, hitherto

unknown in the history of nations, thus tendered by con

gress to General Lafayette, it might have been supposed,

that all marks of national gratitude were exhausted . But,

in compliance with the message of the president, and above

all , with the expression of public opinion which was daily

manifested in the public prints and in private letters ad

dressed from all parts of the Union to the members, con

gress,still conceived that more remained to be done, and

hastened to appoint a committee to devise a mode of pre

senting to General Lafayette a recompense worthy of the

nation which tendered it. This committee reported a bill

on the 20th of December, in which , after detailing the ser

vices rendered by Lafayette to the American nation, and

the sacrifices he had made in the achievement of its inde

pendence, they proposed that the sum of 200,000 dollars,

and the fee simple of atract of land of24,000 acres, to be

chosen in the most fertile part of the United States, should

be offered as a compensation and testimony of gratitude.

This proposition was received with enthusiasın by the

senate, and it was believed that it would pass without dis

cussion , when at the moment it was about to be sent to the

house of representatives, a senator observed , " that he had

no objections to make either to the sum about to be voted,

or to the services for which it was given ; that he yielded

to no one in gratitude and friendship towards General La

fayette, whose virtues and services, he believed , could not

be too highly recompensed ; but thought that the proposed

method was defective ; that charged with the administra

tion of the public revenues, he did not believe that congress

was permitted to dispose of them otherwise than for the

public service ; he thought that each state might claim

with justice , a right to testify its gratitude to Lafayette ;

finally, that he voted against the consideration of the pro
position, to avoid establishing a precedent, the consequences

of which might hereafter be fatal."

The eloquence of Mr. Hayne easily triumphed over this
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opposition, arising from a scrupulous attention and care of

the public finances, and the bill having been a third time

read, was almost unanimously adopted . Seven votes only

were in the negative ; and it was universally known that

even those who opposed the bill , were among the warmest

friends and partizans of the general. Motives of public

expediency, and , with some, the habit of opposing every

novel measure of finance, were the only reasons for their

course of conduct.

The proposition was received with equal warmth and

good will in the house of representatives . As soon as the

committee presented their report, all other business was

postponed , and the consideration of the bill commenced.
Thediscussion that ensued, as in the senate , fully recog

nized the rights of the general to national gratitude, and

only turned on the legality of the proposed plan . After
the third reading the bill was passed by an overwhelming

majority.

During these discussions in congress, General Lafayette,

who was wholly ignorant of their existence, was at An

napolis , whither he had been invited bythe legislature of

Maryland. It was not until the day after his return to

Washington, that the two committees of the senate and the

house of representatives waited on him , to acquaint him
with the resolutions of congress.

Mr. Smith , the chairman, presented him the act, and ob

served that the congress of the United States , fully appre

ciating the great sacrifices made by the general in the

cause of American Independence, had taken that opportu

nity of repaying a part of the vast debt owed to him by the

country.

General Lafayette was greatly embarrassed on hearing

this munificence of congress towards him. He was atfirst

tempted to refuse it , as he thought the proofs of affection

and popular gratitude which he had received from the

moment of his arrival in the United States, were a suffi

cient recompense for all his services , and he had never

desired any other. But he nevertheless felt, from the

manner in which this offer was made, that he could not

refuse it without offending the American nation, through

its representatives, and he therefore immediately decided

upon accepting it. He replied to the committee with his
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usual promptness and feeling, assuring them of the deep

gratitude he felt, as an American soldier, and as an adopt

edson of the country, for this as well as other marks of

affection that had been bestowed upon him.

This act of congress was soon spread, by means of the

public journals, through all parts of the Union, and was

every where received with unanimous approbation. Some

states even wishedto make an addition to these grants of

congress . Thus, for example, Virginia , New York , and

Maryland, were desirous to heap additional favours on the

guest ofthe nation. It required all the determined modera

tion of the general to repress this excess of gratitude, which

would have ended in placing at his disposal all the funds

of the United States ;for if the states had once engaged in

this struggle of generosity, it is difficult to say where it

would have ended.

Nevertheless, the newspapers , the organs of public

opinion, in applauding these acts of congress, attacked, with

a severity which distressed General Lafayette,those few

members of the senate and house of representatives, who

had voted against the national donation. These attacks ,

in fact, were the more unjust; for, as I have already said ,

the majority of the opponents of the measure were per

sonal friends of the general, and wholly devoted to his in

terests ; but in voting, not against the proposition, but

against its form , they remained faithful to a principlethey

had always adopted, of not disposing of the public funds

for other purposesthan those of the public service. Some
of them deemed it proper to explain this to the general.

“ Not only," said they, “ do we partake of the gratitude

and admiration of our fellow citizens towards you
for the

services you have rendered us , but we also think thatthe

nation can never repay them , and yet twenty-six of us
voted against the proposition in congress. " " Well," re

plied the general, in taking them cordially by the hand, “ I

can assure you, that if I had had the honour of being your

colleague, we should have been twenty -seven, not only be

cause I partake of the sentiments which determined your

votes, but also because I think that the American nation

has done too much for me. " This reply soon appeared

in all the journals,and,as may be supposed, only added
to the popularity of him who made it.
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I have already observed that during the deliberations of

congress, General Lafayette had accepted the invitation of

the legislature of Maryland, who alsowished to bestow on

him the honour of a public reception . We left Washing

ton on the 16th of December, accompanied by Dr. Kent,

Mr. Mitchell, members of the house of representatives from

Maryland, and adetachment of volunteer cavalry. On our

route, we visited the family and beautiful farm of Capt.

Sprigg, ex -governor of Maryland, and arrived at Annapolis

in the afternoon. The deputies of the city met the gene

ral at a great distance from it, notwithstanding the badness

of the weather,and the troops had advanced as far as Mil
ler's Hill . Another corps of militia had marched from

Nottingham , which is thirty miles from Annapolis. The

storm had retarded its arrival, but had not damped the

zeal of the citizens. At Carrol's Lane, about two miles

from the city, the general, notwithstanding the remon

strances thatwere made, descended from the carriage, and

with his head uncovered, returned thanks to the troops for

the affection they testified towards him . They have ex

posed themselves to the severity of the weather on my

account, and I cannot permit it to deter me from return

ing them my thanks,” observed he. At the limits of the

district an interesting meeting took place between him and

some soldiersof the revolutionary army, several of whom

had assisted in carrying him from the field of battle at

Brandywine, where he had been wounded. Twenty -four

discharges of cannon, and the display of the national flag
on the state -house, announced his arrival in the city.

Conducted into the hall of the legislature , which was

filled with persons of distinction and soldiers of the revo

lution , he was led to a seat, where he listened to a dis

course from the mayor in the name of the city. In his

reply , he alluded tothe fact, that Annapolis had been the

scene of events for ever memorable in the annals of the

United States ; it was within its walls that Washington had

laid down a power conferred on him by the nation ; and

the inhabitants of that city had always been worthy, by

their patriotism , of being the witnesses and participators of

- this noble act.

The next day, Friday, 17th December, the militia of

the county, the volunteer battalion of Annapolis, and the
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United States artillery were reviewed by him , displaying

great discipline and soldierly precision in their manoeuvres.

The following Monday, he received from the legislature

of the state, a repetition of the same honours bestowed on

him a few days previous by the congress of the United

States. The day terminated by a public dinner, at which

all the senators and representatives were present, and by a

ball given by the mayor of the city.

Annapolis is a cityof about 2500 inhabitants, handsomely

situated on the river Severn, which empties into the Che

sapeake Bay. It is the seat of government of the state of

Maryland, but will never become an important place, at

least from its commerce, which is wholly absorbed by the
port of Baltimore.

In returning to Washington, we went by Frederick

town, where the general was received with enthusiasm by

the population, and by a great number of his former com
panions in arms, among whom he recognized Colonel

M-Pherson, with whom we lodged. At the public banquet

given him by the town, the table was lighted by a cande

labra supportingan immense quantity of candles, the base

of which wasan enormous fragment of a bomb shell used
at the siege of York - town.

Fredericktown is, next to Baltimore, the largest city in

Maryland. It is situated in the heart of a fertile country,

on the west bank of a small stream called the Monocacy.

Its population, which does not amount to more than 3000,

aregenerally engaged in manufactures.

CHAPTER II.

Election of the President-Public character of the President - Public

officers - Congress - Grand public dinner on the 1st of January .

When we landed at New York , in the month of August,

the people of the United States were occupied in the

choice of a new political chief. This choice takes place
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every four years. It is always accompanied with much

popular excitement, which may be readily conceived , as

it equally interests every individual. Nevertheless, this

excitement does not occasion any tumults. Since the

adoption of the constitution , the nation has at nine different

times elected a president, and always without the occur

rence of any serious disturbance. The public prints, it is

true, as organs of the opposing parties , become arsenals in

whicharms of all description and temper may be found,

and which are oftentimes made use of in any thing but a

courteous manner ; but the exaggeration and violence of

these journals are productive of no evil consequences, and

never excite the people to transgress the laws.

The election of 1824 has, in common with the nine pre

ceding, completely. baffled the penetration of European

politicians, who, with an assurance founded on ignorance

and duplicity, predicted that the constitution of the United

States was about to experience a shock , which it was im
possible it could sustain , and that from the bosom of the

turbulent democracy of America, would arise civil war

and an overthrow of all civil order. These predictions

were founded on the circumstance of the American nation

having, until the present time, been able to restrict its

choice to a few individuals, rendered dear to their country

by their revolutionary services, whilst now it found itself

obliged to enter on another list, and, consequently, to open

the door to the ambitious and designing.

It was during the height of the excitement produced by

the discussion of the presidential question that General

Lafayette appeared onthe American shores. This event,

as if by enchantment, paralyzed all the electoral ardour.

• The newspapers, which, the eveningbefore, were furiously

combating for their favourite candidate, now closed their

long columns on all party disputes , and only gave admis

sion to the unanimous expression of the public joy and

national gratitude. At the public dinners , instead of caustic

toasts, intended to throw ridicule and odium on some po

tent adversary, nonewere heard but healths to the guest

of the nation, around whom were amicably grouped the

most violent of both parties. Finally , for nearly two

months all the discord and excitement produced by this

election , which , it was said , would engender the most dis
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astrous consequences, were forgotten, and nothing was

thought of but Lafayette and the heroes of the revolution.

On the evening of the day in which the president had

received a notification that his successor had been ap

pointed , there was a large party at his house. I had already

been present at these parties, which are very striking from

the numerous and various society there assembled, and by

the amiable simplicity with which Mrs. Monroe and her

daughters receive their guests. But, on this occasion , the

crowd was so considerable that it was almost impossible

to move. All the inhabitants of Washington were attracted

by the desire of seeing the president elect and his compe

titors, who, it was taken for granted , would be present,

and who, in fact, were so , with the exception of Mr. Craw

ford , who was detained at home by illness . After having

made my bow to Mr. and Mrs. Monroe, to reach whom I

found considerable difficulty, I looked with impatience for

Mr. Adams and the other candidates. It appeared to me,

that their being thus thrown together would prove ex

tremely embarrassing to them , and I felt some curiosity to

see how they would conduct themselves on the occasion.

On entering one of the side rooms, I perceived Mr. Adams ;

he was alone in the midst of a large circle which was
formed around him. His countenance was as open and

modest as usual . Every instant persons pressed through

the crowd to offer him their congratulations, which he re

ceived without embarrassment, and replied to by a cordial

shake of the hand. At some distance, in the midst of a

group of ladies , was Mrs. Adams. She appeared to be ra

diant with joy; but it was easy to be seen that she was
more pleased at the personal triumph of her husband than

for the advantages or pleasures that would result to her

self. Whilst I was attentively looking at this interesting

scene, a tumultuous movement was heard at the door, and

a murmur of satisfaction arose from the whole party ; I

soon ascertained the cause, in seeing General Jackson

make his appearance. Every one pressed forward to meet

him, and endeavoured to be the first to salute him. To all

these effusions of friendship he replied with frankness and

cordiality . I alternately scrutinized both Mr. Adams and

the general, being curious to see how these two men, who

the morning before were rivals, would now meet. I was not
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kept long in expectation . The moment they perceived

each other, they hastened to meet, taking each other cor

dially by the band . The congratulations offered by Gene

ral Jackson were open and sincere ; Mr. Adams appeared

to be deeply moved, and the numerous witnesses could not

restrain the expression of their satisfaction . Mr. Clay

arrived an instant afterwards, and the same scene was re

peated. This, perhaps, produced less effect than the

former, as Mr. Clay having had fewer chances of success,

was supposed to make less effort to maintain his self

command ; but it fully demonstrated the wisdom of the

nation in its selection of candidates . The generosity of

character manifested by General Jackson entirely satisfied

me of the futility of the menaces of the Pennsylvania

militia. Whilst these reflections were passing through my

mind, I met in the crowd two officers with whom I had

dined at York , and whom I had remarked particularly for

their zeal and excitement. “ Well," said I, " the great

question is decided, and in a manner contrary to your

hopes, what do you intend to do ? How soon do you lay

siege to the capitol ?" They began to laugh.

collect our threats , then," said one of them . 66 We went,

in truth , great lengths, but our opponents disregarded it,

and they acted properly ; they know us better than we

wished them to do. Now that is settled , all we have to do

is to obey. We will support Adams as zealously as if he

were our candidate , but, at the same time, shall keep a

close watch on his administration , and according as it is

good or bad , we will defend or attack it. Four years are

soon passed, and the consequences
of a bad election are

easily obviated." " Yes," said I , " much easier than that

of legitimacy or hereditary succession .” They left me,

laughing heartily, and the next day no body spoke of the
election .

When the ardour and zeal of the parties in favour of

their peculiar candidates are considered, it might be sup

posedthat the president of the United States was an inex

haustible source of benefit to his friends, and that his power

was such , that he could at will dispense favours, places,
and riches. To remove this error it is only necessaryto

turn to that article of the constitution which fixes the du.

ties of the head of the government, and any one will be

3*
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convinced that it leaves fewer means of corruption in his

hands than are with us bestowed on the lowest prefect.

It will be seen that the constitution , in fixing in a precise

manner the duties and power of the chief magistrate,has

rather kept in view the welfare and interests of the nation,

than the gratification of one individual and his family.

Hence, the president is placed in such a situation , that

whatever may be his personal character, it is impossible
for him to injure the liberty, right, or honour of his fellow

citizens. He does not, like some kings on the old continent,

enjoy several millions of revenue, and immense estates.

Thelaw only allows him 25,000 dollars as a salary, but it

is not by thesumptuousness of his equipages, by the splen

dour of a numerous guard, or by the number of his cour

tiers, that he maintains the dignity of his station .

As he cannot entrench himself behind the responsibility

of his ministers , nor protect himself under the infallibility

of his character, or the inviolability of his person , which

the constitution does not guarantee, the president of the

United States is obliged to be extremely circumspect in

all acts of executive power, which are delegated to him

alone ; and the people are so firmly persuaded , thatthe

functions of a chief magistrate are only to be fulfilled by

incessant attention and labour, that they would be exceed-

ingly astonished , and,perhaps,indignant, if thenewspapers

sometimes announced, that the president had been occu

pied on a certain day for two or even for three hours with

one of his ministers.

If the difference which exists between the president of

the United States and the kings of Europe are striking, that

between the ministers of that republic and ours is not less

remarkable. A minister of the United States has but 3000

dollars salary, no hotel , no furniture nor train of servants

paid bythe nation , no sentries at his door, no servants in

a ridiculous dress to attend him when he goes in public ,

no privileges unconnected with his office, but, at the same

time, no responsibility for his actions. Chosen by the pre

sident, he is in fact his instrument, and owes him all his

time. As he has not under his orders a host of directors

general, chiefs of division , and clerks of all kinds , at high

wages , he is obliged himself to put his hand to the wheel,
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and truly to earn his salary, which is too small , it is true,

to enable him oftentimes to give sumptuous dinners to

members of congress ; but is sufficient, nevertheless, for a

wise and conscientious man, who well knows that it is only

by his activity and probity, and not by intrigues and cor

ruption , that he will fulfil the duties ofhis station , and repay

the confidence reposed in him .

The habits of the American ministers are so simple, and

differ so little from those of their fellow citizens , that no

thing, absolutely nothing, in their exterior serves to mark

them in public . During our first visit to Washington,

when we wished to return the visits they had had the po

liteness to pay us, wewere several times obliged to ask,

not for their hotels, for we should not bave been understood;

but for their residences , although situated in the same

street in which we were living. Sometimes, when we had

knockedat the door of their houses , they have themselves

opened them . We have often met them with their port

folios under their arms , returning on foot from their offices

to their respective houses , where a modest family repast

awaited them . All this , doubtless , would appear very

bourgeois with us, but in the United States , where the peo

ple think more of a good administration than the luxury

and splendour of its administrators, it is thought naturaland
proper, and, I believe, with reason ,

This extreme simplicity of the ministers extends to all

other public officers, and is the true secret of that economy

ofgovernment we so highly praise, and which, in all pro

bability, we shall never attain.

A senate, and a house of representatives form the legis

lative power of the United States, power which emanates

immediately from the people, and which counterbalances

the executive power, so that if it should happen that the

people, in a moment of error, should bestow the presidency

onan incompetent or ambitious candidate, the injurious

influence of such a man would be neutralized by that of

congress,

Congress assembles on the first Monday in the month of

December of each year, and continues in session according

to the importance of the business before it, but rarely be

yond the month of May. From the middle of November,

the senators and representatives of the different states be
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gin to arrive in Washington. Among them there are many

who, to fulfil the duties of their appointment, have been

obliged to traverse hundreds of leagues of uninhabited

forests, and over most perilous roads. On arriving they

lodge at a hotel , where they are obliged, in someinstances,

to sleep in a room with four or five of their colleagues.

The table is open to all who reside in the house. It is

usually there, after a frugal meal , that those interesting

conversations occur, in which most part of the questions

likely to come before congress during the session are ami

cably discussed . When the first Monday in December ar

rives the session opens, and business commences imme

diately , for all are at their posts. During the whole time

every day is conscientiously employed by the representa

tives of the nation in the discussion of the dearestinterests

of the people. As soon as the session closes , each member

returns to his constituents, and finds, in the reception they

give him, the dearest recompense he can hope for, if he

should have fulfilled his duty to their satisfaction.

The first of January was fixed upon by the two houses,

for a grand dinner to General Lafayette. The representa

tives of the people wished to .consecratę American hospi

tality, by seating the guest of the nation at a table at which

the whole people could be present in them. Mr. Gailliard ,

president pro tempore of the senate, and Mr. Clay, speaker

of the house of representatives, presided at the dinner.

Mr. Gailliard had General Lafayette on his left, and Mr.

Monroe the president of the United States on his right ;

who, overlooking on this occasion the rule he had made

of never attending any public dinner, had accepted the

invitation ; Mr. Clay had on each side of him , the secreta

ries of the different departments. Among the guests, were

General Dearborn , minister of the United States to the

court of Portugal ; Generals Scott, Macomb, Jessup, and

our worthy countryman Bernard , by whose side I had the

honour to be placed; Commodores Bainbridge, Tingy,

Steward and Morris, as well as many other public officers

of highest rank . Among the guests, General Lafayette had

the pleasure of finding some of his old companions in arms.

Captain Allyn of the Cadmus, who had recently arrived

from France, was also present. The hall was decorated .

with great splendour, and the guests were animated by a
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feeling of union, which demonstrated how completely

they considered this ceremony as a family festival.

It is in such assemblies, that the public feeling of a peo

ple can be studied , particularly where its representatives,

chosen freely, and having no reason to flatter those in

power, or to dissimulate, give a free vent to all their senti

ments. After a variety of toasts , highly complimentary to

the general, and to which he replied with great felicity , the

entertainment was concluded with a universal wish of the

guests that all the American people could have been pre
sent at it.

CHAPTER III.

Departure from Washington - American Feelings - Sea -Lion --Family

of Free Negroes - Raleigh - Fayetteville - North Carolina.

About the first of February, General Lafayette had re

ceived from all the southern and western states such press

ing invitations, that he could no longer hesitate as to what

course he should pursue; and immediately we were all

actively employed in determining our order of march, and

the means of surmounting the difficulties which every one

assured us, would be very great in a journey of this nature

and length. We had , indeed , a distance of more than

twelve hundred leagues to pass over, in less than four

months, to enable us to be in Boston on the seventeenth of

June, where the general had promised toassist at the cele

bration of the anniversary of Bunker's Hill ; and a part of

the country through which we were obliged to travel , was

scarcely inhabited , and the roads , rough and difficult, were
imperfectly laid out.

But thanks to the experience of General Bernard , to the
information of the post master general (M'Lean ,) and to

the assistance of the members of congress who were in

Washington, Mr. George Lafayette was enabled to trace

out an such an excellent itinerary, that his father had no

fear of neglecting in his course any places ofimportance in
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the various states we had to visit, although most of these

places were often manymiles to the right or left of our

main line of march; and his time was so exactly propor

tioned, that, unless prevented by sickness or some serious

accident, we were to arrive in Boston on the day promised.

We neglected no precaution adapted to aid us in sur

mountingthe obstacles which, in the opinion of every one,

threatened us in the course of this new journey . The

general's friends could not think without fear of the fa

tigues and dangers to which, they said , he was about to

expose himself. Mrs. Eliza Custis, of the Washington

family, pressed him to accept of her commodious and easy

carriage. We purchased good saddle-horses to substitute

for the coach on very bad roads ; reduced our baggage as

much as possible , and on the 23d of February, at nine

o'clock in the evening embarked upon the Potomac,

which we descended to itş outlet in the Chesapeake Bay,

and thence proceeded to Norfolk , where we landed early

on the morning of the 25th , after a pleasant passage of two

nights and one day. On the day following wewent to

dine at Suffolk , a small village , where they waited for the

general with all the eagerness and kindnesshe had hitherto

met with at every step.

Favoured by a good road and pleasant weather, our

march was very rapid. A few miles from Norfolk we

were obliged tostopsome time before a small , solitary inn

upon the road, for the purpose of refreshing our horses.

Wewere sitting in our carriage when the landlord pre

sented himself, asked to see the general, and eagerly press

ed him to alight for a momentand come into his house.

“ If,” said he," you have only five minutes to stay, do not

refuse them , since to me they will be so many minutes of

happiness.” The general yielded to his entreaty, and we

followed him into a lower room, where we observed a

of cleanliness. Welcome Lafayette, was inscribed with
a
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filled with neatly arranged slices of bread. These modest

refreshments were tendered with a kindness and cordiality

which greatly enhanced their value. Whilst we were par

taking of them the landlord disappeared, but returned a

moment after accompanied by his wife, carrying her little

boy, about three orfour years of age, whose fresh and

plump cheeks evinced the tenderness and care with which

he had been cherished. The father, after first presenting

his wife, next took his child in his arms , and, having placed

one of his little hands in the hand of the general, made

him repeat , with much emphasis, the following: “General

Lafayette, I thank you forthe liberty which you have won

for my father, for my mother, for myself, and for my coun

try !!! While the child was speaking, the father and mo

ther eyed the general with the most tender regard : their

hearts responded to the words of their boy, and tears they

were unable to suppress, proved that their gratitude was

vivid and profound. Were I to judge from what I myself

felt on witnessing this simple and yet sublime scene ,Gene

ral Lafayette must havefound thisone of the most pleasing
moments of his life . He could not conceal his emotions,

but having tenderly embraced the child , took refuge in his

carriage, bearing with him the blessings of this family,

worthy of the freedom they enjoyed.
The same day, shortly before reaching Suffolk , some ne

groes stopped us with an invitation to enter their cabin ,

situated on the road side , to see a very extraordinary ani

mal , which they told us was a sea -lion . It was about seven

feet long, covered with a hairy skin of the colour of the

fallow deer, spotted with black : the size of its body near

the shoulderswas about that of a calf, from whence it di

minished gradually till it terminated at the tail in large

fins ; its head was small, round, and slightly flattened, re

sembling a little that of the tiger; its mouth was furnished

with long, strong and sharp teeth ; its extremities were

very short and had the shape of a hand ; the fingers were

united by a membrane capable ofgreatextension, and armed

with very strong and sharp claws. The negroes told us

that in walking along the shores of Elizabeth River at

low water, they perceived this animal upon the sand,

where it appeared to have been left by the tide. As soon

as it saw these men it moved towards them , but without
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any apparent hostile - intentions. The negroes, however,

ran away at first, whilst it followed them for some time,

but at a slow pace, as it is easy to conceive on examining

its short extremities, which appeared better adapted for
swimming than walking. Afterhaving retreated a hundred

steps, one of the negroes, who was armed with a musket,

turned and fired at the animal, which received the charge

in the flank , and almost immediately expired.*

A few compliments accompanied with some small mo

ney made these poor negroes very happy, and we left them

to goand visit a neighbouring habitation, which was said
to belong to a large family of freeblacks. The house was

very well kept, both externally and internally ; I was

struck with the order and neatness which prevailed, as

well as the fine appearance of the inhabitants ,who seemed

to enjoy a state of comfort and ease superior to that of

most of our European peasantry. One of our travelling

companions, a citizen of Norfolk , assured us that this

family had more than doubled the value of their property

some years, by their intelligence and industry . I invite

those who still persist in believing that the negroes are in

capable of providing for themselves in a stateof freedom ,

to visit this family, which, however, is not theonly one of

the kind which could be found in the state of Virginia.

After stopping a few moments among the citizens of

Suffolk , we continued on our route to Murfreesborough,

where we were to lodge. Our late arrival had the ap

pearance of a nocturnal journey. The bad condition and

lengthof the road had tired our horses, and we thought for

a while that we should be compelled to sleep at the foot

of the hill on which the town is built. An enormous bon

fire, lighted on a neighbouring mountain , whose light dis

- played our distressed situation ; the illuminations of Mur

freesborough, which exhibited the appearance of a city in

flames; the noise of cannon resounding on our right, with

the effect of battery on our flank ; the cries of our

escort ; the whipping and swearing of our drivers, allwas

insufficient to stimulate our horses,which, sunk in the mud

to their knees, appeared to have taken root; refusing to

* This animal was a common seal, phoca vitulina, vulgarly called sea

dog . The sea -lion is another species of seal.-T.
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make the least exertion to draw us out of this sad situation ,

in which we remained about an hour. At length we ar

rived, and were very amply compensated by the cordial

hospitality of the inhabitants of Murfreesborough, who ne

glected nothing to prove to General Lafayette that the

citizens of North Carolina were not less sincerely attached

to him than those of the other states.

From Murfreesborough ,we went the next day to Hali

fax, where we crossed the Roanoak, in a ferry-boat, amidst

the thunder of artillery which awaited the arrival of

General Lafayette on the opposite shore. Halifax was

formerly the head quarters ofCornwallis , during his cam

paign in North Carolina. It was there that the English chief

adopted the resolution, which proved so unfortunate, of

entering Virginia . We only slept at Halifax , and in two

days, after travelling over frightful roads, reached Raleigh,

apretty little town, situated on the west bank of the river

Neuse. It is the seat of government for North Carolina ,

and contains about two thousand seven hundred inhabi

tants , of which about fifteen hundred are blacks, both free

and slaves. One of the most precious monuments of this

town, is the superb statue of Washington, executed in

marble by Canova. It is preserved , with the greatest

care, in one of thehalls of the capitol.

The governor of the state, officers of government, mili

tia , and, in fine, all the population, were prepared to

receive and entertain , with proper dignity, the guest of the

nation. Such was the height of the prevailing enthusiasm,

that, in spite of bad weather, a company of volunteer dra

goons hadmarched nearly one hundred and fifty miles, to

assist at this family festival. The gallant men who com

posed it , had solicited and obtained leave to perform , for

this day, the duty of guard to Lafayette ; and they had

founded their pretensions upon the circumstance, that the

county of Mecklinburg, to which they belonged, was the

first in the state whereindependence was declared , during

the revolution. • Whenever it becomes necessary to serve

for liberty or Lafayette ," said they, “ we shall always be

found among the foremost.” Nothing was neglected by

Governor Burton, in doing the honours of his dwelling

to the national guest.

The morning of our arrival at Raleigh was near being
Vol. II.-- 4
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marked by a very unfortunate accident. In one of the

calashes which followed us, was General Daniel of the

militia, and a young officer of his staff ; their horses ran off,

and, the driver not being able to guide them, dashed

violently against the trunk of a tree . The force of the

shock threw both the riders and the coachman to some

distance, but the one most hurt was poor General Daniel ,

who lay almost senseless upon the spot. Our progress

was immediately suspended , and General Lafayette, who,

at the time , was a considerable distance in advance of the

procession, hastily returned to assure himself of the nature

of the accident. General Daniel already began to reco

ver, when the hasty zeal of his friend , General Williams,

was upon the point of placing him in greater danger than

arose from the fall. This gentleman insisted upon his

being immediately bled , and already held the fatal lancet

in hand to proceed with the operation, when Mr. George

Lafayette besought him seriously to forbear, representing

that we had just left the table, and that a bleeding imme

diately after dinner might be attended with injurious con

sequences. After having rendered General Daniel the

first attentions which his situation demanded, we had him

carried to the house of a rich planter, whom we had visited

in the morning, some miles off; and, the next day , our

wounded friend joined us at Raleigh, entirely recovered

from his fall, returning his warmest thanks to Mr. George

Lafayette, for having averted the employment of the

lancet.

I was, at first, much surprised to see this lancet drawn

upon such an occasion, but one of our travelling compa

nions informed me, that in the southern and western states ,

and especially in those where the population is widely

scattered, the art of blood -letting is familiar to almost all

the great planters . The difficulty of finding a surgeon at

the moment of accident, often makes it necessary to bleed

themselves, which they sometimes do so profusely, that

the most hardy phlebotomists of the French school would

be alarmed at the sight.

On the 4th of March, we arrived at the pretty little

town of Fayetteville, situated on the western bank of Cape

Fear river. The weather was dreadful , the rain pouring

in torrents , notwithstanding which, the road for many
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miles in front of the town was covered with men and

boys on horseback, and militia on foot. In the town, the

streets werecrowded with ladies elegantly dressed, hurrying,

regardless of consequences, across the gutters, to approach

thecarriageofthegeneral, andso occupied with the pleasure
ofbeholding him, that they did not appear to notice the

deluge which seemed ready to engulf them . This enthu

siasm may be more readily conceived , when we consider

that it was manifested by the inhabitants of a town,

founded forty years ago, to perpetuate the recollection of

services rendered by him whom they were this day

honouring.

General Lafayette was conducted to the front of the

town-house, where, upon an elevated platform , he was

received and addressed by Chief Justice Troomer, on be

half of the town council. In the course of his harangue,

the orator recapitulated, with enthusiasm , the obligations

which America owed to Lafayette, retraced some of the

persecutions to which he hadbeen exposed in France and

Austria, for having remained faithful to the cause of liberty

and the rights of man, which he had been the first to pro

claim in Europe, and concluded by drawing a forcible

parallel between the young republics of the United States

and the old monarchies of the ancient continent of

Europe.

After General Lafayette had expressed his gratitude for

the reception given him by the citizens of Fayetteville,

and his sympathy for the sentiments ofthe orator, we were

conducted to the residence of Mr. Duncan M.Rae, where,

by the attentions of Mrs. Duncan, our lodgings had been

prepared in an elegant and commodious manner. The

general was there received by the committee, appointed to

supply all his wants. “ You are here in your owntown," said

the chairman of the committee to him , “ in your own

house, surrounded by your children. Dispose of all
every thing is yours." Every moment of our short stay at

Fayetteville was occupied by festivals of gratitude and

friendship. Notwithstanding the bad weather, which

neverceased to opposeus, the volunteer militia companies,

assembled to render military honours to the last surviving

major -general of the revolutionary army, would not quit

the little camp which they had formed in front of the
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balcony of the house , whence the general could easily see

them maneuvre. They were still under arms, on the

morning of our departure, and we passed in front of their
line on leaving the town . It was then that Gene

ral Lafayette, wishing to give them an expression of
his gratitude, alighted, and passing through the ranks,

took each officer and soldier affectionately by the hand.
This conduct excited the spectators to such a pitch of en

thusiasm , that a great portion of the population , will

ing to prolong the pleasure of seeing him , accompanied

his carriage a considerable distance on the road, and only

quitted him when the sun was nearly set.

The commerce of Fayetteville is very flourishing, and

must still increase from the vicinity of Cape Fear river,

which is navigable to the sea. The prodacts of the sur

rounding country consist principally of tobacco and grain .

Its population is nearly four thousand souls, and increases

with remarkable rapidity. Unfortunately more than a

third of this population consists of slaves, who increase in

the same proportion with the free inhabitants ; a circum

stance which will probably continue for sometime to re

tard the full developement of its resources. What I here

say of Fayetteville is applicable to the whole state of

North Carolina, which , in a population of six hundred

and forty thousand souls , has above two hundred thousand
slaves.

The climate of North Carolina is said to be healthy, and

very well adapted to every species of culture . Neverthe

less, the part through which we passed did not present an

agreeable aspect. We met with numerous pine forests

overflown by the rivers which watered them; many sand

plains, and but little cultivated ground; that which is culti

vated producing only rice and indigo. The mountainous

parts of the state are stated to produce abundant crops
of

wheat, rye, barley, oats, Indian corn , tobacco, hemp and
cotton. This last article, when prepared for manufacturing,

is produced in the proportion of one hundred and fifty
pounds for each slave.

It is also in the highest grounds where native gold is

found in considerable quantity. It is obtained by simply

washing the earth . Its purity is very remarkable, having

been found twenty -three carats fine, and superior in quality
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to the American or English gold coins. The pieces are

of various weights. The heaviest yet found weighed near

ly five pounds. In 1810, the mint of the United States re
ceived one thousand three hundred and forty -one ounces,

the value of which amounted to twenty-four thousand six

hundred and eighty -nine dollars. In Montgomery county,

many persons live by hunting for this metal. Every one

haspermission to seek, upon condition that he gives half
he finds to the owner of the soil.

Notwithstanding all its rich resources, North Carolina

appeared to me one of the least advanced of all the states

we have hitherto visited . Slavery, in my opinion, should

be regarded as the principal cause of this condition . Its

constitution, though in general founded upon those of the

other states, differs from them in some points, and retains

some traces of aristocracy. Thus, for example, to be elect
ed a senator, a person must be owner of three hundred

acres of land ; to be a representative, he must possess one

hundred: finally, noman can be elected governor unless he

be the free proprietor of an estate yielding one thousand

dollars. Inthe midst of promises of religious liberty, the

constitution of North Carolina has nevertheless the misfor

tune to have preserved an unhappy distinction between

sects: thus, any man who denies thetruth of the protestant

religion, can have no pretensions to any public employ
ment.* I am well aware that in a government which sup

ports no established order of clergy, the inconvenience of

such a distinction is not so great, but it isnevertheless a

serious blow aimed at the equality established and recog

nized by law . A wrong of still more consequence in

this state, is that of having so long neglected the means of

propagating primary instruction. In 1808 the legislature

* See Art. 32 of the Constitution of North Carolina .

[Whatever may be the condition of the statute on this subject in

North Carolina, it can be little better than a dead letter ornullity, since

it is so entirelyinconsistent with the Constitution of the UnitedStates.

We do not recollect to have read of any instance in which this offensive

peculiarity has beenproductive of practical disadvantage. It is unques
tionably a blemish that calls for removal. - T .]

The 31st article excludes from the senate, the house ofrepresentatives,

and the state councils, all members of the clerical profession, without

distinction of faith or sect, so long as they continue in the exercise of

their pastoral functions.

4 *
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first ordered schools to be provided at the publicexpense.

But in spite of the defects which I have pointedout, the

inhabitants of North Carolina , from their patriotism , are

unquestionably worthy to form a part of the great confede

rate family of the United States . " To prove this, it will be

sufficient to cite one fact, which is , that during the revolu

tionary war, the enemy could never procure a pilot upon
the coast of this state. 1 might add, that the brilliant suc

cesses which attended the battles of Briar Creek in 1779,

of Waxhaws in 1780, and of Guilford in 1781 , were due to

the militia of this state.

CHAPTER IV.

Entrance into South Carolina-Route from Cheraw to Cambden - Mo

nument erected to Baron de Kalb-Road from Cambden to Charleston

-Rejoicing in Charleston - Colonel Huger - History, Institutions , and

Manners of the South Carolinians.

TWENTY-FOUR hours after our departure from Fayette

ville , in the midst of a pine forest, we met the deputation of

the state of South Carolina to General Lafayette. This meet

ing took place on the confines of the two states. Our kind

and amiable travelling companions from North Carolina

delivered us to their neighbours, with the most lively ex

pressions of regret at a separation which cost us as much

as them, and we continuedour route in new carriages , with

a new escort offriends, till we arrived at Cheraw, a pretty

little town, which, three years previous, had not more than

four houses built, and now contains about fifteen hundred in.

habitants. The next day's journey was long and difficult ;

sometimes, indeed , the road was almost impassable, being,

in some places, entirely cut up by the overflow of rivers,

whilst in others we could only cross the marshes by moving

gently over a road formed of badly arranged trunks of trees.

In fact, we travelled so slowly, that night overtook us on
the road, and it soon became so dark that many of the gen

tlemen of our escort lost theroad, and not being able to

trace it in the sand , wandered into the forest. The car
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riages of the party also began to stray from each other, and

towards ten o'clock Mr. George Lafayette and myself

discovered that the onewe rode in was at a great distance

behind the others. A few minutes after we felt a violent

shock, and heard a loud crash. Our carriage tongue was

broken , and we were left in the midst of themarsh . Our

situation was extremely disagreeable, and we should have

had some difficulty to escape from it but for the assistance

of two dragoons who had never left us, and who obliged us

to mount their horses, which , after some minutes, brought

us in sight of the fires of the guard surrounding the house

that was to serveus for an asylum , where the general had

arrived an hour before. In this house, which stood alto

gether alone in the midst of the woods , we were well ac
commodated. We had an excellent supper, and good beds ,

in which we might probably have slept soundly but for the
trumpet, which was sounded all night for the purpose of

rallying our scattered escort.

On arising, an entirely novel scene was presented to

my view . We were in the midst of what is called in Ame

rica a new settlement, that is to say, a clearing or erection
of a new habitation in the woods. The house in which we

had passed the night was the only dwelling in the place,

and it was still unfinished . By its side they had begun to

raise the framesof some other buildings , doubtless intended

forgranaries and stables. Numerous trunks of half hewn

trees collected together showed that it was the intention of

the owner soon to erect other buildings, and already the

forest was prostrated to a considerable extent. But a few

vast trees were standing in the clearing, whose branches

were not only lopped off, but some of them were deprived

of their bark, andblackened for their whole length by the

action of the flames which had been employed to burn the

brush about them . It is difficult to imagine anything more

desolate than such a scene. " It is , nevertheless, in this

way,” said one of our travelling companions, “ that all our

little towns, which are so attractive and lively, begi

Cheraw, where you slept yesterday, and with which you

were somuch pleased, but a few years ago resembled this,

and, perhaps, should you return in four or five years, you

may here find another Cheraw. See,” continued he , taking

me to a part of the forest which the axe and the fire had
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still spared, 66 with what care and skill the founder of this

future city has laid the basis of a fortune which he antici

pates enjoying in a short time. Look at this lot of several

acres, surrounded by a strong fence, in which his cows,

horses , and hogs are enclosed. These last named animals ,

raised thus at large, and in the enjoyment of abun

dance of food , soon multiply without number, and afford

him a certain part of his subsistence. The next year, that

portion of his land which comes to be cleared, will probably

yield him a rich harvest of corn or rice ; but the proprietor,

whilst waiting for the growth ofhis crops,is obliged to obtain

his bread by trading, and pays for it in turpentine, col

lected from the enorinous pines which surround him. A

small notch cut in the body of the tree, gives issue to a li

quid which is received in a trough. Three thousand trees

furnish annually seventy -five barrels of turpentine. But it

is not only the young and vigorous trees which contribute

to his wants ; he has recourse also to those time has de

stroyed. From the dead trees he extracts tar, obtained by

burning the wood upon a grate, a kettle being placed be

neath to receive the boiling liquid. Sometimes from the

plants which he clears away from around his house, he ob
tains a considerable quantity of potash , which still augments

his wealth. Every year sees the cleared land increase

around him, and soon other settlers, encouraged by his suc

cess, place themselves about him, and assist in erecting the

new village, in which he may be permitted to enjoy the
public employments conferred by his fellow citizens as a

tribute to his talents and patriotism .

Whilst we were thus engaged in casting a rapid glance

over the resources of our host and his future destinies,

General Lafayette concluded the preparations for his de

parture , and , at a signal given by the trumpets, we resumed

our journey, passing through the sands and pines on our

way to Cambden, where wewereto lodge. The weatherhad

changed during the night,and our march was now favoured

by a clear sky. Although it was the month of March, we

felt the heat of the sun considerably, and every thing

around bore the appearance of advanced spring. On

approaching Cambden , where we saw a considerable num

ber of well cultivated gardens, we were a good deal sur

prised to find the trees in flower, and the balmy air
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perfumed by the plants, as in France during the month of

June.

Cambden is not a large town, containing only about two

hundred inhabitants. We nevertheless found there a very

numerous population, collected from more than eighty miles

around , to receive General Lafayette, and assistin laying

the corner stone of a monument which they were about
erecting to the memory of Baron de Kalb. General La

fayettewas received a little in advance of the town , near

the old quarters of Cornwallis, by all the citizens under

arms, and was conducted with great pomp, and in the

midst of companies of young ladies, to the dwelling pre

pared for him , where he was addressed by Colonel

Nixons , jr. with a remarkable warmthof feeling. The at

tentive crowd applauded the orator with transports,when

he told the general that his visit to the UnitedStates had

added a new page to history, and that the splendour of

Greek and Roman triumphs faded before the unanimity

and harmony of this popular ovation.

On the morning of the next day, a long procession,

formed chiefly of free masons, followed by the civil autho

rities and deputations from the different associations of

South Carolina, came to the general's lodgings, and con

ducted him with solemn music towards the spot where

De Kalb's funeral ceremony was to be performed. There

the consecration of the monument raised by the generous

inhabitants of South Carolina to unfortunate bravery, was

performed. An inscription, in a style at once noble and

unaffected,reminds thecountry of the services and glorious

end of De Kalb.

It is well known that De Kalb was a German, who,

after he had served a long time in France, came to Ame

rica, like Lafayette and Pulaski, to offer his services in the

cause of liberty. He was second in command in General

Gates's army during the unfortunate affair of Cambden,

where the Americans were completely defeated. He had

performed prodigies of valour at the head of the Delaware

and Maryland troops, when, towards the close of the battle,

he fell from his eleventh wound, an event which deprived

the American cause of one of its most able and devoted

defenders.

After his remains , which had been carefully preserved,
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were deposited in the monument, and had received mili

tary honours, the stone which was to cover them was laid

byGeneral Lafayette. It contained the following inscrip

tion :—This stone was placed over the remains of Baron

De Kalb by General Lafayette, 1895.

The hand of the general resting upon the stone , followed

it as it slowly and gradually descended, whilst the multi

tude, in religious silence , contemplated the French veteran ,

after almost half a century, rendering the last offices to the

German soldier, in a land which they both had moistened

with their blood, and which their arms had contributed to

set free. How many glorious and painful recollections must

this scene have awakened in the mind of Lafayette ! Alas !

during his long triumph, how many tombs was it his lot to

visit, from that into which he descended at Mount Vernon,

to the one soon to be raised at Bunker's Hill !

The ceremony concluded by a discourse from the gene

ral, in which he paid to his old companion in arms, that

tribute of esteem which was due to his civil virtues, his

military talents, and undaunted courage, in defending the

cause of freedom .

We left Cambden on the 11th, to go to Columbia, the
capital of the state of South Carolina. This town is

pleasantly situated upon a fertile and healthy plain, on the

shore of the river Congaree. We found all the streets,

through which the general and his escort were to pass ,

ornamented with flags and triumphal arches. Upon one

of these, three young and beautiful girls supported flags,

upon eachof which were inscribed, in letters of gold , the

names of Lafayette, De Kalb, and Pulaski . Under an

other, placed near the house wewere to occupy, the

general was met and addressed by the mayor of the town,

a young man ofdistinguished talents, who, during our stay

at Columbia ,paid us the most kind and delicate attentions.

Governor Manning also addressed the general, in thepre

sence of the people assembled in the legislative hall of

South Carolina, and both the evening and morning were
devoted to public rejoicings.

The first evening,after having passed through the streets,

which were brilliantly illuminated, we paida visit to the

academy, under the superintendence of the celebrated Dr.
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Cooper. We were agreeably entertained by the profes

sors, who are all of the first merit. Two of them spoke

French with great fluency. They informed us , that they

had resided a long time in Paris, where they were proud

to have acquired that knowledge which they were called

upon ' to impart to their pupils. The next day, several

companies of militia, amongwhich a corps formed by the

students of the academy , under the name of Lafayette

Guards , were distinguished, came to exercise under the

general's windows. We passed the remainder of the day,

in the midst of some of Lafayette's veteran companionsin

arms, who took a pleasure in recalling to his memory, the

times in which they had fought and suffered with him for

the independence of their country. In the evening, at a

ball, rendered remarkable by the beauty of the ladies

gracing it, as well as for the good taste displayed in the

arrangements, we made acquaintance with a young lady

who inspired us with the most lively interest. She was

the wife of one of the professors. Born in Paris, she had

only been transplanted into this new soil about three

months, in the midst of manners which at first were alto

gether strange, but with which she now appeared perfectly

reconciled. She was introduced to the general, who re

ceived her withgreat kindness . Towards the close of the

evening, her French and American feelings, strongly

excited by the testimonials of friendship and admiration

she saw lavished upon Lafayette, suddenly broke forth in

transports which she was unable to suppress. “ Heavens !"

exclaimed she, “how proud and happy I feel, to -day, in

being a native of France, and of the same country with

General Lafayette !” Then , after having sprung towards

the general and kissed his hands, she returnedto me with

great animation , and said : “ Tell the general's family, I

beseech you, how happy we should be to receive them

here as we have received him ! Andsay to them , that for

myself, I feel for the children of La Grange the friendship

of a countrywoman, andfor Lafayette himself the grati

tude of an American . ” This scene made a lively impres

sion upon all who witnessed it , and the general thanked

the young lady with all the ardour of a strongly agitated

heart.

On the 14th of March, we set out for Charleston, intend
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of

ing to lodge some miles from this city, as General Lafayette

was not to make his entry until the 15th. An escort of

Columbia volunteer cavalry were formed in line before the

door, at the moment of our departure, anxious to accom

pany the general all the way to Charleston ; but he thanked

them, and insisted that they should not leave the town, ag

the road he had to travel was both long and difficult, and

there was moreover the appearance a heavy rain. It

was, in fact, at a very late hour that we arrived at our

destination . The night and the rain caught us in the

midst of a thick forest, across which it was difficult to find

our narrow and devious way. About nine o'clock in the

evening, the carriage I rode in broke down. That of the

general, which went before with the governor and some

officers of his staff, continued its route without perceiving

the accident ; but that of Mr. George Lafayette, which at

this time happened to be in the rear, found its passage

obstructed, and the horses taking fright, plunged amongst

the trees , where it stuck fast. Mr. George, and his travel

ling companions, Colonel Preston and the Mayor of

Columbia, immediately alighted , and, by main strength,

dragged their carriage before mine. They offered me a

seat along with them to continue the journey , directing

the servants to mount the horses and go in search of light

and assistance to repair the broken vehicle. I accepted

their offer, but had scarcely joined them, when Colonel

Preston , who had taken the reins, deceived by the dark

ness , carried us into the thickest of the woods , and in such

a situation , that we must have infallibly upset had we pro

ceeded a step further. Nothing was left for us now , but

to remain nearly an hour, under a driving rain , for the

return of the servants , who brought with them great pine

torches . They now assisted us out of our embarrassment,

and at eleven o'clock at night, wet and extremely fatigued,

we reached the house of Mr. Izard , where we found the

general and his companions, who had arrived a long time

before. The hospitable table of Mr. Izard, his kind recep

tion and that of his family, soon made us forget our misfor

tunes, atwhich we were the first to laugh over the dessert.

That the citizens of Charleston, whohad made immense

preparation to receive the guest of the nation , might not be

kept waiting, we resumed our journey at a very early hour.

1
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to prove that no

At the moment when we were preparing to take leave of

the family of Mr. Izard, we saw anescort of volunteer ca

valry arrive from the city, with which we immediately set

out. In proportion aswe advanced towards Charleston,

the monotony of pine forests disappeared . Our eyes now

rested with pleasure upon clusters of verdant and beauti

fully shaped saplings, among which superb magnolias were

majestically elevated . The entrance to the city appeared

to us like a delicious garden. The coolness of the night

had condensed the perfumes from the orange, peach, and

almond trees , covered with flowers, and embalmed the air.

We stopped a few minutes to change the carriage and allow

the procession time to form , when, on a signal given by a

cannon , we commenced our entrance into Charleston.

The inhabitants of Charleston , as residents of the city

which had received the young Lafayette on his first arrival

on American ground , in 1776 , were eager

where more than among themselves, had a stronger recol

lection of his devotion to the cause of liberty been pre

served. Accordingly, the reception which they gave him
may be compared ,for the splendour of its decorations and

public enthusiasm , to the finest we had seen in the princi

pal cities in the United States. The militia of Charleston

were joined by the militia from the most distant parts of

the state. Some companies of volunteer cavalry had, we

were told , marched fifty miles a day to take the post assign

ed them by their patriotic gratitude.

Among the various corps which left the city to meet the

general, there was one which particularly attracted our at

tention . Its uniform was precisely similar to that worn by

the national guard of Paris at the time of the French revo

lution. Thelanguage in which the men composing this

corps sounded forth their vivat, when the general passed

before them, showed us that they were Frenchmen, and

we experienced a pleasing emotion on hearing our coun

trymen unite their voices with those of liberty and grati

tude.

The French company joined the procession , and, ac

tuated bya sentiment of extreme delicacy, the Americans

ceded to them the place of honour, near the carriage of

the general. The procession was soon increased by a

great number of parties, composed of the clergy, associa

Vol. H.- 5
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tion of Cincinnati , veterans of the revolutionary army, stu

dents of the different faculties, officers of the United States

army and navy, judges of the different courts , children of

the public schools, German, French, Jewish , and Hibernian

beneficent societies , the association of mechanics, &c . &c .

All these detachments were distinguished by the form , co

lour, and devices of their flags; and therest of the population
following on foot and on horseback, made the air resound

with cries of Welcome, Lafayette, which sounds, for nearly

two hours without intermission , were mingled with the

thunder of cannon from the shipping in port, and the ring

ing of all the bells . But amidst all these expressions of

public affection, that which penetratedthe general's heart

most was the touching and generous plan adopted by the

citizens of Charleston to share the honours of his triumph

with his brave and excellent friend Colonel Huger.

It is well known that during his imprisonment in the for

tress of Olmutz, General Lafayette was upon the point of

being liberated by the devotion of two men whom the

same generous feelings had associated in this dangerous

enterprize. These were Dr. Bollman, a German physi

cian ,and young Huger, an American, son of a descendant

of a French family proscribed by the revocation of the edict

of Nantes, in whose house Lafayette was received on his
first landing in Charleston. A series of unfortunate inci

dents caused the failure of this generous attempt, which

nearly cost them their lives , and occasioned Lafayette to

be treated, by his keepers, with increased severity. Upon

his release from the Austrian dungeons, young Huger re

turned to his country, where he found, in the esteem of

the public , the reward of his noble and perilousenterprize.

At present the father of a family, a planter, and colonel of

militia , he lives retired and generally beloved, on a fine

estate within a few leagues of Charleston . General La

fayette had already enjoyed the pleasure of pressing him to

his grateful heart, upon his arrival at New York. When

we entered Charleston , his fellow citizens insisted upon

his taking a place by the side of the nation's guest, inhis

triumphal car, where he shared the public felicitations and

plaudits. At the feast, at the theatre, or ball, every where,

in fact, the name of Huger was inscribed by the side of

that of Lafayette, upon whom the citizens of Charleston
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could confer no greater favour, than by testifying such a

high degree of gratitude for one who had formerly exposed

himself in attempting to restore him to liberty.

After the procession had passed through all parts of the

town, it halted at the court-house, where the mayor, at the

head of the municipal authorities, and in the presence of

the people, addressed General Lafayette.

The acclamations of the people followed thewordsof

the orator, and the reply of the general, who, with an elo

quence rendered more impressive by the grateful feelings

of his heart, recalled the ancient obligationswhichhe owed

the citizens of Charleston , the noble devotion of the ladies

of this patriotic city, and the courage of the Carolinians

during the whole course of the revolution.

Colonel Drayton also addressed the general on behalf of

the association of Cincinnati , aſter which we were con

ducted to the sumptuous lodgings prepared for us , where,

during the whole of the nextday, the general received the

visits of all the corporations of the city. The company of

French fusileers we had observed on entering the city,

presented themselves first, the martial music at its head ,

saluting the general with the two patriotic airs of Yankee

Doodle and the Marseillois. Mr. Labatut and one of his

companions then addressed the object of their homage,

after which the company filed off before him , blending with

the military honours they paid him, testimonies of the most

tender affection . Whenthe general complimented the

officers on the fineness of their discipline, and good taste of

their uniform , “ We could not, ” said they, “ have chosen

one more honourable. Lafayette and our fathers wore it

in the glorious days of liberty in our country, and it inces

santly reminds us that the first duties of an armed citizen

are , the maintenance of public order, and the defence of

the rights of man . ” We passed among these brave men

some delicious moments, consecrated to the recollections

of our country. All spoke of it with tenderness and en

thusiasm , all expressed ardent wishes for her happiness .

Among them were some exiles !

Shortly after the French company had retired, we saw

all the members of the clergy arrive, assembled under the

direction of the Rev. Dr. Farnham , whom they had chosen

for their orator. Among them were seen Episcopalians,

יל
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Presbyterians, Jews, Roman Catholics, and German and

French Protestants. To witness their touching union , and

the testimonies of their reciprocal liberality, one might

have thought that they all belonged to the same commu

nion . I cannot introduce here the long and eloquent dis

course of Dr. Farnham , but I can assert, that, like that

pror,ounced by Bishop White of Philadelphia, it confirmed

what I had heard of the liberality of the clergy, which,

without the support of a government that seems ignorant

of their existence, feels the necessity of conciliating public

esteem by the practice of true virtue.

I pass over the account of the balls, displays of artificial

fire-works, and entertainments given during our stay in

Charleston , since it would be nearly a repetition of what

I have already said in relation to so many cities. But, leav

ing the general surrounded by his old fellow soldiers, at

the headof whom he still found the worthy General Pinck

ney, to be entertained with the glorious recollections of

their youthful days, I shall attempt a rapid sketch of the

history of South Carolina.

This portion of the North American continent was ex

plored for the first time by Jean Ponce de Leon, the Spa

nish governor of Porto-Rico. Struck with the beauty of

the vegetation, and the smiling aspect of the country,he

gave it the beautiful name of Florida. But not finding

either gold or silver mines , he gave up the plan of forming

a settlement. For a long time this country was coveted

by the kings of France , England, and Spain ; but it was not

till the year 1562 that France decided upon asserting her

claims . At the request of Admiral Coligny, who was de

sirous of finding anasylum for the protestant party, a naval

officer named Ribaut,a native of Dieppe, was despatched

with two vessels and troops to survey the coast and form

a settlement. Jean Ribaut landed at the mouth of a river,

under the thirtieth degree of latitude, and established the

rightof possession by the erection of a stone column, upon

which he engraved the arms of France. After remaining

some time upon the coast, during which he entered into
treaties of

peace with the natives of the country, he arrived

at the mouth of Albemarle river, where he formed his first

settlement, which he called Carolina, in honour of Charles

IX. He raised for its protection asmall fort, which he
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garrisoned with about forty men, and leaving it under the

command of one of his officers named Albert, returned to

France. This governor being verysevere in carrying into

effect the discipline he hadestablished, was soon mur

dered by his soldiers, who, anxious to return to their

country, very soon embarked, and sailed for France. But

scarcely had they lost sight of the coast when they expe

rienced such a dead calm as kept them so long at sea that

their provisions became exhausted; and they had already

begun to devour each other, when they were met by an

English.vessel, which carried them to England, where

queen Elizabeth made them relate to her, with their own

lips, the account of their horrible adventures.

Two years afterwards, a new expedition sailed under

the command of Réné de Landonnière, to establish and

protect the colony ; but whether owing to misfortune, or

want of knowledge in the leader, the expedition was at

tended with the most melancholy results. The complaints

of the colonists against Landonnière reached France, and

determined the government to send out Ribaut to take

charge of their affairs. This person was surprised at the

mouth of May river by a Spanish squadronof six vessels,
which attacked him so fiercely that he could only escape

by entering the river. Determined to resistthe Spaniards

with vigour, Ribaut landed his men , carefully entrenched

them, and going in search of the best troops of Landon
nière, whom he left in Fort Carolina, with all those who

were unable to bear arms, embarked again to pursue the

enemy. But he was assailed during the night by a violent

storm which drove his vessels upon the rocks. It was

with the greatest difficulty that he and his companions

gained the shore to surrender themselves to the Spaniards,

by whom they were basely murdered without mercy. The

sick, together with the women and children who remained

in the fort, met with the same fate . Landonnière, and a

few of his family, were all that escaped , and after a long

time, succeeded almost by a miracle in getting back to

France, where they carried the news of the melancholy
end of their companions. By the court of France the hor

rible event was treated with indifference, but the public

did not conceal its indignation, and many of the most

influential men demanded vengeance. One of these, named
5*
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Dominic de Gourges, a gentleman ofGascony,resolved upon
being the avenger of his countrymen. He fitted out three

vessels at hisown expense, took on board two hundred sol
diers and eighty marines, arrived at the mouth of the river

May, where he showed himself under the Spanish flag,

landed under this disguise without being recognized,
marched rapidly upon Fort Carolina, of which , with two

others , aided by the natives , he soon obtained possession,

conquered the Spanish garrisons,razed the fortifications, and

returned in triumph to France laden with booty. This daring

enterprise struck terror intothe Spaniards, and forever dis

gusted them of Carolina , which , until the reign of Charles

II. of England , was abandoned to all the nations of Europe.

It was at this time that the English government, who had

previously made a settlement at the mouth of May River,

under pretext ofprotecting some families who had escaped

the tomahawk of the Indians in Virginia, took possession

of all the country , situated between the 31st and 36th de

grees of latitude, and granted it to eight gentlemen of the

court, the king, as proprietary of the royal castle of Green

wich, reserving to himself supreme authority, together with

thefourth partof allthe gold and silver which might be found

within thebounds of the territory. The celebrated Locke

was appointed to prepare a charter for the new colony .

By this constitution a species of royalty was transferred to

the oldest of the colonists, supported by an aristocracy

which exhibited the whimsical assemblage of lords , barons,

landgraves and caciques, whose powers and pretensions

incessantly coming into collision , were soon subjected to

the tyranny of the palatine, for such was the title of the

superior officer whose precedence was derived entirely

from his age . This constitution , the abortive conception

of a great genius , was destroyed in 1720. The population

of the colony soon increased rapidly, in consequence of the

political and religious persecutions, which at that period

desolated Europe. It received, almost at the same time,

English royalists, the parliamentists, and the non -conform
ists . France sent the choicest of her citizens , proscribed

by the edict of Nantes. In 1730 , the mountains of Scotland

saw their vanquished inhabitants going thither in search of

n asylum ; and in 1745, it was further enriched by

de arrival of Swiss and German emigrants. From this
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time Carolina began to be sensible of its strength, and to

resist the abuse of power manifested by the English govern

ment. She refused to pay taxes imposed without her con

sent, and gave her sanction to the resolutions of the

colonial congress, to which she sent deputies in 1765.

Nevertheless , when, in 1775 , it was resolved to break the

chain which united Carolina to the mother country, a di

vision of opinion occurred among the colonists , a consider

able number of whom armed in favour of the British

government. A civil war was near breaking out, when a

very extraordinary occurrence led to the reconciliation of

the parties . On the same day that hostilities commenced

at Lexington in Massachusetts, despatches from England

arrived at Charleston . The revolutionary committee

seized the mail containing the letters addressed to the

governors of Virginia, the two Carolinas, Georgia and East

Florida, by which they were directed to employ the force

of arms to reduce the colonies to subjection. About the

same time, intelligence was receivedat Savannah, of an

act of parliament, authorising these governors to deprive

the colonists of theprotection of the law and royal privilege ,

and confiscate their property.

These various accounts having been published by the

committee, inspired all the citizens with the same senti

ments of indignation, and the councils being immediately

called together, thequestion was proposed , Shallwedie slades,

or live free ? The reply could notbe doubtful. All swore to

take up arms and defend their rights. Some indiscreet to

ries , who attempted to maintain possession of the country

by the assistance of Indians, whom they had taken into pay,

were soon annihilated by the patriotic militia, who, after a

long and painful struggle against the English troops of Sa

vannah , at length secured the independence of Carolina by

the celebrated victory gained at Eutau Spring, in the year

1781 .

It was in the midst of the troubles of war, in the year

1778, that Carolina formed her first constitution. This ,

though very much in conformity with the principles of the
revolution ,perhaps exhibited some indications of the haste

with which it was prepared. It was revised , modified, and

adopted in its present form , at Columbia, on the 30th of

June, 1790. Such as it now is , it would be considered in
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Europe highly democratic ; but, compared with the consti

tution of Pennsylvania , for example, and those of some

other states in the Union, it appears altogether aristocratic.

The conditions imposed upon the candidates for governor,

senators , and members of the assembly, restrict the eligible

to a very small number. The senators, chosen every four

years, to the number of forty -three, must be at least thirty

years of age , have resided in the state five years previous to

the election, and possess an unincumbered property worth

three hundred pounds sterling. Should the candidate not

dwell in the district by whichhe is supported, his property

must be worth a thousand pounds sterling.

The representatives, to the number of twenty-four, are

elected for two years. They must be free white men, at

least twenty -one years of age, and the owners of property

worth one hundred and fifty pounds sterling, or instead, a

plantation containing five hundred acres, and ten slaves.

Should the candidate not reside in the district where he is

supported, the value of his property is required to be five

hundred pounds. He must be a citizen of the state, in which

he shall have lived at least three years previous to the

election .

It is obvious that both houses of the legislature are com

posed of a portion of the richest proprietors only. It is
from this legislative power, blemished as it is with aristo

cracy, that the executive authority springs ; für it is by the

union of the two houses that the governor, in whom this

power resides, is chosen. The conditions of eligibility for

governor are very high , and restrict the choice to a very

small circle. Every candidate for this office must be thirty

years age, a citizen of the state, in which he must have

resided at least ten years previous to the election, and pos

sess a clear estate worth fifteen hundred pounds sterling.

The powers of the governor only continue for two years.
The worst conditionin the constitution is that imposing an

obligation on the senators to own slaves. I am well aware

that it must necessarily disappear before the abolition of

slavery takes place, but does it not appear to be placed

there as an obstacle to abolition ? And might not therepeal

of this article prove a salutary effort in favour ofabolition ?
As in all the other states of the Union , religious organi

zation is in no way connected with government, whichonly

of
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guarantees to the various sects the free exercise of their re

ligious rites, so long as such a privilege is unattended by

licentiousness, or is compatible with the peace and security

of the state. Ministers of religion are ineligible to the

office of governor, lieutenant-governor, and memberof as

sembly, so long as they continue in the exercise of their

pastoral functions. Thesects are numerous and variable,

as one may easily perceive from the composition of the

religious body that waited upon General Lafayette. It

may, perhaps, have been observed, that it was only whilst

speaking of the sects in South Carolina , that I mentioned

the Jews. It is, in fact, in this state alone, that they ap

pear sufficiently numerous to attract attention. Their num

ber is computed at about twelve hundred , of whom the

city of Charleston contains about five hundred, who, during

the late war, distinguished themselves by their courage and

patriotism , furnishing a company of sixty volunteers for the

defence of the country. The rest of the United States con

tains little more than five thousand Israelites, the most of

whom are of English and German origin . Those of South

Carolina are more particularly of French and Portuguese

descent. The synagogue in Charleston was built in the

year 1794. Previous to this time the Jewish congregation

of this city had only a small place for the exercise of their

religious rites. According to Dr. Theact's description of

Charleston, the Israelites began to form into a society about

the year 1750. As soon as ten of them had united , ( for

this is the number required by the Hebrew law for the

public exercise of their religion ,) they procured aplace
convenient for their purpose. The present edifice is

spacious and elegant. The society that built it is called

Kalh kadosh beth Eloem ,that is to say, the religious society

of the house of God. Kalh, or society, is thename common

to the whole Hebrew congregation . The actual number

of subscribing members is about seventy, which gives ra

ther more than three hundred persons having the privilege

ofthe synagogue, as well as the other advantages connected

with this privilege. The society of Reformistsamount to

about fifty members, which , with their families , make

above twohundred of this order.

South Carolina is situated between the 32d and 33d

degrees of latitude . Its superficies contains about twenty
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nine thousand square miles, the soil being very variable.

From the coast of the Atlantic to about twenty -four miles

within the interior, the country is a vast plain rising imper

ceptibly about two hundred feet above the level of thesea;

its surface is divided into forests of pine, which grow in a

sandy soil of little value ; extensive morasses , which render

the air insalubrious during the autumn; savannas, which

produce only grass; and higher lands, which are adapted to

the growth of cotton . Rice is cultivated with success

near the rivers, whose inundations fertilize their borders.

Beyond the plain the country is mountainous , productive,

and more healthy than the lower districts, where the

humidity of the rivers, and the changeableness of tem

perature during the whole season , render diseases very

common.

This state contains 502,741 inhabitants, who may be

divided into three classes ; 237,460 free whites , 6,806 free

blacks, and 258,465 slaves. It appears, that the number

of slaves considerably surpasses that of the free whites , so

that this state has begun to feel the inconveniences of sla

very to such a degree , that fear has induced them to adopt

measures of safety, which infringe both the laws of hu

manity and the rights of property. By a recent law ,

every traveller, who enters Carolina with a black servant,

finds that he is immediately taken from him, imprisoned ,

and only returned to him when he is about to leave the

state. What is the utility of this measure, is a question

I find myselfvery much embarrassed to answer.

they, to prevent dangerous communications, between the

slaves of that state and the free black strangers, who

never fail to talk to them of liberty.

This state of things in relation to slavery in South Caro

lina , is the more distressing from its singular contrast with

the character of the inhabitants of that state. The Caro

linians are particularly distinguished for the cultivation of

their minds, the elegance of their manners, their polite

ness and hospitality towards strangers. This last virtue is

so common in Carolina, that one finds very few taverns

out of the large towns. Travellers may boldly present

themselves at the houses of the planters which they find on

their road, and are sure of being well received . The dis

position to assist the indigent is so great at Charleston, that

It is, say
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besides a great many private associations , they have five
public charitable societies , whose revenues, already very

considerable, are still daily increased by the liberality of

the citizens.

The three days which General Lafayette passed at

Charleston were marked by entertainments whose brillian

cy and refinement delighted him; but of all the delicate at

tentions that were paidhim, the most touching, perhaps, was

the gift,made him by the city , of a beautifulportrait of his
friend Colonel Huger. This beautiful miniature, of an ap

propriate size , unites the merit of perfect likeness with the

most admirable execution. It strongly resembles the style

of our celebrated Isabey, and wouldnot have been disown

ed by him. It was executed by Mr. Frazer of Charleston,

who alreadyenjoys a great reputation in the United States,

but has probably surpassed himself in this work. The

frame of solid gold, is more valuable for the elegance and

delicacy of the workmanship than the richness of its mate
rial . It came from the workshop of two artists of Phila

delphia , and wouldhave done honour to our most experi
enced French jewellers.

The governor presented the general, in the name of the

state, with a beautiful map of South Carolina, enclosed in

a rich case of silver. Many other persons came also to

offer handsome keepsakes , which he gratefully accepted .

On the 17th of March he left Charleston, carrying with

him the regrets of his friends, and the blessings of the

people.

CHAPTER V.

Fort Moultrie-Edisto Island - Alligators - Savannah -- Funeral Monu

ments — Augusta--State of Georgia.

The roads of South Carolina being generally very bad,

the Charleston committee resolved to conduct the general

by sea to Savannah,where he had beenexpected for some

time. We embarked on the 17th of March, on board of
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an elegant steamboat, prepared and well provisioned by

the attentions of the committee, and took leave of the

inhabitants of Charleston , who, assembled on the wharf

and crowding the vessels , responded, by their acclamations,

to the parting salutations of their guest. Before losing

sight of Charleston, we directed our course towards Sulli

van's Island , upon which stands Fort Moultrie, which

saluted General Lafayette with all its guns . This fort,

commanding the pass by which the vessels are obliged to

enter the port of Charleston, was defended with extra

ordinary courage by the Carolinian militia , on the 28th of

June, 1776 , against the English forces, superior both in
numbers and experience.

The militia were commanded by General Moultrie, who,

during the revolutionary war , sustained the highest repu

tation for the valour and ability with which he defended

this important post. We afterwards continued our navi

gation between the continent and the islandswhich border

it, and extend as far as Savannah. We landed on one of

these , called Edisto, where General Lafayette was expect

ed ; but , as it was impossible for him to remain there more

than two or three hours, the inhabitants, who were col

lected at one of the principal proprietor's , decided to offer

him at once all the festivals theyhad prepared for several

days . We had, at the same time, the harangue, the public

dinner, the ball , and even the baptism of a charming little
infant, to which the name of Lafayette was given . We

then rapidly traversed the island in a carriage, to join our

steamboat, which awaited us on the side next the ocean.

What we saw of the island , in this short ride, appeared

to us enchanting; the vegetation was particularly striking

from its variety ; odoriferous shrubs of the most elegant

form , were agreeably interspersed among large forest trees ;

and, in the downs which border the sea -shore, we saw

some beautiful palm-trees , which gave to the small dwell

ings they shaded an aspect altogether picturesque. This
island, which lies at the mouth of Edisto river,forty miles

south -west of Charleston, is twelve miles in length and five

broad . It has been inhabited since 1700.

During the rest of our voyage to Savannah , we coasted

the islands of Hunting, Beaufort, Port Republican, Hilton

Head, &c.; and often through passages so narrow , that our
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vessel almost touched the land on each side, and had rather

the appearance of rolling on the surrounding meadows,

than of gliding on the water which disappeared beneath

It was nearly midnight when we passed Beaufort,

and all on board were asleep ; but we were soonawakened

by the acclamationsof citizens, who were waiting on the

shore, and General Lafayette having arisen , yielded with

readiness to their desire that he would land for some

moments among them .

At sunrise, as we approached the mouth of the Savan

nah river, we began to see some alligatorsextended on the

shore , or swimming round our vessel. Our captain shot
one, and sent the boat for it. It was about eightfeet long,

and we were assured that it was but of a middling size;

some of them extend to twelve feet, and sometimes even,

it is said , to fifteen or eighteen. The size of their body is

then equal to that of a horse. When of this size , the alli

gator is a formidable animal, from its prodigious power

and agility in the water. Its form is nearly like that of a

lizard ; it differs from it only by its cuneiform tail , flattened

on the sides, and which, from the root to the extremity,

diminishes insensibly. Like all the rest of the body, it is
covered with a scaly coat , impenetrable to all arms, even

to a musket- ball. * The head of an alligator of the largest

size is about three feet ; the opening of the jaws is ofthe

same dimensions ; its eyes are very small, sunken in the

head, and covered ; its nostrils are large, and so much

developed at the summit, that, when it swims, its head at

the surface of the water resembles a large floating beam .

Its upper jaw , only, is moveable ; it opens perpendicularly,

and formsa right angle with thelower jaw.t On each side

of the upper jaw, immediately below the nostrils, are two

long and strong teeth , slightly pointed and of a conical

* This is a common but inaccurate saying ; an oblique shot will cer

tainly glance from the skin ofthe alligator, butone striking perpendicular

to the surface will as certainly penetrate, if within a proper distance . - T.

+ This is another very common and ancient error,which has been

repeated from the days ofHerodotus, who said it of the Egyptian cro

codile, to the present. The deceptive appearance is producedby the

manner in which the lower jaw is articulated ; the joint being situated

very far back, when the mouth is opened, casual observers easily mis

take the part actually moved. See the article Alligator, in thelately

published Encyclopædia Americana . - T .

Vol. II .-6
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form . They have the whiteness and polish of ivory, and

being always exposed , give to the animal a frightful aspect.

In the under jaw, just opposite these two teeth , are two

sockets proper to receivethem . When the alligator strikes

his jaws together, it produces a noise absolutely like that

made by slapping a board violently against the ground, and

which may be heard a great distance.

When, on the morning of the 19th , we arrived in sight

of Savannah, we perceived all the population on the shore,

and the militia assembled, who had waited during several

hours. We soon heard the majestic salute of the artillery,

and the acclamations of the people. Wereplied to them

by a salute from the guns of our vessel, and bythe patriotic

airs with which our music caused to re- echo from the

shore . To this first feeling of pleasure caused by the re

ception of the citizens of Savannah, a sentiment of painful

regret suddenly succeeded . We had to separate from our

travelling companions of South Carolina . Among them

were the governor of this state , several general officers,

and some members of the committee who had received us

at Charleston. Thegovernor, faithful to the laws which

inhibited his passing beyond the limits of the state, resisted

all entreaties to induce him to land , and bade farewell to

the general with all the emotion of a child who separates

himself from a parent he is to see no more. Some minutes

after, we were in Georgia, at the entrance of Savannah,

where the general was received and addressed by Gover

nor Troup , in the midst of an eager crowd. The tri

umphal car and arches, the acclamations of the people, the

wreaths and flowers scattered by the ladies, the sound of

bells and cannon , every thing proved to Lafayette that

though he had passed into another state, he was neverthe

less among the same friendly and grateful people .

A commodious lodginghad been prepared in theelegant

mansion of Mrs. Maxwell ; thither they conducted Gene

ral Lafayette with a grand escort. After he had reposed

some moments, the mayor and council of the city came to

compliment him , and the day was terminated by a public

repast, at which the civil and military authorities of the
state and of Savannah, the members of the bar, the clergy,

and a great number of citizens, were present. After the

thirteen usual toasts , the company offered many volunteer
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toasts, all strongly indicative of the patriotic and republi

can character which always distinguishes American assem

blies. General Lafayette replied to the toast addressedto

him, by the following: “ To the City of Savannah - May

her youthful prosperity prove more and more to the old

world, the superiority of republican institutions , and of the

government of the people by themselves." A hymn to

liberty, to the air la Marseillaise, terminated the banquet,

and we returned to our quarters by the light of an illumi

nation which blazed over all the city.

The next day, Sunday, the general received , at an early

hour, the visit, of the French and the descendants of

Frenchmen residing in Savannah. At their head was Mr.

Petit de Villers, who spoke in their name, and who, in a

discourse fully expressive of the sentiments of his com

patriots towards Lafayette , portrayed with ardour the

benefits of American hospitality towards proscribed French

men, forced by every kind ofdespotismsuccessively to de

mand an asylum in the United States.

To the visit of the French, succeeded those of the offi

cers of the different bodies ; the clergy came afterwards ;

at their head was the reverend Mr. Carter, who, in compli

menting the general , felicitated him above all , that bis

efforts in favour of American independence had also re

sulted in the establishment of religious liberty.

To his acknowledgments, general Lafayette joined the

expression of his satisfaction in seeing America giving so

good an example of true religious liberty to old Europe,

which still enjoys a very limited toleration . “ In religious,

as in political societies,” added he, “ I am persuaded that

the election by the people is the best guaranty of mutual

confidence. "

The citizens of Savannah had for a long time cherished

the intentionof paying a tribute of gratitude to the memory

of General Greene, justly considered as the southern hero

of the revolutionary struggle ; and to that of General Pu

laski , the brave Pole, who, despairing of the cause of

liberty in his own country, came to sacrifice his life in the

cause of American independence. They thought that the

presence of General Lafayette would add to the solemnity

of the ceremony, and resolving to profit by his sojourn at

Savannah, obtained his consent to lay the first stone of the
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funeral monuments they intendedto raise. Consequently,

every thing being ready, they made the proposition ,which

he accepted with the more readiness and ardour, as he was

gratified to have an occasion of publicly testifying his

esteem for the character of General Greene, to whom he

hadbeen particularly attached.

The ceremony was strongly characterized by the asso

ciation of those exalted religious and patriotic feelings,

which particularly distinguish the actions of the American

people. Agreeably to the resolution adopted at a meeting

of the citizens, of which Colonel John Shellman was presi

dent , the masonic society, which was charged with all the

details relative to the construction of themonument, form

ed itself into a procession on the 21st March, at nine in

the morning, and moved to the sound of music, to the

lodgings of GeneralLafayette. The high priest, the king

and other officers of the royal chapter of Georgia, were

decorated with their finestapparel and richest masonic

jewels. Before them was carried a banner elegantly em

broidered. When they marched with the general, the
procession was augmented by the militia and citizens.

On arriving at the site of the destined monument, the

troops formed a line to the right and left to receive the

procession between them. The children of the schools

uniformly dressed , and carrying baskets filled with flowers,

which they scattered beneath the steps of General Lafay

ette , werealready assembled. The people, collected in a

crowd behind them , seemed placed there to protect their

feebleness, and to present them to the nation's guest. After

a silence the most profound was obtained among the

attentive crowd, the masons, and the monument com

mittee arranged themselves at the west of the founda

tion , and the other part of the procession occupied the

east. General Lafayette then advanced to the place pre

pared to receive the corner stone. He was surrounded by

the grand master, the grand keepers, the chaplain , the

grand priest, the king, and the secretaryof the chapter of
Georgia, the governor, Colonel Huger, George Lafayette,

&c. Anational air, executed by a band of musicians, an

nounced the commencement of the ceremony. Then the

president of the monument committee advanced, and de
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livered a very impressive and appropriate address, which

he concluded by the following words.

Very respectable grand master, in conformity with the

wishes ofmyfellow citizens, and in the name of the monu

ment committee, I pray you to celebrate, according to the

rites of the ancient fraternity to which you belong, the lay

ing of the corner stone of the monument we are about to

raise to the memory of General Greene.”

After the orator had made this invitation , General La

fayette made a sign that he wished to speak, and imme

diately the silence and attention of the multitude were re

doubled, and all fixing their eyes upon him. He advanced
a little, and said with a solemn voice

" The great and good man to whose memorywe this

day pay a tribute of respect, of affection and profound re

gret , acquired in our revolutionarywar a glory so true and

so pure, that even now the name alone of GREENE recalls

all the virtues, all the talents which can adorn the patriot,

the statesman, and the general; and yet it appertains to me,

his brother in arms , and, I am proud to beable to say, his

very sincere friend , to you, sir, his brave countryman and

companion in arms, here to declare, that the kindness of

hisheart was equal to the force of his elevated , firm , and

enlightened mind. The confidence and friendship which

he obtained, were among the greatest proofs of the excel

lent judgment which characterized our paternal chief. By

the affection of the state of Georgia towards him, the army

also felt itself honoured ; and I, sir, present myself before

you, before new generations, as a representative of this

army, of the deceased and absent friends of General

Greene, to applaud the honours rendered to his memory ,

and to thankyou for the testimonies of sympathy which

you have accorded me in this touching and melancholy

solemnity, and for the part which your wishes have caused

me to take in it. "

When the aged companion of Greene had ceased to

speak, a brother of Solomon's Lodge, invested with ma

sonic insignia, advanced from the crowd, and joining his

voice to the grave tones of the music , sung a hymn, the

Jaststrophe of which was repeated in chorus by the assem

bled company, and the prayer of the people ascended to

6*
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cannon ,

heaven with the solemn reports of the reverberating

During this timethe corner stone had been prepared ;

and , before placing it , the grand chaplain, Mr. Carter, pro

nounced the prayer
with a loud voice.

After this prayer, which was heard in religious silence,

the grand master ordered the secretary of the committee to

prepare the different objects which were to be placed in

thefoundation as memorials of the event. These were se

veral medals with the portraits of the nation's guest, of

Washington, ofGeneralGreene,and Franklin ; some pieces

of money of the United States, struck at different periods,

and also some paper money of the state of Georgia ; some
engravings, among which were the portraits of General

Charles Pinckney, and Doctor Kollock, and all the details

relative to the ceremony ; lastly, a medal , on which were

these words : “ The corner stone of this monument, to the

memory of General Nathaniel Greene, was laid by General

Lafayette, at the request of the citizens of Savannah , the

21st of March , 1825."

The stone was then lowered , amid strains of funeralmu

sic , to the bottom of the excavation. The general then

descended to the stone , and struck it three times with a

mallet; all the brethren came successively to render their

duties , and the grand priest of the royal chapter of Geor

gia came,with the censor in his hand, to bless the corner

stone. When all these ceremonies were ended , the grand

master remitted to the principal architect all the objects re

quisite tobe employed in the completion of the monument,

charging him by all the ties which bound companions in

masonry to acquit himself ofhis duty, in a manner honour

able tohis workmen and himself.

With these, and other ceremonies common on these oc

casions , the stone was then sealed while the music played

a national air. The whole was terminated by a triple vol

ley discharged by the United States ' troops.

The procession then marched back in the same order as

before, and repaired to Chippeway place, wherethe cere

mony was repeated in laying the corner stone of the monu
ment of Pulaski.

Before returning to his lodgings, General Lafayette went

to Brigadier -general Harden's to assist at a presentation of
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colours embroidered by Mrs. Harden , and presented by her

to the first regiment of the Georgia militia. On theseco

lours, very richly worked, was the portrait of General La

fayette, and several inscriptions recalling various glorious

epochs of the revolution. The burst of enthusiasm on re

ceiving them extended alike to the officers and soldiers,

who swore that under these colours, presented by beauty,

and consecrated by Lafayette, they would ever be assured

of vanquishing theenemies of liberty and their country.

Some hours after, notwithstandingthe pressingentreaties

of the citizens, and above all , the ladies, who had prepared

a ball for the same evening, the general, pressed by time

and his numerous engagements, was obliged to quit Savan

nah , and we embarked on board the steamboat Alatamaha

with the governor ofGeorgia and the committee of arrange

ment, tovisit Augusta , which is situated a hundred and

eighty miles from the mouth of the river Savannah.

We found at Savannah a young man whose name and

destiny were calculated to inspire us with a lively interest ;

this was Achille Murat, son of Joachim Murat, ex-king of

Naples . On the earliest news of the arrival of General

Lafayette in Georgia, he precipitately quitted Florida,

where he has become a planter, and came to add bis hom

age and felicitations to those of theAmericans, whom he

now regarded as his countrymen. Two days passed in his

company, excited an esteem for his character and under

standing, not to be withheld by any who may have the same

opportunity of knowing him. Scarcely twenty -four years
of age, he has had sufficient energy of mind toderive great

advantages from an event which many others, in his place,

would have regarded as an irreparable misfortune. De

prived of the hope of wearing the crown promised by his

birth, he transported to the United States the trifling re

mains of his fortune, and sufficiently wise to appreciate the

benefits of the liberty here enjoyed, he has become a natu

ralized citizen of the United States. Far from imitating

so many fallen kings, who never learn how to console

themselves for the loss of their former power, Achille Mu

rat has become a cultivator, has preserved his name with

out any title , and by his frank , and altogether republican

manners, has rapidly conciliated the regard of all who know

him. He possesses a cultivated mind, and a heart filled
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with the most noble and generous emotions. For theme
mory of his father he cherishes a profound and melancholy

veneration. Mr. George Lafayette, having cited in con

versation some traits of that brilliant and chivalric bravery

which Murat so eminently possessed, he appeared to be

much affected by it ; and, some moments after, when alone

with me, he said with warm emotion, “ Mr. George has

caused me a great happiness ; he has spoken well ofmy fa

ther to me.

The conversation turning upon European politics, he ex

plainedhimself with great freedom on the subject of the

holy alliance, and , in general, upon every kind ofdespotism .

I could not avoid saying to him , in pleasantry, that it was a

very extraordinary circumstance to hear such discourse

from the mouth of an hereditary prince. “ Hereditary

prince,” replied he with vivacity, “ I have found the means

to be more than such a thing — I am a freeman !" One cir

cumstance, however, caused me pain and surprise, which

was , that Achille Murat, free to choose his residence in the

United States, should come to establish himself exactly in

the country afflicted by slavery. This choice could only

appear to me reasonable for a man who had decided to la

bour all in his power for the gradual emancipation of the

blacks, and to give to his neighbours an example of justice

and humanity , in preparing his slaves for liberty ; but, I

believe , this noble project has not entered into thethoughts

of our young republican, who, to judge by some peculiari

ties of his conversation, seems but too well prepared to

adopt the principles ofsome of his new fellow citizens as to

the slavery of the blacks. Is it then, thus, that the original sin

of royalty must always show the tip of its ear ?*

Savannah is the most important city of the state of

Georgia. It is situated on the right bankof Savannah river ,

and about seventeen miles from its mouth. Its large and

etraight streets cross at right angles, and are planted on

each sidewith a row of delightfultrees, called the Pride of

India , and for which the inhabitants of the south have a

marked predilection . Although elevated forty feet above

the levelofthe river, the situation of Savannah is unhealthy;

* See thefable of the ass disguised in the lion's skin, as related by

Æsop, Phædrus, or Lafontaine,in explanation of this allusion. T.
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an autumn seldom passes without the yellow fever making

cruel ravages. Commerce is notwithstanding very active

there; its port, which can admit vessels drawing forty feet,

annually exports more than six millions of dollars worth of

cotton . Its population is 7523 inhabitants, divided thus:

3,557 white individuals, 582 free people of colour, and

3,075 slaves. The number of persons employed in the

manufactories nearly equals that of those occupied in com
mérce, which is about six hundred.

On quitting Savannah, we sailed at first for more than

sixty miles between low marshy grounds whence issued

many rivulets, and which was covered by a vegetation the

most rich and varied that it is possible to imagine. Among

the tallest trees we observed four or five species of pines,

nine of oak, tulip trees, poplars,plantains, sassafras, &c.,

beneath which grew more than forty kinds of shrubs, of

which the form ,flower, foliage and perfume, constitute the

delicacies of our most brilliant parterres. Beyond this

plain , the soil rises rapidly about two hundred feet above

the level of the sea, and presents at intervals fine table

lands, on which are established rich cotton plantations.

As we approached Augusta, two steam boats, crowded

with a greatmany citizens of that town, came to meet us,

and saluted General Lafayette with three cheers, and the

discharge of artillery. We answered them by the patriotic
air of Yankee Doodle, and by three rounds of our guns.

They joining us we ascended the river together, each
forcing the steam in rivalry of speed. There was some

thing frightful in this contest; the three roaring vessels

seemed to fly in the midst of black clouds of smoke, which

prevented us from seeing each other. The Alatamaha was

victorious, which produced a lively joy in our brave cap

tain , who seemedto be a man who would blow up his

vessel rather than be beaten on such an occasion .

The general, forced to adhere rigorously to his calcula

tions for travelling, had at first resolved to pass but one day

at Augusta; but it was impossible for him to resist the

earnest solicitations of the inhabitants to remain two days,

that the greater part of the preparations made for him

should not become useless. He yielded, and the entertain

ments they gave him were so multiplied, that for the first

time since the commencement of this prodigious journey,
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he suffered a fatigue which caused us a momentary in

quietude.

Among the citizens who received the general on the

wharf at Augusta, we again met our fellow -passenger in

the Cadmus,Mr. King, a young lawyer much esteemed by

his fellow citizens. This meeting wasto us not only very
agreeable, but also very useful; in leaving the river Savan

nah, our communications with the Atlantic would become

more difficult; it was therefore important for us to trans

mit our despatches from Augusta, that our friends in Europe

mightoncemore bave news from us before we should have

entirely passed into the interior of the country ; and Mr.

King had the goodness to undertake to forward them after

our departure, as well as some effects which we retrenched

from our baggage, in order to lighten ourselves as much as

possible, forwe foresaw that we were going to travel the

worst roads that we had yet encountered since leaving

Washington.

The day after our arrival , the general was engaged to

visit, on the other side of the Savannah river, a sort of

prodigy, which proves to what extent good institutions

favour theincrease of population, the developement of in

dustry, and the happiness of man. It is a village named

Hamburg, composed of about a hundred houses,raised in

the same day by a single proprietor, and all inhabited in

less than two months by an active and industrious popula

tion. This village is not yet two years old , and its port is

already filled with vessels, its wharves covered with mer

chandise, and its inhabitants assured of a constantly in

creasing prosperity. Hamburg beingon the right bank of

theSavannah, belongs to South Carolina.

On the 25th we left Augusta , which is well built and

containingmore than fourthousand inhabitants, to visit

Milledgeville, passing through Warrenton and Sparta. The

general was very affectionately received in each of these

small towns; butwe found the roads every where in a bad

condition , and so much broken up, that we were obliged to

travel a part of the way on horseback. Happily the car

riage in which the general rode, resisted all accidents, but

it was near breaking down twenty times. The first day

the jolts were so violent, that they occasioned General

Lafayette a vomiting which at first alarmed us , but
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this entirely ceased after a good night passed at Warren
ton.

We arrived on the 2d of March , .on the banks of little

-river Oconee, nearto which Milledgeville, the capital of

Georgia, is built. This town, which, from the dispersion of

its houses, and the multitude and extent of its beautiful gar

dens, rather resembles a fine village than a city, containing

a population of two thousand five hundred souls , among

whom General Lafayette was received as a father and
friend. The citizens, conducted by their magistrates,

came to receive him on the banks of the river, andthe aids

du-camp of the governor conducted him with pomp to the

state house, which claimed the honour of lodging him. The

day was passed in the midst of honours and pleasures of

every kind. After the official presentation in the state

house, where the general was addressed by an American

citizen of French descent, Mr. Jaillet, mayor of Milledge

ville ; after the visit which we madeto the lodge ofour

masonic brethren , and the review of all the militia of the

county, we dined with Governor Troup, who had assem

bled at his house all the public officers and principal citi

zens, with whom we spent the evening at the state house,

where the ladies of the place had prepared a ball for

General Lafayette; but at this ball there wasneither pos

sibility nor wish for any one to dance; each , anxious to

entertain or hear the nation's guest , kept near him , and

seized with avidity the occasion to testify gratitude and

attachment. Affected almost to tears with the kindness

evinced towards him, the general completely forgot that

Georgia was a new acquaintance. He also forgot, it seem

ed , that to-morrow wewere to depart early in the morning,

and that some hours of repose would be necessary, as he

passed a great part of thenight in conversing with his new
friends.

Before continuing the narrative of the subsequent jour

ney, which conducted us from the bosom of the most

advanced civilization , into the centre of still savage tribes,

the aboriginal children of America, I shall make some

observations on the state of Georgia.

This state, situated between the 30th and 35th degrees

of north latitude , and the 3d and 9th of longitude west

from Washington , is bounded on the north by the state of
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Tennessee, to the north - east by South Carolina, to the

south-east by the Atlantic ocean, to the south by Florida,

and to the west by the state of Alabama. Its surface is

58,000 square miles , and its population 340,989 inhabi

tants, of which nearly 150,000 are slaves ; a proportion

truly alarming, and which will , some day, bring Georgia

into an embarrassing situation , if its government does not

adopt some measure to diminish the evil. Here, as in all

the slave states , the blacks are goods and chattels, which

are sold like any other property , and which may be inhe

rited ; but their introduction into the state as an object of

commerce is severely prohibited. According to existing

laws, a person who brings into the state a slave, which he

sells
exposes to sale within the year immediately suc

ceeding his introduction, is subjected to a penalty of one

thousand dollars , and an imprisonment of five years in the

state prison. The prejudices against the coloured race is

very strong among the Georgians, and I have not remarked

that they have made any great efforts for the abolition of

slavery ; the laws even interpose a barrier to gradual

emancipation, for a proprietor cannot give liberty to his

slave without the authority of the legislature. The ancient

code of slavery introduced by the English, and which was

a code of blood, is fallen into disuse, and has been sup

plied by some laws protective of the slaves . Thus, for

example, whoever now designedly deprives a slave of life

or limb, is condemned to the same punishment as if the

crime had been committed on a white man, except in a

case of insurrection ; but we feel that this law is to be

administered by judges who are themselves slave-holders,

and under the influence of the same prejudices as their

fellow citizens ; thus may one say with truth , that if the

slaves of Georgia do not perish under the whip of their

master, as too often happens in the French colonies , it is

owing solely to the naturally mild and humanedispositions

of the Georgians, and not to the efficacy of the laws, which

admit that a slave may accidentally dié on receiving mode

rate correction, without the author of the infliction being

guilty of murder.

Georgia, it is said, was that one of the ancient colonies

in which the revolution obtained the fewest suffrages.

The royal party, for a long time, preserved there a great
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influence,which,augmented by the presence of a numerous

body of English, under the orders of Colonel Campbell,

maintained the royal governmentuntil the end of the war ;

thus the patriots had more to suffer in Georgia than else

where.

It was not until 1798, that the constitution, which had

been adopted in 1785 and amended in 1789, was detini

tively and vigorously 'enforced by a general assembly of

the representatives. This constitution is very nearly simi

lar to that of South Carolina.

If Georgia is not yet one of the richest states of the

Union, by the abundance and variety of its productions,

the cause should be attributedto the influence of slavery

alone. No country, perhaps, is more favoured by nature

than this , and all the products of the most opposite climates

may be easily and abundantly drawn from its soil. The

seashores and the adjacent islands produce six hundred

pounds of long cotton per acre, of which themedium price

is thirty cents per pound ; and the same soil will produce

four crops without manure. Sugar may be cultivated in

the same soil , with an equal success. The white mulberry

grows there in such quantities, that Georgia could easily

liberate the United States from an annual tribute of seve

ral millions which they pay to Europe, if the culture of silk

was confided to skilful and interested hands ; that is to say,

to the hands of freemen. Tea grows without culture in

the neighbourhood of Savannah ; in some choice places,

three crops of indigo are annually produced ; and , in the

interior, the lands produce abundantly of grain and maize ;

finally, pulse and fruits of all kinds grow here with an
unusual facility. But to fertilize the sources of such abun

dant riches, there are requisite an industry and activity,
rarely possessed by men accustomed to confide the care

of their existence to the devotedness of unhappy beings

brutalised by slavery.

* See the excellentwork of Captain Hugh M'Call, published in 1811 ,
entitled “ The History of Georgia .

Vol. 11.-7
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CHAPTER VI.

Departure from Milledgeville - Macon -- Indian Agency - Meeting with

Indians during a Storm - Hamley - M'Intosh'sTribe - Uchee Creek

-Big Warrior — Captain Lewis - Line Creek — Montgomery - Fare

well of M•Intosh-Cahawba-State of Alabama - Mobile.

On the 29th of March, after having takenleave of the

citizens of Milledgeville, and expressed our thanks to the

committee of arrangement, the authorities of the town and

the state, for the kindnesses with which we had been

loaded , we resumed our route with some aides-de -camp of

Governor Troup, who, with a skilful foresight, had previ.

ously arranged every thing, so that the general should

experience the inconveniences inevitably to be encoun

tered, as little as possible, in a journey across a country

without roads, towns, and almost withoutinhabitants ; for,

to enter the state of Alabama,we had to traverse that vast

territory which separates it from Georgia, and which is

inhabited by the Creek nation ; a people which civiliza

tion has blighted with some of its vices, without having

been able to win them from the habits of a wandering and

savage life.

The first day, after travelling for some hours, we arrived

at Macon to dinner, where the general was received with

enthusiasm by the citizens , and a number of ladies,

whose elegance and manners formed a singular contrast to

the aspect of the country we had traversed. Macon,

which is a small and handsome village, tolerably populous,

did not exist eighteen months since ; it has arisen from the

midst of the forests as if by enchantment. It is a civilized

speck lost in the yet immense domain of the original chil

dren of the soil. Within a league of this place, we are

again in the bosom of virgin forests ; the summits of these

aged trees, which appear as records of the age ofthe world,

waved above our heads, and, when agitated by the winds,

gave rise alternately to that shrill or hollow tone, which

Chateaubriand has termed the voice of the desert. The

road we pursued was a kind of gulley or fissure, over the
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bottom of which the general's carriage was with difficulty

drawn, and often at the risk of being shattered in pieces ;

we followed on horseback , and arrived in the evening at
the Indian agency.

This is anisolated habitation in the midst of the forests,

built during the last year for the conferences between the

Indian chiefs and the commissioners of the United States.

It was there that the treaty was formed, by which the

tribes inhabiting the left bank of the Mississippi consented

to retire to the right bank, on the payment of a consider

able sum ofmoney to them. The year 1827 was assigned

as the time for their evacuation, and it is not without sor

row that the Indians find that it is drawing near ; they will

relinquish with regret the neighbourhood of civilized man,

although they detest him ; and accuse their chiefs of hav

ing betrayed them inmaking this cession, which, it is said ,

has already cost the life of M· Intosh , one of the chiefs who

signed the treaty.

We passed the night at the Indian agency ; we had been

expected the evening before by about a hundred Indians,

among whomthe name of Lafayette has existed by tradi

tion for fifty years ; but the delays we had met with had

exhausted their patience, and they had gone to prepare for

our reception elsewhere. On the second day we had to

traverse thirty-two miles over a road which became more

and more difficult. A storm , such as is never seen in

Europe, and which, however, I cannot pause to describe,
now assailed us, and forced us to halt for some hours. Hap

pily we found a shelter in a cabin built by an American,

not far distant from the road. Some Indian hunters, ac

customed, no doubt, to seek refuge here, were drying their

garments around a large fire ; we took our place among

them without being known, or attracting any particular at

tention. Mine, on the contrary , was strongly excited by

this interview, the first of the kind ' I had met with. I had

heard much of the manners of these sons of nature, and ,

like every inhabitant of a civilized country , I entertained

such singular ideas respecting them , that the slightest of

their gestures, and every minutiæ of their dress and ac

coutrements, induced an astonishment which the Indians

did not appear to share in seeing us. As far as I could, by

signs , I proposed a multitude of questions, to which they
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replied by a pantomime, which was at once expressive and

laconic. 1 had heard much of the apathy of Indians as a

natural faculty , but also singularly augmented in them by

education. I wished to make a few experiments on this

point, but did not know how they would receive them. I

provoked one of them by hostile gestures ; but my anger,

though tolerably well assumed, did not appear to excite

more emotion than the tricks of a child would have done.

He continued his conversation without attending to me,

and his countenance expressed neither fear nor contempt.

After some other trials of the same kind , always received

with the same calm indifference, I recurred to signs of

kindness ; I offered to the Indians a glass of brandy: this

succeeded better. They emptied it. I showed them some

pieces of money, which they took without ceremony. !

soon quitted them , and it appeared to me that we separated

very good friends. The termination of the storm now per

mitted us to resume our route , and we arrived at a resting

place rather better than that of the preceding evening.

This was a group of cabins constructed of logs, and covered

with bark . The owner was an American, whom a reverse

of fortune had forced to take refuge here, where he carried

on a lucrative trade with the Indians by exchanging goods

from the coast for furs. His small farm was composed of

some acres in tolerable cultivation, a well furnished poul

try yard,and the dwelling I have spoken of above. On

arrival, we found two Indians seated before his door, one

young, the other middle aged, but both remarkable for

their beauty and form . They were dressed in a short

frock , of a light material , fastened around the body by a

wampum belt. Their heads were wrapped with shawls

of brilliant colours, their leggings of buckskin reached

above the knee. They aroseon the approach of the gene

ral, and saluted him, the youngest, toour great astonish

ment, complimenting him in very good English. We soon

learnt that he had passed his youth in college in the United

States, but that he had withdrawn several years before

from his benefactor, to return among his brethren, whose

mode of life he preferred to that of civilized man. The

general questioned him much as to the state of the Indian

nations. He replied with much clearness and precision.

When the last treaty of the United States was spoken of,

:
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his countenance became sombre , he stamped on the ground,

and, placing his hand upon his knife, murmured the name

of Mölntosh in such a manner, as to make us tremble for

the safety of that chief ; and when we appeared to be

astonished , “ M'Intosh,” exclaimed he, " has sold the land

of his fathers, and sacrificed us all to his avarice. The

treaty he has concluded in our name, it is impossible to

break, but the wretch !" He stopped on making this vio

lent exclamation, and shortly afterwards quietly entered on

some other topic ofconversation .

Hamley, (thename of the young Indian ,) when he found

we were somewhat rested, proposed to us to visit his house,

which he pointed out to us on the slope of a hill at a little

distance. Two ofthe governor's aides-de-camp and myself
accepted the invitation , and followed the two Indians. On

our route they showed to us a fenced enclosure, filled with

deer and fawns, which they called their reserve, and which

served themfor food when they had been unsuccessful in

the chase. Hamley's cabin adjoined this enclosure. We

entered it. There was a large fire onthe hearth , and even
ing having commenced, the whole building was illuminated

by the flame of the burning pine wood . The furniture

consisted of two beds, a table, some rude chairs , whilst

wicker baskets, fire arms, and bows and arrows , with a

violin , were hanging on the walls. The whole arrange

ment indicated the presence of man in a half civilized
state. Hamley's companion took down the violin , and

handling the instrument with vigour rather than lightness

and grace, played some fragments of Indian airs, which

induced a desire of dancing in Hamley, but whether from

courtesy, or from a wish of inducing a comparison which
would result to his own credit, hebegged us to begin.

The grave Americans who accompanied me, excused them

selves. Being younger ,or less reserved, I did not wait for

a second invitation , and executed some steps of our na

tional dances ; this was all that Hamley desired . I saw

him throw off every thing that might embarrass him, seize

a large shawl, and triumphantly spring into the centre of

the apartment, as if he would say, it is now myturn. His

first movements, slow and impassioned, gradually became

animated, his movements, incomparably bolder and more

expressive than those of our opera dancers, soon became

7*
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so rapid that the eye could scarcely follow them . In the

intervals, or when he halted for breath, his steps softly

beating time to the music, his head gently inclined, and

gracefully following the movements of his pliant body, his

eyes sparkling with an emotion which reddened the
cop

pery hue of his complexion, the cries that he uttered when

he awoke from this reverie in order to commence his rapid

evolutions, had the most striking effect upon us, which it

is impossible to describe.

Two Indian women, whom l -afterwards learned were

Hamley's wives, approached the house, during the time

that it resounded with his exertions, and our plaudits, but

they did not enter, and I therefore merely saw them . They

had the usual beauty of this race ; their dress was com

posed of a long white tunic, and a scarlet drapery thrown

over their shoulders; their long black hair was wholly un

confined . On their neck , they had a necklace of four or

five strings of pearls, and in their ears , those immense silver

rings so generally worn by Indian women. I believed, from

their reserve, that Hamley had forbidden them to enter,

and therefore made no inquiries respecting them. There

were also some negroes about the house, but they did not

appear to be slaves. They were fugitives to whom he had

granted an asylum, and who repaid his hospitality by their
labour.

I would willingly have remained several days as Ham

ley's guest and companion in the chase ; but we were

obliged to continue our journey. We retired, and the next

day, the 31st March, resumed our route. As weplunged

deeper into this country of forests, the Indian soil seemed

to efface from our minds those prejudices which induce

civilized man to endeavour to impose his, mode of life on

all those nations who still adhere to primitive habits, and

to consider the invasion of districts in which this pretended

barbarity still exists, as a noble and legitimate conquest. It

must, however, be stated , to the praise of the Americans,
that it is not by extermination or war, but by treaties, in

which their intellectual superiority, it is true, exercises a

species of gentle violence,that they pursue their system of

aggrandizement against the Indian tribes to the west and

north. With them, civilization is not sullied by crimes to

be compared with those of Great Britain in India, but in
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peace and

rendering this justice to them, we, at the same time, cannot

help feeling a strong interest in the fate of the unhappy In

dians. Thus, in meeting at every turn the bark cabin of

the Creek hunter, now the habitation of savage

yet happy ignorance, we could not think without sorrow

how soon it might be overthrown and replaced by the

farm of the white settler. It was on the banks of the Cha:

tahouche that we met with the first assemblage of Indians,

in honour of the general. A great number of women and

children were to be seen in the woods on the opposite
bank, who uttered cries of joy on perceiving us. The

warriors descended the side of a hill at a little distance,

and hastened to that part of the shore at which we were

to disembark . The variety and singular richness of their

costumes presented a most picturesque appearance. Mr.

George Lafayette, who was the first that landed, was im

mediately surrounded by men, women , and children , who

danced and leaped around him , touched his hands and

clothes with an air of surprise and astonishment, that
caused him almost as much embarrassment as pleasure.

All at once, as if they wished to give their joy a grave and

more solemn expression, they retired, and the men ranged

themselves in front. He who appeared to be the chief of

the tribe, gave, by an acute and prolonged cry, the signal

for a kind of salute, which was repeated by the whole

troop, which again advanced towards the shore. At the

moment the general prepared to step on shore, some of the

most athletic seized thesmall carriage we had with us, and

insisted that the general should seat himself in it, not will

ing, as they observed, that their father should step on the

wet ground. The general was thus carried in a kind of

palanquin a certain distance from the shore, when the In

dian whom Ihave spoken of as the chief, approached him

and said in English ,that all his brothers were happy in be

ing visited by one who, in his affection for the inhabitants

of America , had never made a distinction of blood or co

lour ; that he was the honoured father of all the races of

men dwelling on that continent. After the chief had finish

ed his speech, the other Indians all advanced and placed

their right arm on that of the general, in token of friend

ship . They would not permit him to leave the carriage,

but dragging it along, they slowly ascended the hill they
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had previously left, and on which one of their largest vil

lages was situated.

During our progress I drew near to the Indian chief; I

supposed that as he spoke English , that he, like Hamley,

had been educated in the United States , and this I found

to be the case. He was about 28 years of age,
of a middle

height ; but the symmetry of his limbs was perfect, his

physiognomy noble, his expression mournful; when he was

not speaking he fixed his large black eyes, shaded by a

heavy brow,steadfastly on the ground. When he toldme

that he was the eldest son of M ·Intosh, I could not recall,

without emotions of sorrow , the imprecations I had heard

poured forth against this chief, on the preceding evening.

This, in all probability, occasioned the air of depression

and thoughtfulness I remarked in the young man ; but
what I afterwards learned in conversation with him ex

plained it still more satisfactorily ; his mind had been cul

tivated at the expense of his happiness. He appreciated

the real situationof his nation , he saw it gradually becom

ing weaker, and foresaw its speedy destruction; he felt

how much it was interior to those which surrounded it, and

was perfectly aware that it was impossible to overcome

the wandering mode of life of his people. Their vicinity

to civilization had been of no service to them ; on the con

trary, it had only been the means of introducing vices to

which they had hitherto been strangers; he appeared to

hope that the treaty which removed them to another and

a desert country, would re -establish the ancient organiza

tion of the tribes, or at least preserve them in the state in

which they now were.

When we arrived at the brow of the hill we perceived

the glitter of helmets and swords; troops were drawn up

in line along the road . These were not Indians; they

were civilized men, sent by the state of Alabama to escort

the general. The singular triumphal march to which he

had been obliged to submit, now ceased. The Indians

saw with somejealousy the American escortrange them

selves round the general; but we approached the village,

and they ran on in order to precede us. We there found

them onour arrival , with their garments thrown off, and

prepared to afford us a sight of their warlike games.

We arrived on a large plain, around which were situated
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about an hundred Indian huts, crowned by the rich ver

dure of the dense thickets ; one house was distinguished

for its greater size, it was that of the American agent. He

also kept an inn , and his wife superintended a school for the
instruction of the Indian children . All the men were as.

sembled, deprived of a part of their dress, their faces paint

ed in a grotesque manner, and somewearing feathers in

their hair, as a mark of distinction . They then announced

to us that there would be a mock fight in honour of their

white father. In fact, we soon perceived them separate

into two divisions, and form two camps atthe two extremi

ties of the place, appoint two leaders, and make prepara

tions for a combat. The cry that was uttered by each of

these troops, and which we were told was the war-whoop

of the Indian tribes, is, perhaps, the most extraordinary

modulation of the human voice that can be conceived, and

the effect it produced on the combatants of all ages, was

still more so. The sport began. They explained the plan

to us as follows: Each party endeavoured to drive a ball

beyond a certain mark , and that which attained this object
seven times would be the victor. We soon saw the com

batants, each armed with two long rackets, rush after the

light projectile, spring over each other in order to reach it,

seizeit in the airwith incredible dexterity, and hurl it be

yond the goal. When the ball was missed by a player, it

fell to the ground , when everyhead was bent, a scene of

great confusion ensnsued, and it was only after a severe

struggle that the players succeeded in again throwingit up.

In the midst of one of these long combats, whilst all the

players were bent around the ball, an Indian detached him.

self from the group to some distance, returned on a run ,

sprung into the air, and after making several somersets,

threwhimself on the shoulders of the other players, leaped

into the circle, seized the ball , and for the seventh time cast

it beyond the mark. This player was M· Intosh. The

victory was obtained by the camp which he commanded ;

he advanced to receive our congratulationsunder a shower

of applause from a part of the Indian women, whilst the

wives of the vanquished appeared to be endeavouring to

console them .

The general, after this game, which much amused him,

visited the interior of some of the huts, and the Indian
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school . When we were ready to resume our journey,

young M ·Intosh re-appeared dressed as an European. He

requested permission from the general to accompany him

to Montgomery, where he wished to carry his brother, who

was about ten years of age, in order to place him under the

care of a citizen of Alabama,who had generously offered

to educate him . The general consented to it, and we all

set out for Uchee Creek, an American tavern , situated on

the banks of a creek of that name, We arrived at that

place at an early hour, and visited the neighbourhood,

which was charming. Accompanied by M · Intosh, I soon

made an acquaintance with the Indians of that district. We

found them exercising with the bow. I wished to try my

skill , M· Intosh likewise armed himself ; he had, the arm

and eye of William Tell. Some proofs of his skill would

scarcely be credited were I to relate them. I was most

struck with the skill , with which, whilst lying on the ground,

he discharged an arrow, which , striking the ground at a

few pacesdistance, made a slight rebound, and flew to an

immense distance. This is themode employed by the In

dians when they wish to discharge their arrows to a great

distance without discovering themselves. I tried in vain

to accomplish it ; each timemy arrow , instead of rebound

ing, buried itself in the earth.

We returned to Uchee Creek, and met an Indian chief

on his way to the tavern . He was on horseback , with a

woman behind him. When he arrived within a few paces

of the house, he dismounted and went forward to salute the

general , and to make some purchases. During this time

his wife remained with the horse, brought it to him when

he wished to depart, held the bridle and stirrup when he

mounted , and afterwards sprung up behind him. I asked

my companions if this woman was the wife of the Indian,

and if such was the condition of the females of the nation.

They replied , that in general they were treated as we had

seen ; inthe agricultural districts they cultivated theground,

among the hunters they carried the game, the culinary

utensils, and other necessary articles, and thus loaded could

travel great distances, that even maternal cares scarcely

exonerated them from these laborious occupations. How

ever, in the excursions 1 afterwards made in the environs of

Uchee Creek , the condition of the women did not appear
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to me as unhappy as I was led to expect. I saw before al

most all the houses the women sitting in circles, engaged in

weaving baskets or mats, and amusing themselves with the

games and exercises of the young men, and I never remark

ed any signs of harshness on the part of the men , or of ser

viledependence on the part ofthe women. I was so hos

pitably received in all the Indian cabins at Uchee Creek,

and the country around was so beautiful, that it yet appears

to me as the most beautiful spot I ever visited. From

Uchee Creek to the cabin ofBig Warrior, which is the

nearest resting place, is about a day's journey, through a

country inhabited by Indians. We several times met par

ties of them, and were greatly assisted by them in extricating

ourselves from dangerous places in the road , for the storm

had encumbered them , and swelled the streams. On one of

these occasions , the general received a touching specimen

of the veneration these sons of nature held him in. One

of the torrents we were to cross had risen above the unnail.

ed wooden bridge over which the carriage of the general

was to proceed. What was our astonishment, on arriving

at thestream, to find a score of Indians, who, holdingeach

other by the hand , and breast deep in water, marked the

situation of the bridge by a double line. We were well

pleased at receiving this succour , and the only recompense

demanded by the Indians, was to have the honour of tak

ing the general by the hand, whom they called their white

father, the envoy of the Great Spirit, the great warrior from

France, who came in former days to freethem from the ty

ranny of the English. M'Intosh, who interpreted their

discourse to us, also expressed to them the general's and

our own good wishes . The village of the Big Warrior is

thus named onaccount of the extraordinary courage and
great stature of the Indian who was its chief. We arrived

there at a late hour ; the chief had been dead sometime ;

the council of old men had assembled to name his succes

sor, and had designated one of his sons , remarkable for the

same strength of body, as worthy of filling his place. This

son had much conversation with Mr. George Lafayette ; be

expressed himself in English, and astonished us by the sin

gularapathy with which he spoke of the death of his father.

But the Indians have not the slightest idea of what we call

grief and mourning. Death doesnotappear an evil to them ,
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either as regards the person who has quitted this life , or

thosewho are thus separated fromhim. Theson of Big

Warrior only appeared to regret that the death of his father,

which had occurred a short time before, did not permit him

to dispose of his inheritance, and to present one of the

dresses of this celebrated chief to the general.

We only passed one night with the family of Big War

rior ; the next day we arrived at Line Creek, that is to say,

at the frontier of the Indian country. We were received

there by an American who had married the daughter of a

Creek chief,and had adopted the Indian mode of life. He

was a Captain Lewis , formerly in the army of the United

States ; his house was commodious, and was furnished with

elegance for an Indian cabin . Captain Lewis, who is dis

tinguished for his knowledge and character, appeared to us

to exercise great influence over the Indians ; he had assem

bled a greatnumber, well armed and mounted, to act as an

escort to the general . One of the neighbouring chiefs came

at the head ofa deputation to compliment the general. His
discourse, which appeared studied , was rather long, and

was translated to usby aninterpreter. Hecommenced by

high eulogiums on the skill and courage the general had

formerly displayed against the English ; the most brilliant

events of that war was recalled and recounted in a poetical

and somewhat pompous
strain . He terminated somewhat

in these words : “ Father, we had long since heard that you

had returned to visit our forests and our cabins ; you, whom

the Great Spirit formerly sent over the great lake to de

stroy those enemies of man, the English, clothed in bloody

raiment. Even the youngest amongst us will say to their

descendants, that they have touchedyour hand and seen

your figure, they will also behold you, for you are protected

by theGreat Spirit from the ravages of age — you may

again defend us if we are attacked .”

The general replied , through the interpreter, to these

compliments of the Indians ; he again counselled them to
be prudent and temperate ; recommended their living in

harmony with the Americans, and to always consider them

as their friends and brothers ; he told them that he should

always think of them , and would pray for the welfare of

their families and the glory of their warriors. We now

directed our course to the stream which separates the
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Creek country from the state of Alabama. The Indians

under Captain Lewis, mounted on small horses as light

and nimble as deer, some armed with bows and arrows ,

and others with tomahawks, followed us in a long file, the

rear of which was hidden in the darkness of the forest.

On arriving at the brink of the stream , they turned back,

uttering loud cries ; some of the chiefs, however, bid us a

final adieu as we left their territory.

We passed the night on the banks ofLine Creek, ina small

village of the samename, almost entirely inhabited by per

sonswhom the love of gain had assembled from all parts

of the globe, in the midst of these deserts, to turn to their

own profit the simplicity and above all the new wants of

the unfortunate natives. These avaricious wretches, who

without scruple poison the tribes with intoxicating liquors ,

and afterwards ruin them by duplicity and overreaching,

are the most cruel and dangerous enemies of the Indian

nations, whom, at the same time , they accuse of being

robbers, idlers, and drunkards. If the limits to which I

had determined to restrain my narrative had not already

been overstepped, I could easily show , that these vices

with which they reproach the children of the forest, are

the result of the approach of civilization , and also in how

many instances theyare surpassed by the whites in cruelty

and want of faith. I will content myself with citing but
two facts from the thousands, which are an eternal stigma

on men so proud of the whiteness of their skin , and who

call themselves civilized .

A short time since , a trader, living in the state of Ala

bama , went into the Creek country for the purposes of his

business. Having met with oneof the chiefs of the nation,

he bargained with him for peltries ; but, as the conditions

he proposed were all disadvantageous to the Indian , to

inducehim the more readilyto consent to them, he intoxi

cated him with whiskey. After the bargain was concluded ,

they set out together for the nearest village. On the way,

the Indian reflected on what he had done, and perceived

that he had been duped ; he wished to enter into some

other arrangement with the trader, but the discussion soon

caused a violent quarrel, which ended by the Indian strik

ing his adversary so violent a blow with his tomahawk, as

to stretch him dead at his feet. Twenty -four hours after

Vol. 11.-8
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wards , on the first complaint of the whites, the murderer

was arrested by his own tribe , who, after having assembled

their great council, pronounced him guilty of abase assas

sination , in thus having killed a white who was without

arms or means of defence. They then conducted him to

the banks of Line Creek, where they had requested the

whites to assemble to witness the justice they rendered

them , and shot him in their presence.

The evening of our arrival at Line Creek, I went into a

store to make some purchases, and whilst there, an Indian

entered and asked for twelve and a half cents worth of

whiskey. The owner of the shop received the money,

and told him to wait a moment, as the concourse of buyers

was very great. The Indian waited patiently for a quar

ter of an hour, after which he demanded his whiskey.

The trader appeared astonished, and told him if he wanted

whiskey he must first pay him for it. “ I gave you twelve

and a half cents a few moments since," said the Indian . The

poor wretch had scarcely pronounced these words, when

the trader sprung forward, seized him by the ears, and ,

assisted by one of his men , brutally turned him out of the

shop. I saw him give the money, and was convinced of

the honesty of the one and the rascality of the other. I

felt strongly indignant, and notwithstanding the delicacy of

my situation, I would have stept forward to interfere , but

the whole scene passed so rapidly that I hardly had time

to say a few words. I went out to see what the Indian

would do. I found him a few steps from the house, where

he had been checked by his melancholy emotions.

instant afterwards, he crossed his arms on his breast, and

hurried towards his own country with rapid strides.

When he arrived on the margin of the stream , he plunged

in and crossed it without appearing to perceive that the

water reached above his knees . On attaining the other

side, he stopped, turned round , and elevating his eyes

towards heaven, he extended his hand towards the territory

of the whites, in menacing manner, and uttered some

energetic exclamations in his own language. Doubtless ,

at that moment he invoked the vengeance of heaven

on his oppressors ; a vengeance that would have been

just, but his prayer was in vain . Poor Indians ! you

are pillaged, beaten, poisoned or excited by intoxicating
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liquors , and then you are termed savages ! Washington

said, “ Whenever I have been called upon to decide be

tween an Indian and a white man, I have always found

that the white had been the aggressor .' Washington was

right.

The conduct of the American government is of an

entirely different character, as regards the Indian tribes.

It not only protects them against individual persecution ,

and sees that the treaties made with them by the neigh

bouring states are not disadvantageous to them , and are

faithfully adhered to, but it also provides for their wants

with a paternal solicitude. It is not a rare circumstance

for congress to vote money and supplies to those tribes,

whom a deficient harvest or unforeseen calamity have

exposed to famine.

Wequitted Line Creek on the 3d of April, and the same

day General Lafayette was received at Montgomery, by

the inhabitants of that village , and by the governor of the

state of Alabama,who had come from Cahawba with all

his staff and a large concourse of citizens , who had

assembled from great distances to accompany him . We

passed the next day at Montgomery, and left it on the

night of the 4th and 5th, after a ball, at which we had the

pleasure of seeing Chilli M·Intosh dance with several

beautiful women,who certainly had little idea that they
were dancing with a savage. The parting of M ·Intosh

with the general was a melancholy one. He appeared

overwhelmed with sinister presentiments. After having

quitted the general and his son,he met me in the court

yard;he stopped, placed my right arm on his , and elevat

ing his left hand towards heaven , “ Farewell , ” said he,

" always accompany our father and watch over him. Í

will pray to theGreat Spirit also to watch over him, and

give him a speedy and safe return to his children in France.

His children are our brothers ; he is our father.

that he will not forget us. " His voice was affected, his
countenance sad, and the rays of the moon falling obliquely

on his dark visage, gave a solemnity to his farewell with

which I was deeply moved. I wished to reply to him ,

but he quitted meprecipitately and disappeared .

At two o'clock in the morning, we embarked on the

Alabama, on board the steamboat Anderson, which had

I hope
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been richly and commodiously prepared for the general,

and provided with a band of musicians sent from New

Orleans. All the ladies of Montgomery accompanied us
on board , where we took leave of them ; and the moment

the reports of the artillery announced our departure,

immense fires were lighted on the shore. Our voyage as
far as the Tombigbee was delicious. It is difficult to

imagine any thing more romantic than the elevated , gra

velly, and oftentimes wooded shores of the Alabama.

During the three days we were on it, the echoes repeated

the patriotic airs executed by our Louisiania musicians.
We stopped one day at Cabawba , where the officers of

government of the state of Alabama had , in concert with

the citizens , prepared entertainments for General Lafay
ette , as remarkable for their elegance and good taste, as

touching by their cordiality and the feelings ofwhich they

were the expression. Among the guests with whom we

sat down to dinner, we found some countrymen whom

political events had driven from France. They mentioned

tous, that they had formed part of the colony at Champ

D’Asile. They now lived in a small town they had

founded in Alabama, to which they had given the name

Gallopolis. I should judge that they were not in a state of

great prosperity. I believe their European prejudices,
and their inexperience in commerce and agriculture, will

prevent them from being formidable rivals of the Ameri

cans for a length of time,

Cahawba, the seat of government of Alabama, is a flour

ishing town, whose population, although as yet small, pro

mises to increase rapidly, from its admirable situation at
the confluence of the Cahawba and Alabama.

The state of Alabama, which , like Mississippi , was for

merly part of Georgia, and with which its early history

is intimately connected, received a territorial governor
from congress in 1817, and was admitted into the federa

tion as an independentstate in 1816. Its population, which

in 1810 was only 10,000, had risen to 67,000 in 1817, and

is at present 128,000. In this estimate of the population
I do not include the Indian tribes of Choctaws , Cherokees,

and Chickasaws, residing in the east and westof the state.

From Cahawba we descended the river to Claiborne , a

small fort on the Alabama. The general was induced by
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was more

the intreaties of the inhabitants to remain a few hours,

which were passed inthe midst of the most touching de

monstrations of friendship. Mr. Dellet, who had been

appointed by his fellow citizens to express their sentiments,

acquitted himselfwith an eloquence we were astonished to

meet in a spot, which, but a short time before, only re

sounded with the savage cry of the Indian hunter.

A little below Claiborne, I remarked that the banks of

the Alabama were much lower; when we had passed the

mouth of the Tombigbee, we found ourselves in the middle

of low marshy meadows, but apparently very fertile.

Finally, we arrived on the 7th of April, in Mobile bay, at

the bottom of which is situated a city of the same name.

The distance we had traversed in three days, and which

han three hundred miles , on account of the

windings of the river, formerly required a month or six

weeks in ascending, and half the time in descending. This

shows what a prodigious revolution the application of

steam to navigation will effect in the commercial relations

of a country

The city of Mobile, which is the oldest establishment in

the state, is very advantageously situated for commerce , on

a beautiful plain , elevated more than twenty feet above the

general level of the water. This town had languished for

a long time, under the despotism of the Spanish inquisition,

and the wretched administration of the French government.

It has often been devastated by the yellow fever. At pre

sent, all its wounds are healed; a few years of liberty

have sufficed to render it prosperous. When the Ameri-.

caps took possession, it did not contain more than two

hundred houses; at present, its population is more than

1800 souls . Formerly it scarcely exported four hundred

bales of cotton ; this year it has despatched upwards of
sixty thousand .

The arrival of thesteam boat in the bay, was announced

by discharges of artillery from Fort Conde; and when we

reached the wharf at Mobile, the general found the com

mittee of the corporation and all the population assembled

to receive him . He was conducted to the centre of the

town under a triumphal arch , the four corners of which

were adorned with the flags of Mexico, the republics of

South America and Greece. In the centre was that of the

8*
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United States. Here he was complimented by Mr. Garrow

in the name of the city, and in presence of the municipal

body. He was then led to an immense hall, expressly con

structed for his reception . He there found all the ladies,

to whom he was presented by the governor; after which

Mr. Webb addressed him in the name of the state. In his

speech, the oratorretraced with much truth ,the debased

situation into which despotism and ignorance had formerly

plunged thecity of Mobile, and the rich territory that sur

rounded it; he then painted the rapid and increasing pro

gress that liberty and republican institutions had produced

in the arts, in industry and commerce, which hadnow ren

dered these very spots rich and prosperous ; he attributed

this happy change to the glorious and triumphantexertions

of the revolutionary patriots, whose courageand constancy

had been sustained by the noble example of Lafayette; and

he terminated by expressing his regret that the efforts of

the French patriots had not resulted in consequences

equally beneficial to their country .

In returning his thanks to the orator and the citizens of

Alabama, thegeneral took a rapid survey of the struggles

for liberty in which he had borne so important a part, and

concluded by expressing his deep conviction of the ne

cessity of the closest and most intimate union among the
states.

The inhabitants ofMobile, hoping that the general would

pass some days with them , had made great preparations for

entertainments to him , but the most part were rendered

useless . Limited in his time , he was obliged to yield to

the solicitations of the deputation from New Orleans, who

pressed him to depart the next morning. Nevertheless he

accepted a public dinner, a ball and a masonic celebration ;

afterwhich wewent on board the vessel which was to take

him to New Orleans, to obtain a few hours of that repose,

which a day filled with so many pleasant emotions had
rendered absolutely necessary .
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CHAPTER VII.

Departure from Mobile - Gulf of Mexico - Passage ofthe Balize

Landing at the entrenchments near New Orleans - Entrance into

the city - Entertainments and Public Ceremonies -- Battle of New

Orleans.

The vessel on board of which we had retired , on leaving

the ball , was the Natchez, an excellent and handsome

steam boat, sent by the city of New Orleans to transport

the general from Mobile to the shores of the Mississippi .

An experienced captain , Mr. Davis , commanded her; she

had on board the Louisiania deputation , at the head of

which was Mr. Duplantier, an old friend and companion in

armsof the general. At the break of day, cannon were

heard , at which signal we weighed anchor. The general

stationed on the deck, received the farewell of the citizens

who pressed in crowds to the shore , and testified their sor

row by expressive gestures and a gloomy silence. In half

an hour, the city of Mobile disappeared from the hori.

zon , which enlarged around us , and in a short time the

smoke of the artillery, tinged by the rays of the rising sun ,

also became invisible. When night returned , it found us

in the Gulf of Mexico.

To reach New Orleans, we might choose between two

routes ; either behind Dauphin, Xorn, Dog, Ship, or Cat

islands , traversing lakes Borgne and Portchartrain, and dis

embarking a few miles in the rear of the city, or else boldly

cross the gulf to the mouth of the Mississippi , pass the

Balize and ascend the river. Our captain , confident of

the solidity of his vessel, decided on the latter plan , which

was not unattended with danger, but it gained us a whole
day. We soon repented of his determination. A storm

arose in a short time. The motion of the vessel become

so disagreeable that we were obliged to lie down to avoid

the sea sickness which attacked almost all of us. During

the night, the wind greatly augmented , and the waves be

came so high, that several of thementering the ports, inun

dated the cabin and our beds. The noise of the wind,
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waves, and engine , with the creaking of the vessel , were so

horrible, that we expected to founder every moment. At

break of day I ascended to the deck, from whence I beheld

the most imposing and awful spectacle ; we arrived at the

Balize. We could not avoid feeling a strong emotion at

the sight of this magnificent river, whose rapid stream and

prodigious breadth announced rather a conqueror than a

tributary of the ocean . Its waves repelling, to a great dis

tance, those of the sea, heaped on the low islands at its

mouth, thousands of immense trunks of trees, which, after

having flourished for ages under the polar circle, were now

decaying under the burning sky of Mexico, and feeding a

new vegetation with their remains. Enormous alligators

of a sinister appearance and sluggish gait, attached to the

floating trunks of trees, menaced the navigator, and seemed

to dispute the entrance of the river with him. For a long

time after we had entered the Mississippi we thought our

selves in another sea, so distant are its shores, and so tu

multuous are its waves . It was not until after some hours

that it became sufficiently narrow for us to perceive its

muddy banks, or that the stream diminished in swiftness.

In the morning we passed fort Plaquemine, from which

we were saluted with thirteen guns , and night againsur

prised us before we could perceive the walls of New

Orleans . No variety in the vegetation is perceptible for

sixty miles from the Balize. Hitherto nothing was to be

seen but cypresses covered with the sombre tillandsia ,

called bythe natives of the country, Spanish beard. This

parasitic plant, which forms a long and dense drapery on

the trees , has a more melancholy appearance, fromitsonly

growing in countries subject to the yellow fever. It is said

to afford food to those animals which seek a shelter in the

woods during the winter. The inhabitants of Louisiana

employ it to stuff matrasses and cushions ; for these pur

poses, after having washed it in an alkaline solution , they

beat it till the husk is detached ; when it is dry it has the

appearance of long black hair. It is so durable as to be

considered incorruptible . It is employed with success in

building, mixed with mortar or tenacious earth .

About midnight, I went on deck for a short time ; the

night was dark, the sky charged with thick clouds , and the

air filled with a hoarse noise. The batteries at New Or
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leans were then firing a salute of a hundred guns, to an.

nounce that the day on which the guest of the nation would

arrive, was commencing.

Nextmorning we awoke near those famous lines where

twelve thousand picked English troops were overthrown

by a few hundred men , the half of whom bore arms for the

first time. Astonished at the cries of Vive la liberté, vive

l'ami de l'Amerique ! vive Lafayette ! in the French lan

guage, we hastened on deck. What was our surprise on

seeing the shore covered with French uniforms! For an

instant we believed that we were transported back to the

bosom of our country, once more freed, and our hearts

beat with joy. General Lafayette disembarked in the

midst of the thunder of artillery, and the acclamations of

an immense multitude, who, regardless of the badness of

the weather and the distance from the town, crowded the

levee. He was received by a numerous escort of cavalry,

and by the twelve marshals who had been appointed to di

rect the procession . Leaning on the arm of his ancient

companion in arms, Mr. Duplantier, and of General Villeré,

he proceeded to the house of Montgomery, which had been

Jackson's head quarters on the day when he covered him

self with glory by his admirable defence of his lines. The

governor of the state there waited for him, and received

him in the name of the people of Louisiana.

Thespeech ofthe governor, depicting Frenchmen enjoy .

ing a liberty which is still considered in France as pro

blematical,madea deep impression on the general, and he

replied to it with much emotion.

At the conclusion of hisreply, every one that could force

an entrance into the house were presented to him in turn .

There were a great number of the veterans of the revolu

tion , and among others, Colonel Bruian -Bruin, who had

served at the siege of Quebec, where the brave General

Montgomery perished ; Judge Gerrard, who fought at

Yorktown, Colonel Grenier, who, after having gloriously

assisted in the three revolutions of America, France, and

Colombia, still preserved at seventy years of age, all the

courage and fire of youth . A great number of ladies also

came down to meet the general, and offered him their con

gratulations through Mr. Marigny, on his safe arrival in

Louisiana . After all the presentations had been gone
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through, the procession was formed, and,notwithstanding

the violence of the rain, we took up the line of march to

the city. We advanced but slowly, from the denseness of

the crowd, which, as we approached the city, blocked up

both the road and the levee. When we arrived at the out

skirts of the town we met with bodies of troops drawn up

in two lines , through which we passed to the sound of mar

tial music. Notwithstanding the badness of the weather,

the general proceeded along these lines on foot, and before

he again entered the carriage returned his thanks to the

commanding officers. The procession again moved on,

augmented by the troops falling into the rear, and, as it ad

vanced , the crowd became still greater in spiteof the con

tinuance of the storm . This immense concourse of people,

the view of the triple row of houses adorned with hangings,

bordering the river side, the sound ofthe artillery and

bells , and the prolonged acclamations of the whole popu

lation , produced a sensation which it is difficult to describe ;

at last, in the midst of these testimonies of strong affection,

the general arrived at the barrier of the public square, and

was conducted by the committee of arrangement under a

triumphal arch of admirable architecture and excellent de

sign. This monument was sixty feet in height, forty of

which were below the springing of the arch, by fifty -eight

in breadth ; the arcade was twenty feet wide, and twenty

five long ; it rested on a socle imitating Sera-Veza marble ;

the base, forming a pedestal of green Italian marble, was

decorated with colossal statues of Justice and Liberty. This

allegorical basement supported an arch of the doric order,

adorned with four coupled columns on each face. The

key -stones were composed oftwenty -four stones , each deco

rated with a gilt star, united by afillet, on which was en

graved the word, Constitution, thus representing the twen

ty-four states connected by one common tie. The pediment,

in imitation of yellow Veronamarble, supported two figures

of Fame with trumpets, and carrying banners entwined

with laurel , having on them the names of Lafayette and

Washington ; the whole was -surmounted by the national

eagle. The upper socle supported an entablature of seven

feet, on which was inscribed, in English and French , " A

grateful republic dedicates this monument to Lafayette. "

On the top of the monument was a group representing
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Wisdom resting her hand on a bust of the immortal Frank

lin , and the four angles were decorated with rich national

trophies. The names of the signers of the declaration of

independence, and those of officers who had distinguished

themselves during the war of the revolution , were inscribed

on various parts of the arch . This beautiful edificè, de

signed by Mr. Pilié , and executed by Mr. Fogliardi, pre

sented a striking appearance, and the reliefs had an admi

rable effect.

Under this monument the general was received by the

municipal body , at the head of whom was the mayor, Mr.

Roffignac, who addressed him in the name of the citizens

of New Orleans.

In expressing his thanks to Mr. Roffignac, the general

did not permit such an occasion to escape him , of paying

a tribute of esteem to the memory of the father of this

worthy magistrate. “ On my entrance into this capital,"

said he, " I feel penetrated with gratitude for the reception

I have met with from the people of New Orleans and its

worthy mayor, whose name recalls to a cotemporary of

his father's, recollections of courage and loyalty.” Mr.

Roffignac appeared extremely affected by this testimony of

the general's to the exalted character of his father, and the

tears that escaped from his eyes proved the depth of his
feelings.

After leaving the triumphal arch, the general was con

ducted, amidst the acclamations of an immense crowd,

to the city hall, where he was complimented by Mr. Prieur

in the name of the city council ; from herewewent to the

hotel of the municipality, where our quarters had been

prepared, and which the people of New Orleans designated

by the name of the 6 Lafayette house .” After taking a

few moments of repose, the general wentout on a balcony

to review the troops. All the detachments that passed

were remarkable for the elegance of their uniform , and

the exactness of their discipline. The grenadiers, the vol

tigeurs, Union guards, chasseurs, New Orleans guards, La

fayette guards, each in turn attracted the attention of the

general. But when, in the rear of the riflemen, whose

name recalls so many recollections of gallantry, he per

ceived a file of a hundred Choctaws, marching,according

to the Indian custom, in a single line, he was much grati
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fied to see , that, by a delicate attention , they had shown

him that his name was familiar to the warriors of the most

distant nations, and that they had admitted among their

troops, these brave Indians , who had been the allies of the

Americans in the Seminole war, and , who, for nearly a

month past , had been encamped near the city, in order to

see the great warrior," " the brother of their great father

Washington ."

The nextday, the general received the visits of the vice

president of the house of representatives , and of those

members of the legislature who were then in the capital ,

and immediately afterwards the gentlemen of the bar,

headed by Mr. Derbigny, who hadbeen chosen their ora

tor, were presented to him. In a discoure filled with noble

thoughts, and pronounced with a touching eloquence, Mr.

Derbigny eulogised with delicacy and address, that recti

tude of mind, and firmness of character, which, during po

litical tempests , had always guided Lafayette in the path

of justice , and preserved him from participating in the ex

cesses of party.

In his reply , the general,carefully avoiding any allusion

to theeulogies that had been heaped upon him ,confined him

self to the consideration of the general interests of Louisi

ana, and the individual exertions of those who compli

mented him ; he felicitated the citizens of that state, after

having been governed by the criminal laws of France and

Spain , that they gradually ameliorated them, and were still

occupied in perfecting this part of their code, to such a

degree , that it might even serve as a guide to the rest of

the United States, whose criminal laws are already so su

perior to those of every other people .

Being strongly urged to visit both the Freneh and Ame

rican theatres on the same evening, the general decided

by lot which he would attend the first ; chance was in

favour of the American. We went there at seven o'clock ,

and was received with an enthusiasm that cannot be de

scribed ; they gave an appropriate piece, of which neither
he nor the audience could appreciate the merit, as every

eye was attracted by the hero of York -town, who com

pletely withdrew all attention from the representation of

the Prisoner of Olmutz. He afterwards went to the

French theatre, where they were impatiently expecting his
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appearance. When he entered ,the violence of the plau

dits, and the repeatedcries of " Vive Lafayette, ” suspended

the representation. Every body rose ; it was like Themis

tocles appearing at the Olympic games : at last, calm being

re-established, the general took his seat in the box that had

been prepared for him, and saw with pleasure the last act

of that charming comedy, L'Ecole des Vieillards, which

seemed to me to be as much relished by my former coun

trymen , the Americans of Louisiana, asby the inhabitants

of Paris. Before he retired, the general heard an ode

which was performed to his honour, all the allusions of

which were applauded with enthusiasm.

In the course of Tuesday morning, a deputation of the

Spanish emigrants and refugees presented themselves to

compliment the general; and, above all, to testify their

gratitude for the manner in which he opposed, in the Cham

ber of Deputies in France, the invasion of Spain, and the

destruction of the liberal constitution.

The general, whose principles bad led him to oppose,

with all his energy, a measuré disapproved of by France

a measure which had produced such disastrous results to

Spain , and the heroic victims of which were now before

bim , was deeply affected by the expressions of gratitude

now showered upon him ; and, in an eloquent and impres

sive reply, paid his tribute of esteem , admiration, and re

gret, to the memory of the unfortunate Riego ; he had

already, on more than one occasion, openly expressed his

opinion on the unhappy death of that generous martyr to

liberty, and the wholeAmerican nation had partaken of

the same feelings, for the consistent and courageous de

fender of the revolution in the peninsula.

On the following day,many other deputations waited

on General Lafayette, and expressed to him their attach

ment, and devotion to his principles. Among them were

those of the militia staff, of the medical society, of the

clergy, and of the free blacks, who, in 1815, courageously

assisted in the defence of the city , and our two last even

ings were occupied, the oneby a public ball , and the other

by a masonic dinner. I will not attempt to describe these

entertainments, which, from the beauty, elegance, and

amiability of the ladies, the enthusiasm and frank cordi

ality of the citizens, the sedulous and delicate attentions of

Vol. II . - 9
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the magistrates, the richness and profusion of the details,

equalled any thing we had ever met with.

Nevertheless, in themidst of the pleasures thus afforded

him bythe Louisianians, thegeneral experienced moments

of inquietude and sorrow . Sinister rumours reached him ;

he was told of a serious dispute between the staff and the

officers of the militia , on the subjectof certain prerogatives

of the legion , denied byone, and insisted on by the others

with equal warmth , which might produce bloody results

after the departureof him whose presence was acurb even

on the most headstrong. In so serious an affair he did not

hesitate on using all his influence to reconcile citizens,

whom a momentof error anda false point of honour had

temporarily divided ; he, therefore, invited all the officers of

the different corps to meet at his house. When they arrived,

he told them that they were , doubtless, aware ofhis reasons

in thus bringing them together; that he was informed of what

had passed , and the evil consequences that would ensue ;

he observed, that he felt that he was the cause, however

unwillingly, and could he have foreseen such unpleasant

circumstances, he should have written to decline their in

vitation. He begged them to consider the injurious reports

it would occasion as regarded all parties , and concluded by

begging that they would accept of him as a mediator .

One of the superior officers immediately advanced , and

with an honourable frankness said tohim , "General, I place

my honour in your hands, and now agree to whatever you

may dictate.” The eldest of the complainants then ob

served, “General, I also confide my honour, and that of

my comrades, who freely agree with me, in yourkeeping."

The general took a hand of each of these brave men, and

having united them , had the satisfaction of seeing the hap

piest concord established between men, who an instant be

fore had renounced the pleasing title of brothers in arms.

This interesting scene had many witnesses, who soon pro

mulgated the details. The news of it was received with

astonishing enthusiasm , as it was a sincere reconciliation

between all that Louisiana cherished and revered.

General Lafayette had intended to visit the scene of the

battle of the 8th of January, but the continuance of stormy

weather, and the necessity for his complying in two or

three days to all the kind invitations that wereheaped upon
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him , obliged him to relinquish the idea. A colonel ofthe staff,

who witnessed the chagrin this sacrifice occasioned me, had

the goodness to propose that I should accompany him ,

whilst the general was paying some private visits. Iaccept

ed his invitation with eagerness, and we immediately set out

in a carriage he sent for. On the way he informedme that

he was born in France; that placed, from his birth , in the

privileged class of society ,he had, from his infancy, been

broughtup in the aristocratic prejudices of his caste ; and

that, although very young at the epoch of the French revo

lution , he believed it his duty to defend the rights of a few

against the naturaland sacred rights of themany, and that

he had joined the Vendeans. “ Then,” said he, " I believed

in the legitimacy of an absolute monarchy, and in the he

reditary succession of virtue, with all the fervour of igno

rance, and I at first fought for them , with all the courage

and devotion of fanaticism ; but the campaign had not ter

minated before my reason, bursting the bonds with which

education had loaded it, taught me, that instead ofcombat

ing, as I had believed, forjustice and truth, I was merely

the instrumentof a few men, determined to sacrifice every

thing, even their country,to their own private interests,

and I sheathed my sword, which I oughtnever to have

drawn in so unjust, so absurd a cause. He went on to

say , that he would have re -entered France, but was deter

red by the scenes of bloodshed and confusion then so pre

valent in that country. He, therefore, sought in other

lands that happiness he was denied at home. After tra

versing all Europe, and every where finding the same cri

minal alliance of royalty, nobility, and clergy, against the

welfare and interests of the people, he finally settled in the

United States. He added, “ I had only lived at New Or

leans a short time, when, in 1815,the inveterate enemies of

the liberty of others in both hemispheres presented them

selves before that city. I flew to arms, happy in finding an

occasion of proving my gratitude to mynew country, and

my sincere attachment to the principles which governed it,

and I am happy in being ableto say, that my presence was

not wholly useless on the field of battle we are about to

visit."

My companion had scarcely uttered these words, when

our carriage stopped, and we stept out near the extreme
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right of the lines. Before examining them, the colonel had

the goodness to explain to me the operations that preceded
and brought on the battle of the 8th . I understood, from

these details, how difficult it had been for General Jackson,

with the handful of men he had at his disposition , to oppose

the landing and rapid progress of an army of 15,000 men,

or quadruple his own.

The position chosen by the American general to wait for

reinforcements, and to arrest the advance of so formidable

an enemy, appeared to me to be very judicious. He threw

up entrenchments about five miles below the city, alongan

old canal , the left of which was lost in the depths of a

swampy wood, whilst the right rested on the river. The

total length of this line was about eight hundred toises, but

as three hundred toises of the left were unassailable, the

enemy was confined in his attack to a front of about five

hundred toises , and obliged to advance in full view over a

perfectly level plain . Nevertheless, whether from want

of time , or want of reflection, General Jackson committed

two serious errors ; the first was in erecting his entrench

ment in a straight line, and at right angles to the river, so

that he not only deprived himself of the advantage of cross

fires, but he also exposed himself, if the English ,more skil

ful or fortunate, had sent a few vessels up the river in the

rear of his lines ; heexposed himself, I say, to the dangerof

having had his whole line enfiladed by the enemy's artille

ry . The other fault was, erecting his second line at so great

a distance from the first, that if this had been forced , he

would never have been enabled to have gained the other,

and his troops would have been cut to pieces in the inter

val . These two faults would have sufficed, as may readily

be supposed , to compromit the safety of an army more nu

merous and better disciplined than that of General Jack

son ; but the destiny of American liberty, or rather thesu

pernatural courage of the citizens, who, on that day,

fought for the preservation of their independence, and

the safety of their families, with the inflexible firmness

of Jackson himself, shaded with the laurels of a most bril

liant victory those faults which would have destroyed a less
patriotic army.

I will record the details , which were given me with

great clearness and precision, of all the operations that pre
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ceded that glorious day. I refer those who wish to study

them to the excellentmemoir of Mr. Lacarriere Latour,

and to the equally distinguished accounts of Messrs. Brack

enridge and Mac Fee ; but I cannot resist the desire of now

retracing some of the most brilliant acts which saved Lou

isiana, and immortalized its defenders.

Notwithstanding all his exertions, General Jackson was

unable to collect for the defence of his entrenchments more

than 3,200 men, and fourteen pieces of cannon of different

calibers, pressed for time, he had been obliged to form the

upper part of his works with bales of cotton, brought down

from the city . He remained twenty -four hours in this po

sition , expecting an attack every instant, when, on the

8th of January , at break of day, he perceived the English

army, 12,000 strong, advancing on him in three columns,

the most formidable of which menaced that part of his left

wing, defended by the Tennessee and Kentucky militia .

Each soldier, besides his arms , carried fascines ora scaling

ladder, and marched in the most profound silence. The

Americans permitted them to advance within half cannon

shot, and then opened on them a terrible fire of artillery,

to which the English replied by three cheers , and the flight

of some Congreve rockets, and then hurried their march,

closing their ranks as they were moweddown bythe shot.

This coolness and determination, which seemed as if it

would ensure them a speedy victory, did not last long. The

moment they arrived within musket shot, the Tennesseans

and Kentuckians commenced a fire of small arms, which

instantly broke their columns, and forced them to seek for

shelter behind some thickets , which covered their right. It

is true, that infantry never kept up so constant and destruc

tive a fire, as that of these intrepid American militia. The

men, arranged six deep, loaded the arms,and rapidly pass

ed them to the front rank, composed of able marksmen,

each of whose balls carried certain death to the enemy.

Whilst the English officers, with a courage worthy of a

better cause and of a happier destiny, endeavoured to

rally their scattered troops, to lead them to a fresh

assault, an American artilleryman, in the battery com

manded by Lieutenant Spotts, perceived in the plain ,

agroup of officers, agitated and dismayed , carrying

off some one with some difficulty. “ It is perhaps the
9*
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commander- in -chief and only wounded,” exclaimed he,

she must not escape so . " He levelled his piece against

them , fired, and Packenham the English commander

was killed in the arms of his friends. The desire for

revenge now rallied the English ; officers and soldiers

pressed foward in a new column, led on with fury by

Kean and Gibbs, the successors of Packenham . But the

fire of the Americans redoubled in intensity and preci

sion ; Kean and Gibbs successively fell, the one mortally,

the other dangerously wounded,and the column again

broken, disappeared, leaving only its wreck on the plain .

Whilst in the centre of the line the American troops

were thus crushing their adversaries, withoutthe loss of a

single man , fortune seemed as if she wished to try them on

the right by a reverse.
Twelve hundred English , led by

a daring chief, rapidly advanced along the river, and unex

pectedly fell on a small redoubt , defended by a company

of riflemen and one of the 7th regiment. The Americans,

surprised at this point, at first retired in some disorder.

General Jackson, whose vigilant eye let nothing escape,

at this decisive moment perceived an English officer

mounted on the entrenchments, brandishing in one hand

his sabre, and with the other assisting bis soldiers to scale

the rampart. Jackson hastened to the spot, met the

runaways, arrested their flight, and , in a terrible voice,

demanded of their commander who had given him orders
to retreat. “ The enemy has forced our entrenchments, "

replied the captain. " Well," answered Jackson in a

severe voice, " go back and with your bayonets force them

This order was immediately executed. In an in

stant the English , who at first thought themselves victors,

fell under the blows of the Americans. Among the slain ,

was the intrepid Colonel Rennie, an ancient French emi

grant who had entered the English service ; the same that

had been seen so boldly surmounting the rampart, aiding

and encouraging his soldiers in the assault.

This battle, which decided the fate of New Orleans, and

perhaps even of Louisiana, only lasted three hours, and

cost the Americans but seven men killed and six wounded,

whilst the English left near three thousand men and four

teen pieces of cannon on the field . General Lambert, the

only one of the English generals in a state to command,
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ordered a retreat, and hastened to seek shelter for himself

and the wreck of his army, on board Admiral Cochran's

fleet, who, theevening before, had said with his accustomed

boasting, that if he were ordered to attack the American

lines ,he would carry them in less than half an hour, with

two thousand sailors, sabre in hand.

Thus, a small army, composed of citizens hastily col

lected, and commanded by a general whose military career

had just commenced, beheld an English army, which

passed for one of the bravest and most experienced in

Europe, and which boasted it had expelled the French

from Spain, fall before its patriotic efforts.

When I returned to the city, I found General Lafayette

surrounded by numbers of ladies and citizens of all ranks ,

wbo, knowing that he would leave them the next morning,

mournfully came to bid him farewell, and once more to

take him by the hand. In the crowd I remarked some

ecclesiastics , and among them a capuchin, whose dress

being new to me had attracted my attention on the day of

our arrival. The account I heard of him interested me

strongly, and may perhaps be equally so to my readers.

Father Anthony, for such is his name, is a venerable

capucbin friar of the order of St. Francis, and has resided

in Louisiana for many years . Animated by an ardent and

sincere piety, Father Anthony prays in silence for all the
world without asking prayers of any one. Placed in the

midst of a population composed of different sects, he does

not think it right to trouble their consciences by endea

vours to gain proselytes. Sometimes, as being a capuchin,

Father Anthony asks alms, but it is only when he has some

good action in view, and his slender funds, exhausted by

his constant charity,deny him the power of doingit him

self. Every year, when the yellow fever, in stretching its

murderous hand over New Orleans, drives the terrified

inhabitants to the country, to seek an asylum against dis

sease and death, the virtue of Father Anthony shows itself

in all its brilliancy and force. During this time of dread

and grief, how many unhappy wretches, abandoned by

their friends or even by their relations, have owed their

recovery and life to his exertions, his care, his piety of

all those he has saved, and there are many, there is not

one who can say, before he lavished his care on me, did
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he ask of what religion I was." Liberty and charity, such

is the moral code of Father Anthony ; hence he is not in

favour with the bishop. When he came to visit the gene

ral, he was dressed , according to the custom of his order,

in a long brown robe, tied about his middle with a thick

cord . The moment he perceived him, he threw himself

into his arms , exclaiming, “ O my son, I have found favour

before the Lord, since he has thus permitted me to see

and hear the worthiest apostle of liberty ! " He then con

versed a few moments with him in a tone of the most

tender affection, complimented him on the glorious and

well-merited reception he had met with from the Ameri

cans, and modestly retired into a corner of the room ,

apart from the crowd. I took advantage of this , to

approach and salute him . How deeply was I touched by

his conversation !- what sweetness ! what modesty ! and

at the same time what enthusiasm ! Every time that he

spoke of liberty his eyes sparkled with a sacred light, and

his looks were fastened onhim he termed his hero, on La

fayette. “ How happy must he be,” said he, “ how pure

is the source of all his glory ! with what transport he must

contemplate the result of his labours and sacrifices !

Twelve millions of men happy and free through him !

Yes ! this man is certainly beloved by God. He has done

so much good to others. ” He came again to see us the

morning before our departure. When the crowd had

quitted the room, and he was left alone with the general,

he hastened to him, and pressing him with transport to his

bosom, “ Adieu, my son, " cried he , “ adieu , best beloved

general ! Adieu ! may the Lord attend you, and after the

termination of your glorious journey, conduct you to the

bosom of your beloved family, to enjoy in peace the recol

lection of your good actions and of the friendship of the

American people . O, my son , perhaps you are still

reserved for new labours ! Perhaps the Lord may make

you the instrument of freeing other nations. Then, my

son , think of poor Spain ! Do not abandon my dear coun

try , my unhappy country !" The tears flowing from his

eyes, moistened his long beard , whitened by age; his voice
was interrupted by sobs ; and the venerable old man, lean

ing his forehead on the shoulder of Lafayette, remained in
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this attitude a few moments, still murmuring, “My son,

my dear son , do something for my unhappy country. ” It

was not without deep emotion that the general tore him

self from the arms of this pious patriot, who, before he

retired , also bestowed his benediction on Mr. George

Lafayette.

But the 15th being fixed for our departure , from the

dawn of day the avenues to the general's apartment were

filled with even a greater assemblage than that of the

evening before. There were present a great number of

ladies , and particularly crowdsof children brought by their

parents, that they might contemplate the features of the

benefactor of the country, the friend of the great Washing

ton . The general left the house onfoot. Cries of Vive

Lafayette were heard on every side. In crossing the

parade ground, on which were several companies of the

legion and troops of the line , "lining the avenues , he

expressed his gratitude to all the officers whom he met ;

he again testifiedto Mr. Gally, the captain of artillery, how

much he appreciated the merit of the fine corps he com

manded ; and, as he understood that this officer intended

going to France in a short time, he begged him , in the most

pressing manner, to have the goodness to carry news of

him to his family at La Grange. He got into a carriage

at the extremity of the parade ground, to proceed to the

place of embarkation, where the steamboat that was to

take him to Baton -Rouge now waited for him. The levee

was crowded by an innumerable concourse of people.

The balconies, roofs of the houses , all the shipping and

steamboats which were near this spot, were filled with

spectators ; and , when he went on board , he was saluted

by a prolonged acclamation , but it was not repeated, and

more than ten thousand persons remained in a state of

profound silence, until the Natchez was out of sight. The

artillery only was heard at intervals, giving a solemnity

to this separation that was profound and universal .

The governor and his staff, the mayor and municipal

body, the committee of arangement, to whom we owed so

many and great obligations, embarked with us to prolong

for a few moments the pleasure of being with the gen

eral; but at two miles from the city , the most of them
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were obliged to leave us . It was not withoutprofound re

gret that we separated from these worthy officers, whom

we had only known for a few days, it is true, but yet suffi

ciently long to appreciate them fully.

CHAPTER VIII.

History and Constitution of Louisiana - Baton Rouge - Natchez - State

of Mississippi - Voyage to St. Louis -- Reception of General Lafayette
in that city.

For a long time after the French had founded large and

prosperous establishments in Canada, they were ignorant

of the existence of the Mississippi ; when some of their tra

ders learnt from the Indians with whom they trafficked,

that to the westward of their country there was a great

river, that communicated with the Gulf of Mexico. This

was in the year 1660. Three years afterwards Mr. De

Frontenac, governor of Canada , wishing to verify this asser

tion, sent a Jesuit missionary, fatherMarquette, at the head

of a small detachment to discover this country. The Je

suit ascended Fox river to its source, from thence travers

ing the Wisconsin, he descended to the mouth of the

Mississippi, and found that the account of the Indians was
true.

Twenty years afterwards,Count Robert de la Salle not

only proved the existence of this river, but ascertained that

it offered an easy communication with the ocean. He de

scended it from the river Illinois to the Mexican gulf , whilst

father Hennepin , à franciscan , ascended it as far as the

falls of St. Anthony, situated three hundred miles above

that river. CountRobert took possession, in the name of

the king of France, his master, of the whole course of the

river with the adjacent country, and erected some forts for

the protection of the settlers, which, as the soil appeared

very rich, he expected to see arrive in great numbers.

Nevertheless, it was not until 1699, that the firstsettlement

was made at Biloxi , by a celebrated French naval officer,
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Lemoine d'Iberville, who was the first to enter the Missis

sippi from the sea, and ascended the river as far asNatchez ,

which he chose for the capital of Louisiana , calling it Ro

salie , in honour of the name of Chancellor Pontchartrain's

lady. To people this new capital, some young girls and
well selected soldiers were sent from France. These last

were married to the girls and exempted from military duty,

Each colonist was allowed some acres of land, a cow and

calf, cock and hens, a gun ; half a poundof powder and two

pounds of lead, withamonth's provisions, were distributed

to them monthly. Next came missionaries, which, instead

of improving the land by the labour of their hands, or de

veloping the resources of the colonists by their wisdom and

councils, began to preach to the neighbouring Indians , in

order to convert them to the catholic faith . The fruits of

these labours soon began to appear; that is to say, the In

dians pretended to listento the new doctrines which were

spread before them ,and became hypocrites for the sake of

obtaining brandy. This liquor, which was the first reward

of theirconversion, exasperated all the passions to which

they were unfortunately predisposed; and from this time

they became the most dangerous and cruel enemies of the

settlement, instead of the useful neighbours which they

would doubtless have been , if, without interfering with the

manner in which they worshipped God, their friendly alli
ance only had been sought. Nevertheless, in the course of

a few years, the cordiality and gentleness of the French

character counteracted the unhappy influence of the mis

sionaries , and almost all the savage tribes with the exception

ofthe Chickasaws, made peace with the colonists andrender

ed them important services. Mr. de Bienville, the brother

of Iberville, and at that time governor of Louisiana, yield

ing to bis ardour for research , explored the greater part of

the rivers tributary to the Mississippi, and laid the founda

tions of some new settlements onits banks. But none of

these succeeded. The number of colonists had considera

bly diminished, when , in 1712, Antony Crozat, who by the

Indian trade, had amassed a fortune of forty millions,

purchased the grant to the whole of Louisiana, with the

exclusive right of its trade for six years. His letters patent

included all the rivers emptying into the Mississippi and all

the lands, coasts and islands situated upon the gulf ofMex
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ico , between Carolina on the east and Mexico on the west.

But Crozat was not long in discovering how much the ex

pectations he had founded upon this country were exagge

rated, and hastened to renounce his contract for the

purpose of obtaining another for the period of twenty -five

years, in favour of the Mississippi Commercial Company,

ofwhich the celebrated Law was the projector. But this
company was not more fortunate than Crozat. Instead of

enticing into the colony such settlers as would have added

to its prosperity, he received only rich and avaricious ad

venturers,who were attracted by the report of the mines

of gold and silver, with which the country was said to

abound, and disappointed in their hopes, quickly returned

to Europe. In spite of the efforts of the government-insti

tuted by the commercial company, the proprietaries were

soon reduced to despair, and established military posts,

where they defended themselves until reinforcements were

received. The first expedition that arrived was composed

of criminals and women of abandoned character, sent out

by the French government. The company were justly in

dignant at this, and declared, that in future they would not

suffer the colony to be thus morally and physically pol

luted .

In 1718, New Orleans, consisting of a few cabins built

by Illinois traders, and thus namedin honour of the regent

Duke of Orleans, passed under the jurisdiction of the go

vernor-general, M. de Bienville , and received a considera

ble number of new settlers. Two villages were built in

its vicinity by Germans, under the command of Arensburg,

a Swedish captain, who, in 1709, had fought by the side
of Charles XII. at the battle of Pultowa. The colony now

began really to prosper, and in 1723 swarmsof capuchins,

missionaries, jesuits, and pious ursulines , began to arrive

from all directions. These last at least were good for

something. They were entrusted with the education of

orphan girls, and the superintendance of the military hos

pital, with a pension of fifty thousand crowns per annum.

Intolerance, the inseparable accompaniment of all privi

leges, and especially those of religion, began to show itself

in the colony, as soon as the capuchins , jesuits, &c. made

their appearance. In 1724, a royal edict expelled the
Jews, as declared enemies to the Christian name, and they
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were ordered to disappear in the course of three months,

under penalty of imprisonment and confiscation of pro

perty. It was thus that the throne and church watched

then , as it did before, and has done since, to dry up the

most abundant sources of public prosperity. In 1729, the

intrigues of England raised the Indians against the colony,

and thus gave a sad blow to its prosperity. The war then

carried on by General Perrier de Salvert , had a fortunate

termination . Meanwhile it was only through the attach

ment of some Indian women to a few French officers, that

the garrison escaped being totally massacred one night ;
which would have led to the entire destruction of the co

lony. In consequence of these late hostilities , and the

base intrigues carried on in the metropolis, the colonists

lost their time together with the fruits of their labours. The

company, disgusted and deceived in their hopes of gain ,

abandoned the country , which, in 1731 , returned under the

dominion of the king, without being any better governed .

In 1759 , its financial affairs were in such disorder, that the

treasury owed more than seven millions of francs, although

the French government had expended for various services

in Louisiana, nearly double the amount it had derived from

it. Louis XV. , at the close of a war badly conceived , and ,

in 1763 , as badly terminated , having lost Canada, was

upon the point of having Louisiana taken from him. But

his ministers, assisted by Madame Pompadour, his mistress ,

obtained fifteen millions from the court of Madrid, and

this colony was ceded to Spain with such secrecy and

despatch , that the governor of Louisiana had not yet re

ceived information of the affair when the Spanish ships of

war arrived at the mouth of the Mississippi, with the officers

appointed to take possession of this immense territory.
The governor and inhabitants of Louisiana refused

to recognise the Spanish authority, so that the com

missioners were obliged to return to Europe. Three or

four years passed in negotiating with the colonists , who

persisted in continuingunderthe dominion of France. At

length , in 1769 , Spain becoming provoked, sent out Gene

ral Reilly with considerable forces. Arrived before New

Orleans, Reilly manifested the most conciliatory disposi

tion. His proclamations only spoke of oblivion for the

past, and were completely successful. The commotions

Vol. II .-10
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ceased , and the Louisianians surrendered themselves. As

asign of reconciliation , Reilly gave a grand entertainment

on board his fleet, to which he invited the chief officers of

the colony , and principal inhabitants . These accepted the

invitation with confidence, but at the moment when they

were about to leave the table, Reilly caused them to be

seized by his soldiers and shot. One of these, M. De Vil

leré, had his life spared , but was put on board a frigate to

be transported to the prisons of Navarre. His wife and

children, informed of the fate that threatened him , wished

to go and petition his highness, or at least to receive his

farewell. They were already near the frigate, from which

he stretched out his arms to them, when the unhappy man

fell within theïr sight, pierced by the bayonets of the vil

lainswhom the traitor Reilly had appointed to guard him.
After this horrible execution , the Spaniards , with four

thousand troops of the line , and a considerable train of

artillery , entered New Orleans , the inhabitants of which

were struck dumb. The English protestants, and a few

Jews, who had escaped the force of the royal decree of
1724, were soon banished by the new authorities. All

commerce with the colony was prohibited except with

Spain and her possessions . A court martial was establish

ed, and its iniquitous decisions struck at all the French

officers who remained. Of these, five were shot, and seven

others thrown, for ten years, into the prisons of Havana.

The infamous Reilly , having for a whole year gorged him

self with blood and plunder, at length set sail, carrying with

him the scorn and hatred of the whole population . His

successors in the government had great difficulty in doing

away the effects of his crimes, and it is due them to say

thatthey succeeded . During thirty-three years of Spanish

dominion, the colony enjoyed peace and prosperity, and to

this very day, the names of Don Unsuga , Don Martin Na

varro, and Don Galvar, are remembered there with vene
ration.

During all the changes experienced by Louisiana , its
boundaries had never been determined with accuracy. In

1795, the government of the United States made a treaty
with Spain, in virtue of which the limits were traced , and

the free navigation of the Mississippi secured to the two

contracting parties. But notwithstanding this treaty the
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owners of privateers, and crews of vessels of war, made

spoliations upon the commerce of the United States. Free

navigation of the Mississippi, and permission of landing at
New Orleans, were refused the Americans. President

Adams, therefore , immediately took measures to obtain re

dress. Twelve regiments were raised , and an expedition fit

ted out upon the Ohio to descend to Louisiana . But some

changes occurring in American politics caused this project

to be abandoned for the moment. The next year, Mr. Jef

ferson , then president of the United States , re-demanded of

Spain the fulfilment of the treaty. This power, sensible of

its weakness , and fearing to be compelled to cede the co

lony, secretly sold it to the French Republic on the 21st

of March , 1801. Upon hearing of this cession the Ameri

can government were justly alarmed. It foresaw , that the

activity and intelligence of the French, applied to so rich

and productive a soil , would make them more formidable

than the Spaniards ; that their new neighbours might be

able to close the navigation of the Mississippi against them ,

and jpossess themselves of thecommerce of the Gulf of

Mexico and Antilles. It immediately formed the project of

forcibly opposing the occupation of Louisiana by France,

and joined England against her. But this plan was over

thrown by the treaty ofAmiens. At peace with England ,

France feared no further obstacles toher projects, and an

expedition was fitted out by her to take possession of Lou

isiana , and at the same time support her wavering authority

in St. Domingo. The American government immediately

had recourse to negotiations for the purpose of purchasing

Louisiana . Affairs, at that time , changed with such rapid.

ity, that the situation of France had again altered before

these propositions reached her. Threatened with a new

war by England, wearied with the struggle to defend St.

Domingo, loaded with a considerable debt due the United

States , the first consul thought that the sale of Louisiana

would prove a good operation, the opportunity of effecting

which might relieve him from one difficulty , at least. He

accordingly sold it. The United States agreed to pay him

fifteen millions of dollars, on condition that three millions

seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars of this sum, should

be retained for the purpose of paying the claims held by

the American merchants againstFrance , for the spoliations
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they had suffered . This treaty, signed at Paris the 30th of

April, 1803, by Messrs. Livingston andMonroe on the part

of the United States, and Mr. Barbé Marbois for France,

was ratified in the month of October, and the transfer of

the colony to the American commissioners took place on

the 20th of December in the same year.

All the parties interested in this bargain had reason to

be satisfied with its conclusion . France, freeing herself

from the trouble of a distant government, more burthen

some than profitable, received sixty millions of francs,

which she needed to carry on the war, and , without ex

pending a cent, discharged a debt due the American mer

chants of nearly twenty millions . The United States

strengthened their independence, acquired new frontiers

more secure than the old ones , established her commercial

preponderance in the Gulf of Mexico and Antilles , and , by

the free navigation of the Mississippi , increased an hundred

fold the value of the products of the states west of the Al

legany. In fine, Louisiana herself, by entering into the

great federal compact, secured an honourable and inde

pendent existence as a body politic, and soon saw her in

dustry and prosperity freed from the cunning schemes of a

capricious master.

Louisiana was immediately erected into a territorial go

vernment,by the congress of the United States , which ap

pointed Mr. Clayborne its governor. In 1811 , it was

admitted a member of the Union, and left to form its own

government and institutions. The representatives of the

people, freely elected and assembled atNew Orleans, fram

ed and signed a constitution, which was laid before, and

sanctioned by congress . This constitution was in conformi

ty with, and very similar to those of theother states , except

that the Louisianians believed it their duty to adopt every

possible precaution against corruption and abuse of power.

Thus, for example, it was decided that every person,

convicted of having given or offered presents to public

functionaries, should be declared incapable of serving as

governor, senator, or representative.

If I thought it necessary to seek fresh proofs of the supe

riority of an independentover a colonialgovernment, whe

ther this last proceed from a monarchy or republic , it

would suffice to point out Louisiana, at first a colony for
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nearly a century, without advancing beyond the stage of

infancy, incessantly taken and retaken, sometimes by the

Spaniards, at others by the French, and always incapable

of resisting either the one or the other, after an expense to

its metropolis of one hundred and eighty-seven thousand

dollars per annum ; and , in fine, after the numerous emi

grations from Europe, exhibiting but a meagre population

of about forty thousand souls , spread overa vast and rich

territory. I would next show this same Louisiana, after

twenty years of independent republican government, hav.

ing more than trebled its population , defeating under the

walls of its rich capital , an army composed of the chosen

troops of England; receiving into its ports annually more

than four hundred ships to exchange its valuable products

for those of all parts of the habitable globe ; and, in its

cities , offering all the resources , all the enjoyments that

can contribute to the happiness of life, and which are or

dinarily the products of a long period of civilization .

The state of Louisiana , enclosed within its new limits ,

is situated between 29° and 33° n. l . and 12º and 17° of

longitude. It is bounded on the north by Arkansas terri

tory, east by the Mississippi, south by the Mexican gulf,

and west by the Mexican provinces ofTexas. It contains

forty -eight thousand square miles , divided into twenty -six

parishes or counties. It has a population of 153,500 souls,

among which,unfortunately , nearly 70,000 slaves are

enumerated . The capital of this state is New Orleans, a

city admirably situated in acommercial point of view , re

gularly laid out, ornamented with fine buildings, and con

taining twenty-eight thousand inhabitants. The greatest

inconvenience which New Orleans labours under, is its

situation upon the alluvial shores ofthe Mississippi , by

whose floods it is often inundated . This is perhaps the

principal cause of the yellow fever which is experienced

there almost every autumn. The impossibility of finding

a single stone in all this alluvial ground, shows why the

principal streets have been left unpaved, so that during the

rainy season it is difficult to go about on foot. The walks

made in front of the houses scarcely serve to keep foot

passengers from the mud, and do not prevent the carriages

from sinking sometimes to their axles. The authorities,

however, have at length begun to procure paving stone

10*
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from up the Mississippi , which the vessels bring as ballast.

This plan, though tedious and expensive , is the only one

practicable.

The greater number of travellers who have visited New

Orleans, pretend that the manners of the city are strongly

influenced by the presence of the numerous emigrants

from St. Domingo. These have the reputation of loving

pleasure to licentiousness , and of treating their slaves

badly. The love of gambling,and the duels so often oc

casioned by this passion, give rise , it is said , to much dis

order among them. To confirm or disprove this opinion

by my own observation , would be , in me, culpable arro

gance. My too short stay in this city did not permit me

to study the character of its society, and I could only be

struck with the patriotic spirit , the freedom and hospi

tality, displayed with enthusiasm in the presence of Gene

ral Lafayette. *

Twenty -four hours after leaving New Orleans , we ar

rived at Duncan's Point, where the citizens of Baton

Rouge, a town situated eight miles above , had previously

senta deputation to General Lafayette, to request him to

stop a short time amongst them . The general accepted

the invitation with gratitude, and two hours afterwards we

landed below the amphitheatre upon which the town of

Baton Rouge stands . The beach was crowded with citi

zens, at the head of whom marchedthe municipal autho

rities , and the first regiment of the Union came to form it

self in line under the same star -spangled banner, which , in

defiance of the greatest dangers, had but lately been planted

upon the ruins of Spanish despotism , by the inhabitants of

these parishes. Accompanied by the people and magis

trates , the general proceeded to the room prepared for his

reception , in which he found the busts of Washington and

* In speaking of the morals of New Orleans, it is but just to discri

minate between its permanent and fluctuating population. Being the

onlymart to a vast extent of country, and the most frequented port on

the Gulf of Mexico, it always contains a large number of individuals of

the rudest and most licentious class, whocan scarcely be said to belong

to any country, are certainly of no religion, and are of every shade of

colour. It is therefore by no means surprising , that gamblers, brawlers,
and stabbers, should be numerous where such a class abounds, more

especially, as New Orleans tolerates , by license granted, numerous estab

lishments openly devoted to gamblingand all its consequences. - T .
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Jackson crowned with flowers and laurel. There he re

ceived the expressions of kindness from all the citizens,

with whom he went to the fort, the garrison of which re

ceived him with a salute of twenty-four guns, and after

wards defiled before him . We then entered the main build

ing to examine the interior of the barracks , but what was

our surprise, on entering into the first apartment, to find in

the place of beds, arms, and warlike equipments, a nume

rous assemblage of elegantly dressed and beautiful ladies,

who surrounded the general and offered him refreshments

and flowers. The general was sensibly touched by this

agreeable surprise, and passed somedelightful moments in

the midst of this seducing garrison. On our return to

town, we found a great number of citizens met to offer the

general a public dinner, among whom the frank cordiality

of the American, and the amenity of the French charac

ters prevailed.

It was almost night when we returned on board the

Natchezto continue our voyage. On leaving Baton-Rouge,

we had the mortification to part again with some of those

who had accompanied us from New Orleans,and among

others, with Mr.Duplantier, senior, whose active and ten

der friendship , as well as that of his son , had been of great

service to the general .

Baton Rouge stands upon the left bank of the river, one

hundred and thirty-seven miles above New Orleans. In

this passage, the navigation of theriver is very interesting.

For several miles after leaving New Orleans, the eye re

poses agreeably upon the shores, enriched with fine cotton

and sugar plantations, and embellished with clusters of

orange trees , from the midst of which rise the white and

showy dwellings of the planters . By degrees the gardens

and houses become more rare ; but all the way to Baton

Rouge one continues to see fine and well cultivated lands.

These plantations spread along the river, sometimes ex

tending nearly a mile back to the thick forests, whichserve

as their limits. The soil is entirely formed of the fertile

sediments deposited by the ancient inundations of the Mis

sissippi, now confined to its channel by artificial banks .

A special law enjoins it upon each river proprietor tokeep

up with care that portion of dike opposite his property, so

that one every where sees the slaves continually engaged
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in driving down stakes , interlacing the branches oftrees,

and heaping earth here and there where there is danger

that the river will force a passage. But notwithstanding

all precautions, the water often rushes furiously over

these obstacles, and spreads devastation and death . Not

a year passes without some proprietor having the misfor

tune to see snatched from him in a few minutes the fruits

of long and laborious exertions. All the lands which bor

der the Mississippi , from its outlet to six hundred miles

above, are subject to inundations. Nevertheless , on leav

ing Baton-Rouge, the left shore appears sufficiently ele

vated above the surface of the water to be free from these

accidents.

The distance between Baton Rouge and Natchez, is two

hundred and sixty miles . This we ran in thirty-two hours,

having had a pleasant passage, in the course of which we

met a great many boats of all forms and sizes , laden with

all sorts of productions from the most distant points of the

Union. Those which more particularly attracted our at

tention were large andof a square form , without either

masts, sails , or oars. They floated down the river at the

mercy of the current, and bore more resemblance to enor.

mous boxes than to boats. They are called arks, and are

commonly manned by Kentuckians, who go in this way to

New Orleans, to dispose of their grain , poultry , and cattle.

There, after receiving pay for their produce, they sell also

the planks of their arks,which cannot ascend the river, and

return to their homes on foot, across the forests of the

states of Mississippi , Alabama, and Tennessee. More than

fifteen hundred persons, it is said , travel thus, every sum

mer, seventeen hundred miles by water, and afterwards,

in returning, eleven hundred on foot. *

On Monday, the 18th of April , some distant discharges

of cannon, which we heard at dawn, announced our ap

proach to a city. Some minutes afterwards, the first rays

of the sun gilding the shores of theMississippi, which , in

this place, rose ahundred and fifty feet above the surface

* Since the establishment of steam navigation, boatmen rarely re

turn by land. They pay a trifle for a deck passage; find their own pro

visions, and aid the crew to bring wood, & c . on board , at the stopping
places . - T .
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of the water, showed us the tops of the houses in Natchez,

Our steam -boat stopped a little while previous to arriving

opposite the town , and we went on shore at Bacon's land

ing, where the citizens, with a calash and four horses, and

anescort of cavalry and volunteer infantry, were waiting

for the general. We might havelanded a little higher up

and entered the city by a more direct road, but the mem

bers of the committee of arrangement had the address to

conduct us by a devious road , along which our eyes were

presented with all the beauties of the country. In pro

portion as we advanced, the escort increased. It consisted

of citizens on horseback, militia on foot, ladies in carriages,

and nearly the whole population, who came in a crowd to

see their beloved and long expected guest. Two ad

dresses were made to the general; one by the president

of the committee of arrangement, on entering the city ; thé

other by the mayor, on one of the most elevated spots on

the banks of the Mississippi , within view of the town and

the river, its source of prosperity. At the moment the

general finished his reply, a man suddenly emerged from

the crowd, approached the calash , waving his hat in the

air, and cried out, “ Honour to the commander of the Pa

risian national guard ! I was under your orders in '91, my

general , in one of the battalions ofthe Filles-Saint-Thomas.

I still love liberty as I loved it then : Live, Lafayette !"

The general was agreeably surprised to meet, on the

shores of a distant country , one of his old citizen -soldiers,

who recalled to him in so touching a manner the happy

times when he could rationally think of the happiness and

liberty of his country. He affectionately offered him his

hand, and expressed to him the pleasure he felt in thus

meeting him in a land of liberty and hospitality.

At the moment we were preparing to enter our hotel,

we observed a long procession of children of both sexes

approaching us. They were led by Colonel Marshall, who

requested of the general for them , and in their name, per

mission to shake hands with him . The general willingly

complied with this wish of the children of Natchez, who

marched in order before him, placing successively one of

their little hands in that which had fought for the liberty

of their fathers . The parents, spectators of this scene, con

templated it with silence and emotion . On its termination ,
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I heard them congratulate each other on the happy in

fluence which this day would have upon the future charac

ters of their children. When they have grown up,” said

they, “ and come to read their country's history, they will

find the name of Lafayette intimately connected with all

the events which led to the freedom of their fathers, they

will recall the gentleness of his manners, the mildness of

his voice , when he received them in their infancy, and will

feelan increased lovefor a liberty won by such a man . "

The inhabitants of Natchez neglected nothing which

could contribute to the pleasure oftheir guest duringthe

twenty -four hours he remained with them . The public

dinner concluded with toasts, To the Nation's Guest --The

triumph of Yorktown - France fighting for the liberty of the

world - The victory of New Orleans - in fact to all glorious

and patriotic American recollections. It was not until

after the ball which closed about daybreak, that the gene

ral could think of embarking. The ladies employed all

the charms of mind and person to retain him as long as

possible , but our minutes were counted; and six o'clock

in the morning found us again on board our véssel .

At the moment when the general was about to leave the

shore, an old revolutionary soldier presented himself, and

uncovering his breast marked with scars ," these wounds,"

said he, “ are my pride. I received them fighting by your

side for the independence of my country. Your blood ,

my general , flowed the same day at the battle of Brandy

wine, where we were so unfortunate .” , 6. It was indeed

a rough day ," said the general to him, “ but have we not

since been amply indemnified ? ”—“ Oh! that is very true,

replied the veteran, “ at present we arehappy beyond our

furthest wishes . You receive the blessings of ten millions

of freemen, and I press the hand of my brave general! vir

tue always has its reward !" Every one applauded the

enthusiasm and frankness of the old soldier, whom the

general cordially greeted.

On leaving Natchez, we parted from the worthy Mr.

Johnson, governor of Louisiana, who would not consent to

leave the general whilst within his own state. He now

placed us under the care of the state of Mississippi , and

left with us , for thepurpose of doing the honoursofLouisi
ana as far as St. Louis , Messrs. Prieur, recorder of the
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councils of New Orleans, Caire, his private secretary, and

Morse and Ducros, his aides-de-camp. In taking leave of

the governor, General Lafayette evinced the most sincere

affection, and desired him to express in his name all the

gratitude with which he was penetrated by his cordial re

ception in Louisiana .

Natchez was formerly the capital of the state of Missis

sippi , but has ceased to be so in consequence of not being

in a central situation. Its population is nearly three thou

sand, and its port is the place of rest and provisioning for

vessels passing between New Orleans and the western

states , which gives it a great deal of activity. This city

was founded in 1717, by some French soldiers and work

men who had been in the garrison of Fort Rosalie, and

who, finding the situation good, established themselves

upon it after obtaining their discharge. The most of them

bought their lands from the Indians, who lived at some

distance from the river, where they had five villages situated
very near each other. That which they called the Great

Village, where the principal chief of the nation resided ,

stood on a small stream called White River. It was to

the west of this village that the Frenchmen, led by Hubert

and Lepage, had erected Fort Rosalie.

When one has viewed the environs of Natchez, it is

easy to conceive how readily the first settlers renounced

their own country to fix themselves in these then savage

wilds. It is difficult to find a more fertile soil , a more

vigorous vegetation, or more agreeable and varied situa

tions. The valleys afford , fertile pastures, the hills are

crowned with sassafras, catalpas, tulip -trees, and the

superb magnolia grandiflora, the tops of which rise more

than one hundred feet high ,while their large white flowers

deliciously perfume the air. Nevertheless, one cannot

exclude the thought, that these verdant meadows, cool

groves , and cheerful and vigorous nature, are sometimes

visited and rendered melancholy by the yellow fever.

Natchez is theonly town in Mississippi which we visited,
so that I have little to say relative to this state. I shall

only mention , that for a long time, with Alexandria , it

formed a part of the state of Georgia, from which it was

separated in 1800 ; that in 1817 it took its place in the

Union as an independent body politic, and framed for
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itself a constitution. The fertility of its soil , andfacilities

of sending its productions to market, have contributed, in

a singular degree, to the increase of its population . In

1800, it had only six thousand eight hundred and fifty in

habitants , while it now contains seventy-six thousand . If

in this number, about thirty -thousand slaves are included ,

its prosperity must still be regarded as very great. Many

large fortunes are found in this state, where it is not un

common to meet with planters having incomes of seven

or eight thousand dollars. The stapleproducts are cotton

and Indian corn .

The state of Mississippi is situated between the 30th

and 35th degrees of north latitude , and the 11th and 14th

degrees of west longitude from Washington. Its surface

containsforty -five thousand threehundred and fifty square

miles. It is bounded on the north by the state of Tennes

see, east by Alabama, south by Louisiana and the Gulf of

Mexico, and west by Louisiana and Arkansas. Although

the population is very much scattered , the land bearsa

considerable price, being on the banksof the river from

fifty to sixty dollars per acre . The price - lessens in pro

portion tothe distance which the products have to be
transported .

In leaving Natchez, we parted as it were from the

civilized world . From this town to St. Louis , we did not

meet with a single assemblage of houses that deserved the

name of town or even village. The banks of the Missis

sippi again became flat, and presented nothing but grounds

overflown and covered with thick forests, impenetrable to

the rays of the sun. The swarms of musquitoes which

rose out of it and settled in thick clouds upon travellers,

rendered the voyage almost insupportable , especially

during the night , if we had not taken the precaution to

provide musquito curtains. . The only habitations we met

with were large cabins, situated upon places a little

elevated above the level of the river. These were inha

bited temporarily by hardy speculators from the north,

who, always abandoning the good in hopes of finding

better , retreat incessantly before the advance of civilization,

and seek their fortunes in the wilderness. The dangers

of the navigation increase with the monotony of the shores,

Every moment presents some evidence of recent disaster.
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us

Here, one beholds the ravages of a hurricane which has

crossed the river, and, in its devastation, has on both

shores uprooted and carried off, as if they hadbeen weak

reeds , thousands of trees, which by their prodigious size

were the pride of the forest. There, our captain showed

a snag or sawyer, the inclined point of which had

pierced the bottom of a boat, immediately afterwards

swallowed up by the flood. Furtheron, the wood -chop

pers, in giving us the necessary supplies of wood, told us

of the explosion of a boiler which occasioned the death of

near forty passengers ; and it was not long before we our

selves sawthe bank covered with travellers, who were

impatiently waiting until their boat which had been pierced

by a snag, should be repaired so as to be in a condition

again to brave the danger from which they had so narrowly

escaped.

These snags and sawyers, so formidable to the naviga

tor, are very numerous all along the river . Snags are

thrown into the stream by high floods, and, having foated

some time, become fixed to the bottom of the river, with

their tops either above or below the surface according
to their length, but always inclining in the direction of

the current. The sawyers differ from snags only in being

firmly stuck in the bed of the river, and in this situation

the current keeps them in constant vibration , alternately

raising and depressing their summits. As their position

often changes, it is difficult to avoid them ; and, if vessels

in ascending the river are so unfortunate as to strike

against them, their destruction is almost inevitable, for

they are pierced in such a manner, that the water pours

through the opening, and sinks them , sometimes in a few
minutes.

But persons are little disposed to be uneasy on account

of these dangers, when, as in our case, they are on board a

vessel skilfully managed, with all the delicacies of life, and

inexhaustibleresources afforded by the society of goodand

agreeable travelling companions. The committee of New

Orleans were joined bytwo gentlemen from Natchez, as

representatives of the state ofMississippi , near the person

ofGeneral Lafayette. To the attentions and gaiety of the

members of both these deputations,we were indebted for

not having known a moment of tediousness or inquietude,

Vol. II. - 11
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was

during our long voyage. After having sailed for five days,

with the states of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri, on

our left, and the states of Mississippi , Tennessee, and Ken

tucky, on our right , we arrived at the mouth of Ohio, with

out any delays but those necessary to take in wood. This

fuel was sometimes supplied us by the woodmen on the

borders of the river, who live by the unlimited forests

which surround them . When we could find no woodmen

we often supplied ourselves. In this case , our captain,

after having made his men take in the necessary quantity,

left in exchange a note nailed to a tree, upon which

inscribed the number of cords he had taken, the name of

his boat, his place of residence, date of his passage, and

signature. This kind of commerce with the Mississippi

woodmen is very common , and I have heard it said that

there never has been known an example of bad faith on

the part of the purchasers, who always show themselves

most scrupulous in paying their accounts , which are

often presented months afterwards at Natchez and New

Orleans .

When arrived at the mouth of the Ohio, we had come

from the city of Natchez four hundred and fifty miles. Our

pilot assured us then , that the upper part of the Mississippi

was too little known to him , to permit him to conduct us

through the midst of dangers which were met with at

every moment. In consequence of this declaration , our

good Captain Davis made us enter the Ohio for the pur

pose of obtaining a new pilot , at the distance of four miles

from its mouth, whomwewere so happyas to procure imme

diately. On going thither, we met a steam-boat, whose

narrowness and unsteady motion induced us to think , that,

destined for the navigation of small streams , it only appear

ed
upon the agitated waters of a large one upon extraordi

nary occasions. This steam -boat was the Artizan , bearing

the Tennessee deputation , sent to desire the general to as

cend the Cumberland river to Nashville, where he had been

a long time expected , and where his intention of visiting

St. Louis was not then known. After a short conference

with the deputies of the state of Tennessee, who insisted

strongly that the general should proceed immediately to

their shores, it was determined that we should continue our

voyage in the Natchez to St. Louis ; that a part of the Ten

)
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nessee deputation should come with us, and the rest remain

on board the Artizan at the mouth of the Ohio until our

return. These arrangements, concluded to the satisfaction

of every one, we left the beautiful, to enter again the great

river. We remarked , with surprise, that at the confluence

of these two bodies of water, the current appeared suspend

ed for several miles, which seems to indicate the equality

in volume and force of the two rivers at this place.

After leaving the mouth of the Ohio, the appearance of

the shores of the Mississippi changes entirely. The lands,

more elevated , present agreater number of houses. From

place to place traces of the old French establishments are

visible, and beautiful islands like gardens , often present

themselves to the eye of the navigator, interrupting themo

notony of the river. At first he sees the isle of Birds,

charming for its freshness; next those called the Two Sis

ters and the Dog's Tooth ; and then English Island , which

recalls the first settlement made by the English in the midst

of these wilds in the year 1765. This was soon destroyed

by the savages, who saw with pain their old French friends

dispossessed by traders whom they had never before seen .

At about forty miles from the confluence, and almost oppo

site each other, rise capes Girardeau and Lacroix, both thus

named by Mr. De Frontenac, governor of Canada, sent to

ascertain the truth of the assertion made by the Indians , that

from the north there camea great river which ran neither in

the direction whence the Great Spirit rose, nor towards that

in which he set. There is at present at Cape Girardeau a

small village , recently founded , which begins to prosper.

A little above, on the eastern side, are seen the ruins of an

cient fortifications exhibiting a scene altogether picturesque.

These are the remains of fort Chartres, constructed at great

expense by the French, in 1753, for the defence of Upper

Mississippi, now deserted by the Americans as altogether

useless.

Somehours after having passed fort Chartres, whilst we

walked the deck, our captain pointed out in the river a flock

of young Louisiana geese, led by the two old ones. The

elegantshape, and beautiful plumage of these fowls, made

meanxious to get possessionof the whole family. I imme

diately launched into the river a skiff manned with two sail.

ors , and, going in the direction of the old goose, endeavoured
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to get the boat between her and shore. The old geese,
taking fright, made their escape with loud cries, but the

youngones, unable yet to fly, or escape by climbing the steep

banks, soon fell into our hands. We carried off five, which

our captain had the goodness to take chargeof, promising

to raise them with care, and forward them toNew Orleans,

whence Mr. Caire engaged to send them to La Grange, for

the benefit of the general's farm .* As I wasreturning from

this little expedition , 1 perceived , in the middle of the river,

another very tempting game. This was a superb deer,

which swam with as much calmness and ease as though it

were in its native element. When it heard our cries, min

gled with the noise of our steam -boat, it threw its long

branching antlers upon its shoulders, and sunk in the water

to escape our notice , swimming rapidly for the swiftest

part of the current. As soon as it thought itself free from

the danger of pursuit, it re-appeared above water, shook

its antlers proudly, and tranquilly resumed its course. It

is by no meansrare, as wewereinformed, to see many of

these animals thus passing from one shore ofthe river to the

other, and visiting the fertile islands which adorn its course.

At the distance of one hundred miles from the Ohio, the

shores of the Mississippi suddenly assume a more imposing

appearance, rising steeply eighty or a hundred feet above

the level of the water. They are composed of very hard

granite. In their whole height they are impressed with

deep horizontal furrows, which appear to havebeen caused

by the friction of the water, whilst the river was at the

different levels which they indicate. Some of these fur

rows are nearly a foot deep. They occur at unequal inter

vals, and mark the successive decrease of the water. At

the actual level of the river the furrow is scarcely percep

tible . What a length of time has, therefore, been occupied

in the formation of each furrow by the sole action of the

water upon a rock of such hardness ? The solution of this

single question would, perhaps, throw a good deal of diffi

* These geese, together with the Mexican hoccos presented by Mr.

Duplantier ; wild turkeys presented by Mr. Thousand , of Baltimore; De

yonshire cows, given by Mr. Patterson ; American partridges, presented

byMr. Skinner, etc. at present ornament the farm ofLa Grange, where

General Lafayette exerts himself to multiply their numbers.
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culty into the calculations of the system-makers, who pre

tend to fix the epoch of the creation of our globe.

Some distance above, these steep rocks leave between

them and the river a considerable space, inwhich is situated

Herculaneum. The site of this village is altogether ro

mantic, the towers, formed uponthe rock , which crowns it

irregularly, impart a fantastic character, and attract the

curiosity of travellers. From the height of these towers,

which spring from the steep rock, they throw down melted

lead, which cools by rolling in the air, becomes round, and

falls in the forın of small shot into large receivers of wa

ter, placed beneath . The large or small size of the holes

in the iron sieve , through which it is thrown while boiling

hot, give the various sizes wanted for hunting. The lead

mines found in abundance upon the shores of the Merrimac

river, which empties into the Mississippi ten miles from this

place , have given origin to these establishments , the pros

perity of which increases every day.

On the evening of the 28th , we arrived at a poor little

village which the French formerly founded under the sad

name ofEmpty Pocket, better known at the present day by

the name ofCarondelet. Although we were not above six

or seven miles from St. Louis , as we could not get there.

by -day light, the members of the different committees in

attendance upon the general, resolved to pass the night at

anchor in the river, and wait till next morning to enter the

town. No sooner were the inhabitants of Carondelet in

formed of the presence of General Lafayette in their

vicinity, than they came in crowds on board the boat to

see him . They were nearly all Frenchmen. For a long

time, their settlement has consisted of only about sixty

houses , and does not promise to increase. Unsuited to

commerce, it was only occupied with agriculture, which

is still its chief means of obtaining the necessaries of
life. The most of them came from Canada, and

fixed themselves upon a portion of land along the Mis

sissippi without inquiring who owned it. They laboured,

some for ten , others for twenty years; and none of them

thought of securing the titles to the little farms produced

by the sweat of their brows. At present, whilst the govern

ment of the United States are selling much of the land it
possesses in these regions, these unfortunate people run a

11 *
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constant risk of seeing themselves dispossessed by pur

chasers who come to claim their property. They men

tioned their inquietudes to the general, who promised to

represent their situation to the federal government, and in

terest himself in their behalf. Thesegood people, in the

simplicity of their gratitude , offered himwhom they already

regarded as their protector, every thing which they thought

would be agreeable; one of them brought him tame Missis

sippi geese; another, a young fawn which he had raised ; a

third,petrifactions and shells which he looked upon as

precious. The general saw that if he refused these pre

sents their feelings would be wounded ; and therefore hasten

ed to accept them and return his acknowledgements.

On the moroing of the 29th of April, Governor Clark ,

of Missouri , Governor Coles of Ilinois , and Colonel Ben

ton , came on board ; who all thrce came to accompany the

general to St. Louis. Someminutes after, the steam -boat

Plough Boy, having on board a greatnumber of citizens,

ranged along side the Natchez, and the nation's guest

was saluted by three cheers, which made the forests of

the Missouri resound with Welcome, Lafayette. We then

weighed anchor, and at nine o'clock saw a large number

of buildings whose architecture was very fantastical, rising

from the midst of beautiful green shrubbery and smiling

gardens, commanding distant views ofthe river. This was

the city of St. Louis. Its name , and the language of a

great portion of its inhabitants , soon informed us of its ori

gin. But if we were struck with the diversity of languages

in which General Lafayette was saluted , we were not less

so by the unity of sentiment which they manifested. The

shore was covered by the whole population, who mingled

their cries of joy with the roar of the cannon of our two

vessels. Themoment the general stepped on shore, the

mayor, Dr. Lane, presented himself at the head of the mu

nicipal authorities, and greeted him with an address .

As the general concluded his reply to the mayor, an ele

gant calash drawn by four horses approached the shore, to

conduct him to the city, through all the streets of which

he wasdrawn in the midst of the acclamations of the peo

ple. He wasattended by Mr. Augustus Choteau , a vene

rable old gentleman by whom St. Louis was founded , Mr.

Hempstead, an old soldier of the revolution, andthe mayor .

These gentlemen conducted him to the house of the son of
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Mr. Choteau , prepared for his reception, which was thrown

open to all citizens without distinction, who desired to

visit the national guest. Among the visiters, the general

met with pleasure Mr. Hamilton, son of General Alexander

Hamilton, the former aide-de -camp to Washington, whom

he so much loved, and an old French sergeant of Ro

chambeau's army named Bellissime. This last could not

restrain the joy he felt on seeing a countryman thus honour

ed by the American nation .

The inhabitants of St. Louis knew that General Lafay

ette could only remain a few hours with them , and they took

advantage of the short time he hadto dispose of to show him

every thing which their city and its environs contained

worthy of notice. While dinner was preparing at Mr.

Peter Choteau's, we rode out in a carriage to visit on the

banks of the river those remains of ancient Indian monu

ments which some travellers call tombs, whilst others re

gard them as fortifications or places for the performance of

religious ceremonies . All these opinions are unfortunate

ly equally susceptible of discussion, for these monuments

have not preserved any sufficiently well marked characters

to afford foundation for satisfactory deductions. Those

near St. Louis are nothing but mounds covered with green

turf, the ordinary shape of which is an oblong square.

Their common height is little more than eight feet, but

must have been much greater before the earth they are

built of was thrown down during the lapse of ages . Their

sides are inclined , and themean length of theirbase is from

eighty to a hundred feet, their width varying from thirty to

sixty feet. What leads me to believe that these fabrics of

earth have never been used as strong holds in war, is , that

not one of them is surrounded by ditches, and they are

placed too near together. These mounds are not only met

with in the environs of St. Louis , but all over the states of

Missouri, Indiana, and upon the borders of Ohio , where, we

are informed, they meet with much more interesting traces

of the greatest antiquity, indicating that this world which

we call new, was the seat of civilization, perhaps long

anterior to the continent of Europe.*

* See upon this subject Mr. Warden's very curious work , entitled

Remarks upon the Antiquities ofNorth America.

[No theory, formed from the examination of a few of these mounds,
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From the mounds of Saint Louis to the junction of Mis

sissippi and Missouri, we should only have had two or three

hours ride , but the time of the general was so calculated

that we were obliged to forego the pleasure we should have

derived from visiting the union of these two rivers , which

have their sources in countries where nature yet reigns

undisturbed. Returned to town, we went to see the collec

tion'of Indian curiosities made by Governor Clark, which is

the most complete that is to be found. We visited it with

the greater pleasure from its being shown us by Mr. Clark ,

who had himself collected all the objects which compose

it, while exploring the distant western regions with Cap

tain Lewis. Specimens of all the clothing, arms , and

utensils for fishing, hunting, and war, in use among the va

rious tribes living on the sources of the Missouri and Mis

sissippi , are here to be found. Among the articles com

monly worn by the Indian hunters , collars made of claws

of prodigious size , particularly struck our attention . These

claws, Gen. Clark informed us, are from that most terrible

of all the animals of the American continent, theGrizzly

Bear, of the Missouri, the ferocious instinct of which adds

still more tothe terror inspired by its enormous size and

strength. The bears of this species meet together to the

number of ten or twelve, and some times more, to chase

and make a common division of their prey. Man is their

favourite prey, and when they fall upon his track , they

can, with any propriety , be resorted to for the purpose of explaining the

intentions of the ancient tribes in their formation . That they were

erected for various uses , is sufficiently evident from their difference of

construction , some being evidently merely monumental, while others

must have been designed for military, religious , or other services. No

one has examined the square and circular erections at Circleville,

in Ohio , (now rapidly disappearing before theindustry of the brick -ma

kers,) or those found near Piqua, or elsewhere in that state, without feel

ing convinced that they were destined to different uses from the mounds

which occur in their vicinity , and appear to have been erected by the

same people . Dr. Clarke, and other travellers in the north of Asia , in

form us , that mounds, in all respects similar to those of St. Louis, are

very numerous in many places, and that they are unquestionably sepul

chral is proved by the bones, urns , and ornaments found within them,

These observations go far also to establish the belief of the common ori

gin of the American aborigines and the nomadic tribes of the old con

tinent. See Atwater’s very interesting Archæologia Americana . — T .]
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chase him with outcries like those made by our hounds in

coursing a hare, and it is difficult to escape the steadiness

of their pursuit.* This animal is altogether unknown in

Europe, even in the largest menageries. The London

Cabinet of Natural History possesses only a single claw ,

which is regarded as a great rarity.f Gen. Clark has

visited , near the sources of the Missouri and Mississippi ,

Indian tribes which, previous to his visit, had never seen a

white man ; but among whom he nevertheless discovered

traces of an ancient people more civilized thanthemselves.

Thus, for example, he brought away with him a whip

which the riders of these tribes do not understand the

mode of using on their horses at the present time. The

knots of this are very complex, and actually arranged like

the knout of the Cossacks. He presented General Lafay

ette with a garment bearing a striking resemblance to a

Russian riding coat. It is made of buffaloe skin , prepared

so as to retain all its pliancy, as if dressed by the most
skilful tanner. From these and some other facts, Mr.

Clark , and Captain Lewis, his companion, concluded that

there formerlyexisted , near the pole, a communicationbe.

tween Asia and America. These two intrepid travellers

published in 1814, an interesting account of the journeys

made by them in 1804, 5 ,and 6 , by order of the American

government, the object being to explore the sources of the

* The grizzly bear is unquestionably a ferocious and sanguinary ani
mal, and is so much dreaded by the Indians and traders, that it is not

surprising they should give currency to endless fables and exaggerations

concerning it. But wecannot avoid a feeling ofsurprise , mingled with

some mortification, to find respectable and intelligent travellers repeat

ing, as actually true , statements of the habits of ouranimals ,which a

very slight effort of reason would show to be utterly absurd. Here we

have A BEAR, the largest species known , coursing after men in packs, and

yelping like hounds ? when we have not on record, evidence, perhaps,

ofmore than thirty of these animals having been seen since the exist

ence of the specieswas discovered ; nor the slightest evidence that any

beur ever uttered any other sound than a low harsh growl !-T,

+ Since his return from America, General Lafayette has received a

young grizzly bear from the Missouri, sent him by Governor Clark . He

has presented it to the proprietors of the Jardin du Roi, who have

placed it in the menagerie, where it may now be seen,
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Missouri, and the course of the Columbia river, till it

reaches the Pacific ocean .

We could have remained a considerable longer time in

Governor Clark's museum, listening to the interesting ac

counts which he was pleased to give us relative to his

great journeys , but were informed that the hour for dinner

had arrived , and we went to the house of Mr. Peter Cho

teau . On our way we visited a portion of the town which

we had not before seen , and were surprised at the whim

sical manner in which some of thehouses, apparently the

most ancient, were constructed . They generally consisted

of a single story, surrounded by a gallery covered with a

wide projecting roof. Some one pointed out to us,that

formerly the basement was not inhabited, and that the

stair-way leading to the upper story was moveable at plea

This precaution was used by the first inhabitants of

St. Louis for the purpose of guarding against the insidious
nocturnal attacks of the Indians, who saw with jealousy

the whites making permanent settlements among them.

When St. Louis , then a feeble village, passed under the

Spanish authority, the neighbouring Indians were still so

numerous and enterprising, that the inhabitants could

scarcely resist them, or even venture abroad . It is related,

that, in 1794, an Indian chief entered St. Louis , with a

portion of his tribe,and having demanded an interview ,

spoke as follows : - We come to offer you peace. We have

made war against you for a great many moons, and what

has been the result ? Nothing. Our warriors have used

everymeans to fight with yours ,
but you will not, and dare

not meet us ! You are a pack of old women ! What can

be done with such people , since they will not fight , but

make peace ? I come therefore to you to bury the hatchet,

brighten the chain , and open a new communication with
you . "

Since that time the tribes have greatly diminished , and

most of them departed. Those still remaining in the vici

nity show the most peaceable disposition towards the

white inhabitants, with whom theycarry on a considerable
trade in furs. The inhabitants of St. Louis are, besides,

sufficiently numerous no longer to fear such neighbours. The

population amounts to nearly six thousand souls , which
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number will probably be doubled in a few years, for this

city has the prospect of a brilliant destiny in these vast

regions, in the midst of which civilization , under the guid

ance of American liberty and industry, must run a giant's

St. Louis is already the grand store -house of all

the commerce of the countries west of the Mississippi. Its

situation near the junction of four or five great rivers,

all of whose branches, which spread to the most distant ex

tremities of the Union, furnishan easy and rapid communi

cation with all those places which can contribute to the

wants or luxuries of its happy inhabitants. Into what

astonishment is the mind thrown on reflecting that such a

height of prosperity is the result of but a few years, and

that the founder of so flourishing a city still lives, and, for

a long time, hasbeen in the enjoymentof the results which

he neither could have hoped for, nor anticipated , had it

been predicted to his young and ardent imagination on first

approaching the solitary shores of theMississippi. This
enterprising man, who, with his axe , felled the first tree of

the ancient foreston the place where the city of St. Louis

stands , who raised the first house , aboutwhich, in so short

a time, were grouped the edifices of a rich city ; who, by

his courage and conciliating spirit, at first repressed the

rage of the Indians , and afterwards secured their friend

ship ; this happy man is Mr. Augustus Choteau. I have

already named him among those appointed by the inhabi

tants of St. Louis to do the honours of their city to the

guest of the American nation . It was at the house of his

son, Mr. Peter Choteau, that we partook of the feast of

republican gratitude. It was highly interesting to be

hold seated at the table the founder of a great city, one of

the principal defenders of the independence of a great

nation , and the representatives of four young republics,

already rich from their industry, powerful from their

liberty, and happy from the wisdom of their insti

tutions. As might be readily supposed, the conver

sation was highly interesting. Mr. Augustus Choteau

was asked a great many questions respecting his youthful

adventures and enterprises. The companion in armsof
Washington was requested to relate some details of the

decisiveand glorious campaign of Virginia, and the mem

bers of the different deputations of Louisiana, Mississippi ,
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Tennessee, and Missouri, drew a pleasing picture of the

prosperous advancement of their respective states . In

this company, that which touched General Lafayette most

was the prevailing unanimity among the guests, who,

though they did not all speak one language, agreed per
fectly in respect to the excellence of those republican in

stitutions under which it was their happiness to live.

Before leaving the banquet in order to attend the ball

which the ladies were so kind as to prepare for us, some
toasts were exchanged, all of which bore the impression of

the harmony existing between the old French and the new

American population. Mr. Delassus, formerly lieutenant

governor of Louisiana, drank , “ The United States and

France ! May these two countries produce another

Washington and another Lafayette, to emancipate the

rest of the world ! " Governor Coles drank , France !

dear to our hearts from so many recollections, and above

all for having given birth to our Lafayette.” General
Lafayette finished by drinking the healthof the venerable

patriarch, who, in 1763, founded the town of St. Louis,

and immediately afterwards we left the table for the ball,
where we found the most numerous and brilliant compariy

assembled, as we were informed , that had ever been seen

upon the western shore of the Mississippi. The splendid

decorations of the room, and the beautyof the ladies who

graced it, made us completely forget that we were on the

confines of a wilderness which the savages themselves con

sider as insufficient for the supply of their simple wants,

since they only frequent it occasionally. Wepartook of

the pleasures of the evening until near midnight, the hour

at which we were to return on board the Natchez, for the

purpose of taking some rest before daylight, when we were

to depart. At the moment we were about to embark,

many citizens of St. Louis had the goodness to offer us

several objects of curiosity , such as bows, arrows, calu.

mets , and dresses of the Missouri Indians. We accepted

with gratitude these testimonies of benevolence, which we

have preserved as agreeable remembrancers of happy

occurrences so far from our country .
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CHAPTER IX.

Changes produced in the navigationof the Mississippi since the intro
duction of Steam - Arrival at Kaskaskia-The Canadians and

Indians - Singular meeting with ayoung Indian educated among the

Whites, and returned to savage life - Indian Ballad - State of Illinois

-Departure from Kaska: kia - Separation of General Lafayette and

the Louisiana deputation.

GOVERNOR COLES, who had embarked with us, requested

of General Lafayette and obtained his consent, that he
would not leave the river Mississippi without visiting the

state of Illinois, along which we were to pass in descend

ing the river. It was decided that we should stop at Kas

kaskia, a large village of that state, and, although nearly

eighty miles distant, we arrived there a little while before

noon, so fortunate and rapid was our navigation. Since

the application of steam to navigation, the changes pro

duced in the relations of the towns on the Mississippi is

prodigious. Formerly the voyage from New Orleans to

St. Louis required three or four months of the most pain

ful toil that can be imagined ; the action of the oar was

not always sufficient to overcome the resistance of the

current. They were often obliged to warp the boat by

hand, advancing from time to time with a small boat to tie
a rope to a tree or stone on the shore. * This slow and

painful operation, the consequent privations and bad diet,

caused diseases among the boatmen, which ordinarily
destroyed one third of the crew. At present the same

passage which is nearly fifteen hundred miles, is made in

ten days, without fatigue, without privations, between a

good bed and a good table, and often in very good com
pany ; the return is commonly made in five days ; so that

* Another still more laborious mode of going up stream , was by ex

tending a long line from the bow, by which the crew , walking along the
margin of theriver, dragged the boat along. This is what is called cor

delling, and when it is recollected how rugged and irregular the shores

of thewestern rivers are, and the necessityof carrying the cord clear of

trees , rocks, &c., a more painful and exhausting kind of labour can

scarcely be imagined .-- T .

Vol. II.--12
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New Orleans and St. Louis, separated by so great a dis

tance, are now considered as neighbouring cities, whose

inhabitants are better acquaintedand visit each other

oftener than those of Paris and Bordeaux can do.

General Lafayette was not expected at Kaskaskia, and

nothing had been prepared for this unforeseen visit . While

we were landing some oneran to the village, which stands

a quarter of a mile from the shore, and quickly returned

with a carriage for the general, who, an instant after, was

surrounded by many citizens, who ran before to receive

him. In the escort which formed itself to accompany

him , we saw neither military apparel nor the splendid
triumphs we had perceived in the rich cities ; but the

accents of joy and republican gratitude which broke upon

his ear, was grateful to his heart, since it proved to him

that wherever American liberty had penetrated, there also

the love and veneration of the people for its founders were

perpetuated.

We followed the general on foot, and arrived almost at

the sametime at the house of General Edgar, a venerable

soldier of the revolution , who received him with affection

ate warmth, and ordered all the doors to be kept open, that

his fellow citizens might enjoy, as well as himself, the

pleasure of shaking hands with the adopted son of America.

After a few minutes had been accorded to the rather

tumultuous expression of the sentiments which the pre

sence of the general inspired, Governor Coles requested

silence, which was accorded with a readiness and defe

rence that proved tome that his authority rested not only

on the law, but still more on popular affection. He

advanced towards Lafayette, about whom the crowd had

increased, and addressed him with emotion in a discourse

in which he depicted the transports his presence excited

in the population of the state of Illinois, and the happy in
fluence which the remembrance of his visit would produce

hereafter on the youthful witnesses of the enthusiasm of

their fathers, for one of the most valiant founders of their

liberty.

During an instant of profound silence, I cast a glance at

the assembly , in the midst of which I found myself, and
was struck with astonishment in remarking their variety and

fantastic appearance . Beside men whose dignity of coun
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tenance, the patriotic exaltation of expression , readily

indicated them to be Americans, were others whose coarse

dresses, vivacity, petulance of movement,and the expan

sive joy of their visages, strongly recalled to me the

peasantry of my own country ; behind these, near to the

door, and on the piazza which surrounded the house,

stood some immovable, impassable, large, red , half naked

figures, leaning on a bow or a long rifle : these were the

Indians of theneighbourhood.

After a pause of some seconds, the governor resumed

his address, which he concluded by presenting, with great

eloquence, a faithful picture of the benefits which America

had derived from its liberty, and the happy influence which

republican institutions would one day exercise on the rest

of the world. When the orator had finished , a slight

murmur of approbation passed through the assembly, and

was prolonged until it was perceived that General La

fayette was about to reply, when an attentive silence was

restored .

After these reciprocal felicitations, another scene not less

interesting commenced. Some old revolutionary soldiers

advanced from the crowd, and came to shake hands with

their old general; while heconversed with them , and heard

them, with softened feelings, cite the names of those of their

ancient companions in arms, who also fought at Brandy

wine and Yorktown, but for whom it was not ordained to

enjoy the fruits of their toils, nor to unite their voices with

that of their grateful country. The persons whom I had re

marked as having some likeness in dress and manners to our

French peasants, went and came with vivacity in all parts

of the hall , or sometimes formed little groups, from the

midst of which could be heard , in the French language ,

the most open and animated expressions ofjoy. Having

been introduced to one of these groups by a member

of the committee of Kaskaskia, I was received at first

with great kindness, and was quickly overwhelmed with

a volley of questions, as soon as they found I was a

Frenchman, and accompanied general Lafayette. " What!

are you also come from France ? Give us then some news

from that fine, that dear country. Are people happy there ?

Are they free as they are here ! Ah! what pleasure to see

our good Frenchmen from grand France!" and the ques
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tions followed with such rapidity, thatI knew not which to

understand. I was not long inperceiving that these good

men were as ignorant of the things whichconcerned their

mother country, as they were enthusiastic. They are ac
quainted with France only by tradition from the reign of

Louis XIV.and they have no idea of theconvulsions which,

during the last forty years, have torn the country of their

fathers. “ Have you not had,” said one of them to me,

who had justaskedme many questions about General La

fayette, which would not havebeen asked by an American

child ten years of age, “ have you not had another famous

general, called Napoleon, who has made many glorious

wars ?" I think if Napoleon had heard such a question

asked , his vanity would have been somewhat shocked by

it. He, who believed he filled the universe with his name,

because he had overturned some old thrones of Europe,

and destroyed the liberty of France, was yet hardly known

on the banks of the Mississippi ; not more than two thou

sand leagues from the theatre of his glory, his name is pro

nounced with an expression of doubt! Indeed , there is in

this something to damp the most ardent passion for cele

brity : I did my best to reply to the question ofmyCanadian ,

to make him comprehend, as well as those who surrounded

him, who was this famous General Napoleon . At the re

cital of his exploits, they at first clapped their hands , and

assumed an air of superiority, in saying, “ These are our

brave Frenchmen. It is onlyamong them that menlike

these are to be found !" But when I came to tell them how

this famous general caused himself to be made consul ; how

he made himself emperor ; how he had successively de

stroyed our liberty , and paralyzed the exercise ofour rights;

how, finally, he had himself fallen, leaving us, after twenty

years of war, nearly at the same pointwhence we had

started at the commencement of our revolution , they all

became sad as if aboutto weep, and exclaimed : “ And you

have suffered all that ! How , in beautiful France, and

grand France, are they not free as in the state of Illinois ?

Good heavens ! is it possible ? What, can you not write

whatever you please ? Cannot you go every where without

passports? Is it not you who nominate the mayors of your

towns and villages ? Is it not you who choose your govern

ors, or your prefects of departments or provinces ? Have
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you not the right to elect your representatives to the na

tional assembly ? Are none of you called to the election of

the chief of the government, althoughyou pay the whole of

such heavy taxes? Alas ! our good Frenchmen of grand

France are then more to be pitied than the negro slaves of

Louisiana, who are, indeed, miserable enough !for if these

exercise none of the rights which we all exercise here, they

at least pay no money, and have masters that support them .

Duringthese exclamations , I did not know what to say.

The colour mounted to my cheeks, and I confess that my

national vanity suffered singularly to hear ignorant Cana

dians express sentiments of pity for my countrymen, and

draw a parallel to their disadvantage between them and

miserable slaves ; but these sentiments were too well found

ed to admit of my complaining, and I was silent. I only

made a promise to myself to be more discreet for the fu

ture, and not to speak with so much freedom of the politi

calsituation of my country before freemen.

While I was occupied with the Canadians, the crowd,

influenced by a feeling of delicacy and kind attention, in

sensibly withdrew , to leave General Lafayette time to take

a few moments' repose while waiting for the banquet which

the citizens had hastily prepared. Wishing to profit by

the short time we had to remain at Kaskaskia, Mr. George

Lafayette and myself went out to view the environs of the

village, in company with some of the inhabitants, and left

the general with our other travelling companions and some

old revolutionary soldiers, at Colonel Edgar's. At the

public square we found nearly all the citizens walking

about, and joyously conversing upon the event of the day.

We found in their groups thesame varietyof physiognomy

that had struck me in the hall . While Mr. George gathered

from an American, the details of the origin and present

situation of Kaskaskia , l approached a small circle of

Indians , in the centre of which was a man of high stature

and singular aspect. His face, without being coppery like

that of the Indians , was still very swarthy. His short

dress, his long belt, to which hung a powder-horn , his long

leather leggings, extending above his knees, and all his

equipage, announced a hunter of the forest. He was lean

ing on a long rifle, and appeared to inspire by his discourse

a lively interest in his hearers. When he observed me, he

12*
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came to me without forwardness, but with marked kind

ness. He extended his hand , and I gave him mine, which

he shook cordially . I had a moment's hesitation in address

ing him, not knowing whether he understood English or

French ; but he spoke to me first in French , and 1 soon

found myself quite at ease with him . He informedmethat

he was of mixed blood , that his mother was of the Kicka

poos tribe, and that his father was a Canadian . He lives

amongthe Indians of the neighbourhood, who have a great

friendship and respect for him , because, notwithstanding

fifty years and fatigue have begun to whiten bis head , he

yet equals them in hunting and all the exercises of the

body, and because he often serves them as a mediator be

tween them and the whites, whose language he perfectly

understands, although his common language is Indian.

Those who surrounded him were not all similarly clothed,

nor similarly painted. It was easy to distinguish somedif
ferences in their features and manners. I concluded that

they were not all of the same tribe. The hunter confirmed

me in this opinion by telling me that at this moment, there

were aboutKaskaskia three or four camps of Indians,

come to sell the furs obtained by their great hunting during

the winter. He named the different tribes who occupied

the
camps ; but their names were so barbarous, or so badly

pronounced, that I could not comprehend them ; I under

stood distinctly only that of Miami, which , repeated three

or four times, roused from his apathy a little man, who

until then stood motionless before me, wrapped in a blan

ket ; his face, bloated by intemperance, was painted red ,

blue, and yellow . At the name of Miami, he raised his

head, assumed an air of ridiculous dignity, and said , " ]

should be the chief of the Miami nation. My grandfather

was chief, my father was chief ; but the Miami have un

justlydecided that I should not succeed my father, and

now, instead of having a great quantity of furs to sell , 1

have none ; I shall quit Kaskaskia without being able to

buy arms, powder, or tobacco." While he thus spoke,a

man painted in the same way, but of a very loftystature

and athletic form , regarded him with a disdainful air, and

said , after tapping him on the shoulder, “ Dare you to com

plain of the justice of the Miami ? Thy grandfather was

our chief, sayest thou ? thy father was also ? But hast thou

יי
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then forgotten that thy grandfather was the bravest of our

warriors, and that the wisdom of thy father was heard in

our councils as the voice of the Great Spirit ? But, by

what title wouldst thou command among men ? Feeble

as an old woman, thou hast not even the courage to hunt

to satisfy thy wants , and thou wouldst sell us to the whites

for a bottle of whiskey." . A contemptuous gesture ter

minated this rude apostrophe, which was translated into

French for me atthe time by the stout hunter ; and the fallen

prince , sadly leaning on a small bow, similar to those

with which the Indian boys exercise, kept silence. His

fate seemed to me truly deserving of pity ; I could not,

however, avoid feeling a sentimentof esteem for the Miami

nation , who do not believe that legitimacy in a prince can

supply the place of all the virtues.

Iwas still among the Indians, questioning thehunter as

to the situation and force of their tribes , which civilization

is rapidly diminishing, when I saw the secretary of the

governor of Louisiana, Mr. Caire , approach , who came to

propose that I should go with him to visit an Indian'en

campment, at a very short distance from the village. I

consented, and we set off immediately, in order to return

by the dinner hour. Leaving Kaskaskia, we crossed a

river of the same name, on a wooden bridge solidly built

and firmly connected. We then marched about twenty

minutes on the plain , to the entrance of a forest, which we

penetrated by a straight path traced along a rivulet. As

we advanced , the ground suddenly elevated itself to the

right and left, and we quickly found ourselves in a kind of

pass, formed by a succession of small hills, covered with

thickets. After about a quarter of an hour's walk , we

arrived at a fence, which we climbed, and behind which

two horses attracted our attention by the noise of the bells

hung round their necks . A little further on , the pass

enlarging, formed a delightful little valley, in the middle of

which some huts of bark were raised ina half circle ; this

was the Indian camp we sought. The openings of these

huts were all towards the centre of the circle , and the

planks elevated aboutthree feet from the ground, were

slightly inclined , like the cover of a field bed. With the

exception of a very old woman cooking at a fire in the

open air, we found no person in the camp. Either from
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by

spite, or because she neither comprehended French nor

English, this woman would reply to none of our questions,

and saw us with the greatest indifference, look at,and even

handle, all the objects which attracted our curiosity in the

All was arranged with sufficient order, and it was

easy to recognize the places occupied by the women,

the little utensils of the toilet, such as looking-glasses, pins,

bags of paint, &c, which we remarked there . After a mi

nute examination of this little camp, we were about to

leave it , when I was arrested on the border of the stream

let which ran through it, by the sight ofa small mill-wheel,

which appeared to have been thrown on the bank by the

rapidity of the current. I took it up and placed it where

I thought it had originally been put by the children , on two

stones elevated a little above the water ; and the current

striking the wings , made it turn rapidly. This puerility,
(which probably would have passed from my memory, if,
on the same evening, it had not placed me before the In

dians, in a situation sufficiently extraordinary,) greatly
excited the attention of the oldwoman, who, by her ges

tures, expressed to us a lively satisfaction .

On returning to Kaskaskia, we found Mr: de Syon , an

amiable young Frenchman ofmuch intelligence, who, on

the invitationof General Lafayette, left Washington city

with us to visit the southern and western states.

he had just made an excursion into the neighbourhood, and

appeared quite joyous at the discovery he had made; he

had met, in the midst of the forest, at the head of a troop

of Indians, a pretty young woman , who spoke French very

well , and expressed herself with a grace at which he
appeared as much astonished as we were. She had asked

him if it was true, that Lafayette was at Kaskaskia, and on

his replying affirmatively, shemanifested a great desire to

see him. “ I always carry with me, ” said she to Mr. de

Syon, “ a relique , that is very dear to me; I would wish to

show it to him; it will prove to him that his name is not
less venerated in the midst of our tribes, than among the

white Americans , for whom he fought. ” And in speaking

thus,she drew from her bosom a little pouch which enclosed

a letter carefully wrapped in several pieces of paper. “ It

is from Lafayette ,” said she, " he wrote it to my father a

long time since, and my father, when he died , left it to me

Like us
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is Mary."

as the most precious thing he possessed . ” At the sight of

this letter, Mr. de Syon proposed to the Indian girl to go

with him to Kaskaskia , assuring her that General Lafayette

would be very much pleased to see her; but this proposi

tion seemed to embarrass her, and under various pretexts,

she refused to come. " However,” she added, " if you have

any thing to say to me this evening, you will find me in my

camp, which is close by the village; any one can direct

you
the

way, for I am well known at Kaskaskia. My name

This recital of Mr. de Syon excited my curiosity keen

ly , and I would have willingly returned with him immedi

ately to search forMary; but, at this moment, a member of

the committee of Kaskaskia came to inform me that they

were about to sit down to dinner, and we saw General La

fayette going out of ColonelEdgar's, escortedby many citi

zens and crossing to Colonel Sweet's house where we were

to dine . We joined the procession and took our places at

table, where the general was seated under a canopy of

flowers prepared by the ladies of Kaskaskia, with much

skill and taste ; and which produced , by the blending of

the richest and most lively colours, the effect of a rain

bow.

I spoke to General Lafayette of the meeting with the

young Indian girl; and from the desire he manifested to

see her, I left the table with Mr. de Syon , at the moment

when the company began to exchange patriotic toasts , and

we sought a guide to Mary's camp. Chance assisted us

wonderfully, in directing us to an Indian of the same tribe

that we wished to visit. Conducted by him , we crossed the

bridge of Kaskaskia, and notwithstanding the darkness,

soonrecognized the path and rivulet I had seen in the

morning with Mr. Caire. When we were about to enter

the enclosure, we were arrested by the fierce barking of

two stout dogswhich sprang at, and would probably have

bitten us , but for the timely interference of our guide . We

arrived at the middle of the camp,which was lighted by a

large fire, around which a dozen Indians were squatted,

preparing their supper ; they received us with cordiality,

and, as soon as they wereinformed of the object of our

visit, one of them conducted us to Mary's hut, whom we

found sleeping on a bison skin . At the voice of Mr. de Syon,
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spite, or because she neither comprehended French nor

English, this woman would reply to none of our questions,

and saw us with the greatest indifference, look at,and even

handle, all the objects which attracted our curiosity in the

huts. All was arranged with sufficient order, and it was

easy to recognize the places occupied by the women, by

the little utensils of the toilet, such as looking-glasses, pins,

bags of paint, &c . which we remarked there . After a mi

nute examination of this little camp, we were about to

leave it, when I was arrested on the border of the stream

let which ran through it, by the sight ofa small mill-wheel,

which appeared to have been thrown on the bank by the

rapidity ofthe current. I took it up and placed it where

I thought it had originally been put by the children, on two

stones elevated a little above the water ; and the current

striking the wings , made it turn rapidly. This puerility,

(which probably would bave passed from my memory, if,

on the same evening, it had not placed me before the In

dians, in a situation sufficiently extraordinary,) greatly

excited the attention of the oldwoman, who, by her ges

tures , expressed to us a lively satisfaction.

On returning to Kaskaskia, we found Mr: de Syon , an

amiable young Frenchman of much intelligence, who, on

the invitation of General Lafayette, left Washington city

with us to visit the southern and western states. Like us

he had just made an excursion into the neighbourhood, and

appeared quite joyous at the discovery he had made ; he

had met, in the midst of the forest, at the head of a troop

of Indians , a pretty young woman, who spoke French very

well , and expressed herself with a grace at which he

appeared as much astonished as we were. She had asked

him if it was true, that Lafayette was at Kaskaskia , and on

his replying affirmatively, she manifested a great desire to
see him. " I always carry with me,” said she to Mr.de

Syon , “ a relique , that is very dear to me; I would wish to

show it to him; it will prove to him that his name is not
less venerated in the midst of our tribes, than among the

white Americans, for whom he fought.” And in speaking

thus, she drew from her bosom a little pouch which enclosed

a letter carefully wrapped in several pieces of paper. “ It

is from Lafayette," said she, " he wrote it to my father a

long time since, and my father, when he died , left it to me
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as the most precious thing he possessed.” At the sight of

this letter, Mr. de Syon proposed to the Indian girl to go

with him to Kaskaskia, assuring her that General Lafayette

would be very much pleased to see her; but this proposi

tion seemed to embarrass her, and under various pretexts,

she refused to come. “ However,” she added , " if you have

any thing to say to me this evening, you will find me in my

camp, which is close by the village; any one can direct

you
the

way, for I am well known at Kaskaskia. My name

is Mary."

This recital of Mr. de Syon excited my curiosity keen

ly , and I would have willingly returned with him immedi

ately to search forMary; but, at this moment, a member of

the committee of Kaskaskia came to inform me that they

were about to sit down to dinner, and we saw General La

fayette going out of ColonelEdgar's, escortedby many citi

zens and crossing to Colonel Sweet's house where we were

to dine. We joined the procession and took our places at

table, where the general was seated under a canopy of

flowers prepared by the ladies of Kaskaskia, with much

skill and taste ; and which produced, by the blending of

the richest and most lively colours, the effect of a rain

bow.

I spoke to General Lafayette of the meeting with the

young Indian girl; and from the desire he manifested to

see her, I left the table with Mr. de Syon , at the moment

when the company began to exchange patriotic toasts , and

we sought a guide to Mary's camp. "Chance assisted us

wonderfully, in directing us to an Indian of the same tribe

that we wished to visit. Conducted by him , we crossed the

bridge of Kaskaskia, and notwithstanding the darkness,

soon recognized the path and rivulet I had seen in the

morning with Mr. Caire. When we were about to enter

the enclosure, we were arrested by the fierce barking of

two stout dogs which sprang at , and would probably have

bitten us , but for the timely interference of our guide. We

arrived at the middle of the camp, which was lighted by a

large fire, around which a dozen Indians were squatted,

preparing their supper ; they received us with cordiality,

and, as soon as they wereinformed of the object of our

visit, one of them conducted us to Mary's hut, whom we

found sleeping on a bison skin . At the voice of Mr. de Syon,
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fore , left me, promising to return to see me everyyear
after

the great winter's hunt; he came, in fact, several times af

terwards; and I , notwithstanding the disagreeableness of a

sedentary life, grew up, answering the expectations of my

careful benefactor and his wife. I became attached to their

daughter, who grew up with me, and the truths of the

Christian religion easily supplanted in my mind the super

stition of my fathers,whom I had scarcely known; yet, I

confess to you , notwithstanding the influence of religion

and civilization on my youthful heart, the impressions of

infancy were not entirely effaced. If the pleasure of wan

dering conducted me into the shady forest, I breathed more

freely, and it was with reluctance that I returned home;

when , in the cool of the evening, seated in the door of my

adopted father's habitation , I heard in the distance, through

the silence of the night, the piercing voice ofthe Indians,

rallying to return to camp, 1 started with a thrill ofjoy,and

myfeeble voiceimitatedthe voice of the savage with a fa

cility that affrighted my young companion ; and when oc

casionally some warriors came to consult mybenefactor in

regard to their treaties , or hunters to offer him a part of the

produce of their chase , I was always the first to run to

meet and welcome them ; I testified my joy to them by

every imaginable means, and I could not avoid admiring

and wishing for their simpleornaments, which appeared to

me far preferable to the brilliant decorations of the whites.

“ In the meanwhile, for five years my father had not ap

peared at the period of the return from the winter's hunt

ing ; but a warrior, whom I had often seen with him, came

and found me one eveningat the eộtrance of the forest, and

said to me : Mary, thy father is old and feeble, he has

been unable to follow us here ; but he wishes to see thee

once more before he dies, and he has charged me to con

duct thee to him. ' In saying these words he forcibly took

my hand , and dragged me with him. I had not even time

to reply to him , nor even to take any resolution, before we

were at a great distance , and I saw well that there was

no part left for me, but to follow him. We marched

nearly all night, and at thedawn ofday, we arrived at a bark

hut , built in the middle of a little valley. Here I sawmy

father, his eyes turned towards the just rising sun. His face

was painted as for battle. His tomahawk ornamented with
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many scalps , was beside him ; he was calm and silent as an

Indian who awaited death. As soon as he saw me he drew

out of a pouch a paper wrapped with care in a very dry

skin , and gave itme,requesting that I should preserve it as
a most precious thing. I wished to see thee once more

before dying,' said he, and to give thee this paper, which

is the most powerful charm (manitou) which thou canst

employ with the whites to interest them in thy favour ; for

all those to whom I have shown it have manifested towards

me a particular attachment. I received it from a great

French warrior, whom the English dreaded as much

as the Americans loved, and with whom I fought in my

youth . After these words my father was silent, next morn

ing he expired. Sciakape, the name of the warrior who

came for me, covered the body ofmy father with the branch

es of trees , and took me back to my guardian . '

Here Mary suspended her narrative, and presented tome

a lettera little darkened by time, but in good preservation.

“ Stay,” said she to me, smiling, you see that I have faith

fully complied with the charge ofmy father ; I have taken

greatcare of his manitou." I opened the letter and recog

nized the signature and handwriting of General Lafayette.

It was dated at head quarters, Albany, June, 1778 , after

the northern campaign , and addressed to Panisciowa, an

Indian chief of one of the Six Nations , to thank him for the

courageous manner in which he had served the American

66 Well ” said Mary, now that
you

know me well

enough to introduce me to General Lafayette, shall we go
to him that I may also greet him whom my father revered

as thecourageous warrior and the friend of our nations ?"

“ Willingly , " I replied, " but it seems to me that you have

promised to inform us in what manner, after having tasted

for some time the sweets of civilization , you came to return

to the rude and savage life of the Indians ? " At this ques

tion , Mary looked downwards and seemed troubled.

However, after a slight hesitation , she resumed in a lower

tone : “ After the death of my father, Sciakape often
returned to see me. We soon became attached to each

other ; he did not find it difficult to determine me to follow

him into the forest, where I became his wife .
This reso

lution at first very much afflicted my benefactors ; but

Vol. 11.-13

cause.
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when they saw that I found myself happy, they pardoned

me ; and each year, during all the time that our encamp

ment is established near Kaskaskia, I rarely pass a day

without going to see them ; if you wish, we canvisit them,

for their house is close by our way , and you will see by

the reception they will give me, that they retain their

esteem and friendship.” Mary pronounced these last

words with a degree of pride, whichproved to us that she

feared that we might have formed a bad opinion of her, on

account of her flight from the home of her benefactors

with Sciakape. We accepted her proposition, and she

gave the signal for departure. At her call , her husband

and eight warriors presented themselves to escort us . M.

de Syon offered her his arm , and we began our march.

We were all very well received by the family of Mr. Mes

nard ; but Mary above all received the most tender

marks of affection from the persons of the household.

Mr. Mesnard , Mary's adopted father, was at Kaskaskia, as

one of thecommittee charged with the reception of La

fayette, and Mrs. Mesnard asked us if we would undertake

to conduct her daughter tothe ball which she herself was

prevented from attending by indisposition. We assented

with pleasure ; and, while Mary assisted Miss Mesnard to

complete her toilet, we seated ourselves round a great fire

in the kitchen . Scarcely were we seated , when I saw

moving in the corner, a black mass, of which I had at first

a difficulty in recognising the nature and form ; but, after

an attentive examination, I found it was an old negro

doubled by age . His face was so much wrinkled and

deformed by time, that it was impossible to distinguish in

it a single feature,and I guessed the place of his mouth by

the little cloud of tobacco -smoke which escaped thence,

from time to time. This man appeared to give great

attention to the conversation which took place between

us and a young man of Mr. Mesnard's family; when he

understood that we travelled with General Lafayette, and

that we came from St. Louis, he asked if we had found

many Frenchmen there, I replied that we had seen some,

and, among others , Mr. Choteau, the founder of the town.

“ What !” cried he with a loud voice, which seemed not to

belong to so decrepid a body —— “ What! you found the

Title Choteau ? Oh ! I know him well , so I do, that little
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Choteau ; we have travelled a great deal together on the

Mississippi , and that at a time when very few of the whites

had come this far." “ But do you know ," said I , “ that he

whom you call the little Choteau is very old , that he is

certainly more than ninety years of age? ” “ Oh ! I be

lieve that well ! ' but what of that? that does not prevent

that I should know him well , when a child ." w Of what

age are you , then ?" “ Of that I know nothing, as they

never taught me to count. All that I know is , that I left

New Orleans with my master, who made part of the expe

dition sent by the Navigation Company of the Mississippi,

under the orders of the young Choteau, to go and build a

fort high up the river. Young Choteau washardly seven

teen , but he was commander of the expedition, because his

father was, they said, one of the richest proprietors of the

company. After having rowed a long timeagainst the

current and suffered great fatigue, wearrived at last not

far from here, where we set about building Fort Chartres ,

It seems as if I was now there ; I see from here the great

stones which bore the great arches we built. Every one

of us said , · Here is a fort will last longer than us all , and

longer than our children .' l also believed it well , and yet

I have seen the last of it ; for it is now in ruins , and I am

yet living. Do you know, sir, how many years it is since
we built Fort Chartres ?" " At least eighty years , if I am

not deceived." " Well, count, and you will know very

nearly my age. I was then at least thirty years old, for

the little Choteau appeared to me a child ; I have already

served three masters, and I have suffered a great deal.”

* According to that account, you are a hundred and ten

years old , Daddy Francis." " Yes, indeed, I believe I

am at the least that, for it is a long time that I have

laboured and suffered." 6 How !" said the young man

who was seated near him, 66 do
you

suffer now, Francis ? ”

“ Oh ! pardon me, sir, I speak not of the time I have lived

in this house. Since I belonged to Mr. Mesnard it is very

different; I am now happy . Instead of serving others,

they all serve me. Mr. Mesnard will not even allow me

to go and bring in a little wood for the fire ; he says I am

too old for that. But I must tell the truth , Mr. Mesnard

is not a master to me ; he is a man- he is a friend."

This homage of the old slave , rendered to the humanity
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of his master, gave us a high idea of the character of Mr.

Mesnard . While we were yet listening to old Francis,

Mary and Miss Mesnard came to inform us that they were

ready, and asked us if we would beon our way, as it began

to grow late. We took leave of Mrs. Mesnard, and found

our Indian escort who had waited patiently for us at the

door, andwho resumed their position nearus at some dis

tance in front, to guide and protect our march , as if we

had been crossing an enemy's country. The night was

quite dark , but the temperature was mild, and the fire - flies

illuminated the atmosphere around us . M. de Syon con

ducted Mişs Mesnard, and I gave my arm to Mary, who,

notwithstanding the darkness, walked with a confidence

and lightness which only a forest life could produce. The

fire - flies attracted and interested me much ; for, although

this was not the first time I had observed them, I had never

before seen them in such pumbers. I asked Mary if these

insects, which from their appearance seem so likely to

astonish the imagination , had never given place among the

Indians to popular beliefs, or tales. “ Not among the

nations of these countries , where every year we are fami

liarised with their great numbers," said she to me,“ but I

have heard that among the tribes of the north, they com

monly believe that they are the souls of departed friends,

who return to console them or demand the performance of

some promise. I even know several ballads on this sub

ject. One of them appears to have been made a long

time since, in a nation which lives farther north and no

longer exists. It is by songs that great events and popular
traditions are ordinarily preserved among us , and this bal

lad , which I have often heard sung by the young girls of

our tribe, leaves no doubt as to the belief of some Indians

concerning the fire -fly. " I asked her to sing me this song ,

which she did with much grace. Although I did not com

prehend the words, which were Indian, 1observed agreat

harmony in their arrangement, and, in the very simple

music in which they were sung, an expression of deep
melancholy.

When she had finished the ballad , I asked her if she

could not translate it for me into French , so that I might

comprehend the sense . “ With difficulty ,” she said, " for

I have always found great obstacles to translating exactly
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the expressions of our Indians into French, when I have

served them as interpreter with the whites; but I will try .”

Andshe translated nearly as follows:

6. The rude season of the chase was over. Antakaya,

the handsomest, the most skilful, and bravest of the Chero

kee warriors, came to thebanks of the Avolachy, where he

was expected by Manahella, the young virgin promised to
his love and bravery.

“ The first day of the moon of flowers was to witness

their union. Already had the two families, assembled round

the same fire , given their assent; already had the young

men and women prepared and ornamented the new cabin ,

which was to receive the happy couple, when, at the rising

of the sun , a terrible cry,
the

cry of war, sent forth by the

scout who always watches at the summit of the hill, called

the old men to the council , and the warriors to arms.

• The whites appeared on the frontier. Murder and

robbery accompanied them . The star of fertility had not

reached its noontide height, and already Antakaya had de

parted at the head of his warriors to repel robbery; murder,
and the whites.

“ Go, said Manahella to bim, endeavouring to stifle her

grief, go fight the cruel whites , and I will pray to the Great

Spirit to wrap thee with a cloud, proof against their blows.

I will pray him to bring thee back to the banks of the

Avolachy, there to be loved by Manahella.

" I will return to thee , replied Antakaya, I will return to

thee. My arrows have never disappointed my aim , my

tomahawk shall be bathed in the blood of the whites; I

will bring back their scalps to ornament the door of thy

cabin ; then I shall be worthy of Manahella ; then shall we

love in peace,then shall we be happy.

“ The first day of the moon of flowers had brightly dawn

ed, and many morehad passed away, and none had heard

from Antakaya and his warriors. Stooping on the shores of

the Avolachy, the mournful Manahellaevery evening raised

to the evil spirits little pyramids of polished pebbles, to
appease theiranger and avert their resistance to her wellbe

loved; but the evil spirits were inflexible, and their violent .

blasts overthrew the little pyramids.

“ One evening of the lastmoon of flowers, Manahellamet

on the banks of the river a pale and bloody warrior, Die,
13*
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Tennessee, to the north -east by South Carolina , to the

south -east by the Atlantic ocean, to the south by Florida,

and to the west by the state of Alabama. Its surface is

58,000 square miles, and its population 340,989 inhabi

tants, of which nearly 150,000 are slaves ; a proportion

truly alarming, and which will, some day, bring Georgia

into an embarrassing situation, if its government does not

adopt some measure to diminish the evil. Here, as in all

the slave states , the blacks are goods and chattels, which

are sold like any other property,and which may be inhe

rited ; but their introduction into the state as an object of

commerce is severely prohibited. According to existing

laws, a person who brings into the state a slave,which he

sellsorexposes to sale within the year immediately suc

ceeding his introduction, is subjected to a penalty of one

thousand dollars, and an imprisonment of five years in the

state prison. The prejudices against the coloured race is

very strong among the Georgians, and I have not remarked

that they have made any great efforts for the abolition of

slavery ; the laws even interpose a barrier to gradual

emancipation, for a proprietor cannot give liberty to his

slave without the authority of the legislature. Theancient

code of slavery introduced by the English , and which was

a code of blood , is fallen into disuse, and has been sup

plied by some laws protective of the slaves . Thus, for

example, whoever now designedly deprives a slave of life

or limb, is condemned to the same punishment as if the

crime had been committed on a white man, except in a

case of insurrection ; but we feel that this law is to be

administered by judges who are themselves slave-holders ,

and under the influence of the same prejudices as their

fellow citizens ; thus may one say with truth , that if the

slaves of Georgia do not perish under the whip of their

master, as too often happens in the French colonies, it is

owing solely to the naturally mild and humane dispositions

of the Georgians, and not tothe efficacy of the laws, which

admit that a slave may accidentally dié on receiving mode

rate correction , without the author of the infliction being

guilty of murder.

Georgia, it is said, was that one of the ancient colonies

in which the revolution obtained the fewest suffrages.

The royal party, for a long time, preserved there a great
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influence, which ,augmented by the presence of a numerous

body of English, under the orders of Colonel Campbell,

maintained the royal government until the end of the war;

thus the patriots had more to suffer in Georgia than else

where.

It was not until 1798 , that the constitution , which had

been adopted in 1785 and amended in 1789, was detini

tively and vigorously enforced by a general assembly of

the representatives. This constitution is very nearly simi

lar to that of South Carolina.

If Georgia is not yet one of the richest states of the

Union, by the abundance and variety of its productions,

the cause should be attributedto the influence of slavery

alone. No country, perhaps, is more favoured by nature

than this, and all the products of the most opposite climates
may be easily and abundantly drawn from its soil. The

seashores and the adjacent islands produce six hundred

pounds of long cotton per acre, of which the medium price

is thirty cents per pound ; and the same soil willproduce
four crops without manure. Sugar may be cultivated in

the same soil, with an equal success. The white mulberry

grows there in such quantities, that Georgia could easily

liberate the United States from an annual tribute of seve

ral millions which theypay to Europe, if the culture of silk

was confided to skilful and interested hands ; that is to say,

to the hands of freemen. Tea grows without culture in

the neighbourhood of Savannah ; in some choice places,

three crops of indigo are annually produced ; and, in the

interior, the lands produce abundantly of grain and maize ;

finally, pulse and fruits of all kinds grow here with an

unusual facility. But to fertilize the sources of such abun

dant riches, there are requisite an industry and activity,

rarely possessed by men accustomed to confide the care

of their existence to the devotedness of unhappy beings

brutalised by slavery. *

* See the excellent work of Captain Hugh M -Call, published in 1811 ,
entitled “ The History ofGeorgia .'
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CHAPTER VI.

Departure from Milledgeville - Macon - Indian Agency - Meeting with

Indians during aStorm - Hamley - M'Intosh's Tribe Uchee Creek

-Big Warrior — Captain Lewis - Line Creek — Montgomery - Fare

well of M Intosh - Cahawba - State of Alabama - Mobile.

On the 29th of March, after having taken leave of the

citizens of Milledgeville, and expressed our thanks to the

committee of arrangement, the authorities of the town and

the state, for the kindnesses with which we had been

loaded , we resumed our route with some aides-de-camp of

Governor Troup, who, with a skilful foresight, had previ.

ously arranged every thing, so that the general should

experience the inconveniences inevitably to be encoun

tered, as little as possible, in a journey across a country

without roads, towns, and almost without inhabitants ; for,

to enter the state of Alabama, we had to traverse that vast

territory which separates it from Georgia, and which is

inhabited bythe Creek nation ; a people which civiliza

tion has blighted with some of its vices , without having

been able to win them from the habits of a wandering and

The first day , after travelling for some hours, we arrived

at Macon to dinner, where the general was received with

enthusiasm by the citizens, and a number of ladies,

whose elegance and manners formed a singular contrast to

the aspect of the country we had traversed. Macon,

which is a smalland handsome village, tolerably populous,
did not exist eighteen months since ; it has arisen from the

midst of the forests as if by enchantment. It is a civilized

speck lost in the yet immense domain of the original chil

dren of the soil. Within a league of this place, we are

again in the bosom of virgin forests ; the summits of these

aged trees, which appear as records of the age of the world,

waved above our heads , and, when agitated by the winds,

gave rise alternately to that shrill or hollow tone, which
Chateaubriand has termed the voice of the desert. The

road we pursued was a kind of gulley or fissure, over the

savage life.
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bottom of which the general's carriage was with difficulty

drawn, and often at the risk of being shattered in pieces;

we followed on horseback , and arrived in the evening at
the Indian agency.

This is anisolated habitation in the midst of the forests,

built during the last year for the conferences between the

Indiau chiefs and the commissioners of the United States.

It was there that the treaty was formed, by which the

tribes inhabiting the left bank of the Mississippi consented

to retire to the right bank, on the payment of a consider

able sum ofmoney to them. The year 1827 was assigned

as the time for their evacuation, and it is not without sor

row that the Indians find that it is drawing near ; they will

relinquish with regret the neighbourhood of civilized man,

although they detest him ; and accuse their chiefs of hav

ing betrayed them in making this cession , which, it is said,

has already cost the life of M ·Intosh, one of the chiefs who
signed the treaty.

We passed the night at the Indian agency ; we had been

expectedthe evening before by about a hundred Indians,

among whomthe name of Lafayette has existed by tradi

tion for fifty years ; but the delays we had met with had

exhausted their patience, andthey had gone to prepare for

our reception elsewhere. On the second day we had to

traverse thirty-two miles over a road which became more

and more difficult. A storm , such as is never seen in

Europe, and which, however, I cannot pause to describe,

now assailed us, and forced ustohalt forsome hours. Hap

pily we found a shelter in a cabin built by an American,

not far distant from the road . Some Indian hunters, ac

customed, no doubt, to seek refuge here, were drying their

garments around a large fire ; we took our place among

them without being known, or attracting any particular at

tention . Mine, on the contrary, was strongly excited by

this interview, the first of the kind I had met with. I had

heard much of the manners of these sons of nature, and ,

like every inhabitant of a civilized country, I entertained

such singular ideas respecting them, that the slightest of

their gestures, and every minutiæ of their dress and ac

coutrements, induced an astonishment which the Indians

did not appear to share in seeing us. As far as I could, by

signs, I proposed a multitude of questions, to which they
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replied by a pantomime, which was at once expressive and

laconic. I had heard much of the apathy of Indians as a

natural faculty, but also singularly augmented in them by
education. I wished to make a few experiments on this

point, but did not know how they would receive them. I

provoked one of them by hostile gestures ; but my anger,

though tolerably well assumed, did not appear to excite
more emotion than the tricks of a child would have done.

He continued his conversation without attending to me,

and his countenance expressed neither fear nor contempt.

After some other trials of the same kind, always received

with the same calm indifference, I recurred to signs of

kindness ; I offered to the Indians a glass of brandy : this

succeeded better. They emptied it. I showed them some

pieces of money, which they took without ceremony . !

soon quitted them, and it appeared to methat we separated

very good friends. The termination of the storm now per

mitted us to resume our route, and we arrived at a resting

place rather better than that of the preceding evening.

This was a group of cabins constructed of logs, and covered

with bark . The owner was an American , whom a reverse

of fortune had forced to take refuge here, where he carried

on a lucrative trade with the Indians by exchanging goods

from the coast for furs. His small farm was composed of

some acres in tolerable cultivation, a well furnished poul

try yard , and the dwelling I have spoken of above. On

arrival, we found two Indians seated before his door, one

young, the other middle aged, but both remarkable for

their beauty and form . They were dressed in a short
frock , of a light material , fastened around the body by a

wampum belt. Their heads were wrapped with shawls
of brilliant colours , their leggings of buckskin reached

above the knee. They aroseon the approach of the gene

ral, and saluted him, the youngest, to our great astonish

ment, complimenting him in verygood English. We soon

learnt thathe had passed his youth in college in the United

States, but that he had withdrawn several years before

from his benefactor, to return among hisbrethren, whose

mode of life he preſerred to that of civilized man. The

general questioned him much as to the state of the Indian

nations. " He replied with much clearness and precision.

When the last treaty of the United States was spoken of,
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his countenance became sombrc , hestamped on the ground,

and, placing his hand upon his knife, murmured the name

of Mölntosh in such a manner, as to make us tremble for

the safety of that chief; and when we appeared to be

astonished, “ M ·Intosh , ” exclaimed he, “ has sold the land

of his fathers, and sacrificed us all to his avarice. The

treaty he has concluded in our name, it is impossible to

break, but the wretch !” . He stopped on making this vio

lent exclamation, and shortly afterwards quietly entered on

some other topic of conversation .

Hamley, (thename of the young Indian ,) when he found

we were somewhat rested , proposed to us to visit his house,

which he pointed out to us on the slope of a hill at a little
distance. Two of the governor's aides-de-camp and myself

accepted the invitation , and followed the two Indians. On

our route they showed to us a fenced enclosure , filled with

deer and fawns, which they called their reserve, and which

served them for food when they had been unsuccessfulin

the chase. Hamley's cabin adjoined this enclosure. We

entered it. There was a large fire onthe hearth , and even
ing having commenced, the whole building was illuminated

by the flame of the burning pine wood . The furniture

consisted of two beds, a table, some rude chairs, whilst

wicker baskets, fire arms, and bows and arrows, with a

violin , were hanging on the walls. The whole arrange

ment indicated the presence of man in a half civilized
state. Hamley's companion took down the violin , and

handling the instrument with vigour rather than lightness

and grace, played some fragments of Indian airs, which

induced a desire of dancing in Hamley, but whether from
courtesy , or from a wish of inducing a comparison which
would result to his own credit , hebegged us to begin.

The grave Americans who accompaniedme, excused them

selves. Being younger, or less reserved, I did not wait for

a second invitation, and executed some steps of our na

tional dances; this was all that Hamley desired . I saw

him throw off every thing that might embarrass him, seize

a large shawl, and triumphantly spring into the centreof

the apartment, as if he would say, it is now myturn. His

first movements, slow and impassioned, gradually became

animated, his movements, incomparably bolder and more

expressive than those of our opera dancers, soon became

7*
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so rapid that the eye could scarcely follow them . In the

intervals, or when he halted for breath , his steps softly

beating time to the music, his head gently inclined, and

gracefully following the movements of his pliant body, his

eyes sparkling with an emotion which reddened the cop

pery hue of his complexion, the cries that he uttered when

he awoke from this reverie in order to commence his rapid

evolutions, had the most striking effect upon us, which it

is impossible to describe.

Two Indian women, whom l -afterwards learned were

Hamley's wives, approached the house, during the time

that it resounded with his exertions , and our plaudits, but

they did not enter, and I therefore merely saw them. They

had the usual beauty of this race ; their dress was com

posed of a long white tunic, and a scarlet drapery thrown

over their shoulders ; their long black hair was wholly un

confined. On their neck, they had a necklace of four or

five strings of pearls , and in their ears , those immense silver

rings so generally worn by Indian women . I believed, from

their reserve, that Hamley had forbidden them to enter,

and therefore made no inquiries respecting them. There

were also some negroes about the house, but they did not

appear to be slaves. They were fugitives to whom he had

granted an asylum, and who repaid his hospitality by their
labour.

I would willingly have remained several days as Ham

ley's guest and companion in the chase ; but we were

obliged to continue our journey. We retired, and the next

day, the 31st March, resumed our route. As weplunged

deeper into this country of forests, the Indian soil seemed

to efface from our minds those prejudices which induce

civilized man to endeavour to impose his, mode of life on

all those nations who still adhere to primitive habits, and

to consider the invasion of districts in which this pretended

barbarity still exists, as a noble and legitimate conquest. It

must, however, be stated , to the praise of the Americans,

that it is not by extermination or war, but by treaties, in

which their intellectual superiority, it is true, exercises a

species of gentle violence, that they pursue their system of

aggrandizement against the Indian tribes to the west and

oth . With them, civilization is not sullied by crimes to

mpared with those of Great Britain in India, but in
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rendering this justice to them , we, at the same time, cannot

help feeling a strong interest in the fate of the unhappy In

dians. Thus, in meeting at every turn the bark cabin of

the Creek hunter, now the habitation of peace and savage

yet happy ignorance, we could not think without sorrow

how soon it might be overthrown and replaced by the

farm of the white settler,. It was on the banks of the Cha.

tahouche that we met with the first assemblage of Indians,

in honour of the general. A great number of women and

children were to be seen in the woods on the opposite

bank, who uttered cries of joy on perceiving us. The

warriors descended the side of a hill at a little distance,

and hastened tothat part of the shore at which we were

to disembark. The variety and singular richness of their

costumes presented a most picturesque appearance. Mr.

George Lafayette, who was the first that landed, was im

mediately surrounded by men, women, and children , who

danced and leaped around him, touched his hands and

clothes with an air of surprise and astonishment, that

caused him almost as much embarrassment as pleasure.

All at once, as if they wished to give their joy a grave and

more solemn expression , they retired, and the men ranged

themselves in front. He who appeared to be the chief of

the tribe, gave, by an acute and prolonged cry , the signal

for a kind of salute, which was repeated by the whole
troop, which again advanced towards the shore. At the

moment the general prepared to step on shore, some of the

most athletic seized the small carriage we had with us , and

insisted that the general should seat himself in it, not will

ing, as they observed, that their father should step on the

wet ground. The general was thus carried in a kind of

palanquin a certain distance from the shore, when the In

dian whom Ihave spoken of as the chief, approached him

and said in English , that all his brothers were happy in be

ing visited by one who, in his affection for the inhabitants
of America, had never made a distinction of blood or co

lour ; that he was the honoured father of all the races of

mendwelling on that continent. After the chief had finish

ed his speech, the other Indians all advanced and placed

their right arm on that of the general, in token of friend

ship. They would not permit him to leave the carriage,

but dragging it along, they slowly ascended the hill thev
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had previously left, and on which one of their largest vil

lages was situated.

During our progress I drew near to the Indian chief ; I

supposed that as he spoke English , that he, like Hamley,

had been educated in the United States, and this I found

to be the case. He was about 28 years of age, of a middle

height ; but the symmetry of his limbs was perfect, his

physiognomy noble, his expression mournful; when he was

not speaking he fixed his large black eyes, shaded by a

heavy brow ,steadfastly on theground. When he toldme

that he was the eldest son of M ·Intosh, I could not recall,

without emotions of sorrow, the imprecations I had heard

poured forth againstthis chief, on the preceding evening.

This , in all probability, occasioned the air of depression

and thoughtfulness I remarked in the young man ; but

what 1 afterwards learned in conversation with him ex

plained it still more satisfactorily ; his mind had been cul

tivated at the expense of his happiness. He appreciated

the real situationof his nation, he saw it gradually becom

ing weaker, and foresaw its speedy destruction ; he felt

how much it was inferior to those which surrounded it, and

was perfectly aware that it was impossible to overcome

the wandering mode of life of his people. Their vicinity
to civilization had been of no service to them ; on the con

trary , it had only been the means of introducing vices to

which they had hitherto been strangers ; he appeared to

hope that the treaty which removed them to another and

a desert country, would re -establish the ancient organiza

tion of the tribes, or at least preserve them in the state in

which they now were.

When we arrived at the brow of the hill we perceived

the glitter of helmets and swords ; troops were drawn up
in line along the road . These were not Indians ; they

were civilized men ,sent by the state of Alabama to escort

the general. The singular triumphal march to which he

had been obliged to submit, now ceased. The Indians

saw with somejealousy the American escort range them

selves round the general ; but we approached the village,

and they ran on in order to precede us. We there found

them on our arrival , with their garments thrown off, and

prepared to afford us a sight of their warlike games .
We arrived on a large plain, around whichwere situated
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about an hundred Indian huts , crowned by the rich ver

dure of the dense thickets ; one house was distinguished

for its greater size, it was that of the American agent.
He

also kept an inn , and his wife superintended a school for the

instruction of the Indian children . All the men were as

sembled, deprived of a part of their dress, their faces paint

ed in a grotesque manner, and somewearing feathers in

their hair, as a mark of distinction . They then announced

to us that there would be a mock fight in honour of their

white father. In fact, we soon perceived them separate

into two divisions, and form two camps atthe two extremi

ties of the place, appoint two leaders, and make prepara

tions for a combat. The cry that was uttered by each of

these troops, andwhich we were told was the war-whoop

of the Indian tribes, is , perhaps, the most extraordinary

modulation of the human voice that can be conceived, and

the effect it produced on the combatants of all ages, was

still more so. The sport began. They explained the plan

to us as follows : Each party endeavouredto drive a ball

beyond a certain mark , and that which attained this object

seven times would be the victor. We soon saw the com

batants, each armed with two long rackets , rush after the

light projectile, spring over each other in order to reach it,

seize it in the air with incredible dexterity, and hurl it be

yond the goal. When the ball was missed by a player, it

fell to the ground , when every head was bent, a scene of

great confusion ensued , and it was only after a severe

struggle that the players succeeded in again throwing it up .

In the midst of one of these long combats, whilst all the

players were bent around the ball, an Indian detached him.

self from the group to some distance, returned on a run,

sprung into the air, and after making several somersets,

threwhimself on the shoulders of the other players, leaped

into the circle, seized theball, and for the seventh time cast

it beyond the mark. This player was M·Intosh. The

victory was obtained by the camp which he commanded ;

he advanced to receiveourcongratulations under a shower

of applause from a part of the Indian women, whilst the

wives of the vanquished appeared to be endeavouring to

console them .

The general, after this game, which much amused him,

visited the interior of some of the huts, and the Indian
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school . When we were ready to resume our journey,

young M'Intosh re-appeared dressed as an European. He

requested permission from the general to accompany him

to Montgomery, where he wished to carry his brother, who

was about ten years of age, in order to place him under the

care of a citizen of Alabama, who had generously offered

to educate him . The general consented to it, and we all

set out for Uchee Creek, an American tavern, situated on

the banks of a creek of that name. We arrived at that

place at an early hour, and visited the neighbourhood,

which was charming. Accompanied by M'Intosh, I soon

made an acquaintance with the Indians of that district. We

found them exercising with the bow. I wished to try my

skill , M· Intosh likewise armed himself ; he had the arm

and eye of William Tell . Some proofs of his skill would

scarcely be credited were I to relate them . I was most

struck with the skill , with which, whilst lying on the ground,

he discharged an arrow , which , striking the ground at a

few paces distance , made a slight rebound, and flew to an

immense distance. This is the mode employed by the In.

dians when they wish to discharge their arrows to a great

distance without discovering themselves. I tried in vain

to accomplish it ; each timemy arrow, instead of rebound

ing, buried itself in the earth .

We returned to Uchee Creek , and met an Indian chief

on his way to the tavern. He was on horseback , with a

woman behind him. When he arrived within a few paces

of the house, he dismounted and went forward to salute the

general, and to make some purchases. During this time

his wife remained with the horse, brought it to him when

he wished to depart, held the bridle and stirrup when he

mounted , and afterwards sprung up behind him. I asked

my companions if this woman was the wife of the Indian,
and if such was the condition of the females of the nation.

They replied, that in general they were treated as we had

seen ; in the agricultural districts they cultivated the ground,

among the hunters they carried the game, the culinary

utensils, and other necessary articles, and thus loaded could

travel great distances, that even maternal cares scarcely

exonerated them from these laborious occupations. How

ever, in the excursions 1 afterwards made in the environs of

Uchee Creek , the condition of the women did not appear
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to me as unhappy as I was led to expect. I saw before al

most all the houses the women sitting in circles, engaged in

weaving baskets or mats, and amusing themselves with the

games and exercises of the young men , and I never remark

ed any signs of harshness on the part of the men , or of ser

vile dependence on the part of the women . I was so hos

pitably received in all the Indian cabins at Uchee Creek ,

and the country around was so beautiful, that it yet appears

to me as the most beautiful spot I ever visited.

Uchce Creek to the cabin of Big Warrior, which is the

nearest resting place, is about aday's journey, through a

country inhabited by Indians. We several times met par

ties ofthem, andwere greatly assisted by them in extricating

ourselves from dangerous places in the road , for the storm

had encumbered them , and swelled the streams. On one of

these occasions , the general received a touching specimen

of the veneration these sons of nature held him in. One

of the torrents we were to cross had risen above the unnail.

ed wooden bridge over which the carriage of the general

was to proceed . What was our astonishment, on arriving

at thestream, to find a score of Indians , who, holding each

other by the hand, and breast deep in water, marked the

situation of the bridge by a double line. We were well

pleased at receiving this succour, and the only recompense

demanded by the Indians, was to have the honour of tak

ing the general by the hand , whom they called their white

father, the envoy of the Great Spirit, the great warrior from

France, who came in former days to free them from the ty

ranny of the English . M'Intosh, who interpreted their

discourse to us , also expressed to them the general's and

our own good wishes . The village of the Big Warrior is

thus named on account of the extraordinary courage and

great stature of the Indian who was its chief. We arrived

there at a late hour ; the chief had been dead some time ;

the council of old men had assembled to name his succes

sor, and bad designated one of his sons, remarkable for the

same strength of body, as worthy of filling his place. This

son had much conversation with Mr. George Lafayette ; be

expressed himself in English , and astonished us by the sin

gularapathy with which he spoke of the death of his father.

But the Indians have not the slightest idea of what we call

griefand mourning. Death does notappear an evil to them ,
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either as regards the person who has quitted this life, or

those who are thus separated from him . The son of Big

Warrior only appeared to regret that the death of his father,

which had occurred a short time before, did not permit him

to dispose of his inheritance, and to present one of the

dresses of this celebrated chief to the general.

We only passed one night with the family of Big War

rior ; the next day we arrived at Line Creek, that is tosay,

at the frontier of the Indian country. We were received

there by an American who had married the daughter of a

Creek chief, and had adopted the Indian mode of life. He

was a Captain Lewis , formerly in the army of the United

States ; his house was commodious,and was furnished with

elegance for an Indian cabin. Captain Lewis, who is dis

tinguished for his knowledge andcharacter, appeared to us

to exercise great influence over the Indians ; he had assem

bled a greatnumber, well armed and mounted, to act as an

escort to the general. One of the neighbouring chiefs came

at the head ofa deputation to compliment the general. His

discourse, which appeared studied, was rather long, and

was translated to us by aninterpreter. Hecommenced by

high eulogiums on the skill and courage the general had

formerly displayed against the English ; the most brilliant

events of that war was recalled and recounted in a poetical

and somewhat pompous strain . He terminated somewhat

in these words : " Father,we had long since heard that you

had returned to visit our forests and our cabins ; you , whom

the Great Spirit formerly sent over the great lake to de

stroy those enemies of man, the English , clothed in bloody
raiment. Even the youngest amongst us will say to their

descendants, that they have touched your hand and seen

your figure, they will also behold you , for you are protected

bytheGreat Spirit from the ravages of age — you may

again defend us if we are attacked ."

The general replied , through the interpreter, to these

compliments of the Indians ; he again counselled them to

be prudent and temperate ; recommended their living in

harmony with the Americans, and to always consider them

as their friends and brothers ; he told them that he should

always think of them , and would pray for the welfare of

their families and the glory of their warriors. We now

directed our course to the stream which separates the
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Creek country from the state of Alabama. The Indians

under Captain Lewis, mounted on small horses as light

and nimble as deer, some armed with bows and arrows,

and others with tomahawks, followed us in a long file, the

rear of which was hidden in the darkness of the forest.

On arriving at the brink of the stream , they turned back,

uttering loud cries ; someof the chiefs, however, bid us a

final adieu as we left their territory.

We passed the night on the banks ofLine Creek, in a small

villageof the samename, almost entirely inhabited by per

sons whom the love of gain had assembled from all parts

of the globe, in the midst of these deserts, to turn to their

own profit the simplicity and above all the new wants of

the unfortunate natives. These avaricious wretches, who

without scruple poison the tribes with intoxicating liquors,

and afterwards ruin them by duplicity and overreaching,

are the most cruel and dangerous enemies of the Indian

nations, whom, at the same time, they accuse of being

robbers, idlers, and drunkards . If the limits to which I

had determined to restrain my narrative had not already

been overstepped, I could easily show , that these vices

with which they reproach the children of the forest, are

the result of the approach of civilization, and also in how
many instances theyare surpassed by the whites in cruelty

and want of faith . I will content myself with citing but

two facts from the thousands, which are an eternal stigma

onmen so proud of the whiteness of their skin, and who

call themselves civilized .

A short time since , a trader, living in the state of Ala

bama, went into the Creek country for the purposes of his

business . Having met with one of the chiefs of the nation,

he bargained with him for peltries ; but, as the conditions

he proposed were all disadvantageous to the Indian, to

inducehim the more readily to consent to them, he intoxi

cated him with whiskey. After the bargain was concluded ,

they set out together for the nearest village. On the way,

the Indian reflected on what he had done, and perceived

that he had been duped ; he wished to enter into some

other arrangement with the trader, but the discussion soon

caused a violent quarrel , which ended by the Indian strik

ing his adversary so violent a blow with his tomahawk, as

tostretch him dead at his feet. Twenty -four hours after

Vol. 11.-8
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wards, on the first complaint of the whites, the murderer

was arrested by his own tribe , who, after having assembled

their great council, pronounced him guilty of a base assas

sination , in thus having killed a white who was without

arms or means of defence. They then conducted him to

the banks of Line Creek, where they had requested the

whites to assemble to witness the justice they rendered

them , and shot him in their presence.

The evening of our arrival at Line Creek, I went into a

store to make some purchases , and whilst there, an Indian
entered and asked for twelve and a half cents worth of

whiskey. The owner of the shop received the money,

and told him to wait a moment, as the concourse of buyers

was very great. The Indian waited patiently for a quar

ter of an hour, after which he demanded his whiskey.

The trader appeared astonished, and told him if he wanted

whiskey he must first pay him for it. “ I gave you twelve

and a half cents a few moments since," said the Indian . The

poor wretch had scarcely pronounced these words, when

the trader sprung forward, seized him by the ears, and ,

assisted by one of his men, brutally turned him out of the

shop. 1 saw him give the money, and was convinced of

thehonesty of the one and the rascality of the other. I

felt strongly indignant, and notwithstanding the delicacy of

my situation, I would have stept forward to interfere, but

the whole scene passed so rapidly that I hardly had time

to say a few words. - I went out to see what the Indian

would do. I found him a few steps from the house, where

he had been checked by his melancholy emotions. An

instant afterwards, he crossed his arms on his breast, and

hurried towards his own country with rapid strides.
When he arrived on the margin of the stream, he plunged

in and crossed it without appearing to perceive that the

water reached above his knees. On attaining the other

side , he stopped, turned round, and elevating his eyes

towards heaven , he extended his hand towards the territory

of the whites, in a menacing manner, and uttered some

energetic exclamations in his own language. Doubtless ,

at that moment he invoked the vengeance of heaven

onhis oppressors; a vengeance thatwould havebeen

just, but his prayer was in vain . Poor Indians ! you

are pillaged, beaten, poisoned or excited by intoxicating
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liquors, and then you are termed savages ! Washington

said, “ Whenever I have been called upon to decidebe

tween an Indian and a white man, I have always found

that the white had been the aggressor.” Washington was

right.

The conduct of the American government is of an

entirely different character, as regards the Indian tribes.

It not only protects them against individual persecution ,

and sees that the treaties made with them by the neigh

bouring states are not disadvantageous to them, and are

faithfully adhered to , but it also provides for their wants

with a paternal solicitude. It is not a rare circumstance

for congress to vote money and supplies to those tribes,

whom a deficient harvest or unforeseen calamity have

exposed to famine.

Wequitted Line Creek on the 3d of April, and the same

day General Lafayette was received at Montgomery, by

the inhabitants of that village , and by the governor of the

state of Alabama, who had come from Cahawba with all

his staff and a large concourse of citizens , who had

assembled from great distances to accompany him. We

passed the next day at Montgomery, and left it on the

night of the 4th and 5th , after a ball, at which we had the

pleasure of seeing Chilli M'Intosh dance with several

beautiful women, who certainly had little idea that they

were dancing with a savage. The parting of M·Intosh

with the general was a melancholy one. He appeared
overwhelmed with sinister presentiments. After having

quitted the general and his son,he met me in the court

yard; he stopped, placed my right arm on his , and elevat

ing his left hand towards heaven , “ Farewell,” said he ,

always accompany our father and watch over him. Í

will pray to theGreat Spirit also to watch over him , and

give him a speedy and safe return to his children in France.

His children are our brothers ; he is our father. I hope

that he will not forget us." His voice was affected, his
countenance sad , and the rays of the moon falling obliquely

on his dark visage , gave a solemnity to his farewell with

which I wasdeeply moved . I wished to reply to him,

but he quitted meprecipitately and disappeared.

At two o'clock in the morning, we embarked on the

Alabama, on board the steamboat Anderson, which had

לל
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been richly and commodiously prepared for the general,

and provided with a band of musicians sent from New

Orleans. All the ladies of Montgomery accompanied us

on board , where we took leave of them ; and the moment

the reports of the artillery announced our departure,

immense fires were lighted on the shore. Our voyage as

far as the Tombigbee was delicious. It is difficult to

imagine any thing more romantic than the elevated, gra

velly, and oftentimes wooded shores of the Alabama.

During the three days we were on it , the echoes repeated

the patriotic airs executed by our Louisiania musicians.

We stopped one day at Cabawba, where the officers of

government of the state of Alabama had , in concert with

the citizens , prepared entertainments for General Lafay.

ette, as remarkable for their elegance and good taste, as

touching by their cordiality and the feelings of which they

were the expression. Among the guests with whom we

sat down to dinner, we found some countrymen whom

political events had driven from France. They mentioned

to us , that they had formed part of the colony at Champ

D’Asile. They now lived in a small town they had

founded in Alabama, to which they had given the name

Gallopolis. I should judge that they were not in a state of

great prosperity. I believe their European prejudices,

and their inexperience in commerce and agriculture, will

prevent them from being formidable rivals of the Ameri

cans for a length of time,

Cahawba, the seat of government of Alabama, is a flour

ishing town, whose population, although as yet small, pro

mises to increase rapidly, from its admirable situation at

the confluence of the Cahawba and Alabama.

The state of Alabama, which, like Mississippi , was for

merly part of Georgia, and with which its early history

is intimately connected, received a territorial governor

from congress in 1817, and was admitted into the federa

tion as an independent state in 1816. Its population , which

in 1810 was only 10,000, had risen to 67,000 in 1817, and

is at present 128,000. In this estimate of the population
I do not include the Indian tribes of Choctaws, Cherokees,

and Chickasaws, residing in the east and west of the state.

From Cahawba we descended the river to Claiborne, a

small fort on the Alabama. The general was induced by
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the intreaties of the inhabitants to remain a few hours,

which were passed inthe midst of the most touching de

monstrations of friendship. Mr. Dellet, who had been

appointed by his fellow citizens to express their sentiments ,

acquitted himself with an eloquence we wereastonished to

meet in a spot , which, but a short time before, only re

sounded with the savage cry of the Indian hunter.

A little below Claiborne,' I remarked that the banks of

the Alabama were much lower; when we had passed the

mouth of the Tombigbee, we found ourselves in the middle

of low marshy meadows, but apparently very fertile.

Finally, we arrived on the 7th of April, in Mobile bay, at

the bottom of which is situated a city of the same name.

The distance we had traversed in three days , and which

was more than three hundred miles, on account of the

windings of theriver, formerly required a month or six

weeks in ascending, and half the time in descending. This

shows what a prodigious revolution the application of

steam to navigation will effect in the commercial relations

of a country.

The city of Mobile, which is the oldest establishment in

the state, is very advantageously situated for commerce , on

a beautiful plain , elevated more than twenty feet above the

general level of the water. This town had languished for

a long time, under the despotism of theSpanish inquisition,

and the wretched administration of the French government.

It has often been devastated by the yellow fever. At pre

sent, all its wounds are healed; a few years of liberty

have sufficed to render it prosperous. When the Ameri

cans took possession , it did not contain more than two

hundred houses; at present, its population is more than

1800 souls . Formerly it scarcely exported four hundred

bales of cotton ; this year it has despatched upwards of

sixty thousand .

The arrival of the steam boat in the bay, was announced

by discharges of artillery from Fort Conde; and when we

reached the wharf at Mobile, the general found the com

mittee of the corporation and all the population assembled

to receive him. He was conducted to the centre of the

town under a triumphal arch , the four corners of which

were adorned with the flags of Mexico, the republics of

South America and Greece. In the centre was that of the

8 *
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United States. Here he was complimentedby Mr. Garrow

in the name of the city, and in presence of the municipal

body. He was then led to an immense hall, expressly con

structed for his reception. He there found all the ladies,

to whom he was presented by the governor; after which

Mr. Webb addressed him in the name of the state. In his

speech , the orator retraced with much truth , the debased

situation into which despotism and ignorance had formerly

plunged thecity of Mobile, and the rich territory that sur

rounded it ; he then painted the rapid and increasing pro

gress that liberty and republican institutions had produced

in the arts, in industry and commerce, which had now ren

dered thesevery spots rich and prosperous ; he attributed

this happy change to the glorious and triumphantexertions

of the revolutionary patriots, whose courageand constancy

had been sustainedby the noble example of Lafayette; and

he terminated by expressing his regret that the efforts of

the French patriots had not resulted in consequences

equally beneficial to their country .

In returning his thanks to the orator and the citizens of

Alabama, thegeneral took a rapid survey of the struggles

for liberty in which he had borne so important a part, and

concluded by expressing his deep conviction of the ne

cessity of the closest and most intimate union among the

states.

The inhabitants of Mobile, hoping that the general would

pass some days with them, had made great preparations for

entertainments to him, but the most part were rendered

useless . Limited in his time, he was obliged to yield to

the solicitations of the deputation from New Orleans, who

pressed him to depart the next morning. Nevertheless he

accepted a public dinner, a ball and a masonic celebration ;

afterwhich we went on board the vessel which was to take

him to New Orleans , to obtain a few hours of that repose,

which a day filled with so many pleasant emotions had

rendered absolutely necessary .
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CHAPTER VII.

Departure from Mobile-Gulf of Mexico - Passage ofthe Balize

Landing at the entrenchments near New Orleans - Entrance into

the city - Entertainments and Public Ceremonies — Battle of New
Orleans.

The vessel on board of which we had retired , on leaving

the ball , was the Natchez, an excellent and handsome

steam boat, sent by the city of New Orleans to transport

the general from Mobile to the shores of the Mississippi.

An experienced captain , Mr. Davis, commanded her; she

had on board the Louisiania deputation, at the head of

which was Mr. Duplantier, an old friend and companion in

arms of the general. At the break of day, cannon were

heard , at which signal we weighed anchor. The general

stationed on the deck, received the farewell of the citizens

who pressed in crowds to the shore, and testified their sor

row by expressive gestures and a gloomy silence. In half

an hour, the city of Mobile disappeared from the hori

.zon , which enlarged around us , and in a short time the

smoke of the artillery, tinged by the rays of the rising sun,

also became invisible. When night returned , it found us

in the Gulf of Mexico.

To reach New Orleans , we might choose between two

routes ; either behind Dauphin, Horn, Dog, Ship, or Cat

islands , traversing lakes Borgne and Portchartrain , and dis

embarking a fewmiles in the rear of the city, or else boldly

cross the gulf to the mouth of the Mississippi , pass the

Balize and ascend the river. Our captain, confident of

the solidity of his vessel, decided on the latter plan , which

was not unattended with danger, but it gained us a whole

day. We soon repented of his determination. A storm

arose in a short time. The motion of the vessel become

so disagreeable that we were obliged to lie down to avoid

the sea sickness which attacked almost all of us . During

the night, the wind greatly augmented, and the waves be

came so high, that several of them entering the ports, inun

dated the cabin and our beds . The noise of the wind,
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waves, and engine , with the creaking of the vessel , were so

horrible, that we expected to founder every moment, At

break of day I ascended to the deck, from whence I beheld

the most imposing and awful spectacle ; we arrived at the

Balize. We could not avoid feeling a strong emotion at

the sight of this magnificent river, whose rapid stream and

prodigious breadthannounced rather a conqueror than a

tributary of the ocean . Its waves repelling, to a great dis

tance , those of the sea , heaped on the low islands at its

mouth , thousands of immense trunks of trees, which, after

having flourished for ages under the polar circle, were now

decaying under the burning sky of Mexico, and feeding a

new vegetation with their remains. Enormous alligators

of a sinister appearance and sluggish gait, attached to the

floating trunks of trees , menaced the navigator, and seemed

to dispute the entrance of the river with him . For a long

time after we had entered the Mississippi we thought our

selves in another sea, so distant are its shores, and so tu
multuous are its waves. It was not until after some hours

that it became sufficiently narrow for us to perceive its

muddy banks , or that the stream diminished in swiftness.

In the morning we passed fort Plaquemine , from which

we were saluted with thirteen guns , and night again sur

prised us before we could perceive the walls of New

Orleans. No variety in the vegetation is perceptible for

sixty miles from the Balize. Šitherto nothing was to be

seen but cypresses covered with the sombre tillandsia,

called by the natives of the country, Spanish beard. This

parasitic plant, which forms a long and dense drapery on

the trees , has a more melancholy appearance , from its only

growing in countries subject to the yellow fever. It is said

to afford food to those animals which seek a shelter in the

woods during the winter. The inhabitants of Louisiana

employ it to stuff matrasses and cushions ; for these pur

poses , after having washed it in an alkaline solution , they

beat it till the husk is detached ; when it is dry it has the

appearance of long black hair. It is so durable as to be

considered incorruptible. It is employed with success in
building, mixed with mortar or tenacious earth .

About midnight, I went on deck for a short time ; the

night was dark , the sky charged with thick clouds,and the
air filled with a hoarse noise. The batteries at New Or
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leans were then firing a salute of a hundred guns, to an.

nounce that the day on which the guest of the nation would

arrive, was commencing.

Next morning we awoke near those famous lines where

twelve thousand picked English troops were overthrown

by a few hundred men , the half of whom bore arms for the

first time." Astonished at the cries of Vive la liberté, vive

l'ami de l'Amerique ! vive Lafayette ! in the French lan

guage, we hastened on deck. What was our surprise on

seeing the shore covered with French uniforms ! For an

instant we believed that we were transported back to the

bosom of our country, once more freed , and our hearts

beat with joy. General Lafayette disembarked in the

midst of the thunder of artillery, and the acclamations of

an immense multitude , who, regardless of the badness of

the weather and the distance from the town, crowded the

levee. He was received by a numerous escort of cavalry,

and by the twelve marshalswho had been appointed to di
rect the procession. ' Leaning on the arm of his ancient

companion in arms, Mr.Duplantier, and of General Villeré,
he proceeded to the house of Montgomery, which had been

Jackson's head quarterson the day when he covered him

self with glory by his admirable defence of his lines. The

governor of the state there waited for him, and received

him in the name of the people of Louisiana.

Thespeech ofthegovernor, depicting Frenchmen enjoy.

ing a liberty which is still considered in France as pro

blematical,made a deep impression on the general, and he

replied to it with much emotion.

At the conclusion of his reply, every one that could force

an entrance into the house were presented to him in turn .

There were a great number of the veterans of the revolu

tion , and among others, Colonel Bruian -Bruin, who had

served at the siege of Quebec, where the brave General

Montgomery perished ; Judge Gerrard, who fought at

Yorktown, Colonel Grenier,who, after having gloriously

assisted in the three revolutions of America, France, and

Colombia, still preserved at seventy years of age , all the

courage and fire of youth. A great number of ladies also

came down to meet the general, and offered him their con

gratulations through Mr. Marigny, on his safe arrival in

Louisiana. After all the presentations had been gone
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through, the procession was formed , and, notwithstanding

the violence of the rain , we took up the line of march to

the city. We advanced but slowly, from the denseness of

the crowd, which, as we approached the city, blocked up

both the road and the levee. When we arrived at the out

skirts of the town we met with bodies of troops drawn up

in two lines, through which we passed to the sound of mar

tial music. Notwithstanding the badness of the weather,

the general proceeded along these lines on foot, and before

he again entered the carriage returned his thanks to the

commanding officers. The procession again moved on,

augmented by the troops falling into the rear, and, as it ad

vanced, the crowd became still greater in spite of the con

tinuance of the storm. This immense concourse of people,

the view of the triple row of houses adorned with hangings,

bordering the river side, the sound ofthe artillery and

bells , and the prolonged acclamations of the whole popu

lation , produced a sensation which it is difficult to describe ;

at last, in the midst of these testimonies of strong affection,

the general arrived at the barrier of the public square, and

was conducted by the committee of arrangement under a

triumphal arch of admirable architecture and excellent de

sign. This monument was sixty feet in height, forty of

which were below the springing of the arch, by fifty - eight

in breadth ; the arcade was twenty feet wide, and twenty

five long ; it rested on a socle imitating Sera -Veza marble ;

the base, forming a pedestal of green Italian marble, was

decorated with colossal statues of Justice and Liberty. This

allegorical basement supported an arch of the doric order,

adorned with four coupled columns on each face. The

key -stones were composed oftwenty-four stones , each deco

rated with a gilt star, united by afillet, on which was en

graved the word, Constitution, thus representing thetwen.

ty-four states connected by one common tie. The pediment,

in imitation of yellow Verona marble, supported two figures

of Fame with trumpets , and carrying banners entwined

with laurel, having on them the names of Lafayette and

Washington ; the whole was surmounted by the national

eagle. The upper socle supported an entablature of seven
feet,on whichwas inscribed, in English and French, " A

grateful republic dedicates this monument to Lafayette ."

On the top of the monument was a group representing
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Wisdom resting her hand on a bust of the immortal Frank

lin , and the four angles were decorated with rich national

trophies. The names of the signers of the declaration of

independence, and those of officers who had distinguished

themselves during the war of the revolution , were inscribed

on various parts of the arch . This beautiful edifice, de

signed by Mr. Pilié , and executed by Mr. Fogliardi, pre
sented a striking appearance, and the reliefs had an admi

rable effect.

Under this monument the general was received by the

municipal body , at the head of whom was the mayor, Mr.

Roffignac, who addressed him in the name of the citizens

of New Orleans.

In expressing his thanks to Mr. Roffignac, the general

did not permit such an occasion to escape him , of paying

a tribute of esteem to the memory of the father of this

worthy magistrate . " On my entrance into this capital,"

said he, " I feel penetrated with gratitude for the reception

I have met with from the people of New Orleans and its

worthy mayor, whose name recalls to a cotemporary of
his father's, recollections of courage and loyalty ." Mr.

Roffignac appeared extremely affected by this testimonyof
the general's to the exalted character ofhis father, andthe

tears that escaped from his eyes proved the depth of his

feelings.

After leaving the triumphal arch , the general was con

ducted , amidst the acclamations of an immense crowd,

to the city hall , where he was complimented by Mr. Prieur

in the name of the city council ; from herewewent to the

hotel of the municipality, where our quarters had been

prepared, and which the people of New Orleans designated

by the name of the- “ Lafayette house." After taking a

few moments of repose, the generalwent out on a balcony

to review the troops. All the detachments that passed

were remarkable for the elegance of their uniform , and

the exactness of their discipline. The grenadiers, the vol

tigeurs, Union guards , chasseurs, New Orleans guards, La
fayette guards, each in turn attracted the attention of the

general . But when, in the rear of the riflemen, whose

name recalls so many recollections of gallantry, he per

ceived a file of a hundred Choctaws, marching,according

to the Indian custom, in a single line, he was much grati
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fied to see, that, by a delicate attention, they had shown

him that his name was familiar to the warriors of the most

distant nations , and that they had admitted among their

troops, these brave Indians , who had been the allies of the

Americans in the Seminole war, and , who, for nearly a

month past , had been encamped near the city, in order to

see the “ greatwarrior, " “ the brother of their great father

Washington ."

The next day, the general received the visits of the vice

president of the house of representatives, and of those

members of the legislature who were then in the capital,

and immediately afterwards the gentlemen of the bar,

headed by Mr. Derbigny, who hadbeen chosen their ora

tor, were presented to him. In -a discoure filled with noble

thoughts, and pronounced with a touching eloquence, Mr.

Derbigny eulogised with delicacy and address, that recti

tude of mind, and firmness of character, which, during po

litical tempests , had always guided Lafayette- in the path

of justice,and preserved himfrom participating in the ex

cesses of party.

In hisreply, the general , carefully avoiding any allusion

to the eulogies that had been heaped upon him ,confined him

self to the consideration of the general interests of Louisi

ana , and the individual exertions of those who compli

mented him ; he felicitated the citizens of that state, after

having beengoverned by the criminal laws of France and

Spain, that they gradually ameliorated them , and were still

occupied in perfecting this part of their code, to such a

degree, that it might even serve as a guide to the rest of

the United States, whose criminal laws are already so su

perior to those of every other people.

Being strongly urged to visit both the Freneh and Ame

rican theatres on the same evening, the general decided

by lot which he would attend the first ; chance was in

favour of the American. We went there at seven o'clock ,

and was received with an enthusiasm that cannot be de

scribed ; they gave an appropriate piece, of which neither
he nor the audience could appreciate the merit, as every

eye was attracted by the hero of York -town, who com
pletely withdrew all attention from the representation of

the Prisoner of Olmutz. He afterwards went to the

French theatre, where they were impatiently expecting his
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appearance. Whenhe entered, the violence of the plau

dits, and the repeated cries of “ Vive Lafayette,” suspended

the representation. Every body róse ; it was like Themis

tocles appearing at the Olympic games : at last, calm being

re -established,the general took his seat in the box that had

been prepared for him, and saw with pleasure the last act

of that charming comedy, L'Ecole des Vieillards, which

seemed to me to be as much relished by my former coun

trymen , the Americans of Louisiana, asby the inhabitants

of Paris. Before he retired, the general heard an ode

which was performed to his honour, all the allusions of

which were applauded with enthusiasm.

In the course of Tuesday morning, a deputation of the

Spanish emigrants and refugees presented themselves to

compliment the general; and, above all , to testify their

gratitude for the manner in which he opposed, in the Cham

ber of Deputies in France, the invasion of Spain, and the

destruction of the liberal constitution .

The general, whose principles had led him to oppose,

with all his energy, a measure disapproved of by France

a measure which had produced such disastrous results to

Spain, and the heroic victims of which were now before

bim , was deeply affected by the expressions of gratitude

now showered upon him ; and, in an eloquent and impres

sive reply, paid his tribute of esteem , admiration, and re

gret, to the memory of the unfortunate Riego ; he had

already, on more than one occasion, openly expressed his

opinion on the unhappy death of that generous martyr to

liberty, and the wholeAmerican nation had partaken of

the same feelings, for the consistent and courageous de

fender of the revolution in the peninsula.

On the following day,many other deputations waited

on General Lafayette, and expressed to him their attach

ment, and devotion to his principles. Among them were

those of the militia staff,of the medical society, of the

clergy, and of the free blacks, who, in 1815, courageously

assisted in the defence of the city ; and our two last even

ings were occupied, the oneby a public ball , and the other

by a masonic dinner. I will not attempt to describe these

entertainments, which, from the beauty, elegance, and

amiability of the ladies, the enthusiasm and frank cordi

ality of the citizens, the sedulous and delicate attentions of

Vol. II.-9
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the magistrates, the richness and profusion of the details,

equalled any thing we had ever met with.

Nevertheless, in the midst of the pleasures thus afforded

him bythe Louisianians, thegeneral experienced moments

of inquietude and sorrow . Sinister rumours reached him ;

he was told of a serious dispute between the staff and the

officers of the militia, on the subject of certainprerogatives

of the legion, denied by one, and insisted on by the others

with equal warmth, which might produce bloody results

after the departureof him whosepresence was a curb even

on the most headstrong. In so serious an affair he did not

hesitate on using all his influence to reconcile citizens,

whom a moment of error anda false point of honour had

temporarily divided , he, therefore, invited all the officers of

the different corps to meet at his house. When they arrived,

he told them that theywere, doubtless, aware ofhisreasons

in thus bringing them together; that he was informed of what

had passed , and the evil consequences that would ensue ;

he observed, that he felt that he was the cause, however

unwillingly, and could he have foreseen such unpleasant

circumstances, he should have written to decline their in

vitation . He begged them to consider the injurious reports

it would occasion as regarded all parties, and concluded by

begging that they would accept of him as a mediator,

One of the superior officers immediately advanced,and

with an honourable frankness said to him, “General, I place

my honour in your hands, and nowY agree to whatever you

may dictate.” The eldest of the complainants then ob

served, “General, I also confide my honour, and that of

my comrades,who freely agree with me,in your keeping.”

The general took a hand of each of these brave men , and

having united them , had the satisfaction of seeing the hap

piest concord established between men, who an instant be

fore had renounced the pleasing title of brothers in arms.

This interesting scene had many witnesses, who soon pro

mulgated the details. The news of it was received with

astonishing enthusiasm , as it was a sincere reconciliation
between all that Louisiana cherished and revered.

General Lafayette had intended to visit the scene of the

battle of the 8th of January, but the continuance of stormy

weather, and the necessity for his complying in two or

three days to all the kind invitations that wereheaped upon
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him ,obliged him to relinquish the idea. A colonel of the staff,

who witnessed thechagrin this sacrifice occasioned me, had

the goodness to propose that I should accompany him,

whilst the general was paying some private visits. Iaccept

ed his invitation with eagerness, andweimmediately set out

in a carriage he sent for. On the way he informed methat

he was born in France ; that placed , from his birth, in the

privileged class of society, he had, from his infancy, been

broughtup in thearistocratic prejudices of his caste ; and

that, although very young at the epoch of the French revo

lution, he believed it his duty to defend the rights of a few

against the naturaland sacred rights of themany, and that

he had joined the Vendeans . " Then ," said he , " I believed

in the legitimacy of an absolute monarchy, and in the he

reditary succession of virtue, with all the fervour of igno

rance, and I at first fought for them , with all the courage

and devotion of fanaticism ; but the campaign had not ter

minated before my reason, bursting the bonds with which

education had loaded it, taught me, that instead of combat

ing, as I had believed, for justice and truth, I was merely

the instrument ofa few men , determined to sacrifice every

thing, even their country, to their own private interests ,

and I sheathed my sword, which I ought never to have

drawn in so unjust, so absurd a cause . He went on to

say , that he would have re- entered France, but was deter

red by the scenes of bloodshed and confusion then so pre
valent in that country. He, therefore, sought in other

lands that happiness he was denied at home. After tra

versing all Europe, and everywhere finding the same cri
minal alliance of royalty, nobility, and clergy, against the

welfare and interests of the people, he finally settled in the

United States. He added, “ I had only lived at New Or

leans a short time , when, in 1815 , the inveterate enemies of

the liberty of others in both hemispheres presented them

selves before that city. I flew to arms, happy in finding an

occasion of proving my gratitude tomy new country, and
my sincere attachment to the principles which governed it,

and I am happy in beingableto say, that my presence was

not wholly useless on the field of battle we are about to
visit."

My companion had scarcely uttered these words, when

our carriage stopped , and we stept out near the extreme

79
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right of the lines. Before examining them, the colonel had

the goodness to explain to me the operations that preceded

and brought on the battle of the 8th. I understood, from

these details , how difficult it had been for General Jackson ,

with the handful of men he had at his disposition, to oppose

the landing and rapid progress of an army of 15,000 men,

or quadruple his own.

The position chosen by the American general to wait for

reinforcements, and to arrest the advance of so formidable

an enemy, appeared to me to be very judicious. He threw

up entrenchments about five miles below the city, along an

old canal , the left of which was lost in the depths of a

swampy wood, whilst the right rested on the river. The

total length of this line was about eight hundred teises, but

as three hundred toises of the left were unassailable, the

enemy was confined in his attack to a front of about five

hundred toises , and obliged to advance in full viewover a

perfectly level plain . Nevertheless, whether from want

of time, or want of reflection, General Jackson committed

two serious errors; the first was in erecting his entrench

ment in a straight line, and at right angles to the river, so

that he not only deprived himself of the advantageof cross

fires, but he also exposed himself, if the English,more skil

ful or fortunate, had sent a few vessels up the river in the

rear of his lines ; he exposed himself, I say, to the danger of

having had his whole line enfiladed by the enemy's artille

ry. The other fault was, erecting his second line at so great

a distance from the first, that if this had been forced , he

would never have been enabled to have gained the other,

and histroops would have been cut to pieces in the inter

val . These two faults would have sufficed, as may readily

be supposed, to compromit the safety of an army more nu

merous and better disciplined than that of General Jack

son ; but the destiny of American liberty, or rather the su

pernatural courage of the citizens, who, on that day,

fought for the preservation of their independence, and

the safety of their families, with the inflexible firmness

of Jackson himself, shaded with the laurels of a most bril

liant victory those faults which would have destroyed a less
patriotic army.

I will record the details, which were given me with

great clearness and precision, of all the operations that pre
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ceded that glorious day. I refer those who wish to study

them to the excellent memoir of Mr. Lacarriere Latour,

and to the equally distinguished accounts of Messrs. Brack

enridge and Mac Fee ; but I cannot resist the desire of now

retracing some of the most brilliant acts which saved Lou

isiana, and immortalized its defenders.

Notwithstanding all his exertions, General Jackson was

unable to collect for the defence of his entrenchments more

than 3,200 men, and fourteen pieces of cannon of different

calibers, pressed for time, he had been obliged to form the

upperpart of hisworks withbales of cotton, brought down

from the city . He remained twenty -four hours in this po

sition , expecting an attack every instant, when , on the

8th of January , at break of day, he perceived the English

army, 12,000 strong, advancing on him in three columns,

the most formidable of which menaced that part of his left

wing, defended by the Tennessee and Kentucky militia.

Each soldier, besides his arms, carried fascines or a scaling

ladder, and marched in the most profound silence. The

Americans permitted them to advance within half cannon

shot, and then opened on them a terrible fire of artillery,

to which the English replied by three cheers, andthe flight

of some Congreve rockets, and then hurried their march,

closing their ranks as they were moweddown by the shot.

This coolness and determination, which seemed as if it

would ensure them aspeedy victory, did not last long. The

moment they arrived within musket shot, the Tennesseans

and Kentuckians commenced a fire of small arms, which

instantly broke their columns, and forced them to seek for

shelter behind some thickets, which covered their right. It

is true, that infantry never kept up so constant and destruc

tive a fire, as that of these intrepid American militia. The

men, arranged six deep, loaded the arms, and rapidly pass

ed them tothe front rank, composed of able marksmen ,

each of whose balls carried certain death to the enemy.

Whilst the English officers, with a courage worthy of a

better cause and of a happier destiny , endeavoured to

rally their scattered troops, to lead them to a fresh

assault, an American artilleryman , in the battery com

manded by Lieutenant Spotts, perceived in the plain ,

agroup of officers, agitated and dismayed , carrying

off some one with some difficulty. “ It is perhaps the

.

9*
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commander-in -chief and only wounded,” exclaimed he,

“ he must not escape 50." . He levelled his piece against

them, fired , and Packenham the English commander

was killed in the arms of his friends . The desire for

revenge now rallied the English ; officers and soldiers

pressed foward in a new column, led on with fury by

Kean and Gibbs, the successors of Packenham . But the

fire of the Americans redoubled in intensity and preci

sion ; Kean and Gibbs successively fell, the one mortally,

the other dangerously wounded, and the column again

broken , disappeared , leaving only its wreck on the plain.

Whilst in the centre of the line the American troops

were thus crushing their adversaries, without the loss of a

single man , fortune seemed as if she wished to try them on
the right by a reverse. Twelve hundred English, led by

a daring chief, rapidly advanced along the river, and unex

pectedly fell on a small redoubt, defended by a company

of riflemen and one of the 7th regiment. The Americans,

surprised at this point, at first retired in some disorder.

General Jackson , whose vigilant eye let nothing escape,

at this decisive moment perceived an English officer

mounted on the entrenchments, brandishing in one hand
his sabre, and with the other assisting his soldiers to scale

the rampart. Jackson hastened to the spot, met the
runaways, arrested their flight, and , in a terrible voice,

demanded of their commander who had given him orders
to retreat. “ The enemy has forced our entrenchments ,

replied the captain. " Well, " answered Jackson in a

severe voice, " go back and with your bayonets force them

out. " This order was immediately executed. In an in

stant the English, who at first thought themselves victors,

fell under the blows of the Americans. Among the slain ,

was the intrepid Colonel Rennie, an ancient French emi.

grant who had entered the English service; the same that

had been seen so boldly surmounting the rampart, aiding

and encouraging his soldiers in the assault.

This battle, which decided the fate of New Orleans, and

perhaps even of Louisiana, only lasted three hours, and

cost the Americans but seven men killed and six wounded,

whilst the English left near three thousand men and four

teen pieces of cannon on the field. General Lambert, the

only one of the English generals in a state to command,
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ordered a retreat, and hastened to seek shelter for himself

and the wreck of his army, on board Admiral Cochran's

fleet, who, theevening before, had said with his accustomed

boasting, that if he were ordered to attack the American

lines, he would carry them in less than half an hour, with

two thousand sailors, sabre in hand.

Thus, a small army, composed of citizens hastily col

lected , and commanded by a generalwhose military career

had just commenced, beheld an English army, which

passed for one of the bravest and most experienced in

Europe, and which boasted it had expelled the French

from Spain, fall before its patriotic efforts.

When I returned to the city , I found General Lafayette

surrounded by numbers of ladies and citizens of all ranks ,

wbo, knowing that he would leave them the next morning,

mournfully came to bid him farewell , and once more to

take him by the hand. In the crowd I remarked some

ecclesiastics , and among them a capuchin, whose dress

being new to me had attracted my attention on the day of
our arrival. The account I heard of him interested me

strongly, and may perhaps be equally so to my readers.

Father Anthony, for such is his name, is a venerable

capuchin friar of the order of St. Francis, and has resided

in Louisiana for many years. Animated by an ardent and

sincere piety, Father Anthony prays in silence for all the
world without asking prayers of any one. Placed in the

midst of a population composed of different sects, he does

not think it right to trouble their consciences by endea

vours to gain proselytes. Sometimes, as being a capuchin,

Father Anthony asks alms, but it is only when he has some

good action in view, and his slender funds, exhausted by

his constant charity,deny him the power of doing it him

self. Every year, when the yellowfever, in stretching its

murderous hand over New Orleans, drives the terrified

inhabitants to the country , to seek an asylum against dis

sease and death, the virtue of Father Anthony shows itself

in all its brilliancy and force. During this time of dread

and grief, how many unhappy wretches, abandoned by

their friends or even by their relations, have owed their

recoveryand life to his exertions, his care, his piety. Of

all those be has saved, and there are many ,) there is not

one who can say, “ before he lavished his care on me,
did
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he ask of what religion I was.” Liberty and charity, such

is the moral code of Father Anthony ; hence he is not in

favour with the bishop. When he came to visit the gene

ral, he was dressed, according to the custom of his order,

in a long brown robe, tied about his middle with a thick

cord. The moment he perceived him , he threw himself

into his arms, exclaiming, “ O my son, I have found favour

before the Lord, since he has thus permitted me to see
and hear the worthiest apostle of liberty !” He then con

versed a few moments with him in a tone of the most

tender affection, complimented him on the glorious and

well-merited reception he had met with from the Ameri

cans, and modestly retired into a corner of the room,
apart from the crowd. I took advantage of this , to

approach and salute him . How deeply was I touched by

his conversation ! - what sweetness ! what modesty ! and

at the same time what enthusiasm ! Every time that he

spoke of liberty his eyes sparkled with a sacred light, and

his looks were fastened onhim he termed his hero, on La

fayette. “ How happy must he be, ” said he , “ how pure

is the source of all his glory ! with what transport he must

contemplate the result of his labours and sacrifices !

Twelve millions of men happy and free through him !

Yes ! this man is certainly beloved by God. He has done

so much good to others. ” He came again to see us the

morning before our departure. When the crowd had

quitted the room, and he was left alone with the general,

he hastened to him, and pressing him with transport to his

bosom, " Adieu, my son, cried he , " adieu, best beloved

general ! Adieu ! may the Lord attend you, and after the

termination of your glorious journey, conduct you to the

bosom of yourbeloved family, to enjoy in peace the recol

lection of your good actions and of the friendship of the

American people. O, my son, perhaps you are still

reserved for new labours ! Perhaps the Lord may make

you the instrument of freeing other nations. Then , my

son, think of poor Spain ! Do not abandon my dear coun

try, my unhappy country ! " The tears flowing from his

eyes, moistened his long beard ,wbitened by age ; his voice

was interrupted by sobs ; and the venerable old man, lean

ing his forehead on the shoulder of Lafayette, remained in
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this attitude a few moments , still murmuring, “ My son,

my dear son, do something for my unhappy country .” It

was not without deep emotion that the general tore him

self from the arms of this pious patriot, who, before he

retired , also bestowed his benediction on Mr. George

Lafayette.

But the 15th being fixed for our departure, from the

dawn of day the avenues to the general's apartment were

filled with even agreater assemblage than that of the

evening before. There were present a great number of

ladies,and particularly crowds of children brought by their

parents, that they might contemplate the features of the

benefactor of the country, the friend of the great Washing

ton. The general left the house on foot. Cries of Vive

Lafayette were heard on every side. In crossing the

parade ground, on which were several companies of the

legion and troops of the line, lining the avenues, he

expressed his gratitude to all the officers whom he met ;

he again testified to Mr. Gally, the captain of artillery, how

much he appreciated the merit of the fine corps he com

manded ; and, as he understood that this officer intended

going to France in a short time, he begged him, in the most

pressing manner, to have the goodness to carry news of

him to his family at La Grange. He got into a carriage

at the extremity of the parade ground, to proceed to the

place of embarkation, where the steamboat that was to

take him to Baton Rouge now waited for him. The levee

was crowded by an innumerable concourse of people.

The balconies, roofs of the houses , all the shipping and

steamboats which were near this spot, were filled with

spectators ; and, when he went on board , he was saluted

by a prolonged acclamation, but it was not repeated, and

more than ten thousand persons remained in a state of

profound silence, until the Natchez was out of sight. The

artillery only was heard at intervals, giving a solemnity

to this separation that was profound and universal.

The governor and his staff, the mayor and municipal

body, the committee of arangement, to whom we owed so

many and great obligations, embarked with us to prolong

for a few moments the pleasure of being with the gen

eral; but at two miles from the city, the most of them
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ico, between Carolina on the east and Mexico on the west.

But Crozat was not long in discovering how much the ex

pectations he had founded upon this country were exagge

rated, and hastened to renounce his contract for the

purpose of obtaining another for the period of twenty -five

years, in favour of the Mississippi Commercial Company,

of which the celebrated Law was the projector. But this
company was not more fortunate than Crozat. Instead of

enticing into the colony such settlers as would have added

to its prosperity, he received only rich and avaricious ad

venturers, who were attracted by the report of the mines

of gold and silver, with which the country was said to

abound, and , disappointed in their hopes, quickly returned

to Europe. In spite of the efforts ofthe government insti.

tuted by the commercial company, the proprietaries were

soon reduced to despair, and established military posts,

where they defended themselves until reinforcements were

received . The first expedition that arrived was composed

of criminals and women of abandoned character, sent out

by the French government. The company were justly in

dignant at this, and declared , that in future they would not

suffer the colony to be thus morally and physically pol

luted .

In 1718, New Orleans, consisting of a few cabins built
by Illinois traders, and thus named in honour of the regent

Duke of Orleans, passed under the jurisdiction of the go

vernor -general, M.de Bienville, andreceived a considera

ble number of new settlers. Two villages were built in

its vicinity by Germans, under the command of Arensburg,

a Swedish captain, who, in 1709, had fought by the side

of Charles XII. at the battle of Pultowa. The colonynow

began really to prosper, and in 1723 swarms of capuchins,

missionaries, jesuits, and pious ursulines , began to arrive

from all directions. These last at least were good for

something. They were entrusted with the education of

orphan girls, and the superintendance of the military hos

pital, with a pension of fifty thousand crowns per annum.

Intolerance, the inseparable accompaniment of all privi

leges, and especially thoseof religion , began to showitself

in the colony, as soon as the capuchins , jesuits, & c. made

their appearance. In 1724, a royal edict expelled the

Jews, as declared enemies to the Christian name, and they
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were ordered to disappear in the course of three months,

under penalty of imprisonment and confiscation of pro

perty. It was thus that the throne and church watched

then, as it did before, and has done since , to dry up the

most abundant sources of public prosperity. In 1729 , the

intrigues of England raised the Indians against the colony,

and thus gave a sad blow to its prosperity. The war then

carried on by General Perrier de Salvert, had a fortunate

termination . Meanwhile it was only through the attach

ment of some Indian women to a few French officers, that

the garrison escaped being totally massacred one night ;

which would have led to the entire destruction of the co

lony. In consequence of these late hostilities , and the

base intrigues carried on in the metropolis, the colonists

lost their time together with the fruits of their labours . The

company, disgusted and deceived in their hopes of gain ,

abandoned the country, which, in 1731 , returned under the

dominion of the king,without being any better governed .

In 1759, its financial affairs were in such disorder, thatthe

treasury owed more than seven millions of francs, although

the French government had expended for various services

in Louisiana, nearly double the amountit had derived from

it . Louis XV. , at the close of a war badly conceived, and ,

in 1763, as badly terminated , having lost Canada, was

upon the point of having Louisiana taken from him. But

his ministers, assisted by Madame Pompadour, his mistress ,

obtained fifteen millions from the court of Madrid , and

this colony was ceded to Spain with such secrecy and

despatch , that the governor of Louisiana had not yet re

ceived information of the affair when the Spanish ships of

war arrived at the mouth of the Mississippi, with the officers

appointed to take possession of this immense territory.

The governor and inhabitants of Louisiana refused

to recognise the Spanish authority, so that the com

missioners were obliged to return to Europe. Three or

four years passed in negotiating with the colonists , who

persisted in continuing underthe dominion of France. At

Tength , in 1769, Spain becoming provoked , sent out Gene

ral Reilly with considerable forces. Arrived before New

Orleans, Reilly manifested the most conciliatory disposi

tion. His proclamations only spoke of oblivion for the

past, andwere completely successful. The commotions

Vol. II .-10
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ceased , and the Louisianians surrendered themselves. As

a sign of reconciliation , Reilly gave a grand entertainment

on board his fleet, to which he invitedthe chief officers of

the colony, and principal inhabitants . These accepted the

invitation with confidence, but at the moment when they

were about to leave the table , Reilly caused them to be

seized by his soldiers and shot. One of these , M. De Vil

leré , had his life spared , but was put on board a frigate to

be transported to the prisons of Navarre. His wife and

children, informed of the fate that threatened him , wished

to go and petition his highness , or at least to receive his

farewell. They were already near the frigate, from which

he stretched out his arms to them, when the unhappy man

fell within their sight, pierced by the bayonets of the vil

lains whom the traitor Reilly had appointed to guard him .

After this horrible execution , the Spaniards, with four

thousand troops of the line , and a considerable train of

artillery , entered New Orleans , the inhabitants of which

were struck dumb. The English protestants, and a few

Jews, who had escaped the force of the royal decree of

1724, were soon banished by the new authorities. All

commerce with the colony was prohibited except with

Spain and her possessions. A court martial was establish

ed , and its iniquitous decisions struck at all the French

officers who remained. Of these, five were shot, and seven

others thrown,for ten years ,into the prisons of Havana.

The infamous Reilly, having for a whole year gorged him

self with blood and plunder ,atlength set sail, carrying with

him the scorn and hatred of the whole population . His

successors in the government had great difficulty in doing

away the effects of his crimes, and it is due them to say

that they succeeded . During thirty-three years of Spanish

dominion, the colony enjoyed peace and prosperity, and to

this very day, the names of Don Unsuga,Don Martin Na

varro, and Don Galvar, are remembered there with vene

ration.

During all the changes experienced by Louisiana , its
boundaries had never been determined with accuracy. In

1795, the government of the United States made a treaty

with Spain , in virtue of which the limits were traced , and

the free navigation of the Mississippi secured to the two
contracting parties. But notwithstanding this treaty the
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owners of privateers, and crews of vessels of war, made

spoliations upon the commerce of the United States. Free

navigation of the Mississippi, and permission of landing at

New Orleans, were refused the Americans. President

Adams, therefore, immediately took measures to obtain re

dress . Twelve regiments were raised , and an expedition fit
ted out upon the Ohio to descend to Louisiana. But some

changes occurring in American politics caused this project

to be abandoned for the moment. The next year, Mr. Jef

ferson, then president of the United States , re -demanded of

Spain the fulfilment of the treaty. This power, sensible of

its weakness, and fearing to be compelled to cede the co

lony, secretly sold it to the French Republic on the 21st

of March , 1801. Upon hearing of this cession the Ameri

can government were justly alarmed. It foresaw , that the

activity and intelligence of the French, applied to so rich

and productive a soil, would make them more formidable

than the Spaniards ; that their new neighbours might be
able to close the navigation of the Mississippi againstthem ,

and įpossess themselves of thecommerce of the Gulf of

Mexico and Antilles . It immediately formed the project of

forcibly opposing the occupation of Louisiana by France,

and joined England against her. But this plan was over

thrown by the treaty ofAmiens. At peace with England ,

France feared no further obstacles toher projects, and an

expedition was fitted out by her to take possession of Lou

isiana,and at the same time support her wavering authority

in St. Domingo. The American government immediately
had recourse to negotiations for the purpose of purchasing

Louisiana . Affairs , at that time , changed with such rapid

ity, that the situation of France had again altered before

these propositions reached her. Threatened with a new

war by England, wearied with the struggle to defend St.

Domingo, loaded with a considerable debt due the United

States , the first consul thought that the sale of Louisiana

would prove a good operation, the opportunity of effecting

which might relieve him from one difficulty, at least. He

accordingly sold it. The United States agreed to pay him

fifteen millions of dollars, on condition that three millions
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars of this sum, should

be retained for the purpose of paying the claims held by

the American merchants againstFrance, for the spoliations
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they had suffered. This treaty, signed at Paris the 30th of

April , 1803, by Messrs. Livingston and Monroe on the part

of the United States , and Mr. Barbé Marbois for France,

was ratified in the month of October, and the transfer of

the colony to the American commissioners took place on

the 20th of December in the same year.

All the parties interested in this bargain had reason to

be satisfied with its conclusion . France, freeing herself

from the trouble of a distant government, more burthen

some than profitable, received sixty millions of francs,

which she needed to carry on the war, and , without ex

pending a cent , discharged a debt due the American mer

chants of nearly twenty millions. The United States

strengthened their independence , acquired new frontiers

more secure than the old ones , established her commercial

preponderance in the Gulf of Mexico and Antilles, and, by

the free navigation of the Mississippi, increased an hundred

fold the value of the products of the states west of the Al

legany. In fine, Louisiana herself, by entering into the

great federal compact, secured an honourable and inde

pendent existence as a bodypolitic, and soon saw her in

dustry and prosperity freed from the cunning schemes of a

capricious master.

Louisiana was immediately erected into a territorial go

vernment, by the congress of the United States , which ap

pointed Mr. Clayborne its governor. In 1811 , it was

admitted a member of the Union, and left to form its own

government and institutions. The representatives of the

people, freely elected and assembled at New Orleans , fram

ed and signed a constitution , which was laid before, and

sanctioned by congress . This constitution was in conformi

ty with, and very similar to those of the other states , except

that the Louisianians believed it their duty to adopt every

possible precaution against corruption and abuse of power.

Thus, for example, it was decided that every person,

convicted of having given or offered presents to public

functionaries, should be declared incapable of serving as

governor, senator, or representative.

If I thought it necessary to seek fresh proofs of the supe

riority of an independent over a colonial government,whe

ther this last proceed from a monarchy or republic , it

would suffice to point out Louisiana, at first a colony for
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nearly a century, without advancing beyond the stage of

infancy, incessantly taken and retaken, sometimes by the

Spaniards, at others by the French , and always incapable

of resisting either the one or the other, after an expense to

its metropolis of one hundred and eighty -seven thousand

dollars per annum ; and , in fine, after the numerous emi

grations from Europe, exhibiting but a meagre population

of about forty thousand souls , spread over a vast and rich

territory. I would next show this same Louisiana, after

twenty years of independent republican government, hav

ing more than trebled its population , defeating under the

walls of its rich capital , an army composed of the chosen

troops of England; receiving into its ports annually more

than four hundred ships to exchange its valuable products

for those of all parts of the habitable globe ; and, in its

cities , offering all the resources, all the enjoyments that

can contribute to the happiness of life, and which are or

dinarily the products of a long period of civilization .

The state of Louisiana, enclosed within its new limits,

is situated between 29° and 33° n. l . and 12º and 17° of

longitude. It is bounded on the north by Arkansas terri

tory, east by the Mississippi , south by the Mexican gulf,
and west by the Mexican provincesofTexas. It contains

forty -eight thousand square miles , divided into twenty -six

parishes or counties. It has a population of 153,500 souls,

among which, unfortunately, nearly 70,000 slaves are

enumerated. The capital of this state is New Orleans, a

city admirably situated in a commercial point of view, re

gularly laid out, ornamented with fine buildings, and con

taining twenty- eight thousand inhabitants. The greatest

inconvenience which New Orleans labours under, is its

situation upon the alluvial shores of the Mississippi , by

whose floods it is often inundated . This is perhaps the

principal cause of the yellow fever which is experienced

there almost every autumn . The impossibility of finding

a single stone in all this alluvial ground, shows why the

principal streets have been left unpaved, so that during the

rainy season it is difficult to go about on foot. The walks

made in front of the houses scarcely serve to keep foot

passengers from the mud, and do not prevent the carriages

from sinking sometimes to their axles. The authorities,

however, have at length begun to procure paving stone

10*
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from up the Mississippi, which the vessels bring as ballast.

This plan, though tedious and expensive , is the only one

practicable,

The greater number of travellers who have visited New

Orleans, pretend that the manners of the city are strongly

influenced by the presence of the numerous emigrants

from St. Domingo. These have the reputation of loving

pleasure to licentiousness,and of treating their slaves

badly. The love of gainbling, and the duels so often oc

casioned by this passion, give rise, it is said , to much dis

order among them . To confirm or disprove this opinion

by my own observation, would be, in me, culpable arro

gance. My too short stay in this city did not permit me

to study the character of its society, and I could only be

struck with the patriotic spirit , the freedom and hospi

tality , displayed with enthusiasm in the presence of Gene

ral Lafayette.*

Twenty -four hours after leaving New Orleans , we ar

rived at Duncan's Point, where the citizens of Baton

Rouge,a town situated eight miles above, had previously

sent a deputation to General Lafayette, to request him to

stop a short time amongst them. The general accepted

the invitation with gratitude, and two hours afterwards we

landed below the amphitheatre upon which the town of

Baton Rouge stands. The beach was crowded with citi

zens, at the head of whom marched the municipal autho

rities, and the first regiment of the Union came to form it

self in line under the same star-spangled banner, which, in

defiance of the greatest dangers, had but lately been planted

upon the ruins of Spanish despotism , by the inhabitants of

these parishes. Accompanied by the people and magis

trates , the general proceeded to the room ' prepared for his

reception, in which he found the busts of Washington and

* In speaking of the morals of New Orleans, it is but just to discri

minate between its permanent and fluctuating population. Being the

only mart to a vast extent of country, and the most frequented port on

the Gulf of Mexico, it always contains a large number of individuals of

the rudest and most licentious class, who can scarcely be said to belong

to any country, are certainly of no religion, and are of every shade of

colour. It is therefore by no means surprising, that gamblers, brawlers,

and stabbers, should be numerous where such a class abounds, more

especially, as New Orleans tolerates, by license granted, numerous estab

lishments openly devoted to gamblingand all its consequences . T .
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Jackson crowned with flowers and laurel. There he re

ceived the expressions of kindness from all the citizens,

with whom he went to the fort, the garrison of which re

ceived him with a salute of twenty -four guns, and after

wards defiled before him . We then entered the main build

ing to examine the interior of the barracks, but what was

our surprise, on entering into the first apartment , to find in

the place of beds, arms, and warlike equipments, a nume

rous assemblage of elegantly dressed and beautiful ladies ,

who surrounded the general and offered him refreshments

and flowers. The general was sensibly touched by this

agreeable surprise, and passed somedelightful moments in

the midst of this seducing garrison. On our return to

town , we found a great number of citizens met to offer the

general a public dinner, among whom the frank cordiality

of the American , and the amenity of the French charac

ters prevailed.

It was almost night when we returned on board the

Natchezto continue our voyage. On leaving Baton -Rouge,

we had the mortification to part again with some of those

who had accompanied us from New Orleans,and among

others , with Mr. Duplantier, senior, whose active and ten

der friendship , as well as that of his son , had been of great

service to the general.

Baton Rouge stands upon the left bank of the river, one

hundred and thirty -seven miles above New Orleans. In

this passage , the navigation of the river is very interesting.
For several miles after leaving New Orleans, the eye re

poses agreeably upon the shores, enriched with fine cotton

and sugar plantations, and embellished with clusters of

orange trees , from the midst of which rise the white and

showy dwellings of the planters. By degrees the gardens

and houses become more rare ; but all the way to Baton

Rouge one continues to see fine and well cultivated lands.

These plantations spread along the river, sometimes ex

tending nearly a mile back to the thick forests, which serve

as their limits . The soil is entirely formed of the fertile

sediments deposited by the ancient inundations of the Mis

sissippi , now confined to its channel by artificial banks.

A special law enjoins it upon each river proprietor to keep

up with care that portion of dike opposite his property, so

that one every where sees the slaves continually engaged
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in driving down stakes, interlacing the branches of trees,

and heaping earth here and there where there is danger

that the river will force a passage. But notwithstanding

all precautions, the water often rushes furiously over

these obstacles, and spreads devastation and death. Not

a year passes without some proprietor having the misfor.

tune to see snatched from him in a few minutes the fruits

of long and laborious exertions. All the lands which bor

der the Mississippi , from its outlet to six hundred miles

above, are subject to inundations. Nevertheless, on leav

ing Baton Rouge, the left shore appears sufficiently ele

vated above the surface of the waterto be free from these

accidents.

The distance between Baton Rouge and Natchez, is two

hundred and sixty miles. This we ran in thirty -two hours,

having had a pleasant passage, in the course of which we

met a great many boats of all forms and sizes, laden with

all sorts of productions from the most distant points of the

Union. Those which more particularly attracted our at

tention were large and of a square form, without either

masts, sails, or oars. They floated down the river at the

mercy of the current, and bore more resemblance to enor

mous boxes than to boats. They are called arks, and are

commonly manned by Kentuckians, who go in this way to

New Orleans , to dispose of their grain, poultry, and cattle.

There, after receiving pay for their produce, they sell also

the planks of their arks,which cannot ascend the river, and

return to their homes on foot, across the forests of the

states of Mississippi , Alabama , and Tennessee. More than

fifteen hundred persons, it is said , travel thus, every sum

mer, seventeen hundred miles by water, and afterwards,

in returning, eleven hundred on foot. *

On Monday, the 18th of April , some distant discharges

of cannon , which we heard at dawn, announced our ap

proach to a city. Some minutes afterwards, the first rays

of the sun gilding the shores of the Mississippi, which , in

this place , rose a hundred and fifty feet above the surface

* Since the establishment of steam navigation , boatmen rarely re

turn by land. They pay a trifle for a deck passage; find their own pro

visions, and aid the crew to bring wood, & c. onboard, at the stopping

places .-T.
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of the water, showed us the tops of the houses in Natchez,

Our steam-boat stopped a little while previous to arriving

opposite the town , and we went on shore at Bacon's land

ing, where the citizens , with a calash and four horses, and

an escort of cavalry and volunteer infantry, were waiting

for the general. We might have landed a little higher up

and entered the city by a more direct road, but the mem

bers of the committee of arrangement had the address to

conduct us by a devious road , along which our eyes were

presented with all the beauties of the country. In pro

portion as we advanced, the escort increased . It consisted

of citizens on horseback, militia on foot, ladies in carriages,

and nearly the whole population , who came in a crowd to

see their beloved and long expected guest. Two ad

dresses were made to the general; one by the president

of the committee of arrangement, on entering the city ; the

other by the mayor, on one of the most elevated spots on

the banks of the Mississippi , within view of the town and

the river, its source of prosperity. At the moment the

general finished his reply, a man suddenly emerged from

the crowd, approached the calash , waving his hat in the

air, and cried out, “ Honour to the commander of the Pa

risian national guard ! I was under your orders in '91 , my

general , in one of the battalions ofthe Filles-Saint- Thomas.

I still love liberty as I loved it then : Live , Lafayette ! ”

The general was agreeably surprised to meet, on the

shores of a distant country , one of his old citizen -soldiers,

who recalled to him in so touching a manner the happy

times when he could rationally think of the happiness and

liberty of his country. He affectionately offered him his

hand , and expressed to him the pleasure he felt in thus

meeting him in a land ofliberty and hospitality,

At the moment we were preparing to enter our hotel ,

we observed a long procession of children of both sexes

approaching us . They were led by Colonel Marshall, who

requested of the general for them ,and in their name, per

mission to shake hands with him. The general willingly

complied with this wish of the children of Natchez, who

marched in order before him, placing successively one of

their little hands in that which had fought for the liberty

of their fathers. The parents , spectators of this scene, con
templated it with silence and emotion. On its termination ,
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I heard them congratulate each other on the happy in

fluence which this day would have upon the future charac

ters of their children. “ When they have grown up, ” said

they, " and come to read their country's history, they will

find the name of Lafayette intimately connected with all

the events which led to the freedom of their fathers, they

will recall the gentleness of his manners, the mildness of

his voice , when he received them in their infancy,and will

feel an increased lovefor a liberty won by sucha man . ”

The inhabitants of Natchez neglected nothing which

could contribute to the pleasure of their guest during the

twenty -four hours he remained with them . The public

dinner concluded with toasts, To the Nation's Guest - The

triumph of Yorktown — France fighting for the liberty of the

world - The victory of New Orleans -- in fact to all glorious

and patriotic American recollections. It was not until

after the ball which closed about daybreak, that the gene

ral could think of embarking. The ladies employed all

the charms of mind and person to retain him as long as

possible, but our minutes were counted; and six o'clock

in the morning found us again on board our vessel.

At the moment when the general was about to leave the

shore, an old revolutionary soldier presented himself,' and

uncovering his breast marked with scars ," these wounds,"

said he , " are my pride. I received them fighting by your

side for the independence of my country. Your blood,

my general, flowed the same dayat the battle of Brandy

wine, where we were so unfortunate ." , " .It was indeed

a rough day ," said the general to him, “ but have we not

since been amply indemnified?"_“ Oh! that is very true,"

replied the veteran, “ at present we are happy beyond our

furthest wishes . You receive the blessings of ten millions

of freemen, and I press the hand ofmy brave general! vir

tue always has its reward ! ” Every one applauded the

enthusiasm and frankness of the old soldier, whom the

general cordially greeted.

On leaving Natchez, we parted from the worthy Mr.

Johnson, governor of Louisiana, who would not consent to

leave the general whilst within his own state. He now

placed us under the care of the state of Mississippi , and

left with us , for thepurpose of doing the honours of Louisi

ana as far as St. Louis , Messrs. Prieur, recorder of the
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councils of New Orleans, Caire, his private secretary , and

Morse and Ducros, his aides-de-camp. In taking leave of

the governor, General Laſayette evinced the most sincere

affection, and desired him to express in his name all the

gratitude with which he was penetrated by his cordial re

ception in Louisiana .

Natchez was formerly the capital of the state of Missis

sippi , but has ceased to be so in consequence of not being

in a central situation . Its population is nearly three thou

sand, and its port is the place of rest and provisioning for

vessels passing between New Orleans and the western

states, which gives it a great deal of activity. This city

was founded in 1717, by some French soldiers and work

men who had been in the garrison of Fort Rosalie, and

who, finding the situation good, established themselves

upon it after obtaining their discharge. The most of them

bought their lands from the Indians, who lived at some

distance from the river, where they had five villages situated

very near each other. That which they called the Great

Village, where the principal chief of the nation resided,

stood on a small stream called White River. It was to

the west of this village that the Frenchmen, led by Hubert

and Lepage, had erected Fort Rosalie.

When one has viewed the environs of Natchez, it is

easy to conceive how readily the first settlers renounced

their own country to fix themselves in these then savage

wilds. It is difficult to find a more fertile soil, a more

vigorous vegetation, or more agreeable and varied situa

tions. The valleys afford fertile pastures, the hills are

crowned with sassafras, catalpas, tulip-trees , and the

superb magnolia grandiflora, the tops of which rise more

than onehundred feet high , while their large white flowers

deliciously perfume the air. Nevertheless, one cannot

exclude the thought , that these verdant meadows, cool

groves, and cheerful and vigorous nature, are sometimes

visited and rendered melancholy by the yellow ever.

Natchez is the only town in Mississippi which we visited,

so that I have little to say relative to this state . I shall

only mention , that for a long time, with Alexandria , it

formed a part of the state of Georgia , from which it was

separated in 1800 ; that in 1817 it took its place in the

Union as an independent body politic, and framed for
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itself a constitution. The fertility of its soil , and facilities

of sending its productions to market, have contributed, in

a singular degree, to the increase of its population. In

1800, it had only six thousand eight hundred and fifty in

habitants , while it now contains seventy -six thousand. If

in this number, about thirty -thousand slaves are included ,

its prosperity must still be regardedas very great. Many

large fortunes are found in this state, where it is not un

common to meet with planters having incomes of seven

or eight thousand dollars. The stapleproducts are cotton
and Indian corn .

The state of Mississippi is situated between the 30th

and 35th degrees of north latitude , and the 11th and 141h

degrees of west longitude from Washington. Its surface

contains forty- five thousand three hundred and fifty square

miles. It is bounded on the north by the state of Tennes

see, east by Alabama, south by Louisiana and the Gulf of

Mexico, and west by Louisiana and Arkansas. Although

the population is very much scattered , the land bearsa

considerable price , being on the banks of the river from

fifty to sixty dollars per acre. The pricelessens in pro

portion to the distance which the products have to be

transported.

In leaving Natchez, we parted' as it were from the
civilized world . From this town to St. Louis, we did not

meet with a single assemblage of houses that deserved the

name of town or even village. The banks of the Missis

sippi again became flat, and presented nothing but grounds

overflown and covered with thick forests, impenetrable to

the rays of the sun . The swarms of musquitoes which

rose out of it and settled in thick clouds upon travellers,

rendered the voyage almost insupportable , especially

during the night, if we had not taken the precaution to

provide musquito curtains. The only babitations we met

with were large cabins , situated upon places a little

elevated above the level of the river. These were inha

bited temporarily by hardy speculators from the north ,

who, always abandoning the good in hopes of finding

better, retreat incessantlybefore the advance of civilization ,

and seek their fortunes in the wilderness. The dangers

of the navigation increase with the monotony of the shores.

Every moment presents some evidence of recent disaster.
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Here, one beholds the ravages of a hurricane which has

crossed the river, and, in its devastation , has on both

shores uprooted and carried off, as if they had been weak

reeds, thousands oftrees, which by their prodigious size

were the pride of the forest. There, our captain showed

a snag or sawyer, the inclined point of which had

pierced the bottom of a boat, immediately afterwards

swallowed up by the flood . Further on , the wood-chop

pers, in giving us the necessary supplies of wood, told us

of the explosion of a boiler which occasioned the death of

near forty passengers ; and it was not long before we our

selves sawthe bank covered with travellers, who were

impatiently waiting until their boat which had been pierced

bya snag, should be repaired so as to be in a condition

again to brave the danger from which they had so narrowly

escaped.

These snags and sawyers, so formidable to the naviga

tor, are very numerous all along the river . Snags are

thrown into the stream by high floods, and, having floated

some time, become fixed to the bottom of the river, with

their tops either above or below the surface according
to their length, but always inclining in the direction of

the current. The sawyers differ from snags only in being

firmly stuck in the bed of the river, and in this situation

the current keeps them in constant vibration , alternately

raising and depressing their summits. As their position

often changes, it is difficult to avoid them ; and , if vessels

in ascending the river are so unfortunate as to strike

against them, their destruction is almost inevitable, for

they are pierced in such a manner, that the water pours

through the opening, and sinks them, sometimes in a few

minutes.

But persons are little disposed to be uneasy on account

of these dangers, when, as in our case, they are on board a

vessel skilfully managed, with all the delicacies of life, and

inexhaustibleresources afforded by the society of goodand

agreeable travelling companions. The committee of New

Orleans were joined bytwo gentlemen from Natchez, as

representatives of the state ofMississippi, near the person

ofGeneral Lafayette. To the attentions and gaietyof the

members of both these deputations,we were indebted for

not having known a moment of tediousness or inquietude,

Vol. II. - 11
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during our long voyage. After having sailed for five days,
with the states of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri, on

our left, and the states of Mississippi, Tennessee,and Ken

tucky, on our right, we arrived at the mouth of Ohio, with

out any delays but those necessary to take in wood. This

fuel was sometimes supplied us by the woodmen on the

borders of the river, who live by the unlimited forests

which surround them . When we could find no woodmen

we often supplied ourselves . In this case , our captain,

after having made his men take in the necessary quantity,

left in exchange a note nailed to a tree, upon which was
inscribed the number of cords he had taken , the name of

bis boat, his place of residence, date of his passage , and

signature. This kind of commerce with the Mississippi

woodmen is very common, and I have heard it said that

there never has been known an example of bad faith on

the part of the purchasers, who always show themselves

most scrupulous in paying their accounts, which are

often presented months afterwards at Natchez and New

Orleans.

When arrived at the mouth of the Ohio, we had come

from the city of Natchez four hundred and fifty miles . Our

pilot assured us then , that the upper part of the Mississippi

was too little known to him, to permit him to conduct us

through the midst of dangers which were met with at

In consequence of this declaration, our

good Captain Davis made us enter the Ohio for the pur

pose of obtaining a new pilot , at the distance of four miles

from its mouth ,whom wewere so happy as to procure imme

diately . On going thither, we met a steam-boat , whose

narrowness and unsteady motion induced us to think , that,

destined for the navigation of small streams, it only appear

ed
upon the agitated waters of a large one upon extraordi

naryoccasions. This steam -boat was the Artizan , bearing

the Tennessee deputation , sent todesire the general to as

cend the Cumberland river to Nashville, where he had been

a long time expected , and where his intention of visiting

St. Louis was not then known. After a short conference

with the deputies of the state of Tennessee , who insisted

strongly that the general should proceed immediately to

their shores, it was determined that we should continue our

voyage in the Natchez to St. Louis ; that a part of the Ten

every moment.
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nessee deputation should come with us , and the rest remain

on boardthe Artizan at the mouth of the Ohio until our

return . These arrangements, concluded to the satisfaction

of every one, we left the beautiful, to enter again the great

river. We remarked, with surprise, that at the confluence

of these two bodies of water, the current appeared suspend

ed for several miles, which seems to indicate the equality

in volume and force of the two rivers at this place.

After leaving the mouth of the Ohio, the appearance of

the shores of the Mississippi changes entirely. The lands,

more elevated , present agreater number of houses. From

place to place traces of the old French establishments are

visible, and beautiful islands like gardens, often present

themselves to the eye of the navigator, interrupting themo

notony of the river. At first he sees the isle of Birds ,

charming for its freshness ; next those called the Two Sis

ters and the Dog's Tooth ; and then English Island , which

recalls the first settlement made by the English in the midst

of these wilds in the year 1765 . This was soon destroyed

by the savages, who saw with pain their old French friends

dispossessed by traders whom they had never before seen .

Atabout forty miles from the confluence, and almost oppo

site each other, rise capes Girardeau and Lacroix, both thus

named by Mr. De Frontenac, governor ofCanada, sent to

ascertain the truth of the assertion made by the Indians , that

from the north there camea great river which ran neither in

the direction whence the Great Spirit rose,nor towards that

in which he set. There is at present at Cape Girardeau a

small village, recently founded , which begins to prosper.

A little above, on the eastern side, are seen the ruins of an

cient fortifications exhibiting a scene altogether picturesque.

These are the remainsoffort Chartres, constructed atgreat

expense by the French, in 1753 , for the defence of Upper

Mississippi, now deserted by the Americans as altogether

useless.

Somehours after having passed fort Chartres, whilst we

walked the deck , our captain pointed out in the river a flock
of young Louisiana geese, ledby the two old ones. The

elegant shape, and beautiful plumage of these fowls, made

meanxious to get possession of the whole family. I imme

diately launched into the river a skiff manned with two sail

ors, and, going in the direction ofthe old goose, endeavoured
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to get the boat between her and shore. The old geese,

taking fright, made their escape with loud cries, but the

youngones, unable yet to fly, or escapeby climbing the steep

banks, soon fell into our hands. We carried off five, which

our captain had the goodness to take chargeof, promising

to raise them with care, and forward them to New Orleans,

whence Mr. Caire engaged to send them to La Grange, for

the benefit of the general's farm .* As I was returning from
this little expedition , 1 perceived, in the middle of the river,

another very tempting game. This was a superb deer,

which swam with as much calmness and ease as though it

were in its native element. When it heard our cries , min

gled with the noise of our steam-boat, it threw its long

branching antlers upon its shoulders, and sunk in the water

to escape our notice, swimming rapidly for the swiftest

part of the current. As soon as it thought itself free from

the danger of pursuit, it re-appeared above water, shook

its antlers proudly, and tranquilly resumed its course. It

is by no means rare, as wewereinformed, to see many of

these animals thus passing from one shore of the river to the

other, and visiting the fertile islands which adorn its course.

At the distance of one hundred miles from the Ohio, the

shores of the Mississippi suddenly assume a more imposing

appearance, rising steeplyeighty or a hundred feet above

the level of the water. They arecomposed of very hard

granite. In their whole height they are impressed with

deep horizontal furrows, which appear to havebeen caused

by the friction of the water, whilst the river was at the

different levels which they indicate. Some of these fur

rows are nearly a foot deep. They occur at unequal inter

vals, and mark the successive decrease of the water. At

the actual level of the river the furrow is scarcely percep

tible. What a length of time has, therefore, been occupied

in the formation of each furrow by the sole action of the

water upon a rock of such hardness ? The solution of this

single question would, perhaps, throw a good deal of diffi

* These geese , together with the Mexican hoccos presented by Mr.

Duplantier ;wild turkeys presented by Mr. Thousand, of Baltimore; De

vonshirecows, given by Mr. Patterson; American partridges, presented

by Mr. Skinner, etc. at present ornament the farm ofLa Grange, where

General Lafayette exerts himself to multiply their numbers.
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culty into the calculations of the system-makers, who pre

tend to fix the epoch of the creation of our globe.

Some distance above , these steep rocks leare between

them and the river a considerable space, in which is situated

Herculaneum. The site of this village is altogether ro

mantic, the towers, formed uponthe rock , which crowns it

irregularly , impart a fantastic character, and attract the

curiosity of travellers. From the height of these towers,

which spring from the steep rock, they throw down melted

lead, which cools by rolling in the air, becomes round, and

falls in the forin of small shot into large receivers of wa

ter, placed beneath. The large or small size of the holes

in the iron sieve , through which it is thrown while boiling

hot, give the various sizes wanted for hunting. The lead

mines found in abundance upon the shores of the Merrimac

river, which empties into the Mississippi ten miles from this

place, have given origin to these establishments, the pros

perity of which increases every day.

On the evening of the 28th , we arrived at a poor little

village which theFrench formerly founded under the sad

name ofEmpty Pocket, better known at the present day by

the name ofCarondelet. Although we were not above six

or seven miles from St. Louis , as we could not get there .

by-day light, the members of the different committees in

attendance upon the general, resolved to pass the night at

anchor in the river, and wait till next morning to enter the

town. No sooner were the inhabitants of Carondelet in

formed of the presence of General Lafayette in their

vicinity, than they came in crowds on board the boat to

see him . They were nearly all Frenchmen . For a long

time, their settlement has consisted of only about sixty

houses, and does not promise to increase . Unsuited to

commerce, it was only occupied with agriculture, which

is still its chief means of obtaining the necessaries of
life. The most of them came from Canada , and

fixed themselves upon a portion of land along the Mis

sissippi without inquiring who owned it. They laboured,

some for ten , others for twenty years; and none of them

thought of securing the titles to the little farms produced

by the sweatof their brows. At present, whilst the govern

ment of the United States are selling much of the land it

possesses in these regions , these unfortunate people run a

11 *
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constant risk of seeing themselves dispossessed by pur

chasers who come to claim their property. They men

tioned their inquietudes to the general, who promised to

represent their situation to the federal government, and in

terest himself in their behalf. These good people, in the

simplicity of their gratitude , offered himwhom they already

regarded as their protector, every thingwhich they thought

would be agreeable ; one of them brought him tame Missis

sippi geese; another, a young fawn which he had raised; a

third, petrifactions and shells which he looked upon as

precious. The general saw that if he refused these pre

sents their feelings would be wounded; and therefore hasten

ed to accept them and return his acknowledgements.

On the morning of the 29th of April, Governor Clark,

of Missouri, Governor Coles of Illinois , and Colonel Ben

ton , came on board ; who all three came to accompany the

general to St. Louis. Someminutes after, the steam -boat

Plough Boy, having on board a great number of citizens,

ranged along side the Natchez, and the nation's guest

was saluted by three cheers, which made the forests of

the Missouri resound with Welcome, Lafayette, We then

weighed anchor, and at nine o'clock saw a large number

of buildings whose architecture was very fantastical, rising
from the midst of beautiful green shrubbery and smiling

gardens, commanding distantviews of the river. This was

the city of St. Louis. Its name, and the language of a

great portion of its inhabitants , soon informed us of its ori

gin. But if we were struck with the diversity of languages
in which General Lafayette was saluted , we were not less

so by the unity of sentiment which they manifested . The

shore was covered by the whole population, who mingled

their cries of joy with the roar of the cannon of our two

vessels. Themoment the general stepped on shore, the

mayor, Dr. Lane, presented himself at the head of the mu

nicipal authorities,and greeted himwith an address.
As the general concluded his reply to the mayor, an ele

gant calash drawn by four horses approached the shore, to

conduct him to the city , through all the streets of which

he wasdrawn in the midst of the acclamations of the peo

ple. He was attended by Mr. Augustus Choteau , a vene

rable old gentleman by whom St. Louis was founded , Mr.

Hempstead, an old soldier of the revolution , and the mayor .

hese gentlemen conducted him to the house of the son of
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Mr. Choteau, prepared for his reception, which was thrown

open to all citizens without distinction, who desired to

visit the national guest. Among the visiters , the general

met with pleasure Mr. Hamilton , son of General Alexander

Hamilton, the former aide-de-camp to Washington , whom

he so much loved, and an old French sergeant of Ro

chambeau's arıny named Bellissime. This last could not

restrain the joy he felt on seeing a countryman thus honour

ed by the American nation.

The inhabitants of St. Louis knew that General Lafay

ette could only remain a few hours with them, and they took

advantage of the short time he hadto dispose of to show him
every thing which their city and its environs contained

worthy ofnotice. While dinner was preparing at Mr.

PeterChoteau's , we rode out in a carriage to visit on the
banks of the river those remains of ancient Indian monu

ments which some travellers call tombs, whilst others re-

gard them as fortifications or places for the performance of

religious ceremonies. All these opinions are unfortunate

ly equally susceptible of discussion, for these monuments

have not preserved any sufficiently well marked characters

to afford foundation for satisfactory deductions . Those

near St. Louis are nothing but mounds covered with green
turf, the ordinary shape of which is an oblong square.

Their common height is little more than eight feet, but

must have been much greater before the earth they are

built of was thrown down during the lapse ofages. Their

sides are inclined , and themean length of their base is from

eighty to a hundred feet, their width varying from thirty to

sixty feet. What leads me to believe that these fabrics of

earth have never been used as strong holds in war , is , that

not one of them is surrounded by ditches, and they are

placed too near together. These mounds are not only met

with in the environs of St. Louis , but all over the states of

Missouri, Indiana, and upon the borders of Ohio, where, we

are informed, they meet with much more interesting traces
of the greatest antiquity, indicating that this world which

we call new, was the seat of civilization, perhaps long
anterior to the continent of Europe.*

* See upon this subject Mr. Warden's very curious work , entitled

Remarks upon the Antiquities ofNorth America.

[No theory, formed from the examination of a few of these mounds,
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From the mounds of Saint Louis to the junction of Mis

sissippi and Missouri, we should only have had two or three

hours ride , but the time of the general was so calculated

that we were obliged to forego the pleasure we should have

derived from visiting the union of these two rivers , which

have their sources in countries where nature yet reigns

undisturbed. Returned to town, we went to see the collec

tion of Indian curiositiesmade by Governor Clark, which is

the most complete that is to be found. We visited it with

the greater pleasure from its being shown us by Mr. Clark ,

who had himself collected all the objects which compose

it, while exploring the distant western regions with Cap

tain Lewis . Specimens of all the clothing, arms, and

utensils for fishing, hunting, and war, in use among the va

rious tribes living on the sources of the Missouri and Mis

sissippi , are here to be found. Among the articles com

monly worn by the Indian hunters, collars made of claws

of prodigious size, particularly struck our attention . These

claws, Gen. Clark informed us , are from that most terrible

of all the animals of the American continent, the Grizzly

Bear, of the Missouri , the ferocious instinct of which adds

still more tothe terror inspired by its enormous size and

strength. The bears of this species meet together to the

number of ten or twelve , and some times more, to chase

and make a common division of their prey. Man is their

favourite prey, and when they fall upon his track , they

can, with any propriety, be resorted to for the purpose ofexplaining the
intentions of the ancient tribes in their formation . That they were

erected for various uses , is sufficiently evident from their difference of

construction , some being evidently merely monumental, while others

must have been designed for military, religious, or other services. No

one has examined the square and circular erections at Circleville ,

in Ohio, (now rapidly disappearing before the industry of the brick -ma

kers,) or those found near Piqua, or elsewhere in that state , without feel .

ing convinced that they were destined to different uses from the mounds

which occur in their vicinity, and appear to have been erected by the

same people. Dr. Clarke, and other travellers in the north of Asia , in

form us, that mounds, in all respects similar to those of St. Louis, are

very numerous in many places, and that they are unquestionably sepul.

chral is proved by the bones, urns, and ornaments found within them ,

These observations go far also to establish the belief of the common ori

gin of the American aborigines and the nomadic tribes of the old con

tinent. See Atwater’s very interesting Archæologia Americana . - T .]
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chase him with outcries like those made by our hounds in

coursing a hare, and it is difficult to escape the steadiness

of their pursuit.* This animal is altogether unknown in

Europe, even in the largest menageries. The London

Cabinet of Natural History possesses only a single claw ,

which is regarded as a great rarity . Gen. Clark has

visited , near the sources of the Missouri and Mississippi ,

Indian tribes which, previous to his visit, had never seen a

white man ; but among whom he nevertheless discovered

traces of an ancient people more civilized than themselves.

Thus, for example, he brought away with him a whip

which the riders of these tribes do not understand the

mode of using on their horses at the present time. The

knots of this are very complex, and actually arranged like

the knout of the Cossacks. He presented General Lafay

ette with a garment bearing a striking resemblance to a

Russian riding coat. It is made of buffaloe skin , prepared

so as to retain all its pliancy, as if dressed by the most
skilful tanner. From these and some other facts, Mr.

Clark, and Captain Lewis, his companion, concluded that

there formerly existed , near the pole, a communication be

tween Asia and America. These two intrepid travellers

published in 1814, an interesting account of the journeys

made by them in 1804 , 5, and 6 , by order of the American

government, the object being to explore the sources of the

* The grizzly bear is unquestionably a ferocious and sanguinary ani

mal, and is so much dreaded by the Indians and traders, that it is not

surprising they should give currency to endless fables and exaggerations

concerning it. But wecannot avoid a feeling ofsurprise, mingled with

some mortification, to find respectable and intelligent travellers repeat

ing, as actually true, statements of the habits of ouranimals,which a

very slight effort of reason would show to be utterly absurd. Here we

have a BEAR, the largest species known, coursing after men in packs, and

yelping like hounds ? when we have not on record, evidence, perhaps,

ofmore than thirty of these animals having been seensince the exist.

ence of the specieswas discovered ; nor the slightest evidence that any

beur ever uttered any other sound than a low harsh growl !-T,

† Since hisreturn from America, General Lafayette has received a

young grizzly bear from the Missouri, sent him by Governor Clark . He

has presented it to the proprietors of the Jardin du Roi, who have

placed it in the menagerie, where it may now be seen ,
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sure ,

Missouri, and the course of the Columbia river, till it

reaches the Pacific ocean.

We could have remained a considerable longer time in

Governor Clark's museum, listening to the interesting ac

counts which he was pleased to give us relative to his

great journeys , but were informed that the hour for dinner

had arrived , and we went to the house of Mr. Peter Cho

teau. On our way we visited a portion of the town which

we had not before seen , and were surprised at the whim

sical manner in which some of thehouses, apparently the

most ancient, were constructed . They generally consisted

of a single story, surrounded by a gallery covered with a

wide projecting roof. Some one pointed out to us , that

formerly the basement was not inhabited, and that the

stair-way leading to the upper story was moveable at plea

This precaution was used by the first inhabitants of

St. Louis for the purpose of guarding against the insidious

nocturnal attacks of the Indians , who saw with jealousy

the whites making permanent settlements among them.

When St. Louis , then a feeble village, passed under the

Spanish authority, the neighbouring Indians were still so

numerous and enterprising, that the inhabitants could

scarcely resist them, or even venture abroad . It is related,

that, in 1794, an Indian chief entered St. Louis , with a

portion of his tribe,and having demanded an interview,

spoke as follows: “ Wecometo offer you peace. We have

made war against you for a great many moons, and what

has been the result ? Nothing. Our warriors have used

every means to fight with yours ,
but you will not, and dare

not meet us ! You are a pack of old women ! What can

be done with such people, since they will not fight, but

make peace ? I come therefore to you to bury the hatchet,

brighten the chain , and open a new communication with

you . "

Since that time the tribes have greatly diminished , and

most of them departed. Those still remaining in the vici

nity show the most peaceable disposition towards the
white inhabitants, with whom they carry on a considerable

trade in furs. The inhabitants of St. Louis are, besides,

sufficiently numerous no longer to fear such neighbours. The

population amounts to nearly six thousand souls , which
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number will probably bedoubled in a few years, for this

city has the prospect of a brilliant destiny in these vast

regions, in the midst of which civilization, under the guid

ance of American liberty and industry, must run a giant's

St. Louis is already the grand store house of all

the commerce of the countries west of the Mississippi . Its

situation near the junction of four or five great rivers,

all of whose branches, which spread to the most distant ex

tremities of the Union , furnish an easy and rapid communi

cation with all those places which can contribute to the

wants or luxuries of its happy inhabitants. Into what
astonishment is the mind thrown on reflecting that such a

height of prosperity is the result of but a few years, and

that the founder of so flourishing a city still lives , and, for

a long time, has been in the enjoymentof the results which

he neither could have hoped for, nor anticipated, had it

been predicted to his young and ardent imagination on first

approaching the solitary shores of the Mississippi. This
enterprising man , who, with his axe , felled the first tree of

the ancient foreston the place where the city of St. Louis

stands , who raised the first house, about which , in so short

a time, were grouped the edifices of a rich city ; who, by

his courage and conciliating spirit , at first repressed the

rage of the Indians , and afterwards secured their friend

ship ; this happyman is Mr. Augustus Choteau. I have

already named him among those appointed by the inhabi

tan of St. Louis to do the honours of their city to the

guest of the American nation. It was at the house of his

son , Mr. Peter Choteau, that we partook of the feast of

republican gratitude. It was highly interesting to be

hold seated at the table the founder of a great city, one of

the principal defenders of the independence of a great

nation, and the representatives of four young republics,

already rich from their industry, powerful from their

liberty, and happy from the wisdom of their insti

tutions. As might be readily supposed, the conver

sation was highly interesting. Mr. Augustus Choteau

was asked a great many questions respecting his youthful

adventures and enterprises. The companion in arms of

Washington was requested to relate some details of the

decisive and glorious campaign of Virginia, and the mem

bers of the different deputations of Louisiana, Mississippi,
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Tennessee, and Missouri, drew a pleasing picture of the

prosperous advancement of their respective states. In

this company, that which touched General Lafayette most

was the prevailing unanimity among the guests, who,

though they did not all speak one language, agreed per

fectly in respect to the excellence of those republican in

stitutions under which it was their happiness to live.

Before leaving the banquet in order to attend the ball

which the ladies were so kindas to prepare for us, some

toasts were exchanged, all of which borethe impression of

the harmony existing between the old French and the new

American population. Mr. Delassus, formerly lieutenant

governor of Louisiana, drank , “ The United States and

France ! May these two countries produce another

Washington and another Lafayette, to emancipate the

rest of the world !" Governor Coles drank , “ France !

dear to our hearts from so many recollections, and above

all for having given birth to our Lafayette. General

Lafayette finished by drinking the health of the venerable

patriarch, who, in 1763, founded the town of St. Louis,

and immediately afterwards we left the table for the ball,

where we found the most numerous and brilliant company

assembled, as we were informed , that had ever been seen

upon the western shore of the Mississippi . The splendid

decorations of the room, and the beautyof the ladies who

graced it, made us completely forget that we were on the

confines of a wilderness which the savages themselves con

sider as insufficient for the supply of their simple wants,

since they only frequent it occasionally. We partook of

the pleasures of the evening until near midnight, the hour

at which we were to return on board the Natchez, for the

purpose of taking some rest before daylight, when we were

to depart. At the moment we were about to embark,

many citizens of St. Louis had the goodness to offer us

several objects of curiosity , such as bows, arrows, calu

mets , and dresses of the Missouri Indians. We accepted

with gratitude these testimonies of benevolence, which we

have preserved as agreeable remembrancers of happy

occurrences so far from our country.
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CHAPTER IX.

Changes produced in the navigationof the Mississippi since the intro

duction of Steam - Arrival at Kaskaskia- The Canadians and

Indians -- Singular meeting with ayoung Indian educated among the

Whites, and returned to savage life - Indian Ballad - State of Illinois

-Departure from Kaska: kia - Separation of General Lafayette and

the Louisiana deputation.

GOVERNOR COLES, who had embarked with us, requested

of General Lafayette and obtained his consent, that he

would not leave the river Mississippi without visiting the

state of Illinois, along which we were to pass in descend

ing the river. It was decided that we should stop at Kas

kaskia, a large village of that state, and, although nearly

eighty miles distant, we arrived there a little while before

noon, so fortunate and rapid was our navigation. Since

the application of steam to navigation, thechanges pro
duced in the relations of the towns on the Mississippi is

prodigious. Formerly the voyage from New -Orleans to
St. Louis required three or four months of the most pain

ful toil that can be imagined ; the action of the oar was

not alwayssufficient to overcome the resistance of the

current. They were often obliged to warp the boat by

hand, advancing from time to time with a small boat to tie

a rope to a tree or stone on the shore. * This slow and

painful operation, the consequent privations and bad diet,

Caused diseases among the boatmen , which ordinarily

destroyed one third of the crew . At present the same

passage which is nearly fifteen hundred miles, is made in

ten days, without fatigue, without privations, between a

good bed and a good table, and often in very good com

pany ; the return is commonly made in five days; so that

* Another still more laborious mode of going up stream , was by ex

tending a long line from the bow, by which the crew , walking along the
margin of theriver, dragged the boat along. This is what is called cor

delling, and when it is recollected how rugged and irregular the shores

of the western rivers are, and the necessityof carrying the cord clear of

trees, rocks, &c., a more painful and exhausting kind of labour can

scarcely be imagined . - T.

Vol. ll.--12
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New Orleans and St. Louis , separated by so great a dis

tance, are now considered as neighbouring cities, whose

inhabitants are better acquainted and visit each other

oftener than those of Paris and Bordeaux can do.

General Lafayette was not expected at Kaskaskia, and

nothing had been prepared for this unforeseen visit. While

we were landing some oneran to the village, which stands

a quarter of a mile from the shore, and quickly returned

with a carriage for the general, who, an instant after, was

surrounded by many citizens,who ran before to receive

him. In the escort which formed itself to accompany

him, we saw neither military apparel nor the splendid

triumphs we had perceived in the rich cities ; but the

accents of joy andrepublican gratitude which broke upon

his ear, was grateful to his heart, since it proved to him

that wherever American liberty had penetrated, there also

the love and veneration of the people for its founders were

perpetuated.

We followed the general on foot, and arrived almost at

thesametime at the houseof General Edgar, a venerable

soldier of the revolution, who received him with affection

ate warmth, and ordered all the doors to be keptopen, that

his fellow citizens might enjoy, as well as himself, the

pleasure of shaking hands with the adopted son of America.
After a few minutes had been accorded to the rather

tumultuous expression of the sentiments which the pre

sence of the general inspired, Governor Coles requested

silence, which was accorded with a readiness and defe

rence that proved to me that his authority rested not only
on the law, but still more on popular affection. He

advanced towards Lafayette, about whom the crowd had

increased , and addressed him with emotion in a discourse

in which he depicted the transports his presence excited

in the population of the state of Illinois, and the happy in

fluence which the remembrance of his visit would produce

hereafter on the youthful witnesses of the enthusiasm of

their fathers, for one of the most valiant founders of their

liberty.

During an instant of profound silence, I cast a glance at

the assembly , in the midst of which I found myself, and

was struck with astonishment in remarking their variety and

Beside men whose dignity of coun
fantastic appearance.
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tenance, the patriotic exaltation of expression, readily

indicated them to be Americans, were others whose coarse

dresses, vivacity , petulance of movement,and the expan

sive joy of their visages, strongly recalled to me the

peasantry of my own country; behind these, near to the

door, and on the piazza which surrounded the house ,

stood some immovable, impassable, large, red , half naked

figures, leaning on a bow or a long rifle : these were the
Indians of theneighbourhood.

After a pause of some seconds, the governor resumed

his address, which he concluded by presenting, with great

eloquence, a faithful picture of the benefits which America

had derived from its liberty, and the happy influence which

republican institutions would one day exercise on the rest

of the world. When the orator had finished , a slight

murmur of approbation passed through the assembly , and

was prolonged until it was perceived that General La

fayette was about to reply, when an attentive silence was

restored.

After these reciprocal felicitations, another scene not less

interesting commenced. Some old revolutionary soldiers

advanced from the crowd, and came to shake hands with

their old general ; while he conversed with them, and heard

them, with softened feelings, cite the names ofthose of their

ancient companions in arms, who also fought at Brandy

wine and Yorktown, but for whom it was not ordained to

enjoy the fruits of their toils, nor to unite their voices with

that oftheir grateful country. Thepersons whom I had re

marked as having some likeness in dress and manners to our

French peasants, went and came with vivacity in all parts

of the hall , or sometimes formed little groups, from the

midst of which could be heard , in the French language,

the most open and animated expressions of joy . Having

been introduced to one of these groups by a member

of the committee of Kaskaskia , I was received at first

with great kindness, and was quickly overwhelmed with

a volley of questions, as soon as they found I was a

Frenchman, and accompanied general Lafayette. “ What !

are you also come fromFrance? Give us then some news

from that fine, that dear country. Are people happy there ?

Are they free as they are here ? Ah ! what pleasure to see

our good Frenchmen from grand France!" and the ques
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tions followed with such rapidity, that I knew not which to

understand. I was not long in perceiving that these good

men were as ignorant of the things whichconcerned their

mother country , as they were enthusiastic. They are ac

quainted with France only by tradition from the reign of

Louis XIV.and they have no idea of the convulsions which,

during the last forty years, have torn the country of their

fathers. “ Have you not had,” said one of them to me,

who had just askedme many questions about General La

fayette, which would not have been asked by an American

child ten years of age, “ have you not had another famous

general , called Napoleon, who has made many glorious

wars?" I think if Napoleon had heard such a question

asked, his vanity would have been somewhat shocked by

it. He, who believed he filled the universe with his name,

because he had overturned some old thrones of Europe,

and destroyed the liberty of France, was yet hardly known

on the banks of the Mississippi ; not more than two thou

sand leagues from the theatre of his glory, his name is pro

nounced with an expression of doubt ! Indeed , there is in

this something to damp the most ardent passion for cele

brity : I did my best to reply to the question ofmy Canadian,

to make him comprehend, as well as those who surrounded

him , who was this famous General Napoleon. At the re

cital of his exploits, they at first clapped their hands , and

assumed an air of superiority, in saying, “ These are our
brave Frenchmen. It is only among them that men like

these are to be found !” But when I came to tell them how

this famous generalcaused himself to be made consul ; how

he made himself emperor ; how he had successively de

stroyed our liberty , and paralyzed the exercise of our rights;

how , finally , he had himself fallen, leaving us , after twenty

years of war, nearly at the same point whence we had

started at the commencement of our revolution, they all

became sad as if about to weep, and exclaimed : “ And you

have suffered all that ! How, in beautiful France, and

grand France, are they not free as in the state of Illinois ?

Good heavens ! is it possible ? What, can you not write

whatever you please ? Cannot you go every where without

passports ? Is it not you who nominate the mayors of your

towns and villages ? Is it not you who choose your govern

ors, or your prefects of departments or provinces ? Have
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you not the right to elect your representatives to the na

tional assembly ? Are none of you called to the election of

the chief of the government, although you pay the whole of

such heavy taxes? Alas ! our good Frenchmen of grand

France are then more to be pitied than the negro slaves of

Louisiana , who are, indeed, miserable enough ! for if these

exercise none of the rights which we all exercise here, they

at least pay no money, and have masters that support them ."

During these exclamations , I did not know what to say.

The colour mounted to my cheeks, and I confess that my

national vanity suffered singularly to hear ignorant Cana

dians express sentiments of pity for my countrymen, and
draw a parallel to their disadvantage between them and

miserable slaves ; but these sentiments were too well found

ed to admit of my complaining, and I was silent. I only

made a promise to myself to be more discreet for the fu

ture , and not to speak with so much freedom of the politi

cal situation of my country before freemen .

While I was occupied with the Canadians, the crowd,

influenced bya feeling of delicacy and kind attention , in

sensibly withdrew , to leave General Lafayette time to take

afew moments’ reposewhile waiting for thebanquet which

the citizens had hastily prepared. Wishing to profit by

the short time we had to remain at Kaskaskia, Mr. George

Lafayette and myself went out to view the environs of the

village, in company with some of the inhabitants, and left

the general with our other travelling companions and some

old revolutionary soldiers, at Colonel Edgar's. At the

public square we found nearly all the citizens walking

about, andjoyously conversing upon the eventof the day.

We found in their groups thesame variety of physiognomy

that had struckme in the hall. While Mr. Georgegathered

from an American , the details of the origin and present

situation of Kaskaskia, 1 approached a small circle of
Indians, in the centre of which was a man of high stature

and singular aspect. His face, without being coppery like

that of the Indians , was still very swarthy. His short

dress, his long belt, to which hung a powder-horn, his long

leather leggings, extending above his knees, and all his

equipage, announced a hunter of the forest. He was lean

ing on a long rifle, and appeared to inspire by his discourse

a lively interest in his hearers. When he observed me, he

12*
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came tome without forwardness, but with marked kind

ness. He extended his hand, and I gave him mine, which

he shook cordially. I had a moment's hesitation in address

ing bim, not knowing whether he understood English or

French ; but he spoke to me first in French , and I soon

found myself quite at ease with him. He informed me that

he wasof mixed blood , that his mother was of the Kicka

poos tribe, and that his father was a Canadian. He lives

amongthe Indians of the neighbourhood, who have a great

friendship and respect for him , because, notwithstanding

fifty years and fatigue have begun to whiten his head, he

yet equals them in hunting and all the exercises of the

body, and because he often serves them as a mediator be

tween them and the whites, whose language he perfectly

understands, although his common language is Indian .
Those who surrounded him were not all similarly clothed ,

nor similarly painted. It was easy to distinguish some dif
ferences in their features and manners . I concluded that

they were not all of the same tribe. The hunter confirmed

mein this opinion by telling me that at this moment, there

were about Kaskaskia three or four camps of Indians,

come to sell the furs obtained by their great hunting during

the winter. He named the different tribes who occupied

the camps ; but their names were so barbarous, or so badly

pronounced, that I could not comprehend them ; I under

stood distinctly only that of Miami, which, repeated three

or four times, roused from his apathy a little man , who

until then stood motionless before me, wrapped in a blan

ket ; his face, bloated by intemperance, was painted red ,

blue, and yellow. At the name of Miami, he raised his

head, assumed an air of ridiculous dignity , and said, “ ]

should be the chief of the Miami nation. My grandfather

was chief, my father was chief; but the Miami have un

justly decided that I should not succeed my father, and

now, instead of baving a great quantity of furs to sell , I

have none ; I shall quit Kaskaskia without being able to

buy arms, powder, or tobacco. ” While he thus spoke, a

man painted in the same way, but of a very loftystature

and athletic form , regarded him with a disdainful air, and

said , after tapping him on the shoulder, “ Dare you to com
plain of the justice of the Miami ? Thy grandfather was

our chief, sayest thou ? thy father was also ? But hast thou
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then forgotten that thy grandfather was the bravest of our

warriors, and that the wisdom of thy father was heard in

our councils as the voice of the Great Spirit ? But, by

what title wouldst thou command amongmen ? Feeble

as an old woman, thou hast not even the courage to hunt

to satisfy thy wants , and thou wouldst sell us to the whites

for a bottle of whiskey." A contemptuous gesture ter

minated this rude apostrophe, which was translated into

French for me atthetime by the stout hunter ; and the fallen

prince, sadly leaning on a small bow, similar to those

with which the Indian boys exercise, kept silence. His

fate seemed to me truly deserving of pity ; I could not,

however, avoid feeling a sentimentof esteem for the Miami

nation , who do not believe that legitimacy in a prince can

supply the place of all the virtues.

· I was still among the Indians, questioning the hunter as

to the situation and force of their tribes , which civilization

is rapidly diminishing, when I saw the secretary of the

governorof Louisiana , Mr. Caire, approach, who came to

propose that I should go with him to visit an Indian'en

campment, at a very short distance from the village. I

consented, and we set off immediately , in order to return

by the dinner hour. Leaving Kaskaskia, we crossed a

river of the same name, on a wooden bridge solidly built

and firmly connected. We then marched about twenty

minutes on the plain , to the entrance of a forest, which we

penetrated by a straight path traced along a rivulet.

we advanced, the ground suddenly elevated itself to the

right and left, and we quickly found ourselves in a kind of

pass, formed by à succession of small hills, covered with

thickets. After about a quarter of an hour's walk , we

arrived at a fence, which we climbed, and behind which

two horses attracted our attention by the noise of the bells

hung round their necks . A little further on, the pass

enlarging, formed a delightful little valley, in the middle of

which some huts of bark were raised ina half circle ; this

was the Indian camp we sought. The openings of these

huts were all towards the centre of the circle, and the

planks elevated about three feet from the ground, were
slightly inclined , like the cover of a field bed. With the

exception of a very old woman cooking at a fire in the

open air, we found no person in the camp. Either from
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spite, or because she neither comprehended French nor

English , this woman would reply to none of our questions,

and saw us with the greatest indifference, look at,and even

handle, all the objects which attracted our curiosity in the

huts. All was arranged with sufficient order, and it was

easy to recognize the places occupied by the women, by

the little utensils of the toilet, such as looking-glasses, pins,

bags of paint, &c, which we remarked there. After a mi

nute examination of this little camp, we were about to

leave it, when I was arrested on the border of the stream

let which ran through it, by the sight of a small mill-wheel,

which appeared to have been thrown on the bank by the

rapidity of the current. I took it up and placed it where

I thought it had originally been put by the children , on two

stones elevated a little above the water ; and the current

striking the wings , made it turn rapidly. This puerility,

(which probably would have passed from my memory, if,

on the same evening, it had not placed me before the In

dians , in a situation sufficiently extraordinary,) greatly

excited the attention of the oldwoman, who, ly her ges

tures, expressed to us a lively satisfaction .

On returning to Kaskaskia , we found Mr: de Syon , an

amiable young Frenchman ofmuch intelligence, who, on

the invitationof General Lafayette, left Washington city

with us to visit the southern and western states. Like us

he had just made an excursion into the neighbourhood, and

appeared quite joyous at the discovery he had made ; he

had met, in the midst of the forest, at the head of a troop

of Indians , a pretty young woman, who spoke French very

well , and expressed herself with a grace at which he
appeared as much astonished as we were. She had asked

him if it was true, that Lafayette was at Kaskaskia, and on

his replying affirmatively, she manifested a great desire to

see him. “ I always carry with me, ” said she to Mr. de

Syon, “ a relique, that is very dear to me; I would wish to

show it to him; it will prove to him that his name is not
less venerated in the midst of our tribes, than among the

white Americans, for whom he fought.” And in speaking

thus,she drew from her bosom a little pouch which enclosed

a letter carefully wrapped in several pieces of paper. “ It

is from Lafayette,” said she, " he wrote it to my father a

long time since, and my father, when he died, left it to me
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as the most precious thing he possessed . ” At the sight of

this letter, Mr. de Syon proposed to the Indian girl to go

with him to Kaskaskia, assuring her that General Lafayette

would be very much pleased to see her; but this proposi

tion seemed to embarrass her, and under various pretexts,

she refused to come. However,” she added, “ if you have

any thing to say to me this evening, you will find me in my

camp, which is close by the village; any one can direct

you the way, for I am well known at Kaskaskia . My name

is Mary.”

This recital of Mr. de Syon excited my curiosity keen

ly, and I would have willingly returned with him immedi

ately to search for Mary; but, at this moment, a member of

the committee of Kaskaskia came to inform me that they

were about to sit down to dinner, and we saw General La

fayette going out of ColonelEdgar's, escortedby many citi

zens and crossing to Colonel Sweet's house where we were

to dine. We joined the procession and took our places at

table , where the general was seated under a canopy of

flowers prepared by the ladies of Kaskaskia, with much

skill and taste ; and which produced, by the blending , of

the richest and most lively colours, the effect of a rain
bow.

I spoke to General Lafayette of the meeting with the

young Indian girl; and from the desire he manifested to

see her, 1 left the table with Mr. de Syon , at the moment

when the company began to exchange patriotic toasts , and

we sought a guide to Mary's camp. "Chance assisted us

wonderfully, in directing us to an Indian of the same tribe

that we wished to visit. Conducted by him, we crossed the

bridge of Kaskaskia , and notwithstanding the darkness,

soon recognized the path and rivulet I had seen in the

morning with Mr. Caire. When we were about to enter

the enclosure, we were arrested by the fierce barking of

two stout dogs which sprang at, and would probably have

bitten us , but for the timely interferenceof our guide. We

arrived at the middle of the camp, which was lighted by a

large fire, around which a dozen Indians were squatted,

preparing their supper; they received us with cordiality,

and, as soon as they wereinformed of the object of our

visit, one of them conducted us to Mary's hut, whom we

found sleeping on a bison skin . At the voice of Mr. de Syon ,
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me.

which she recognized,she arose , and listened attentively to

the invitation from General Lafayette to come to Kaskas

kia ; she seemed quite flattered by it, but said before decid

ing to accompany us she wished to mention it to her

husband. While she was consulting with him, I heard a

piercing cry; and turning round I saw near me the old

woman I had found alone in the camp in the morning: she

had just recognized me by the light of the fire, and designa

ted me to her companions, who, quitting immediately their

occupations, rushed round me in a circle, and began to

dance with demonstrations of great joy and gratitude.

Their tawny and nearly naked bodies, their faces fantasti

cally painted , their expressive gesticulations, the reflection

of the fire, which gave a red tinge to all the surrounding

objects, every thing gave to this scene something of an in

fernal aspect , and I fancied myself for an instant in the

midst of demons. Mary, witnessing my embarrassment,

putan end to it, by ordering the dance to cease, and then

explainedto me the honours which they had just rendered

“When we wish to know if an enterprize we medi

tate will be happy, we place in a rivulet à small wheel

slightly supported on two stones ; if the wheel turns during

three suns, without being thrown down, the augury is favour

able : but if the currentcarry it away, and throws it upon

the bank, it is a certain proof that our project is not ap

proved by the Great Spirit, unless however a stranger
comes to replace the little wheel before the end of the

third day. You are this stranger who have restored our

manitou and our hopes , and this is your title to be thus

celebrated among us." In pronouncing these last words,
an ironical smile played on her lips, which caused me to
doubt her faith in the manitou. 6. You do not appear to be

very much convinced," said I to her, “ of the efficacy of the

service which I have renderedyou in raising themanitou ? "

She silently shook her head; then raising her eyes, “ I have

been taught, " said she, " to place my confidence higher;

all my hopes are in theGod I have been taught to believe

in ; the God of the Christians."

I had at first been much astonished to hear an Indian

woman speak French so well , and I was not less so in learn

ing that she was a Christian ; Mary perceived it, and to put

an end to my surprise, she related to me her history, while
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her husband, and those who were to accompany her to

Kaskaskia, hastily took their supper, of maize cooked in
milk. She informed me that her father, who was a chief

of one of the nations who inhabited the shores of the great

lakes of the north , had formerly fought with a hundred of

his followers underthe orders of Lafayette ,when the latter

commanded an army on the frontiers. That he had ac

quired much glory, and gained the friendship of the Ame
ricans. A long time after, that is , about twenty years ago,

he left the shores of the great lakes with some of his war
riors, his wife and daughter; and after having marched a

long time, he established himself on the shores of the river

Illinois. “ I was very young, then, but have not yet, how

ever, forgotten the horrible sufferings we endured during

this long journey, made in a rigorous winter, across a coun

try peopled by nations with whom we were unacquainted ;

they were such, that my poor mother, who nearly always

carried me on her shoulders , already well loaded with bag

gage, died under them some days after our arrival ; my fa

ther placed me under the care of another woman, who also

emigrated with us, and occupied himself in securing the

tranquil possession of the lands on which we had come to

establish ourselves, by forming alliances with our new

neighbours. The Kickapoos were those who received us

best, and we soon considered ourselves as forming a part of

their nation. The year following my father was chosen by

them, with some from among themselves, to and regu

late some affairs of the nation with the agent of the United

States, residing here at Kaskaskia ; he wished that I should

be ofthe company; for, although the Kickapoos had shown

themselves very generous and hospitable towards him, he

feared that somewar might breakout in his absence, as he

well knew the intrigues of the English to excite the Indians

against the Americans. This same apprehension induced

him to accede to the request made by the American agent,

to leave me in his family, to be educated with hisinfant

daughter. My father had much esteem for the whites of

that great nation for whom he had formerly fought; he

never had cause to complain of them, and he who offered

to take charge of me inspired him with great confidence by

the frankness of his manners, and aboveall , by the fidelity

with which he treated the affairs of the Indians ; he, there

gó
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fore , left me, promising to return to see me everyyear after

the great winter's hunt; he came, in fact, several times af

terwards; and I , notwithstanding the disagreeableness of a

sedentary life, grew up , answering the expectations of my

careful benefactor andhis wife. I became attached to their

daughter, who grew up with me, and the truths of the

Christian religion easily supplanted in my mind the super

stition of my fathers, whom I had scarcely known ; yet, I

confess to you, notwithstanding the influence of religion

and civilization on my youthful heart, the impressions of

infancy were not entirely effaced. If the pleasure of wan

dering conducted me into the shady forest, I breathed more

freely, and it was with reluctance that I returned home;

when, in the cool of the evening, seated in the door of my

adopted father's habitation, I heard in the distance , through

the silence of the night, the piercing voice ofthe Indians,

rallying to return to camp, 1 started with a thrill of joy,and

myfeeble voice imitated the voice of the savage with a fa

cility that affrighted my young companion ; and when oc

casionally some warriors came to consult my benefactor in

regard to their treaties, or hunters to offer him a part of the

produce of their chase , I was always the first to run to

meet and welcome them ; I testified my joy to them by

every imaginable means, and I could not avoid admiring

andwishing for their simple ornaments, which appeared to

me far preferable to the brilliant decorations of the whites.

“ In the meanwhile, for five years my father had not ap

peared at the period of the return from the winter's hunt

ing ; but a warrior, whom I had often seen with him , came

and found me one evening at the entrance of the forest, and

said to me : Mary, thy father is old and feeble, he has

been unable to follow us here ; but he wishes to see thee

once more before he dies, and he has charged me to con

duct thee to him. ' In saying these words he forcibly took

my hand , and dragged me with him. I had not even time

to reply to him, nor even to take any resolution, before we

were at a great distance, and I saw well that there was

no part left for me, but to follow him. We marched

nearly all night, and at thedawnofday, we arrived at a bark
hut, built in the middle of a little valley. Here I sawmy

father, his eyes turned towards the just rising sun. His face

was painted as for battle. His tomahawk ornamented with
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many scalps,, was beside him ; he was calm and silent as an

Indian who awaited death. As soon as he saw me hę drew

out of a pouch a paper wrapped with care in a verydry

skin, and gave it me,requesting that I should preserve it as

a most precious thing. i I wished to see thee once more

before dying,' said he, and to give thee this paper, which

is the most powerful charm ( manitou) which thou canst

employ with the whites to interest them in thy favour ; for

all those to whom I have shown it have manifested towards

me a particular attachment. I received it from a great

French warrior, whom the English dreaded as much

as the Americans loved , and with whom I fought in my

youth .” After these wordsmy father was silent, next morn

ing he expired. Sciakape, thename of the warrior who

came for me, covered the body ofmy father with the branch

es of trees, and took me back to my guardian .”

Here Mary suspended her narrative, and presented tome

a letter a little darkened by time,but in good preservation.

Stay,” said she to me, smiling, “ you see that Ihave faith

fully complied with the charge of my father ; I have taken

greatcare of his manitou .” I opened the letter and recog

nized the signature and handwriting of General Lafayette.

It was dated at head quarters, Albany, June, 1778, after

the northern campaign , and addressed to Panisciowa, an

Indian chief of one of the Six Nations, to thank him for the

courageous manner in which he had served the American

66

cause.

me6 Well ” said Mary, “now that you know well

enough to introduce me to General Lafayette, shall we go

to him that I may also greet him whom my father revered

as thecourageous warrior and the friend of our nations ?"

“ Willingly," I replied, “ but it seems to me that you have

promised to inform us in what manner, after having tasted

for some time the sweets of civilization , you came to return

to the rude and savage life of the Indians ?” At this ques

tion, Mary looked downwards and seemed troubled.

However, after a slight hesitation, she resumed in a lower

tone : “ After the death of my father, Sciakape often
returned to see me. We soon became attached to each

other ; he did not find it difficult to determine meto follow

him into the forest, where I became his wife. This reso

lution at first very much afflicted my benefactors ; but

VOL. II. - 13
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when they saw that I found myself happy, they pardoned

me ; and each year, during all the time that our encamp

ment is established near Kaskaskia, I rarely pass a day

without going to see them ; if you wish, we can visit them,

for their house is close by our way , and you will see by

the reception they will give me, that they retain their

esteem and friendship ." Mary pronounced these last

words with a degree of pride, whichproved to us that she

feared that we might have formed a bad opinion of her, on

account of her flight from the home of her benefactors

with Sciakape. We accepted her proposition , and she

gave the signal for departure. At her call , her husband

andeight warriors presented themselves to escort us. M.

de Syon offered her his arm , and we began our march.

We were all very well received by the family of Mr. Mes

nard ; but Mary above all received the most tender

marks of affection from the persons of the household.

Mr. Mesnard, Mary's adopted father, was at Kaskaskia , as

one of the committee charged with the reception of La

fayette, and Mrs. Mesnard asked us if we would undertake

to conduct her daughter to the ball which she herself was

prevented from attending by indisposition . We assented

with pleasure; and, while Mary assisted Miss Mesnard to

complete her toilet, we seated ourselves round a great fire

in the kitchen . Scarcely were we seated , when I saw

moving in the corner, a black mass, of which I had at first

a difficulty in recognising the nature and form ; but, after

an attentive examination, I found it was an old negro

doubled by age . His face was so much wrinkled and

deformed by time, that it was impossible to distinguish in

it a single feature,and I guessed the place of his mouth by
the little cloud of tobacco -smoke which escaped thence,

from time to time. This man appeared to give great

attention to the conversation which took place between

us and a young man of Mr. Mesnard's family; when he
understood that we travelled with General Lafayette, and

that we came from St. Louis, he asked if we had found

many Frenchmen there. I replied that we had seen some,

and, among others, Mr. Choteau, the founder of the town.

“ What !” cried he with a loud voice, which seemed not to

ng to so decrepid a body— “ What ! you found the

hoteau ? Oh ! I know him well , so I do , that little

11.07
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Choteau ; we have travelled a great deal together on the

Mississippi , and that at a time when very few ofthe whites

had come this far." “ But do you know ," said I , “ that he

whom you call the little Choteau is very old , that he is

certainly more than ninety years of age ?” “ Oh ! I be

lieve that well ! but what of that? that does not prevent

that I should know him well , when a child .” “ Of what

age are you , then ?" « Of that I know nothing, as they

never taught me to count. All that I know is , that I left

New Orleans with my master,who made part of the expe

dition sent by the Navigation Company of the Mississippi,

under the orders of theyoung Cboteau , to go and build a

fort high up the river. Young Choteau washardly seven

teen , but he was commander of the expedition , because his

father was, they said , one of the richest proprietors of the

company. After having rowed a long time against the

current and suffered great fatigue, we arrived at last not
far from here, where we set about building Fort Chartres.

It seems as if I was now there ; I see from here the great

stones which bore the great arches we built. Every one

of us said, · Here is a fort will last longer than us all , and

longer than our children . ' l also believed it well , and yet

I have seen the last of it ; for it is now in ruins , and I am

yet living . Do you know , sir, how many years it is since

we built Fort Chartres ?" . 5 At least eighty years , if I am
not deceived ." Well, count , and you will know very

nearly myage. I was then at least thirty years old, for

the little Choteau appeared to me a child ; I have already

served three masters, and I have suffered a great deal.”

“ According to that account, you are a bundred and ten

years old, Daddy Francis.” “ Yes, indeed , I believe I

am at the least that, for it is a long time that I have
laboured and suffered . " 6 How ! ” said the young man

who was seated near him, “ do you suffer now, Francis ? ”

“ Oh ! pardon me, sir, I speak not ofthe time I have lived

in this house. Since I belonged to Mr. Mesnard it is very

different ; Int ; I am now happy . Instead of serving others,

they all serve me. Mr. Mesnard will not even allow me

and bring in a little wood for the fire ; he says 1 am

tooold for that. But I must tell the truth , Mr. Mesnard

is not a master to me ; he is a man he is a friend.”

This homage of theold slave, rendered to the humanits

לו

to go
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of his master, gave us a high idea of the character of Mr.

Mesnard . While we were yet listening to old Francis ,

Mary and Miss Mesnard came to inform us that they were

ready, and asked us if we would be on our way, as it began
to

grow
late. We took leave of Mrs. Mesnard, and found

our Indian escort who had waited patiently for us at the

door, andwho resumed their position near us at some dis

tance in front, to guide and protect our march , as if we

had been crossing an enemy's country. The night was

quite dark, but thetemperature was mild, and the fire-flies

illuminated the atmosphere around us . M. de Syon con

ducted Miss Mesnard, and I gave my arm to Mary, who,

notwithstanding the darkness, walked with a confidence

and lightness which only a forest life could produce. The

fire -flies attracted and interested me much ; for, although

this was not the first time I had observed them, I had never

before seen them in such numbers. I asked Mary if these

insects , which from their appearance seem so likely to

astonish the imagination , had never given place among the

Indians to popular beliefs or tales. “ Not among the

nations of these countries, where every year we are fami

liarised with their great numbers," said she to me, 66 but I

have heard that among the tribes of the north , they com

monly believe that they are the souls of departed friends,

who return to console them or demand the performance of

some promise. I even know several ballads on this sub

ject. One of them appears to have been made a long

time since , in a nation which lives farther north and no

longer exists. It is by songs that great events and popular
traditions are ordinarily preserved among us, and this bal

lad , which I have often heard sung by the young girls of

our tribe, leaves no doubt as tothebelief of some Indians

concerning the fire -fly." I asked her to sing me this song,

which she did with much grace. Although I did not com

prehend the words, whichwere Indian, 1observed a great

harmony in their arrangement, and, in the very simple

music in which they were sung, an expression of deep

melancholy.

When she had finished the ballad , I asked her if she

could not translate it for me into French, so that I might

comprehend the sense. “With difficulty, " she said , “for

I have always found great obstacles to translating exactly
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the expressions of our Indians into French, when I have

servedthem as interpreter with the whites; but I will try ."

And she translated nearly as follows:

56 The rude season of the chase was over. Antakaya,

the handsomest, the most skilful, and bravest of the Chero

kee warriors, came to the banks of the Avolachy, where he

was expected by Manahella, the young virgin promised to

his love and bravery.

- The first day of the moon of flowers was to witness

their union. Already had the two families, assembled round

the same fire, given their assent; already had the young

men and women prepared and ornamented the new cabin,

which was to receive the happy couple, when, at the rising

of the sun , a terrible cry, the cry ofwar, sent forth by the

scoutwho always watches at the summit of the hill , called

the old men to the council , and the warriors to arms.

“ The whites appeared on the frontier. Murder and

robbery accompanied them . The star of fertility had not

reached its noontide height, and already Antakaya had de

parted at the head of hiswarriors to repel robbery, murder,

and the whites.

“ Go, said Manahella to him, endeavouring to stifle her

grief, go fight the cruel whites, and I will pray to the Great
Spirit to wrap thee with a cloud , proof against their blows.

I will pray him to bring thee back to the banks of the

Avolachy, there to be loved by Manahella .

“ I will return to thee , replied Antakaya, I will return to

thee. My arrows have never disappointed my aim , my

tomahawk shall be bathed in the blood of the wbites; I

will bring back their scalps to ornament the door of thy

cabin ; then I shall be worthy of Manahella; then shall we

love in peace, then shall we be happy.

“ The first day ofthemoon of flowers had brightly dawn

ed, and many morehad passed away, and none had heard

from Antakayaand his warriors. Stooping on the shores of

the Avolachy, the mournful Manahellaevery eveningraised

to the evil spirits little pyramids of polished pebbles, to
appease their angerand avert their resistance to her well be

loved; but the evil spirits were inflexible, and their violent .

blasts overthrew the little pyramids.

“ One evening of the lastmoon of flowers, Manahella met

on the banks of the river a pale and bloody warrior. Die,

13*
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poor ivy,' said he to Manahella ; “ die ! the noblestoak of the

forest, that proud oak under whose shade thou hoped to

enjoy repose and happiness, is fallen ! It has fallen under

the redoubled strokes of the whites. In its fall it has crush

ed those who ſelled it, but it is fallen ! Die , poor ivy, die !

for the oakwhich was to give thee support is fallen ! ?—Two

days after, Manahella was no more.

“ Antakaya, whose courage had been deceived by fate ,

had fallen covered with wounds into the hands of the

whites, who carried him far away. But he escaped; and

after wandering long through the forest, he returned to

mourn his defeat and meditate vengeance with : Mana

hella . When be arrived , she was no more. Agitated by

the most violent despair, he ran in the evening to the banks

of the Avolachy, calling Manahella, but the echo alone re

plied to the accents of his grief.

" O Manahella ! he exclaimed , ifmy arrows have disap

pointed my skill , if my tomahawk has not spilt the blood of

the whites, if I have not brought thee their scalps to orna

ment the door of thy cabin , forgive me ! It is not the fault

of my courage, the evil spirits have fought against me.

And yet I have suffered no complaint to escape me, not a

sigh , when the iron of my enemies toremy breast; I have

not abased myself by asking my life ! They preserved it

against my will, and I am only consoled by the hope of one

day avenging myself, and offering thee many of their scalps.

O Manahella ! come, if but to tell me that thou pardonest

me, and that thou permittest me to follow thee into the
world of the Great Spirit.

“ At the same instant a vivid light, pure and lambent,

appeared tothe eyes of the unfortunate Antakaya. He saw

in it the soul of his beloved, and followed it through the

valley during all the night, supplicating it to stay and to

pardon him . At the dawn of the day he found himself on

the border of a great lake ; the lighthad disappeared, and

he believed that it had passed over the water. Immedi

ately, although feeble and fatigued , he made a canoe of the

trunk of a tree which he hollowed , and with a branch he

made a paddle. At the end of the day his work was

achieved. With the darkness the deceptive light returned;

and during all the night Antakaya pursued the delusion on
the face of the unsteady waters . But it again disappeared
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99

before the light of the sun , and with it vanished the slight

breath of hope and the life of Antakaya."

Mary ended her ballad , and I expressed to her my thanks

as we arrived at the bridge of Kaskaskia. There, Sciakape

collected his escort, said a few words to his wife, and left

us to enter the village alone. We approachedthe house of

Mr. Morrison, at which the ball was given to General La

fayette. I then felt that Mary trembled; her trouble was

so great that she could not conceal it from me. I asked her
the cause.

If you would spare me a great mortification,

she said, you will not conduct me among the ladies of Kas

kaskia . They are now without doubt in their most bril

liant dresses, and the coarseness of my clothes will inspire

them with contempt and pity, two sentiments which will

equally affect me. Besides I know that they blame me for

having renounced the life of the whites , and I feel little at

ease in their presence. I promised what she desired , and
she became reassured . Arrived at Mr. Morrison's, I con

ducted her into a lower chamber, and went to the hall to

inform General Lafayette that the young Indian girl await

ed him below. He hastened down , and several of the

committee with him. He saw and heard Mary with plea

sure, and could not conceal his emotion on recognizing his

letter, and observing with what holy veneration it had been

preserved during nearly half a century in a savage nation ,

among whom he had not even supposed his name had ever

penetrated. On her part, the daughter of Panisciowa ex

pressed with vivacity the happiness she enjoyed in see
ing him, along with whom her father had the honour to

fight for the good American cause.

After a half hour's conversation , in which General La

fayette was pleased to relate the evidences of the fidelity

and courageous conduct of some Indian nations towards

the Americans, during the revolutionary war, Mary mani

fested a wish to retire, and I accompanied her to the

bridge, where I replaced her under the care of Sciakape

and his escort, and bade them farewell.

At midnight, the general received the farewell of the

ladies and citizens of Kaskaskia , who were assembled at

Mr. Morrison's, and we returned on board our boat, to

continue immediately our navigation towards the mouth

of the Ohio Governor Coles greatly wished that we
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fine ;

should cross that part of the state of Illinois comprised in

the angle formed by the two great rivers, and meet the

boat again at Shawneetown, where we should have been

able to visit the salt mines , which are said to be very

but besides that this would have taken more time than he

could devote to this visit, this route did not accord with

the plan of ascending the Cumberland river to Nashville,

where the envoys from Tennessee were charged to conduct

him . Mr. Coles embarked with us to accompany the

general to the state of Tennessee, and we felt a real plea

sure on account of it, for he is a man of agreeable conver

sation and extraordinary merit. All persons agree in saying

that he fuláls his duties as governor with as much philan

throphy as justice. He owes his elevation to the office of

governor, to his opinions on the abolition of the slavery of

the blacks. He was originally a proprietor in Virginia,

where, according to the custom of the country, he culti

vated his lands by negro slaves. After having for a long

time strongly expressed his aversion for this kind of cul

ture , he thought it his duty to put in practice the principles

he had professed, and he decided to give liberty to all his

slaves ; but knowing that their emancipation in Virginia

would be more injurious than useful to them, he took them

all with him into the state of Nlinois, where he not only

gave them their liberty, but also established them at his

own expense, in such a manner that they should be able to

procure for themselves a happy existence by their labour.

This act of justice and humanity considerably diminished
his fortune, but occasioned him no regrets. At this period,

some men , led astray by ancient prejudices, endeavoured to

amend that article of the constitution of the state of Minois,

which prohibits slavery : Mr. Coles opposed these men

with all the ardour of hisphilanthropic soul, and with all

the superiority of his enlightened mind. In this honourable

struggle, he was sustained by the people of Illinois ; justice

and humanity triumphed, and soon after Mr. Coles was

elected governor, by an immense majority. This was an

honourable recompense, and to this there is now joined

another which mustbe very grateful to him ; his liberated

negroes' are perfectly 'successful, and afford a conclusive

argument against the adversaries of emancipation.

Some hours after our departure from Kaskaskia, we
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were at the mouth of the Ohio, which we ascended to the

mouth of Cumberland river, where we arrived before night.

There we awaited the steam -boat Artizan, to take us to

Nashville. When it was necessary for us to quit the

Natchez, and our travelling companions from Louisiana,

we experienced an oppression of feeling as if we were

quitting our family and home. This feeling will be easily

comprehended, when it is understood thatwe had passed

nearly a month and travelled nearly eighteen hundred miles

on board this boat, in the midst of a society, amiable, in

telligent, and obliging, and of which each individual had

become for us an amiable friend. On their side , Messieurs

Morse, Ducros, Prieur, and Caire , manifested to us regrets

not less sincere. Notwithstanding their long absence from

New Orleans , they would have voluntarily prolonged their

mission , to pass a longer time with their dear Lafayette;

and our excellent Captain Davis warmly expressed his re

grets at seeing another vessel than his own about to receive

the nation's guest ; but on the other hand, the from

Tennessee were not disposed to cede to others the right of

doing the honours of their state; and even if they had

chosen to accept the services of Captain Davis, they were

forced to renounce them, because the Natchez was unfit to

navigate the shallow waters of the Cumberland. We were,

therefore, obliged to take leave of the Louisianian com

mittee, and that of the state of Mississippi, with great re

gret, and go on board of the Artizan , where we were

received and treated in a manner that foretold we would

soon experience a renewal of our sorrow in separating from

our new companions.

envoys
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CHAPTER X.

Cumberland River --Arrival at Nashville , Tennessee Militia - Resi.

dence of General Jackson - Shipwreck on the Ohio - Louisville

Journey from Louisville to Cincinnati by land-State of Kentucky

Anecdote.

On the 2nd of May, at 8 o'clock in the evening, we en

tered Cumberland river, which we ascended all night, not

(withstanding the darkness. This river, which is one ofthe

largest tributaries of the Ohio, rises to the westward of

Cumberland mountains , waters the state of Kentucky by

its two branches, and Ohio by its main stream , which forms

a great bend ; it is navigable for about 400 miles. By day

light we were able to judge of the richness of the country

it traverses, from the great number of boats, loaded with all

kinds of produce, that we passed . As the banks of Cum

berland river , are flat, and sometimes swampy, from its

mouth to the vicinity of Nashville, no town is met with on

its shores ; all the establishments are situated some distance

back, and , therefore, we were unable to visit them ; -but

many of the inhabitants came in boats to salute the gene

ral , this retarded our progress , as we were obliged to stop

every moment to receive or dismiss the visiters.

Wednesday, May 4th , we remarked that the banks of the

river were considerably elevated above our heads, and pre

sented agreeable and healthy situations for cities or villages ;

at 8 o'clock no houses were, as yet, in sight, but weheard

in the distance the sound of bells, announcing our vicinity

to population, and preparations for some solemnity; afew
momentsafterwards weperceived on the horizon the spires

of buildings, and on a plain at a short distance from us a

dense crowd of men ,women,andchildren ,whoappeared

to be expecting with great solicitude the arrival of some

thing extraordinary, and when our vessel came sufficiently

near to be recognized, a joyful shout arose from the shore,

andthe air resounded with criesof"Welcome,Lafayette;"

this was the salutation of the inhabitants ofNashville to the

quest of the nation . This welcomewas continued without
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interruption until we had arrived beyond the city, at the

place for disembarking, where the general was received by

the illustrious Jackson , who ascended a carriage with him

to conduct him to Nashville, several corps of cavalry pre

ceded them ,and the procession formed behind them was

composed of all our fellow travellers , joined by a multitude

of citizens from the neighbourhood ; we entered the city

by. a wideavenue, lined on each side by militia remarkable

for the brilliancy of their uniforms, and their soldier-like

appearance under arms; it was easy to recognise by their

martial air, that their ranks contained great numbers of

those intrepid citizen soldiers, by whom the English were

overthrown under the walls of New Orleans . In entering

the city, the procession passed under a triumphal arch, on

the summit of which were these words, also repeated at

every moment by the crowd, “ Welcome, Lafayette, the

friend of the United States ! " Above this floated the American

flag, attached to a lance surmounted by a liberty cap.

After having traversed the principal streets, we arrived at

the public square, which was decorated with thousands of

flags, suspended from the windows ; it was also ornamented

by a triumphal arch , under which was an elevated platform ,

where the governor of the state waited to salute the guest

of the nation . His speech was not only touching from the

sentiments of affection and gratitude with which it was fill

ed , but it was also remarkable for the truth and fidelity

with which it sketched the actual situation of Tennessee,

and the rapidity of its growth under the influence of liberty

and wise laws. General Lafayette replied with that heart

felt emotion, and that happy choice of expression , which so

often, during his journey, excited the astonishment and ad

miration of those who heard him. Forty officers and sol

diers of the revolution, the most part enfeebled by age, and

somemutilated in war, notwithstanding which they had as

sembled from all parts of the state to assist at the triumph

of their old general, now advancedfrom the two sides of

the arch, amidst the acclamations of the people, and show

ered upon him marks of affection and patriotic recollec

tions ; among them was one, remarkable above all the

others for his great age, and the vivacity with which he

expressed his joy ; he threw himself into the general's arms,

weeping and exclaiming, “ 1 have enjoyed two happy days
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in my life, that when I landed with you at Charleston in

1777, andthe present, now that Ihave seen you once again,

I have nothing more to wish for, I have lived long enough ."

The emotionof this old man was communicated tothe

whole crowd, and there was a profound silence for some

time. Notwithstanding his infirmities he had travelled

more than fifty leagues to procure this moment of happiness,

We afterwards learnt that his name was Hagy, thathe was

born in Germany, and that he had come over to America

in the vessel with Lafayette, and had been under his orders

during the whole war of the revolution . General Lafay

ette, after devoting a few moments to the affection of his

old companions in arms, re-entered the carriage with the

governor, and went to the beautiful residence of Dr.

M ·Nairy , who had prepared accommodations for us , and

who, with his whole family , received us with the most

amiable hospitality. The general was received at the door

by the municipal body and the mayor, who addressed him

in the name of the inhabitants of Nashville. After the re

ply of the general to this speech , the people gave three

cheers, and retired in silence, to permit their guest to take

a little repose before dinner ; but the general profited by

this occasion to visit Mrs. Jackson, whom he understood to

be in the town, and to Mrs. Littlefield, the daughterof his

old fellow soldier and friend, General Greene.

At four o'clock another procession came to conduet us

to a public dinner, at which more than two hundred citi

zens sat down , and which was presided over by General

Jackson. Among the guests was a venerable old man,

named Timothy Demundrune, the first white man who set

tled in Tennessee. According to the American custom ,

the repast was terminated by the frank and energetic ex

pression of each guest's opinion on the acts of the adminis

tration, and the public character of the magistrates, and

candidates for thedifferent offices ; among these numerous

toasts I will only cite the three following , which appeared

to me as peculiarly well adapted to demonstrate the pre

dominant sentiments of the people of Tennessee.

“ The present age — it encourages the reign of liberal

principles. Kings are forced to unite against liberty, and

despotism to act on the defensive.”
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· France -- republican or monarchical, in glory or misfor

tune, she always has claims on our gratitude .'

Lafayette - tyrants have oppressed him, but freemen

honour him . "

After this last toast, thegeneral rose ,expressedhis thanks,

and begged permission to givethe following: “ The State

of Tennessee, and Nashville, its capital - may our heritage

of revolutionary glory be for ever united to the unfading

laurels of the last war, and thus form a perpetual bond of

union between all parts of the American confederation."

The president then gave the signal for departure , and we

went to the masonic lodge, where three hundred brothers,

in the most brilliant costume, received us with the most

affectionate cordiality. We passed a true family evening

with them . An eloquent orator, Mr. William Hunt, deli

vered.an excellent discourse, which , in a masonic form ,

embodied the most noble precepts of patriotism and phi

lanthropy ; and the meeting terminated by an elegant colla

tion , at the end of which the general proposed a toast,

which was received with the greatest enthusiasm ; it was

to the memory of our illustrious brother Riego, the martyr

of liberty! In retiring to our quarters at Dr. M.Nairy's,

we found the town brilliantly illuminated , and a great

number of houses decorated with transparencies repre

senting General Lafayette, with a variety of ingenious

emblems.

The next morning, as we rose , we pro

ceeded to the sonthward of the city, where we found all

the militia of the adjoining counties collected in a camp,

which they occupied for some days whilst waiting for the

arrival of Lafayette ; some of the corps wesaw under arms,

had come, we were told, more than fifty miles, to add by

their presence to the solemnity of the reception given to

the guest of the nation. The general, after having seen

them manæuvre before him , went through their ranks to

express his admiration of their discipline, and his gratitude

for the proofs of affection they had shown him. During

this time, Mr. George Lafayette and myself conversed with

an officer of the staff, who had the goodness to give us

some details as to the organization of the military force of

Tennessee.

This officer might perhaps be thought to have been en
VOL. II. - 14

soon as
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thusiastic in his praises, and to have shown much national

vanity, but I am persuaded .he only spoke as he felt. He

extolled the military qualities of hisfellow citizens, from

conviction, andas he would have praised, in strangers, any
points he thought worthy of commendation . I have often

remarked that the Americans, in general, are little given

to the species of hypocrisy, we term modesty, andwith

which we think we should always veil ourselves when we

are speaking of our own virtues. They believe, and I am

of their opinion , that true modesty does not consist in de

preciating ourselves, but in not speaking with exaggeration

or without cause of our own merits.

A frugal repast, prepared and served by the military,

under atent, terminated this visit to the camp of the Ten

nessee militia , after which we returned to the city, where

we successively visited an academy of young ladies of

Nashville, and Cumberland college . In both these esta

blishments, the general was received as a beloved father,

and he left them with the sweet and consoling certainty,

that the careful and excellentmanner in which they incul

cated learning and a love of liberty, would greatly augment

the glory and perpetuate the happiness of his adopted

country. The committee of instruction of Cumberland

college, presented to him and to General Jackson, a resó

lution of the trustees, by which twò new chairs, under the

names of Lafayette and Jackson, for teaching the lan

guages and philosophy, were about to be established by a

voluntary subscription of the citizens of Tennessee. They

both accepted this honour with great satisfaction, and sub

scribed their names at the bottom of the resolution before

leaving the establishment, which, although recently formed,

already promises the most satisfactory results.

At one o'clock , we embarked with a numerous company,

to proceedto dine with General Jackson, whose residence

is a few miles up the river. We there found numbers of

ladies and farmers from the neighbourhood, whom Mrs.

Jackson hadinvited to partake of the entertainment she

had prepared for General Lafayette. The first thing that

struck me on arriving at the general's, was the simplicity

of his house. Still somewhat influenced by my European

habits , I asked myself if this could really be the dwelling

of the most popular man in the United States, of him whom
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the country proclaimed one of her most illustrious defen

ders; of him , finally,who by the will of the people was on

the point of becoming her chief magistrate. One of our

fellow passengers, a citizen of Nashville, witnessing my

astonishment, asked me, whether in France, our public

men, that is to say, the servants of the public , lived very

differently from other citizens ? “ Certainly,” said I ;

“ thus, for example, the majority of our generals, all our

ministers, and even the greater part of our subaltern admi

nistrators , would think themselves dishonoured, and would

not dare to receive any one at their houses, if they only

possessed such a résidence as this ofJackson's; and the

modest dwellings of your illustrious chiefs of the revolu

tion , Washington, John Adams, Jefferson, & c. would only

inspire them with contempt and disgust. They must first

have in the city an immense and vast edifice, called a hotel,

in which two large families could live with ease, but which

they fill with a crowd of servants strangely and ridicu

lously dressed, and whose only employment, for the most

part, is to insult those honest citizens who come on foot to

visit their master. They must also have another large esta

blishment in the country,which they call a chateau, and in

which they accumulate all the luxuries of furniture, deco

rations , entertainments, and dress, in fact, every thing that

can make them forget the country . Then they musthave,

to enable them to go from one to the other of these habita

tions, a great number of carriages, horses, and servants."

“ Very well," interrupted the Tennessean, shaking his

head as if in doubt, " but who provides these public offi

cers with all the money thus swallowed up in luxury , and

how do the affairs of the people go on ?” “ If you ask

them, they will tell you that it is the king who pays them,

although I can assure you that it is the nation , which is

borne down by taxes for the purpose ; as to business, it is

both well andbadly attended to, but generally the latter . "

- And . why do you submit to such a state of things ? ” “ Be

cause we cannot remedy it." " What ! you cannot reme

dy it ? A nation so great, so enlightened as the French,

cannot prevent its officers, magistrates, and servants, from

enjoying, at their expense , a scandalous and immoral luxu

riousness , and at the same time not attending to their

duties ! whilst we, whohave just assumed our nameamong
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nations, are enjoying the immense advantage of only hav

ing for magistrates, men who are plain , honest, laborious,

and more jealous of our esteem than solicitous for wealth.

Permit me to believe that what you have told is

only pleasantry, and that you wished to amuse yourself for

a moment with a poor Tennessean who has never visited

Europe. But rest assured, that however ignorant we may

be of what passes onthe other side of the water, it is not

easy to make us credit things which militate so strongly

against good sense and the dignity of man. Do what I

could , I could never make this good citizen of Nashville

believe that I was not jesting, and was obliged to leave him

in the belief that we were not worse governed in France

than in the United States.

General Jackson successively showed us bis garden and

farm, which appeared to be well cultivated. We every

where remarked the greatest order, and most perfect

neatness; and we might have believed ourselves on the

property of one of the richest and most skilful of the Ger

man farmers, if, at every step , our eyes had not been

afflicted by the sad spectacle of slavery . Every body told

us that General Jackson's slayes were treated with the

greatest humanity, and several persons assured us, that it

would not surprise them, if, in a short time, their master,

who already had so many claims on the gratitude of his

fellow citizens , should attempt to augmentit still more, by

giving an example of gradual emancipation to Tennessee ,
which would be the more easily accomplished, as there

are in this state but 79,000 slaves in a population of

423,000, and from the public mind becoming more inclined

than formerly to the abolition of slavery.

On returning to the house, some friends of General Jack

son , who probably had not seen him for sometime, begged

him to show them the arms presented to him in honour of

his achievements during the last war; he acceded to their

request with great politeness, and placed on a table,

a sword , a sabre, and a pair of pistols. The sword was

presented to him by congress; the sabre, I believe , by the

army which fought under his command at New Orleans.

These two weapons, of American manufacture, were re

markable for their finish, and still more so for the honour

able inscriptions, with which they were covered. But it

1
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was to the pistols, that General Jackson wished more par

ticularly to draw our attention; he handed them to General

Lafayette, and asked him if he recognized them . The

latter, after examining them attentively for a few minutes,

replied that he fully recollected them,to be a pair he had

presented in 1778 to his paternal friend Washington, and

that he experienced a real satisfaction in finding them in

the hands of one so worthy of possessing them . At these

words the face of old Hickory was covered with a modest

blush , and his eye sparkled as in a day of victory. “ Yes !

I believe myselfworthyofthem," exclaimed he , in pressing

the pistols and Lafayette's hands to his breast ; if not

from what I have done , at least for what I wished to do for

my country.” All the bystanders applauded this noble

confidence of the patriot' hero , and were convinced that

the weapons of Washington could not be in better hands

than those of Jackson.

After dinner wetook leave of General Jackson's family,

and returned to Nashville to attend a public ball which

was very brilliant; and afterwards went on board the Arti

san to continue our journey . Governor Carroll of Tennes
see and two of his aides-de-camp accompanied us. We

rapidly descendedthe Cumberland, and onthe 7th ofMay

again entered the Ohio, otherwise called." la belle rivière,

for it was thus the first French who discovered its shores

designated this majestic body of water, which for eleven

hundred miles waters the most smiling and fertile coun

try on the globe . The Ohio is formed by the junction

of the Monongahela and Alleghany at Pittsburgh, and emp

ties itself intothe Mississippi about the 37 ° of latitude. Its

current is usually about a mile and a half per hour,but

when the waters are high, it often equals that of theMis

sissippi, whose ordinary swiftness isfour miles per hour.

The water of the Ohio is said by the Americans to possess

great prolific powers, and when you demand on what

ground they found this opinion , they proudly point out

the numerous dwellings which are infinitely multiplied on
its banks, and the prodigious number of children who issue

forth every morning, with a little basket of provision on

their arms, to spend the day at school , to return in the

evening to the paternal roof, singing the benefits of li

berty.

99

14*
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On the 8th at break of day, we arrived opposite Shaw .

neetown , where we landed with Governor Coles and the

other members of the committee from the state of Illinois,

and who, to our great regret, could not accompany us any

farther. General Lafayette accepted a dinner provided

for him by the inhabitants of that town. We continued

our voyage, urging the speed of our small vessel with the

whole power of the engine. Notwithstanding the depar

ture of Governor Coles and his companions , we still had

a numerous company on board. All the beds in the great

cabin , were occupied by the deputations from Missouri,

Tennessee, Kentucky, and by other persons who had asked

permission to accompany General Lafayette to Louisville.

The general, his son , Mr. de Syon, and the author of this

journal, shạred in common, what is called the ladies ' cabin ,

situated in the stern of the vessel , and which could only be

reached by descending about a dozen steps.

Duringthe whole of the 8th we worked hard . The

general replied to a great number of letters, which were

addressed to him every day from all parts of the Union,

and dictated to me some directions to the superintendant

at La Grange; indicating what changes and improvements

he wished made before his return to Francê. Being some

what fatigued by this labour, he retired early to bed , and

was already asleep, when’at 10 o'clock , Mr. George La

fayette, coming below from the deck where he had been

walking, expressed his astonishment that in so dark a night,

our captain did not come to, or at least abate the speed of

the vessel. We fully agreed in the justice of this remark,

but being accustomed for some months to permit no diffi

culty to arrest us , and to travel at all times, we soon began

to speak of other things , and Mr. George Lafayette also laid

down and slept with every feeling of safety. I remained

conversing with Mr. de Syon and correcting some notes.

With the exception of the pilot and two men, every body

was asleep around us, and at 11 o'clock the profound si

lence that reigned on board, was only broken by the deep

grating of the engine and the dashing of the water against

the sides of the vessel. Twelve o'clock struck , and sleep

was beginning to invite us to repose, when our tessel

suddenly received a horrible shock, and stopped short. At

this extraordinary concussion, the general awoke with a
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start, his son sprung from his bed , half dressed, and I ran

on deck to learn what was the matter. I there found two

of our fellow passengers, whom anxiety had brought up ,

but whowere returning, saying we had probably struck

on a sand bank, and that there was no danger. Not trust

ing this opinion , I went into the great cabin; all the pas

sengers were iu a state of great agitation , but still in doubt

as to the nature of the accident ; some had not even quitted

their beds. Decided on not going below without positively

ascertaining the real state of things , 1 seized a light and

ran forward, the captain arrived there about the same time ,

we opened the hatches , and ran forward; the hold was al

ready half filled with water, which rushed in torrents

through a large opening. “ A snag ! a snag !" . cried the

captain, " hasten Lafayette to myboat! bring Lafayette to
my boat.” This cry of distress had reached the great cabin,

and every mouth repeated it with dismay, but it had not

been heard in our cabin, where I found the general, who

had, by the advice of his son , permitted himself to be part

ly dressed by his faithful Bastien. “ What news?" said he,

on seeing me enter. “ That we shall go to the bottom, gene

ral , if we cannot extricate . ourselves, and we have not a

moment to spare." And I immediately began to collect my

papers, which I threw pell-mell into my port-folio ;George

Lafayette on his part, hastily collected those objects he

thought most necessary to his father, and begged him to

follow us , but his toilet not being yet made, he wished us

to go first and provide means of escape. 66 What!” cried

you think that in such circumstanceswe will

leave you for a moment ? " and immediately we each seized

a hand and dragged him towards the door. He followed

us , smiling at our haste, and began to ascend with us , but

had scarcely reached the middle of the stairs , when he

perceived that he had forgotten his snuff-box, ornamented

with a picture of Washington , and wished to return for it ;

I went to the end of the cabin, found it and brought it to

him . At this time the rolling of the vessel was so violent

and irregular, and the tumult over our heads augmented to

such a degree, that I believed we should not have time to

escape before she sunk. At last, we reached the deck,

where all the passengers were in the greatest confusion,

some bringing their trunks, others looking for the boat,

his son , 66 do
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and crying out for Lafayette. He was already in the midst

of them, but owing to the darkness of the night, no one

recognised him; the boat heeled so much to starboard, that

it was with difficulty we could keep our footing on deck.

The captain assisted by two sailors, had brought his boat

to this side,and I heard his sonorous voice crying out, La

fayette! Lafayette ! but we could not reach him on account

of the confusion around us . Nevertheless the vessel heeled

more and more , each moment augmented the danger, we

felt that it was time to make a last effort, and pushed into

the middle of the crowd, where I cried, “ here is General

Lafayette !" This exclamation produced the effect I anti

cipated. The most profound silence succeeded to the

confusion, a free passage was opened for us , and all those

who were ready to spring into the boat , spontaneously

checked themselves ,not wishing to think of their own

safety before that of Lafayette was ascertained. The dif

ficulty was now to determine the general himself to depart

before all his fellow passengers, and almost alone, for the
boat would only hold a few persons, but he was soon

obliged to yield to the will of all, energetically expressed by

each; the irregular concussions of the vessel, and the rocking
of the boat which was more than four feet lower than our

deck , rendered a passage from one to the other extremely dif

ficult, especially in the dark. The most active young man

would not havehazarded a leap, for from the darkness he
would have risked plunging in the water; great precau.

tions were therefore to be adopted, as regarded the general.

I went first into the boat, and whilst the captain kept her

as near as possible to the vessel , two persons descended

with the general , holding him under the shoulders. I re

ceived him in my arms, but his weight added to my own

on the side of the boat, nearly capsized it , and losing my

equilibrium , I should probably have fallen into the water

with him , if Mr. Thibeaudot, formerly president of the se

nate of Louisiana , had not given me his support, and thus

saved us both. As soon as we were assuredthat the gene

ral was safely on board, we pushed off as rapidly as possi

ble , to prevent the other passengers from overloading our

slight batteau. Although the greatest difficulties were

overcome, all danger was not passed. The land was to be

made; but at whatdistance was it from us? towards what
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shore should we directour course? This the darkness ofthe

night prevented us from ascertainingwith certainty. Our

captain soon made up his mind with decision. Holding

the rudder with a firm grasp, he directed us to the left

bank, and ordered his two sailors to row gently. In less

than three minutes we happily reached a bank covered

with a thick wood.

In landing, our first care was to count and recognise

each other ;wewere nine : the captain , two sailors, Gene

ral Lafayette , Mr. Thibeaudot, DoctorShelly, carrying in

his armsa child of about sevenyears of age,a daughter of

a presbyterian clergyman, the father of the child and my

self. It wasthen only that the general perceived that his

son was not with him , and immediately his habitual cool

ness in the presence of danger abandoned him. He was

filted with anxiety, and in a state of the most violent agita

tion. He began to call , George! George ! with all his

strength, but his voice was drowned bythe cries which

arose from the vessel, and by the terrible' noise made by

the steam : escaping from the engime, and received no

answer. In vain , to re-assure him, I represented to him

that his son was a good swimmer, and that he doubtless

had remained on board voluntarily, and with his coolness

he would escape all danger. Nothing had any effect; he

continued to traverse theshore calling on George. . I then

threw myself into the boat with the captain to go to the

succour of those whoso much needed it. - The vessel still

floated, but almost on her beam ends. The captain

mounted on board, and I received in his place a dozen

persons, who precipitated themselves into the boat, and

whom I carried to land , without having been able to speak

to George, Mr. de Syon , or Bastien. I dared not give an

account of this first attempt to the general , and therefore

made preparations for another trip ,when a horrible crash

and cries of despair announced to me that the vessel was

sinking. At the same instant, I heard the water agitated

in several directions by the efforts of those who were sav

ing themselves by swimming. Mr. Thibeaudot, who had

advanced into the water in order to judge better of what

was passing, and to afford assistance to those who needed

it , perceived a man , exhausted with fatigue , drowning a few

paces from the shore , in a spot where the water was only
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three feet in depth. He drew him out with such ease, that

a child might have rendered him the same service, and

laid him on the grass. But the unfortunate man was so

agitated by fear, that he continued to make on land all the

movements of swimming, and would perhaps have killed

himself by these useless efforts, if Mr. Thibeaudot had not

succeeded in calming him . " At every instant, other per

sons arrived on -shore, and among them I always expected

to recognise Mr. George Lafayette ; and the general

demanded news of his son from all , but in vain. I now

myself began to fear for him . Another arrival of the boat

informed us that the vessel had not entirely sunk ; that the

starboard side was under water, but that the larboard and

gangway were still above it ; and that a great number

of passengers had taken refuge there. Thinking that there

was an urgent necessity for succouringthose who remained

in this critical situation, I again entered the boat, and aided

by a sailor approached the vessel . I first arrived at the

prow ; I called George with all my strength , but there was

no answer. I then dropped along her side to the stern. In

passing, I hearda voice over head cry out, “ Is that you,

Mr. Levasseur ?" I listened and examined attentively ; it

was our poor Bastien , who was holding with difficulty to

the roof of the upper cabin , the pitch of which was very

great from the oversetting of the vessel. As soon as I

came near him, he slid down and fortunately fell into the

When I arrived at the stern , I again called George;

he instantly answered me. His voice appeared to be per

fectly calm. “ Are you in safety ?” said l. “ I could not

be better;" replied he gaily. This reply gave me much
relief, for my fears were reallybecomingserious. At the

same instant, Mr. Walsh of Missouri, who was near bim,

gave me every thing that could be saved of our baggage.

This was a small portmanteau of Mr. George Lafayette's,

a bag of his father's, my own port-folio , which I had

thrown on the deck when I was aiding the general to

descend , and about sixty out of the two hundred letters

we had prepared for the post, on the preceding days ; all
the others were lost. I now returned to land with Bastien

and two other persons I had received in the boat, and hast

ened to assure the general of the safety of his son .
As I had satisfied myself that the vessel , having found
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support, could not sink, any deeper, and consequently that

there was no farther danger to those on board, I thought

that I might dispense with making other voyages, and

occupy myselfalittle with the general,for whom we esta

blished a good bivouac around a large fire of dry branches.

In the midst of this occupation, Mr. George and Mr. de

Syon , with the remainderof the passengers, arrived. We

then learnt that at the moment of the wreck, Mr. George,

seeing that I was in the boat to watch over his father, had

returned to the cabin , into which the water had already

penetrated, and had made Bastien and Mr. deSyon, who

were imprudently endeavouring to save their effects, leave

it. Then, only yielding ground as the water forced him ,

he had indefatigably occupied himself with the care of

those around him . At one moment, the water reached to

the middle of his body. But his coolness and presence

of mind re -assured some persons, who, without him, would

perhaps have been dismayed and exposed to the greatest

danger. Finally, we were told, he would not leave the

vessel, until he was satisfied, that all who remained on

boardbelonged to ber and could dispense with his assist

“Mr. George Lafayette must often have been

shipwrecked," said the captain, “ for he has behaved to

night as if he was accustomed to such adventures . "?

From other accounts, it appears that almost immediately

after the departure of the general, the water entered our

cabin with a violence which would not have permitted us

to leave it, if we had remained there a few minutes

longer.

When we were well assured that no person had perished ,

we lighted several large fires as well for the purpose of

drying ourselves, as to discover our situation . The general

slept for some moments on a mattrass which had been

found floating, and was nearly dry on one side. The rest

waited impatiently for day, and occupied ourselves in

cutting wood to keep up the fires. A tolerably heavy rain

added to our troubles, but fortunately it was not of long

continuance.

At day break , they recominenced their trips tothe ves

sel , to endeavour to save some of the baggage and to pro

cure food. The captain , Governor Carrol of Tennessee,

and a young Virginian, Mr. Crawford ,directed thesere

ance.
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searches with great activity. It was a singular and touch

ing event, to see a governor of a state, that is to say, a first

magistrate of a republic, without shoes, stockings or hat,

doing the duty of a boatman as if it had been his real occu

pation,and that much more for the benefit of others than

for himself, for he had very little on board to lose by the

shipwreck . Those different searches obtained us a trunk

belonging to the general, in which were his most valuable

papers, and a small part of the passengers' baggage. They

also brought a leg of smoked venison, somebiscuits, a case

of claret and a keg of Madeira. With these provisions,

about fifty men , for such was our number, repaired their

strength , exhausted by a night of labour and anxiety.

The day, on its return , shone on an interesting picture.

The shore was covered with wrecks of all kinds, in the

midst of which each eagerly searched for their own pro

perty ; some mournfully recounted the extent of their losses,

others could not avoid laughing at the nakedness or

costume in which they found themselves; this gaiety

soon became prevalent, and pleasantries circulated

around the fires of our bivouac, and at last smoothed

the visages of the most sorrowful, and almost trans

formed our shipwreck into a party of pleasure.

At nine o'clock we induced the general to cross the

river, and go to a house we perceived on the other bank,

to shelter bimself from the storm which threatened us.

Mr. Thibeaudot and Bastien accompanied him . He had

scarcely left us, when one of the party, who was on the

look out on the shore , pointed out to us a steamboat de

scending the river, and immediately afterwards another.

This double news filled us with joyand hope. Soon these

two vessels arrived opposite to us and stopped. One of

them, a vessel of large size and remarkable beauty, was

the Paragon ; she came from Louisville and was going to

New Orleans, with a heavy cargo of whiskey and tobacco.

By a very lucky circumstance for us , one of our compan

ions in misfortune, Mr. Neilson , was one of the owners of

this vessel , and hastened to put it at the -disposal of the
Tennessee committee to transport General Lafayette,

generously taking on himself all the chances of another
misfortune and the loss of insurance. Immediately our

whole party , abandoning our bivouac, repaired on board
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of the Paragon. Before leaving the captain of the Artisan ,

who remained with his vessel to endeavour to save some

thing, we offered him our services, which he peremptorily

refused, assuring us that he had hands enough for this work.

But the poor man was very much depressed , not from the

loss of the vessel, nor that of 1200 dollars he had on board,

or even from any fear of not finding employment; his

grief arose from having shipwrecked the guest of the na

tion. “ Never, ” said he, “ will my fellow citizens pardon

me for the perils to which Lafayette was exposed last

night. ” To endeavour to calm him , we drew up and

all signed a declaration, in which we attested that the loss

of the Artisan could not be attributed either to the unskil.

fulness orimprudence of Captain Hall , whose courage and

disinterestedness had been experienced by us all during

the accident. This declaration,which was sincere on the

part of all the signers, appeared to give him great plea
sure, but did not entirely console him. As soon as the

Paragon got under way, I went with Mr. George Lafayette

in search of his father. After half an hour's rowing, we re

joined our new vessel, which in two days, and without

accident, conducted us to Louisville, where we remained
twenty -four hours. It was about 125 miles from that

place,near the mouth of Deer Creek, that we met with our

misfortune.

The entertainments given to General Lafayette at Louis

ville were marred by the stormy weather;but the expres

sion of public feeling was not the less pleasing to him . The

idea of the danger he had incurred, excited in all breasts a

tender solicitude, which every one testified with that

simplicity and truth of expression only appertaining to

freemen . In the midst of the joy occasionedby the arrival

of Lafayette, the citizens of Louisville did not forget

the noble disinterestedness of Mr. Neilson , to whom they

presented the strongest proofs of gratitude. His name was

coupled with that of the general, in the toasts they gave

at the public dinner. The insurance company declared

that the Paragon should remain insured without an addi

tional charge, and the city presented him a magnificent

piece of plate, on which was engraved the thanks of the

Tennesseans and Kentuckians for the generous mannerin

which hehad risked the greater part of his fortune that the

Vol. II .-15
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national guest should receive no delay nor inconvenience

in his journey.

The day after our arrival , notwithstanding the badness of

the weather, the general crossed the Ohio to accept the in

vitation that was sent him by the citizens of Jeffersonville

in the state of Indiana. He remained there some hours,

and returned in the evening to Louisville to attend a dinner,

ball , and various spectacles that had been prepared for him.

On Friday morning, the 12th ofMay, after having present

ed a standard to a corps of volunteer cavalry that had been

expressly formed some days previous, to escorthim on his

arrival , he began his journeyby land to Cincinnati, passing

through the state of Kentucky, as he wished to visit its

principal towns, Frankfort, Lexington, &c . Governor

Carrol, who, after having fulfilled his mission , in placing

the guest of the nation under the care of the Kentucky

committee, wished to return home, with his staff, yielded

to the pressing invitations which were given him by the

committee to accompany General Lafayette yet farther.

On the day of our departure, all the militia were under

arms. We found, by their excellent discipline , armament and

uniforms, that they strongly resembled those of Tennessee,

with whom they are united in brotherly feeling, to which

the events of the last war gave a new force.

At the end of our first day's journey, we arrived at Shel

byville, a large and flourishing village,situated in the midst

of a most fertile and diversified country; the next day, at

four o'clock in the afternoon, the general made his en

trance into Frankfort, the seat of government of Kentucky.

The entertainments given on this occasion by the inhabi

tants of the town, to which were joined those of the

neighbouring counties, were very brilliant, and strongly

impressed with that ardent and patriotic character which

distinguishes all the states of the Union, but which, among

the Kentuckians, is more manifest, and expressed with

allthe energy of a young people, enthusiastic in the cause

of liberty.

After having traversed the principal streets of Frankfort,

we arrived in the centre of the town, where we stopped in

front of a triumphal arch , under which the governor waited

for the guest of the nation ; the sound of a cannon , discharged

from a neighbouring hill which overlooked all the neigh
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bourhood, arrested the acclamations of the people, when

the governor advanced in the midst of a profoundly silent

andattentive crowd, and delivered an eloquent and ap

propriate address. This discourse was loudly applauded

by the multitude, and I heard it asserted every where

around me thatit was impossible to express the sentiments

of the people of Kentucky with greater exactness.

Afterpassing several hours in receiving visits and marks

of friendship from the whole population , the general went

to a dinner that had been prepared for him in the public

square. The table was of a semi-circular form , and con

tained places for eight hundred persons, in order that all

the detachments of militia that had escorted General

Lafayette from Louisville might be accommodated, as

well as a great number of officers from Tennessee and

Kentucky, who had particularly distinguished themselves

during the last war, as General Adair, Colonel M.Affee, &c.

Notwithstanding his desire to avoid transgressing any of

the established customs of the United States, the gen

eral was obliged to travel on Sunday, for his time

was rigorously appropriated until his arrival at Boston,

where he was obliged to be on the 17th of June. We

therefore set out on Saturday,the 14th of May, from Frank

fort, and travelling almost without stopping, till we reach

ed Lexington, which we entered on Monday,about the

middle of the day. On the way, we visited the pretty little

town of Versailles, where we remained some hours, to at

tend a public dinner, given by the citizens of the town and

the surrounding country; and we slept on Sunday night

about three miles from Lexington, where, on Monday

morning, a large body of militia cavalry, conducted by a

deputation from Lafayette county, arrived to escort the

general. The procession was formed on an eminence from

whence we could discover Louisville in the distance , with

the fertile fields that surrounded it. We took up the line

of march about eight o'clock . The rain fell in torrents,

and the sky covered with thick clouds , presaged a bad day;

but atthe moment we began to enter the town, adischarge

of artillery from a neighbouring hill announced the arrival

of the procession; andat this signal the rain ceased, as if by

enchantment, the clouds dispersed, and the returning sun

discovered to us the neighbouring country, coveredwith
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crowds of people anxiously expecting the arrival of the

national guest. This almost magic scene added still more

to the enthusiasm of the multitude, and their joyful ac

clamations were mingled with the continued roar of artil

lery which surrounded us. The entertainments at Lexing

ton were extremely brilliant ; but of the proofs of public

felicity, that which most attracted the general's attention,

was the developement and rapid progress of instruction

among all classes of people. In fact, is it not an admirable

and astonishing circumstance, to find in a country, which

not forty years ago was covered with immense forests, in

habited by savages, a handsome town of six thousand in

habitants, and containing two establishments for public

instruction, which, by thenumber of their pupils, and the

variety and nature of the branches taught, may rival the

most celebrated colleges and universities in the principal

towns of Europe? We first visited the college for young

men , superintended by President Holly, who received the

general at the door of the establishment, and addressed

him in an eloquent speech,in which, after having described

what Lafayette had accomplished in his youth, for the lib

eration of North America , he expressed a regret that his

efforts had not been equally successful in the regeneration

of France. Then reverting to a more consoling topic , he

rapidly sketched a picture of American prosperity and the

happy influence his visit would produceon the rising gene
ration.

The general replied to the various points of President

Holly's speech with his accustomed felicity of expression ,

and afterwards took his place, in a large hall, prepared for

the exercises of the young men ; where, in the presence of

the public , he was addressed in Latin , English and French,

by three of the pupils, whose compositions,as eloquently

written as well delivered, merited the plaudits of the

auditors. He replied to each of the young orators in a

manner that proved that the three languagesthey had used

were equally familiar to him , and that his heart was deeply

moved by the expression of their youthful patriotism . He

was not less plcased with his visit to the academy ofyoung

ladies , directed by Mrs. Dunham, and instituted under the

name of the Lafayette academy; one hundred and fifty
pupils received him with the harmonious sound of a patri
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otic song composed by Mrs. Holly, and accompanied on

the piano by Miss Hammond; several young ladies after

wards complimented him; some inprose, and others in

verse , of their own composition. The discourse of Miss

M Intosh and the beautiful ode of Miss Nephew, produced

a great effect on the audience, and drew tears from eyes

little accustomed to such emotions.

From so many and touching proofs of esteem and vene

ration for his character, General Lafayette experienced

feelings it was impossible for him adequately to express.

Surrounded and caressed by these tender and innocent

creatures, he abandoned himself to those sweet emotions,

to which, in spite of age, his heart has not become insensi

ble; and he could not avoid repeating how much he felt his

happiness in having combated during his youth, for a peo

ple whose descendants testified suchaffection for him ; and

the profound knowledge, even the youngestof the children

appeared to possess of every action of his life, penetrated

him with the liveliest gratitude. At last, he tore himself

from a scene of emotion, too violent to be supported for

any length of time, assuring the directress of theacademy,

that he was proud of the honour of seeing his name attach

ed to an establishment so beneficial in its aim, and happy
in its results.

In the midst of entertainments of all kinds, the descrip

tion of which would be impossible , General Lafayette did

not forget what he owedtothe memory and former friend

ship of his old companions; having ascertained that the

widow of General Scott lived at Lexington , he went to her

house to pay his respects. This visit was highly grati

fying, not only to Mrs.Scott and her family, butalso to all

who had known General Scott, whose noble character and

patriotic conduct duringthe revolutionary war will always

be cited with pride by his fellow - citizens.

General Lafayette did not overlook another friendship,

which, although more recent, was not less sincere. After

this visit he went a mile from Lexington, to Ashland , the

charming seat of Mr Clay; the honourable secretary of

state was absent, but Mrs. Clay and her children performed

all the honours of the house with the most amiable cordi

ality. This step of the general's was very pleasing to the

citizens of Lexington, which was a proof to me, that the

15*
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popularity of Mr. Clay, which rests on his talents and ser

vices , has not been diminished among bis fellow citizens

by the gross and perhaps unwarrantable attacks made on

him bysome party journals at the time of the presidential
election.

After forty -eight hours of uninterrupted entertainments,

we left Lexington, where we parted with Governor Car

rol and almost all our companions from Tennessee, Louis

iana , Frankfort, &c . and only accompanied by a detach

ment of volunteer cavalry from Georgetown , we turned
suddenly to the left, and in thirty - six hours arrived at that

point in the Ohio, on which is situated the handsome city

of Cincinnati , in which General Lafayette was expected

with the greatest impatience. This journey, from Louis

ville to Cincinnati, gave us the advantage of seeing the

prodigies of art effected by liberty, in a country which

civilization has scarcely snatched from savage nature.

In 1775 , Kentucky was only known from the reports of

some bold hunters, who had dared to establish themselves

among the ferocious tribes who inhabited that country.

Its name alone, formed of the Indian word Kentucke, sig

nifying river of blood , always recalled to the dismayed

whites the numerous murders committed on the first
among

them who had attempted to enter it , and appeared as if it

would deter them from ever establishing themselves there ;

but the courage, activity , and perseverance of a Carolinian ,

named Boon, succeeded , after many unsuccessful attempts,

in forming a settlement of sufficient size to resist the reite

rated attacks of the Indians. Soon after, the revolutionary

war, which gave liberty and independence to the English

colonies , having terminated, the activity of the inhabi

tants of the northern states , urging them perpetually to

new enterprises , the tide of emigration flowed towards

Kentucky, and in the year 1790, the population of this

country already amounted to near 74,000. * Until this time

Kentucky had always been looked upon as a part of Vir

ginia, but then, by consent of that state , it was separated,

and formed into a distinct state, which was admitted into

the Union in 1782 ; its population is now 560,000. The

Indians , either destroyed, or driven back to distant parts,

by civilization, have left the field open to the industry of

the whites; in the place of the ancient forests that served
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! them for an asylum, are now found populous cities , abun

dant harvests, and active and prosperous manufactures ;

finally, Kentucky, in spite of its ominous name, has become

a hospitable land , and is now one ofthe most brilliant stars

in the new constellation of the west. The courage dis

played by the inhabitants of Kentucky during the last war

is well known , and in what manner they expressed their

patriotic sentiments in the presence of Lafayette. Never

theless , I will relate the following anecdote, which proves

how deeply the hatred of despotism is imparted in the

breasts of every class among these happy people.

During a pleasant day ofour journey , I ascended a steep

hill on foot, on the summit of which I stopped near an

isolated cabin , in order to wait for the carriages , which

slowly followed me, and were still far in the rear, for I had

walked rapidly . A man, who was smoking his segar at the

door of the house , asked me to walk in and rest myself. I

accepted , with gratitude, this polite invitation . The diffi

culty with which I expressed my thanks in English marked

me for a stranger, and induced a number of questions , as

to the place whence I came, where I was going, and

the motives of my journey. As these questions appeared

to be dictated rather from a feeling of kindness, than from

indiscreet curiosity,1 hastened to answer with all possible
politeness. “ Well! ” exclaimed my host in a joyful tone,

“ sinceyou have the happiness of living with Lafayette,

you will not refuse to drink a glass of whiskey with me to

his health, ” and segars and whiskey were immediately

presented to me, and we began to converse on what ap

peared most to interest my Kentucky entertainer, the guest

of the nation . After exhausting this subject, he spoke of

my country, and the extraordinary man who had bestowed

upon it fifteen years of glory and despotism . He seemed

enthusiastic on the military exploits of Napoleon , and

deeply afflicted at his unhappy end . Why,” said he,

" had he the folly to give himself up , in his misfortunes, to

his most cruel enemy, to the English government, whose

perfidy he had so often experienced ? why did he not rather

seek an asylum on our hospitable shores? Here he would

have found admirers, and what is better, sincere friends, in

the midst ofwhom, freed from all inquietude, he might have

peacefully enjoyed the recollection of his great actions.”
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“ I suspect," answered ] , " that you know little of Napo

leon's character; his soul was not formed for the mild en

joyments of peace ; he constantly required new food for the

prodigious activity of his genius; and who knows, that if

seduced by new dreams ofambition , at the view of the re

sources of a new country, he would not have attempted to

substitute , as he did with us, his own will for your wise

institutions? ” - We should have considered such an at

temptas an act ofmadness,” replied my host with a smile

ofdisdain, “ but if, against all probabilities, we had submit

ted for a moment to his tyrannous ascendency, his success

would have been fatal tohim . Look at that rifle ,” added

he, pointing toone in a corner of the room, “ with that I

never miss a pheasant in our woods at a hundred yards ; a

tyrant is larger than a pheasant, and there is not a Ken

tuckian who is not as patriotic and skilful as myself. ”

CHAPTER XI.

Arrival at Cincinnati - Entertainmenis given by that city - Swiss of

Vevay - State of Ohio , TheVintonfamily - Journey from Wheeling

to Uniontown-Speech of Mr. Gallatin - New Geneva - Bradock's

field - General Washington's first feat of arms— Pittsburgh .

On the 19th of May, at 10 o'clock in the morning, we

arrived on the left bank of the Obio. The first object that

attracted myview on the side, and almost opposite to us,

was the handsome city of Cincinnati, majestically covering

a large amphitheatre, at the foot of which , the river, up

wards of half a mile in width, flows peaceably. Several
boats , carrying a deputation from the city of Cincinnati, and

some officers of the staff, had been waiting since morning
for the arrival of General Lafayette. We entered, with our

fellow travellers from Frankfort, into the handsomest of

these boats , and rapidly crossed the river. We landed un

der a salute of thirteen guns, and cries of - Welcome, La

fayette , " repeated by thousands of voices in honour of the

guest of America. In presence of the people assembled on
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the banks of the river, and of several regiments of militia

formed in line , Governor Morrow received him in the name

of the state, and having placed him by his side in a calash,

conducted him to the hotel in the midst of enthusiastic tes

timonies which it would be impossible to describe.

It was General Harrison, whose name is so gloriously

associated with the principal events of the last war, who

received General Latayette at his quarters, and ad

dressed him in the name of the state of Ohio. In a dis

course, filled with sentiments of tenderness and gratitude

towards Lafayette , General Harrison drew a picture of

the prodigious increase and prosperity , of which the state

of Ohio and city of Cincinnati offered a most admirable

example.

When the address was concluded , the crowd, which filled

the apartments , pressed with ardour around General La

fayette, each anxious to be personally introduced to him.

Many revolutionary soldiers were present , who were not the

least zealous in claiming the right to shake hands with their

ancient comrade. There was also a citizen of Cincinnati,

whose name and aspect excited the most tender emotions

in the general's heart. This was Mr. Morgan Neville, son

of Major Neville, hisformer aide-de -camp and friend, and

maternal grandson of the celebrated Morgan, who, by his

talents and bravery, at the head of his corps of partizans ,

during the war of independence , gained great reputation.

After some moments devoted to official introductions, and

reciprocal felicitations, the general returned his thanks to

General Harrison , and we proceeded with a numerous

train of free masons to the masonic hall , where many lodges

had met to receive the nation's guest, and offer fraternal

congratulations upon his arrival in the state of Ohio.

A public dinner and display of fire-works from the high

est part of the town , terminated the day, which was only

the prelude to entertainments on the morrow, more splen
did than had ever before been witnessed in Ohio.

The first honours which the general received at sunrise,

were from the boys and girls belonging to the public
schools. Assembled to the number ofsix hunılred, under

the superintendance of their teachers, these children were

ranged in the principal street, wherethey made the air

echo with Welcome, Lafayette. When the general appeared
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before them , their young hands scattered flowers under his

feet, and Dr. Ruter advancing, delivered him an address

in their name, the sentiments of which sensibly affected the

general, who wished to express his acknowledgements to

the doctor , but, at the moment, was surrounded by the

children, who in a most lively manner stretched out their

little hands to him, and filled the air with their cries of joy.

He received their caresses and embraces with the tender

ness of a parent who returns to his family after a long

absence, and then replied to Dr. Ruter's address.

Whilst this ceremony was going on, the militia were

called to arms, and at eleven o'clock appeared, formed in

line of battle, upon the public square. In front appeared

the fine companies commanded by Captains Harrison , Em.

erson, and Avery. The general passed them in review .

Immediately afterwards came the mechanics, forming a

long procession, in the midst of which floated the flags

representing their various trades. The barge in which La

fayette had the preceding evening crossed the Ohio, fol

lowed , mounted upon four wheels, with its oars trimmed

and flag floating in the air. A detachment of revolutionary

soldiers marched around her. We were desired to place

ourselves in the middle of this procession, with which we

made various turns through the town on our wayto a large

square near the court-house. There the general mounted

an elegant platform , decorated with verdure. The people

pressed around him , and the harmony of a fine band of

music having gained the attentionof the multitude, Mr.

Lee sung, to the air of the Marseillaise, a martial ode , of

which the last words of each stanza were enthusiastically

repeated by the spectators. A discourse upon the solemnity

of the day, succeeded these patriotic songs. The orator

who was to pronounce it arose , advanced towardsthe ex

pecting multitude, beforewhom he remained some moments

silent, his countenance depressed, his hand placed upon

his breast, as if overcome by the greatness of the subject

he was to treat. At length his sonorous voice, although

slightly tremulous, was heard, and the whole assembly soon

became fascinated by his eloquence, The benefits andadvan

tages of freedom , the generous efforts made for its esta

blishment in the two hemispheres by Lafayette, the picture

of the present and future prosperity of the United States,
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furnished the topics of Mr. Benham's address. He took

such possession of the imagination of his auditors, that

even after he had ceased speaking, the attentive crowd re

mained some time silent asthoughthey still heard his voice.

Popular eloquence is one of the distinctive characteristics

of the Americans of the United States. The faculty of

speaking well in public is acquired by all the citizens from

the universality and excellence of their education, and is

developed in a higher degree by the nature of their institu

tions, which call upon each citizen for the exercise of that

power in the discussion of public affairs. In each town, in

every village, the number of persons capable of speaking

before a numerous assembly, is truly surprising ; and it is

not uncommon to meet among them men , who, although

born in obscurity, have justly acquired great reputation for

eloquence. At the head of such speakers, we may men

tion the names of Messrs. Clay and Webster, whose parents

were, I think, farmers, and who, at the present day, might

appear with advantage in comparison with our most dis

tinguished European orators.

After the address of Mr. Benham, the people dispersed,

and the ceremonies were suspended until the hour forthe

public dinner, to allow the general some repose. We had

hardly returned to Mr. Febiger's, in whose hospitable

house we lodged, when we saw thirty or forty persons

arrive, who entered the drawing room ,and requested per

mission to speak to Lafayette. “ We are citizensof Vevay,”

said an old man at their head , who spoke to me in French ,

and for whom all the rest seemed to possess great defer

ence. “ We were induced to hope that the friend ofAmerica

and of liberty, would come and visit our little town , and

that we should have the pleasure of showing him our vine

yards, and inducing him to taste the wines of our vintage ;

but his passage through Kentucky deprived us of this hap

piness. Nevertheless, we could not miss seeing the man

whose name was dear to us even before we left our coun

try, and we resolved upon coming here to salute him . ”

1 communicated this to the general, who, being unable

to come down at the moment, sent his son to request the

visiters to wait for him a short time. They received Mr.

George Laſayette with great tenderness, and after having

repeated to him nearly what they had said to me, they
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informed us that they were all Swiss, for the most part

from the canton of Vaud ; that the persecutions of the

local authorities , the desire of ameliorating their condition,

and love of liberty, had determined them to leave their

country and come to settle in the New World ; that they

had founded in the state of Indiana, on the banks of the

Ohio, about one hundred and fifty miles from Cincinnati , a

town to which they had given the name ofVevay ; and that

about one hundred and fifty -six families lived there, princi

pally by the produce of their vines, the culture of which

they had succeeded in introducing into this portion of the

United States. Whilst we were listening to these details ,

the general arrived , and immediately the Swiss of Vevay

having formed a semicircle to receive him, the most aged

among them , whom I had heard called Father Dufour,

advanced and welcomed him by an address full of feeling.

When he had finished speaking, all these inhabitants of

Vevay threw themselves into the arms of the general and

tenderly embraced him. They had brought with them

some wine of their vintage , which they presented us , and

we joined them in drinking to the prosperity of their new

and the regeneration of their old country .

It mustbe confessed that the wine of Vevay is by no

means exquisite. Nevertheless , it is quite a pleasant

drink, and, according to my taste, the best of the wines

made in the United States.* Although the vine grows na

turally in the forests of North America, it nevertheless

submits to cultivation with difficulty, and, to the present

time, it is only by the greatest care that it can be rendered

productive . The sudden changes of temperature cause it

to be affected with diseases which show themselves by the

appearance of numerous little black spots on the leaves;

and the cold nights of autumn often prevent the fruit from

* Vevay wine is a perfect nondescript ; in colour it slightly ap

proaches thin claret ; its taste is altogether peculiar ; something like it

might be made by sweetening vin de grave with brown sugar. Nothing

but a strong effort of courtesy, however, can induce any one seriously

to call it wine, unless the fact of its being made from grapes be suffi

cient to secure it this title. As to its being “ the best of the wines
made in the United States,” we apprehend the author's experience was

scarcely sufficient to make his opinion decisive. It is certainly far
inferior to the best of our cider, in all the requisites of a pleasant beve

rage.-T.
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arriving at perfect maturity. The vine-dressers of Vevay

have however succeeded tolerably well in acclimating

some of theplants of Europe, which promise an abundant

produce. On our way to the dinner, as we crossed the

public square,we sawthe gunners stationedat their park

of artillery. Their elegant and martial uniform, was that

of the French artillery. We were informed that this was

the Vevay Artillery Company. It was , in fact, composed

almost entirely of Swiss, amongwhom a great number had

served in the artillery of the French army. Their ma

neuvres appeared to be executed with a precision and

rapidity altogether remarkable.

In the ball which succeeded the banquet, the citizens of

Cincinnati displayed the good taste and elegance which

characterize a rich city, fruitful in resources and long

polished by civilization . But that which charmed the

general most, was the delicate attentions offered him on all

sides. More than five hundred persons animated this

patriotic party, at which Messrs. Morrow, governor of
Ohio ; Desha , governor of Kentucky ;Duval, governor of

Florida ; Scott, major-general of the United States army ;

with many other personages of distinguished rank and

character, were present.

At midnight, at a signal given by the Vevay artillery, we

took our leave of the citizens of Cincinnati , and embarked

in the Herald to continue our journey. The general could

hardly force himself away from the circle of his friends,

nor could he cease from expressing his admiration at the

prosperity of Cincinnati, and the state of Ohio, which he

denominated the eighth wonder of the world . One can

not, in fact, avoid being struck with astonishment at the

sight of such prodigious creations of liberty and industry,

ofwhich this state offers so many examples. The simple

progress of its population borders on the marvellous. In

1790, there were in it only 3,000, whilst at present there

are nearly 800,000. In 1820, the town of incinnati con

tained only 9,642 inhabitants, now it has 18,000 . Ohio is

both an agricultural and manufacturing state. Its fertile

soil produces abundance of grain and a variety of fruits.

In the southern part they raise a little cotton, whilst the

northern section is celebrated for its rich pasturage.

Agriculture is said to occupy 112,000 individuals, while

Vol. II.-16
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only about 19,000 are annually engaged in manufacturing.

Last year the manufactures of wool, cotton , and thread;

of leather, iron , nails , and maple sugar, amounted to nearly

two millions of dollars. All these products, along with

those of agriculture, have a prospect of increasing con

siderably every year,and the excess over the internal con

sumption always finds an easy market, the state of Ohio

being admirably situated as to facilities of exportation.

For more than four hundred miles, the beautiful river

which waters its south and south-east limits is navigable

for large vessels. Its northern frontiers are for seventy;

five miles washed by the waters of Lake Erie, and a canal

running across the whole state joins these two points, so

that Ohio stands upon the great line of internal navigation

which connects New York with New Orleans, passing

beyond the Alleghany mountains .

To all these natural sources ofprosperity, Ohio unites an

other advantage, which sheowes to thehappy construction

of her constitution ; namely, the abolition of slavery and

involuntary servitude . A slave becomes free as soon as

he touches the happy soil of Ohio ; and if he does not enjoy

the right of suffrage,and some other political privileges,he

ought not to ascribe it to the partiality of legislators, but

to the melancholy state of ignorance in which his unfortu

nate race still exist.

It was on the 22d ofMayat midnight, when we embark.

ed on board the Herald, which was to carry us to Wheel

ing, a small town in Virginia, situated on the banks of the

Ohio, almost on the frontiers of Pennsylvania. Although

wehad to run more than three hundred miles , we never

theless landed there on the 24th before night. It is true,

that, during our passage ,we did not stopexcept to take in

the necessary supplies of wood, and visit some establish

ments which we found on the banks of the river, such as

Portsmouth, Galliopolis , Marietta, & c. which, for the most

part, were founded by theFrench,but the population is

now altogether American, at least with very few excep;

tions. It was in one of these small towns, Galliopolis, 1

believe, that we visited the family of Mr. Vinton,

the Ohio representativestocongress, who was of the small

minority that votedagainst the national recompense given

to Lafayette. Mr. Vintonhadnotyetreturned froin

one of
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Washington city, but his family received the general in his

behalf, with every mark of tenderness and veneration ; and

Mrs. Vinton did not leave him until he returned on board

the Herald , whither she wished to accompany him on foot

with all her relatives. This civility in the Vinton family,

sensibly touched the heart of the general , and afforded

him a proof, that the members of thesmall opposition who

had voted against the proposition of the 20th ofDecember,

were not the less his sincere friends; and that, if they had

hazarded their popularity among their constituents in such

a case , it was , as I have before said , only from motives of

public order, and a steady resolution to oppose every ex

traordinary measure of finance.

From Wheeling we again entered the state of Pennsyl

vania, by Washington, Brownsville , Uniontown , &c . In

all this route , thegeneral found the Virginia and Pennsyl

vania population in the same dispositions as in the preced

ing year; that is to say, the people every where crowding

his way, and conferring upon him the greatest honours.

The little town of Washington,the seat of justice for the

county of the same name, distinguished itself by the bril

liancy of its festivals. At Brownsville we crossed the

Monongahela in a batteau , bearing twenty -four young girls

dressedin white , who came to receive the general, and

who crowned him with flowers the moment he came with

in the limits of the town. At Uniontown, the seat of jus

tice for the county of Lafayette, he was received with a

simplicity and cordiality calculated to recall the character

of the founders of Pennsylvania. For the purpose of ad

dressing their national guest,the inhabitants of Uniontown

employed, as their organ of communication, one of his

oldest and best friends, Mr. Gallatin, known in Europe

from his diplomatic labours , and whom the American

leaders have always reckoned among the number of their

most able defenders.

Placed upon a stage raised in the centre of the town ,

Mr. Gallatin received General Lafayette, and addressed

him in the name of the surrounding people, who listened

in silence.

Mr. Gallatin is not of- the number, unfortunately too

great, of those foreigners, who, from ignorance or envy,
incessantly confound the cause of legitimacy, and the
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name.

happy results of the French revolution , with the horri

ble and sanguinary excesses afterwards perpetrated by

those wretches, who were only the instruments of the

servile partizans of privilege, and who, for the pur

pose of checking liberty in its noble career, thought to

bring it into disrepute by the crimes committed in its

The justice Mr. Gallatin rendered to the cou

rage and wisdom of the French patriots of 1789,

deeply affected General Lafayette, who expressed to him

his gratitude, in a reply distinguished by its eloquence and

the elevation of its sentiments.

After twenty-four hours passed , I will not say amidst en

tertainments , but rather in the reception of the most tender

and affectionate testimonials of attachinent from the inha

bitants of Uniontown , the general accepted the invitation

of Mr.Gallatin , to repose himself a short time in the bo

som of his family; and we accordingly set out with him for

New Geneva, a charming residence , situated on the high

and rocky banks of the Monongahela , at some miles dis

tance from Uniontown . A detachment of militia from

the county of Lafayette, in whose ranks was a son of Mr.

Gallatin , escorted us ; and through the whole route wemet

groups of the inhabitants, who, in their joyous acclamations,

blended the name of Lafayette with that of Gallatin , to

which were associated the remembrance of innumerable

services rendered to this part of Pennsylvania. We found

at New Geneva all that could contribute to the pleasure of

a visit. To the advantages of a situation happily chosen,

are added the charms of an amiable and intelligent society.

But the general wasvery far from finding therethe solitude

which his friend had promised him. During twenty-four

hours which we remained at this delightful place , the doors

remained open, to give free access to the good people of

the neighbourhood , who came in crowds to salute their well
beloved guest.

On the 28th of May Mr. Gallatin reconducted us to

Uniontown, when we took leave of him to goto Elizabeth

town, a little village situated on the banks of the Monon

gahela. We arrived there about twelve o'clock ; when a

boat, propelled by four oars , received us on board , and we

descended the river to the famous Braddock's Field , which

reached some time after sunset. We were favoured
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with delightful weather during our sail , which was render

ed highlyinteresting by the conversation of our companions,

the members of the committee from Uniontown. We sur

veyed the shores, which in times past echoed with the

cries of victory from the adventurous sons of France, and

which were also the witnesses of disasters which the faults

of a government as presumptuous as imbecile drew upon

them. The recital of the events of that period ; chained

our attention until the moment ofour landing. It was nine

o'clock when we arrived at Braddock's field , where the

English troops , under the command of a general of that

name, were completely defeated in the month of July, 1755,

by the French and Indians united. The principal circum

stances of that memorable event are too familiar to all those

whose attention has been directed to American history, for

me to relate them here. I will content myself by only re

peating, that, it was on that day, so fatal to British arms,

that the man who has since established the glory and inde

pendence of his country ,gave the first proofs of his military

talents, and calm intrepidity in battle. If General Braddock

had not scorned the advice of his young aide-de-camp,Wash

ington, he would not have fought upon ground where every

thing was in favour of the enemy, and thus have sacrificed

his army, his fame, and his life. Although his advice was

rejected, the young Washington did not fight the less he

roically ; and it was owing to his courage and coolness that

the wreck of the conquered army was saved.

Upon the field of battle, where, even at this day, the

plough could not trace a furrow without turning up bones

whitened by time, and fragments of arms corroded by rust,

is situated the large and elegant mansion of Mr. Wallace,

by whom we, as well as our companions, were received

with the most touching and amiable hospitality. We there

found already assembled a numerous deputation sent by the

city of Pittsburg, to meet the general, and the next morning

at day -light, detachments of volunteer cavalry arrived to

serve as an escort on our route to that city.

The road which led from Braddock’s field to Pittsburg,

although many miles long, was soon covered by a consi
derable crowd, in the midst of which the cavalcade ad.

vanced slowly towards the city. On the road we visited

the United States arsenal, which was about halfway. The

16 *
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discharge of twenty -four guns announced the entrance of

General Lafayette into that establishment, when Major

Churchill, and the officers under his command, invited him

to breakfast. After having examined the armoury and

work -shops, in which we remarked great regularity, order,

and activity, we continued our route towards Pittsburg,

where the general was received, on his entrance into the

city, by themagistrates, at the head of the people, and the

militia in order of battle.

I have had to describe so many triumphal entries into

great and rich cities , whilst narrating General Lafayette's

incomparable journey through the twenty-four states of

the American Union , that,to avoid repetition, I am obliged

to pass over in silence a great number of receptions whose

principal features were alike. It is for this reason I omit

the account of his reception at the national hotel at Pitts

burg ; although that city yielded to no other in the United

States in the splendour of her festivals, and in the expres

sion of her sentiments of patriotic gratitude . But I have yet

before me solong a route to survey, and so many things to

relate, that I am forced to imitate Lafayette, who was

obliged to shorten the delicious moments that friendship

had every where prepared for him on his journey, that he

might be present at the celebration at Bunker's Hill. I

will not, however, quit Pittsburg withoutpaying my tribute

of admiration to the eloquence of Mr. Shaler, who address.

ed the general in the name of the citizens, and that of Mr.

Gazzam, charged with the presentation of the children of

the public schools. These two orators, so remarkable for

elevation of thought, and elegance of expression , obtained

the approbation of their auditors, and excited in the beart

of him whom they addressed the most profound sentiments

of gratitude.

Amongthe persons or corporations officially presented

to General Lafayette, was a group of old men, who, by

their enthusiasm in speaking of old times, were easily re

cognized for soldiers of 1776. One of them addressing his

old general, asked him if he still remembered the young

soldier who first offered to carry him on a litter, when he

was wounded at the battle of Brandywine ? Lafayette,

after having attentively surveyed him, threw himself into

his arms, crying, “ No, I have not forgotten Wilson, and it
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is a great happiness to be permitted to embrace him to-day !"

Wilson himself, who asked the question , was much affected,

and the incident penetrated the spectators in the most

touching manner.

General Lafayette recognized one of his old companions

in arms during the revolution, in the person of the Reve

rend Joseph Patterson, who came to visit him with the

ministers of different denominations in the city and neigh

bouring counties. Joseph Patterson, although a clergy

man, had shouldered his musket, and fought for the inde

pendence of his country through two terrible campaigns of

the revolution , and had assisted at the battle of German

town .

After having devoted the day of his arrival at Pittsburg

to public ceremonies, the general wished to employ a part

of the next day in visiting someof the ingenious establish

ments which constitute the glory and prosperity of that

manufacturing city, which, for the variety and excellence

of its products, deserves to be compared to our Saint

Etienne, or to Manchester in England. He was struck by

the excellence and perfection of the processes employed in

the various workshops which he examined ; but that which

interested him above all was the manufacture of glass ,

some patterns of which were presented to him , that, for

their clearness and transparency, might have been ad

mired even by the side of the glass of Baccarat.

Pittsburg is situated on the point where the rivers Al

leghany and Monongahela mingle their waters, forming the

majestic river Ohio, which, flowing towards the western

andsouthern states,and even to the Atlantic , afford an
easy outlet for the products of its industry. These , with

the population , increase each year with wonderful rapidity.

Pittsburg now contains eight thousand inhabitants , and a

great many workmen , strangers, who are drawn bither by

the prosperity of the manufactories, coming every year to

communicate to them secret processes and improvements,

brought to light by the activity of the European manufac
turers.
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CHAPTER XII.

Route from Pittsburg to Erie - Commodore Perry's Victory - Night

Scene at Fredonia—The Indian Chief at Buffaloe - Falls of Niagara

Visit to Fort Niagara-Appearance of Lockport - Passagefrom Lock

port to Rochester — Aqueduct over the Genessee River - Route by

land from Rochester to Syracuse—Passage from Syracuse to Sche

nectady, Rome, and Utica-Grand Canal.

On leaving Pittsburg, the general was obliged to part

from his old friends of the state of Ohio, represented by

Governor Morrow , who had accompanied him with his

staff. Conducted by a committee ofthe city of Pittsburg,

and escorted bya company ofmilitia,we took the route by
way of Franklin, Meadville, Waterford, and Erie , to gain

the shores of the great lake which bears this name. All

this western portion of Pennsylvania, watered by French

Creek, is remarkable for the beauty and variety of its

scenery. In each of the villages through which we passed ,

the general was detained several hours in receiving the

honours which had been prepared for him by the citizens

and public officers.

The trophies suspended over our heads, the name of

Perry and the view of lake Erie, necessarily directed the

thoughtsof the guests to the events of the last war; and in

a short timethe gallant deeds of the American navy be

came the subject of general conversation. As it was per
ceived that Lafayette took great pleasure in hearing a

narration of the glory of the descendants of his former com

panions in arms, all the details of that memorable day

were given him, in which, after a combat of three hours,

an American squadron entirely captureda British fleet far
superior in the number of guns.

In hearing the recital of those noble actions , Lafayette

cast his eyes alternately on thenumerous English flags that
floated over his head,onthelake,thetheatre of such glo,

rious events, and on the seamen whosurrounded him;and
his heartwasfilledwith pride, on perceiving that the Ame:
ricans of 1813 had shown themselves worthy sons of his
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old fellow soldiers, the immortal heroes of the revolution

of 1776.

On leaving the table, the general took leave ofthe inha

bitants of Erie, and departed from this town at three o'clock

in the afternoon , with the committee of Chatauque county,

who had come to announce to him that a steam-boat was

waiting at Dunkirk to take him to Buffalo. Before sunset,

we left the territory of Pennsylvania and entered on that

of New York. Aswe had fifty miles to accomplish , and

as the general did not wish to detain the vessel too long,

we travelled until day-break without stopping. In this

rapid journey, we passed through many large villages, the

population of which, assembled in the public places around

large fires, waited patiently for the arrival of the national

guest to salute him with patriotic acclamations . These

nocturnal scenes have left a strong impression on my mind.

Ishall never forget the magical effect that was produced at

Fredonia. On leaving Portland, yielding to the fatigue of

the preceding days, we were sleeping inthe carriage not

withstanding theviolent jolting occasioned by the trunks

of the trees forming the road over which we were rapidly

passing; on a sudden the startling explosion of a piece of

artillery awoke us , and our eyes were immediately dazzled

by the glare of a thousand lights , suspended to the houses

and trees that surrounded us. We were solicited to alight,
and we found ourselves in the middle ofan avenue, formed

on one side by men and boys , and on the other by young
girls and women holding their infants in their arms. At

the sight of Lafayette, the air resounded with joyful cries,

all arms were stretched out towards him , the mothers pre

sented their infants to him and begged his benediction on

them, and warlike music uniting its sound to the din of artil

lery and bells gladdened all hearts. Struck by so touching

a reception, the general was unable for some time to sub

due his emotions; at last, he advanced slowly through the

crowd , at every step shaking affectionately the hands that

were stretched out to him, and replying with tenderness to

the sweet salutation of the children who accompanied his

progress with cries of " Welcome, Lafayette."

On a stage built in the centre of a large place, lighted by

barrels of burning rosin, an orator was waiting to address

him in the nameof the people of Fredonia , who afterwards
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defiled before him in order to salute him once more . Not

withstanding the striking character of this scene, the gene

ral felt himself obligedto abridge it, that he might not

expose to the cold , for a longer time , the women and young

girls, who, slightly clad , had passed all the night in the

open air, waiting for him. It was three o'clock in the

morning, when, after having partaken of a collation, we

left Fredonia . The sun already began to gild the summits

of the forests we left to the right, when we arrived at Dun

kirk, a small port on Lake Erie, when the boat that was to

convey us to Buffalo , was waiting for us. A committee

from that town , and a great number of ladies, had come to

meet the general , and received him on board to the sound

of music , the delightful harmony of which accorded deli

ciously with the beauty of the morning, and the romantic

aspect of the bay in which we were.

At twelve o'clock we were within sight of the shores of

Buffalo ; but retarded in our progress by violent and con

trary wind, we were unable to enterthe port fortwo hours.

Although the town of Buffalo was almost entirely destroy

ed by the English , who burnt it during the last war, we

were nevertheless struck with its air of prosperity , and the

bustle in its port. We landed near one of the extremities

of that grand canal , whose other extremity we had visited

five hundred miles from this, near Albany, and which serves

as a link between Lake Erie and the Atlantic. After the

first ceremonies of the reception of the national guest by

the magistrates and citizens of Buffalo, we went to snatch

a few moments of repose at the Eagle tavern, where our

lodgings had been prepared. There, the general received a

great number of persons who desired to be particularly

presented to him ; amongthemwe had the pleasure of see

ing an old Indian chief of the Senecas, who had acquired

a great reputation for courage and eloquence , not only

among hisown people, but also among the whites, who

call him Red Jacket. This extraordinary man, although

much broken by time and intemperance, still preserved , to

a surprising degree, the exercise of all his faculties; he im

mediately recognised General Lafayette, and recalled to
his recollection that they had been together in 1784 at

Fort Schuyler, where a great council had been held , in

which the interests of all the Indian nations, whether
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friendly or otherwise , who could have any relation to the

United States , were settled. The general replied to him

that he had not forgotten this circumstance, and demanded

of him if he knew what had become of the young Indian

who had so eloquently opposed the burying of the toma

hawk.” “ He is before you ,” replied the son of the forest,

with all the brevity of his expressive language. “ Time has

much changed us," said the general to him , "for then we

were young and active." “ Ah ,” exclaimed Red Jacket,

“ time has been less severe on you than on me; he has left

you a fresh countenance, and a head well covered with

hair; whilst as for me - look ! " and untying the handker

chief that covered his head , he showed us , with a melan

choly air, that his head was entirely bald . The bystanders

could not help smiling at the simplicity of the Indian , who

appeared to be ignorant ofthe means ofrepairing the injuries

of time; but were cautious not to explain his error; and

perhaps did right, for he might have confoundeda wig with

a scalp, and wished to haveregarnished his head at the ex

penseof that of one of his neighbours. Like all the Indians,

whohave preserved their primitive haughtiness,Red Jacket

obstinately adheres to his native language, and entertains

a great contempt for allothers. Although it was easy to

see that he understood English perfectly , he nevertheless

refused to reply to the questionsof General Lafayette, be

fore they were translated into Seneca by his interpreter.

The general, having remembered a few Indian words

which he bad learned during his youth, pronounced them

before him ; he appeared sensible of this politeness, which

singularly augmented the high opinion he already enter

tained of Lafayette.

The Seneca tribe is one of the six nations known former

ly by the name of Iroquois, and now inhabiting the north

ern part of the state of New York , under the protection
of the government of that state. These six nations are

the Tuscaroras, Onondagas, Oneidas, Cayugas, Mohawks,

and Senecas . I wished much to have visited a large vil

lage inhabited by the latter, a short distance from Buffalo,

but the little time we spent at that place, was so completely

and agreeably taken up by entertainments preparedby the

inhabitants for their guest, that it was impossible for me to

spare the time.

i
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We passed the night at Buffalo, and the next day, at an

early hour, we set out ina carriage for the Falls ofNiaga

ra : on our way webreakfasted with the family of General

Porter, at Black Rock,a small but handsome port which

rivals that of Buffalo in bustle ; and a few hours afterwards,

a hollow rumbling which seemed to shake the earth , and a

thick column of vapour which we sawat a distance rising

towards the clouds, announced to us , that we were about

to enjoy the sight of one of the greatest wonders of na
ture.

At two o'clock we arrived with our fellow passengers

from Buffalo and Black Rock at Manchester, a small village

situated on the right bank of the Niagara, near the falls,

wherethe general was received and complimented by a

large deputation from the county of Niagara. Full of an

impatience that may readily be conceived ,we abridged as

much as possible , the duration of a public dinner, ofwhich

we were obliged to partake on arriving, and at half past

three we wentover to theisland that divides the Niagara into

two unequal parts, at the point where the waters form the

cataracts and precipitate themselves in a gulf of 150 feet in

depth . The sightofthe bridge which leads to this island , call

ed GoatIsland, admirably prepares the mind for the contem

plation of the imposing scene that presents itself, and gives a

high idea of the boldness and skill of those who constructed it.

Built on a bed of rocks, whose numerous points are ele

vated above the water, and by opposing the current only

increase its violence, its wooden pillars are agitated by a

continued vibration , which seems to announce that the

moment approaches when it will give way and be precipi

tated in the abyss ; some minutes after having passed the

bridge we found ourselves in presence of the great fall. It

is a sublime spectacle , but it must not be expected I should

attempt to describe the sensations that I experienced at

the sight of the gigantic phenomena; they were of a nature

that cannot be expressed : 1 therefore willingly relinquish

the trial, in which , in my opinion , the most skilful writers

have greatly failed . We remained near half an hour on

the edge of the gulf, silently contemplating the rapid fall

of the water, and almost stunned by the noise of its terrible

roaring. We should , in all probability, have remained

plunged in a reverie much longer, had we not been roused
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by the voice of one of our companions, doubtless more fa

miliar than us with this fearful sport of nature , anxious

to give ussome details, interesting perhaps, but which we

certainly should never have demanded.

Mr. A. Porter, the brother of General Porter, with whom

we had breakfasted at Black Rock, is the owner of Goat

Island ; he had the kindness to conductthe general to all

the most picturesque points of this singular property, which

is, as it were, suspended above the abyss. From the upper

extremity of the island, we saw a spectacle less terrible

than from the lower point, but which is nevertheless not

without majesty. Our view , extending to a greatdistance,

agreeably reposed on the beautiful river Niagara, which

rolls its waters as smooth as a mirror, overa large bed un

incumbered with obstacles, and between low and fertile

banks: it is only in approaching the superior point of the

island : that the rapidity of the course is accelerated and it

prepares for the terrible fall, whose noise, during the still

ness of the night, is heard, it is said , for more than twenty

miles around . Woe to the animal or man that has the im

prudence to enter this irresistible current, no human power

can save him from the insatiable avidity of the gulf. It is

only a few years since a young Indian furnished a lamentable

example. He was sleeping in the bottom of his canoe

which he had fastened to the shore near the small town of

Chippewa, when a young girl who had replied to his love,

butwhom he had deserted for another,passed and saw him .

At the sight of him the furies of jealousy kindled in her

bosom the desire for revenge. She approached , unfasten

ed the canoe, and gently pushed it from the shore , the cur

rent soon acted on it, and carried it down the stream with

great rapidity. The noise of the waves soon woke the

young Indian, who, on opening his eyes, saw the imminent

danger to which he was exposed; his first movement, in

spired by a desire of preservation, was to seize his paddle

tostrive against the current; but he soon perceived the in

utility of his efforts, which were derided by his wicked mis

tress by cries of cruel joy: then having nothing to oppose

to his fate but a courageous resignation, he enveloped him

self in his blanket, seated himself in the middle of the canoe,

and coolly fixed bis looks on the gates of eternity soon to

Vol. 11.-17
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be opened to him, and in a few seconds disappeared in the

profound abyss .

The name of Chippewa, pronounced in the recital of

the fate of the young Indian, awoke our recollection of the

glorious deeds of theAmerican troops, during the last war,

on the frontiers of Canada, from whichwe were only sepa

rated at this time by an arm of the Niagara. With this

recollection were naturally mingled the names of Brown,

Van Ransellaer, Ripley, Scott, Porter, Harrison, Pike,

Jessup, Miller, and many others who rendered themselves

illustrious in these spots, by their talents , their courage,

and their ardent love of country.

After two hours of delightfulexcursion, we left Goat Isl

and, and cast a farewell lookon it from the bridge which

unites it to the main land . From this it appeared to us

like a garden in the air, supported by the clouds, and sur

rounded by thunder. The general could not tear himself

from this imposing scene, and I believe that when he learnt

that Goat Island and its charming dependencies were for

sale for 1000 dollars , he strongly regretted that the dis

tance from France would not permithim to purchase it.

It would be, in fact, a delicious habitation ; the surface of

the soil , of about seventy -five acres, is covered with a vigo

rous vegetation, whose verdure constantly kept up by the

freshness of the pure and light vapour that arisesfrom the

cataract, presents an agreeable shelter from the heat of

The current of water which surrounds it offers

an incalculable power which may be applied to mills of all

kinds. I do not think that Mr. Porter will wait long be

fore he disposes of a property which offers so many advan

tages.

On leaving Manchester and the Falls of Niagara , we

went to Lewistown to sleep: this is a pretty villagesituated

a few miles below the falls; and the next day, at five

o'clock in the morning, we rode to Fort Niagara, where

General Lafayette had been invited to breakfast by Major

Thomson, the commandant of the garrison. We found the

major at the head of his officers, a short distance in ad

vance of the fort, waiting to receive the general, who was

saluted by twenty-four guns as soon as he entered the

works. Some ladies, wives of the officers of the garrison,

assisted their husbands in doing the honours of the enter

summer.
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very short.

tainment, and contributed not a little by their polite

ness, in making the time we passed at Niagara appear

This fortis built precisely at the point wherethe river

enters into Lake Ontario, on which Commodore Chauncey

reaped laurels , like those gathered by Perry on Lake

Erie. Almost opposite, on the other bank, is fort George,

occupied by the English. Hostilities were frequent be

tween these two posts in the campaigns of 1813 and 1814,

but the fortifications of both have since been repaired , and

it would now be difficult to trace the ravages of war.

The general shortened his visit to Fort Niagara , in order

to arrive early at Lockport, where we were to embark on

the grand canal , to descend to Albany. On a height near

Lockport we met a troop offrom seventy to eighty citizens

on horseback, and under this escort entered the village,

where the general was saluted by an extraordinary kind of

artillery. ' Hundreds of small blasts , charged with powder

by the workmen engaged in quarrying the bed of the rock

to form the canal, exploded almost at the same moment,

and hurled fragmentsofrock into the air, which fell amidst

the acclamations of the crowd . The appearance of Lock

port filled us with astonishment and admiration . No where

have I ever seen the activity and industry of man conquer.

ing nature so completely as in this growing village. In
every part may be heard the sound of the hatchet and

hammer. Here trees are felled, fashioned under the hands

of the carpenter, and raised on the same spot in the form

of a house ; there , on a large public square, which exists

as yet only in project, an immense hotel already opens its

doors to new settlers, who have not any other habitation.

Scarcely is there to be found in the whole town a sufficiency

of the necessaries of life, and yet, by the side of a school,

in which the children are instructed whilst their fathers are

building the houses that are to shelter them , is to be seen

a printing press, which every morning issues a journal,

teaching the labourers, in their hours of repose , how the

magistrates of the people' fulfil the confidence reposed in

them . In streetstraced through the forest, and yet encum

bered with trunks of trees and scattered branches, luxury

already appears in the light wagons drawn by splendid

horses; finally, in the midst ofthese encroachments of
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civilization on savage nature, there is going on ,with a rapid

ity that appears miraculous, that gigantic work , that grand

canal , which , in tightening the bonds of the American

Union, spreads comfort and abundance in the wilds

through which it passes .

Our carriages stopped opposite to an arch of green

branches, and General Lafayette was conducted to a plat

form , where he had the satisfaction of being welcomed by

one of his old fellow soldiers , the venerable Stephen Van

Rensellaer, now president of the board of canal commis

sioners. After having been officially presented to the de

putation from Monroe county, as well as to a great number

of citizens, we sat down to a public dinner, presided over

byColonel Asher Saxton, at the end of which the general,

induced by the feelings awakened in him by the sightof so

many wonders, gave the following toast : “ To Lockport

and the county ofNiagara — they contain the greatest won

ders of art and nature, prodigies only to be surpassed by

those of liberty and equal rights."

The free masons of Lockport, not wishing to permit the

general to depart without rendering him the honours due

to his high masonic rank , begged him to keep in remem

brance of their lodge, the rich ornaments with which he

had been adorned when he entered the temple. They af

terwards accompanied us to the basin , where the boat was

waiting to convey us to Rochester. Before we embarked,

we had great pleasure in viewing the handsome locks, cut

out of the solid rock , to the depth of twenty-five feet.

Themoment the general stepped on board the barge, a
multitude of small blasts , dug in the rock, exploded above

our heads, and their deafening detonations added to the

solemnity of the farewells of the citizens ofLockport. Be

fore leaving the basin , we received from Dr.

containing specimens of the different species of rocks

through which the canal passed ; we accepted this interest

ing collection with gratitude. Although navigation by

steam is not applicable to a canal , whose banks are not of

stone , yet, as the horses and the tow -path were excellent,

we travelled rapidly and comfortably ; for the boat (the

Rochester) thatcarried us , was much more convenient and
better provided with the comforts of life than could have

a box

been supposed.
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1

We left Lockport at 7 o'clock in the evening, and tra

versed during the night the sixty -five miles that separate

that village from Rochester, where we arrived at an early

hour in the morning. We had not yet quitted our cabin,

when suddenly the name of Lafayette, pronounced amidst

violent acclamations, induced the general to ascend on

deck ; we followed him, and what was our astonishment

and admiration at the scene thatpresented itself ! We were

apparently suspended in the air, in the centre of an im

mense crowd which lined both sides of the canal ; several

cataracts fell rumbling around us, the river Genessee rolled

below our feet at a distance of fifty feet; we were some

moments without comprehending our situation, which ap

peared the effect of magic : at last we found , that the part

of the canal on which we were, was carried with an incon

ceivable boldness across the Genessee river, by means of

an aqueduct of upwards of four hundred yards in length ,

supported by arches of hewn stone. Our fellow passengers,

witnesses of our astonishment, informed us that, in its long

course, the canal passed several times, in a similar manner,

over wide and deep rivers ; that above Irondiguot, for ex

ample, it pursued an aerial route for more than a quarter of

a mile, at an elevation of 70 feet. This kind of construction

appearsfamiliar to the Americans. The bridges are usually

ofan elegance and boldness of execution that is inconceiva

ble. Not far from Rochester may be seen the ruins of a

bridge that had been thrown overthe river Genessee in a

single arch of 320 feet span , and 180 feet elevation above

the water ; it gave way a few years since whilst two chil

dren were crossing it. It was said to have been a master

piece of art, but the wantof size and strength in the tim

bers prevented its lasting long.

The general left the canal at Rochester, passed a few

hours with the inhabitants of that town, who gave him a

reception, which, in affection and elegance , fully equalled

any that I have hitherto witnessed , and continued his jour

ney by land , passing through the villages of Canandaigua,

Geneva , Auburn, Skeneateles, Marcellus, & c, and re-joined

the canal at Syracuse. This journey confirmed us in the

opinion, that no part of America, or, perhaps, of the whole

world,contains so many wonders of nature as the state of

New -York . The lakes of Canandaigua, Seneca and Ca

17*
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yuga , appeared delightful to us from the purity of their

waters , the form of their basins , and the richness of their

banks. The sight of all these beauties, and still more the

kindness and urbanity of the population through which we

travelled, often made General Lafayette regret the rapidity

with which he travelled . During this journey of upwards

of one hundred and thirty miles by land , we travelled night

and day , only stopping for a few moments at each village,

to enjoy the entertainments , prepared by the inhabitants in

honour of their beloved guest, who, said they, by the sim

plicity, the amenity and uniformity of his manners, towards

all classes of citizens, completed the conquest of all

hearts , already devoted to him from his adherence to the

cause of America in particular, and that of liberty in gene

ral .

From Rochester to Syracuse, we were constantly struck

with the marked beauty of the horses that formed our re

lays ; and learned that they had been gratuitously furnished

by individuals, whose patriotic disinterestedness was fully
appreciated by the different committees charged with the

care of the general's journey , and who returned them

public thanks. Among these generous citizens, I heard

particularly cited , Mr. de Zeng, of Geneva, and Mr. Sher

wood , proprietor of the stage-coaches at Auburn.

On arriving at Syracuse at six o'clock in the morning,

by the fading light of the illuminations , and the crowd that

filled the streets, we learned that the people of the vil

lage had expected the national guest all night. The splen

did supper that had been prepared for the evening before ,

made us an excellent breakfast, and the general passed

three hours amidst the kind congratulations of the citizens ,

who eagerly pressed around him . At nine o'clock he took

leave of his friends at Syracuse, and embarked on board

the canal -boat , amid the thunder of artillery, and loud

wishes for the happy termination of his voyage.

We resumed this mode of travelling with the more plea

sure, as we had lately suffered much from the heat and

dust on our last day's journey by land. Always incited by

a wish to fulfil the promise he had given to the citizens of

Boston , the general determined to travel day and night as

long as he was on the canal , and only to halt in the towns
on his route a sufficient time to return his thanks to the
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inhabitants, all of whom had made preparations for his

reception. We often regretted this necessary haste, espe

cially on seeing the handsome towns of Rome, Utica, Sche

nectady, &c. and hearing the patriotic acclamations of their

inhabitants. At Rome, which we passed through in the

night by the light of an illumination, we met with the depu

tation from Utica, at the head of which the general

had the satisfaction of recognising one of his fellow sol

diers, Colonel Lansing, who fought by his side at York
town .

Twenty discharges of artillery announced his arrival in

Utica , and at this signal all the population gathered round

him to hear the eloquent discourse addressed to him by

Judge Williams, in the name of the people. His astonish
ment was extreme, when the oratorinformed him that the

part of the country he had traversed in so rapid and com

modious a manner, was that through which he had passed

with so much difficulty and danger during the war of the

revolution, to save the garrison of Fort Stanwix from the

tomahawks of the Indian allies of Great Britain. He could

scarcely believe in so great a change, and was unable to

express the happiness he felt. We only spent four hours

at Utica ; but that time would not suffice to detail all the

marks of attachment that were heaped upon him. Obliged

to divide his time between his old fellow soldiers and the

children of the different schools ; between the magistrates

and the ladies ; and , finally, between strangers and Indians,
collected from several miles around to pay their respects

to him, he still found means to reply to the enthusiasm of
all , and every one that approached him returned satisfied

and persuaded that he was an object of particular attention.

Three chiefs of Oneidas, Taniatakaya , Sangouxyonta, and

Doxtator, asked for a private interview , and recalled to his

recollection some circumstances of the campaigns of 1777

and 1778 , in which they had rendered him some services.

He recognized them again, but was greatly astonished to

find, that two ofthem already advancedin years at the

time of which they spoke, were still living ; notwith

standing their great age, their features still preserved an

energetic expression ; they spoke with warmth of the

situation of their tribe. “ The chase is no longer produc

tive," said they ; " it does not supply our wants, and we
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are obliged to provide for our subsistence by agriculture,

which renders us very unhappy ; but it is not owing to our

white brothers of the state of New York ; they act gener

ously towards us ; they permit us to live in peace near the

bones of our fathers, which they have not obliged us to

transport to a strange land ; and the government often

succours us when our harvests fail ; hence we sincerely

love our white brothers, the Americans . We formerly

fought for them against the English, and we are still ready

to raise the tomahawk in their favour, whenever occasion

requires it . ” The general praised them for the sentiments

they expressed; he told them he had not forgotten their

former valuable services ; and begged them always to re

gard the Americans as good brothers; he then made them

some presents of money, and they returned well satisfied.

A deputation from the county of Oneida, waited on the

general to beg him to assist in laying the first stone of a

monument, which the citizens of that county were about

erecting to the memory of Baron de Steuben, whose re

mains had reposed since 1795, at Steubenville , without any

mark of distinction. But the time fixed for this ceremony,

not according with the public engagements entered into by

the general with the citizens of Boston, he was under the

necessity of refusing this invitation . “ If I could associate

with you,” replied he to the deputation , " in rendering to

the memory of my fellow soldier and friend Baron de

Steuben, those honours you intend bestowing and of

which no one is moreworthy, without my missing the cele

bration at Bunker's Hill , it would not be the fatigues of a

long and rapid journey that would deter me, you may be

fully persuaded ; but a single day of delay may occasion

mybreaking a sacred promise ; you must be aware of this,

be good enough therefore to be the bearers of my regrets

to the citizens of Steubenville, and assure them that my

heart will be with them at this melancholy ceremony,

which I am obliged to forego attending in spite of my

wishes."

The regrets of General Lafayette were the more acute

and sincere, as he could, better perhaps than any other,

appreciate the rare qualities and noble character of Baron

de Steuben, who had shared with him the toils and dangers

of the Virginia campaign.
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Frederic William Steuben was born in Prussia , in 1735.

Destined for a career of arms, his education was entirely

military, and he early entered the service. His knowledge,

his well tried courage, and his zeal in the performance of

his duties, did not escape the penetration of Frederic the

Great, who promoted him rapidly, and attached him par

ticularly to his own person . The young Steuben did not

fail to profit by the lessons of his illustrious master, and ob

tained a brilliant reputation among thebest generals of the

age . But neither the glory he had acquired, nor the favours

of the greatest king of the time, could counterbalance his

love forliberty. As soon as he learned that the American

colonies, shaking off the despotism of England, were ready

to maintain their independence by an appeal to arms,he

crossed the ocean andoffered them his services, declaring

that he was ambitious of no other honour than that of act

ing as a volunteer in a good cause, and that he would

accept neitherrank nor pay before he had given proofs of

his.valour. This noble disinterestedness, and the services

he rendered the American army, merited him the friend

ship of Washington, and the confidence of congress, who

elevated him to the rank of major -general. His candour

and moderation equalled his skill and bravery. After the

peace, wishing to enjoy the fruits of that liberty to which

he had contributed so gloriously, he retired to Oneida

county, to lands given him by congress, and there, culti

vating in solitude hismind and his fields, he philosophically

waited for death ; which suddenly made him its prey in

1795. He was then about sixty years of age. According

to his wish , expressed in his last will, he was wrapped in

his cloak, placed in a simple wooden coffin, and committed

to the earth without a stone or an inscription to mark the

place of his sepulchre. He laid for a long time in a thick

wood near his house, when his remains were menaced with

profanation by the opening of a public road through his

property. Colonel Walker, his former friend, hastened to

collect them , and the inhabitants of Steubenville , and of

the county of Oneida, resolved to enclose them in a dura

ble monument,as an expression of theirgratitude andesteem

for the German warrior.

A cannon , the signal of the departure of the guest of the

nation, had already been heard twenty -four times. The
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boat that was to take him to Schenectady was ready, and

the people assembled on the quays and the bridges that

cross the canal , waited in silence for his departure . When

he embarked, and our light vessel , drawn by superb white

horses, had begun to glide through the water, three cheers
expressed to him the last farewell of the inhabitants of

Utica, whilst children placed on the bridges, showered

down flowers upon him as the boat passed beneath.

Standing on the prow of the vessel with his head uncovered ,

General Lafayette replied by signs of gratitude to those tes

timonies of popular esteem. His sonand myself, witnesses

of this touching scene, remained near him ,partaking both

of the enthusiasm of the people, and the happiness of him

that was the object of it, when our attention was suddenly

attracted by the cries of a man who followed the boat, by

running along the bank , and making signs to us to stop.

His copper colour, half naked body, and grotesque orna

ments,marked him for an Indian. Although hisintention

to board us was manifest, our captain , Major Swartwout,

did not think it advisable to stop. The Indian , therefore,

exerting all his strength, hastened his pace so much, as to

pass us considerably ,and at last waited on the last bridge
near the town. At the moment hepassed beneath it, he

sprung on the deck , and fell on his feet in the midst

of us, admirably erect, “ Where is Kayewla ? I wish

to see Kayewla ,” cried he with agitation. The general

was pointed out to him. His countenance expressed the

greatest satisfaction . I am the son of Wekchekaeta,"

said he, stretching out his hand ; . of him who loved you

so well, that he followed you to your country when you

returned there after the great war ; my father has often

spoken to me of you , and I am happy to see you . " The

general had already learned that Wekchekaeta had died

some years since, and was glad to meet with his son, who

appeared to be about twenty -four years of age. He made

him sit down, and conversed several minutes with him, and

rendered him happy by presenting him with severaldol
lars, when he left us. The

young
Indian was as little

embarrassed to finda mode of leavingthe boat as he had

been to enter it. We were separated from the bank of

the canal by about ten feet ; he sprung over this space

with the lightness of a deer, and disappeared in an instant.
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This singular visit greatly excited the curiosity of our fel

low passengers, and the general hastened to satisfy it by

relating the history of Wekchekaeta, whom he carried to

Europe with him in 1778, and who, soon disgusted with

civilization, joyfully returned to his native wilds.

To describe our voyage from Utica to Schenectady, a

distance of about eighty miles, would be to repeat what

has already been said when speaking of that in the upper

part of the canal. We arrived in the latter town next

day, 11th June, about dinner time. We remained there

only a few hours, which the inhabitants ' rendered very

pleasant to the general, andin the evening setout in car

riages for Albany, which is about sixteen miles distant from

it. We lost much, we were told , in not continuing our

route by the canal, which, during the whole of that route,

runs along the river Mohawk, over which it twice passes

by aqueducts of 1800 feet in length, but pressed for time,

we were obliged to choose the shortest road ; besides, we

had travelled, since leaving Lockport, for near three hun

dred miles on thecanal, and we had been able to judge of

the beauty and utility of this great channel ofcommunica

tion, executed in eight years by the state of New York

alone, unassisted by anyforeign aid. There are still some

few parts to be finished , before the navigation will be open

the whole length of the canal ; but these will be accom

plished in a few months, when the boats passing from Lake

Erie to Albanywill traverse a length of three hundred and

sixty miles, and descend a height of fivehundred and fifty

feet, by means of eighty -three locks built of hewn stone,

and whose basin of thirty feet long by fifteen broad, will

admit boats of upwards of one hundred tons lurthen. The

total expenses for the construction of this canal are esti

mated at ten millions of dollars. This sum appears enor

mous at first view, but nevertheless it is trifling, when the

immense advantages thatwill accrue to the state of New

York are taken into consideration . The tolls demanded

for the right of navigation ,although very low, have already

produced, during the year 1824, the sum of 350,761 dol

lars ; and it is believed that the receipts will amount this

year to 500,000 dollars, and that in the nine succeeding

years it will increase at the rate of 75,000 dollars per

annum , so that at the end of ten years , the debt incurred
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in the accomplishment of this great workwill be liquidated,

and also, after deducting 100,000 dollars annually for

repairs, &c . , the state ofNew York will receive from its

canal, a nettrevenue of a million of dollars, which is four

times more than the expenses of its government. *

The state of New York will then present the new

spectacle of a community of more than two millions of

men , not only supporting its government without taxes,

but also having money arising from its own property.

The citizens of that state will always , it is true, have to

pay the duties the general government thinks right to im

pose on the importation of foreign products; but the

independent farmer, who produces on his farm all the

necessaries of life, may live without paying any tax either

direct or indirect, to the state or the general government

I present this picture of the public prosperity of the state

of New York, for the consideration of our European poli

ticians and economists.

CHAPTER XIII.

Return to Boston - Reception of Lafayette by the Legislature of Mas

sachusetts -- Celebration of the anniversary of Bunker's Hill - History

of the Revolution familiar to the Americans - Departure from Bos
ton.

We arrived at Albany before sunrise , on the 12th of

June, and some hours afterwards we had already crossed

the Hudson, and advanced rapidly towards Massachusetts,

whose western border is traced parallel to that river at

about twenty -five miles from the left bank ; we had still to

travel one hundred and fifty miles before reaching Boston,

but the excellence of the roads insured us a rapid journey,

and hence General Lafayette was certain of arriving in

time to fulfil his engagements. Nevertheless, he deter

mined to stop only forsuch time as was absolutely neces

sary for repose. We therefore entered Boston on the 15th

at a little before noon. In publishing this happy arrival,

* The canal has been completed since this journal was written, and

Sully equals all anticipations. - T .
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the newspapers caused much astonishment and joy,

throughout the Union. Few persons believed in the pos

sibility of his return for the anniversary of Bunker's hill ,

and every one considered the journey he had performed

as almost magical. In fact, had he not travelled, in less

than four months, a distance of upwards of five thousand

miles, traversed seas near the equator, and lakes near the

polar circle, ascended rapid rivers to the verge of civiliza

tion in the new world , and received the homage of sixteen

republics ! And our astonishment is increased, when it is
recollected that this extraordinary journey was performed

by a man of 67 years of age ! The plan of this journey

had been, it is true, ably and skilfully planned by Mr.

M.Lean, the postmaster-general, General Bernard, and

Mr. George Lafayette ; and had been followed with a pre

cision and exactness, that could only have resulted from

the unanimity of feeling which animated both the people
and the magistrates of the different states ; but, during so

long a journey, amidst so many dangers, it would have

been impossible to foresee accidents, one of which, by de

laying us only a few days, would have deranged all our

calculations, and yetour good luck was such that we never
lost a moment of the time so exactly portioned out, and

arrived on the precise day fixed upon.

In returning to the city of Boston, where so many old

and firm friends expected him , General Lafayette would

have experienced unalloyed satisfaction, if he had not

been obliged to deplore the loss of two sincere friends,

whom death had snatched away during his short absence,

the ex -governor Brooks and Governor Eustis , who departed

this life, in possession of the esteem and regret of all who

knew them, and had experienced their sage administration .

This was the commencement of the accomplishment of

the prophetic words of Lafayette's companions in arms,

who all, in shaking him by the hand , badexclaimed, “ We

have again seen our old general— we have lived long

enough !"

The day after our arrival , in accordance with an invita

tion that had been given him, the general went to the capi

tol , where the new governor, Mr. Lincoln , the senate,
house of representatives, and civil authorities of Boston, had

united to receive and compliment him. After we had

Vol. II.-18
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taken our places in this assembly, the governor rose , and

in the name of the state of Massachusetts, congratulated

the guest of the nation on the happy termination of his long

journey.

As soon as the general had made his reply, the members

of the two houses left their places, and crowded round

him to offer him an individual expression of their feelings,

and sincere congratulations were showered upon him from

the galleries , which were filled by a great number of ladies

anxious to see him once again . Among the strangers of

• distinction who were present at this scene, we recognized

with much pleasure , Mr. Barbour, appointed secretary of

war since Mr. Adams had entered on his functions as presi

dent ; Colonel M Lane of the state of Delaware, Colonel

Dwight, Drs. Mitcbill and Fisk, General Courtland and

Colonel Stone of New York , who had all arrived within a

few days to be present at the ceremonies of the 17th of

June.

On leaving the capitol , the general was re -conducted by

a numerous escortof friends to the house of Senator Lloyd,

where we found our accommodations prepared the pre

ceding evening, through the hospitable attentions of his

amiable family.

The sun of the fiftieth anniversary of the battle of Bunk

er's hill arose in full radiance, and thousands of voices

uniting with thejoyous sounds of the bells and reports of ar

tillery saluted it with patriotic acclamations . At seven

o'clock in the morning, passing through a crowd, agitated

by glorious recollections ofthe17th of June 1775, General

Lafayette went to the grandlodge of Massachusetts,where

deputations from the grand lodges of Maine, New Hamp

shire, Rhode Island , Connecticut, Vermont, and New Jer

sey, had joined the officers of the chapter and knights of the

temple, to receive and compliment him.

At ten o'clock, two thousand free -masons, sixteen com

panies of volunteer infantry and a corps of cavalry, the

different corporation and the civil and military authorities,

assembled at the capitol, where the procession was formed

under the command of General Lyman, whilst the grand

master, and deputies of the masonic order, went for Gene

ral Lafayette to Mr. Lloyd's, where he had retired on leav

ing the temple.
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At half after ten, the procession took up the line of

march. It was composed ofabout seven thousand persons.

Two hundred officers and soldiers of the revolutionmarch

ed at the head; forty veterans, the honourable remains of

the heroes of Bunker's hill , followed in eight open carriages ;

they were decorated with a large riband on which was

this inscription: June 17th , 1775. Some wore the car- ,

touch boxes they had emptied on that remarkable day, and

one who had been a drummer, still carried the instrument

whose sound had so often rallied the American battalions ,

broken by the English columns ; behind them marched a

long array of numerous subscribers, to the monument,

formed in ranks of six , and followed by two thousand ma

sons , covered with rich ornaments and symbols of the order;

afterwards came General Lafayette in a superb calash

drawn by six white horses. Following him were a long

file of carriages, in which were his son , his secretary, the

governor of Massachusetts and staff, and a great num

ber of persons of distinction , both natives andforeigners.

This column advanced to the sound of music and bells, in

the midst of two hundred thousand citizens , collected from
all the states in the Union, whilst discharges of artillery

and general acclamations saluted it at short intervals . It

arrived at Bunker's hill at half after twelve; and in short

time every one was arranged in regular order on the hill

on which the monument was to beelevated, as a mark of

national gratitude to the first heroes of the revolution .

The modest pyramid formerly raised over the remains

of Warren and his companions, and which we had seen on

our first visit to Bunker's hill , had disappeared. From its

principal piece oftimber, a cane had been formed , on the

gold head of which was an inscription , alluding to its ori

gin, and mentioning that it was presented by the masons of

Charlestown to General Lafayette, who accepted it as one

ofthe most precious relics of the American revolution; and

a large excavation indicated the spot on which the new

monument was to be placed.

A short time after we had taken our places around this

excavation , and silence was established throughout the in

numerable crowd, who waited in religious meditation for

the commencement of the ceremony, the grand master of

the grand lodge of Massachusetts, accompanied by the

a
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principal dignitaries of the order, brother Lafayette , Mr.

Webster and the principal architect, proceededto lay the

first stone, with the formsprescribed bymasonic regulations;

in an iron box were placed medals, pieces of money, a plate

of silver on which was engraved an account of the founda

tion ofthe monument; over this box was laid a stone on

which the grand master poured corn, wine and oil , whilst

the Rev. Mr. Allen , the chaplain of the day, pronounced

the benediction . The masonic order to finish the monu.

ment, was then given , and a discharge of artillery proclaim
ed that the first part of the ceremony was accomplished.

The procession then marched to a vast amphitheatre

constructed on the north-east side of the hill , in the centre

of which rose a platform , from which the orator of the day

could make his voice beard by the fifteen thousand auditors

placed in the amphitheatre; all the officers and soldiers of

the revolution, some of whom had arrived from distant

places to assist at this solemnity, were seated in front of the

platform ; the survivors of Bunker's hill forming a small

group before them. At the head of these, in a chair, was

the only surviving general of the revolution, General La

fayette; and immediately behind, two thousand ladies, in

brilliant dresses , appeared to form a guard of honour to the

venerable men,and to defend them against the tumultuous

approaches of the crowd; behind the ladies, were more

than ten thousand personsseated on thenumerous benches

placed in a semi-circular form on the side of the hill , the

summit of which was crowded bymore than thirty thousand

spectators, who, although beyond the reach of the orator's

voice, maintained the most perfect silence. After the agi

tation that inevitably accompanies themovementofso large

a concourse had subsided, the melodious voices of a great

number of musicians were heard ; these, placed behind the

speaker's stand,chaunted a patriotic and religiousode,whose

sweet and simple harmony prepared all minds for the deep

impressions of eloquence. To this chaunt, succeeded a

prayer by Dr. Dexter. When that venerable pastor, who
had the honour of combating at Bunker's hilì, appeared

before the assembly, with his whitelocks falling over his

shoulders , when he lifted upwards his hands withered by

time, and in a voice which was still strong, implored the

benediction of the Eternal on the laboursof the day, all

>
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the bystanders were penetrated with inexpressible emotions.

At last, the orator of the day, Mr. Webster, presented him

self; his lofty stature, his athletic form , noble expression of

face, and the fireofhis looks, were in perfect harmony with

the grandeur ofthescene around. Already celebrated for

his eloquence, Mr. Websterwas received by the assembly

with strong marks of satisfaction; the flattering murmur

with which he was saluted , rose from the base to the sum

mit of the hill , and prevented him from commencing his

discourse for some moments. During his speech, the ora

tor was sometimes interrupted by bursts of applause from

his auditory, who could not restrain the expression of their

sympathetic feelings, when Mr. Webster addressed himself

to the revolutionary veterans and General Lafayette, and

they, uncovering their venerable heads, arose to receive the

hanks he bestowed upon them in the name of the people.

A hymnchaunted in chorus by the whole assembly succeed

ed the discourse , and terminated the second part of the

ceremony.

At a signal gun , the procession was again formed, ascend

ed the hill, and seated themselves at a banquet, spread on

the summit; there, under an immense wooden building,

four thousand persons were accommodated at table with

out confusion or discomfort; the tables were disposed with

so much art, that the voice of the president and of those

who gave the toasts or delivered addresses was easily heard,

not only by the guests, but likewise by a great number of

the spectators around ; the names of Warren, of the orator

of the day, and of the guest of the nation, were successively

proclaimed during the repast. Before leaving the table,

General Lafayette rose to return his thanks to the mem

bers of the association for erecting the monument on Bunk

er's hill ; and concluded by offering the following toast :

“ Bunker's hill , and that holy resistance to oppression,

which has already disenthralled the American hemisphere.

The anniversary toast at thejubilee ofthe next halfcentury

will be, to Europe freed . "

This toastwas enthusiastically received, and immediately

afterwards the guests left the table in order to return to

their homes.

The brilliance and heat of a clear summer's day was

succeeded by a delicious evening, cooled by a gentle sea
18*
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breeze; to enjoy it the better, Mr. George Lafayette pro

posed to me to return to Boston on foot. I accepted his

invitation, and we mingled with the crowds that were slow

ly descending the hill and discussing the ceremonies of the

day ; these discussions were always mingled with a mention

ofthe guest of the nation , and a recital of the principal ac

tions that had entitled him to the gratitude of the American

people. Here, as in all other assemblies of the people,

that I had an opportunity of observing, during our journey,

I was struck with a remarkable peculiarity; the perfect

knowledge of the events of the revolution that is dissemi

nated through all classes of community, not even ex

cepting the children; I have often heard boys of from eight

to ten years of age , talking to each other of the events of

the revolutionary war with astonishing precision; they re

lated to each other what they had read orlearnt, how, for
example , Lafayette arrived in the United States, his re

ceiving a wound at Brandywine, what he had done at

Rhode Island and Monmouth; that, whilst he was comman

der in chief in Virginia, he had , after a campaign of five

months, forced Cornwallis to take refuge in Yorktown,

where the French fleet under Count de Grasse, and

Washington at the head of Rochambeau's division and

that of Lincoln, had joined him and laid siege to that town,

and forced the English and their Hanoverian auxiliaries to

capitulate. I am aware that the arrival of Lafayette in

the different towns, gave rise to a recollection of those

facts; I also had constant proofs, that the other events of

the revolution were equally familiar to all classes of society,

from the veterans , with whom they were a never failing

topic of conversation , to school children, who were proud

of the deeds of their ancestors, and of the republican

liberty , they had the happiness to enjoy. Another very

remarkable trait in the American character, is , that the

people are not only free and happy, but that they appre

ciate this happiness and liberty; and what English travel

lers have termed vanity, is only the firm conviction of the

superiority of the institutions and civil dignity maintained

by the Americans, as a man in perfect health returns thanks

to heaven for the blessings he enjoys; this is so true, that

American patriotism (we may say the same ofFrench li

beralism , but not of English patriotism ) is entirely free from
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a jealousyof other nations, whose liberty and prosperity

are cordially hailed by the people of the UnitedStates .

Yielding to the wishes of the inhabitants of Boston ,

General Lafayette remained severaldays in their city after

the ceremonies at Bunker's hill , and divided his time

amidst the society of his private friends and the public,

who, till the last moment, bestowed on him testimonies of

their attachment. On the 20th he accepted a dinner given

him by the Mechanics ' Society, where he met all the pub

lic functionaries, and the most distinguished personages of

the state, who had accepted the invitation with equal

warmth, so great is the deference paid by every one in the

United States to the useful classes of society.

During his visit to Boston , General Lafayette received

and accepted invitations from the states of Maine, New

Hampshire, and Vermont, where his presence was impa

tientlylooked for by the people, and one from the city of

New York , who ardently desired that he would celebrate

the 4th of July, the anniversary of American independence ,

with them . To fulfil all these engagements in so short a

time, appeared difficult, but still the general did not despair

of accomplishing it , for he knew by experience how much

both the magistrates and the people strove to render his
journeys agreeable and rapid. On the 20th he went to

take leave ofhis old friend, John Adams; and employed all

the day of the 21st to receiving farewell visits in the city ;

on the 22d he set out, accompanied by the committee of

arrangement and a corps of volunteer cavalry.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Rapid and hasty visit to the states of New Hampshire, Maine, and Ver

mont - Return to New York - Celebration of the Anniversary of

American Independence-American vessels of war - Patriotism and

disinterestedness of the Seamen of New York.

In commencing this journal, I haddetermined to record

each day, all the events of thisextraordinary journey, but
their multiplicity, and above all , the rapidity of our move

ments, often obliged me to forego the rigorous fulfilment

of this plan; and it was in traversing the states of Maine,

New Hampshire, and Vermont, more especially, that I felt

the utter impossibility of noting all the interesting occur

rences, all the honourable and interesting circumstances

that characterised the visit of General Lafayette to that

part of the Union . We travelled through these states at a

speed of eleven miles per hour. We often passed through

so many villages and towns on the same day, that my
memory could not retain their names. I could not there

fore find the necessarytime to record all the historic or

statistical details, which I had amply gleaned ina majority

of the other states, and shall only be able , in this chapter,

to retrace some of the entertainments given by the Green

Mountain boys, and their neighbours, to the guest of the
nation .

I have said that General Lafayette left Boston on the

220 May , early in the morning. A few hours after his

departure, he arrived at Pembroke on the borders of New

Hampshire, where he was received by a deputation from

that state at the head of which was Mr. Webster, brother

to the orator ;ofBunker's hill , who complimented him in
the name of his fellow citizens. From Pembroke to Con.

cord , the capital of the state, his triumphal progress was

attendedbya large escort of citizens collected even from

distant places. On arriving in that town, he was imme
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diately conducted to the capitol, where the house of repre

sentatives and thesenate, presided overby the governor ofthe

state, were assembled to receive him . The address delivered

by GovernorMorrill, was remarkable for the vivid expres
sion of the feelings of gratitude andattachment entertained

towards him by the people of New Hampshire. He replied

to this speech with great emotion.

After this reception the general' was led into another

room in the capitol, where General Pierce was in attend

ance, and whopresented to him a great number of his old

fellow soldiers ,who, notwithstanding age and fatigue, had

not hesitated to leave their distant fire -sides to shake

hands and recall with him for a moment, scenes long passed.

They, as well as the senators and members of thehouse of

representatives, were individually introduced to him ; the

people joyfully prepared a dinner in the public square for six

hundred guests , to which we were invited on leaving the

capitol. Thegeneral had the pleasure offinding himselfseat

edin the midst of two hundred officers and soldiers of the

revolution, who could scarcely restrain their joy at the pre

sence of their old friend .

Before leaving the table, several expressed in their toasts

their feelings of philanthropic liberty. One drank" to the

holy alliance between Lafayette and liberty --may it over

throw all plots against the rights of man .” Another gave

“ North America as she is , France as she ought to be.”

The general repliedto these wishes by the following toast :

“ The state ofNew Hampshire and its representatives, and

this town , the residence of the constituted authorities of the

state. May the citizens of New Hampshire always enjoy

civil and religious liberty, benefits which the elevated souls

of their ancestors led them to seek in a distant land , and

which their fathers have founded on the solid basis of the

sovereignty of the people, and the rights of men." A dis

charge of artillery,and the unanimous plaudits of the crowd

that surrounded the tables, attended this toast, and we left

the table to proceed to the capitol square, where the mili

tia were drawn up, waiting until the general reviewed them,

Our evening was divided between the musical society,

who performed an excellent oratorio, and a party at Go

vernor Morrill's, at which were crowds of ladies, wishing

to take leave of the national guest, who the next day left
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Concord with an escort of a corps of cavalry, and took the

road to Dover, where he arrived before evening, and was

received with an enthusiasm I shall not pretend to describe.

After having quitted Dover, we arrived on the frontiers

of Maine, where GeneralLafayette was received by a de

putation, with which we directed our course to Portland,

the seat of government of that state. On the way we visit

ed Kennebunk , a small town of about 2,500 inhabitants,

remarkable for the commercial activity of its port. The

sound of bells and artillery announced to the general with

what pleasure he was expected by the people, with whom

be resolved to spend some hours. When he entered the

town-house , where the authorities of the state waited for

him , he was received by Dr. Emmerson, who addressed

him in the name of his fellow citizens.

Although the general had but a short time to devote to

the citizens of Kennebunk, he yet accepted the public din

ner they had prepared for him , and took his seat on a chair

elegantly decorated with flowers by the ladies of thetown :

at the end of the repast each citizen expressed thefeelings

he experienced at this patrioticre-union, and Dr. Emmer

son gave the following toast : “ Our national guest, General

Lafayette - he left Europe to give liberty to America ; he

returned to teach his country the manner of achieving hap.

piness . To-day he comes among us to enjoy the result of

his glorious deeds.”

The general replied to this toast by the following : “ The

village of Kennebunk, on the site of which the first tree

was felled on the day in which the first gun was fired at

Lexington, the signal of American and universal liberty !

May that glorious date always be a pledge of the republi

can prosperity and increasing happiness of Kennebunk .”

On leavingthe table, and before departing from the town,

the general repaired to the house of one of the principal

citizens, Mr. Storer, where all the ladies were assembled to

be introduced to him. He thanked them affectionately for

the delicate attentions which they had paid him during his

stay at Kennebunk, and at 4 o'clock, P. M. he commenced

his journey to Saco, where he slept.

On the 25th we arrived at Portland, a pretty town on the

sea shore, between the rivers Saco and Penobscot. It has

been for a long time the seat of government of Maine, and
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its population , almost entirely commercial, is about nine

thousand souls. The citizens of Portland and their ma

gistrates had prepared a reception worthy of their love for

Lafayette, and it may be said not to have yielded in maga

nificence to that accorded him by the largest cities of the

Union ; the militia, assembled from every part of the state,

presented an imposing body in front of the town. The

children of the different schools occupied the streets

through which the general was to pass, and strewed flow

ers upon his path. The triumphal arches under which he

passed ,were remarkable for their good taste , and the deli

cacy of the inscriptions with which they were decorated.

Upon one ofthem was a small model of a ship , under

which was written,“ I will purchase and equip a vessel at

my own expense !” Words which Lafayette addressed, as is

known, to the American commissioners at Paris , in 1777 ,

when the latter acknowledged the inability of their country

to provide the means of transporting him to the United

States. Upon others were the names of the battles in

which the young companion in arms of Washington had

fought. Having slowly traversed the town amidst the ac

clamations of the crowd, the general arrived at the state

house, where Governor Parris received and addressed him

on behalf of the citizens of Maine, and in the presence of

the representatives and magistrates of the people. The

governor, in his address, recalled with enthusiasm the glo

rious epoch which commenced the reputation of Lafayette,

and offered a merited tribute of eulogy and admiration to
the soldiers of the revolution.

Replete with a vivid emotion in which all his auditors

participated, General Lafayette briefly replied , but with

that aptness and vigour, for which he was uniformly con

spicuous.

From the senate chamber the general went to the house

of Mr. Daniel Cobb, which had been prepared for him.

He was there waited upon by a great number of deputa

tions, who offered him the greetings of the neighbouring

towns and villages . The grand officers of the masonic

lodge of Portland were also there , and the president of the

academy, who, in presence of the professors and students,

conferred him the title of LL.D. As soon as he

could disengage himself for a moment from the crowd, he

upon
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visited Mrs. Thatcher, the daughter of his illustrious com

panion in arms , James Knox, with whom he remained until

he was informed that the public authorities waited to ac

company him to the dinner prepared by the citizens.

From Portland , the general would have been well pleased

to continue his route to the extremity of the state of Maine,

but time was wanting ; he therefore retraced his steps to

wards Burlington , passing through Windsor, Woodstock,

Montpelier, & c. Although Vermont is very mountainous,

which rendered the road more difficult, we travelled with

extreme rapidity, advancing almost all the time more than

nine miles an hour, relays of horses having been well dis

posed by the inhabitants, in order that the general might
not be retarded in his progress to New York . On the

morning of the 28th, we arrived at Burlington, the beauti

ful situation of which, on the delightful shores of Lake

Champlain , excited our admiration . Whilst we were view.

ing, with pleasure and astonishment, the beauties of nature

spread before us , we heard the thunder of artillery,and an

instant afterwards saw advancing towards us a body of

militia , preceded by a crowd of citizens, who hastened in

front of the national hotel. The good orderof this body

of troops, the bold and firm step of the men who composed

it, answered perfectly to the reputation for bravery and

patriotism which the inhabitants of Vermont had acquired

in the revolutionary war, and in that of 1814. Every one

knows, that it was the Vermonters who, in 1777, com

pleted, by their presence , the embarrassment of the Eng.

lish General Burgoyne, who, at sight of their intrepid

bands , presented his capitulation. Some days beforehis

surrender, he wrote to the British minister : “ The inhabi

tants of the New Hampshire* grants , a territory uninhabited

and almost unknown during the last war, flock together by

thousands, and accumulate upon my left likedense clouds."

This letter had not yet been received in England when

already the thunderbolts which these clouds enveloped bad

struck him. It was also the soldiers of Vermont, to the

number of 800 only, who, led by General Starke , engaged ,

* The territory of Vermont was at first part of the state of New

Hampshire, from which it was separated in 1764, to be annexed to that
of New York. It was not until 1791 , that Vermont was admitted into

the confederation as an independent state.
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on the same day, two English detachments, took from them

seven hundred prisoners, four pieces of artillery, and all

their camp equipage. Finally, it was these intrepid Green

Mountain boys who formed the troops which preserved

Plattsburg from pillage by the English , on the 11th of Sep.

tember, 1814 ; and the raw crews, who, with vessels built

in eighteen days, forced an enemy superior in number, to

strike a flag which claimed the absolute empire of the sea,

The governor, who had met the general at Windsor, and

who had travelled with him from that city, introduced him

to the citizens and magistrates of Burlington, who received

him with the most affectionate addresses. I shall not insert

here, notwithstanding their eloquence, the numerous

speeches addressed to him by the representatives of the

different branches of the administration and government,

nor his answers, in which he congratulated the state of

Vermont on their enjoying so noblythe benefits of the new

American social order, so superior to the least vicious in

stitutions of Europe, and at having replaced European

tolerance by religious liberty ; privilege by right ; a shadow

of representation and an unequal compromise between the

aristocratic fainilies and the people, by a true representa

tion by the principle of the sovereignty of the nation , and

its self-government. But I cannot refrain from relating

some of the patriotic remarks of these veterans, glorious

and living monuments of the revolutionary war, who

crowded around their old chief, the companion of former

dangers, privations, and glory, and repeating with enthu

siasm the names of thebattles , in which he had aided

them in achieving the independence of their country.

Formed in column in the public square, to the numberof

more than a hundred, they listened at first in silence to the

discourse addressed to the general by Mr.Griswold, presi

dent of the council ; afterwards they advanced in their

turn , conducted by one of their comrades, David Russel,

whomthey had chosen to be the organ oftheir sentiments,

and who performed the office with that eloquence of heart

which is inspired by love of country and of liberty. When

the general had answered to the professions of attachment

of his old companions in arms, they all in turn in approach

ed to shake hands with him, reminding him more particu

larly of the circumstances under which each had known

Vol. II.-19
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him, or had fought by his side. One of them , Sergeant

Day, showed hima sword, saying, “ It is nearly half a cen

tury since I received this from your hands, general.” And

I heard it said in the crowd, that notwithstanding bis great

age, Sergeant Day had not found this sword too heavy for

his arm in 1814.

After the public dinner, which was concluded before

night, the general visited the university , where he was in

vited to lay the corner stone of a new building intended to
be added to the establishment, which an incendiary had

destroyed a year before, and which the zeal of the inhabi.

tants of Vermont for the diffusion of knowledge had en

tirely rebuilt in a few months. In the solidity and elegance

of these buildings it was easy to see the hand of the people.

The ceremonyof laying the corner stone took place in

presence of the pupils of the university, their professors,

the magistrates of the city, and a great concourse of citi

zens, who saw with joy the restoration and enlargement of

an institution destined to render more permanent the sup

port of their wise institutions, by instructing and enlighten

ing the rising generations. Mr. Willard Preston, president

of the university, thanked General Lafayette for the evi

dence he had given of his interest in the education of the

youth of Vermont, and we proceeded to the residence

of Governor Van Ness, whose delightful dwelling and

gardens arranged with exquisite taste, were still more

charmingly embellished by an assemblage of ladies and

gentlemen, who, during the whole evening, contended for

the pleasure of approaching the nation's guest, to express

their sentiments of affection and gratitudefor the services

he had rendered to their country and forefathers ; for, in

the state of Vermont, as in all the rest of the Union, the

females are not strangers either to the principles of go

vernment, or to the obligations of patriotism ; their educa.

tion, more liberal than in any part of Europe, places them

in a condition more worthy therank of thinking beings, as it

is well known that in all the great events which have agi

tated the United Statesat different periods, the enthusiasm

of the women powerfully seconded the energy of thema

gistrates, and the devotion of the warriors. One of the
circumstances which contributed most to augment my

attachment to the Americans during my stay among them,

1
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is the profound respect that they pay to females of every

rank , and the tender care with which they protect this

sex ,

About midnight General Lafayette quitted the town of

Burlington, carrying with him the good wishes and bene

dictions of the inhabitants, who accompaniedhim to the

shore, where there were two steamboats, the Phoenix and

Congress, both having awnings, illuminated and ornament

ed with designs and transparencies. He went on board the

Phønix, which saluted him with thirteen guns on his em

barkation, when the anchor was quickly weighed, amidst

the loud farewells of the crowd who lined the shores . The

Congress having on board a deputation from Vermont, and

a large numberof citizens, followed the Phænix, and during

the wholenight weploughed the waters,upon which Com

modore M.Donough and his intrepid sailors covered

themselves with glory on the 11th Sept. 1814. We should

have been pleased, before leaving these places, to visit
Plattsburg , where on the same day General M Comb merit

ed the gratitude of his country, by repulsing the veteran

troops of Britain , with a handful of raw volunteers, who,

at the first rumour of the invasion of their territory, had

flocked around him ; but the 4th of July was approaching,

and rendered it necessary for us to hasten our progress .

The following day, June 30, about noon, we arrived at

Whitehall , where General Lafayette disembarked under a

canopy formed of two hundred flags of all nations , to the

thunder of artillery , and between two lines of girls who

scattered flowers over him as he passed . Whitehall is

celebrated in the history of the revolutionary war.
Gene

ral Burgoyne boasted in parliament,at London, that those

whom hecalled the rebels of America , were so incapable

of resisting, that with five thousand regular troops he would

march from Canada to Boston, where he would take up

his winter quarters. He embarked in fact with his army

on Lake Champlain, disembarked at Whitehall , and not

far from the latter place, at Saratoga, he was compelled

to capitulate , and passed , it is true , the winter at Boston,

hut as a prisoner of war. At the conclusion of the public

dinner which the citizens of Whitehall gave to General La

fayette, he referred to this remarkablefact, by giving the

following toast:—Whitehall ! May this town for ever en.
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joy the advantages resulting to her from the manner in

which the English general's prophecy was accomplished!"

We could remain but a short time with the inhabitants

of Whitehall, who having furnished good carriages, and

excellent horses, enabled us to pass rapidly over the eighty

miles that separated us from Albany, where we were to
embark for New York . After sunset we crossed Fish

Creek, and stopped some minutes at the house of Mr.

Schuyler, which is built on the precise spot where General

Burgoyne delivered his sword to General Gates . At

Whitehall we were told of the boast of the English general,

and we now found ourselves on the field of battle wbich

humbled his pride; we should have been exceedingly

pleased to visit this theatre of one of the most glorious

events of the revolution ; but the night was too far advanced,

and we were compelled to forego this pleasure. To make

amends, as far as he could, Mr.Schuyler had the goodness

togive us a very detailed account of the battle of Saratoga.

“ The ground," he told us, “ has not undergone any change;

the entrenchments, though considerably etfaced by time,

are nevertheless easy to be recognised.” In fact, the old

patriots of that period can still show their children the

path which the aid of General Gates took , when he carried

the ultimatum to the English general, and the road by

which the English armyleft their entrenchments to lay

down their arms before rebels , who, almost without arms,

and destitute of equipments, commenced so gloriously the

acquisition of their independence. But these traces will

one day disappear. Why not erect in the midst of them ,

a more durable monument, which shall remind future

generations of the courage and patriotism of this glorious

generation, which time will soon render extinct?

After a short time passed with the family of Mr. Schuy

ler, we left them , to sleep at a neighbouring town, and the

next morningwecontinued ourjourney by a road which

winds along the Hudson , sometimes to the right, at others

on the left of the northern canal , which latter is construct

ed parallel to the river, and a short distance from its

right shore ; in crossing Fish Creek we re- entered the

state of New York. We crossed the Hudson at Waterford;

this spot is rendered remarkable by the junction of the

northern with the western or great canal, which is just at the
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confluence of the rivers Mohawk and Hudson. On the 2d

of July, we visited Lansinburgh, and returned to Troy, but

without stopping any time. À steam -boat had been pre

pared for us at Albany; on board of which we went that

evening, and at daylight we arrived at New York, where

we disembarked almost unexpectedly.

Nevertheless, there was a great bustle , and a great num

ber of strangers were observed in the streets ; every

moment vessels and carriages were arriving, followed by

others which seemed to come from a greater distance.

Detachments of militia from the neighbouring towns, inha

bitants of the surrounding country, were constantly swell

ing the population of New York . Night did not interrupt

these movements, the precursors of a great event,

cordingly at midnight, a discharge of artillery announced

the commencement of a day ever glorious in the records

of the history of the New World, and some hours after

wards the sun of the Fourth of July rose radiantly to illu

mine the 49th anniversary of the declaration of indepen

dence of a republic, whose great lessons will not be lost
to the human race .

In the morning the militia were under arms, the streets,

the public places, and the entrances to the churches, were

thronged with people, and the air resounded with thanks.

giving. At eight o'clock the officers and magistrates of

New York and Brooklyn ,with a number of citizens, visited

General Lafayette, and invited him to lay the corner -stone

of a building for a mechanics’ library at Brooklyn. The

general acceded with pleasure to the wishes of the magis .

trates, and proceeded to Brooklyn, where, assisted by some

free-masons of Long Island , he laid the corner-stone of the

edifice, in presence of a great concourse of citizens, ar

ranged in front of whom the young mechanics loudly

expressed their joy and gratitude ; finally, he returned to

New York , followed by companies of journeymen tailors,

shoemakers, bakers, stone -masons, cutlers , coopers, riggers,

&c . , who, preceded by their banners , accompanied him to

church, where he attended divine worship . The sermon ,

the subjectof which was the solemnity of the day, was fol.

lowed by the reading of the declaration of independence,

which was listened to with profound attention . This de

claration, a monument of fearlessness and wisdom, whose
19*
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magic influence saved the colonies at a moment when,

without money, munitions of war, or arms, they engaged

in a formidable contest with the colossal power of Great

Britain , affected the Americans even at the present day,

after half a century , as if it were the moment when it

was first proclaimed . Not only is it read every year on

the fourth of July, in public, but also in many families. It

is not uncommon to find the houses of the Americans orna

mented with the declaration of independence, beautifully

engraved with fac similes of the signatures of the immor

tal signers attached to it, and splendidly framed. Even

children know it by heart ; it is commonly the first object

upon which the youthful memory is exercised ; it is their

pleasing task to translate it into the different languages

which they study ; and when they recite it in the midst of

a circle of their relations or friends, it is easy to perceive

that they are penetrated , as were their fathers, with the

incontestible truth of the principle , that " when a long

train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the

same object , evinces a design to reduce them under abso

late despotism , it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off

such government, and to provide new guards for their
future security. "

I have often heard children of from ten to twelve years

of age recite this extract in English and French , and it

was never without deep emotion that theyenumerated the

oppressions and vexations exercised towards the American

colonies by the mother country. It was easy to perceive

that patriotism and liberty had taken deep roots in their

young hearts, when they pronounced the pledge which

terminates the concluding paragraph.

“We, therefore, the representatives of the United

States of Añerica, in general congress assembled, appeal

ing to the Supreme Judge of theworld, for the rectitude

of our intentions, do, in the name and by the authority of

the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and

declare, that these united colonies are , and of right ought

to be, free and independent states ; that they are absolved

from all allegiance to the British crown, and that all poli

tical connection between them and the state of Great

Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved ; and that, as

free and independent states, they have full power to levy
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war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish com

merce, and to do all other acts and things which indepen

dent states may of right do. And for the support of this

declaration , with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine

Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives,

our fortunes, and our sacred honour.”

After leaving church, General Lafayette went to the

Park, where all the militia and firemen were assembled ,

who manoeuvred and defiled before him with great preci

sion. One of these companies had a splendid flag, on which

was represented an equestrian portrait of the nation'sguest.

After this review he entered the city hall, where the go

vernor presented him to the senate ; by whom he was

received with honours never before bestowed upon any

one. On his entrance the members arose and uncovered

themselves ; the president of the senate advanced to

wards him, and felicitated him on his return , and expressed

to hiin the gratification of the citizens ofNew York, at bis

uniting with them in the celebration of the anniversary of

the glorious fourth of July.

From the council chamber we passed into that of the

governor, where the general was attended by the members

of the society of Cincinnatus, the European consuls, and a

great number ofdistinguished persons, whom the municipal

body had invited to a banquet, the arrangement of which

had been given to a committee, who performed the duty in

excellent taste. Memorials of glory, of patriotism , and of

liberty , were assembled in astonishing numbers in the superb

saloon of the city hall , where the tables were arranged .

The busts of Washington and Lafayette, the portraits of

Bolivar and of De Witt Clinton , were arranged in the

midst of trophies, above which always floated united the

American and French flags. The arm chair used by Wash

ington when president, was placed in the centre, and co

vered with branches of laurel and evergreens.

The company having seated themselves at table, we ob

served , amidst the happy soldiers of 1776 , proscribed

persons from almost every country of Europe, to whom

places had been assigned by the republican hospitali.

ty of the new world . Among these exiles were mem

bers of the Spanish cortes, driven from their country by

despotism ; some learned Germans flying from punishments
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as singular, as atrocious and unjust ;* French officers,

compelled to seek , in a foreign land, a repose which they

have bad so often sacrificed for their native country, and

all, notwithstanding the miseries they had suffered, appear

ed consoled , and their spirits revived by the prospect of the

happiness enjoyed by the freemen among whom they reside.

According to the American custom, after dinner a number

of appropriate toasts were drank. The general, after having

received the felicitations and good wishes of all the compa

ny, went to the Park theatre , where the audience saluted

him on his entrance and his departure with three cheers.

After the exertions of such a day, the general required

rest , and the citizens, always attentive to his wishes, allow.

ed him, during some days , freely to enjoy the calmer and

not less pleasant attentions of his private friends. It was

with delight that he consecrated this period to the society

of his old companions in arms , among whom were Colonel

Platt, Colonel Willett, Colonel Varick, General Van Cort

land, and many others , whose names , though they dwell in

thememory of the general, have escaped mine.

He did not again leave the sweets of private life except

to cross the river to New Jersey, to pass a short time with

his friend, Col. Varick, who had invited him to dine with

some of the principal citizens of New York. The corpo

ration of boatmenclaimed the honour of conveying him

across the Hudson in a boat whose name was rendered po

pular by a recent occurrence , which still occupied public
attention.

The captain of the English frigate Hussar, which arrived

at New York in December, 1824, had a gig of remarkably

light construction, with which he had won several races in

different European ports, especially in England. Proud

of his success , and full of conſidence in the speed of his gis,

* Professor List was condemned to ten years of hard literary labour,

for having consented to be the organ of his fellow citizens to the king of

Wirtemberg.

+ Among these was General Lallemand, who is too well known for

me to eulogise him, and mny two friends, my companions in arms, the

brothers Peregnet, who for along timefollowed in Europe by honourable

persecutions, finally obtained in New York a safe asylum , where Ameri

can hospitality has enabledthem to obtain the means ofliving indepen

dently. The military academy which they have established upon the

most extensive and liberal scale, already enjoys popular favour.

1
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he challenged the boatmen ofNew York , and proposed a race

for $ 1000 ; this was accepted, the money made up on their

side by subscription, and a beautiful new boat called the

American Star, chosen for the contest. The day, hour, and

place were fixed . The English captain selected four of

the most expert oarsmen of his crew , and acted as cock.

swain himself. The Whitehallers took four of their number

without much choice, and a youth of fifteen for cockswain .

The distance to be rowed was about three miles, between

Castle Garden and the point of Long Island. The English

sailors, stooping violently to theirthwarts, and bending

their oars at every stroke, launched forward with impe

tuosity , leaving in their wake largewhirls of sparkling foam .

The Whitehallers, seated perpendicularlyontheirthwarts,

with motionless bodies, and their arms also nearly fixed,

scarce skimmed the waves with their slight oars, but press

ing and multiplying their pulls , were under way as soon as

their adversaries, scarce disturbing the transparent water
around them. A few minutes decided the victory, some

times so long uncertain. Though started at the same time,

the two boats were soon separated. The Englishmen,

quickly exhausted by their violent exertions, could not

equal the rapid flight of their rivals, whose prompt arrival

at the goal was announced by the joyful acclamations of

the spectators, whom curiosity had drawn from all points

of the city and vicinity to the shores. Astonished at his

defeat, but unable to contest its completeness, the English

captain eagerly acknowledged the superiority of the Ame

rican boat to his own, and offered to purchase her for

$ 3,000 . But the Whitehallers refused to sell her. • We

wish to keep her, " said they, “ as a monument of the vic

tory we have had the honour of gaining over you ; but to

lessen the regrets caused by our refusal, we will run you

another race, for double the stake , in which you shall

our boat against us , and we will man yours . But, how.

ever the English captain was surprised , fearing a new de

feat, or the loss of his money, he declined the proposal. In

the evening, the victorious boat was drawn on a triumphal

car through the city, and carried to the theatre , where it

was crowned, along with its four oarsmen and young cock

swain. The next day it was placed as a monumenton the

wharf, with the names of the crew inscribed on the thwarts,

man
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and this legend on her gunwale : AMERICAN STAR , Victo

rious, 4th December, 1824.

It was in this boat, and with the same oarsmen who had

gained the victory, that the Whitehallers wished to convey

General Lafayette to Sandy Hook, on the other side of the

North river. In this passage we could judge of their des

terity and skill ; the numerous boats which carried the other

guests were compelled to follow at a distance. On his re

turn, as soon as the general had disembarked, the boatmen

in a body, under the flag of their association, and led by the

victors, presented themselves, to thank himfor the services

which he had formerly rendered their country , and the tes.

timonies of esteem accorded them . Then , after briefly

relating the history of the boat in which he had crossed the

river, they begged him to accept, and take it with him to

La Grange, that it might continually recall to him the re

membrance of his NewYork friends, the perfection of the

mechanic arts in America, and the great motto ofAmerican

seamen : “ Free trade and sailors' rights.

The nature of the present and the delicacy with which

it was offered , did not permit the general to refuse it.

Meanwhile the period which was to separate us from the

citizens of New York arrived , and our hearts were op

pressed with sadness. On the 14th of July we left that

city, to which we should not return previous to quitting

America . The magistratesand the people attended the

nation's guest. A deep melancholy wasevinced in every

countenance; and although the wharves were covered with

an immense multitude, a solemn silence was observed

during our embarkation, interrupted only by the last fare.

well.

* The wish of the Whitehallers is accomplished. The American Star

is now at La Grange, placed with its oars and rudder under an elegant

building which the general has had built expressly to shelter it, worthy
of the recollections it represents,

1
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CHAPTER XV.

Letter ofMr.Keratry on the anniversary of Bunker's hill-Fair Mount

Water Works at Philadelphia - Germantown - Mr. Watson's Histori

cal Box - Field of the Battle of Brandywine -- Invocation of the Rev.

William Latta - Clergy of Lancaster - Return to Baltimore, lighted

by a fire.

Whilst the citizens of the United States were exhausting

everymeans to prove theirgrateful recollections oftheancient

friendof their fathers, of their country, and of their institu

tions, France was not indifferent to the honours rendered to

one of her sons on a distant shore. By means of her writers,

her poets and her orators, she united her voice to that of

republican America, to celebrate the principal circumstan
ces of this triumph, honourable alike to the two nations.

It was by means of one of the public journals,* printed at

Paris and transmitted to the United States , that Mr. Keratry,

inspired by the solemnity of Bunker's hill , expressed the

aspirations and sentiments of every friend of liberty in

France:

“ Nations acquit themselves of a sacred debt in honour

ing the memories of their great citizens; but even by that

they perform also an act of personal preservation, since

nothing can better excite a generous patriotic devotion

than the certainty secured to its author, of escaping obli

vion .

“ There is in fact, in the acclamations of public gratitude,

something inspiring and almost contagious, which snatches

man from himself, and the interests of daily life. We sa

crifice this life to assure ourselves of another more brilliant

and enduring. If told that these plaudits should be decreed

to frigid ashes, one would feel himself revived to participate

in this futurity of glory ; and by a miracle of patriotism , the

* Courrier Français,
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general safety of a country results from all the sacrifices of

individuals.

“ Nations capable of these sacrifices, even while en
deavouring to throw off a yoke of oppression, the inevitable

tendency of which is to degrade our species,wherever it is

submitted to, were never without virtue. We are entirely con

vinced , that as God judges men individually, by their eartbly

conduct, in a future state , he pronounces also collectively

on nations here below according to their sum of merit, and

this is the providential justice of the present economy,

According as he weighs them, they prosper or they perish!

Thus have colonies become empires — thus lave empires

been swept away .

" Inhabitants of North America ! citizens of an enfran.

chised world ! behold what has permitted you to become

embodied and constitute a nation ; see what has guar

anteed to you a perpetuity of ennobled existence !

Your nobility is produced by your babits of laborious

exertion , and by your domestic virtues. These virtues

exist amongst you : where women are chaste, men are

brave ; where religion is the free and spontaneous mo

tion of the creature toward the Creator, and is not trans

formed into a political lever of worldly interests, salutary

faith presidesover social order, and nerves the soul. You

have had a Franklin, a Washington, a Samuel Adams, a

Jefferson : if needed, you will find others. The tree

abounds in sap , whythen shall it not produce new fruits ?

Your prosperity no longer excites my astonishment; it is

in the nature of things both human and divine,

" You do well , however, in enhancing the renown of

these supporters of yourliberty ; and in raising monuments

worthy of those who died in insuring it. The great citi

zen, who in 1765 was one of the founders of the noble

conspiracy in Boston, so influential on your destinies ; he

who was on two memorable occasions commissioned by

that city, to console, by his eloquence,the shades of your

illustrious compatriots, massacred the 2d of March, 1770 ;

he who in 1775 assisted you to win the brilliant augu.

ries of the battle of Lexington, and who fell by a mor

tal blow at Breed's Hill, in the second engagement of

your struggle for independence, Dr. Warren , merited
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“ It was perhaps sufficient for the glory of this gallant

patriot, whose virtue was attested by the sorrowof his

most decided enemies, and to whose courage the en

trenched earth yet bears witness , which received with his

blood his last drawn sigh : it was sufficient, I say, that his

collected remains should have found an honourable sepul

ture in the bosom of that city whose liberty he was so

desirous to behold accomplished. You have decreed

more than this for his heroic companions in arms. Men

of North America , I congratulate you that the servicesof

the brave remain vivid in your memories : for it were the

extreme of rashness, to expect aught for the future of na

tions that forget the past, by which they were established

and by which they exist. There are in you the elements

of vigour, and you well know how to cherish them. You

have desired that the hand of one of the earliest defenders

of your liberty might assist you to complete the pious duty.

Already have ourimaginations and our eyes followed to the

tomb of Washington, this aged soldier celebrated in the an

nals of two nations ; nor can I believe that the sun ever

shone , on a more noble spectacle on this earth. Let us

accompany him yet farther, when on the 17th of the next

month , he unitedwith you in founding the monument built

by the citizens of Boston to the memory of the brave of

Bunker's hill : fully worthy, indeed, to solemnize with

you this great obligation, his viewsno doubt were directed

toward his own country ,whilst assisting you in the dis

charge of your country's debt. He shall intercede by his

prayers for us, and perhaps without envying the happy

situation you owe to the civil and military talents of your

citizens, he will humbly ask of Providence why those

happy days seem to have been withdrawn from France,

the dawn of which she once beheld . No! in his grief

he will be silent, lest the tombstone, and the sacred bones

which it protects , should render bim a reply too severe

for us, inhabitants of ancient Europe, where pretensions

to liberty are made without sacrifices, and to happiness

without virtue !

“ Happy nation ! in thy calendars are found no victories

but those which established thy independence. Nor dost
Vol. II.--20
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thou desire others, unless a noble sentiment should dictate

to thee to be interested in the cause of men oppressed by

one of the hemispheres ; for thou hast been oppressed ,

and hast received succour.

" Permit no one of thy citizens to become great with a

greatness which would be too personal to him , or which

would disparage his compeers for a nation should not

become a pedestal.

“ Grant no distinctions to the living which they have

not merited by their achievements ; nor to the dead , such

as would retard the excellence about to arise in competi

tion with the past ; for the transmission of hereditary glory

is the act of an unwise people, who alienate their posterity

to the advantage ofstrangers.

B16 Simple citizens of another state ! I feel encouraged to

send you this address acrossthe sea , whose waves separate

us ; but my spirit has wished to commune with yours ,

and I have believed that the counsel of a native son of

France who rejoices in your fortunes, would not find a

haughty and disdainful reception, even at the moment

when one of his own countrymen is receiving the honours

of your gratitude. That man to whom is accorded the

privilege of beholding himself honoured as posterity will

bonour similarly great men , is preparing for a return to his

native shore : you know his heart went in search of the

great and the happy of the age , but that to him the cause

of the just will ever be the good cause , whether in triumph

or defeat. Blow auspicious, then, ye winds. Laden with

gifts as in ancient days , crowned with flowers gathered by

the hands of your beauteous virgins and of their virtuous

mothers , may he speedily regain his fire-side ! Soon may

he hé restored to expectant, welcome embraće! Detain

no longer the noble visitant on your shores ! You are

rich enough in citizens. I shall not assent that they yet

enrol themselves amongst us , for it is permitted to no one

to speak evil of his country ; but when theweak feel their !

own weaknesses and fears , the presence of the strony is.

the more important. "
idi.PU 10

Governed by the feeling of his duties as a citizen, and

by his affections as the head of a numerous family ;

General Lafayette required not the expression of these

emanations of friendship to ' insure his speedy retaria tol
09.1l.JOV

!
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France : nevertheless it was not without the kindest emo

tions that they penetrated his bosom . This demonstration

of his countrymen's continued affection contributed to

mitigate the sacrifice he felt himself bound in duty tomake,
in rejecting the entreaties of the citizens of the United

States, who universally and simultaneously begged he

would fix his residence amongstthem . It ! )

Theintention of the generalwas, to re-embark previous to

the return of the inclement season, but before quitting

the American soil , he wished to fulfil some engagements

which he had made in different places ; to pass some time

at the seat of the general government of the Union , and to

-make a final visit to the ex-presidents , in their retirement

in Virginia. We were now in the middle of July, and there

remained less than two months for the execution of these

designs , and he hastened immediately to reach Pennsylva

nia . He passed rapidly through New Jersey, surrounded

by the customary demonstrations of the veneration of the

people. I shall not speak of the entertainments offered

him by the inhabitants of the towns ' he passed through, nor

of his second visit to Joseph Bonaparte, on his journey to

Bordentown , where we had thepleasure of meeting again,

Colonel Achille Murat, who had just returned from an in

terview with bis brother, 'recently arrived from Spain .

But we shall pause an instant longer in Philadelphia , to

visit the Water Works , and attend the celebration festival

with which the citizens particularly engaged in these

works desired to honour the nation's guest. 19 : 2 ) iul

EstWe had visited , during our first stay in Philadelphia , the

fine machinery ; established on the Schuylkill, for the sup

plying of water to a population of one hundred andtwenty

thousand persons, and we had been struck with the sim

plicity of its mechanism, its admirable force, the elegance

and good taste of the building prepared for its protection ;

however, being then pressed with other engagements, we

but slightly glanced at its general aspect, without entering

into the examination of details, and it was to supply this

defect of our information that we returned hither a second

time with the committee entrusted with the superintend

ence of the expenses of the establishment. Hij s trode

Thetide in the Delaware extending far'above Philadek

phia , it, followed that its inhabitants could not employ the
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water of that stream for culinary purposes, and heretofore

they had no supply of potable water but that which was

furnished by some cisterns,which became exhausted during

the great dryness of the summer, or furnishing but an un

wholesome beverage, a great number of diseases ensued.

The rapid growth of the population soon rendered indis

pensable the supply of water of a better quality, and in

larger quantity. Onepump wrought by steam power was

established on the border of the Schuylkill. The expense

of maintaining this pump in operation was very great, and

its power insufficient, being the only resource for the supply

of a population of more than eighty thousand souls at the

end of the year 1818, at which time the watering com

mittee, composed of citizens distinguished for their skill

and their zeal in the public service , began to devise means

for substituting, in place of the old machinery, otherworks

at once more suited to the increasing demands of the

city, more economical in their structure and in the cost

of continuing them in operation . Fair Mount, on the left

bank of the Schuylkill, seemed the point most favourable

for the execution of the views of the committee. The

Schuylkill Navigation Company having permitted the

damming of the river to obtain a fall of water, on condi

tion that a canal with locks should be constructed at the

expense of the city, on the right bank of the river, in order

that the navigation should not be interrupted ; and Messrs.

White and Gillingham having consented to yield , for one

hundred and fifty thousand dollars, their rights in the water

courses, the committee, freed from every obstacle, submit

ted their plans to the city councils , who approved them ,

and voted the sum of three hundred and fifty thousand dol

lars for the commencement of their execution.

The labour was commenced the 19th of April, 1819,

under the direction of Ariel Cooley, engineer, and was

completed in four years. At the sight of the canals it was

found necessary to open, the immense piers and embank

ments that had to be raised , the reservoirs which must

be excavated to a great depth in the solid rocks, it is almost

inconceivable that so many things could be achieved in so

short a time. Money , it is true, was not withheld , but

money is not always sufficient, we well know amongst us,

for the accomplishment of great affairs ; to act well and
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promptly, we must have agents of promptness and ability,

and at the same time animated with honest zeal for the

public welfaro : such was- Cooley, who unfortunately for

feited his life in consequence of his activity in the accom

plishment of his duties. Incessantly exposed either to the

heat of the sun or to the freshness of the nights, he con

tracted a fatal disease, which did not permit him to enjoy

the fruits of his labour. Philadelphia , to this day, regrets

in him a good citizen , an accomplished and disinterested

artist . 1

As we have now seen them , the water works at Fair

mount can abundantly supply the demands of the city, and

afford to the friends of the useful arts 'a monument wor

thy of their attention . The building that encloses the ma

chinery , is constructed of stone of a brilliant whiteness . It

is two hundred feet in length and fifty in breadth , and

built in the Doric order of architecture . The inferior sec

tion is divided into twelve solid vaulted apartments, design

ed for the reception of eight forcing pumps , to be put in

operation by wheels of fourteen feet in diameter, and four

teen feet in length . Each extremity of the building is ter

minated by a pavilion of the same order of architecture,

the one serving for the meetings of the watering committee,

the other appropriated to the superintendent of the esta

blishment. Of the eight pumps there are yet but three in

operation, and by these alone there are carried into the

reservoir of distribution , , which is more than a hundred

feet above the level of the river, nearly five millions of

gallons of water in twenty-four hours . Each wheel per

forms thirteen revolutions per minute; they are formed

with buckets perpendicular to the circumference, and

revolve with surprising regularity. Their construction is

due to the talents of Mr. Drury Bromley, who in this cir.

cumstance bas forfeited no part of his reputation as an able

mechanician.

The pumps are from the establishment of Messrs. Rush

and Muhlenburg; they are castings of sixteen inches diame

tér, and are placed horizontally after the plan of Mr. Graff.

.Their play is so simple and so easy , thatwhen they are in

motion neither the smallest noise nor friction can be ob

served. Throughout all the parts of this admirable monu

ment of American industry have been executed with the

20*
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same care, and it is impossible to visit it without a strong

excitement of admiration for all the individuals who have

contributed to its design and completion. Mr. John Moore,

mason , and Mr. Frederick Erdman, carpenter, have an

equal share of honourwith their collaborators; nor does any

one omit a just tribute of praise to the precision in the

calculations of Mr. Thomas Oaks, respecting the estimate

and the application of the forces requisite to obtain , with

the least possible expense, the most advantageous results.

The totalsum of expenditure, made in the construction of

this establishment, amounts to four hundred and twenty

six thousand three hundred and thirty dollars, the interest

of which at five per cent, is twenty -one thousand three
hundred and sixteen dollars. The annual expense for

salaries of workmen , repairs of machinery, fuel, oil , &c.

is only fifteen hundred dollars, which added to the interest

makes a total sum of only twenty -two thousand eight hun

dred and sixteen dollars, for distributing in the city of Phi

ladelphia , almost five millions of gallons of water every

twenty-four hours. The original steam engine could not

supply more than one million six hundred thousand gallons

ofwaterin twenty -four hours, and cost annually thirty thou

sand eight hundred and fifty-eight dollars : and in order to

obtain, by steam power, a daily supply of five millions of

gallons , it would have required an annual expense of at

least sixty-one thousand seven hundred and sixteen dollars.

Thence there has been secured, by the introduction of the

new machinery, an annual saving of thirty-eight thousand
nine hundred dollars. To this great improvement, must

likewise be added many other equally importact advantages,

such as the healthfulness of the city, its great security

against the ravages of fire, the embellishment of public

places by abundant fountains, the opportunity afforded to

every inhabitant of supplying his residence with water, at

the moderate price of five dollars a year, and the facility

of establishing in the city various factories, & c. by the aid of
water power,

All these details were received with a lively interest by

General Lafayette, who expressed his satisfaction and

admiration, saying that the water works at Fair Mount

appeared to him the perfect representation of the American

government, in which were combined simplicity ,power and
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economy. Just as we were leaving this interesting spot,

Mr. Lewis, as president, and in behalf of the committee,

presented the generala mode of the machinery, and a verti

cal section of the building perfectly executed in maho

gany : He received it thankfully, and assured Mr. Lewis

that he would have sincere pleasure in exhibiting to

his friends in Europe, this evidence of the perfection of

mechanic arts in the United States.

Although, during the whole period of our second visit to

Philadelphia, the heat was excessive , so that Fahrenheit's

thermometer was generally at the 98th degree, and rose

sometimes to 104 , General Lafayette was not the less

assiduous in employing every day either in uniting with

his friends in the festivities to which he was invited , or in

visiting the environs of the city, nor did his health sustain

one moment's unfavourable impression .

It was the 20th of June that we went to visit the field

of battle at Germantown and the mansion of Mr. Chew, on

the walls of which may yet be discovered traces of the

cannon and musket balls, proving the prominence of its

situation in the battle that raged around it. After having

breakfasted with Mr. Benjamin Chew, the proprietor of

this historic mansion , the general continued his route to

Chesnut Hill, in sight of Barren Hill,where on the 20thof

May, 1778 , he effected so happily and so successfully the

famous retreat which laid the foundation of his fame in

military tactics : thence he returned to Germantown, to

pass a short timewith the inhabitants , who anxiously re

quested hewould visit their academy, at which he was receiv.

ed by the students with enthusiasm. We found amongst them

the young Fernando Bolivar, adopted son of the Liberator.

General Lafayette spoke to him with pleasure of the hopes

which the friends of liberty and humanity repose in the

character of his uncle , who, until the present moment, had

advanced with a firm pace in the career pursued by Wash

ington; the young man seemed penetrated with grateful

emotions, and expressed himself in such a manneras to

excite a hope, that his having been sent to the United

States to study her political institutions would not be with

outpermanent benefit.
As we were leaving Germantown , Mr. John F. Watson of

fered for the acceptance of the general a present of great
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value, on account of the recollections it awakened . It was

a box formed of many pieces of different kinds of wood,

the origin and history of which he thus recited :

“ The body of the box is made of a piece of black wal

nut , an ancient son of the 'forest, that once occupied the

spot where Philadelphia now stands. Cotemporary with

the trees which lent their shade to William Penn and his

companions, it continued till 1818, spreading its noble

branches in view of the hall in which our declaration of

independence was ratified...

“ The cover is composed of four different pieces,

6. The first is of a branch of a forest tree , the last surviv .

ing ofthose which were removed in order to dig the first

foundations of Philadelphia.

“ The vigour that yet animates the vegetation ofthis an

cient tree, is an evidence of the rapid growth of the city,

which has risen and become great' whilst the tree is still
flourishing.

" The second is a piece of oak , broken off thefirst bridge

built in 1683 , over the little river Canard . This piece was

found in 1823 at about six feet below the surface of the

earth .

“ The third is a piece of the famous elm under which

Penn's first treaty with Shackamaxum wasi made. It fell

from old age in 1810, but a branch from it is now growing,

and in a flourishing state, in the garden of the hospital, and

our fellow citizens delight to recount the story of its origin

whilst protected by its shade.

“ The fourth awakens recollections of yet more olden

time. It is a fragment of the first house raised by European

hands upon the American shores ! It is a piece of mahogany
of the habitation constructed and occupied in 1496 , by the

immortal Columbus. Honour to the Haytien government,

which still watches with care for the preservation of this

precious monument.

" I offer you these reliques with confidence ,” continued

Mr. Watson , “ persuaded , as I ain , that it is with interest

you receive every thing connected with the remembrance

of the first movements of a nation that has received so

many proofs of your friendship.”

General Lafayette was, indeed, highly flattered by Mr.

Watson's present. He received it with "gratitude, and
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a pledge that it should find a place amongst the most pre
cious memorials of bis tour. To this first present Mr.

Watson added also another not less valuable; a piece of

the American frigate “ Alliance , " in which Lafayette had

twice crossed the ocean during the revolutionary war.

On the 21st, we went to spend the day in the state of

Schuylkill. But before speaking of the honours conferred

thereon the voyager, a fewwords of explanation of this

“ state," will be requisite. * In 1731 some citizens of Phi

ladelphia united themselves into an association having both

pleasure and beneficence for its design. They purchased

a large tract of land near the falls of the Schuylkill, built a
house for the accommodation of their meetings, elected a

governor, council, secretary of state , treasurer, and judge,

established a seal, and constituted themselves the Colony of

the Schuylkill. More than half a century passed away

without the slightest circumstance transpiring to give occa

sion of trouble to the colony : every day wasmarked by its

benefactions, and delight and mutual confidence presided at

all the periodical festivals, at which the members were as

sembled at a common table. But subject to the destiny of

states , all of which have their vicissitudes , the colony of

Schuylkill was also to experience a revolution. In 1783,

at the conclusion of a dinner of more than fifty covers , the

colony rose and declared independence : resolved to revise

their constitution, and the Colony of the Schuylkill became,

in the course of a few hours, the republic of the State of

Schuylkill , ' and no attempt wasmade on the part of the mo

ther country to oppose it. Since that time the new republic

has gone on advancing in strength and riches ; its pleasures

and its acts of benevolence followed at an equal rate. Pos

sessed now of an enlarged estate acquired by a treaty with

a farmer, she has transferred her seatofgovernment, that is,

her nets , her kitchen and cellar, three miles farther down

the stream ,under the cool shades on the banks of the river."

Here it was that General Lafayette was received by the

citizens and magistrates, who, in the costume of fishermen ,

awaited his arrival on the frontier of their state . In a short

and eloquent address, the secretary of state recounted to

him the history of the republic, from its establishment to

the present time, and concluded by announcing to him that

the title and all the rights of citizen had been granted
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to him by a unanimous vote. As soon as the general had

expressed his acceptance of the honour and his gratitude,

he was invested with the national costume, and , his head

being protected with the large straw bat, be entered into

the occupations of the community. Mr. George La

fayette, Mr. de Syon, and myself, were also admitted

to partake of the duties of the day ; people and ma

gistrates, all with one accord, assisted without distinc

tion in the work . We embarked in the batteaux be

longing to the republic, and obtained an abundant supply

of fish , and in four hours we were seated at the banquet

prepared by our own hands. Never was a repast attended

with greater gaiety , nor cheered by better wine, and long

shall we have the pleasure of remembering the delight and

good cheer we found in the state of Schuylkill...

The week we had just spent in Philadelphia, as it were

in his own family, had entirely composed the fatigueof the

general ; and although the heat continued excessive , he un

dertook, on the 25th , his journey to Wilmington , where a

great number of Pennsylvanians and Virginians were in

waiting to.conduct him to the field of the battle of Bran

dywine. This field was not rendered illustrious by a vic

tory, as has been said , but its remembrance is not less dear

to Americans, who gratefully recollect the blood spilled
there by their fathers, and by young Lafayette, in the de

ſence of their rights, and to secure their independence.

Happy that country in which events are appreciated more

by their influence on its destinies than by the eclat of the

moment !. The men who took the first steps in pro

curing the liberties of the United States in the battles of

Bunker's hill and on the banks of the Brandywine, are at

this day not less honoured in the eyesof the nation than

hose who sealed it last , at the battle of Yorktown.

In the beginning of September, 1777 , General Howe, at

the head of eighteen thousand men of the British army,

embarked on board the fleet commanded by his brother,

and leſt New York without the possibility of the Ameri

cans ascertaining precisely the object of his expedition.

A few days after it was ascertained that he had en

tered the Chesapeake, and had landed at the Head of

Elk, for the purpose of marching to attack Philadelphia.

Washington immediately marehed through this city, where
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the congress were then in session, and 'advanced to meet

the enemy; annoying him with several attacks between the

point of his debarkation and a small stream , the Brandy

wine, behind which the American army, greatly inferior in

number, and composed almost wholly of militia , had just

taken their position. Chads-Ford was in front of their en

campment, where it was contemplated to give them battle ,

butGeneral.Howe leaving a body of troops on the oppo

site side of the stream , in order to cover his maneuvre ,

marched forward to pass another ford on the right of

the Americans . This movement was so much the more

difficult to reconnoitre , as the banks of the stream were

densely grown with wood , and, by a singular fatality, the

two parallel roads leading to the two fords were called by

the same name, so that the reports received by Washington

from his scouts , though apparently contradictory were
nevertheless true. This confusion of names threw the

American general into a most painful anxiety ; he hesitated

too long on the course he was to pursue , and lost a most

precious moment which might have given him the victory.

Had he been able to procure definite intelligence of the

movements of the enemy, he would have passed the ford

before him , and most certainly would have defeated the

British division which remained at Chads-Ford , commanded

by Knyphauzen , and then falling suddenly on the body

under General Howe, surprising him by an attack in

flank , would almost inevitably have succeeded in a com

plete defeat of the English army ; but the occasion passed

rapidly, and the firing of muskets on his right soon apprized

Washington of the danger of his situation . Happily he had

established a position behind the second ford , of three bri

gades , commanded by Sullivan and Sterliny. These three

brigades sustained the attack with vigour, and for a short

time arrested the British by a deadly fire : but their line

being attacked both right and deft, by superior forces, the

wings gave way. The centre continued its position firmly,

in defiance of the shower of broken brass that was poured

in upon them . But this centre itself at last began to yield ,

and was about to beat a retreat, when young Lafayette,

notwithstanding his ranksofbrevet-major, was yet serving
as a simple volunteer near the commander in chief, dis

mounted from his horse, and went, 'siverd in hand,to place
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himself at the head of acompany of grenadiers, who, re

animated by this noble effort, maintained themselves firmly

for a few moments. Soon , however, Lafayette received

a shot below the knee, and was obliged to retire with

his grenadiers ; but he had already reaped the reward of

his devotedness, for he had procured the opportunity for

Washington to join the division of General Greene, and

of recommencingthe action in a second line. Here the

fight raged on either side with obstinate perseverance,

and the astonishing spectacle was exhibited of militia ral

lying after a first check , and fronting with firm step an

enemy superior in numbers and in discipline. The event

of this second contest was yet doubtful, when suddenly

Washington learned that the pass of Chads-Ford was

forced , and that Knyphauzen was about to fall on his left

flank ; he immediately resolved to secure a retreat to

Chester, where he arrived with his army the same even

ing.

The battle was lost , but the British had paid dear for

their victory, and the moral force of the Americans was

augmented even by their defeat. In this day's engagement

Lafayette had sealed with his blood his alliance with the

principles for which he had crossed the ocean, and for ever

secured to himself the gratitude of a nation amongst whom

generous and noble sentiments outlive the ravages of time.

It was once more to evince their gratitude for their long

tried friend , that the revolutionary soldiers of Pennsylvania

and Virginia had now assembled with their sons to conduct

Lafayette to the field ofthe battle of Brandywine. We left

Chester on the 26th of July, with a retinye, at the head of

which appeared the two oldest revolutionary officers ofthe

neighbouring counties , Colonel M'Lean and Captain An

derson , Numerous bodies of militia had preceded us, and

were already gone to take their position at the ancient en

campment of the American army,where may yet be disco

vered traces of one of the redoubts. It was about noon

when we arrived on the borders of the Brandywine, along

which we were to travel to the point at which, as we had

been informed, the army had passed. But on approaching

the stream , General Lafayette cast a glance on the surround

ing country, and said , “It cannot be here that we passed

in 1777, it inust be a little higher up the stream . ” It was
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in fact ascertained that the passage had been effected just

above the spot we occupied. This accuracy of observa

tion and vivid recollection excited in a high degree the

admiration of the numerous witnesses.

At Chads-Ford the general learned that one of his com

panions in arms, Gideon Gilpin , under whose roof he had

passed the night before the battle , was now confined to bed

by ageand infirmity, and despaired of being able to join

his fellow citizens in their testimony of respect to the

general: he went to visit the aged soldier , whom he found

surrounded by his family. Gideon Gilpin, notwithstanding

his extremeweakness, recognized him on his entrance, and

proved by tears of grateful and tender recollection how

much this visit tended to the comfort and soothing of his

last moments.

On arriving at the field of battle, General Lafayette re

cognised successively ,and pointed out to us himself, all the

principal points on which the two armies had maneuvred

and fought on the 11th of September 1777; nor did his re

collection wander a single moment. Being arrived at the

spot where the first attack was made, and where he had

been wounded, he paused a moment; his ancient com

panions pressed around his carriage, and the militia passed

before him, amid the loudest acclamations and the cry a

thousand times re-echoed , “ long live Lafayette.” During the

whole of this scene, of profound emotion on his part, and

which his modestyinduced him frequently to attempt to

abridge, he spoke to those around him of nothing but the

presence of mind evinced by Washington on the fatal day

of the 11th September, and of the courage manifested by

the officers and soldiers in supporting him . But in vain

he recalled the names of the most illustrious chiefs, and

attributed to them all the glory of having saved the army:

the reply he received wasbypointing him to the soil on

whichhe had spilled his blood, and the sight of this inde

structible monument exalted to the highest degree the

gratitude of the crowd of spectatorswho accompanied bim.

In prolonging our excursion along the route by which the

British had conducted their first attack, we arrived at the

house of Mr. Samuel Jones. It had been for a short time

occupied by General Howe during the battle , and yet re

tains traces of the well directed fire of the American artil

Vol. II .-21
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lery. After the elegant collation with which we were

entertained by Mrs. Jones, we had presented to usvarious

implements and remains of arms found on the field of bat

tle ; and we returned with these precious reliques to West

Chester, where we concluded the day in the enjoyment of

festivities prepared by the inhabitants.

In the multiplied recitals I have made of the public re

joicings at which I assisted , during my stay in the United

States, it was impossible not to be struck with the constant

association of religious ideas and patriotic sentiments

which so strongly characterise the citizens of this republic:

but what is not less remarkable is, that their religion, free of

practical minutiæ , seems as much an uniform sentiment as

their love of liberty resembles an uniform faith . With them

a political orator never terminates a prepared address with

out an invocation , or grateful recognition of divine power;

and a minister of the gospel on taking the pulpit commences,

by recalling to the notice of his auditors their duties as

citizens, and their peculiar privileges in living under the

wise institutions of their country. It may also be remarked ,

that this union of political morals and theology influences

all the actions of the Americans with a gravity and deep

conviction , the charm and tendency of which are wholly in

expressible. How could any one listen to these simple and

touching invocations without being deeply affected, and

without uniting in their humble and pious acknowledge

ments ? We were about being seated at the hospitable

board prepared by the citizens of West Chester at the Na

tional Hotel, when the president ofthe day remarked that

a minister of the church was in the company, and invit

ed him to ask a blessing on the assemblage , which was

done in the most affecting manner by the Rev. William

Latta.

A committee of the citizens of Lancaster having been

deputed to escort General Lafayette from West Chester,

he committed himself to their care on the 27th , after tak

ing leave of a great number of the soldiers of 1776, who

could not receive the last adieu of the aged general with

out testifying their emotion with tears.

I have already, I believe, mentioned the remarkable

fact, that at the south , as at the north, and from the east

to the west of the United States, we had met with men of
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different manners and languages, submitting for the gene

ral good to the same democratic government ; living in

harmony, in the enjoyment of domestic happiness and of

public prosperity, under the shield of the same institutions.

Having made this observation, we naturally concluded

that neither great wealth nor diverse habits of the people

of this country, are obstacles to the establishment and the

administration of republican government, which is founded

on an equal appreciation of the interests and rights of all .

Nothing perhaps more strongly confirmed General Lafay

ette in this opinion , than a view of the city and county of
Lancaster, where are found men from all parts of America

and Europe, and of almost every diversity of religious

faith , yet all attached to the wise and excellent institutions

by which they are governed.

I shall not describe the festivities with which the citizens

of Lancaster entertained the man, who, whilst they re

ceived him as a guest, they most warmly claimed as their

friend, though they were not inferior either in elegance or

cordiality to those of the largest cities of the Union. I

shall not, however, pass over in silence, events which by

their nature serve to explain the unity of sentiments and

principles which characterise all classes of the American

people. I shall , therefore, relate the proceedings of the

clergy of every denomination in the city and vicinity , who ,

at the intelligence of the arrival of the general, spontane

ously collected to unite their patriotic felicitations with

those of the other citizens. Their congratulations were

conveyed by the dean on their behalf , without distinction

of sect. If the address were to be given at length , it would

give additional weight to the opinion I have already ad

vanced respecting the American clergy :but it will suffice,

I trust, to relate a portion of the general's reply, in which

this opinion is expressed with a strength and precision
which leave no doubt of his convictions.

" 1. accept,” replied he, “ with sincere gratitude the

proofs of kindness and regard which the clergy of this city

and vicinity have voluntarily accorded to me, and which you ,

sir, have expressed in so impressive a manner.

happy sojourn in this country, I have often had occasion

to remark the veneration which the clergy of every deno.

mination inspire, whose individual members, apostles of

In my
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the rights of man , are the immediate functionaries of a re

ligion founded on the principles of liberty and equality,

and on the principle of elections by the people of evange

lical ministers. "

On quitting Lancaster, we travelled to Port Deposit, on

the shore oftheSusquehanna , where we were met by a

deputation from Baltimore , with whom we embarked , de

stined for this latter city. On our way we visited Havre

de -Grace, a small town situated ontheSụsquehanna , at its

entrance into the Chesapeake. Here we remained seve

ral hours , and then continued our voyage favoured by

fine weather, our way being beguiled also by the pleasures

we enjoyed on board. From the deck of our vessel, we

beheld expanded to our view the delightful vallies and the

rich hills of Maryland : the companions of our voyage,

pressing around Lafayette, and designating to him the

fields in which, during their struggle for liberty , he had

fought to obtain it : and at short distances on the shores,

groups of the inhabitants attracted by the sounds of pa

tional airs which echoed from our deck, testified , by inces

sant acclamations, the delight occasioned by the presence

of the adopted son and benefactor of their country.

The sun had left the horizon some time ere we arrived

at the mouth of the Patapsco, and it was not till midnight

that we touched the wharf at Baltimore. Though at

that advanced and unseasonable hour, a large number of

persons were in waiting for the appearance of our vessel,

and on disembarking General Lafayette found himself sur

rounded by a crowd of friends. At the moment of placing

his foot on shore, an immense burst of light suddenly illu

minated the port, and looking to the southern quarter of

the city we saw volumes of flame rising almost to the

clouds. Instantly the hollow cry of " fire, fire ,” resounded

in every street. Anxious to offer the first assistance, we

left the general in care of two members of the committee,

who conducted him directly to the hotel provided for him ,

and we ran at our utmost speed toward the scene of con

flagration, but we discovered that we had been outstripped

by fourengines, which on our arrival were already in full

operation . Other engines arrived from all quarters, directed

by young men , volunteers in this patriotic employment,
and commenced their operations with such promptness
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and activity, that, although the fire had originated in a

frame building occupied as a store, the flames were very

soon subdued,and indeed wholly extinguished. We found

ourselves involuntarily amidst the inactive crowd of spec

tators, and returned to our lodgings at two o'clock in the

morning, filled with admiration of the spontaneous exer

tions as well as the zeal and ability of the young firemen
of Baltimore.

CHAPTER XVI.

Return to Washington-Character of the new President - Visit to the

ex-president, become a farmer and justice of peace - Government

offers Lafayette a ship of war to return in to France - Presents made

to Bolivar through Lafayette - New homage from the city of New

York-Farewell of the President to the Nation's Guest - Departure

from Washington city - Einbarkation in the Brandywine_Voyage

Testimonies ofattachment and regret of the crew of the Brandywine

to Lafayette - Reception at Havre - Some hours at Rouen - Recep

tion of Lafayette atLa Grange by the inhabitants ofhis vicinity.

AFTER resting two days at Baltimore we set out for

Washington city. General Lafayette wished to depart

privately, and the citizens , always solicitous to satisfy his

desires, contented themselves with calling in the evening

to take leave and express their regrets. This circumstance

employed several hours, and left in our hearts impres

sions of profound melancholy. We commenced our jour

ney on the 1st of August, accompanied by two members of

the Baltimore committee. A few miles from Washington

we were met by an elegant carriage, which drew up near

us , from which a young gentlemen alighted and inquired

for General Lafayette . This was the eldest son of the

new president Mr. Adams, who was sent by his father to

the nation's guest, to inform him that he had solicited and

obtained from the citizens of the metropolis, permis

sion to offer him the use of the president's house. The

general accepted the invitation for himself and travelling

companions,entered Mr.Adams's carriage, and we conti
21 *
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nued on our route. Our two members of the Baltimore com

mittee had not anticipated such an occurrence, which

threw them into considerable embarrassment. They had

been zealous “ Jackson men , ” and had declared themselves

strongly against Mr. Adams, during the election; of this

Mr. Adams was not ignorant, and on this occasion it ap

peared difficult to them to present themselves under the

auspices ofGeneral Lafayette, without exposing themselves

to the chanceof being thought willing tomake the amende

honorable . They determined to separate from our party ,

on entering the city , and took lodgings in a hotel.

During the canvass of the presidential election , I had

frequently heard the adversaries of Mr, Adams accuse him

of aristocratic habits, contracted , as they said , in the foreign

courts at which he had passed many years. 'This accusa

tion appeared to me much opposed to what I had seen and
have related of his conduct in the steam -boat going from
Frenchtown to Baltimore; but, at length , in consequence

of hearing the charge frequently repeated, I began to fear,

that , with the exercise of power, he might fall into what
we call in Europe the manners of a prince ; my surprise

was therefore the more agreeable, to find, on reaching

Washington, that the president was not changed. It is

true, we found Mr. Adams in the place of Mr. Monroe;

but the public man was still the same. The plainness of

the domestics , and facility of access to the house , appeared

not to have undergone the least alteration, and in Mr.

Adams's reception of us we experienced all the cordiality
of his predecessor. He soon ascertained why our compan

ions had not remained with us, and hastened to send them

an invitation to dinner, which they accepted without em

barrassment or hesitation , as men who understood the

politeness intended them, but who did not consider them

selves as being in any way pledged by accepting it.

The lodgings prepared for us in his own house by the

president were plain , but commodious and in good taste.

Anxious to enable General Lafayette to enjoy the repose

he thought him to need after so many and such long voy,

ages, and after numerousand profound emotions, he seclud

ed himself with us in entire privacy. Aided by Mrs. Adams,

her two sons , and two nieces, he made us taste, if I may

so express myself, the sweets of domestic life. During
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the early portion of our stay, there rarely set down to table
or around the hearth more than two or three persons at

once, and usually these were some public officers who,

after being occupied all day with the president in business,

were detained by him to dinner and the familiar conversa

tion of the evening. It was during this period which glided

away so swiftly, that I could appreciate the character of

Mr. Adams, whom I had previously known only by the

eulogies of his friends or the attacks of opponents. I dis

covered that the first had but done him justice, and the

last been misled by party spirit. It is difficult to find a

moreupright and better cultivated intellect than is pos

sessed by the successor of Mr. Monroe. The beautiful

reliefs of the capitol, to which he is not a stranger; his

treatise on weights and measures, and the numerous diplo

matic missions he has discharged with distinction, bear

witness to his good taste in the arts, the correctness of his

scientific judgment, and his skill in politics. As to the ac

cusation of aristocracy, which some have preferred against

him , it is sufficiently refuted by his manners, which remain

unaltered by his elevation to the chief magistracy of the

republic.

Notwithstanding that General Lafayette was daily pre

paring to return to Europe , before quitting the American

soil , he wished once more to see some of his old Virginia

friends, and especially desired again to embrace and thank

him , who , as head of the government, had first welcomed

him to its capital , and who, at present returned to private
life, continued to give his fellow citizens an example of all

the virtues, in cultivating his modest patrimony. The gene

ral mentioned the subject to Mr. Adams, who offered to

accompany him on this visit, saying, “ that he would gladly

take this occasion to go and present to his predecessor bis

tribute of veneration and attachment." The 6th of August

was the day fixed for this visit , and we set out for

Oak Hill, the seat of Mr.Monroe, which is thirty -seven miles

from Washington, unaccompanied by any escort. Mr.

Adams took the general and Mr. George Lafayette, with

one of his friends, in his carriage; I rode in a tilbury with

the president's son . At the Potomac bridge we stopped to

pay the toll , and the gate-keeper, after counting the com

pany and horses, received the money from the president,

upon
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and allowed us to pass on ; but we had gone a very short

distance , when we heard some one bawling after us, “ Mr.

President ! Mr. President ! you have given eleven -pence

too little !” Presently the gate keeper arrived out of breath,

holding out the change he had received,and explaining the

mistake made. The president heard him attentively , re

examined the money, and agreed that he was right, and

ought to have another eleven-pence. Just as the president

was taking out his purse, the gate-keeper recognized Ge

neral Lafayette in the carriage, and wished to return his

toll, declaring that all gates and bridges were free to the

nation's guest. Mr. Adams told him , that on this occasion

General Lafayette travelled altogether privately, and not as

the nation's guest, but simply as a friend of the president,

and , therefore, was entitled to no exemption. With this

reasoning, our gate-keeper was satisfied, and received the

money. Thus, during his course of his voyages in the

United States, the general was but once subjected to the

common rule of paying, and it was exactly upon the day

in which he travelled with the chief magistrate ; a circum

stance which, probably in every other country, would have

conferred the privilege of passing free.

We did not reach Oak Hill until the morning after we

left Washington. We found the ex -president of the United

States, now a farmer, pleasantly settledwith all his family,
in a handsome house near his farm . He was engaged in

superintending his agricultural affairs, and endeavouring to

improve his property, which had long been neglected for

public business. Some of Mr. Monroe's friends had col
lected to assist him in entertaining Lafayette. We passed

three days in their company , and then the inhabitants of

Leesburg, a small adjacent village , came in company with

the Loudon county militia, to invite the presence of the na

tion's guest at an entertainment prepared for him . The

president, ex-president, and chief justice of the United
States , accompanied him , and received their share of po

pular attention ; but it was easy to perceive that this homage

was inspired by the veneration of their virtues , rather than

by any titles which they possessed .

After the Leesburg and Loudon county festivals we took
leave of Mr. Monroe to return to Washington. Wishing to

make the journey in a single day , we set out very early, but
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soon had cause to repent of this arrangement; about two

o'clock the heat became so oppressive , that one of Mr.

Adams's horses was struck down by apoplexy. The driver

in vain attempted to save its life by copious blood -letting,

and in a few minutes the animal expired in the ditch where

it had fallen . As soon as the accident happened, we all

alighted to help the horse, but finding him dead , wetook

seats on the grass until a waiter went to the nearest village

for another horse. Travellers were passing us continually,

and cast inquisitive glances upon our group, without once

suspecting the presence of the first magistrate of the re

public , or that of the adopted son of a great nation . Hav

ing procured another horse, we resumed our journey , but

the delay caused by this accident prevented our arrival at

Washington until long after sunset, which provented us

visiting the falls of Potomac, near to where we crossed the

river.. Although these falls are ofslight elevation , their ef

fect is said to be very fine.

A few days afterwards we again left the capital to make.

a last tour in Virginia. On this occasion we visited Albe

marle, Culpepper, Fauquier, Warrenton and Buckland ,

Although in all these towns the progress of Lafayette was

marked by popular festivals, he could not avoid feeling

pained by the recollection that in a few days he was about

to leave, perhaps for ever, a country which contained so

many objects of his affection. At Albemarle we were re

joined by Mr. Monroe, whom we now found invested with

a new public character. Faithful to the doctrine that a

citizen should always be entirely at the service of his coun

try , he did not think that his title of late president of the

republic withheld him from being useful to his countrymen;

and he had therefore acceptedthe office of justice of the
peace, to which he had been elected by the confidence and

suffrages of the people of his county. Mr. Madison had

also left his retreat and rejoined us on the road to Monti

cello , whither the general went to take leave of his old

friend Jefferson , whose enfeebled health kept him at pre

sent in a state of painful inaction . The meeting at Monti

cello, of three men, who, by their successive elevation to

the supreme magistracy of the state , had given to their

country twenty -four years of prosperity and glory, and who

still offered it the example of private virtues, was a suffi
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ciently strong inducement to make us wish to stay there a

longer time ; but indispensable duties recalled General

Lafayette to Washington, and he was obliged to take leave

of his friends. I shall not attempt to depict the sadness

which prevailed at this cruel separation, which had none

of the alleviation which is usually left by youth, for in this

instance, the individuals who bade farewell, had all passed

through a long career, and the immensity of the ocean
would still add to the difficulties of a reunion.

One of Mr. Adams's first cares on attaining the head of

the administration had been to decide General Lafayette to

accept the use of a public ship for his return to France.

This vessel , built in Washington navy yard, was launched

about the end of June, and was to be ready for sea by the

beginning of September, the time fixed upon by General

Lafayette for his departure. “ It is customary , ” Mr. Adams

wrote to him , “ to designate our frigates by the names of

rivers of the United States; to conform to this custom, and

make it accord with the desire we have to perpetuate a

name that recalls that glorious event of our revolutionary

war, in which you sealed with your blood your devotion to

our principles, we have given the name of Brandywine to

the new frigate, to which we confide the honourable mis

sion of returning you to the wishes of your country and

family. The command of the Brandywine will be entrust
ed to one of the most distinguished officers of our navy,

Captain CHARLES MORRIS , who has orders to land you

under the protection of our flag, in whatever European port

you please to designate."

This invitationwas too honourable , and made with too

much delicacy, to be for an instant refused by General La

fayette; therefore he hastened to return to Washington to

express his gratitude to the president, and concert with

Captain Morris the day of sailing, which was settled for the

7th of September. When this determination became known,

a great number of persons thronged from the neighbouring

cities to take a last farewell of the nation's guest; and all

the constituted authorities of the capital determined to take

a solemn leave of him. From thistime to the day of our

embarkation the general devoted his whole time to the du

ties of friendship , and in answering to the invitations of
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various cities, which, for want of time and on account of

their distance , he had been unable to visit.

The fame of Bolivar's exploits in combating for the

liberty and independence of the South American republics,

at this time resounded through the United States, whose

citizens applauded with transport his republican patriot

ism, which then was free from all suspicion. Mr. Custis ,

the adopted son of Washington, whoseardent spirit is ever

readyto spmpathise with all that is great and generous,

conceived the thought of presenting to the Liberator, as a

testimonial of his admiration, a fine portrait of General

Washington, and a medal of pure gold ,which had been de

creed to the great citizen by the American nation , at the

festival of independence. He thought that these presents,

although sufficiently precious on account of their origin,

would acquire a still greater value by passing throughthe

hands of the veteran of liberty in the two worlds, and

General Lafayette consented with pleasure to the request

made him to be the organ of communication. On the 2d

of September these presents were placed in the hands of

M. Villenilla , member of the Colombian Legation, with a

letter for Bolivar, from Lafayette.

On the 6th of September, the anniversary of Lafayette's

birth , the president gave a grand dinner, to which all the

public officers, and numerous distinguished persons then in

Washington, were invited. The company had already as

sembled and were about to sit down to table, when the

arrival of a deputation from the city of New York was an

nounced, which came to present to General Lafayette, on

behalf of the city council, a book containing an account of

all the transactions and events occurring during his stay in

that city. This magnificent volume, removed from its case,

and exhibited to the company, excited general admiration.

It is in fact a masterpiece that may be compared with the

mostbeautiful and rich of those manuscripts which formed

the glory and reputation of libraries before the discovery

of printing. It contained fifty pages, each ornamented with

vignettes designed and painted with the greatest skill ;

views and portraits perfectly executed, completed this

work, of which the writing was done by Mr. Bragg, and

the paintings by Messrs. Burton, Inman, and Cummings.

The view of the Capitol at Washington, of the City Hall of
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New York, and the portraits of Washington , Lafayette, and

Hamilton, left nothing to be desired ; and in order that this

beautiful work should be altogether national, it was upon

American paper, and bound by Mr. Foster of New York

with admirable richness and elegance.

General Lafayette gratefully accepted this fine present,

• to which the president and his cabinetgave additional value

by placing their signatures in it. Although a large com

pany partook of this dinner, and it was intended to cele

brate Lafayette's birth -day, it was very serious, I may say,

almost sad . We were all too much pre -occupied by the

approaching journey to be joyous : we already felt, by an

ticipation , the sorrowfulness of separation. Towards the

conclusion of the repast , the president , contrary to diplo

matic custom , which forbids toasts at his table , arose and

proposed the following: “ To the 22d of February and 6th

of September, birthdays of Washington •and Lafayette."

Profoundly affected to find his name thus associated with

Washington, the general expressed his thanks to the presi

dent, and gave this toast , " To the fourth of July , the birth

day of liberty in both hemispheres."

At last the day which we ardently wished for, and

whose approach , however, filled us with profound sadness,

the day which would begin to convey us towards our

country, but must , at the same time, separate us from ana

tion which had so many claims to our admiration and affec

tion , the day of our departure , the 7th of September, dawn

ed radiantly. The workshops were deserted , the stores

were left unopened, and the people crowded around the

president's mansion, while the militia were drawn up in

a line on the road the nation's guest was to move to the

shore. The municipality collected about the general to

offer him the last homage and regrets of their fellow citi

zens.

At eleven o'clock he left his apartment, slowly passed

through the crowd which silently pressed after him, and

entered the principal vestibule of the presidential dwell

ing , where the president, surrounded by his cabinet , various

public officers, and principal citizens, had waited for bim

a few minutes. He took his place in the centre of the

circle which was formed on his approach ; the doors were

open, in order that the people who were assembled with
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out might observe what took place, and the slight murmur

of regrets which were heard at first among the crowd, was

succeeded by a solemn and profound silence ;the president,

then visibly agitated by emotion , addressed him as follows,

in the name of the American nation and government :

“ GENERAL LAFAYETTE - It has been the good fortune of

many of my distinguished fellow -citizens, during the course of

the year now elapsed , upon your arrival at their respective

places of abode , to greet you with the welcome of the nation .

The less pleasing task now devolves upon me, on bidding you ,

in the name of the nation, adieu .

“ It were no longer seasonable, and would be superfluous, to

recapitulate the remarkable incidents of your early life — inci

dents which associated your name, fortunes and reputation, in

imperishable connection with the independence and history of

the North American Union .

“ The part which you performedat that important juncturewas

marked with characters so peculiar, that, realizing the fairest

fable of antiquity, its parallel .could scarcely be found in the

authentic records of human history.

" You deliberately and perseveringly preferred toil , danger, the

endurance of every hardship, and the privation of every comfort,

in defence of a holy cause, to inglorious ease, and the allure

ments of rank, affluence, and unrestrained youth , at the most

splendid and fascinating court of Europe.

“ That this choice was not less wise than magnanimous,

the sanction of half a century, and the gratulations ofunnum

bered voices , all unable to express the gratitude of the heart

with which your visit to this hemisphere has been welcomed,

afford ample demonstration .

“ When the contest of freedom , to which you had repaired as

a voluntary champion , had closed,by the complete triumph of

hercause in this country of your adoption, you returned to ful

fil the duties of the philanthropist and patriot in the land of your

nativity. There, in a consistent and undeviating career of forty

years, you have maintained , through every vicissitude of alter

nate success and disappointment, the same glorious cause to

which the first years ofyour active life had been devoted , the

improvement of the moral and political condition of man,

“ Throughout that long succession of time, the people of the

United States, for whom, and with whom you had fought the

battles of liberty, have been living in the full possession of its

fruits; one of the happiest among the family of nations, Spread

Vol. 11.-22
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ing in population ; enlarging in territory ; acting and suffering

according to the condition of their nature ; andlaying the foun

dations of the greatest, and, we humbly hope, the most benefi

centpower that ever regulated the concerns of man upon earth.

“ In that lapse of fortyyears, the generation ofmen with whom

you co -operated in the conflict of arms, has nearly passed away.

Ofthe general officers of the American army in that war, you

alone survive . Of the sages who guided our councils ; of the

warriors who met the foein the field or upon the wave, with

the exception of a few , to whom unusual length of days has been

allotted by heaven , all now sleep with their fathers. A suc

ceeding, and even a third generation, have arisen to take their

places ; and their children's children, while rising up to call

them blessed , have been taught by them, as well as admonished

by their own constant enjoyment of freedom , to include in every

benison upon their fathers, the name of him who came from

afar, with them and in their cause to conquer or to fall .

“ The universal prevalence of these sentiments was signally

manifestedbya resolution of congress, representing the whole

people, and all the states of this Union, requesting the president

of the United States to communicate to you the assurances of

grateful and affectionate attachment of this government and

people , and desiring that a national ship mightbe employed , at

yourconvenience, for your passage to the borders ofyourcountry.

• The invitation was transmitted to you by my venerable pre

decessor ; himself bound to you by the strongest ties of personal

friendship, himself one ofthose whom the highest honours of his

country had , rewarded for blood early shed in her cause , and

for a long life of devotion to her welfare. Byhim the services

of a national ship were placed at your disposal. Your delicacy

preferred a more privateconveyance,and a full yearhas elapsed
since

you
landed upon our shores. It were scarcely an exag

geration to say, thatit has been, to the people of the Union, a

year of uninterrupted festivity and enjoyment, inspired by your

presence. You have traversed the twenty -four states of this

great confederacy : You have been received with rapture by
the survivors of your earliest companions in arms : You have

been hailed as a long absent parent by their children , the men

and women of the present age : And a rising generation , the

hope of future time, in numbers surpassing thewhole population

of that day when you fought at the head and by the side of their

forefathers, have vied with the scanty remnants of that hour of

trial, in acclamations of joy at beholding the face ofhim whom
they feel to be the common benefactorofall. You have heard

>
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sea .

the mingled voices of the past, the present, and the future age,

joining in one universal chorus of delight at your approach ;

and the shouts of unbidden thousands, which greeted your land

ing on the soil of freedom , have followed every step of your

way, and still resound, like the rushing of many waters, from

every corner of our land.

" You are now about to return to the country ofyour birth, of

your ancestors, of your posterity. The executive government
ofthe Union, stimulated by the same feeling which had prompted

the congress to the designation of a national ship for your ac

commodation in coming hither, has destined the first service of

a frigate, recently launched at this metropolis, to the less wel

come, but equally distinguished trust, of conveying you home.

The name of the ship has added one more memorial to distant

regions and to future ages, of a stream already memorable, at

once in the story of your sufferings and of our independence.

* The ship is now prepared for your reception, andequipped for

From the moment of her departure, the prayers of mil

lions will ascend to heaven that her passagemay be prosperous,

and your return to the bosom of your family as propitious to

your happiness, asyour visit to this scene of your youthful glory

has been to that of the American people.

Go, then, our beloved friend - return to the land of brilliant

genius, of generous sentiment, of heroic valour ; to that beau

tiful France, the nursing mother ofthe twelfth Louis, and the

fourth Henry ; to the native soil of Bayard and Coligni, of Tu
renne and Catinat, of Fenelon and D’Aguesseau. In that

illustrious catalogue of names which she claims as of her chil

dren, and with honest pride holds up to the admiration of other

nations, the name of Lafayette has already for centuries been

enrolled. And it shall henceforth burnish into brighter fame ;

for if, in after days, a Frenchman shall be called to indicate

the character of his nation by that of one individual, during the

age in which we live, the blood of lofty patriotism shall mantle

in his cheek, the fire of conscious virtue shall sparkle in his eye,

and he shall pronounce the name of Lafayette. Yet we, too,

and our children, in life and after death , shall claim you for our

own . You are ours by that more than patriotic self-devotion

with which you flew tothe aid of our fathers at the crisis of their
fate . Ours by that long series of years in which you have

cherished us in your regard. Ours by that unshaken sentiment

of gratitude for your services which is a precious portion of our

inheritance. Ours by that tie of love , stronger than death,
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which has linked your name, for the endless ages of time, with

the name of Washington.

" At the painful moment of parting from you, we take comfort

in the thought, that wherever you may be, to the last pulsation

of your heart, our country will be ever present to your affections ;

and a cheering consolation assures us, that we are not called to

sorrow most of all , that we shall see your face no more. We

shall indulge the pleasing anticipation of beholding our friend

again . In the mean time, speaking in the name of the whole

people of the United States , andat a loss only for language to

give utterance to that feeling of attachment with which the

heart of the nation beats, as the heart of one man-I bid you a

reluctant and affectionate farewell.”
>>

An approving murmur drowned the -last words of Mr.

Adams , and proved how deeply the auditors sympathised

with the noble sentiments he had expressed in favour of

France, and her children whose whole life and recent tri

umph would add still more to his glory and exaltation.

General Lafayette, deeply affected with what he heard,

was obliged to pause a few moments before he was able

to reply . At last, however, after havingmade an effort to

regain his voice, he thus expressed himself :

“ Amidst all my obligations to the general government, and

particularly to you , sir, its respected chief magistrate, I have

most thankfully to acknowledge the opportunity given me, at this

solemn and painful moment, to present the people of the United

States with a parting tribute of profound, inexpressible gratitude.

“ To have been , in the infant and critical days of these states,

adopted by them as a favourite son , to have participated in the

toils and perils of our unspotted struggle for independence,

freedom and equal rights, and in the foundation of the American

era of a new social order, which has already pervaded this, and

must, for the dignity and happiness of mankind , successively

pervade every part of the other hemisphere, to have received at
every stage of the revolution , and during forty years after that

period , from the people of the United States, and their repre

sentatives at home and abroad ; continual marks of their confi

dence and kindness, has been the pride, the encovouragement, the

support of a long and eventful life.

“ But how could I find words to acknowledge that series of

welcomes, those unbounded and universal displays of public
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affection, which have marked each step, each hour, of a twelve

months' progress through the twenty -four states, and which,

while they overwhelm my heart with grateful delight, have most

satisfactorily evinced the concurrence of the people in the kind
testimonies, in the immense favours bestowed on me by the

several branches of their representatives, in every part and at

the central seat of the confederacy ?

“ Yet, gratifications still higher await me ; in the wonders of

creation and improvement that have met my enchanted eye, in

the unparalleled and self -felt happiness of the people, in their

rapid prosperityand insured security, public and private, in a

practice of good order, the appendage of true freedom , and a

national good sense, the final arbiter of all difficulties, I have

had proudly to recognise a result ofthe republican principles for

which we have fought, and a glorious demonstration to the most

timid and prejudiced minds, of the superiority, over degrading

aristocracy or despotism , of popular institutions founded on the

plain rights of man, and where the local rights of every section

are preserved under a constitutional bond of union. The cher

ishing of that union between the states, as it has been the fare

well entreaty of our great paternal Washington, and will ever

have the dying prayer of every American patriot, so it has be

come the sacred pledge of the emancipation of the world, an

object in which I am happy to observe that the American peo

ple, while they give the animating example of successful free

institutions, in return for an evil entailed upon them by Europe,

and of which a liberal and enlightened sense is every where

more and more generally felt, show themselves every day more

anxiously interested.

“ And now, sir, how can I do justice to my deep and lively

feelings for the assurances, most peculiarly valued, of your esteem

andfriendship, for your so very kind references to old times, to

my beloved associates, to the vicissitudes of my life, for your

affecting picture of the blessings poured by theseveral genera

tions of the American people on the remaining days of a de

lighted veteran, for your affectionate remarks on this sad hour

of separation, on the country of my birth , full, I can say, of

American sympathies, on the hope so necessary to me of my

seeing again the country that hasdesigned , neara half century

ago, to call me hers ? I shall content myself, refraining from
superfluous repetitions, at once, before you, sir, and this re

spected circle, to proclaim my cordial confirmation of every one

of the sentimentswhich I have had daily opportunities publicly

to utter, from the time when your venerable predecessor, my

22*
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old brother in arms and friend, transmitted to me the honourable

invitation of congress, to this day, when you, my dear sir, whose

friendly connection with me dates from your earliest youth, are

going to consign me to the protection, across the Atlantic, of

theheroic national flag, on board the splendidship, the name of

which has been notthe least flattering and kind among
the

berless favours conferred upon me.

“ God bless you, sir, and all who surround us. God bless

the American people, each of their states , and the federal gov

ernment. Accept this patriotic farewell of an overflowing

heart; such will be its last throb when it ceases to beat . ”

In pronouncing these last words, General Lafayette felt

his emotion to be rapidly increasing, and threw himself

into the arms of the president, who mingled his tears with

those of the national guest, in repeating those heart-rend

ing words, Adieu ! Adieu ! The spectators, overcome by

the same feelings, also shed tears and surrounded their

friend, once more to take him by the hand. To abridge

this scene, which could not be suffered much longer, the

general retired for a short time into his own apartment,

where Mrs. Adams surrounded by her daughters and

nieces came to express their wishes and regrets. On the

evening before, this lady, whose cultivated mind and

amenity of character had greatly contributed to the plea

sure ofour visit to the president's house, had presented

him with a fine bust of her husband , and had added to this

present a copy of verses in French , whose charm and

elegance proved that this was not the first occasion in

which hermuse had spoken in our language.

Detained as if by a magic spell , General Lafayette could

not make up his mind to leave his friends ; a thousand pre

texts seemed to retard the definitive moment of separation,

but at last the first of the twenty -four guns, which an .

nounced his departure, having been heard, he again threw

himself into Mr. Adams's arms, expressed to him his last

good wishes for the American nation, and retired to his

carriage. The president repeated the signal of adieu from

the top of the steps, and at this sign the colours of the

troops which were drawn up before the president's house
were bowed to the earth .

Accompanied by the secretaries of state , treasury, and

navy, the general proceeded to the banks of the Potomac,
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where the steam-boat Mount Vernon was waiting for him .

On a level above the river, were all the militia of Alex,

andria, Georgetown, and Washington, drawn up in solid

columns, waiting to defile before the general. In advance

of the troops were the magistrates of the three cities, at the

head oftheir fellow citizens, to whom numbers of stran

gers had joined themselves. When the general arrived

at a point from whence he could embracethis scene at a

glance, the family of General Washington and the princi

pal officers of government, ranged themselves around him,

when all the different masses of men who had hitherto

been so motionless, moved on to the sound of artillery ,

and advanced melancholy and silent to receive his last

adieu . When the different corps had passed, the general

took leave of all the friends that surrounded him ,and went

on board of the Mount Vernon , with the secretary of the

navý and those officers of government who were to accom

pany him on board of the Brandywine.

During this time , the innumerable crowd which lined

the shores of the Potomac for a great distance, governed by

a painful feeling of sorrow produced by his departure, re

mained in the most profound silence ; but when the steam

boat had pushed off with the object of their affections, they

gave ventto a mournful cry, which, repeated from echo to

echo, was finally mingled with the deep sound of the artil

lery of fort Washington. A few moments afterwards we

passed Alexandria, and the general received the same marks

of regret from the population of that city . But it was when

he came in view of Mount Vernon , that he felt most deep

ly affected, and experienced the great sacrifice he made to

his country in leaving the American soil , that hospitable

land, where every step he made was accompanied with

heartfelt recollections.

In a few hours we reached the Brandywine, which was

anchored at the mouth of the Potomac, where she only

awaited our arrival to set sail . The general was received

on board with the greatest honours, the yards were manned ,

the gunners at their posts , and the marines drawn up on

deck. Of the whole company that had attended us from

Washington , the secretary of the navy , Mr. Southard , alone

went onboard the Brandywine with the general, to present

and recommend him to the care of Commodore Morris in
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the name of the American nation and its government. We

had experienced so many marks of kindness from Mr.

Southard, that it was with real grief that we took leave of

him. As soon as he had received our last farewells, he

returned on board the Mount Vernon, and our commander

gave orders to weigh anchor; but at this moment another

steam- boat appeared in sight, which apparently wished to

speak us ; we soon recognised her as the Constitution, which

had arrived from Baltimore, carrying a great number of the

inhabitants of that city, who desired once more to see Ge

neral Lafayette, and to express to him the good wishes of

their fellow -citizens, as well as their own . We experienced

great pleasure in observing among them a majority of those

with whom we were most intimate in our different visits

to Baltimore. Their presence, at this time, in recalling to

our minds the happy time we spent with them , made us

forget, for a moment, that wehadalready left the American

soil, perhaps for ever , and our illusion was prolonged until

the evening gun announced that all communication between

us must cease.

The night wasnow too far advanced to get under sail,

and Commodore Morris waited till next day to weigh an

chor. It was the 8th of December we entered the Chesa

peake under full sail, traversing the centre of a brilliant

rainbow, one ofwhose limbs appeared to rest on the Ma.

ryland shore , and the other on that of Virginia. Thus the

same sign that appeared in the heavens on the day on which

Lafayette landed on the American soil, also appear

ed when he left it, as if nature had reserved to her

self the erection of the first and the last of the numerous

triumphal arches dedicated to him during his extraordinary

journey.*

The wind blowing brisk and favourable, we soon passed

the capes of Virginia, and were in a short time out at sea .

It was then only that our captain, disengaged from the care

* The day of our arrival at Staten Island , whilst the general was re

ceiving the congratulations of the people, from the balcony of the vice

president's house, a rainbow , one of whose limbs enveloped and tinged

fort Lafayette with a thousand colours, appeared ; themultitude, struck

with the beauty and opportuneness of this circumstance, exclaimed,

" that heaven was in unison with America in celebrating the happy ar
rival ofthe friend of the country."
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a difficult navigation near the shore always induces , made

us more particularly acquainted with his officers and our

new abode. From the character of the former and com

modious arrangement of the latter, it was readilyperceived

that the American government had neglected nothing that

could contribute to the safety or comfort of Lafayette's re

turn to his own country. The captain announced to the
general, that the last instructions he had received from the

president, was to put himself entirely at the general's dis

posal, and to conduct him to any part of Europe that he

might designate , and to land him under the protection of

the American flag ; hence, that he must from that moment

consider himself as absolute master, and to be assured that

his orders would be executed with the greatest readiness.

The general was deeply affected but not surprised at this
fresh instance of kindness in the American government, and

declared to the captain, that the only use he should make

of these honourable prerogatives would be a passage to

Havre. Two motives, added he, make me desirous of re

entering France by that city; my family will be there to

receiveme, and my heart feels a strong desire to present

myself, in the first instance, to those who received my fare
well with such kindness , when I last year left my country.

The wind blew so violently, that in forty -eight hours from

our leaving Chesapeake bay, we were in the Gulf stream,

whose waves, opposed by the wind, made usexperience all

the agonies of rolling and pitching horribly combined.

Added to the sea -sickness which attacked nearly all of us,

another source of anxiety arose. The frigate leaked with

out it being discovered at what place ; the pumps, in spite

of their constant employment,could not keep the vessel

clear, and some persons already regretted we were so far

from the land, but our captain and his crew were not to be

intimidated so easily. After a close examination of our

situation , Captain Morris was of opinion that the vessel was

too deep in the water, and should be lighted ; he therefore

had 32,000 weight of iron , part of his ballast, thrown over

board. This operation, which was performed in a few

hours, remedied every inconvenience. The frigate being

lighter was in better trim , and in rising some inches more

above the surface of the water, discovered the leak, which

was just under the water-mark : from this moment the dan
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ger, which had never been serious, entirely disappeared ,

and our voyage was accomplished without the slightest

anxiety.

As the president had told the general, in offering him the

use of the Brandywine to carry him to France, we had for

commander one ofthe most distinguished officers in the Ame

rican navy. During his youth , Captain Morris bad distin

guished himselfin several engagements before Algiers, under

the command of Commodore Rogers. At a later period,

during the last war with Great Britain , he had added to his

reputation, from his skill in manoeuvring his vessel, in the

presence of an overwhelming force; and his comrades gen

erally attributed to him a great part of the glory of the

victoryof the Constitution over the Guerriere,who, proud

of her formidable artillery and the experience of her nume

rous crew , had sent a challenge to any American vessel,

that had thecourage to meet her, and seemed to wait with

impatience for some one to accept her defiance, when the

Constitution appeared and soon made her repent of her

presumption.

The officers who served under the ordersof Captain

Morris, on board of the Brandywine, had also distinguished

themselves in the last war, and each could boast of having

added tothe glory of the American navy, byhis own gallant

deeds. I regret that I cannot record all their names, and

some of the actions by which they merited the gratitude of

their country, and the esteem of their fellow -citizens ; but

such details would lead me far beyond all due bounds, and

I hope that my silence will be taken rather as a proof of

my incapacity to act as their historian, than as aproof of

my indifference to men, whose society was so delightful to

us, during a voyage which would have appeared very short,

if we had not been returning to our own country.
Thegovernment of the United States has no theoretical

school for her marine officers, but each national vessel ,

when going on service, receives on board a certain number

of midshipmen, and thus forms a practical school at little

expense as to money, and attended with the happiest results.

When it was rumoured, that the Brandywine was destined
to conduct Lafayette back to France, all those parents

who intended their children for the navy, were ambitious

to obtain them a birth on board of this frigate, and the
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president found himself beset with petitionsfrom all parts

of the Union. Not being able to satisfy all , but at the same

time wishing to amalgamate, as muchas possible, private

interests with public good, he decided that each state

should be represented by a midshipman, and hence the

Brandywine had on board twenty -four, instead of eight or

ten, as is usual in vessels of her size. It was gratifying to

the general, thus to find himself surrounded by these young

representatives of the republics he had visited with so much

pleasure, not only as their presence recalled spots he loved ,

but also as some of them,being sons of old revolutionary

soldiers, gave him an opportunity of speaking of his for

mer companions in arms; and the young men, on their

part, proud ofthe mission theywere engaged in,endeavoured

to render themselves worthy of it, by strict attention to

study , and the performance of their duties. The paternal

friendship testified towards themby the general , during the

voyage, so completely gained their affection, that they could

not separate from him without shedding tears. They beg

ged that he would permit them, to offer him a durablemark

of their filial attachment, that would also recall to his mind

the days passed with them on board the Brandywine.*
The wind continued strong during the whole passage,

but wasvery variable, thus rendering our voyage unplea
sant. Nevertheless, in spite of their inconstancy, Captain

Morris found means to make us advance rapidly ; and on

the 3d of October we arrived in sight of the coast of Havre,

in twenty-four days after leaving the Chesapeake. This

passage ought to be considered as very short, particularly
when it is considered that it was our vessel's first voyage,

and consequently that she required to be studied with

greater care by those who navigated her.

* This present, which was received by General Lafayette a short time

after his arrival at Paris, is a silver urn , of an antique form and beauti

fully engraved. It rests on a base of the same metal, three of the faces

of which are ornamented with exquisite sculpures, representing the capi

tol at Washington ; the visit of Lafayette to thetomb of Washington,

and the arrival of the Brandywine at Havre. On the fourth face is

inscribed, in relief, the offering of the young midshipmen to their pater

nal friend. This magnificent work was executed at Paris, under the

direction of Mr. Barnet, the American consul, who replied to the confi

dence of the young seamen, with that zeal which he always displays, in

every thing relating to the glory of his country, or the interests of his
fellow -citizens.
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I will not speak of the feelings that agitated us at the

sight of our country. There are few who have not expe

rienced them on again seeing their native land , even after

a short absence ; and to those who have never known the

torments of absence, or the sweet emotions of a return , I

fear that my words would appear exaggerated or ridiculous.

As there was a great swell, and the wind variable , the

captain would nothazard the frigate byapproaching too

near land in the night ; he therefore sent one of his officers

to Havre for a pilot, and stood off and on until his return.

About midnight, a fishing boat boarded us , and brought let.

ters, by which we learnt, that a great part of General La

fayette'sfamily, and numbers of his friends, among whom

was my father, had waited for us at Havre for several days ,

and would join us in a few hours.

It may be readily supposed, that such news kept us

awake all night, expecting with impatience the return of

day, to restore us to our friends, our families, and our coun

try. At six o'clock, the pilot being on board, he cautiously

guidedthe vessel towards Havre,which we saw gradually

becoming more visible on the horizon . At three o'clock

we anchored, from the impossibility ofapproaching nearer
without danger in a vessel the size of our frigate. Captain

Morris then fired a salute of twenty -four guns, which was

answered from the fort a few moments afterwards. At 11

o'clock, a steam-boat having boarded us , we experienced

the happiness of seeing our friends.

We also received on board some citizens of Havre,

among whom was M. de Laroche, who begged the general

to accept of lodgings in his house , as long as he should re

main in the city . Mr. Beasley,American consul at Havre,

was also among our visiters. Our captain and his officers

received them with distinction , and showed them every

part of the frigate, whose beautiful proportions and admir.

able order excited their admiration .

But the time rapidly passed , and the moment of separa

tion from our fellow
passengers

arrived. It would be dif

ficult to portray the expression of grief and regret that was

observable on the faces of all on board , when they advanc

ed for the last time to bid farewell to him whomthey had

so proudly conducted across the ocean. The officers sur

rounded him for a long time, not being able to permit him
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to depart. Their first lieutenant, Mr. Gregory, who had

been commissioned by them to express their sentiments,

experienced so much emotion, that his voice faltered in

pronouneing the first words; but, as if suddenly inspired,

the young seaman -sprung towards the nationalflag which

floated at the stern of the vessel , rapidly detached it, and

presented it to the general, exclaiming , 66 We cannot con

fide it to more glorious keeping ! Take it, dear general ,

may it for ever recall to you your alliance with the Ame

rican nation ; may it also sometimes recall to your recol

lection those who will never forget the happiness they en

joyed of passing twenty-four days with you on board of the

Brandywine; and in being displayed twice a year on the

towers of your hospitable dwelling , may it recall to your

neighbours the anniversary of two greatepochs, whose in

fluence on the whole world is incalculable,—the birth of

Washington and the declaration of the independence of

our country."

“ I accept it with gratitude," replied the general, " and

I hope that, displayed from the mostprominentpart of my

house at La Grange, it will always testify to all who may

see it, the kindness of the American nation towards its

adopted and devoted son . And I also hope, that when

you or your fellow countrymen visit me, it will tell you,

that at La Grangeyou arenot on a foreign soil .”

At this moment, thenoise of cannon and the huzzas of

the sailors on the yards, prevented anyfurther adieus , and

we went on board the steam-boat, whence we saw the

Brandywine spread her sails , and leave us with the ma

jesty of a floating fortress.

Captain Morris, who was to accompany the general to

Paris ; Captain Reed, a distinguished officer of the Ame

rican navy, charged with a scientific mission to Europe by

his government ; and Mr. Somerville, envoy from the

United States to the court of Sweden , left the Brandywine

with us ; and this vessel , under the command of Lieutenant

Gregory, sailed for the Mediterranean, to reinforce the

squadron there .

On his landing, General Lafayette perceived that the

sentiments expressed towards him by the citizens of Havre,

at his departure, had not changed , and he was much affected

at their warmth. As to the administration , it was what it

Vol. 11. - 23
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ought to have been the preceding year, that is, it permitted

a free expression of public opinion, so that in his passage

from thequay to Mr.de Laroches, the general had notthe

grief of seeing his friends menaced bythe sabres of the

gens d'armes, or humiliated by the presence of foreign

troops.

General Lafayette ardently desired to see such of his

children as could not come to meet him, and waited for him

at La Grange, and he therefore decided on leaving Havre

the day afterhis arrival. His son embarked on the Seine

with his family and friends, to proceed to Rouen , where he

would wait for him , whilst, accompanied by Captain Mor

ris and the author of this journal, he went by land. On

leaving the suburb, his carriage was, surrounded by a

large cavalcade of young men ,who asked permission to

accompany him to some distance. After an hour's march,

the general stopped to thank his escort, who did not sepa

rate from him until they had expressed themostflattering

sentiments , through their young leader, Mr. Etesse, to

whom his fellow citizens had also this day given a proof of

their esteem and friendship in placing themselves under
his orders.

On arriving at Rouen, we stopped at M. Cabanon's, a

worthy merchant, who has always been charged with the

interests of his department in the chamberof deputies,

whenever his fellow citizens have been unshackled in their

choice. As an old friend and colleague of the general, he

had insisted on his right of receiving at histable the guest

of America, and had prepared him the pleasure ofonce

more being seated with his family and a great number of

the most distinguished citizens of the ancient capital of

Normandy. Towards the end of the dinner, some one

came to announce to the general that a crowd of persons

in the street, accompaniedby a band of musicians, wished

to salute him . He eagerly went out on the balcony to re

ply to this mark of esteem from the population ofRouen,

but scarcely were the first acclamations heard, when de

tachments of the royal guard and gens d'armes appeared

from the extremities of the street, who, without any prc

vious notice, began to disperse the crowd. The modera
tion with whichthe royal guard executed the orders they

had received from an imprudent and blind administration,
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was

proved how repugnant they were to them, but the gens

d'armerie, anxious to prove themselves the worthy instru

ments of the power that employed them , bravely charged

on the unarmed citizens, and were not to be checked by

the cries of the women and children overthrown by the

horses . A manufacturer of Bolbec, an elderly man of

Rouen, and several otherpersons, wereseverely wounded.

Many others were illegally and brutally arrested. After

these glorious exploits, thegens d'armes, being conquerors,

waited for the appearance of General Lafayette, and , sabre

in hand , accompaniedthe carriage to the hotel where we

were to spend the night. But here their success

checked ; young men stationed at the door forbid all en

trance into this asylum , where many of those who were

obliged to fly had taken 'refuge, and where General La

fayette could receive, in peace, the feelingand honourable

congratulations of those citizens who wished, in spite of

the interdict of those in authority, to testify the satisfaction

they felt at the return of a man, who by the triumphs de

creed to him by a free nation had sº much added to the

glory of the French name.

This atrocious conduct of the magistrates and their ser

vile instruments afflicted us the more, from having a few

days previous enjoyed the free expression of the feelings

and enthusiasm of the American people, and which inspite

of ourselves forced a comparison that was far from being

favourable to our own country. The presence of Captain

Morris and some of his countrymen who had accompanied

him to Paris, added still more to our sorrow and embar

rassment. We seemed to read in their stern expression ,

the feelings they experienced in seeing a people once so

energetic in the cause of liberty, now timidly submitting to

the despotism of bayonets. As soon as I found an oppor.

tunity of speaking to them fora moment, I hastened totell

them that they must not confound prudence and modera

tion with weakness, which was here only so in appearance.

That, in this instance,the citizens could not have supposed

that the local authorities would have been foolish enough

to oppose the expresion of sentiments so inoffensive and

natural, and consequently no one had thought of making

preparations for a resistance, whose necessity bad not been

foreseen. Some young men who were near us overhearing
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this conversation , added with warmth, “ we hope ourmode

ration will not be misinterpreted by those who know us,and

that they will understand that we only submitted to be thus

driven back by some gens d'armes, because we wishedto spare

our friend General Lafayette the chagrin of being the

cause of a greater disturbance.” The American officers

applauded the courage and delicacy of this feeling, and

comprehended that under other circumstances, the triumph

of the police and its gens d'armes over the citizens ofRouen

would not be so easy.

The next morning, October 8th , the court of the hotel

was filled by young men on horseback, intended as an escort

to the general as far as the first post-house. Their counte

nances, and some words I overheard , proved to me that

they were full of the scene of the evening before, and were

firmly resolved that it should not be renewed with impunity.
The posts of the infantry and gens d'armerie had been doubled

during the night, as if the day was to be productive of great

events; but the magistracy confined itself to those ridicu

lous demonstrations, and General Lafayette left the city in
peace, receiving on his way numerous testimonials of the

good wishes of the citizens.

At the end of the suburb , the escort was augmented by

more young horsemen , who accompanied him to the first

relay of horses, where they took leave of him, after having

presented him with a crown of " Immortelles," whichwas

Iaid in his carriage on the sword given him by the New
York militia.

That evening we slept at St. Germain-en-Laye, and the

next day, October 9th, we arrived at La Grange, where,

for the three last days, the neighbouring districts had been

occupied in preparations for a fete on the arrival of one so

long and ardently looked for.

Ăt a certain distance from the house, the carriage stop.

ped; and the general on descending from it, found himself

in the midst of a crowd , whose transports and joy would

have deceived a stranger, and led him to suppose that they

were all his children . The house was filled until evening,

by thecrowd, who only retired after having conducted the

general , by the light ' of illuminations and to the sound of

music, under a triumphal arch, bearing an inscription, in

which they had dedicated to him the title of “ friend of the
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people .” There he again received the expressions of joy

and happiness inducedby his return .

Thenext day, the general was occupied in receiving the

young girls whobrought him flowers and chaunted couplets

*** in his honour, the company of the national guard of Court

Palais, and a deputation from the town of Rosay. The

inhabitants of the commune in offering a box of flowers to

their friend , congratulated him on his arrivalthrough their

leader M. Fricotelle.

The following Sunday, the inhabitants of Rosay and its

environs gave the general a brilliant fete, the expenses of

which were defrayed by common subscription. The pre

parations which had required several dayslabour, werethe

work of the citizens, whodid not wish to be aided by any

mercenary hands. At five o'clock in the evening, more

* than four thousand persons, many of whom had arrived

from a distance of some leagues, filled the apartments and

courts of La Grange, to salute him, whom all voices hailed

as the friend of the people. At seven o'clock, a troop of

young girls marching atthe head of the population of Rosay,

cih presented a basket of flowers to the general, and chaunted

some simple andtouching couplets; after which Mr. Vigne
pronounced in the name of the canton a discourse filled

med with noble sentiments. After the general's reply, which

het was received with transports of joy, he was conducted in

buri triumph to the meadow , where an elegant tent had been

Chin erected for him and his family . Illuminations artfully dis

posed , fire-works prepared by Ruggieri, animated dances,

a great number of booths of all kinds, and a population of

dt upwards of six thousand persons, all contributed to recall to

he Lafayettesome of the brilliant scenes of his American tri

be umph ; and with the more truth , since he found so much

conformity in the feelings which dictated both .

The dancinglasted all night; the cries of " long live the

people's friend ” were to be heard until the next day, when

Lafayette, once more in the bosom of his family, enjoyed

that happiness and calm which only result from the recol.

lection of a well spent life.

Vol. II .-24
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THE END.
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